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IIISTORYOF ENGLAND

EIGHTEENTH CENTUBY.

CHAPTER XX.

THERE are few things more remarkable in the po_tScaI
correspondence of the time than the almost complete
absence of alarm with which the English ministers
viewed the events that have been described in the pre-
ceding chapter. They appear to have wholly scouted the
idea that serious danger from France was approaching
England, and their chief apprehensions were turned to
another quarter. A deep and settled distrust of the
Emperor Leopold was one of the strongest motives of
their foreign policy, and they seem to have greatly mis-
understood and undervalued his character, and exag-
gerated his designs. The alarm which the aggressive
measures of his predecessor, against Holland, had pro-
duced in England, and the close alliance with Prussia
which it was a main object of Pitt to maintain, had
given a strong anti-Austrian bias to English statesmen,
and it was confirmed by the long delay of the Emperor
in concluding the peace of Sistova, and by some obscure
and now forgotten disputes which had ended in the
Emperor giving the Austrian Netherlands a constitutioa

VOL. VH. B



ENGLAND 1N THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. cn. xx.

considerably less liberal than he had promised, and
the maritime Powers withholding their guarantee. The
diplomatic correspondence of 1791 is fall of English
complaints of the efforts of the Emperor to dissociate
Prussia from England ; of fears lest the Emperor should
.obtain by negotiation some permanent influence in the
.affairs of Holland ; of expressions of an extreme distrust
of his sincerity; of regrets that Prussia, in allying
herself with him, should have guaranteed the Austrian
_etherlands Withbut any frank concert or communica-
t-ion _t:h" England) The English ill-feeling towards
Austria was fully reciprocated at Vienna, and the
Emperor, who was in truth the most unambitious and
pacific of the great sovereigns of Europe, was looked
upon by English statesmen as the most formidable
danger to the peace of Europe.

From France, however, they seemed to have feared
nothing, and they looked forward with a wonderful con-
fidence to a long continuance of peace. They were
perfectly resolved to maintain a strict neutrality, and
they had no doubt that they could do so. The relations
of the two nations were very amicable, and even if it
were otherwise, it was the prevailing belief, which was
continually expressed in Parliament, _that recent events
had made France wholly powerless for aggression. The
suspicions aronsed in France by the negro insurrection
of St. Domlngo were allayed by the conduct of Lord
Effingham, and the approbation of that conduct was
officially transmitted to Paris2 The Assembly, it is
true, somewhat ungraciously refused to vote its thanks
to the British Government, but it passed a vote of thanks

J See Ewart to Grenville, Aug. 1792.
4 ; Grenville to Ewart, Aug. 26 ; _ ParL H_st. xxix. 44,170, 919,
Grenville to Eden, Dec. 16, 20, 929, 940.
:1791 ; Grenville to Keith, March • Grenville to Gewer, Oct. 1791o
_6 ; Grenville to Eden, March 27,
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to ' the British nation, and especially to Mr. Effingham,
Governor of Jamaica.' 1 But in general there was as
yet no hostility to the British Goverrmlent, and a very
friendiy feeling towards the British nation. In November
1791, however, a report was brought to England of a
design which was believed to have been formed by the
younger Rochambeau, to raise an insurrection in several
towns in the Austrian Netherlands with the assistance
of some Imperial troops who had been corrupted, and to
support the rebels with some French troops of the line,
while at the same time an attempt was to be made to
excite a sedition in Holland in favour of the ' Patriots.'
The report seemed to Grenville wild and improbable,
but he thought it right to send it to Gower, whose reply
was not altogether reassuring, From the character and
opinions of Rochambeau he thought such a project not
_mlikely, but added, ' If such a scheme does really exist,
it must be believed that this Government has not as yet
given any countenance to it; but when one considers
that the object of it, that part at ]east which regards
Holland, is of great national importance, and is a point
on which the honour of the nation has been offended--
" haoret ]ateri lethalis arundo"---one should be less
surprised than hurt to find if it should be suffered to
ripen, bat it should be adopted by this Government,
especially when one reflects that a diversion of this sort
abroad would tend to compose matters at home.' _ __
few weeks later, Clootz made one of his mad harangues
at f_hebar of the Assembly in his capacity of ambassa-
dor of the human race, denouncing the despotic Power_
of Europe, and in the course of it he inveighed bitterly
against the maritime ambition of England, and against

' Marsh's Politics of Grea_ 1791 ; Gower to Grenv/lle, Nov.
Brita4_ and France, i. 48-50. 18, 1791.

Grenville to Gower, Nov.
m2
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the Anglo-Prussian Cabal which reigned in Holland.
The Assembly received his discourse with great serious-
ness and admiration, and it was ordered to be printed. 1

English statesmen, however, are certainly not in-
clined to attach undue importance to wild words. WheI_
the news of the Peace of Sistova arrived in England, in.
&ugust 1791, Grenville, who had recently assumed the
direction of foreign affairs, believed that the last serious
cloud had vanished fTom the horizon. ' I am repaid for
my labour,' he wrote, 'by the maintenance of peace_
which is all this country has to desire. We shall now,
I hope, for a very long period indeed, enjoy this blessing,
and cultivate a situation of prosperity unexampled ia
our history. The state of our commerce, our revenue,
and above all of our public funds, is such as to hold ou_
ideas which, but a few years ago, would indeed have
appeared visionary, and wtdch there is now every hope
of realising.' _

The same sanguine estimate of the situation con°
tinued through the winter, and was most decisively
shown in the session of Parliament which opened on
January 31, 1792. The King's Speech was doliverec_
after the debate and decree of the French Assembly,
which had made a continental war almost certain, but
it did not even mention France. ' The friendly assur-
ances,' the King said, ' which I receive from foreign
Powers, and the general state of Europe, appear to
promise to my subjects the continuance of their pre-
sent tranquillity;' and the chief recommendation of
the speech was a dlm_nution of the naval and military
forces. With the enthusiastic approval of Fox, _-this,
policy was carried out. The number of sailors an_
marines to be employed in 1792 wa_ reduced to 16,000.

' AnnuaZRegister,1792,p.267. Cabinets el Gee. Ill. El. 196.
Buckingham, Cour_ and B.Pa_L HisS. xxix. 767.
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The army in England was reduced to about the same
number. The Hessian Subsidy had just expired, and
Pitt announced that it would not be renewed, and the
saving of 400,000/. which was thus made was divided
between the reduction of taxation and the diminution of
the debt. I have already referred to Pitt's triumphant
Budget speech on February 17, but one passage in it
is peculiarly relevant to our present subject. Having
explained how his Sinking Fund would accumulate for
fifteen years, he added: ' I am not, indeed, presump-
tuous enough to suppose that when I name fifteen years
I am not naming a period in which events may arise
which human foresight cannot reach . . . but unques-
tionably there never was a time in the history of this
country when from the situation of Europe we might
more reasonably expect fifteen years of peace, than we
may at the present moment.' 1

The Cassandra warnings of Burke were indeed still
heard, but they had never been so completely disre-
garded. 2 Lord Aucldand complained that even among
very prominent English politicians the change of m_n]s-
try which altered the foreign policy of Spain, and the
death of the Emperor Leopold, hardly excited more
attention than the death or removal of a Burgomaster
at Amsterdam. a

At the same time a strong distrust of England may
be already detectdd in French diplomatic correspon-
dence, and especially in the letters of Hirsinger, the
Charg_ d'Affaires, who managed French affairs in Lon-
•]on for a few weeks after the recall of Barth_lemy in
January 1792. Hirsinger acknowledged that Grenville
had received him with great courtesy, and had given

i ParL Hist. xxix. 826. s A_c_land Corres2ondence, ii.

2 Burke's Corres2ondence, iii. 898.
414, 41_.
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h_m the most explicit assurances of the friendly cNs-
position of the British Government and of their fixeS
determination to abstain From all interference with the

Revolution, but he was for some time sceptical and
hostile, and his letters to Paris were filled with alarm-
ing rumours. He had heard that the Hanoverian
troops were ready to march, and that the King as
Elector of Hanover was about to join the coalition.
He suspected that the English ministers were secretly
stirring up the Emperor against France; that they
were intriguing to alienate Spain; that they had de-
signs upon the Isle of Bourbon and the Isle of France.
He was told that it was only through the influence of
Pitt that a proposal of the _ng and of the Chancellor
to bring England into the coalition had been rejected.
England, he said, watched with perfidious pleasure the
embarrassments of France. Her flag was steadily dis-
placing that of France in the commerce of the world,
and in spite of all legislative prohibitions great quanti-
ties of French coin were brought to her for security.
He soon, however, convinced h_mse]f that the dominant
portion of the ministry was fully resolved upon lieu-
_rallty. Pitt, he said, ' does not love us,' but he is too
enlightenes not to see the enormous advantages Eng-
land derives From her present position, and nothing but
a French invasion of the l_etherlands could induce him
to declare openly against us. The" sentiments of the
King were, no doubt, hostile to the Revolution. When
Hirsinger was presented to him on January 20, George
JA-_. received trim very cordially, but spoke with ' his
usual fra-_ess.' ' I pity your King and Queen,' he
said, ' with all my heart, they are very unfortunate ;
your lqational Assembly is a collection of fools and
madmen who are in a fair way to ruin their beautiful
country by their stupidity and their folly. In truth
Constantinople and London are now the only places
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where a French " employ_" can live safely. I am very
glad for you that you are here.' These last words,
Itirsinger said, reminded him of Grenville's assurances
of neutrality. On the whole he was of opinion that the
English Government had no further plan than to extend
English commerce at the expense of France. The
power of Pitt appeared to him almost absolute. Last
session his majority was two to one, this session it was
likely to be three to one?

At the end of January, De Lessart, who was still
French Minister of Foreign Affairs, sent Talleyrand to
England accompanied by Lauzun, Duke of Biron, for
the purpose of sounding the dispositions of the Eng-
lish Government. As an act of the late Constituent

Assembly had incapacitated its members from holding
any office for the space of two years, Talleyrand was
invested with no diplomatic character, but De Lessart
gave him a letter of introduction to Lord Grenville
recommending him as a very eminent Frenchman,
peculiarly competent to discuss the relations between
the two countries. The objects at which he wa_ to aim
were clearly defined. He was in the first place to
endeavour to obtain an assurance of the neutrality of
England in the event of a war between France and the
Emperor, even though that war led to an invasion of
the Austrian l_etherlands. Such an invasion, De Lessar_
explained, was very probable, but it would be a mere
matter of military defence, produced by the aggression
of the Emperor and intended to draw away the war
from France and especially from l_aris. It ought,
therefore, to excite no alarm in England, and it was
certainly not a case to wlfieh the provisions of the
Treaty of Utrecht applied. Talleyrand was also to

Hizsinger to the French Fo. Feb. 3, Mar. 9, 1792 (French
reign Minister, Jan. 17, 20, 27_ Foreign Office).
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endeavour to obtain a similar assurance of the neutrality
of the King in hls capacity of Elector of Hanover, in
which capacity he could dispose of an army of 30,000
or 40,000 men, and he was to feel his way towards the
possibility of an alliance between England and France
with a mutual guarantee of their possessions. Towards
the close of the mission he himself suggested another
object which was accepted by the minister. He thought
it possible that the English Government might be in-
duced to guarantee a French loan of 3,000,000/. or
4,000,000/., and in return for such financial assistance
and for a reciprocal guarantee of territory_ Talleyrand
was authorised to offer the cession of Tobago. This
island was of little consequence to France ; its inhabi-
tants were chiefly of English origin, and its loss had
been a cause of some regret in England.

Talleyrand alTived in London on January 24. He
found, somewhat to his annoyance, that the newspapers
had already described him as having had an interview
with Pitt, and his mission began with a very disagreeable
incident. Biron was arrested for an old debt, thrown
into prison, and detained for nearly three weeks ; and,
as he had no diplomatic capacity, Grenville declined to
interfere for his release. Talleyrand himself, however,
was exceedingly satisfied with his reception. He de-
scribed the ministers as full of courtesy, while leading
members of the Opposition at once called on him with
warm expressions of good-will. ' Believe me,' he wrote
only three days after his arrival, ' a " rapprochement"
with England is no chimera'-

He saw the King, Pitt, and especially Grenville.
With the Ring the interview consisted of merely con-
ventional civilities. Pitt dwelt significantly on the fact
that Talleyrand had no official position, but added that
he would be most happy to talk with him about the
relations of England and France, and reminded him
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that many years before they had met at Rheims. His
really important interviews were with Grenville, and he
described them in detail to the French minister. He

did not enter into the question of the loan or of the
cession of Tobago, and, although he convinced h{msetf
that there was no doubt whatever that England would,
in fact, be neutral in case of a war between France and
the Emperor, he came, after some hesitation, to the
conclusion that it was better not to demand a formal
and categorical statement to that effect, but rather to
aim at once at the higher object of a close and positive
alliance. He endeavoured to convince Grenville Chat
the prevailing notion that the Revolution was unfinished
and precarious was orrormous; that with the acceptance
of her new Constitution France had definitely taken her
place among the free nations of Europe, and that it was
the earnest desire of all well-judging Frenchmen to be on
intimate terms with England. He proposed, therefore,
that each Government should guarantee all the posses-
sions of the other. The guarantee should be drawn up
in the widest terms so as to include India and Ireland,
the two great objects of English solicitude. Having
explained his policy at much length, he begged that he
might receive no answer till the proposal had been deli-
berately considered by the ministers.

Grenville, he says, listened very attentively. If the
proposal had been accepted it would have almost inevit-
ably drawn England from her position of neutrality,
would have made her, as an ally of France, a party to
the impending contest, and-would have wholly changed
the course of European history.

Nearly a fortnight elapsed before Grenville sent for
Talleyrand to give him the answer of the Cabinet, and,
although Talleyrand did not obtain wha_ he asked, he
described the interview to De Lessart as extremely
satisfactory. It confirmed him, he said, in his eonvio-
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tion ' that the intentions of England are far from being
disquieting, and that her de facto neutrality i is incon-
testable.' Grenville began by assuring him that the
dispositions of the English Government towards France
were perfectly friendly; that not only were they not
among her enemies, but that they sincerely desired to
see her free from her present embarrassments; that
they were persuaded that a commercial people could
only gain by the liberty of surrounding nations, and
that it was entirely untrue that they had taken any
part in fomenting the troubles of France. At the same
time the ]_iug's council, after deliberate consideration,
had decided that no answer should be given to the pro-
posal of Talleyrand. This reply Tal]eyrand attributed
to a division in the council, for he said it was known
that Pitt, Grenville, and Dundas were tolerably favour-
able 2 to a ' rapprochement' with France, while Camden,
Thurlow, and especially the King, were strongly opposed
to it. ' I do not yet know,' he continued, ' when they
will be for us, but I can guarantee you that they will
do noth_ug against us even in the case about which you
are anxious, of the Netherlands becoming the theatre of
war.' 'England is sincerely, anxious for peace, and
fully aware that this is her interest.' In the course of
the interview he said to Grenville that he had no doubt

that sooner or later an Anglo-French alliance would be
formed. Grenville answered that he hoped it would be so.
Writing confidentially to the French minister, Talleyrand
said that it was a great misfortune that France had no
accredited ambassador in London. ltirsingerwas barely
competent for a subordinate post. The dispositions of
Pitt and the other ministers were not what had been re-
presented. In order to carry out the ideas of the French
Government an intelligent minister, sufficiently young

' Neutralit_ de fair.' _ ' Assez favorable.'
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not to be self-opinionated, should be speedily sent to
London; and he strongly recommended the young
_arquis de Chanvclin, son of a favourite of Lewis XV.,
' who has talent in a large measure,' as a fitting man for
the post. 1

Talleyrand returned to Paris on March 10, and
expressed himself to everyone with whom he spoke as
extremely satisfied with his reception and with the dis-
positions of England. _ Grenville's account of the mission
is not materially different from that of Talleyrand, but
it accentuates rather more strongly the determination of
the English Government to keep itself from any kind of
engagement, especially with diplomatists who had no
formal or official character. 3 It was possible, Grenville

1 The mission of Talleyrand first edition of this book M. Pal-
to England has been sometimes lain has pubhs!._.ed the letters of
narrated with a good deal of in- Talleyraud in his Miss_ dm
accuracy, but the whole eollee- T_lIeyra_d d Lond/res e_ 1792
tion of Talleyrand's own letters (1889).
to De Lessart describing his pro- 2 Gower to Grenville, Mar. 10,
eeedings (Jan. 27, 31, Feb. 3, 17, 1792.
27, March 2, 1792), as well as a'Since lwrote to yourExeel-
De Lessart's letter to Grenville lency on the subject of _I. de
hisJan. 12) introducing him, and Talleyrand, I have seen that

letter to Talleyrand, will be gentleman twice on business of
found in one of the supplemental his mission to this country. The
volumes for 1791-1792 in the first time he explained to me
French Foreign Office, while very much at large the disposi-
Lord Grenville gave his own ao- tien of the French Government
count of the mission to Gower, and of the nation to enter into
Feb. 10 and M2xeh 9, 1792. the strictest connection with
Morris was a_vare of the mission Great Britain, and proposed that
(Warks, il. 166), but he was not this should be done by a treaty
accurately informed about its of mutual guarantee, or in such
circumstances or about the in- other manner as the Government
st_uctions ef Talleyrand. I must of this country should prefer.
take this opportunity of express- Having stated this, he earnestly
ing my gratitude to the efficials requested that he might not re-
at th_ Foreign Office in Paris for ceive any answer at that time,
the kind assistance they have but that he might see me again
_ven me when examining these for that purpose. I told him that
_md other despatches. Since the in compliance with his request
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said. that some similar application might be made to
Gower to ascertain how far England might be disposed
to make a formal declaration of neutrality in the event
of a war, or to interpose her good offices as mediator
and arbitrator. Gower was directed to decline to enter

on such subjects with anyone but the ]k[inis_er of Foreign
Affairs; he was to say nothing to tl_t minister which
might appear to lead to them, and if asl_ed officially
and ministerially, he was to confine himself to general
assurances of the friendly and pacific sentiments of
England, and to a promise that he would _ansmit to
England any request made by the French minister,
provided it was put in writing, i

The diplomatic relations between the two countries
continued for some time to be very amicable. An ac_
of indiscretion on the part of some Custom House officers,
who in January had searched the French Legation in
London for contraband goods, shortly after Barth61emy
had been recalled, was followed by prompt and ample
expressions of regret from Grenville and Burges, _ and
some disputes which had arisen between French and

would see him again for the put- being the disposition of the Go-
pose he mentioned, though I vernment to endeavour to foment
thought i_ fair to apprise him or prolong the disturbances there
_ha_ in all probability my a_swer with a view to any profit to be
would be confined to _e absolute derived from thence to this
impossibility of my entering into country.'--Grenville to Gower,
any kind of discussion or nego- March 9, 1792. Sybel quotes
tiation on points of so delicate a (H/st. d_ l'/_rop_ Tsnda_ Za
nature with a person having no B$voZutio_, i. 381-363) some let-
official authority to _reat upon ters of Talleyrand to Narbonne
_hem. When I saw him ags_n I also describing the mission.
• epeated this to him, telling him x Grenville to Gower, March 9,
that it was the only answer I 1792.
• ould make . . . although I had 2 See a repor_ of Ne_temen_,
mo difficulty in saying to him who was in charge of the Legs-
individually, as I had to every tion a_ the time when the search
:Frenchman with whom I had took place, Jam 10. Hirsinger
tonversed on the present state of to De Lessart, Jam 13, 1792
France, tha_ it was very far from (French F.O.)
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English sailors on the coast of Malabar were settled in
April with little di_culty. ' It is evident,' wrote Gower
on this occasion, ' that the ministry here have a most
earnest desire to be upon the best possible terms with
England, which is a sufficient reason for inclining the
c6t6 droit to be otherwise. 'l At the time of the declara-

tion of war against the Emperor, Ohauvelin was seat
over as a duly accredited] minister plenipotentiary to
England, and Talleyrand, though without any public
capacity, was directed to accompany him, and also
Du Roveray, a former Procureur-General of Geneva.
Like Dumont, Olavi6re, and _Iarat, Du Roveray had
taken part in the unsuccessful revolution in that city
in 1782. _ He had afterwards lived in exile in England
and Ireland, and was actually in enjoyment of a pension
from the Irish Govermnont. a The knowledge which
Talleyrand and Du Roveray possessed of England and
of its leading men was likely to prove very useful, and
Chauvelin was directed on all occasions to consult with

them. Hirsinger was at the same time recalled.
The selection of Chauvelin was, as we have seen, a

suggestion of Talleyrand, and the plan of his mission
was formed upon the lines which TaUeyrand had drawn.
The instrueVions of Chauvelin stated that as the nature

1 Gowex to Grenville, April 11, be printed in 1791, I find that
1792. Du Roveray had a pension of.

'-'Dumonlsaysofhim:_Duro - 300L a year which had beer
vrai natttralis_ en Irlande, ayant granted him in 1785, and was
m4me une pension du gouverne- held during pleasure. He ap-
ment Irlandais, devait _tre con- pears to have taken a leading
sided oomme plus attach6 au part in the negotiations for the
gouvernementdel'Angleterrepar establishment of a colony of
un int@r_t permanent qu'£ la Genevese refugees in Ireland
:France par une place passag_re,' which were carried on by the
Bouv_irs de Mirabeau, oh. xxi. Irish Government in 1783. See

In a complete list of the Plowden's Hist. t_eview, ii. part i.
pensions paid by Ircl_nd, which p. 24 ; Irish Commons Jo_za_s,
the Irish Parliament ordered to xxviii, part il. p. eexix.
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of the mission of Talleyrand had not permitted anything
official to pass between him and the English Govern-
ment, the friendly assurances which had been given him
had no binding character, and that at a moment when
a French invasion of the Netherlands, and perhaps of
Germany, was very probable, it was highly expedien|
that France should obtain positive assurance that Eng-
land would not in any way directly or indirectly favour
her enemies. While asserting the full right of France
to divert the war from her own frontiers into the
Austrian Netherlands, Chauvelin was directed to dis-
clahn on the part of France in the strongest and most
explicit terms all projects of conquest or aggrandise-
ment, and all wish to interfere with the internal concerns
of other nations. In dissuading the English minister
from taking any part hostile to France he was instructed
to dilate upon the dangers of the excessive aggraadise-
ment of the great German Powers and of Russia ; upon
the almost certain destruc_on in the event of war z of

the existing constitution of the German Empire, which
would lead to a complete change in the disposition of
power ; upon the equally certain downfall of the House
of Orange ff it showed itself hostile to France ; upon the
danger of turning France from a friend into an enemy.
He was also directed, in his private interviews with the
minister, to dwell strongly on the important and delicate
topic of the condition of Ireland. The difference of re,
ligion and the progress of enlightenment and public spirit
had, in the opinion of the French minister, breng]it that
country to such a state that nothing but a close union
between France and England could prevent its separa-
tion from England, and the first cannon-shot fired in
war between the two countries would make that separa-

The instructions were dr_wn the French Assembly voted the
ml0 on April 19, the day before war.
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tion inevitable. The decisive moment had now arrived

when England, by consolidating her union with France,
tnight obtain a warm and lasting gratitude.

The instructions then proceeded to sketch the other
objects at which Chanvelin was to aim. A defensive
alliance between England. and France, by which each
Power guaranteed the other all its possessions, would
probably arrest the war at its outset, through the in-
fluence which England could exercise over Prussia and
Holland. If Spain enters into the war it may be con-
sidered whether measures may not be taken by England,
France, and perhaps the United States, which would
give these Powers the Spanish commerce. This was
not to be ministerially proposed, but the suggestion was
to be thrown out. In the last place the French Govern-
Inent was extremely anxious to raise a loan in England
of not less than three or four millions sterling, with the
approbation and, if possible, with the guarantee of the
British Government. This object was so important that
the King was ready to purchase it by the cession of
Tobago. _

Some months still passed without any apparent
change in the relations between the two countries. In
the last despatch which Hirsinger wrote to his Govern-
ment before leaving England, he mentioned that Pitt
had just been assuring a commercial deputation that
England would take no part in the war, and he added
that the English minister, ' who neglects no means of
obtaining popularity,' knows that the nation is solely
occupied with commercial interests and does not wish
for war. s The Government issued a proclamation again

' Inshmetion.s for M. Chauve- (French Foreign Office).
tin, Talleyrand and Du Roveray, _ April 28, 1792. Chauvelin
April 19, 1782. ' R6flexlons pour had arrived in London the day
ies n_gotiations d'Angls_erre en before.
ea_ de guerre,' Marsh B0, 1792
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affirming the strict neutrality of England and warning
all British subjects against any acts that might infringe
it; and when a rumour was circulated that a press of
seamen had been ordered, a paragraph, which Chanvelin
stated to have been sent by Pitt himself, was inserted in
the papers positively contradicting it, and declaring that
' there was not the smallest appearance that any event
would endanger our present tranquillity, which we have
so great an interest to preserve.' 1 Chauvelin had him-
self no doubt whatever of the pacific dispositSons of the
English Government, and his despatches--which were
now confessedly drawn up with the assistance of his two
colleagues, and in which the hand of Talleyrand may, I
thin1L be clearly traced--at this time show none of the
violence, hostility, and levity they aRerwards displayed.

We may find in them a singularly able analysis of
English politics. Those deceive themselves strangely,
he wrote, who suppose that England is on the verge of
revolution, that it is possible to separate the English
people from their Government, and that the division
between Ministry and Opposition is a division between
the supporters of privilege and authority, and the sup-
porters of the people. The kind of political discussion
which makes so much noise in France, is in England
matterofgeneralindifference.Attachedto theircon-
stitution by old prejudice and habits, by constantly
comparing their lot with that of other nations, and by
the prosperity they enjoy, the English people have no
belief that a revolution would improve their condition.
Agriculture, arts, manufactures, commerce, the rise and
fall of the funds are their chief interests ; parliamentary
debates come in the second line. An Opposition is re-
garded as almost as essential an ingredient of Parlia-
ment as a ]_in_stry, but the question of liberty is not

Ch_uvelm to Lebrun, Mayl. 1792.
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supposed to be at stake. The existing ministry is not
all with the King. Thurlow and ttawkesbury are, Pitt,
Grenville and Dundas are not ; and the ascendency of
Pitt is indisputable. The Opposition is very feeble, it
is rather anti-minlsterial than popular, and it has been
fatally weaJ_ened by raising the question of parlia-
mentary reform. Paine is utterly unpopular. The
great landlords who were the chief supporters of the
Opposition now lean towards the Court. The mass oi_
the people are profoundly inert, and it is only by gain-
ir_g and convincing the minister, that the ends of France
can be attained. The prevailing sentiment in England
was on the whole favourable to the Revolution. Mea
praised its results though they sometimes blamed its
means, but there are influences abroad which are acting
very prejudicially on English opinion. The unfortunate.
spirit of propagandism which is connected with the
Revolution ; the growing suspicion that French agents
are fomenting disorder and endeavouring to produce
insurrections ; the constant attacks of the French papers
on the English minister, and their habit of representing
every sign of disorder in England or Irelana as a triumph
of liberty, have the worst effect ; and the manifestly in-
creasing violence of the _evolution, and especially the
attack on the Tuileries on June 20, are alienating Eng-
lish opinion in both parties and persuading even the
mo_t f_vourable judges that a general disorganisation
is ta]dng place. The King would be quite readyto join
the Coalition, but his mir_sters will never suffer it ;
they would gladly see the Coalition dissolved, and Pitt
especially is inflexibly opposed to connecting himself
with it. The King does not like Pitt, but he detests
Fox ; and the chiefs of the Opposition are so hostile t_
Pitt, that Chauvelin believed that they would be ready"
to go far towards the ideas of the King if they could by
such means obtain office. On the whole, Chauvelir_

VOL. VII. C
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_oncluded that there was no fear that the Prussian
alliance would draw England into the Coalition, or that
the English would regard an invasion of the Austrian
Netherlands as an occasion for war, and there were
grounds for hoping that English influence might be
employed in dissolving the Coalition, or at least pre-
venting a dismemberment of France. French ministers,
however, must act with much moderation and circum-
spection, and abstain from exciting disturbances in
other countries. The proposed Batavian legion of Dutch
patriots was a very dangerous measure, for it would
certainly be regarded in England as a measure directed
against Holland and her constitution, which England
was bound by treaty to supporg. 1

These despatches seem to me full of wisdom and
_noderation, but there is evidence that the conduct of
the French Embassy was now not altogether in accord-
ance with them, and faults, which were by no means all
on one side, were gradually producing a serious tension.
Dumont, who accompanied the embassy, noticed the
extreme coldness they met with from the Court and
from the society which it could ildiuenee, and the fre-
quent attacks on them in the ministerial newspapers. _
An apostate bishop, who had taken a leading part in the
spoliation of his Church, and a recreant nobleman who
was conspicuous for his hostility to his own order, could
hardly find favour with a society already scandalised
and alarmed by the excesses of the Revolution. When
the Duke of Orleans came to England he was treated
with general coldness, and when Chauvelin and Taller-
rand appeared at Ranelagh it was noticed that men
firew aside to avoid them. Dumont acknowledged that

I Chauvelln to the French Foreign Minister, May 23, 28, June 6,
18, July 3, 5, 10, 14, 1792.

_o_wn_rs de Mirabe_u, _h. xxJ.
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they had made a mistake in the alacrity with which
they welcomed the advances of the Opposition, and in
the eagerness with which they sought the company of
Sheridan and Fox. and they soon lived almost exclu-
sively with the members of the Opposition. l ' ]k{.
43hauvelin,' wrote the Under Secretary for Foreign
Affairs in l_ay, ' continues a stranger to his diplomatic
brethren, and does not gain upon the public opinion.
As for M. Talleyrand, he is intimate with Paine, Horne
Tooke, Lord Lansdowne, and a few of that stamp, and
generally scouted by everyone else.' 2

It was the prevailing belief in England that the
_ontest would be short, and that the French army was
totally incapable of encountering a regular and dls-
ciplined force. Lord Gower, it is true, informed his
Government that he found it to be 'a very general
notion, at least in the Assembly, that if France can
preserve a neutrality with England she will be able to
cope with il the rest of Europe united,' and he added
that 'this notion is encouraged by a persuasion that the
influence of the Jacobins and an inoculation of their

principles will occasion an insurrection, which accord-
ing to their language is "le plus saint des devoirs," in
every country whose Govelmment shall dare to oppose
them.' a He mentioned also that great effol_s were
already making to induce the enemies' troops to desert,
but it is evident that he had himself no faith in the
possibility of meeting disciplined soldiers with an army
as disorganised as that of France. _The state of the
French army on the frontiers,' he wrote, : is such, that
in no other time or country would it be possible to
suppose that it could venture to oppose a regular well-

Souvenirs de Mirabeau, ch. xxi.
z Auckland Correspondence, ii. 410.
"a Gower to Grenville, Al_rll 22, 1792.

c2
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disciplined army although far inferior in numbers, and
it is believed that the impetuosity of the ministry wil_
be counteracted by the prudence of the generals. Both
_eem to place their greatest confidence in the desertion
of the enemy's forces. Corruption of every sort and in
every manner is employed without reserve, and this
mode of mal_{ng war seems to be the boast of the
Assembly as well as of the ministry. The miserable
state of the army exceeds all belief.... They embrace
the offers of any foreign officer who is willing to serve,
and in fact they are absohite]y reduced to this measure
from the great scarcity of French officers who remain.' l

The Session in England lasted till June 15, and
during its course there appears to have been no ap-
prehension of coming war. Public opinion was much
more interested in these domestic questions which have
been already noticed than in foreign politics, and
personal and purely party combinations absorbed much
of the attention of the more active politicians. It was
at this time that the first serious opposition which
Pitt encountered in his Cabinet was put an end to by
the summary dismissal of Lord Thurlow, and the Great
Seal was placed for a few months in commission and
then given to Lord Loughborough. Chauvelin, in in-
forminghis Government of the fall of Thurlow, observed
that by weakening the party of the King in the Cabinet,
it was of great advantage to France. In the Whig
party the line of division was perceptibly deepened by
the formation of the Society of the Friends of the
People for the advocacy of parliamentary reform or_
a democratic basis, which sharply separated Grey_
Sheridan, Erskine, and some other advanced member_
of the party, from Whigs of the school of Fitzwilliam,

Gowerto Grenville,April27, lar judgmen_of Morris(War/_.
June 1,1792. See the verysimi- ii. 152,153).
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Portland, and Rockingham. Fox did not belong to the
new society and did not approve of it, but he supported
the demand for reform, which Pitt as well as a large
section of the Whig party considered at this time pecu-
liarly inopportune. The mtdtiplication of small demo-
cratic societies corresponding with France, the very
wide circulation of some extremely seditious writings,
and especially the appearance of the second part of
Paine's 'Rights of ]Kan,' which was published in the
beginning of the year, induced the Government to issue
a proclamation against such writings and societies. The
,proclamation produced long and interesting debates in
both Houses, and it again divided the Opposition. The
Prince of Wales spoke on this occasion on the side of
*_heGovernment. The King's speech at the close of the
Session again expressed the confidence of the Govern-
ment in the continuance of peace.

The tendencies, however, in English politics at this
time were not altogether in the direction of division.
There was a widely spread conviction among politicians
that the differences between Pitt and Fox were mainly
personal differences or differences of situation and not
_ifferences of principle, that a united Government
inight be formed which would contain no greater
_]ivergence of opinion than had existed in the Govern-
znent of Rockingham, or than existed now in the Whig
Opposition, and that a strong and united Government
_vou]d be of great national advantage. In the summer
of 1792 negotiations were actively pursued for the pur-
l_ose of effecting a coalition. As they proved abortive,
it is not necessary to describe them in detail. 1 It is

_ Accounts of these negotia- edited by Mr. Oscar Browning
_ons, differing somewhat in de- for the Camden Soeiety, in the
_ails, will be found in the Mal- Auckland Corres2o_ence, and
snesb_ry CorresTondence , in the in the Correspondence of Burke.
.Dia/ries of _he Duke of Leeds,
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sufficientto say thatLeeds, Portland,]k[almesbury,
Dtmdas, and Loughborough took an activepartin
them,butitisplaiuthatneitherthe King,Pitt,nor
Fox reallydesireda Coalition.It was evidentindeed
that if a new combination of parties took place, it was
likely to result from the secession to the ministry of
large section of the followers of Fox. The prosperity
of the country was attested from all sides ; the Govern-
ment was too strong both in Parliament and in the con-
stituencies to need fresh support, and the Session had
hardly closed when the news arrived of the triumphant
termination of the long war in India with Tippoo Sahib.
' Thank God!' wrote the Under Secretary for Foreign
Affairs, ' we have once more shut the temple of Janus.
May it be long before we open it again ! For ray own
part, I do not see any object immediately likely to give
us any occasion .... Hitherto the star of Pitt has been
so prevalent that I depend upon it like an Arabian
astrologer.' l

The contrast between the position of England and
France was at this time extreme. The French had lost
no time after the declaration of war in throwing their
troops over the frontier of the Austrian Netherlands#
but they were beaten back at once, decisively and
ignominiously. An expedition sent from Lille under
General Dillon fled in the wildest panic at the first colli-
sion with the enemy, and the soldiers murdered their
o_m general, whom they accused of having betraye_t
them. An expedition under General Biron, which was
directed against Molls, fled in equal disorder to Valen-
ciennes, abandoning their camp to the Austrians. Such
events were well fitted to confirm the opinion which hac_
been formed in _all the Courts and armies of Europe,
that the impending war would be little more than a

AuvMand Corre_pond6_, ii. 413.
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contest between an army and a mob ; scarcely more
difficult or formidable than the expeditions which had
lately restored the power of the House of Orange in
Holland, and of the Emperor in Flanders. In Vienna,
Keith wrote, it was the firm conviction of the Court that
the war would be 'brought to a happy and glorious
termination in this single campaign.' 1 In Berlin there
were doubts about its profit and doubts about its effect
on the discipline of the Prussian army, but there was no
doubt about its complete and speedy military success:
' The operations of the campaign,' wrote Eden, 'are
talked of by those in place as likely to be very trifling
and of short duration, but the undertaking continues to
be unpopular, and it is even said that it would be wiser
to draw a cordon as in the time of plague to prevent
the spirit of innovation from entering the country, than
to send so many men out, to imbibe its pernicious
principles.' ' Count Schulenburg spoke of the re-esta-
blishment of order in France as easy to be effeoted, and
makes no doubt of being able to return hither before
the winter ;' but he thought it not improbable 'that the
most violent of the democratic party will retire towards
{he Cevennes and the southern parts of France, and
there endeavour to form a republic.' Catherine offered
tosenda l_ussiancontingenttothe Frenchexpedition,
but she was told that ' the business would probably be
terminated before these troops could reach the Rhine,'
and that an equivalent in money would therefore be
more acceptable. 2

The predictions of those who calculated that the
war would make the continuance of the monarchy of
Lewis XVI. impossible proved much better founded,
and the King's republican ministers were the firs_ to

] Kei_h_ Grenville,July21, _Eden toGrenville,Itlay5, 29,
1792 J'une30,1792.
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plot against him. His most trusted counsellors were
furiously denounced in the Chamber as the ' Austrian
Committee.' His ' constitutional guard' of eighteen
hundred men, which was guaranteed to him by the Con-
stitution, and which might be trusted to defend him,
was disbanded by the Assembly. The language of the
tribune became daily more violent. The press teemed
with brutal insults against the Queen, who was now
constantly designated as ' the Austrian panther.' The
very gardens of the Tuileries were thronged with furious
agitators. The Queen complained to Dumouriez that
when she ventured to look out of a window in her palace
a cannonier of the National Guard seized the opportunity
of shouting to her, ' How gladly would I carry your
head on the point of my bayonet !' and she could see in
one part of the garden a man standing on a chair read-
ing out horrible calumnies against the royal family,
while in another an officer and an abb_ were thrust

into a pond with insults and blows. The dregs of the
population of Paris were speedily armed with pikes,
and everything was fast preparing for the final sacrifice.

The King made one serious effort to assert his
authority. The Assembly decreed the formation of a
camp at Paris of 20,000 volunteers. It was to be com-
posed of volunteers drawn from all the departments,
and there was httle doubt that the choice would be

made by the Jacobin Club, who were virtually the
masters of France. According to the Constitution, no
increase of the military force could be made except on
the proposition of the l_ing_ but this was proposed to
the Assembly by the King's minister, avowedly and
ostentatiously, without having even been submitted to
the King.' It excited great division, even in the
revolutionary camp, and the King boldly vetoed it, as

I Bertrand de Molev/lle.
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well as a decree ordering the transportation of all
nonjuring priests. Roland read to the King a long,
insolent, and pedantic letter of remonstrance written
by his wife, but Lewis for once was firm, and dismissed
Roland, Servan, and Clavi_re, the three Girondin mi-
nisters. How helpless he was, however, was only too
clearly shown on June 20, when his palace was besieged
and captured by a great armed mob. After being com-
pelled to assume the red cap of Liberty, and exposed
for hours to humiliation and insult, his life was at last
_aved by the tardy interposition of some popular deputies,
and by the impression which his own placid and good-
humoured courage made upon the mob. It was obvious,
however, to all, on what a slender thread not only his
position but his life depended.

These events had their natural effect upon public
opinion in England, and the French Embassy became
more and more unpopular. When the Government, in
t,he month of 3lay, issued its proclamation against
seditious writings, Chauvelin delivered an official note
protesting against its terms, and desired Grenville to
communicate this note to the two Houses of Parliament

before the proclamation was discussed. Such an inter-
ference of a foreign diplomatist with a measure of internal
police was justly resented, and Gremdlle answered with
much force that, as Secretary of State to his Majesty, he
could receive no communication from a foreign minister
bug in order to lay it before the King, and that the deli-
berations of the two Houses of Parliament, as well as the
communications the King should make to them relative
to the affairs of his kingdom, were matters absolutely
foreign to all diplomatic correspondence. 1 Ohauvelin
still further aggravated the situation by publishing his
official correspondence. _

I ParL Hist. xxx. 242-_45. z Aucklan_ Paper's, ii. 423.
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In addition to the proclamation which was issued in
England, warning British subjects against all breach of
neutrality, the King, in his capacity of Elector of Han-
over, announced at the outbreak of the war his deter-
minationtotakeno partinit,1and when theEmperor
and the King of Prussia endeavoured to induce Holland
to join the Coalition, English influence was promptly
and powerfully employed to counteract their endeavours. _
The simple and steady policy of Pitt was to remain
strictly neutral as long as Holland was unmolested ; to
give Holland the fullest assurance of English suppor_ ff
shewere menaced or attacked,and at the same time
to confirmthe Dutch statesmenin theirresolutionof

scrupulousneutrality.On June 18,when theinvasionof
Francewasimmediatelyimpending,Chauvelinpresented
to Lord Grenville a memorial inveighing against the
conduct of the invading sovereigns, and urging the
English Government to employ their influence to break
up the league and prevent the invasion. Grenville
repliedthatthe same sentimentsthatdeterminedthe
King to abstainfrom allinterferencewiththeinternal

affairsof France_determinedhim alsoto respectthe
rightsand independenceof othersovereigns,and that
he did not conceivethathis counselsor good offices
would be of any use unlesstheywere desiredby all
parties,s

On July 26,the Duke of Brunswickpublishedat
Coblentz that famous proclamation by which he hoped to
intimidate, but only succeeded in exasperating, France.
He disclaimed on the par_ of the allies all views of con-
quest, and announced that the allied sovereigns were
on the march to put an end to anarchy and to restore

' Bourgoing, ._is$. .Di£oloma. 2 Auvklaz_ CorresTandence , ii_
t_ vT_Is Rgvolu_'a, i. deux- 149.
i_me pattie, p. 136. 9 Par$. Hi, st. xxx. 247-249. •
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the French King to security and libel_y. Until they
arrived, he made the National Guard and the existing
departmental and municipal authorities responsible with
their lives and properties for all outrages that might
take place. All towns and villages that submitted to
the invaders were to be in perfect safety, but all th_
resisted them were threatened with the most rigorous
treatment. The city of Paris and all its inhabitants,
without distinction, were commanded to submit at once
to the Wing, and to insure to the royal family the in-
violabflity and respect which were due to sovereigns by
the laws both of nature and of nations, ' their imperial
and royal majesties making personally responsible for all
events, on pain of losing their heads pursuant to mili-
tary trials, without hope of pardon,' all the members oi_
the National Assembly, the National Guard, and all the
municipal authorities. It was added that if the palace
of the Tuileries was forced or menaced, ff the least out-
rage was offered to the King or to the royal family, if
theywere not immediatelyplacedin safetyand setat
liberty, the allied sovereigns would give up the city of
Paris to military execution. No declaration issued by
the French King as long as he remained in the hands
of the revolutionists would be reckoned as his free act,
but he was invited to retire to a town near his frontiers,
under strong and safe escort, which would be sent for
that purpose, and there to take measures for the restora-
tion of order and of the regular administration of his
kingdom.l

This unfortunate document was little more than a

clumsy German attempt to carry out a policy which the
King, and especially the Queen, had long advocated.
Prisoners, powerless and in daily fear for their lives, they
had little hope except in foreign assistance, and they

' A_z_ R_st_r, 1792,pp.25',|-28?.
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had for some time maintained a correspondence which
nothing but the excess of their danger could pMliate, at
a time when war with the Emperor had become almost
certain. In ]_arch the Queen wrote to Mercy warning
him that it had been determined in the council to pour
one French army into Savoy and another into the
bishopric of Li6ge. 1 In April, almost immediately after
the declaration of war, she wrote urging, at length, her
views of the policy the Emperor ought to pursue. He
must dissociate, she said, as much as possible his cause
from that of the emigrants. He must announce, but
with great caution, his desire to rally all those of what-
ever opinions who supported the King, but he must take
care not to speak too much of the King, to avoid any
expressions that could wound the national pride, and to
express his sincere anxiety for peace with France. The
hopes of the French ministers, the Queen added, are
placed on insurrections in neighbouring countries, de-
sertions from the foreign armies, and the possibility of
.detaching Prussia from the Coalition? In the beginning
of July, shortly after the attack on the Tuileries, she
wrote in a more poignant strain : ' Our position becomes
daily more critical .... All is lost unless the factions
are stopped by fear of approaching punishment. They
wish at all costs a republic, and to attain it they have
.de_rmined to assassinate the King. It is necessai T
that a manifesto should make the National Assembly
and Paris responsible for his life and for the lives of his
family.' a

On the 14th of the same month a memorial was pre-
sented to the allied sovereigns at Coblentz on the part
cf the French King by Mallet du Pan, which was no
-doubt a main reason of the proclamation of the Duke

A.rneth,Marie Antoinette,Josephff. and LeopoZdII.pp.259,260,
s Ibid.pp. 263,264. a Ibid. 1).265.
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of Brunswick. After an elaborate examination of the
disposition of parties in France, the memorial points to
the extreme and pressing danger of the royal family.
Nothing but one of those sudden, spontaneous, and un-
expected revulsions of feeling to which crowds are liable
saved them on June 20. Their position is such that
any day may be their last. Their assassination will be
the signal for a general massacre. Civilised society in
France hangs on a thread, and the anarchy may in a
few weeks be worse than at San Domingo. The Jacobins
are rapidly filling Paris with their satellites. If the
courage of the King in this fatal moment is not seconded
by the declaration of the European Powers and by the
rapidity of their operations, nothing will remain for him
but to fold his robe around his head and to submit to

tJae decree of Providence. The only hope of safety is an
immediate manifesto, supported by an overwhelming
military force, declaring that the allies will not lay
down (heir arms till the King is restored to liberty and
to his legitimate authority. Terror is the only remedy
by which the Jacobin tyranny can be overthrown.
There must be an energetic declaration making the
/_'ational Assembly and all the authorities personally
responsible with their lives and goods for any injury
done to the royal family or to any citizens. This de-
claration must especially apply to the town of Paris ;
but it must at the same time be said that the Coalition

is in arms against a faction but not against the King
or against the nation; that it is defending legitimate
governments and nations agains_ a ferocious anarchy
which is threatening at once the peace of Europe and
the whole structure of society. ' Their majesties count
the minutes till the manifesto is published; their life is
one frightful agony.' 1

* This memoir is given in full in Smy_h's Levture_ on the Frerm_
Bevol_t_or_, ii. 245-259.
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It is evident that this memorial was the germ of the
proclamation of the Duke of Brunswick, though the
latter document was unsldlfully drawn, and more ex-
clusively menacing and offensive than the King desired.
The position of Lewis was now hopelessly false. He
would gladly have prevented civil war and acted as a
kind of mediator between the allied sovereigns and his
people, but he was in fact corresponding secretly with
the sovereign against whom he had been forced to
declare war. He looked to that sovereign for his de-
liverance, and his brothers were in the enemies' camp.
He was at. the same time betrayed by his own servants;
a prisoner in his own palace, and living in daily fear of
assassination. There was, it is true, a real though
translent reaction in his favour after the outrage of
June 20, and if the King had cordially accepted the
assistance which Lafayette now offered him, or if La-
fayette had shown more resolution, a new turn might
have been given %o affairs. But the Court had long
looked with extreme distrust on Lafayette; they were
committed to an alliance with the Emperor, and as on
all former occasions they suffered the critical moment
to pass. Lafayette returned to the army which he had
left, and the ascendency and the terrorism of the
Jacobins were confirmed. From l_arseilles, wMch was
now one of their fiercest centres, great numbers were
brought to Paris, armed, and installed in the barracks.
The troops of the llne were all sent to the frontiers.
The gendarmerie was chiefly placed in the hands of men
who had deserted their flag to join the revolution in
1789. The Commune was organised with a ¢errible
efficiency, and all power was fast passing into desperate
b_nds. In the meantime a decree of the Assembly
pronounced the eounfry to be in danger. 800 millions
more of ass_gnats were issued. The dethronement of
the King was openly and constantly discussed, and
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while the German armies were already known to be on
their march, the King and Queen were almost daily
<]enounced from the tribune as accomplices of the
enemy and the chief obstacle to the defence of France.

The letters of Lord Gower graphically describe ' the
awhfl suspense' that now hung over the French capital;
the wild rumours that were readily believed; the grow-
ing terror as band after band of ferocious Jacobins
arrived from the South ; the fears of the foreign diplo-
matists, who believed their own lives to be in danger.
One line in this correspondence which is not connected
with French politics may not be without interest to my
readers, for it records the close of a stormy life which
has often been noticed in these volumes : ' Paul Jones

•lied here on Wednesday last of a dropsy in the heart.'
In the terrible and almost desperate situation of

the King and of his family one last appeal was made
to the English ambassador. ' In the present extremely
precarious state of the royal family,' wrote Gower to
Grenville, ' I have been desired to express to the
lWi_ister of Foreign Affairs the sentiments of his
Majesty with regard to the proceedings of the National
Assembly and Municipality and sections of Paris de-
rogatory to, or attacking the safety of, their Most Chris-
tian Majesties. I have declined to act in this business
_ill I can receive instructions from your Lordship. The
person of his Most Christian Majesty is certainly in
imminent danger. On Thursday the Extraordinary
Committeeis tomake its report upon theKing's desti-
tution. I wish therefore to receive your Lordship's
instructions as soon as possible.' 1

With this official letter Gower wrote privately to
_renville entreating an immediate answer as the case
_vas very urgent. The answer was not long delayed,

' Gower to Grenville, Aug. 4, 1799-.
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and it showed that the English ministers still carried
their desire to be neutral in French affairs to the verge,
if not beyond the verge, of inhumanity. ' I am strongly
inclined to apprehend,' wrote Grenville, ' that no intima-
tion of the nature alluded to by your Excellency could
be of the smallest advantage in contributing to the
safety of their Most Christian Majesties in the present
crisis. Your Excellency is well acquainted with the
system of strict neutrality which his Majesty has in-
variably observed during the whole course of the
troub]es which have distracted the kingdom of France.
. . . If the King saw reason to believe that from an
authorised and official declaration of his sentiments of

friendship towards their Blest Christian Majesties, and
of concern for their personal honour and safety, their
Most Christian Majesties would derive real assistance or
protection in the present critical moment, his Majesty's
feelings might probably lead him, for the sake of so in-
teresting an object, to depart, in so far as is now pro-
posed, from the line which he has hitherto pursued as
the most consistent with his own dignity and with the
interests of his subjects. But it seems too evident that
any measure of this nature would only lead to com-
mitting the King's name in a business in which his
Majesty has hitherto kept himself unengaged, withou_
any reasonable ground for hoping that it would produce
the effect desired from it .... It might give the
appearance of the King's partaking in the views of the
allied Powers, in which his Majesty has uniformly
declined all participation.' While, therefore, Lord
Cower was authorised to express, as he bad Mways
done, the KingZs friendship towards the French sove-
reigns, he was expressly forbidden to make any new
official declaration. 1

I August9, 1792. Grenvilleto Gower.
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It is impossible, I think, for any candid person to
follow the English policy and declarations up to this
point without acknowledging the strictness and the
consistency of the neutrality that was maintained. The
ministers had been again and again appealed to from
opposite sides, but neither the alliance of Prussia nor
the personal danger of the _'ench King', nor the immi-
nent peril of the Austrian Iqetherlands, nor the Hano-
verian interests of the King, nor his strong antipathy
to the t_evolution, nor any of the violent movements of
public opinion which had arisen at home, had as yet,
induced them to depart one haws breadth either in
word or deed from the path of peace and neutrality. It
is also perfectly certain that when Parliament closed in_
the summer of 1792 the English Government had n(_
doubt whatever of their ability to preserve the neutrality
which they had prescribed to themselves. We must
now examine in some detail the causes which defeated
their efforts.

The Coalition, which had once threatened to com-
prise all the chief Powers of the Continent, had shrunk
greatly in its dimensions when the period of action
arrived. The Emperor and the King of Prussia only
received in Gelunany the active support of the Electors
of TrSves and Mayence, and of the Landgrave of Hesse)
The Empress of l_ussia and the King of Sardinia also
proclaimed their adhesion to the league, but the assist-
ance of Russia was confined to a small subsidy in
money, and that of Sardinia to a promise. Towards
the end of July the whole allied army, consisting o{
about 100,000 men, and comprising several thousands
of French emigrants, was slowly on its march for the
French frontiers, and there was probably hardly a cora-

l Bourgolng, Hist. D/_/omat/_u_, i. deuxi_me parole, 136, 137.
VOL. VII. D
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petent judge outside France who did not predict its
speedy military success. Mercy, writing to the Queen
_)n July 9, expressed his great fear lest the royal family
should be carried by the republicans to the southern
provinces ; but ff they could avoid this, he predicted
that in a month all would be safe. 1 'All our specula-
tions,' wrote Lord Grenville, 'are now turned towards
France. I expect no resistance, or next to none, to the
progress of the troops; but what can restore good
government and good order in that country, and who is
to do it, and under what forms, is covered ¢aliginosa
noot_.' _ ' The comedy,' said the King of Prussia, ' will
not last ]ong .... The army of advocates will soon be
annihilated; we shall be home before autumn.' 3 The
opinions of Lord Gower have been already given, and
Morris had long been describing to his Government in
equally emphatic terms the utter disorganisation of the
French army. ' If the enemy be tolerably successful,'
he added, 'a person who shall visit this country two
years hence will inquire with astonishment by what
means a nation which in the year 1788 was devoted to
its King, became in 1790 unanimous in throwing off
authority, and in 1792 as unanimous in submitting
to it.'*

It was not till August 19 that the German army
crossed the French frontier, but before that date the
inefficiency of the Proclamation of Brunswick had been
terribly displayed. The Jacobin insurrection for the
purpose of dethroning the King, which had been for
some weeks prepared almost without concealment, and
had been more than once postponed, was at last ac-
complished on August 10. With the details of that

Arneth, p. 266. s Mgmo_res tirds des 13al_iera
Auckland Correspondent,, ii. d'un homrne d'Ig'_at.

&_6. 4 Wo_ks, iL 1_.
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memorable and terrible day we have no concern. The
_reachery of P@tion, the Mayor of Paris ; the murder of
]Ylandat, the brave and honourable commander of the
National Guard; the invasion of the Tuileries; the
treachery of the art,illelT; the treachery of the great
body of the National Guard ; the flight of the King and
royal family to the National Assembly ; the massacre of
the heroic Swiss Guard who alone threw some moral
splendour over the hideous scene, have been often de-
scribed, and the curtain soon fell on the oldest monarchy
in Europe. By the decree of the Legislative Assembly
the King was deprived of his functions and imprisoned
with his family in the Temple. The civil list was sus-
pended. A National Convention was summoned. The
Girondin ministers, who had lately been dismissed by
the King, were recalled, and with them were Monge
and Lebrun, two furious Jaeobins, who were appointed.
the first to the Navy and the second to the Department
of Foreign Affairs, and above all Danton, who became
Minister of Justice. The Legislative Assembly voted
,thepermanenceof theirsittingtillthemeetingofthe
National Convention. It was ordered that a camp
_hould be established under the walls of Paris, to be
formed of all citizens who chose to enlist. The artillery,
who had shown their hostility to the monarchy, were
authorised to plant their cannon on the heights of
Montmargre. The administrative and municipal bodies
received power to make domiciliary visits and seize
powder and arms; and, the slight qualification which
had hitherto restricted the suffrage being abolished,
every citizen of twenty-one years of age maintaining
himself by his own labour was admitted to vote in the
Primary Assemblies for the New Convention. 1

It is a remarkable illustration of the reign of terror

' Bertrand de _loleville, Aug. 1792.
D2
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which already existed in France that the memorable
session of August 10, which destroyed the French
monarchy, was only attended by 284 out of 745
deputies3 The first impression of Chauvelin himself,
on learning what had occurred, was to write a memo-
randum to the English Government, which, however,
he afterwards recalled, deploring and denouncing the
acts of August 10 as a gross violation of the funda-
mental articles of the French Constitution, perpetrated
by a small minority of deputies under the influence of
intimidation, and the English Government now took
the first of those steps which have been seriously con-
tested. Lord Gower had been accredited to the ]_;ng
of France ; when the monarchy was abolished his cre-
dentials became null, and the Home Government re-
solved to recall him.

Perhaps the best way of enabling the reader to
judge this act will be by quoting in the first place the
language in which the Government announced its in-
tention to Lord Gower. Grenville happened to be
absent from London when the news arrived, and the
task _herefore fell to the lot of Dundas. ' Under the

present circumstances,' he wrote, 'as it appears tha_
the exercise of the executive power has been withdrawn
from his Most Christian ]_[ajesty, the credentials under
which your Excellency has hitherto acted can be no
longer available, and his :_[ajesty judges it proper on
this account, as well as most conformable to the princi-
ples of neutrality which his Majesty has hitherto ob-
served, that you should no longer remain in Paris. It
is therefore his Majesty's pleasure that you should quit
it and repair to England as soon as you conveniently
can after procuring the necessary passports. In any
conversation which you may have, you will take care to

B_'_rand de Moleville, Aug. 1792.
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make your language conformable to the sentiments
which are now conveyed to you, and you will particu-
larly take every opportunity of expressing that while
his Majesty intends strictly to adhere to the principles
_f neutrality in respect to the settlement of the internal
government of France, he at the same time considers it
no deviation from those principles to manifest by all
the means in his power his solicitude for the personal
_ituation of their Most Christian _¢Iajesties and thrii
royal family, and he earnestly and anxiously hopes that
_hey will at least be secure from any acts of violence,
which could not fail to produce one universal sentiment
ef indignation through every country of Europe.'

A circular was immediately after issued to the
ambassadors of the different Powers, announcing the
step which the English Government had taken. ' It is
not his Majesty's intenHon,' it said, ' in taking this
step, to depar_ fTom the line which his Majesty has
hitherto observed of not interfering in the internal
affairs of France, or in the settlement of the Govern-
ment there ; but it would neither have been consistent
with the l_ng's dignity nor with the strong interest
which his Majesty invariably takes in what regards the
personal situation of their Mos_ Christian ]Kajesties,
that his ambassador should continue in Paris when the

l{_ng to whom Lord Gower was accredited is no longer
in the exercise of the executive government, but in a
state of declared and avowed captivity.' 2

The recall of Lord Gower is the first incident of the

French policy of the English Government which has
been seriously blamed as inconsistent with neutrality.
It has been said that Pitt ought to have taken the
course which was adopted in 1848, when the English
ambassador remained in Paris, and was accredited to

Dunda_ to Gower, August 17, 1792. 2 August 21, 1792.
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the triumphant Republic. It is certain, however, that
as a matter of strict right the position of the Govern-
ment was unassailable. The credentials of Lord Gower
were to the King as the head of the French Executive,
and when the King ceased to hold that position they
became incontestably null. There is at least a pre-
sumption that a Government which is endeavouring t(>
preserve neutrality in time of war, is most likely to.
succeed if it confines itself in all doubtful cases to the

forms of a strict and undisputed legality. In recalling
her ambassador, on the dethronement of the King,
England merely acted in the same manner as all the
other European Powers, and in my opinion she took
the only course which was reasonably open to her. If,
in the midst of a European war, she had broken away
from the concert of Europe, if she had singled out for
immediate recognition as a Government the men who
had just overthrown the King, she would have acted ia
a way which was wholly unauthorised by precedent,
which would have mortally offended the belligerent
Powers, and which might, in the very probable event
of a restoration, have involved her in a war with the
monarchy of France. Such a course would indeed
have been the most emphatic evidence of sympathy for
the Revolution, for the Government established on
August 10, if it could be called a Government, was
at least wholly wanting in the elements of stability.
Created by a mob-rising and by the unconstitutional
vote of a small minority of the Chamber, it was threatened
with speedy destruction by an invading army, and it.
was by its own acknowledgment purely transient or
provisional. The Assembly had _provisionally sus-
pended' the _ing ; it had appointed ' a provisional
executive' in his place ; it was itself little more than a
slave of the Commune of Paris, and it only existe_
until the National Convention met.
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Such a Government had no claim to formal recogni-
tion, and the condition of Paris was such that it was
extremely doubtful whether an English ambassador
could have remained there in safety. The power of the
mob was at this time supreme. One diplomatist, the
representative of the Republic of Venice, had already
been arrested as he was leaving Paris and brought
back by force, 1 and a mob outrage against the British
Embassy might at any time have precipitated the
conflict.

And who were the men for whose sake England was
thus expected to take a course which was at once so un-
precedented and so perilous ? They were men wh% in
the opinion of the great majority of the English people,
were miscreants of the deepest dye, and whose hands
were red with murder. The direction of affairs in France
was now largely in the hands of men who had been con-
demned for criminal offences; 2 and although it might
not have been in the power of the English Government
to anticipate the hideous train of murders that stained
Paris during the next few weeks, even before the de-
parture of Lord Gower the general outline of what was
to follow was disc]osed. ' The municipality,' wrote the
English Secretary, ' has been entirely occupied since
the 10th in collecting as much evidence and as many
proofs as possible to inculpate the conduct of their _Iost
Christian Majesties, and for this purpose every suspected
house has been searched .... 1VIany hundred people
connected with the Court and the aristocracy have been
thrown into prison, and two or three of the most ob-
noxious have been executed. It is generally thought
that her ]kfost Christian _ajesty will be brought to her
trial in the course of a few days, and your Lordship

1 Go_ver to Grenville, Auguat 2 See Talne, La ._voZution,
23, 1792. tom. ii. 257-262.
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must not be surprised at hearing the most disagreeable
accounts on her subject .... Hardly anyone will be
bold enough not to find her guilty .... It is supposed
that his _ajesty will at least be confined for life.' 1

Could the K_,g of England with any decency have
authorised his ambassador to countenance with his

presence the probable trial and execution of the King
and Queen of France? It may be argued that no
possible crimes on the part of the governors of a country
can dispense surrounc]ing nations from fulfilling inter-
national obligations ; but a constitutional minister is at
least bound to consider the opinion of his own people
before he takes a st_p which no obligation enforces on
him, and which makes ]aim in a measure the accomplice
of acts that his countrymen abhor.

These reasons appear to me to have amply justified
the recall of Lord Gower, and there is no ground what-
over for regarding it as an act of hostility. The
ambassador was not, as is usual when hostilities are
intended, directed to leave Paris without taking leave.
On the contrary, he had a perfectly amicable interview
with Lebrun, and the English Government again for-
malty, officially, and in the clearest language, proclaimed
its neutrality and its fixed determination to abstain from
all interference with the internal concerns of France.
Nor did Lebrun treat the recall as a hostile measure.

He regretted it, he said, as Gower had ' never been the
organ of any words that were not friendly, or any senti-
ments that were not kindly ;' but he was consoled by
the strong assertion of the determination of England to
remain neutral; he trusted that the British Cabinet
would not, ' in this decisive moment, depart from the
justice, the moderation, and the impartiality which it

t I_ndsay(Secretaryof Legationat Paris) to Grenville,Aug.27,
1792.
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had displayed.. .and thatnothingwillalterthegood
intelligencewhich reignsbetween the two nations.' l
Chauvelin, though no longer recognised as holding an
ot_cial character, was still suffered to remain in Eng-
land, and he wroteto hisGovernment thattherewas

nothingintherecallofGower toaffecttheneutralityof
England ; that it was merely a matter of etiquette and
usage and monarchical delicacy, u From Paris the Eng-
lish secretary, Lindsay, who still remained for a short
time, was able to give similar assurances. He mentions
the excellent impression which the renewed assertion of
the strict neutrality of England had made oi1 the mind
of the French Minister for Foreign Affairs, and adds,
' The recall of the English mission from Paris in the
present circumstances is considered rather as the neces-
sary consequence of the above-mentioned system of neu-
trality, than as the forerunner of hostility. '3

In the meantime the allied armies were advancing
into France, but withextreme slowness and hesitation.
_[orris, in his letters to his Government, justly spoke of
their tardiness as a fatal political blunder, and he as-
cribed it to the fact that the Duke was a mere strategist
who never understood the moral and political conditions
of the war. The state of France was such, _[orris said,
that if a foreign army advanced rapidly it would certainly
be gladly joined by multitudes, even from the armies
opposed to it. If, however, there is much delay, numbers
who are now silent from fear, will habituate themselves
to speak favourably of the present Government in order
to lull suspicion; they will commit themselves to its

! See the note of Lebrun, in- t/ca, chap. ix. and in Mr. O.
closed by Gowcr Co Grenville, Browning's article on 'England
Aug. 23, ]792 ; Marsh's E/st. of and France in 1793,' tfor_nightly
Polit_ i. 161, 162. :Rev/ew, February 1883.

2 This question is very fully _ Lindsay to Grenville, August
argued in Marsh's Hi_t. ofPoli. 27, 1792.
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cause and be unable or unwilling to recede. ' If by this
means the new Republic takes a little root, foreig-a
Powers will, I believe, find it a difficult matter to shake
it to the ground, for the French nation is an immense
mass which it is not easy either to move or to oppose.'
He still believed that it was utterly impossible that ' the
French army, if army i_ can be called where there is no
discipline,' could defeat the allies; but if Brunswick
would venture nothing, it might be very possible for
the French to wear away the time till winter put an,
end to operatlons. 1 In Paris the interest in the Revolu-
tion was so absorbing that it left little room for any
other thought. It is a curious but well-attested fac_
that even the manifesto of the Duke of Brunswick,
threatening Paris with military execution and all the
members of the National Assembly with death, excited
only a very feeble interest, and public opinion seemed
to contemplate the event with a strange indifference. _
' It is thought,' writes Lindsay, _that if the Duke of
Brunswick winters in France his army will be enervated
and lose its discipline, and _f he returns to the frontier
he will be obliged to begin everything again in the
opening of the second campaign. They say it is very
possible he may penetrate to and conquer Paris ; but in
that case the Convention will remove to the South,
where the enemy will find much difficulty in following
them. I have reason to believe, my Lord, that these
are the sentiments of t_e ablest people and of those wha
have at present the most influence.' 3

Longwy, however, was captured by the Prussians on
August 28, and Verdun on September 2, and the allied
armies slowly and inefficiently began the siege of Thion-

Morris's Works, ch.ii, p. 196. August to December 1792, Aug.
Gower to Grenville, Aug. 3, 19-21.

1792o See, too, Moore's JournaZ 8 Lindsay to Grenville, Aug.
_f a l_esidencc i_ Erance from 27, 1799.
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ville and pushed forward into the rocky and thickly
wooded country of the Argonne, which formed the chief
natural obstacle to the march on Paris. Lafayette,
who had endeavoured to support the Constitution after
August 10, had been compelled to fly from his own
army at Sedan, and was now a prisoner in the hands
of the Austrians; but Dumouriez, who replaced him,
hastened to occupy and defend the tlve roads which lead
through the Argonne. On September 13 and 14, how-
ever, the allies succeeded in obtaining possession of one
of them, and Dumom_ez was compelled to fall back on
a new position at Ste. Menehould. A skilful and daring
general would at this time almost certainly have anni-
hilated the small and undisciplined French army, but
Brunswick contented Mmsetf with merely harassing the
retreat, and Dumouriez acknowledged that such a panic
arose that 10,000 men fled before 1,500 Prussian hussars.
The position of Ste. Menehould was a strong one. Two
large bodies of French troops under the command of
Beurnonville and Kellermann were daily expected, and
recruits were streaming in from all sides, but neverthe-
less it seemed certain to almost all the best judges in
Europe that a single easy victory would place Paris at
the mercy of the invader. 1

In that city scenes were enacting which can never
pass from the memory of man. The small band of
desperate miscreants, who had seized upon the municipal
authority on August 10, had created one of the most
terrible despotisms of which history has any record,
and the morlhtmd and discredited National Assembly,

' On Sept. 11, Eden wrote to that the allies would be at Paris
Grenville that he had just seen a between the 20th and 25th inst.,
letter from one of the principal and that the King would pro-
]persons in the King of Prussia's bably return to Potsdam before
Buite written just after the sur- the end of October.
render of Verdun. It predicted
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after some faintstruggles, sank into little more than
the register of its will. Robespierre, Marat, Danton,
Collot_d'Herbois, and a few others, were its leading
spirits, and the savage armed mob from Paris and its
neighbourhood, as well as the fierce Jacobins from Mar-
seilles and Brittany, were the agents of their designs.
By plays in the theatres, by mob orators haranguing in
the Palais Royal and in the garden of the Tuileries, by
processions and banners in the streets, by incendiary
placdrds written by ]Ylarat and his followers and posted
on every wall, by incessant and menacing deputations
to the Assembly, by paid agents who were screaming
for blood from the galleries, and by the constant circu-
lation of the vilest calumnies, the popular fury was
steadily sustained. The statues of the g_-gs of l_rance
were now overthrown. Every emblem of royalty was
effaced. The churches were plundered. Their bells
were melted down for cannon. The property of the
emigrants was seized. Committees of Csurvefllance'
were appointed by the Commune in each of the forty-
eight sections of Paris. Lists were drawn up of all
suspected citizens; and, while the barriers were closed,
f2ae river guarded, and passports refused, the Commune
undertook domiciliary visits and the arrest of all sus-
pected persons. The prisons were soon thronged; no_
with ordinary criminals, but with men who had lately
been among the most respected in France, with non°
juring priests, with old courtiers and Government func-
tionaries, with members of the once privileged orders.

On August 18 the Assembly, intimidated by the
filmer of an immediate insurrection, had reluctantly
obeyed the order of the Commune for the creation of an
elective revolutionary tribunal, with powers of llfe and
death, for the trial of suspected royalists; bu_, though
executions took place, the guillotine moved too slowly
for Robespierre and Danton, and the acquittal of Mont-
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morinmade them fearthata reactionmightbeimpend-
ing. _arat was already preaching a general massacre,
and Danton deliberately determined at once to give the
opening war a desperate character by taking away every
hope of pardon, to extirpate every possible element of
counter-revo]ution within his reach, and to strike terror
into all who resisted the domination of the Commune.

It is not necessary to describe the hideous scenes of
massacre that followed. They began on September 2,
when twenty-four nonjuring priests, who had been tem-
porarily confined in the Town ttall, were removed to
the Abbey. They were, one by one, dragged out of the
carriages which conveyed them, and, with three excep-
tions, they were all murdered. One hundred and fifty
or two hundred priests who had been confined in the
Carmelite Church were next slaughtered. During six
days and five nights the emissaries of the Commune,
wearing the municipal scarfs, proceeded through the
prisons of Paris, calling out the royalist prisoners one-
by one, and aider a few rapid questions asked and
answered, sending them to be murdered in the prison
courts. Some few were released against whom no
charge was even alleged. A few others escaped in the
confusion of the night, by strange accidents, by the
courageous intervention of powerful friends, or even by
those sudden movements of compassion that are occa-
sionally witnessed in the most ferocious crowd, but such
escapes were very rare. Of the number of the victims
it is difficult to speak with confidence. Lindsay, who
left Paris in the midst of the carnage, estimated the
number massacred on the night of September 3 at
4,000, l and some of the best French histm4ans have
calculated the total number of victims at 5,000, 6,000,
er even 8,000. It is probable, however, that in this: as

I IAndsayto Grenville,Sept. 8, 1792.
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in most similar cases, there has been some exaggera-
tion, and the most careful modern investigations have
placed the number of the murdered at somewhat more
than 1,300.1 Among them were the Archbishop of
Arles, the Bishops of Beauvais and Salutes, ]Kontmorin,
who had lately directed with singular ability the foreign
policy of France, his brother, who had just been ac-
quitted of all guilt even by the revolutionary tribunal,
but who had been arbitrarily thrown back into prison,
_he minister D'Abancom% Rulhi_res the late commander
of the gendarmes, many magistrates and justices of the
peace, old soldiers, old officers of Court, and scions of
some o£ the noblest houses in France. There were octo-

genarians among the victims ; there were more than
_brty boys who were not yet seventeen, and there were

few women. The most conspicuous of these was the
Princess de Lamballe, who, as the intimate friend of the
Queen, was especially obnoxious to the revolutionists.
Her corpse was horribly mutilated and outraged_ and
her severed head was borne on a pike, first of all to the
palace of the Duke of Orleans, and then to the Temple,
where it was held up in triumph before the window,
that it might be seen by the Queen.

All this was no explosion of blind fear or passion,
but a massacre deliberately and carefully organised, and
its main organiser was Danton, the _dinister of Justice,
one of the leading members of the Government which
Pit_ has been so much blamed for not having imme-
diately recognised. On the second day of the massacre,
_he Committee of Public Safety issued a circular, signed
by Danton, announcing the event, and inviting' their

See Taine, ]_st. de Za t_vo. number of the victims was esti.
Zut_, ii. 281-309. See, too, mated at from 6,000 to 12,000.
the admirably full investigation According to Lamartine the esti-
vf the subject in Martinet Ter. mates ranged from 2,000 or 8,00{}
_aux, tom. iii. Thiers says the to 10,000.
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brothel_ in the departments to follow the example of
Paris.' 1 They were not slow to do so, and similar
murders, though on a smaller scale, speedily took place
in numerous towns in France.

It is hardly surprising that these events, and the
_lmost certainly impending murder of the King, should
have greatly modified the opinions and sympathies of
Englishmen. Even Fox, though still passionately de-
voted to the Revolution, and very ready to justify the
outrages of August 10, spoke, in his private letters, of
the September murders as crimes incapable of extenua-
tion, though he tried to persuade himself that the
Jacobins, whom he wished to see in power, were not
responsible for them. 2 On those who were less imbued
_vith the new ideas, the ghastly scenes in Paris weighed
with the horrors of a nightmare. ' All my ideas of hap-
piness,' wrote Lord Auckland to a friend, 'are shaken
by the calamitous history of France, every circumstance
of which passes from day to day through my hands, and
clisturbs my ndnd both sleeping and waking. It is not
an exaggeration to say that above 20,000 cold-blooded
murders have been committed in that devoted country
within the last eight months, and that above a million
of orphan families have been reduced to beggary ....
To this are to be added the proscripgons, emigrations,
and banishments; the desolations still going forward
under foreign invasion and civil fury; and the near
,prospect of a famine .... Our life is embittered by
the details which we receive, and we can talk of nothing
.else. I wish I could tell you that the Duke of Bruns-
wick is advancing rapidly to Paris. '_ A letter of
Grenville to his brother, written a few days after the

' Taine, iL 283-288. s Lady Minto's ._f6 of Sir
Fox's Corre_onde_, il. 868, G. E_$/ot, ii. 66, 67.

$69, 371, BT.I.
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news of the massacre arrived, shows decisively the rea}
feelings and intentions of the English Minister for
Foreign Affairs. ' The Duke of Brunswick's progress,'
he writes, ' does not keep pace with the impatience of
our wishes, but I doubt whether it is reasonable to
expect more. The detail of the late events at Paris is
so horrible that I do not like to let my mind dwell upon
them ; and yet I fear that scene of shocking and savage
barbarity is very far from its close. I deliver this day
to the Imperial and /qeapolitan ministers a note with
the formal assurance that, in case of the murder of the
King or Queen, the persons guilty of that crime shall
not be allowed any asylum in the King's dominions ....
I imagine everybody will think the thing itself right,
and some people seem to hope it may prevent the com-
mission of the crime in question. In this hope I am
not very sanguine.' 1

On the day on which Grenville wrote this letter, the
battle of Valmy was fought, and a wholly new turn was
given to the fortunes of the war. The extreme slowness
and indecision of the manoeuvres of Brunswick had

clearly shown how exaggerated was the military repu-
tation he had hitherto enjoyed, and how peculiarly
unfitted he was for a revolutionary war. Swift and
brilliant strokes were especially needed to act upon the
overwrought popular imagination, to scatter armies.that
were still undisciplined, but which might soon become
very formidable, and to overthrow a system of govern-
ment which had not yet had timeto consolidate itself.
A slightchange of personalitiesmight have at this
moment changed the whole courseof events. But
Brunswickwas one of the lastmen to copewiththe
emergency. Slow, safe,cautious,and methodical;
Shoroughly acquainted with the technical rules of his

' Buckinghm's C_rh ad Cablne_, ii. 217.
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profession, but with little originality or pliancy of intel-
lect, and still less of that kind of courage which assumes
lightly the responsibility of untried and dangerous
enterprises ; although he had been formed in the school
of Frederick, he was a general of a type which Frederick
had already done much to discredit, and everything
conspired to bring his defects into relief. The allies.
had begun the campaign imagining that they would
scarcely meet with any resistance, and the army, both
in numbers and art_ery, was much below the strength
that Brunswick had deemed necessary. There was
great jealousy between the Austrians and Prussians.
The presence of the King of Prussia and of the French
princes in the camp was a constant embarrassment to
the Commander-in-Chief, and it soon became evident
that the expectations which the emigrants had held out,
of a general rising against the Revolution, and a general
defection of the French troops, were wholly fallacious.

Brunswick desired above all things to risk nothing,
and he would have gladly confined the campaign to the
siege and capture of a few strong places near the fron-
tier. Having to protect communications, and occupy the
places he had taken, his army was much scattered, and
the French general who was opposed to him was greatly
his superior in military enterprise and resource. For
a short time after Dumourlez had suffered the pass
through the Argonne to fall into the hands of the allies,
the French army seemed in an almost hopeless condition
of weakness and disorganisation, but the precious mo-
ments were suffered to pass. The French were now
powerfully posted, and the arrival of the expected re-
inforcements under Beurnonville and Kellermann raised
their number to sixty or seventy thousand. They were
chiefly soldiers of the old army of the Monarchy, and
although their discipline had been profoundly impaired,
and most of their superior officers had gone over to the

¥OL. VII. E
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enemy, tke military spirit was reviving under the lead
of skilful generals.

On September 20 the allied armies advanced to
attack them near Yalmy. The affair consisted of li_le
more than a cannonade and a reconnaissance. A con-
siderable body of the French were driven back from a
position which it was impossible to hold; the ground
was occupied by the Prussians, and Brunswick then
proceeded to advance against the powerful division of
the French army, which was strongly posted, under the
command of Kellermann, on a height behind the mill at
Valmy. A thick autumn fog hung over the scene, but
the sun suddenly pierced it and disclosed the formidable
position of the troops of Kellermann. There was a
long and vigorous cannonade from both sides, but the
threatened general assault was never made. The un-
expected strength of the French position, the steadiness
with which the French troops had borne the Prussian
cannonade, and the defiant shouts of' Vive la Nation ! '
mingling with the inspiring strains of the' 1Vrarseilla_se,'
which arose from their ranks, convinced Brunswick that
the enterprise before hlm was more serious than he"had
supposed. He determined to desist till Austrian rein-
forcements arrived ; he ordered his troops to retire, and
he failed in a subsequent attempt to cut off the French
communications with VitI:y.

There was no pursuit and no rout. No cannon were
taken. The loss on each side appears to have been only
about 200 men, 1 and the Prussians continued to occupy
the ground from which the French had been dislodged.
The affair can hardly be called a battle, and was cer-
tainly not a victory on either side. From a military
point of view it was very insignificant, and there are
hundreds of days in the history of France which were

1 ThiB is the estimate of Sybel ; Thiers says 800 or 900
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far more glorious for the French arms. But in spite of
all this, the battle of Valmy occupies in the history of
the French Revolution a position very similar to that
of the equally insignificant battle of Bunker's Hill in
the Revolution of America. The highly disciplined
forces of the old monarchies had fallen back before the

soldiers of the Revolution, and the result was a dejection
on one side, and a confidence on the other, such as
the greatest of victeries in other times nfight hardly
have produced. It was not without reason that Keller-
mann, after a long and splendid career of victory under
Napoleon, selected Valmy as his title, and bequeathed
his heart to its village church. Goeth% who was in the
Prussian camp during the battle, as secretal T to the
Duke of Weimar, predicted that ' on that day a new era
of history began.'

After the battle some negotiations took place be-
tween DumouI_ez and the King of Prussia on the possN
bility of terminating the war. It was the special desire
of the French general to separate the Prussians from
the Austrians, and if a more conciliatory spirit had pre-
vailed at Paris the attempt might not have been unsuc-
cessful. The delay was, at all events, of great service to
the French cause. France was now universally arming.
The patriotic enthusiasm animated all classes against
the invader, and multitudes sought relief in the battle-
field fl'om the horrors which were being perpetrated
both in Paris and the provinces. A vast portion of that
abnormal and volcanic energy which the Revolution had
generated now threw itself into the contest. Every day
brought crowds of fresh soldiers to the camp of Du-
mouriez. On the other hand, the season was now break-
ing. The rain fell in torrents. The roads were becoming
almost impassable with mud. The difficulties of pro-
vidlng the German armies with food in a hostile country
had become very great. Their communications were in

F. 2
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danger, and dysentery, was raging fiercely in their camp.
On the evening of September 30 they began their re-
treat. The blockade of Thionvi]le was raised ; Verdun
and Longwy were re__akenwithout a blow, and before the
end of October the whole invading army of the Coalition
had recrossed the Rhine.

There had seldom been a more complete, a more
unexpected failure, and it ocemTed in one of those great
crises of human affairs in which men are peculiarly sus-
ceptible to moral influences of encouragement or the
reverse. A wild thrill of martial exultation and enthu-

siasm now swept through France, and a few weeks were
sufficient to change the face of Europe. In the Con-
vention which had now been assembled, all parties were

" in favom" of a war which might lead to a universal Re-
public under the guidance and hegemony of France)
The war raged in the most various quarters, but every-
where to the advantage of the French. From Flanders
the Duke Albert, availing himself of the removal of a
great part of the French army to support Dumouriez,
had endeavoured to effect a diversion by besieging and
bombarding Lille, but the town resisted heroically and
the Austrians were compelled ignominiously to retreat.
The King of Sardinia, without taking an active part in
the invasion of France, had openly identifiec[ himself
with the Coalition. On September 10, France declarexl
war against him. Before the end of the month one
French army, under General Montesquieu, had invaded
and conquered Savoy, while another, under General
Anselme, had annexed nearly the whole of the country
of Nice. The Piedmontese fled beyond the Alps, and
the chief towns received the French with enthusiasm.

Still more striking and still more significant were
_he proceedings of Custine in Germany. If France had

_ybel,ii. 19-22.
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been governed by any of the ordinary rules or calcula-
tions of policy, she would have carefully shrunk from
multiplying enemies at a time of such disorganisation
and bankruptcy, and when a formidable coalition was
in arms against her. The German Empire had hitherto
remained neutral, and in the changed conditions of the
war it was not likely to depart from this policy. A
great part of it, however, and especially the part along
the Rhine, was ruled by ecclesiastical princes, whose
governments, mild and pacific, but full of abuses and
wholly wanting in energy, were very incapable of de-
fence. On September 28 Custine, at the head of about
1,800 men, who had been collected for the protection
of Alsace, marched into Germany. On the 30_h he
surprised and captured Spires, with vast war magazines
intended for the army of the Coalition. On October 4
he entered Worms without resistance, alleging the
assistance which that town had given to the emigrants.
The wildest panic now spread through the Palatinate
and along the border of the Rhine, and it extended
through the whole German Empire when the news
arrived that on October 21 the French had entered

without resistance the great fortified city of Mayenee,
one of the chief bulwarks of Germany against France.
It was believed that Coblentz would fall next, in spite
ef the great fortress of Ehrenbreitstein, and the Elector
of TrOves, who then lived there, hastily took flight;
but Custine saw a richer and easier prey in the free
town of Frankfort. That great commercial city had
remained scrupulously neutral, but it was now occupied
without a blow, and it contributed largely to th_
expenses of the war.

The war had already a clearly defined character. It
was setf-supportlng, for the French general everywher_
raised enormous sums from the conquered territory.
These sums, however, were chiefly obtained by vast
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confiscations of Church and Government property, and
by crushing taxation imposed on the rich, while the
French made every effort to flatter the poor. They
came, their general said, to proclaim war to the palaces
but peace to the cottages ; to overthrow all tyrants ; to
give liberty to all peoples, and he invited the conquered
towns to reorganise themselves as free democracies.
The Rhenish towns were full of societies of Freemasons

or Illuminati imbued with revolutionary doctrines, and
prepared to receive the French as liberators. Between
fear and sympathy all resistance seemed to have dis-
appeared. Coblentz, at the end of September, sent a
deputation to the French general, inviting him to take
possession of the town, and imploring his indulgence.
At Bonn and Cologne the authorities prepared to take
flight. The family of the Landgrave of Cassel had
already done so. Wurtemberg and Baden loudly
declared their neutrality. 1

While the little army of Gustine had thus established
a complete ascendency in the richest part of Germany,
the menace of invasion disquieted other countries. A
dispute with the aristocratic Government of Geneva had
nearly produced a war, but it was for the present de-
ferred by a treaty made by the General Montesquieu.
The treaty, however, was not confirmed by the Conven-
tion, and the General was obliged to save his life by
flight. On another side Genoa was already threatened,
and preparations were made for the invasion of' Italy.
The French ambassador at Madrid haughtily remon-
strated at the large Spanish force which had been
collected in Catalonia, and Aranda not only withdrew
it but also consented to pay an indemnity to lerance for
the expense she had incurred in watching the Spanish
frontier. _ Both in Switzerland and Italy democratic

I Sybe], i. _82. _ Ibid. ii. 2_.
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societieswere multiplying,and French agentswere
actively preparing the way for the invaders. Lord
_[almesbury, who traversed a great part of Europe in
the summer of 1792, declared that there was scarcely a
State through which he passed from Naples to Ostend
in which there were not emissaries employed by the
French in propagating the doctrines of the Revohition2

Dumouriez, meanwhile, was at Paris preparing the
master object of his ambitionwthe conquest of the
Belgie provinces. The folly of the dismantlement of
the barrier fortresses by Joseph, and of the invasion
of old local privileges by both Joseph and Leopold, was
now clearly seen, and Dumouriez lost no opportunity of
winning the Flemish democracy to his side. A large
body of refugees from Belgium and from Ligge accom-
panied his army, and as he entered the country he
published a proclamation in French and Flemish, assur-
ing theinhabitantsthatthe French came asbrethren
and deliverers ; that they only asked them to establish
the sovereignty of the people, and to abjure all despots;
that, freed from Austrian tyranny, the Belgic provinces
should now resume their sovereignty and elect their
magistrates and their legislators ; and that the French
Republic did not intend in any way to infringe their
rights or prescribe their government. 2 Dumouriez
achieved his task with a rapidity and completeness
that filled Europe with astonishment and dismay. On

" November 6 the Austrians under Duke Albert were
totally defeated in the great battle of Jemmapes. Next
day the French entered Mons. Onthe l_th they entered
Brussels in triumph, amid the acclamations of the people.
Liege and A_v-la_Ohapelle were successively evacuated

' Lady Minto'a Life of Sir _volutio_ _'ra_._a.iso, i. d_
G. Elliot, ii. 52. xi_me pattie, 254, 255.

Bourgoing, l_ist. D_2l. d.e l_
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by the Imperial troops ; the citadel of Antwerp capitu-
lated on November 28, and the citadel of Namur on
December 2, and Luxemburg alone remained in the
hands of the Emperor.

Nearly at the same time the Republic gave another
signal illustration of the _remendous energy that in-
spired it, and of the reckless disregard for consequences
with which it multiplied its enemies. From the corre-
spondence that was seized at the Tuileries on August 10
it was discovered that the Neapolitan ambassador at
Constantinople had used his influence, in conjunction
with the ambassadors of Prussia and Austria, to prevent
the Porte from receiving the French ambassador. It
was wholly unnecessary to take any official cognisance
of a matter thus discovered ; but a large French fleet
was lying unemployed. On December 16 it appeared
in the Bay of Naples. A single grenadier was sent on
shore to the palace of the King, where he demanded, on
pain of instant bombardment, that the French minister
should be recognised as representative of the French
Republic, that the Neapolitan minister at Constantinople
should be recalled and disavowed, and that a Neapolitan
minister should be sent to Paris to renew this disavowal
and to negotiate a commercial treaty with the l_rench
Republic. There was no possibility of resisting, and
the l_ng, who was a descendant of Lewis X-IV. and
brother-in-law of Marie Antoinette, was compelled to
submit.

The aspect of affairs had changed with the sudden-
ness of the transformation scene in a theatre. It was

difficult to realise that only three months belore, nearly
all the statesmen and soldiers in Europe had agreed
that the Revolution had reduced France to a long period
of hopeless debility and insignificance, and had pre-
_cted that an army of 100,000 Austrians and Prussians
was amply sufficient to seize her capital and to overturn
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her Government. Yet within that time a country whose
GovernmeDt, finances, and armies seemed all in hope-
less disorder, had annexed Savoy and Nice, penetrated
to the heart of Germany, conquered the whole of Belgium,
and intimidated Naples and Spain. Lewis XIV. in his
greatest days had scarcely beefi so powerful or so arro-
gant, and, as Burke alone had predicted, the Revolution
was everywhere finding its most powerful instruments
in the democratic principles which it propagated, and in
the numerous allies which those principles secured for it
in every country which it invaded. The confidence of
the Revolutionists was unbounded. ' We must break

with all the Cabinets in Europe,' said Brissot. ' What
are the boasted schemes of Alberoni or Richelieu com-

pared with the great revolutions we are called upon to
make ? . . . Nevus _'ezum na_cltur ordo.'

It was inevitable that neutral Powers should look
with alarm on the terrible phenomenon which was un-
folding itself, and should find a serious and menacing
significance in correspondences with Paris that were
established by societies within their borders. In order
to form a just judgment of the conduct of the English
Government in this great crisis, we must follow its
proceedings very closely.

We may first examine the situation as it is disclosed
in the secret correspondence of the French agents with
their Government. Ohauvelin, as we have seen, strongly
urged, at the time of the recall of Lord Gower, that this
should not be regarded as in any way a measure of
hostility to France, and that it should not be followed
by his own recall. To anyone, he wrote, who considers
the conduct of England since the beginning of the Re-
volution, it will appear evident that she can have no
real ill-will to France. Her constant refusal to accede
to the Pillnitz Convention, the neutral attitude assumed
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by the King, as Elector of Hanover, in the German
Diet when the German feudatory rights were first men-
tioned, and the neutrality which England openly de-
clared at a time when the French troops were entering
the Low Countries, abundantly shows it, and she will
never accept the position of a secondary Power by
placing herself at the service of a league which she
cannot direct. England only asks to be treated with
respect and consideration, 1 and to be allowed to enjoy
in peace the fruits of her industry and commerce. If
the moment is not favourable for a close connection
wi_h her, if she takes great interest iu the fate of the
King, and is disquietecl by fear of revolutionary pro-
pagandlsm, it is the interest of France to calm her.
It should be the t_sk of the French ministers to prevent
a momentary suspension of official intercourse from
degenerating into a rupture. He did not expect to be
suffered to hold any official communication with the
English Government till after the Convention had settled
the new Constitution of France ; but he urged up to the
end of September, that there was no doubt of the pacific
intentions of England, and he mentioned that the
Lords of the A_m_alty, in their recent tour of in-
spectSon through the ports, had been actually reducing
the number of seamen on active service. He complained
that French agents in London were excie_ng much
suspicion, and tha_ many refractory priests who were
sent to England would probably ultimately find their
way to Ireland, where, as '_he lowest classes are as
superstitiously attaehe_] to Catholicism as in the _ir-
teenth cen_ry,' they might easily excite a general
feeling against the Revolution.

He repudiated with some scorn a new suggestion of
Lebrun, that England might be induced to join France

i • Qu'on la respecte et qu'on la m_nage.'
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with a view to seizing the Spanish colonies. It was idle
to suppose that she would abandon her pacific system
which she had deliberately adopted, and the acquisition
of Louisiana, which the French minister supposed might
be an inducement, was perfectly indifferent to her since
she had lost her chief American colonies. ' The most
lively interest,' he said, ' is taken by all classes in the
fate of the King and royal family, and even those most
attached to us think that any act against their personal
safety would be most fatal to the cause of liberty.'
When Lehrun, at the end of September, announced to
Chauvelin the abolition of royalty in France, Ohauvelin
answered that this was only what was expected, but
that it would be most imprudent to require an immediate
recognition from neutral Powers. Let France make
herself a strong and united Power ; let her aot with
magnanimity and humanity towards her deposed King,
and she will soon find the neutral Powers quite ready
to recognise the Republic, perhaps even before the
Oonvention shall have fully settled the Gonstitution}

These despatches show clearly the policy of Ghauvelin
to the beginning of October. They were not written in
conjunction with Talleyrand, for Talleyrand had returned
to Paris in the beginning of July, and although he came
again to England in September for his own safety, he
was then in disgrace with his Government, and appears
to have had no further connection with Chauvelin, and
little or no communication with English ministers, t

' Chauvelin to the Trench nisterafter Dumouriez)Chauve-
minister, Aug. 28, 31, Sept. 13, lin mentions that Talleyrand
22, 26, 29, 1792 (Trench Foreign himself wished to go to Paris for
Office). a fortnight and that his presence

= Talleyrand's return to Paris there might be useful (Chauvelin
is generally ascribed to a dis- to Chambonas, June 22, July 5,
agreement with Chauvelin, but 1792). On returning to Englan5
in a letter to Chambonas (who in disgrace, Talleyrand wrote t_
was for a short tlme Foreign Mi- Grenville (Sept. lg) stating that
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But at Paris, a change in the attitude of the Govern-
ment towards England was already perceptible. The
_rench minister directed Chauvelin indeed to remain at

his post, and to maintain a prudent and circumspect
conduct, but he expressed his complete distrust of the
amicable professions of England. In 1756 and in 1778,
he said, she had carried out all the preparations for war
without the knowledge of French ambassadors. The
same thing might occur again, and the Provisional
Executive Council, without withdrawing their confidence
from Chauvelin, had already sent over several persons
on special missions to England)

Some of them may be traced in the correspon-
dence. There was Scipio Mourges, who was sent over
as second Secretary of Legation, to the great indigna-
tion of Chauve]in, who had never asked for a second
secretary, who knew nothing of the appointment till it
was made, and who at first positively refused to receive
Mourges into his house. There was Noel--better known
as the author of innumerable school books who became
a kind of supplemental ambassador with regular in-

Lhough he had no mission of any F.F.O. on the relations of France
kind_ he would be happy to give with other countries. It con-
any informagon in his power tends that the only relations
about the state of l_rance, but l_ranee should seek with England
there is, I believe, no evidence are those of industry and corn-
that Grenville responded co t_s merce. There should be a con-
offer. (See Lord D_.]Hng's E/st. vention between the two eoun-
Characters, i. 158-161.) Noel tries for the enfranchisement of
wrote to his Government in Oo- their respective colonies. The
tober (Oct. 26, F.F.O.), 'J'ap- commercial prejudices of Eng-
prends que l'Ev_que d'Autun a land, TaUeyrand says, are no
des conferences tr_s frequentes doubt opposed to l_ree Trade,
avec Fox. Les gens qui tiennent but the fact of the constant in-
au gouvernement m'affirment crease of her commerce with
qu'il ne joult ici d'aucune estime America since its enfranchise.
nl d'aucun credit.' There is _ ment ought to be conclusive.
memoir by Talleyrand, dated _ Aug. 28, Sept. 6, 1792.
London, l_ov. 25, 1792, in the
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structlons, including the proposed loan and cession of
Tobago, and who carried on a voluminous correspondence
with the French minister. There was Maret, whose
very important negotiations with Pitt will be presently
related ; and there were a number of obscure adventurers,
whose business appears to have been to plot with the
many seditious English societies that were now in cor-
respondence with the Jaeobins at Paris. One man,
named Randon de Lucenay, writes that Fox had lodged
with him on his last visit to Paris ; that he had in con-
sequence come in close contact with many Englishmen ;
that if the Government would approve of him he would
be happy to go at his own expense (for he was, he said,
a man of fortune) on a secret mission to England, to
propagate' the principles of Liberty and Equality.' His
offer was accepted, and he soon wrote from London that
he had seen some of the Opposition leaders ; l that Pitt
was the irreconcilable enemy of the Revolution, and
that the French must assist the efibrts of the party
opposed to him. He thought that the subscription for
the refugee priests had produced a discontent which it
must be the business of the French agents to increase.
He had been ' explaining' the September massacres, on
which the enemies of the Revolution were fond of dwell-
ing, and he trusted much to his high rank among the
Freemasons to assist his mission. By means of the
Freemasons, he wrote, the new principles may be best
diffused, and he gravely assured Lebrun that he had,
through their agency, so disposed the minds of men,
that if the Republic engaged iu a maritime war with
Spain, she would be able to dispose of half the sailors of
England. Another Frenchman, named Marc Antoine
JuUien, wrote to Lebrun that since his arrival in London
he had been carefully studying English opinion, and had

' ' Lord fields, fox, Sch6ridam, milord Williams Gordon ' (8_).
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no doubt that it was strongly in favour of the Revolu-
tion. From six to twelve more secret agents, however,
should be at once sent over, who would be in correspon-
dence with French patriots. _

In October a great change began to pass over the
correspondence of Chauvelin. It was partly due to the
brilliant and unexpected victories of the French, which
had profoundly changed the situation, and had evidently
exercised an intoxicating influence on his not very
steady judgment, and partly also, I think, to influences
of a more personal kind. As long as Chauvelin was
unrecognised by the English Govermnent, his position
was little more important than that of the many other
agents the French Executive Council were, to his great
disguat, employing in England. It was evident, too,
that more violent counsels were prevailing in Paris, and
those who wished to maintain their position must keep
abreast of the stream. In England, the successes of
the Revolution had immensely increased the Repub-
lican and Democratic party who were overwhelming
the French representatives with their sympathies;
while the Government, and in general the upper classes
of society, were manifestly alarmed, alienated by the
deposition of the King, and horror-stricken by the
September murders. Parties were becoming much more
sharply divided, and the French envoy was naturally
gravitating towards the leadership of a Republican
party.

On October 22 Du Roveray had an interview with
Grenville, urging him to accelerate thg recognition of
the Republic, and 0hauvelin informed Lebrnn that he
would now make it his single object to obtain tlfis
recognition from the English Government. All the
exterior relations of Fran6e, he wrote, had wholly

I All tl_._se letters are in the :French Foreign Office.
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changed since 'the satellites of tyranny' had been
driven from the French soil, and he complained that he
had no instructions except those which he had received
from a ' perjured K_g,' and at a time when the situa-
tion of France was wholly different. ' France,' he said,
' like one who has just received a rich heritage,' must
now address herself in turn to all her creditors, and in

En.g!and the power with which she must treat is public
opnnon. The Government fully counted on the success
of Prussia, and they are in consternation at her defeat.
The King and the Prince of Wales are in the most
violent alarm. The emigrants are in despair, and
numbers wish to return to France. Some of the old

friends of France in the upper classes are abandoning
her. The Convention had directed Chauvelin to offer

to some of them the right of French citizenship, but
not one of them, he complained, had yet answered.
l_ackintesh, who was among the number, had been
heard to say that since August 10 and the September
massacres he only wished to forget France. The policy
and intentions of Fox were very equivocal. No one
knew whehher he was for peace or war, and after a long
delay he had sent Chauvelin a message that it would be
extremely embarrassing to him to be made a French
citizen, especially if he shared the honour with Home
Tooke. But if the Republic was losing ground with
the upper classes, it was very different with the popu-
lace. The French successes, wrote Chauvelin, had an
immediate and extraordinary effect on English opinion.
' No one now doubts the success of the Revolution. The

people are tending to o_ principles, but those principles
are combated by the enormous influence of the ministry
and more dreaded by the rich merchants than even by
the peers. The Patriotic Societies, however, through°
out England are daily increasing in numbers, are voting
addresses to the Oonvention, and are preparing a festival
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in honour of our triumphs. Grave troubles are gather-
ing in Ireland. The Catholics are very discontented,
and threeregimentshave been alreadysentover. In
Scotland, also, there is much discontent. It is not im-
possible that the triumph of the Revolution in France
may accelerate revolution in England. "The God Re-
public has opened the eyes of the people of Great Britain.
They are now ripe for all truths."'

He acknowledged that many members of the Opposi-
tion were moving towards the Government, alarmed at
the revolutionary propagandism and also at the French
invasion of Brabant. This invasion, he says, is now
causing the gravest disquietude in the ministry, and
they will do allthey can to baffle it by intrigue. Pit_
is full of fears lest _rance, in spite of her declarations,
or authorising herseff by a popular vote, should incorpo-
rate Belgium in the French Republic, raise Holland
against the House of Orange, and, extending her own
power to the sea, reduce England to insignificance.
England had borne placidly the first fruitless invasion
of Brabant, but he believed that although Pitt detested
Austria and never considered himself bound by treaty to
guarantee the Austrian dominion in Flanders, he would
draw the sword rather than acquiesce in a permanent
French Government at Brussels. The fear of seeing
Brabant in our power and Holland menaced, he repeated,
is now the strongest preoccupation of the Government.

What policy they would ultimately pursue he con-
sidered very doubtful, and his own judgment somewhat
fluctuated. ' Men give the British Cabinet the credit
of many intrigues and much activity in Europe. I
believe that for a year past its sole policy has been
apathy and the most perfect inaction.' The people are
now so much in our favour that war would be very un-
popular. Councils are continually held, but no decision
has been arrived at. Pitt, he was informed, lately stood
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alone in opposing an armament which even Lord Gren_
ville desired. The ministry is torn by divisions. There
are rumours of the retirement of Pitt, and the King is
very cold to him. Nothing, Chauvelin was convinced,
bat anxieties relating to Holland ' can decide the very
timid British minister to the smallest hostile proceedings
against us. Since the Republic has decided to respect
Holland, you may fully count upon the entire inactior_
of the British Government.' *

The last sentence was written in reply to Lebrun_
who had authorised Chauvelin _ assert that while

France was going to free the Belgic Provinces from the
Austrian rule, and was determined that they should
never again be reunited to Austria, she had no intention.
of incorporating them in the French Republic or of
attacking Holland. France had already disclaimed all.
views of conquest, and Belgium and Holland would
both be perfectly free to follow their wishes. At the_
same time Lebrun informed Chauvelin that he had no

belief either in an alliance or in a cordial friendship
with England. He directed him to pay special atten-
tion to the agitation for reform and to the fermentation
in Ireland, and he sent him the new' Hymn to Liberty,'
duly set to music, for the use of the Society of the
Revolution in London. 2

The despatches of Noel from London give an inde-
pendent and a very similar picture of the state of affairs
in England. Nothing, he said, can be more evident than
the growth of popular feeling in favour of the Revolution,
and democratic clubs and societies are starting up on all
sides. England appeared to him in exactly the same
state as France in 1789. All the signs of a coming

i Chauvelin to Lebrun, Oct. 22, 2 Lebrun to Chauvelin, Oct. 3Ok
25, 26, 30, 31, Nov. 14, 21, 1792 Nov. 6, 1792 libid.).
(French Foreign Office).

VOL. VII. F
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revolu_on are there. In Scotland and Ireland disquiet-
ing symptoms are multiplying fast. The Government
is anxiously investigating the dispositions of the troops.
The Tower of London is not safe from a popular out-
break like that which captured the Bastille. An insur-
rection is very probable, and France should prepare her
fleets. The ministers are in the utmost embarrassment.

Pitt, who ' cares only for popularity,' would be an ardent
revolutionist if it were not for the party of the King,
but he is in great perplexity; he is losing ground, and
the party of the King is strengthening. The triumphs
of Dumouriez in Belgium are producing the keenest
anxiety in the ministry and among the diplomatists, and
a corresponding exultation among the friends of France.
Noel hears that Pitt has fully decided not to make war,
and that Calonne denounces him as a democrat. But
Pitt is extremely anxious about Holland, and says that
if the French foment troubles there, England must
interfere. The City shares this opinion and is full of
alarm. The Opposition is divided between the aristo-
cracy, Which is much the stronger section, and the
sympathisers with France. Fox is utterly undecided.
His opinions lean one way; the money which he owes
certain great people draws him in the other, and he
gives h/msel£ up to sporting in order to avoid taking a
decision. Sheridan is equally trammelled by his own
debts. The storm is steadily gathering. Lord Laus-
downe alone, who has always proclaimed himself a
partisan of our Revolution, is taking his measures.
•Iis boundless ambition, his great talents, and his great
fortune mark him out as destined to take a conspicuous
part in directing it, and he knows that if he does not it
will fall into the hands of Home Tooke and men of that

stamp. Noel is trying to enter into a negotiation with
¢he ministry, but all parties _gree that the essential
_relimlnary of success is the recall of Chauvelin. He is
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man of talent, and may be usefully employed else-
where, but in England he is quite discredited)

From these accounts of the situation derived from
French sources we must now turn to those which were

_ven by the English ministers themselves. They had
been repeatedly sounded by foreign Powers as to their
_vishes and speculations relating to France, but they
had hitherto uniformly refused to answer except in the
vaguest terms. ' Our neutral conduct,' they said, ' gives
as no claim to interfere either with advice or opinion,'
and they had added a general hope that France might
give up her old restless foreign policy and attain order
and stability at home. _ A full and perfectly confidential
letter, however, of Grenville to his brother, written on
:November 7, remains, and it puts us in complete
l)ossession of the opinions, intentions, and spirit of the
English Minister for Foreign Affairs. ' I bless God,' he
_vrites, ' that we had the wit to keep ourselves out of
_he glorious enterprise of the combined armies, and that
_ve were not tempted by the hope of sharing the spoils
in the division of France, nor by the prospect of crush-
ing all democratical principles all over the world at one
_low.' The events of the last two months, he says, he
can only explain by conjecture, for one of the results of
_he strict neutrality of England is that the allied Powers
have left her in complete ignorance of their conduct and

i Noelto lr,ebrun,Oct.20,Nov. fromDumouriez'army,he found
._2, 24, 1792. Noel's letters everythingmuch changed. He
_ppear to have been openedin haswrittenthat there is nothing
]_ngland. In Jan. 1793, Lord moreto bedonehere; hedreaded
_]heffieldwrote to Auckland: the suspensionof the Habeas
'Noel, Mare_'ssecond,remains Corpus; he had, however,al-
_herestill, or at least was here readyplacedhispapersin safe_y.'
verylately. Hewroteto France --A_ekh_nd Oorres_vondenc_,it.
_heend of Novemberthat insur- 482.
restion wouldimmediatelybreak 2 Ibid.ii. 443, 444.
©ut in England. On his return

F2
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their intentions. 1 He proceeds, however, to enumerat_
with considerable sagacity the probable causes of the
collapse of the last invasion of France ; he predicts that
next spring the Coalition will find themselves obliged
to attempt another invasion under much more c_filcult
circumstances, and he describes the probable action of
the chief Powers. England, he emphatleaUy says, will
' do nothing,' and Portugal and Holland will follow the
English policy. ' All my ambition,' he continues, ' is
that I may at some time hereafter, when I am freed
from all active concern in such a scene as this, have the
inexpressible satisfaction of having been able to look
back upon it and to tell myself that I have contributed
to keep my country at least a little longer from sharing

• in all the evils of every sort that surround us. I am
more and more convinced that this can only be done by
keeping wholly and entirely aloof, and by watohlng much
at home_ but doing very little indeed ; endeavouring tc_
nurse up in the country a real determination to stand
by the Constitution when it is attacked, as it mos_
infallibly will be if these things go on; and above all
trying to make the situation of the lower orders among
us as good as it can be made. In this view I have seen
with the greatest satisfaction the steps taken in the.
different parts of the country for increasing wages,
which I hold to be a point of absolute necessi_], and of

See, too, on this ignorance, for a l}eaee, mainly to the in-
Tomline's L_.f_ of -Pitt, iii. 450. fluenee of Pitt, who, it appears,
It is a striking illustration of the knew that the Duke wished biB.
extravagant misrepresentations daughter to marry the Prince of
of English policy which have Wales, and who, by t_atterlng his
been disseminated and believed hopes, was able to induce him t_
on the Continent, that M. de submit all his military and Ira-
Lamartine has ascribed the litlcaI proceedings to the diree-
feebleness of the campaign of tion of the Cabinet in London l--
Brunswick, his failure to orush Hist. des Girond_,ns, liw:e _xvi.
Dumouriez, his re_zeat before oh. v.
_he French and his negotiation
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a hundred _mes more importance than all that the most
doing "Government could do in twenty years towards
keeping the country quiet. I trust we may again be
enabled to contribute to the same object by the repeal
of taxes, but of that we cannot yet be sure.' '

This last sentence is very remarkable when we con-
sider the date at which it was written. It shows that

the Government had not even yet decisively abandoned
the policy of retrenchment which inspired the budget of
1792. It is now certain that the diminution of the

naval and military forces, which was effected by Pitt in
the beginning of that year, was a mistake, resting upon
an entirely false estimate of the situation of Europe. It
can only be said in defence of Pitt that his prediction of
the course of events in France, if not more sagacious,
was not more erroneous than that of all the wisest
_tatesmen on the Continent.

There were two ways in which French affairs might
affect England--by internal agitation and by their
action on continental Powers. The proclamation against
seditious writings in the summer had shown that the
Government were not withoutanxietyat the great
multiplication in England of such writings, and of
societies corresponding with or affiliated to the French
Jacobins. The second part of Paine's ' Rights of !VIan'
had been an attack, as violent and as uncompromising,
as it is possible to conceive, upon the whole framework
_f monarchical and aristecratical government, and there
could be no doubt whatever that it was of the nature of

a s_litlons libel. A prosecution was directed against
it, but Paine fled to France, where he was at once ad-
mitted to the rights of citizenship and elected a member
_f the Convention. The trial, however, proceeded, and a
verdict of guilty was brought against him in his absence.

' Buckingham's Courts anvl Cabinets, ii. 222-224.
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For a time the circulation of libels diminished, but;
after the overthrow of the French monarchy on August_
10, and especially after the retreat of the armies of tho
allies, the republican societies in England started into
a renewed activity. As early as August 14, Englishmen
appeared at the bar of the French Assembly to congra-
tulate it on the events of August 10 ; and in December
Lord Grenville stated in Parliament that no less thall
ton different addresses from English subjects had been
already presented to the National Convention, which had
met in Paris in September. 1 One of these was voted
on November 7 by 5,000 members of the ' correspol ding
societies' of London, Manchestor, and other great towns.
It spoke with indignation of the neutrality of the English
Government. ' It is the duty,' the memoriahsts said,
' of true Britons to support and assist to the utmost o[
their power the defenders of the "Rights of ]_an," the
propagators of human felicity, and to swear inviolable
friendship to a nation which proceeds on the plan which
you have adopted .... Frenchmen, you are already
free, and Britons are preparing to become so ;' and it
expressed a hope of seeing 'a triple alliance, not of
crowns, but of the peoples of America, France, and
Great Britain.' A fortnight later, deputies from certain
British societies appeared at the bar of the National
Convention, announcing their intention of establishing a
similar Convention in England, and theirhope ' that the
troops of liberty will never lay down their arms as long
as tyrants and slaves shall continue to exist.' ' Our
wishes, citizen legislators,' they continued, ' render us
impatient to see the moment of this grand change.'
' Royalty in Europe,' replied the President of the French
Convention, 'is either destroyed, or on the point of
perishing in the ruins of feodality. The Declaration o|

' Tomline'sf__feof .Pitt,iii. 452.
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Rights placed by the side of thrones, is a devouring fire
which will consume them. Worthy Republicans . . .
the festival you have celebrated in honour of the French
Revolution is the prelude to the festival of nations.'

These are but specimens of the movement which
was continually going on. A bad harvest had pro-
duced much distress in the manufacturing districts.
In November there were 105 bankruptcies in Eng-
land, and it was noticea that there had scarcely ever
before been more than half that number in a single
month. _ Riots, springing from want of bread and want
of work and low wages, were very frequent, and they
usually assumed a republican character. In the county
of Durham, at Shields, Sunderland, Carlisle, and Leeds,
such disturbances were espedally formidable. Busy
missionaries were traversing the country preaching the
coming millennium when French principles would have
triumphed; when property would be divided; when
monarchy, aristocracy, and established 0hurches would
all be at an end. The words 'Liberty and Equality'
might be seen written up at the market places. Paine's
' Rights of Man,' published in a very cheap form, had an
enormous circulation. Rich democrats or democratic
societies were distributing it by hundreds gratultously
among the workmen of the manufacturing towns. It
was widely circulated in Erse among the Scotch High-
landers and in Welsh among the mountains of Wales,
and it was said that the soldiers were everywhere tam-

i Marsh's History of2olltics, sung, an address to the Conven.
i. 293-212. ChauvcUn described tion was vo_ed u_an;mously, and
the festival of the ' Society of more than 1,000 persons were
the t_evolution of 1688'(at which unable to get admission into th.
he thought it prudent not to be crowded room. ITo Lebrun, Nov.
present} as one of the grandest 12, 1792.}
triumphs of llbert;y ever known _ Macpherson'sAnr_al_ofC, am_.
in England. The toasts were all rn,erce, iv. 254.
for l_ranee, the' Marseillaise' was
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pered with. ! The country was full of foreigners, and
many of them, in the opinion of the best judges, were
engaged in the propagandism. In Paris the uniform
language was that all royalty was tyranny, that the
mission of France was to sweep it from the world, that
French principles were to prepare the way for French
arms by raising nations against their rulers.

The amount of attention which a Government may
wisely pay to treasonable writing, speaking, or even
action, is not a matter that can be settled by any general
rule. It varies infinitely with the character and habits
of the nation and with the spirit of the time, and cer-
tainly the closing mouths of 1792 were not a period in
which these things could be looked upon with indif-
ference. The manifestly expansive, subversive, and
epidemical character of the French Revolution, the dan-
gerous national ambitions that were wedded to it, and
the great part which the propagandism of opinions and
the establishment of affiliated societies had actually borne
in attracting or facilitating invasion, could not reason-
ably be doubted. At the same time the Government
shrank much from measures of repression. On No-
vember 14, Grenville wrote an interesting letter to
his brother, who had accused him of negligence. He
assured Buckingham that the ministers were not indif-
ferent, or inobservant of what was passing, but they
believed that the accounts of disturbances were much

exaggerated, and that at all events the intervention of
the Government should be only very sparingly and
cautiously employed. ' If you look back,' he continued,
' to the last time in our history that these sort of things
bore the same serious aspect that they now do--I mean
the beginning of the Hanover relgns--you will find that
the Protestant succession was established, not by the

1 Wflberforee's Life, il. 1-5. Aucklar_ Corres vondence, ii. 469.
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interference of a Secretary of S_ato or &ttorney-General
in every individual instance, but by the exertions of
every magistrate and officer, civil and military, through-
out the country .... It is not unnatural, nor is it an
unfavourable symptom, that people who are thoroughly
frightened, as the body of landed gentlemen in this
country are, should exaggerate these stories .... It is_
however, not the less true that the danger exists ....
The conquest of Flanders has, I believe, brought the
business _o a much nearer issue than any reasonable
man could believe a month ago. The hands of the
Government must be strengthened if the country is to
be saved ; but, above all, the work must not be left to
the hands of Government, but every man must put his
shoulder to it according to his rank and situation in life,
or it will not be done.' L

It was impossible for English ministers not to be
struck with the importance given in the French Con-
vention to deputations from the most obscure English
societies; with the manner in which the most obscure
democratic addresses were officially published in France
as the voice of the English people ; with the honour of
French citizenship ostentatiously conferred upon Priest-
ley and Paine, and with the constant intercourse between
the French representatives in England and the opponenfs
of the Government. But a much more serious provo-
cation was soon given by the decree of November 19,
in which the French Convention, without drawing any
distinction between hostile and neutral Governments,
formally announced that the French nation would grant
fraternity and assistance to all nations that desired to
regain their liberty, and directed the Executive Power
to order the French generals to put this decree into
execution. In order that it should be universally

' Buckingham's Courts and Ca/gnets, ii. 226-228.
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known, the Convention commanded that it should be
translated into all languages.

This decree in its obvious signification was an invi-
tation to all nations to revolt against their rulers. In
the new Parisian dialect, not only t_ae most mitigated
monarchy, but even aristocratic republics like Holland
and Switzerland were tyrannies, and the French Govern-
ment now pledged itself to assist revolted subjects by
force of arms, even though their Governments had not
given the smallest provocation to France. The decree
was in perfect harmony with the language of the most
conspicuous French politicians, and with the hopes or
promises held out by French emissaries in many lands ;
but it was an interference with the internal affairs of
other countries at least as gross as that which was com-
mitted by Lewis XIV. when he recognised the son of
James II. as King of England. It was a provocation
much more serious than the greater number of tJaose
which had produced wars during the eighteenth century.

It is quite certain, however, that the decree of No-
vember 19 if taken alone would never have induced Pitt
to engage in hostilities with France. The attitude of
the French Convention reluctanfily convinced him of the
necessity of taking special measures for the protection
of order at home, but nothing short of grave and mani-
fest external danger could provoke him to draw the
sword.

In my own judgment, one of the most remarkable
features in his foreign policy is the apathy or at least
the quiescence with which he witnessed the French
conquest of the Belgie Provinces. Ever since the
English Revolution, it had been one of the first objects
of English foreign policy to secure this tract of country
from the dominion and the ascendency of France. Its
invasion by Lewis XIV. first made the war of the
Spanlah succession inevitable. Its security had been
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the main object of the Barrier Treaty, and we have
already seen the importance attached to this point in
the negotiations of 1789. If Pitt's father had been at
the head of affairs, there can, I think, be little doubt
thatthe entryof the French troopsintothe Belgic
Provinceswould have been immediatelyfollowedby
Englishintervention.Itisindeedtruethatone ofthe
results of the recent policy of the Emperors had been
that England no longer guaranteed the Austrian do-
minion in Flanders. Joseph II. by expelling the Dutoh
galwisons had torn the Barrier Treaty into shreds, and
the Convention signed at the Hague in December 1790,
by which Prussia and the maritime Powers guaran-
teed these provinces to Austria, had not been ratified,
on account of the refusal of Leopold to grant the
full and promised measure of their ancient liberties)
But although there was no treaty obligation, it was.
a matter of manifest political importance to Eng-
land that Brussels, Ostend, and, above all, Antwerp,
should not be in the hands of the French. All these

had now been conquered, and although the French
Government and their representatives in England had
publicly disclaimed ideas of aggrandisement, although
they represented the invasion of the Belgic Provinces
as a mere matter of military necessity, and contented
themselves as yet with decreeing that they should be
for ever sundered from the Imperial rule, it needed but
little foresight to perceive that, in the event of the final
victory of France, they would remain French territory.
Savoy was already formally incorporated into the French
Republic. In Belgium, only a very few weeks had
passed before the French, contrary to the wishes of the

*SeeCoxe'sHousee.fAus_r_, AustrianNetherlands,but nei-
]i. 695-697. Prussia,as we have ther Englandnor Hollandha@
seen, afterwardsguaranteedthe doneso.
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people, began a general confiscation of ecclesiastical
proper_y, forced their assignats into circulation, and
treated the country exactly as a French province.

There is a large amount of chance in the judgments
which history nltimately forms of statesmen. If events
had taken a somewhat different course, it is probable
that Piti's foreign policy would now have been chiefly
censured for having, without an effort to prevent it,
suffered the whole of Belgium to fall into the hands of
France. But whether the acquiescence of the English
Government was right or wrong, it at least furnished
one more emphatic proof of the ardent desire of Pitt to
avoid a war. The Hne which he adopted was perfectly
clear. The invasion and conquest of Belgium he de-
_orminod not to make a casus belli. The contingency
of France retaining it in spite of her disclaimers was
not yet brought into question. But England was con-
nected with Holland by the closest and strictest alliance,
and she had most formally guaranteed the existing
Dutch Constitution. If therefore Holland and her Con-

stitution were in real danger, England was bound, both
in honour and policy, to draw the sword.

The justification or condemnation of English inter-
vent-ion in the great French war turns mainly upon thi_
question. We have already seen that there had long
existed in Holland a democratic and revolutionary palCy
which was violently opposed to the House of Orange,
which had been defeated by the efforts of Prussia and
England, and which, before the French Revolution, had
been in close alliance with France. We have seen also

how bitterly the defeat of that party had been resented
in Paris; how warmly its refugees were welcomed by
the French Revolutionists, and how early the overthrow
of the exislEng Dutch Constitution was spoken of as a
possible result of the Revolution. In January 1792, a
deputation of' Dutch Patriots' had presented a petition
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to the National Assembly, describing their plans for
establishing liberty in Holland, and restricting the au-
thority of the Stadholder, and requesting the favour of
France, and the President had replied that the French
people would Mways be their allies as long as they were
the friends of liberty. 1 In the following June, Lord
Gower mentioned to the English Government that the
French intended to raise for their service a body of
between three and four thousand Dutch patriots, and
in the same month Grenville informed Gower that Lord

Auckland had been writing from Holland ' that a pro-
ject was supposed to be in agitation for an attack upon
some of the Dutch ports from Dunkirk, by the legion of
Dutch patriots now raising.' Gower at first regarded
this report as wholly untrue, but he soon after wrote :
' I must retract my opinion that apprehensions enter-
tained in Holland with regard to the Dutch legion are
perfectly ill-founded. It was originally to have con-
slsted of 4,250 men, but it is now to be augmented to
6,000.' _

The apprehensions of danger, however, in this quarter
did not become acute until after the totally unexpected
issue of the expedition of the Duke of Brunswick, and
the triumphant invasion of the Austrian Netherlands.
A great revolutionary army flushed with victory was
now on the borders of Holland, and a rising of the

: ' Patriotic' party in that country might at any moment
: be expected.

Lord Auckland was then English minister at the
Hague. On November 6--the day on which the battle
of Jemmapes was fought--Grenville wrote him a con-

: fidential letter describing the extremely critical condition

i AnnuaZ 2_eglstsr, 1792, pp. 29 ; Grenville to Gower, June 12,
852, 353. 1792.

Gc_ver to Grenville, June 22,
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of Europe, and defining the course which the English
Government intended to pursue. It was written in much
the same strain as the almost contemporaneous letter to
Lord Buckingham from which I have already quoted.
"I am every day,' he said, 'more and more confirmed
,_nmy opinion that, both in order to preserve our own
domestic quiet and to secure some other parts, at least,
of Europe free from the miseries of anarchy, this country
_nd Holland ought to remain quiet as long as it is
possible to do so, even with some degree of forbearance
and tolerance beyond what would in other circumstances
]aave been judged right.' It appears probable that the
Austrians and Prussians will make another campaign
.against France, but in the opinion of Grenville ' the re-
establishment of order in France can be effected only by

long course of intestine struggles,' and foreign inter°
vention will only serve the cause of anarchy. English
ministers consider that the best chance of preserving
England from the dangers of the Revolution is to ab-
stain resolutely _om M1 interference with the struggle
on the Continent, and they strongly recommend a
similar course to the Dutch. ' Their local situation and

the neighbourhood of Germany, Li@ge, and Flanders,
may certainly render the danger more imminent, but it
.does not, I think,alter the reasoning as to the means of
meeting it ; and those means will, I think, be always
best found in the preservation of the external peace of
the Republic, and in that attention to its internal situa-
tion which external peace, alone, will allow its Govern-
ment to give to that object.' The States-General desired

know what course the English Government would
pursueiftheRepublicanGovernmentinFrancenotified
its establishment, and demanded to be acknowledged.
Grenville answered that no step of this 1rind was likely
to be taken till the new French Constitution was settled

by the A_ssembly, and before that time the whole aspect
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of affairs may have changed. If, however, contrary to
his expectation, such a demand were at once made, it
would probably be declined, but declined in such terms
that England would be free to acknowledge the Re-
publican Government in France at a later period, if
such a Government should be fully established. I

A week later the danger had become far more
imminent by the flight of the Austrian Government
from Brussels, and it now appeared in the highest
degree probable that the army of Dumouriez would
speedily press on to Holland. Dutch 'patriots' were
going over to him in great numbers, and it was re-
ported that he had boasted that he would dine at the
Hague on New Year's Day. * Under these circum-
stances the English ministers considered that in the
interests of peace the time had come for England to
depart from her system of absolute reserve, and they
took two important steps, which we must now examine.

The first of these was to send to Lord Auckland a
formal declaration which was to be presented to the
States-General and to be made public, assuring Holland
of the inviolable friendship of England and of her full
determination to execute at all times, and with the
utmost good faith, all the stipulations of the treaty of
alliance she had entered into in 1788. The King is
persuaded, the memorial said, that the strict neutrality,
which the United Republic as well as England had
kept, will be sufficient to save her from all danger of a
violation of her territory or an interference on the part
of either belligerent with her internal affairs. But as
the theatre of war was now brought almost to the
frontier of the Republic, and as much uneasiness had

' A_/and Carresponde_, ii. Lord Auckland's letters (Record
464-467. Office) in the beginning of No-

This is mentioned in one of veinber.
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naturally arisen, his Majesty thought it right to give
the States-General this renewed assurance. He recom-
mended them to repress firmly all attempts to disturb
internal tranquillity, and he expressed his full belief
that a close union between the two countries would

contribute most effectually to the welfare of bo_h and to
the general tranquillity of Europe. 1

We have letters both from Pitt and Grenville ex-

plainlng the motives of this step. _ Lord Auckland had
represented, no doubt with great truth, the danger of
Holland as extreme, and in the event either of al_
invasion or an insurrection England was bound to
interfere. ' However unfortunate it would be,' wrote
Pitt, ' to find this country in any shape committed, it
seems absolutely impossible to hesitate as to supporting
our ally in case of necessity, and the explicit declara-
tion of our sentiments is the most likely way to prevent
the case occurring.' Such a declaration appeared _e
theEnglishGovernmentthe bestmeasureforprevent-
ing either a rising in Holland or an infringement of
the Dutch territory, and although it did not ultimately
save Holland from invasion it is certain that it greatly
strengthenedthe Dutch Government,and discouraged
attemptsatlocalinsurrection.

It was plain, however, that unless the war in the
Netherlands was speedily arrested, the chances of pre-
serving the Dutch tcrrltery inviolate were infinitesimally
small. On the same day, therefore, on which the Eng-
lish Government despatched their memorial to Holland,
they sent instructions to the English ambassadors at
Berlin and Vienna, directing them to break the silence
on French affairs they had hitherto observed in their

A_ual Regis_e_r,1792, l_P. dence,i. 114_116,and the letter
852, 353. of Grenvilleto Auckland(in the

See the letter of Pitt in l_ecerdOffice)Nov.13, 1792.
Rose's .D_ries and Garrespon.
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communications with those Courts. ' These instruc-

tions,' wrote Pitt, 'are necessarily in very general
terms, as, in the ignorance of the designs of Austria
and Prussia, and in the uncertainty as to what events
every day may produce, it seems impossible to decide
definitely at present on the line which we ought to
pursue, except as far as relates to Holland. Perhaps
some opening may arise which may enable us to contri-
bute to the termination of the war between different

Powers in Em'ope, leaving France (which I believe is
the best way) to arrange its own internal affairs as it
can. The whole situation, however, becomes so delicate
and critical that I have thought it right to request the
presence of all the members of the Cabinet who can
without too much inconvenience give their attendance.' l

The letters of instruction to Eden and Kelth are-
substantially the same, but a little more may be gleaned.
from the former than from the latter, as England was on,
much more intimate terms with Prussia than with Aus-

tria. The King, i_was said, knows very little of the plans
of the Courts of Prussia and Austria in France, or of their
views of the termination of the war. ' His Majesty,
having so repeatedly declined to make himself a par_y
to that enterprise, forbore to urge for any more distinct
explanation,' but 'the unforeseen events which have.
arisen, and most particularly the success of the French
arms in Flanders, have now brought forward considera-
tions in which the common interests and engagement, s
of his Majesty and the King of Prussia are deeply con-
cerned.' There are grave reasons to fear 'for the
security and tranqnillity of the United Provinces,' and
the King now asks for confidential communications

Rose's D/ar/es, i. 115. This anee of all the members of the
letter is addressed to the Marquis Cabinet seems to have been con--
of Stafford. It is curious as sidered a matter of course.
lhowing how little the attend-

VOL. VII. G
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from the Court of Berlin. His object is, if possible, to
assist in ' putting an end to a business so unfortunate
for all those who have been engaged in it, and which
Shreatens in its consequences to disturb the tranquillity
of the rest of Europe.' Eden, however, is to be ex-
tremely cautious ' not to commit this Court to any
vpinion with respect to the propriety and practicability
of any particular mode' of effecting this object. He
may say t_at, as the King ],mows nothing about the
plans of the two Courts, he could give no instructions,
and if he finds that the Prussian King is reluctant
to make communications, he is at once to drop the
subject}

It cannot be said that in these very cautious pro-
ceedings the English Government in any way depaiSed
from its neutrality, nor can they, I think, be regarded
as at all in excess of what the danger of the situation
warranted. Scarcely a day now passed which did not
bring disquieting intelligence. From Zealand and from
Ostend, it was reported that the French meant to send
a squadron to force the passage of the Scheldt, and the
rumour obtained some confirmation when two French

gunboats appeared on the coast of Holland. It was at
first said that they came to buy horses, but the com-
mander soon asked the Dutch Government on the part
of Dumouriez for permission to sail up the Seheldt for
the purpose of assisting in reducing the town and
citadel of Antwerp, though he must have well known
that the Dutch could not grant such permission without
a plain violation of their neutrality. There were re-
ports from Breda of an intended insurrectionary move-
ment. There were fears of complications from the
crowds of emigrants who were now pouring into Hel-

l G_mvilleto E_ea, Nov. 18. See,too,Grenvilleto Keith,Nov.
18,1792.
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1and from Liege and Brabant. There was a question
whether it would not be advisable at once to send
English ships of war to Flushing. Staremberg, the
Austrian minister, succeeded in bribing one of the
officials of the French embassy, and, by his means,
_)btaining a copy of a confidential letter from Dumouriez
to De :Maulde, the French minister at the Hague. In
this letter_ Dumouriez promised that he would try to
prevent the recall of De ]Ylaulde, and he added: ' I
_ount upon carrying ]iberty to the Batavians, as I h_ve
already done to the Belgians, and the Revolution will
be accomplished in Holland in such a manner that
_hings will be brought back to the point in which they
were in 1788.'

Auckland believed this letter to be certainly genuine,
but he did not despair of peace, nor did he think that
.the time had yet come when it was necessary to send
English ships to Flushing. It was important, he said,
.to avoid giving signs of apprehension or distrust,
though he would be glad to know that there was some
English naval force in the Downs which could be forth-
_oming at short notice. The season of the year was
very unfavourable for invasion. ' Those who ought to
]mow best the interior of this country,' he wrote, ' con-
tinue to assure me that they see no immediate ground
of alarm, and the exterior will, for the present, be (I
hope) defended by nature and by the seasons. It would
have a great effect, and might possibly save mankind
from a deluge of general confusion and misery, if the
loyalty and good sense of England could be roused into
a manifestation of abhorrence of the wickedness and
folly of the levelling doctrines.' Possibly the English
Government might even now be able to arrange the
preliminaries of a general pacification of Europe2

! Aucklandto Grenville,Nov.23,25,1792.
G2
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Grenville also took at first a somewhat hopeful
view. While sending Auckland alarming reports which
he had received from Ostend, he expressed Iris belief
that they were exaggerated, though they must not be
neglected. He rejoiced to hear that the English de-
claration of friendship to Holland had a good effect,
and hoped that Auckland would do an in his power to
sustain confidence. ' I am strongly inclined,' he wrote,
' to believe that it is the present intention of the pre-
vailing party in France to respect the rights of this
country and of the Republic, but it will undoubtedly be
necessary that the strictest attention should be given t_
any circumstance which may seem to indicate a change
in this respect.' It was impossible, however, to disguise
the fact that the prospect was full of the gravest danger
and uncertainty, and the demands of the commander of
the French ships of war seemed to indicate a plain
desire to force on a quarrel. Such preparations as
could be made without attracting much notice, had
already been made in England. All hemp in England
had been bought by the Government lest it shoulc_
be exported to France, and Grenville recommended a
similar measure to the Dutch. The French appeared
to have as yet imported little hemp, and might there-
fore have difficulty in equipping their navy. The Go-
vernment did not at present think it wise to send ai_
English fleet either to Flushing or to the Downs. _

The fury of the thunderstorm is less trying to the
nerves of men than the sultry, oppressive, and ominous
calm that precedes it ; and it was through such a calm
that England was now passing. To the last letter from
which I have quoted, Grenville appended a postscript
announcing proceedings in Paris which at last con-
vinced him that war was inevitable. On November 16,

1 {Irony/lie to Auckland, Nov. 23, 25, 26, 1792.
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theExecutiveCouncilatParisadoptedtwo memorable
resolutionsabolishingascontrarytothelawsofnature
thetreatyrightsofthe Dutch totheexclusivenaviga-
tionof the Scheldt and of the Meuse, and ordering the
commanders of the French armies to continue to pursue
the Austrians, even upon the territory of l=Io]land, if
they retired there. Three days later the Convention
passed its decree, promising French assistance to all
nations that revolted against their rulers.

The last of these measures has already been con-
sidered. Itssignificance, at a time when there was a
triumphant French army in Austrian Flanders, and a
defeated but still powerful party in Holland which
was notoriously hostile to the House of Orange and
notoriously in sympathy with France, was too manifest
to be mistaken. The decree of November 19 was ob-
viously intended to rekindle the civil war which had so
lately been extinguished, and it made it almost certain
that even the most partial insurrection would be im-
_nediate]y made the pretext for a French invasion. Th6
(lirection given to the French commander to pursue the
Austrians if they retired into Dutch territory was a
flagrant violation of the laws of nations, while the open-
ing of the Seheldt was a plain violation of the treaty
rights of the Dutch. Their sovereignty over that river
elated from the Peace of Westphalia, by which the in-
elependence of Holland was first recognised. It had
been confirmed by the treaty of 1785, in which France
herself acted as guarantee ;1 and it was one of those
rights which England, by the treaty of alliance in 1788,
was most formally bound to defend. It would be im-
possible to conceive a more flagrant or more dangerous
violation of treaties than this action of the French-

It implied that they were absolute sovereigns of the

' Par/. H_st. xxx, 47 ; Marsh's _.ist. of l_ol_tics, i. 194- 98.
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Austrian Netherlands, for these provinces alone were_
interested in the question. It estabhshed a precedent_
which, if it were admitted, would invalidate the whole
public law of Europe, for it assumed that the most
formal treaties were destitute of all binding force ff
they appeared in the light of the new French philosophy
to be contrary to the laws of nature or 'remnants of
feudal servitude ;' and the decree of the French Execu-
tive was confirmed by the Convention, immediately
after the memorial to the Dutch States-General, by
which England had pledged herself in the most formal
manner to fulfil all the obligations she had assumed by
the treaty of 1788. Nor was it possible to say that the
measure was of no practical importance. Its immediate
object was to enable the French to send ships of war t_
attack the citadel of Antwerp. If the Dutch accede&
to the demand in spite of the protest of the Imperial
minister, they would at once be forced out of their
neutrality. But beyond this, ff the navigation of the
Scheldt was open to armed vessels, it would enable the
French, as the Dutch truly said, to carry their troops
into the heart of Holland. A great French army was
already on its border. Refugees fi'om Holland had been
enrolled by thousands ; there were sufficient small boats
collected at Ostend to transport an army; and there
was an active French party in Holland itself. Could i_
be questioned that the opening of the Scheldt formed a
leading part of a plan for the conquest of Holland ?
Could it be doubted that if the mouth of the river passed
into French hands it would, in the event of a war, give
great facilities for an attack upon England ?

It is impossible, I think, to consider all the circum-
stances ofthecasewithoutconcludingthatthe decree
was an act of gross and deliberate provocation, that i_,
was part of a system of policy which plainly aimed aa
the conquest of, Holland, and that England could noa
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acquiesce in it with any regard either for her honour or
her interests. The last assertion has indeed been denied
on the ground that Joseph II. had attempted to carry a
similar measure in 1785 and that England had remained
passive. But this argument is obviously futile. Eng-
land was at that time not in alliance with Holland ; she
had but just made peace with her after a long war, and
the act of Joseph was not one which in any way affected
English interests, for Austria never had any maritime
force, and could not, under any circumstances, become a
danger to England.

All the proceedings of the French only conspired to
deepen the impression which the decrees of November
16 and 19 had produced. A letter written by Clavi_re,
a member of the French Executive Council, was inter-
cepted, in which he wrote that if Holland wished to live
at peace with France she must take care to receive no
Prussians or Austrians into any part of her territory,
for the Republic would leave ' neither truce nor repose
in any quarter to her enemies either secret or open.''
When Dumouriez conquered Li6ge, the French general
Eustaehe 2 appeared at the gates of Maestricht, one of
the strongest frontier towns of the United Provinces,
and he sent a message to the Prince of Hesse, who com-
manded, demanding that 15,000 French soldiers might
pass through the town. The Prince replied that to give
such permission would be contrary to the Dutch neu-
trality. Eustache rejoined in a menacing letter, stating
that he had two objects, to express the fraternal disposi-
tion of the French Republic towards the Republic of
Holland, and to recommend the Governor at once to
expel from Maestricht all the enemies of France. He

Auckland to Grenville, Nov. vice, he was by birth an Ameri-
27, 1792. can, andwro_e in English. Ibid.

Though in the French set- Dec. 18, 1792.
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would be sorry, he said, to act with violence, bat his
orders were strict and formal, 'to punish as the enemies
of the French Republic all the protectors of the Austrians
and of the emigrants.' The Dutch persisted in refusing
to allow the French to enter Maestricht, and Eustache
soon dropped his demand, but the whole episode was a
characteristic and alarming illustration of the manne_
in which the Republic was disposed to treat neutral
Powers. 1 It is now known that at this time an im-

mediate invasion of Holland was fully intended by
Dumouriez, but at the last moment the Executive
Council shrank from a step which would at once pro-
duce a war with England. _

Still more serious was the conduct of the commanders
of the French war-ships at the mouth of the Scheldt.
The Dutch took the only course which was possible
consistently with their neutrality, and refused the per-
mission that was asked ; but the French vessels sailed
up the Scheldt to Antwerp in defiance of their pro-
hibition. 3

There were at the same time evident efforts made to

stimulate the French party in Holland. A report was
industriously propagated ' that the disposition of the
people of England is become such as to put it out of the
power of his Majesty's Government to give in any even_
any species of succom.' to Holland, 4 and Lord Auckland
stated that it was known with certainty that large sums
had been expended by the French Executive Council for
the purpose of exciting simultaneous insurrections in
the great towns of England and in Holland. _ Auckland
expressed his perfect confidence that in England this

i Auckland to Grenville, Dec. 3Auckland to Grenville, Dec. 4,
2, 4, 1792. 1792.

M_moire8 de /)umourie_, iii. 4 Ibid.
380 ; Morrls's Letters ; Word.a, _ Ibid. Dec. 7, 1792.
ii. 254.
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plan would be foiled, but, he added, ' in this l_epublic
the case is different .... The animosities which wero
necessarily created by the transactions of 1787 have not
yet subsided, and are now combined with the wild
democratic notions of the day, and are encouraged by
the example of the Austrian Netherlands and the near

neighbourhood and multiplied successes of the French
armies. I nevertheless hope that interior tranquillity
may (for the present at ]east) be maintained.' The
Prince of Orange one day hastily summoned Auckland,
_nd assured him that he had received intelligence that
Dumouriez had actually sent orders from Antwerp for a
descent upon Holland, which was to be the signal for an
insurrection. De Maulde, he was informed, had pointed
out on the map the places at which the French meant to
penetrate into Holland, adding that it was all Dumouriez's
doing, that, for his own part, he thought it very impru-
dent, and that in fifteen days all communication with
England would be stopped.*

De _aulde was suddenly and unexpectedly recalled
by his Government and replaced by a man named Tain-
villa, a violent Jacobin, ' of brutal manners and evident
indiscretion.' The first act of his mission was ' to make

himself the colporteur' of an incendiary work of Con-
dorcet entitled ' Adresse aux Bataves,' which he brought
with him. 2

Auckland to Crrenville, Dec. 5, ignorance and folly remains un-
7, 1792. pro_ribed by the universal con-

Ibid. Dec. 7, 1792. Lord sent of mankind, union between
Stormont afterwards quoted in free states is their primary want,
the House ofLords the following their dearest interest. George
laassage from this production of IIL sees, with anxious surprise,
43ondorcet, which gives an idea that throne to_er under him
ef its character : ' So long as the which is founded on sophietry,
earth is stained by the existence and which Republican truths
of a king, and by the absurditry have sapped to its very founda-
ef hereditary government, so long tion.'_Adolphus, v. 288.
as this shameful production of
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De Maulde was by no means inclined to acquiesce
patiently in his dismissal, and Auckland was present
at his farewell interview with the Dutch Pensionary.
De Maulde, he says, burst out into a violent invective
against his Government, but still believed that Dumourie_
would protect him and maintain h_ in Holland. Re-
ferring to a feigner conference with Auckland, he ex-
pressed his hope that the English minister's views of a
pacification were unchanged. Auctfland answered that
a month ago he individually would have gladly pro-
moted a peace on the basis even of an acknowledgment
of the French Republic, provided the royal family were
put in security and well treated, but that now eve_-
thing was changed. Savoy was annexed. Flanders,
Brabant, Liege, and the districts on the Rhine were
undergoing the same fate. A war of unprovoked depre-
dation was carried on against the Itahan Statcs. The
Dutch Repubhc had been insulted by the arr_t_ relating
to the Scheldt, and the Convention had passed a decree
nearly tantamount to a declaration of war against every
kingdom in Europe. De ]Ylaulde said little in reply ;
but when he was sounded as to the views of Dumouriez
he expressed a wish to go to that general, and bring
back a full accolmt, as soon as his letters from Paris
enabled him to settle his pecuniary matters. 'The
Pensionary,' Auckland says, 'understood what was
meant; I said nothing, and let% them together.' The
result was that Auckland agreed to ' lend' De Mauldo
five hundred pounds, and the Pensionary would pro-
bably do more, in order that the French envoy might
go to Dumouriez and might furnish them with useful
intelligence. Auckland and the Pensionary both be-
hoved that by De Maulde, and by a certain Joubert who
was in their pay, 1 full information might be obtained

It appears from subsequent letters that Joubert was De Maulde'a
secretary.
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respecting the conduct, and plans of the ' patriots.' ' It
is hateful and disgusting work,' Auckland added, ' to
have any concern with such instruments, and the Pen-
sionary, who has been so good as to relieve me from the
whole detail, seems to suffer under it.' l

The channels of information which were opened
proved very useful. Three days after the last letter
Auckland wrote that he had procured, ' at a moderate
expense,' the French minister's instructions and part of
his ministerial correspondence. These documents he
considered so impor_nt that he did not venture to trust
them to his secretary or clerk, but copied them out with
his own hand. The instructions of De Maulde were

dated August 9.5, 1792, at a time when orders were
sent for the first invasion of Brabant and Flanders.
Their purport was that the first object of French policy
in Holland should be to encourage secretly the 'patriots"
opposed to the Stadholder, to keep up relations with
them and to encourage them to look forward to French
assistance. This must, however, be clone cautiously,
for a 'premature revolution in l=[olland might draw
down upon us all the forces of England and Prussia."
There could be no longer any question that a revolution
in Holland had, from the very beginning of the eampaig_
in Flanders, been a fixed object of the governing party
in Paris, and many of the letters of the 'patriots' to
the French ro]n_ster at the same time fell into the
hands of Auckland. They were on the whole reassur-
ing, for they showed ' rather a mischievous disposition
than a formed design. '_

A few days later, a German, travelling with a pass-
port from the magistrates of Amsterdam, was arrested
at Utrecht, and lie was found to be the bearer of a

' Auckland to Grenville, Dec. 10, 1792.
t Ibid. Dee. 13, 1792.
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packet of letters to :Dumouriez. ]_lost of them were of
little importance, but among them were three papers of
the highest consequence. There was a long letter from
De Maulde giving a very detailed plan for an invasion
of Holland through Arnhem, and concluding 'that,
unless Holland could be wrested from England, there
would be no security for France under any pacification.'
There was a letter from Tainville, the successor of De
l_[aulde, urging Dumouriez to come forward and _re-
lieve the friends of Freedom and of France from a

tyrannical aristocracy,' and there was a plan of invasion
drawn up by a French officer who was a prisoner for
debt at Amsterdam. 1

De Maulde, almost immediately after this arrest,
had an interview with Auckland, at which he talked
very pacifically, and he appears to have been wholly
unconscious that his despatch was intercepted. Auck-
land was inclined to believe that he did not really wish
for an invasion, as he was looking forward to personal
advantages from services to be rendered during the
winter, which would be interrupted if it took place.
The intercepted letter, he thought, was probably part of
a plan, perhaps a concerted plan, for giving an impres-
sion of his zeal. He was confirmed in this impression
by a later intercepted despatch addressed to Paris. It
was full of falsehoods in its account of what had taken
place, but it appeared to Auckland to lean towards
peace, for it represented both England and Holland as
desiring it, and suggested that it might be inexpedient
to draw down these Powers and possibly also Spain
upon France. _

It was impossible to deny the extremely critical
_ature of the situation, and the evident intention to

i Auckland _o Grenville, Dec. 21, 1792o
Ibid. Dec. 21, 27,1792.
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invade Holland, but on the whole Auckland even now
took a sanguine view. The condition of the French
Republic seemed so precarious, the madness of pro-
yoking England to war was so manifest, the season so
unfavourable for invasion, and the continued internal
tranquillity of Holland so reassuring, that he had always
hoped that the storm might pass. ' I am more than
ever convinced,' he wrote, at the end of November,
'that if this Republic and England can keep out of
the confusion for a few months, a great part of the
danger will cease.' l ' We cannot doubt,' he wrote a
week later, ' that it has been the intention to attempt
an invasion of some part of this Republic by troops and
vessels from Antwerp, and we have reason to apprehend
that the project is not yet laid aside. Such an enter-
prise, if we could rely on the interior of the Provinces,
would be contemptible, and, even under the present
fermentation, at this season of the year it would be
rash in the extreme; but M. Dumouriez, with such a
crowd of adventurers at his disposal, may be capable of
risking the loss of 4,000 or 5,000/ The effect of the
arrival of some English ships of war in Holland he now
thought might be very great. ' It is possible that the
whole end might be answered if any one or more of
the number could arrive soon, and the necessity might
perhaps cease before the remainder can quit the Eng-
lish ports .... If (as I incline to hope) nothing hostile
should happen, their stay would be very short, and the
impression of such an attention would have a great and
permanent effect.' _ ' I know,' he wrote some time
later, ' that the postponing of the war is unfashionable
in England, but I lean towards it from "a belief that
Trance is exhausted by her expenses, and may suddenly

* Auckland to Grenville, Nov. 27, I792,
! Ibid. Dec. 4, 1792.
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fall to pieces if our attack should not excite a paroxysm
of desperation which may prove very dangerous.' l

It was plain that the time had fully come for Eng-
land to take a decided part, and an important despatch
of Lord Grenville, dated December 4, and written im-
mediately after he had been informed of the demand
of the French to enter Maestricht, showed the light in
which the English Government regarded the situation.
"The conduct of the French,' he wrote, ' in all these
late proceedings, appears to his ]_[ajesty's servants to
•indicate a fixed and settled design of hostility against
_his country and the Republic. The demand that the
Dutch should suffer their rights, guaranteed to them by
France, to be set aside by the decree of the Convention,
and the neutrality of their territory to be violated to
Eae prejudice of Austria; the similar demand for a
passage through Maestricht, in contradiction to every
"principle of the law of nations, particularly those so
much relied on by France in the case of the German
PrLuces; the recent decree authorising the French
generals to pursue their enemies into any neutral
territory; that by which the Convention appears to
tlave promised assistance and support to _he disturbers
of any established Government in any country, ex-
plained and exemplified as it is by the almost nil-
disguised attempts now making on their part to incite
insurrections here and in Holland; all these things
afford strong proofs of their disposition, independently
even of the offensive manner in which the conduct and

situation of the neutral nations has recently been treated,
mven in the communications of the rn_n_ers themselves
_o the Convention.' Under these circumstmnces, Ms
]_Iajesty has thought it necessary to arm, and he hopes
_hat Holland will do the same. ' The King is decidedly

t Aucklana to Grenville, Dec. 21, 1792.
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_fopinionthattheRepublicshouldpersistinherrefusal
to admit the passage of the French troops through any
part of her territory. While the neutrality of the Re-
public was beneficial to _rance, his Majesty uniformly
recommended an adherence to it, and to depart from
that principle now would be to give to the Court of
Vienna the justest ground of complaint, and even a
legitimate cause of war. Whatever may be the con-
sequence, the King is of opinion that the Republic can
maintain its independence only by observing the same
line of conduct in the present case which it has uni-
formly maintained in all the different circumstances
which have hitherto arisen. At the same time . . .

the King has thought it right not to omit such steps as
could conduce to a pacific explanation,' and he has
accordingly expressed his full readiness to receive pri-
vately and unofficially any agent the French might
send, though he would not receive him publicly and
_fficially3

The conviction that a war with France was inevitable,
and the conviction that itwas necessary to take some
decisive steps to stop the active correspondence of
English democratic societies with Paris, had now fully
forced themselves on the English ministers. It was on
November 28 thatthe deputationfrom the English
societies appeared at the bar of the Convention, con-
gratulating that body in the name of the English
people on ' the triumphs of Liberty,' predicting that
other nations would soon follow in the same ' career of

useful changes,' and declaring that the example of
France had made revolutions so easy that addresses of
congratulation might soon be sent to ' a National Con-
vention of England.' I have quoted the enthusiastic
language in which the President of the Convention wel-

l Grenville to Auckland, Dec. 4,1792.
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corned his ' fellow-Republicans' from England, and the
confident arrogancewith which heannouncedthespeedy
downfall of all the monarchies of Europe} On Decem-
ber 1, the English Government replied by a proclama-
tion calling out the militia, on the ground that ' the
utmost industry is still employed by evil-disposed per-
sons within this kingdom, acting in concert with persons
in foreign parts, with a view to subvert the laws and
established constitution of this realm .... that a spirit
of tumult and disorder thereby excited has lately shown
itself in acts of riot and insurrection,' and that it was
therefore necessary to strengthen the force which may
be in readiness to support the civil magistrate. By a
second proclamation, the meeting of Parliament was
accelerated, and it was summoned for December 18.3

Grea_ military and naval activity now prevailed in
England. A powerful fleet was prepared for the Downs.
Ships of war were put under orders for Flushing, and
inquiries were made into the possibility, in case of war,
of attacking Guadaloupe, Martinique, and St. Lucia.'
Some information had been obtained which made the
Government seriously s_ous for the safety of the
Tower and of the City ; strenuous measures were taken
for their protection, 4 and the necessity for a consider-
able increase both in the army and navy was one of the
first reasons assigned for the immediate assembly oI
Parliament.

Even before Parliament met, it was becoming evi-
dent that the schism in the Opposition was deepening.
Lord ]_Ialmesbury relates that at two dinners of Whig

' Marsh's ._ist. of Politics, i. daloupe, Dec. 5, 1792 (French
203-212. Correspondence in the Record

2 Ibid. i. 260-262. Office).
" See a curious minute of an 4 Marsh's 1Y_st.of _Poetics, L

interview between Lord Hawkes- 222-227 ; Buckingham's 2d'c-
bury and a gentleman from Gun- _no_rs, ii. 230, 231.
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leaders which were held at Burlington House to discuss
the policy of the party, Fox declared that the alarm
was totally grotmdless; that there was not only no
insurrection or imminent danger of invasion, but even
no unusual symptom of discontent, and that for his
own part he was determined to oppose the calling out
of the militia. ' None of the company,' Lord Malmes-
bury says, ' agreed with him.' ' No one, not even Fox
himself, called in doubt the necessity of assisting the
Dutch if attacked, but he, and hv only, seemed inchned
to think the opening of the Scheldt was not a sufficient
motive .... His principles, too, bore the strongest
marks of a leaning towards Republicanism.' The Duke.
of Portland, and other leaders of the party, wished tha_
in the dangerous condition of the country nothing
should be done to enfeeble the Government or impair
the impression of unanimity, and that therefore no
amendment should be moved to the address. Fox put
an end to all discussion by declaring, with an oath,
' that there was no address at this moment Pitt could

frame, he would not propose an amendment to, and
divide the House upon.' l

The King's Speech emphatically recalled the fidelity
with which the English Government, as well as the
States-General, had observed their policy of neutrality
during the war, and their complete abstention from
all interference with the internal affairs of France. It

was impossible, however, for the King to witness
without the most serious uneasiness ' the strong and
increasing indications'of an intention to ' excite dis-
turbances in other countries, to disregard the rights of
neutral nations, and to pursue views of conquest and
aggrandisement ;' and the French had taken measures
towards Holland which were ' neither conformable ta

i Malmesbury's 2)/ar/es and Corresponde_ce, ii. 473-,475.
VOL. VII. H
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the laws of nations nor to the positive stipulations of
existing treaties.' In addition to calling out the militia
and augmenting the army and navy, the Government
thought it necessary to introduce an Alien Bill, placing
for a short time all foreigners in England under the
supervision of the Government, prohibiting them from
bringing into the country arms or ammunition, and
authorising the Government, if necessary., to expel them
from the kingdom.

Pitt was not present at the first few debates of the
Session. He had just received from the King the
lucrative office of Warden of the Cinque Ports, and had
not yet been re-elected, and the chief part in opposing
Fox was taken by Windham, who had now decisively
separated himself from his former leader, and who
strenuously maintained the necessity for the measures
of precaution which the Government recommended.
The first speeches of Fox were in the highest degree
violent and incendiary. In public, as in private, 1 he
set no bounds to his exultation at the defeat of Bruns-

wick, or to his insulting language when speaking of the
two Powers with which England was likely to be soon
in alliance, and he entirely blamed the reserve which
the English Government had hitherto maintained.
' From the moment they knew a league was formed
against France,' he said, ' this country ought to have
interfered. France had justice completely on her side,
and we, by a prudent negotiation with the other Powers,
might have prevented the horrid scenes which were
afterwards exhibited .... Thank God, Nature had
been true to herself, tyranny had been defeated, and
those who had fought for freedom were triumphant!'
The King's Speech had said that 'the industry employed
to excite discontent on various pretexts and in different

l_ee Fox's Carresyondence, ii. 379.
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parts of the ldngdom has appeared to proceed from a
desire to attempt the destruction of our happy Con-
_titntion and the subversion of all order and govern-
ment;' and the Lord Mayor of London had said,
with incontestable truth, that societies were formed in
London under pretence of merely discussing constitu-
tional questions, but with the real object of propagating
seditious doctrines. ' By this new scheme of tyranny,'
said Fox, ' we are not to judge of the conduct of men
by their overt acts, but are to arrogate to ourselves at
once the providence and the power of the Deity, to
arraign a man for his secret thoughts, and to punish
him because we choose to believe him gmilty!' Pursuing
this strain, he proceeded, in a long declamatory pas-
sage, which was not innocuous, although it was asto-
nishingly absurd, to accuse the English Government of
meditating, not only the destruction of the Constitution,
but also a system of cruelty and oppression worse than
any devised by the See of Rome, or the Spanish In-
quisition, or any other tyrant, spirlbual or temporal)

This was the kind of language employed in a
momentous crisis of English history by the leader of
<me of the great parties in the State. Fox, however,
though he could be one of the most reckless and de-
clamatory of demagogues, was also one of the most
akilful of debaters, and as the discussion proceeded,
and as itbecame evidentthat the dominant sentiment

even on hisown sideofthe House was decidedlyagainst
him, his language grew more moderate and plausible.
:French Revolutionists ceased to appear as angels of
light and freedom. He spoke with much and probably
with sincere horror _ of the approaching murder of the

i _ParL _r_sAxxx. 18, 19, 60, o_er politicians in France in
_}i. favour of the King, after f_he

I have already noticed the tailure of the fligh_of Varennes.
letters Fox wrote to Barnave and See voL vi. I_P.510, 511.
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King. He declared that the progress of the Frenc]_
arms in the Low Countries was justly alarming to
Europe, and might be dangerous to England, that the
spirit which under Lewis XIV. menaced the liberties
of Europe might influence, and actually had influenced,
the conduct of the French, and although he opposed the-
calling out of the militia, he cordially supported the
augmentation of the army and navy. To any measures
restricting the proceedings of democratic societies at
home, he was inexorably opposed, and he urged that
the proper way of combating discontent was to repeal
the Test and Corporation Acts, to reform the Parlia-
ment, and to emancipate the Irish Catholics. He
acknowledged reluctantly, that if the Dutch called on u_
to treat the opening of the Scheldt as a casus fa_deri_
we were bound to do so, but he denied that they had
done so. He attributed the hostility of the English
Government towards the Government of France to the

fact that France was an ' unanointed Republic,' and he
declared that if there was a war it would be a war ' of

punctilio.' ' It is the true policy of every nation to
treat with the existing Government of every other nation_
with which it has relative interests, without inquiring or
regarding how that Government is constituted and by
what means those who exercise it came into power.'
His advice was that we should at once recognise the
French Republic, send an ambassador to Paris to treaW
with it, and in this way avert if possible the great,
calamity of war.

This policy was, however, entirely repudiated, not
only by the habitual followers of the ministry and by
Burke, but also by the Duke of Portland, by Windburn,
by Sir Gilbert Elliot, by Thomas Grenville_ and by the
large majority of those who usually followed Fox. The
serious amount of dangerous sedition in England ; the
constant encouragement of thal_ sedition by the French
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the necessity of putting an end to the perpetual treason-
able correspondence of English societies with the French
Convention ; the extreme danger of Holland ; the gross,
wanton, and repeated provocation which had been offered
_o this old ally of England, appeared to the immense
majority of the House of Commons abundantly proved.
"2he present, it was said, was no time for entering into

course of exter_ded internal reforms, which might
easily be made the pretext or the instrument of revolu-
tion, and it was perfectly certain that no reform short of

total subversion of the mixed Constitution of England
would satisfy the zealots of the new French creed. It
was wholly untrue that the present attitude of the Eng-
lish Government towards France was due to the fact

_hat she was a republic. The relations of England to
Holland, Switzerland, Genoa, and Venice were perfectly
amicable. But ' these were not regicidal republics, nor
republics of confraternity with the seditious and dis-
affected in every State.' Was it reasonable, it was
asked, to expect the King of England to send an
ambassador to France at a time when France had still

me settled administration or Government; when the
French Convention had just declared its implacable
taatred of all kings and of all monarchical institutions ;
_vhen it had been receiving and encouraging seditious
Englishmen, who had come over to complain of the
£1onstitution of their own country, and to seek for an
alliance to subvert it; when a decree had gone forth
from Paris which was a general declaration against all
existing Governments, and an invitation to universal
revolt; when the rulers of France were on the eve of
crowning a long series of confiscations and murders by
the murder of their inoffensive sovereign ? It would be
an eternal disgrace to the British Empire, it was said, if
England at this time sent an ambassador to Paris, for
_y doing so she would not only be the first nation in
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Europe to recognise a Government created by a train
of atrocious crimes, but would also be looked upon as
giving her countenance to the horrid deed which was
manifestly impending. Such a policy would result in
' the complete alienation of those Powers with which
England was at present allied,' and by giving the whole
weight of the character of England to France at a time
when France was endeavouring to arm the subjects of
evmT kingdom against their rulers, it would place all
Europe in a deplorable situation. No nation had ever
observed neutrality in dimcult circumstances more
strictly or scrupulously than England. She had given
France no provocation whatever. She had again and
again declared her resolution to meddle in no way with
her internal concerns, and she tolerated in the country
an unofficial representative who was perfectly competent
t_ discharge any duties of negotiation that might arise.
Nor was there, in truth, any question of difficulty or
complexity impending. The whole danger rose from
acts of patent and wilful provocation on the part of
France ; from her pretension to set aside the plainest
and most formal treaties on the ground ' that they
were extorted by avarice and consented to by despot-
ism;' from her ceaseless efforts to foment rebellion
in other countries, and from the ungovernable ambi-
tion with which she was disturbing the equilibrium of
Europe.

Such was, in a few words, the substance of the rival
arguments in the debates in the first weeks of the
Session. There can be no ques_on that the Govern-
ment carried with them the iramense preponderance of
opinion, both within the House and beyond its walls.
Fox's amendment on the Address was negatived by 290
to 50, and in the opinion of Lord Malmesbm,_ a full
half of this small minority consisted of men who, through
personal attachment to Fox, voted in opposition to their
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genuine sentiments. 1 His motion for sending a minister
to France was negatived, and the Alien Bill was carried
without a division. Measures were at the same time

carried, prohibiting the circulation in England of French
assignat bonds, and enabling tl_e K_ug to prohibit the
export of naval stores.

While these measures were passing through Parlia-
ment, several important events were occurring on the
Continent. It was already evident that the declarations
of the French, that they sought no conquests, and that
they would not interfere with the free expression of the
will of the inhabitants of the Austrian Netherlands, were
mere idle words. Although there was a revolutionary
party in Flanders, and especially in the bishopric of
Liege, it soon became plain that the general wish of the
population of these countries did not extend beyond the
re-establishment of their ancient constitution; that they
clung tenaciously to their old local privileges, customs,
and independence, and that they had not the least wish
to see the destlmction of their Church or of their nobility.
But the French had not been many weeks in the Austrian
Netherlands before they proceeded to treat them as a
portion of France, to introduce the as_ignats, to confis-
cate the Church property, to abolish all privileges, and
to remould the whole structure of society according to
the democratic type.

In the famous decree of December 15, the National
Convention proclaimed its policy in terms which could
not be misunderstood. ' Faithful to the principles of
the soverei2_ty of the people, which will not permit
them to acknowledge any of the institutions militat-
ing against it,' they ordered that, in every country
which was occupied by French arms, the French com.
mander should at once proclaim the sovereignty o_

, Malmesbury'sDial@s, iL476.
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the people, the suppression of all existing authorities,
the abolition of all existing taxes, of the tithes, of the
nobility, and of all privileges. The people were to be
convoked to create provisional administrations, from
which, however, all the civil and military agents and
officers of the former Government and all members of
the lately privileged classes and corporations must be
excluded. If, however, as in the case of Flanders, the
people of the occupied country preferred their old form
of government, the course to be pursued was clearly
laid down. ' The French nation will treat as enemies

the people who, refusing or renouncing liberty and
equality, are desirous of preserving their prince and
privileged castes, or of entering into accommodation
with them. The nation promises and engages never to
lay down its arms until the sovereignty and liberty of
the people on whose territory the French armies shall
have entered shall be established, and not to consent to
any arrangement or treaty with the princes or privileged
persons so dispossessed, with whom the Republic is
at war.' The Convention added a commentary to this
decree, in which its intentions were still more emphati-
cally asserted. ' It is evident,' they said, ' that a people
so enamoured of its chains, and so obstinately attached
to iN state of brutishness as to refuse the restoration of

its rights, is the accomplice not only of its own despots
but even of all the crowned usurpers, who divide the
domain of the earth and of men. Such a servile people
is the declared enemy, not only of the French Republic,
but even of all other nations, and therefore the distinc-
tion which we have so justly established between Govern-
ment and people ought not to be observed in its favour.'
Slmh a people must, therefore, be treated ' according to
_he rigour of war and of conquest.' l

' M_rsh, oh. xii ; An_al Re- 360 ; Bourgoing, Hist. Di2L i
_ter, 1792, pax_ ii. pp. 358- deuxi_me loartie, pp. 268-272.
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The decree excited fierce discontent in the Belgie
t_rovinces, but petitions and protests were unavailing,
.and the Convention sent commissioners, among whom
Danton was the most conspicuous, to carry their wishes
into execution. While, however, France was thus veri-
fying the predictions of Burke by proclaiming that
the war was essentially a war of revolutionary pro-
pagandism, and while by this proclamation she stimu-
lated into new energy the many revolutionary clubs and
centres that were scattered throughout Europe, a few
reverses checked the hitherto) unbroken success of her
arms. The attempt which had already been made to
make a separate peace with Prussia at the expense of
the Emperor was resumed in the early winter of 1792,1
but it had no result, and a combined army of Prussians
and Hessians easily drove the small army of Custine out
ef Germany. He was compelled to evacuate Frankfort
in the beginning of December, and a month later he
recrossed the Rhine. An attempt which was made by
Beurnonville, at the head of the army of the 5[oselle, to
seize Coblentz and TrOves in the middle of December
was defeated by the Austrians, and a descent upon
Sarc]inla which followed the expedition to Naples proved
a total failure.

The letters which Grenville had addressed on Novem-
ber 13 to the English ambassadors at Vienna and Berlin,
inviting confidential communications, were answered
with a vagueness which might have been perplexing to
the English ministers, if the clue to the riddle had not
been furnished by their representatives. It is to be
found in the Polish question, which was now absorbing
the attention of the German Powers, almost to the
exclusion of French affairs. We have already seen the

i Sybe!, il. 40-42.
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first stages of the plots against Poland which were
concocted in the Courts of St. Petersburg and Berlin,
and the hopeless impotence to which Poland had been
reduced. Her military resources were n_erly incapable
of meeting the powei_ul enemies that hemmed her in.
tter frontier was almost defenceless. The spirit of her
peasantry was broken by repeated Russian invasions
and occupations. Her new constitution, though it ap-
peared to the malevolent perspicacity of her neigh-
bours likely to give her order, stability, and prosperity_
had not yet time to take any root, and she was com-
pletely isolated in Europe. France and Turkey were
her two oldest allies ; but France had neither the power
nor the disposition to interfere for her protection, while
Turkey, having but just emerged from an exhausting
war, was certain to remain quiescent. But the greatest
calamity was the death of the Emperor Leopold. That
very able sovereign had regarded the independence and
power of Poland as one of the leading elements of
European stability, and while he lived he was likely to
have the strongest influence in the coalition that had
been formed, l_e died, leaving his empire to an ignorant
boy, without a policy or any strength of intellect or
will. The policy of Russia towards Poland was one of
cynical, undisguised rapacity, and as soon as she had
seen the two German Powers engaged in the war with
France, she proceeded to put her plans into execution.
At the end of May an army of 60,000 Russians crossed
the Polish fi-ontier, and in spite of some brave resistance
from Kosciusko, they entered Warsaw in the beginning
of August.'

The course of events depended largely on the King

' Hallos to Grenville, May 22, 30, June 27, July 25, _.ugust 8.
1792.
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of Prassia. That Sovereign, as we have seen, had first
induced the Poles to assert their independence of Russia.
He had himself urged them to amend their constitution.
He had been the first to congratulate them on the con-
stitutional reform of May 1791. He had bound himself
before God and man, by two solemn and recent treaties,
to respect the integrity of Poland; to defend the in-
tegrity of Poland against all enemies; to oppose by
force any attempt to interfere with her internal affairs.
Yet, as we have also seen, he had resolved as early as
March 179"2, not only to break Iris word and to betray
Ms trust, but also to take an active part in the partition
of the defenceless country which he had bound himself
in honour to protect. By this means the territorial
aggrandisement at which he had long been a_m_ng
might be attained.

The full extent of the treachery was only gradually
disclosed, and the very instructive letters which Eden
sent from Berlin enable us to complete a story which is
one of the most shameful and most melancholy in the
eighteenth century. At the end of May he relates a
conversation with Schulenburg which fully confirmed
him in his previous opinion that Poland must rely on
its own efforts for its safety. _Your Lordship will
observe,' he adds, 'that his sentiments have been
uniformly hostile to its prosperity. He scrupled not
yesterday to say that Russia was playing the game of
this country, and repeated that it must ever be the
interest of Prussia to prevent Poland from rising into a
great and independent State.' He denied that Prussia
was bound to anything more ' than to maintain Poland
in the state in which she was before the Revolution,' but
added that cthe most solemn assurances had been ad-
vanced here and to the Prussian minister at St. Peters-

burg that nothing further was meant by the Empress
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than te re-establish everything on the same footing a_
it stood prior to May 3, 1791/

When the Russians crossed the Polish frontier, the
Poles at once appealed to Prussia, and the English
minister strongly supported their petition. Eden de-
scribes at length the conference between the Polish
envoy, Count Potecki, and Schulenburg. The former
appealed to ' the article of their treaty which expressly
stipulated the assistance to be given, should any Power,
under any pretence whatever, interfere in the internal
.arrangements of _heRepublic.' Schulenburg denied
that the casus fcederis had arisen, for the change in the
Polish constitution, which had been effected subsequent
_o the signature of the treaty, and without the privity
.of the King of Prussia, had essentially changed the
political connection of the two countries. ' Count Po-
t_eki here observed that if his Prussian Majesty's appro-
bation of the revolution subsequent to its taking place,
were alone wanting to justify the claims of his country
to his Majesty's protection, he was willing to rest it on
that ground_ and immediately produced the copy of
the despatch dated ]_ay 19 of the same year, from
his Prussian Majesty himself to Baron Goltz, Charg6
<VAffaires at Warsaw .... In this despatch his Prus-
sia,-1Majesty extols the revolution as likely to strengthen
the alliance between the two countries, approves of the
choice made of the Elector of Saxony, and expressly
enjoins Baron Goltz to communicate his sentiments to
his Polish Majesty. To this paper the Prussian minister
_ould oppose nothing except several censures of the
inaiscretion of having given a copy of it to _he Polish
_overnment. Count Potecki observed very properly,

' Eden to Grenville, May 29, 1792.
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that that appeared to him to be immaterial, since a
mere verbal assurance by his Prussian Majesty would
have been equally obligatory.''

Eden a few days later sent to England ' a copy of
one of the notes presented by the Prussian minister at
Warsaw, exhorting the Poles to meliorate their consti-
tution; a copy of the second mad sixth articles of their
treaty with Prussia, and also a copy of a despatch written
May 16, 1791, by his Prussian Majesty to Count Goltz,
his Charg6 d'Afihires at Warsaw, expressing his full
and entire approbation of the revolution effectuated on
l_[ay 3, 1791.' He noticed, however, that on all sides
the Poles encountered systematic coldness. Hertzberg
said that they deserved their fate, because they would
not cede Dantzig and Thorn to Prussia. Potocki,
though a man of the first position, was not invited to
dine with the King, while an obscure Russian subject
obtained this honom-, and the Prussian ministers refused
an invitation to the house of Potocki. General Mollen-
doff expressed frankly to Eden his opinion of the
ruinous folly of a war with France, which left Russia
' sole arbiter of the fate of Poland.' 'He, however,
said,' writes Eden, 'what every Prussian, without any
exception of party, will say--that this country can never
acquiesce in the establishment of a good government in
Poland, since in a very short time it would rise to a
vmT decided superiority.' The pretence, however, was
still kept up that the question at issue was not a ques-
tion of the integrity and independence, but only of the
constitution of Poland. ' The Prussian minister repeated
that the Empress's views did not extend beyond the
total overthrow of the new constitution.' But Eden
added significantly, ' I continue of opinion that if pro-
posah_for a new partition be made, plausible reasons

a Eden to Grenville, June 12,1792.
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will be found to remo_'e the scruples of his Prussian
_[ajesty. 'l

For a short time, Eden himself doub_ed what policy
would be pursued. It was possible, he thought, that
Russia might prefer to establish a Russian ascendency
in Poland, since the more violent measure of a partition
would strengthen Austria and Prussia as well as herself.
' Hopes may be entertained that this act of violence will
not be proposed. It would, as I have more than once
observed, be readily adopted here, and be approved even
by those who in general censure the measures of the
Government, Poland having ever been looked upon as
fair prey, and the only source of aggrandisement to this
country.' 2

It was sufficiently evident that one of these two fates
was almost inevitably impending over Poland. From
the young Emperor nothing was to be hoped. ' I am
not without suspicion,' Keith wrote early in May, ' that
Austria already knows that Prussia will set up no direct
opposition to the Emprcss's views, and . . . that a co-
partnership of the three Powers may renew the former
scenes of depredation, and consummate the ruin of the
miserable kingdom of Poland.' s A week later a new
Russian ambassador brought to Vienna the manifesto of
the Empress of Russia against the new Polish Constitu-
tion ; ' I am well informed,' wrote Keith, _that Austria
is dismayed, and at bottom prepared to act a subservient
part in that tragedy which Russia no longer hesitates to
bring on the stage. I fear that a similar conduct may
be expected on the side of Prussia, but not without the
purpose of seizing her long-coveted and valuable portion
of the plunder. However, Austria has not, to my know-

J Eden to Grenville, June Ii, _ Eeith to Grenville, May 12,
16, July 7. 10, 17, 1792. 1792.

Ibid. July 14, 1792.
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ledge, concerted any project of dismemberment; but
her principles are not of so rigid a stamp as to hiader
her coming in (sneakingly) at the hour of partition for
such a share of the garment as may suit her views.' 1

Information which was not at this time before the

English ministers e_ables us to fill up the picture.
Prussia, in entering upon the _rench war, had from the
very beginning asserted her determination to obtain a
territorial indemnity, _ and shortly after the death of
Leopold, Schulenburg had sounded the Austrian minister
about the possibility of this indemnity consisting of the
Polish province of Posen. At the very time when the
Prussian statesmen were assuring Eden that there was
no question of any violation either of the integrity of
Poland or of the pledges of Prussia, she was busily
intriguing with Austria and Russia about the plunder
of Polish territory. Before Catherine ordered her troops
to enter Poland she had been assured from Berlin that
she had no opposition to fear from Prussia, provided
that country received her share of the spoil, a and at the
same time Schulenburg endeavoured to negotiate a
treat T by which Austria was to obtain her old wish of
exchanging She Austrian Iqetherlands for Bavaria, while
Prussia was to obtain the coveted territory in Poland.
At Vienna, however, it was desired that Anspach and
Baireuth should, in that case, pass to the Emperor, and
on this question the negotiations were broken off.4 The
French war accordingly began without anything being
sealed. The two Sovereigns anticipated an easy con-
quest of Alsace, perhaps of something more, and the
question of final indemnities might therefore be deferred.

The invasion, however, proved a total failure. The
allied army was rolled back, and iS became evident that

I Kei_h to Grenville, Ma_ 19, 1792. * Sybel, ii. 143, 144.
' Ibid. i. 452, 453. ' Ibid. i. 473-477.
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if Prussia obtained an indemnity it was not likely to be
from _rance. Great preparations were making for a
new campaign, but it was soon rumoured that a part at
least of the forces that were raised was not intended to
act against France. It was not, however, till a few
days after Grenville had written his despatch of Novem-
ber 13, that these rumours acquired consistency. On
the 20th, Eden sent to England a despatch which must
have been peculiarly unwelcome at a time when the
probability of a Prussian alliance against France was
being painfully forced on the minds of the English
ministers. He began by mentioning the fears he had
before expressed that, 'notwithstanding the different
solemn guarantees of its present territory,' the new
m'mament which Prussia was organising was intended
not for the Rhine but for Poland. ' I was contradicted,'
he continued, ' in this opinion by the assertions of
General ]Kollendorf and Count de Schulenburg to the
Dutch minister, who both so solemnly and strenuously
renounced it that I was induced to state it merely as a
report.' He has now learnt that the report was per-
fectly true. The Prussians were to enter Poland osten-
sibly for the rehef of the Russians who were to march
against France. General Mollendorf now confesses as
much, and that he is himself to command, though he
still persists that he had expected to have been sent
to the Rhine. ' _owever iniquitous,' continues Eden,
' the measure may be in itself, and however daring at
this awful moment, I will venture to repeat that a new
partition will have the general approbation of this
country. The unquiet state of Poland . . . will, of
course, be alleged as an excuse.' 1

The English ministers had from the beginning
_rongly discouraged the plots against Poland, and

]_dcnto Grenville,Nov.20, 179_.
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Eden, in a conference with Schulenburg and aJaother
Prussian statesman, begged leave ' formally and minis-
terially to inquire the real destination of the present
armament.' ' I scrupled not,' he says, ' to tell them
my suspiSions .... They both most solemnly protested
that no order relative to those troops had been sent to
the Cabinet; that that to the War Office directed their
inarch to the Rhine, and that ff they had any other
destination it was unknown to them.' Eden insisted
that the new armament was to be sent to Poland, and
expressed his most earnest hope that ff it were not too
late, this order might even now be cancelled, 'as a_
measure which furnishes such strong grounds of appre-
hension for the f_te of Poland would naturally alarm his
_iajesty's ministers, might in its consequences accelerate
the general dissolution which at present threatens all_
governments on the continent of Europe_ and woul_
certainly increase the popular cry of animosity against,
monarchy.' ' To be mistaken on the present occasion,'
he continued, ' would give me iufi,_ite pleasure, but
both the Dutch minister and myself possess such un-
questionable proofs of the fact as force my assent to it,
however unwilling I may be to believe the Prussian
_nln_sters guilty of so gross a prevarication.' '

The term 'prevarication' was delicately chosen.
Schulenburg, as we have seen, had borne a leading
part in the plot, and there can be no doubt that he
was perfectly aware of what was intended. Two or
three days later the ]_nglish ambassador was informed
by the Prussian ministers that, as the l_]ng had mado
no communication to his Cabinet about the destination

of his armament, they could not ' ministerially authorise
him' to contradict the reported invasion of Poland, '_
and a letter of Eden written on the first day of 1793

i Eden to Grenville, Nov. 23, 1792. -_Ibid. ,Nov. 27,1799_
VOL. VII. I
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tells the sequel of the story. General Mollendorf, he
says, is on the eve of starting at the head of his army
for the Polish frontier. ' This business is no longer a
•nystery here_ and it is publicly said that the four
Bailiwicks of which he is to take possession in Great
Poland wore the promised price of his Prussian _{ajesty's
interference in the aifhirs of France, and that he has now
exacted the discharge of the promise, with threats of
,otherwise making a separate peace with France. Russia,
it is added, consents with reluctance, induced principally
by fear of the Turks .... Having more than once re=
presented to the Prussian ministers the extreme injustice
of this measure and even its impolicy at this awful
crisis, and having been answered only by miserable elu-
sions, it appears unnecessary to say anything further on
the subject.' 1

Few things could have been more embarrassing to
the English Government than these proceedings. The
conduct of the French had brought them to the very
brink of war. They were in daily expectation of hear-
ing that a French army had crossed the Dutch frontier,
and everything appeared to announce a struggle of the
most formidable character. If it took place it was
inevitable that England should be closely leaffued with
those continental Powers from whose French policy she
had hitherto held steadily aloof. It was now discovered
that these Powers were at this very time engaged in a
scheme of plunder at least as nefarious as any that
could be attributed to the French democracy. Poland
lay almost wholly beyond the sphere of English interests
and influence_ and England could probably under no
circumstances have prevented the partition ; but it was
peculiarly unfortunate that she should be obliged to

' Eden to Grenville, Jan. 1. Polish frontier on the 14th. Sy.
179a. Mollendorf crossed the beI, ii. 175.
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begin her great struggle, by entering into a close alll-
ance with the spoliaters. A true statesman must have
clearly seen that the contest which was impending was
one in which moral influences must bear an unusual

prominence. To the wild democratic enthusiasms, to
the millennial di'eams of a regenerated world which
France could evoke, it was necessary to oppose the
most powerful counteracting moral principles of the
.old world--the love of country and creed ; the attach-
ments that gather round property and traditions and
institutions; the instinct of reverence; the sense of
]lonour, justice, and duty. But what moral dignity, what
enthusiasm, what real popularity could attach to a
coalition in which the three plunderers of Poland occu-
Isled a prominent place ? If, indeed, the picture of the
Inorals of democracy which is furnished by the accu-
znulated horrors of the French Revolution should ever
induce men to think too favourably of the morals of
despotism, the story of the partition of Poland is well
_itted to correct the error.

The Polish machinations explain the tardiness of the
4_erman Powers in responding to the English overtures
of November 13. The time at last came when a full
explanation had to be made, and Lord Grenville h;m-
self may relate what occurred. On January 12 Count
Stadion and Baron Jacobl, the Imperial and Prussian
representatives, came to him and delivered in writing
a vague and formal reply to the English note. Having
<]one this, continues Lord Grenville, they ' informed me
,that they had a further communication to make, but
that they had agreed to do it verbally only, and in such
a manner that my reply to it (if I made any) might not
form part of the official answer to be given to their
written communications. They then explained that
they had received information from their respective
Courts that, with a view to indemnifying them for the

i2
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expenses of the war, a project had been brought forwar_
by which Prussia was to obtain an arrondissement oa
the side of Poland, and in returu was to withdraw any
opposition to the exchange formerly proposed of the
Low Countries and Bavaria .... I told them that I

was glad they had mentioned this project in the form
they had chosen, that I was much better satisfied not t_
be obliged to enter into any formal or official discussion
on the subject of Poland, but that I thought it due to
the open communication which I wished to see estab-
lished between our respective Courts not to omit saying
at once and distinctly that the King would never be a
party to any concert or plan, one part of which was the
gaining a compensation for the expenses of the war
from a neutral and unoffending nation ; that the King
was bound by no engagement of any sor_ with Poland,
but that neither would his Majesty's sentiments suffer
him to participate in measures directed to such am
object, not; could he hope for the concurrence an_
support of his people in such a system.' If France
persisted in a war of mere aggrandisement, her oppo-

• nents might justly expect some compensation ; but ' this
compensation, however arranged, could be looked for
only from conquests made upon France, not from the
invasion of the territory of another country.' 1

Such a protest was useful in defining the position
of the English Government, but it could have no in-
fluence on the course of events. Eden immediately
after wrote, stating the King of Prussia's determination
to act no longer as a principal in the war if the indem-
nification in Poland were refused him. Eden asked
the Prussian minister ' if Russia had preferred any
claims. He said, as yet nothing had been settled, but
that Russia also had views of aggrandisement on the

z Grenville to Eden, San. 12, 1793.
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side of Poland. Austria too must look there for in-
demnification, since it is not likely that the projected
exchange can be carried into execution.' 1

We must now returnto the negotiationsthatwere_
still carriedon betweenEngland and France. Before
the end of November the proceedings of the French
both at Paris and in Belgium had made war almost
inevitable, and Chauvelln, who believed that Eng-
land was on the verge of revolution, who was in
,constant communication with disaffected Englishmen,
and who had for some time interpreted the pacific lan-
guage and conduct of Pitt as a sign of timidity, was the
last man to avert it. ]:[is first object was to force on
an immediate recognition of the Republic, and he is
stated on good authority to have openly declared that
his dearest wish, if he werenot recognised at St. James's,
was to leave the country with a declaration of war. _
'On November 29, he had an interview with Grenville
in which he held language of the haughtiest kind. He
told him that the triumphant march of Dumouriez upon
Brussels had wholly changed the situation, and that the
language a French minister might have held ten days
_oefore was inapplicable now. He evidently believed
.that he was the master of the situation, and that the
English ministers would soon be at his feet. They
were quite ready, he told Lebrun, to recognise the
French Republic, and the nearer the war drew, the
more anxious they were to find pretexts for avoiding it,
if France would give them such. s

' Eden _o Grenville, Jan. 19, curious aceou.u_ of how, on en-
:1793. feting Grenville's room, he found

Miles, Authentic Cerr_or_- a small chair apparently in-
.deuce w_h Lebru_, p. 84. tended for him to sit on. ' J'ai

' Chauvelin to Lebran, Nov. d4rang& eette chaise qui m'a
• 9, 1792. Chauvelin gives a paru une petite d_eh_ance in-
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Grenville had indeed assured Chauvelin that ' out-
ward forms would be no hindrance to his Britannic

l_Iajesty, whenever the question related to explanations
which might be satisfactory and advantageous to both
parties,' and Pi_ declared that _it was Ms desire to
avoid a war and to receive a proof of the same senti-
ments from the French ministry.' l It is abundantly
evident, however, from Lebrun's confidential correspon-
dence with 0hauvelin that there was no real prospect of
England obtaining on any point the satisfaction she
desired_ France, he wrote, intended to examine the
treaties forbidding the opening of the Scheldt according
to ' natural principles,' and not according to the rules
of ancient diplomacy. The clauses in the Treaty of
Utrecht relating to it were null because they were
contrary to justice and reason. _ On the subject of the
hostile intentions of France towards Holland, towards
the House of Orange, and towards that constitution
which England had guaranteed, Chauvelin was directed
for the present to avoid a categorical explanation. The
military situation was not yet such as to justify it. If,
however, conversation arose on the subject, he was in-
structed to say that France would never interfere with
the incontestable right of every country to give itself
what government it pleased, but if any other Power, on
the ground of 'a pretended internal guarantee,' at-
tempted to prevent the Dutch fi'om exercising this
right of changing their government, the ' generosity of
the French Republic would at once call her to their

tentionnelle, et me suis empar_ aujourd'hui."'
d'un grand fauteuil. Ce mouve- i _arshJs _r_tory of _h¢ .PoZi-
men_ tl'_s marqu6 a frapp@Lord _ of Grea_Bri_ain a_t _rc_nce,
Grenville, qui m'a di_ avec Ji. 12, 13.
embarras: "Vous n'avez pus _ T_eb_un to Chauvelln, Nov.
voulu _tro plus pros du feu. 30, 1792 (French Foreign Office).
I1 fair pourtsnt grand froid
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assistance.'Such a guarantee, he was to add,as that
signed by England and Prussia was a plain violation of
the rights of nations; it was radically null, and any
attempt to enforce it would immediately produce a
French interventionJ At the very time when Chauvelin
was instructed to assure Grenville that France had no

hostile intentions towards Holland, he was informed by
Maret thatDtunouriezintendedto attack!Viaestrlcht;_
and although the intention was soon abandoned, itwas
evident that if the French party in Holland succeeded
in making an insun'ection, the army on the frontier
would assist them.

The complaints of the political propagandism of the
French and of their meddling with the internal consti-
tutions of other countries were abundantly justified.
Not only the Paris Jacobins, but also the representative
of the French Republic in England, corresponded
actively with the disaffected clubs, and French agents
were already intriguing with United Irishmen in order
toproducean insurrectioninIreland.

It is somewhat difficult to ascertain the real inten-

tions of Lebrun. They probably fluctuated according
to the violence of that Parisian public opinion which he
was bound on pain of death most absolutely to obey ;
according to the sentiments of his colleagues in the
Executive Council, and also according to his belief in
the imminence of a revolution in England, and in the
supposed timidity of the English Government. The
many different agents at this time employed by the
French Government pursued different lines of action,
and, while some were actively fomenting revolution, an
attempt was made at negotiation in the beginning of
December, which gave real promise of peace.

* Lebrun to Chauvelin, Dec. 5, _Chauvelln to Lebrun,Nov. 14,
1792. 1792.
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Mater, who was ai_erwards better known as the
Duke of Bassano, and who had lately been employed
with Dumouriez in Belgium, was sent over to England
in lk_ovember 17923 He came ostensibly about some
private aitMrs of the Duke of Orleans, but he was in
reality a political agent, in the confidence of Lebrun,
and acting in close combination with Noel. He ob-
tained an introduction to William Smith, a philanthropic
member of Parliament who was closely connected with
Wilberforce in the movement against the slave trade,
and who was also an ardent advocate of peace, and he
entered into discussion with Smith on the differences

between the two countries. Smith was not a supporter
of the Government ; but he was on friendly terms with
Pitt, and he was so much struck with the moderation of
l_aret that he appears to have exerted himself to bring
Pitt and Mater together. A meeting, however, had
been already arranged by an agent named Miles, and it
took place on December 2. ]_Iaret found Pitt extremely
courteous, and came away strongly impressed with his
desire for peace. He believed it to be stronger and
more genuine than that of the leaders of the Opposition,
but he was also of opinion that the King and the
majoriVy of the ministers now leaned to war. Pitt
declared himself absolutely and irrevocably decided not
to st_ffer any aggression upon Holland, and to execute
rigorously the treaties of England with her allies. The
conversation passed to the decree of lqovember 19, and
Maret maintained that, notwithstanding the general
expressions employed in it, it was intended only to
apply to countries with which France was actually at
war. Pitt answered that ' if an interpretation of that
kind were possible, its effects would be excellent,' and

On the mission of Maret see the valuable work ef Baron Ernoaf_
YTaret, Due d¢ Bassana.
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Mater added that the decree had been carried by a
surprise and that the Executive Council did not really
approve of it. On the subject of the navigation of the
Scheldt, Maret avoided discussion, and Pitt, seeing his
desire, did not press him. Speaking of the fate of the
French royal family, he expressed some hope that the
majority of voters would not be in favour of death, but
he said that the state of feeling in France was now such
that any foreign interference would defeat its own end,
as completely as the manifest_ of the Duke of Brunswick
llad done. He touched also on a recognition of the
l_epublic. Pitt told him that this was not at pre-
sent possible ; he showed l_imself very unfavourable to
Chauvelin, but declared that if the French would send
a confidential secret agent who could he trusted, he
would be cordially welcomed. Pitt dwelt earnestly on
his anxiety to avoid a war, which must be disastrous to
both countries, and on the great danger of the present
state of things, which inflamed suspicions and distrust
on both sides, and he finally suggested that Mater
should send to Paris asking for instructions and powers.
He begged him very earnestly to do so without delay,
as every day was precious. 1

_Iaret did as he was asked. It was his evident im-

pression that, provided the security of Holland were

i The account of khis interview malnlF due to Smith, but Canon
as published by _he French Go- Miles has shown that Miles had
vernment will be found in a col- arranged an interview before Ma.
leetion of 8talc Papers reD,_ing ret came to England, and that he
to fh_ War against ._rance took a leading pa_ in the nego-
(London, 1794), i. 220-223, tiatlon. See Miles to Lebrun,
and a much fuIIer account in Dec. 14, 18, 2i ; Noel to Lebrtm,
Ernouf. For the part played by Dec. 13_ 1792 (F.F.O.), and also
Smith see Noel to Lebrun, Oct. Miles's Cm'respondence, which
29, _ov. 22 _ Maret to Lebrun, has recently been published by
Nov. 29, Dec. 2. Mater believed his son, Canon ])Iiies.
_he interview of Dec, 2 to be
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fully e_tablished, and the decree of lqovember 19 ex-
plained in the sense which he had indicated, every other
point of difference might be arranged, and that the
recognition of the Republic was only deferred. Chau-
velin, however, complained bitterly of the confidence
that had been given to ]_[aret as a slur upon himself.
IIe wrote to the Executive Council asking to be recalled,
if another agent was employed, and he assured them
that the English ministers were undoubtedly hostile,
but that he was seeking in other quarters more worthy
allies. Lebrun would probably have given Mater the
powers he asked for, and have negotiated on friendly
terms with Pitt, but the majority of the Executive
Council preferred a less conciliatory course. On De-
cember 9 the French ministers wrote declining the pro-
posal for a secret negotiation, and directing that all
communications with _he English Government must be
made through Chauvelin, _the known and avowed re-
presentative of the Republic.' On the l¢th, Maret was
obliged to communicate this decision to Pitt, and he
almost immediately after le_ Fa_gland. 1

The hopes of peace had now almost gone, and the
decree of December 15 greatly increased the imminence
of the danger. It was now evident that, in spite of
their previous assurances, the French Government had
fully resolved to incorporate the Belgic provinces, to
break up the whole structure of their ancient society,
to destroy all their national institutions in order to
assimilate them absolutely and without delay to the new
French democracy. The decree opening the Scheldt
already implied that the French considered themselves
the sovereigns of these provinces, but the course they
were now pursuing placed their intention beyond
reasonable doubt. It was an intention which no

i ]_rnouf,pp. 98-104.
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minister, who had not wholly abandoned the traditions
of English policy, could regard without the gravest
alarm.

It was plain that English public opinion now
measured the magnitude of the danger, and was rapidly
preparing for the struggle. Chauvelin wrote, indeed,
that Fox and Sheridan were fully resolved to oppose
the war ; that Fox's speech on the subject on December
18 was so noble, that the French Convention would
have at once ordered it to be printed ; that he himself
was indefatigable in urging ' the Friends of Liberty' to
come forward; that he had established relations with
some rich merchants in the City, and that ' under his
auspices' numerous addresses to the Convention re-
pudiating the idea of war were being signed in Eng-
land. But the illusion that the nation was with him

was now fast ebbing away. The militia were called out,
and public opinion evidently supported the measure.
The Government, he wrote, is determined to adopt a
system of violence and rigour. ' The infamous Burke'
has been consulted by the Privy Council. The English
people are evidently not ripe for revolution. Their
apathy and blindness to French principles is deplorable.
They have so changed within a month that they are
scarcely recognisable. In that time, 'merely tln'ough
fear of convulsions dangerous to property, they have
passed from admiration of us to hatred, and from the
enthusiasm of liberty to the delirium of servitude.' The
infinitesimal minority that followed Fox in Parliament
reflected but too truly his weakness in the country. In
the theatres the National _nthem was enthusiasti-

cally sung, and deputations of merchants to assure the
Government of their support were hastening to the
Treasury. Pitt, said Chanvelin, 'seems to have killed
public opinion in England,' but he added in another
letter these memorable words, ' The King of England
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and all his council, with the exception of Pitt, do not
cease to desire this war. '1

Fox avowed in Parliament his belief that the course
he was pursuing would be ruinous to his popularity,
but still Chauvelln deplored the weakness and the
timidity of the Opposition. On December 7, Sheridan,
on the part of Fox and of his friends, had a long inter-
view with Chauve]in, and used some language which
was very remarkable. He expressed great indignation
at the decree of December 19, offering French assist-
ance to all revolted subjects. Nothing, he truly said,
in the language of this decree, restricted it even to cases
where a clear majority of a nation were in insurrection,
and it seemed to pledge the French to support by an
invasion the rebellion of a few thousand men in Ireland.

The Opposition, Sheridan said, desired a thorough
but constitutional reform, and they desired peace with
France, unless she made an aggression on Holland. They
would strenuously oppose war on account of the open-
ing of the Scheldt, and if it was declared on that ground
they would represent it as a device for turning aside
all reform. They would, perhaps, even go so far as to
propose the impeachment of Pitt; but they warned the
Frenchenvoy,that,incommon withnine-tenthsofthe
people of the three _ngdoms, they would support the
ministers in repelling any a_empt of the French
Government to intermeddle with English internal
affairs. England had given France the example of a
Revolution; she was quite capable of following the
example of France in her own manner and with her
own forces. 2

On the side of Holland, the prospect at this time

1 Chauvelin _o Lebrun, Dec. 3, pp. 100, 101. Fox used very
7, 8, 14, 18, 1792. similar language in Parliaman$.

Ibid. Dee. 7, 1792. See, too, See Rose's D/sty, L 144.
Ernoui, Ma_'_t, Duc de BarBaric,
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had slightly improved. A_French army entered Prus-
sian Guelderland and encamped on the border of the
Dutch territory, but the advance of the Prussians pro-
duced a change of plan. Fearing to be shut up between
the floods of the Meuse and the Prussians, the French
repassed the Meuse without penetrating to Cloves, and
returned to Ruremonde, taking with them hostages for
large sums of money to be raised in the lately occupied
territory. From this fact as well as from some other
indications, Auckland inferred that the project of an
invasion of Holland was, for the present, laid aside, and
the number-of desertions from the French, and the
difficulties they found in obtaining subsistence, made
him hope that the worst was over. At the same time,
he wrote, 'these provinces have every reason to continue
vigilant, and to pursue theft" preparations with the
utmost energy. Quarters are preparing near Anvera
for 17,000 French troops, and the Legion Batave is to
be cantoned at this side of Anvers, probably for the
purpose of correspondence with the patriots and t_
draw recruits out of the Republic .... The internal
tranquillity is, for the present, complete, but it is
certain that there are many ill-disposed individuals in
the principal towns.' ' I cannot doubt that it is the
intentionand planof the French leaderstocornunence
hostilities against this Republic on the first practicable
occasion.' The Prince of Orange urgently asked for
English vessels, stating that he had certain knowledge
of a French plan to attack Holland on three sides--by
Nimeguen, by Breda, and by Friesland. I

In Paris, the most violent and most reckless seetio_
of the Jacobins had now completely triumphed. The
trial of the King had begun, and it was openly repre-
sented as the first act of a tragedy, which was only ta

* Aucklmacl to Grenville, Dec. 2_, 26, 1792.
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end with the destruction of monarchy in Europe. ' The
impulse is given to the whole world,' said @r@goirein
the Assembly. ' The nations are throwing themselves
in the path of liberty. The volcano is about to break
forth, which will transform the globe.' 1 Passions were
raised to fever-heat, and the car of the Revolution flew
on with a maddening speed, crushing every obstacle in
its path. In the exultation and arrogance of the
moment, temporising was hardly possible. The English
Government, it was said, was arming. The English
Court hated the Revolution. The English privileged
orders were denouncing the September massacres. But
behind them there was an English nation only waiting
the signal for deliverance, and the peaceful language of
Pitt to Maret was interpreted in Paris as a sign of fear.

On December 24, one of the more pantie members of
the Convention called attention to the great uneasiness
which had been excited in England by the decree of
November 19, offering French assistance to all subjects
revolting against their tyrants ; and in order to dispel
that uneasiness he moved the addition of a clause re-

stricting the decree to countries with which France was
actually at war, but the motion was at once rejected
without discussion3 Appeals to the English people
against the English Government became habitual in
the tribune; the language of Lebrun took a tone of
unmistakable menace, _ and on December 27, Chauvelin
as ' Minister Plenipotentiary of France,' and in obedi-
ence to the instructions of the Executive Council of the

French Republic, presented to Lord Grenville a long
and peremptory note charging the British ministry
with having shown in their public conduct a manifest

* Sybel, iL 64. ' Ibid. pp. 333-338 ; Bourgo-
Marsh's H/stets' of Polgtdvs, ing, deuxi_me parole, i. 815, 81tio

i, 8_0, 841.
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ill-will towards France, and demanding in writing a
speedy and definite reply to the question whether
France was to consider England a neutral or a hostile
country. The note proceeded to examine the grievances
alleged in England against France. The decree of
November 19 was not meant to favour insurrections or

disturb any neutral or friendly Power. It applied only
to nations which had already acquired their liberty by
conquest, and demanded the fraternity and assistance
of France, by the solemn and unequivocal expression of
the general will. The French minister was authorised
to declare that France would not attack Holland so
long as that Power preserved an exact neutrality. The
opening of the Scheldt was irrevocably decided 'by
reason and justice.' If the English Government made
use of it as a cause for war, it would be only ' the
vainest of all pretences to colour an unjust aggression
long ago determined upon.' It would be a war _of the
Administration alone against theFrench Republic,' and
France would appeal to the English nation against its
Government. l

The note was couched in a haughty and imperious
strain, manifestly intended either to provoke or to in-
timidate. Grenville clearly saw that itwas meant to
accelerate a rupture. _ The opening of the Scheldt was
the violation o£ a distinct treaty based on grounds
which would justify the abrogation of any treaty, and
it acquired a peculiar danger from the great maritime
power and preparations of France, and from the attitude
which France was assuming both towards Belgium and
towards Holland ; while the active correspondence of
French agents with the disaffected, both in Great
Britain, in Ireland, and in Holland; the public recep-

i _ParL H/st. xXx. 250-253.
• Grenville _o Auckland, Dec. 28, 1792
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tion and encouragement by the Convention of English-
men who were avowedly seeking to overturn the
0onstitution of their country; the emphatic refusal of
the Convention to exempt England from the terms of
the decree of November 19, and the intercepted letters
of Tainville and De ]_aulde, deprived the more pacific
portions of the note of all credit. Just at this time
the Russian ambassador came to Grenville and proposed
a concert with his 0curt on the subject of French
affairs. Grenville expressed the willingness of the
King toenterintosuch a concert,'confiningittothe
object of opposing a barrier to the danger that threatens
the tranquillity of all other countries and the political
interests of Europe from the intrigues and ambitious
views pursued by France, without directing his views
to any interference in the interior government of that
country.' Much doubt, Grenville explained to Auck-
land, was felt by the King's ministers about the real
motives of the Empress, but it seemed to them that a
qualified acceptance of the proposal was the best means
of ascertaining them. ' If either the original intention,
or the effect of this step on our part, induced the
Empress to take an active share in the war which seems
so little likely to be avoided, a great advantage will be
derived from it to the common cause. If she withdraws
the sort of overture she has made, no inconvenience can
result from the measure taken by the King, at all tobe
put in comparison with the benefit of success.' It was
probable, Grenville thought, that before any answer
could arrive from St. Petersburg the matter would have
come to a crisis3

' Grenville to Auckland, Dee. row urged as a reason for agai_
28,29,1792. See,_oo,theaccount making a proposal of eonce_
of this transaction sent by Gren- whleh had previously been re-
ville to the English ambassador jeered, that the Empress felt that
at St. Petersburg. {]ount Woron- the question was no longer wha_
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On the 31st, Grenville sent his answer to Chauvelin.
He began by reminding him that he had never been
recognised in England in any other public character
than as accredited by the French King, and that, since
August 10, his iV_ajesty had suspended all orificial interq
course with France. Chauvelin was therefore peremp-
torily informed that he could not be admitted to treat
with the King's ministers in the character he had
assumed. Since, however, he had entered, though in a
form which was neither regular nor official, into explana-
tions of some of the circumstances that had caused strong
uneasiness in England, the English ministers would not
refuse to state their views concerning them. The first
was the decree of November 19. In this decree England
'saw the formal declaration of a design to extend uni-
versally the new principles of government adopted ia
France, and to encourage disorder and revolt in all
countries, even in those which are neutral .... The

application of these principles to the King's dominions
has been shown unequivocally by the public reception
given to the promoters of sedition in this country, and
by the speeches made to them precisely at the time of
this decree and since on several different occasions.'

should be the inter/or govern- even than the success of her
ment of France, but whether arms.' Grenville observed ta
'that Power should be permitted Whitworth that there was a great
to extend its conquests over all distinction between ' an interfer-
the countries in its neighbour- ence for the purpose of establish-
hood, carrying with it principles ing any form of government in
subversive to all government and France, and a eoncer_ between
established order; that the views other Governments to provide
of aggrandisemententertained by for their own security at a time
France were sufficiently manifest when their political interests are
from what had happened both in endangered both by the intrigues
Savoy and in the Netherlands, of _'_ance in the interior of other
and that the means which she countries and her views of con.
employed for that purpose were quest andaggrandlsemcnt.' Gren-
more dangerous to the tranquil- ville to Whitworth, Dec. 29,1792.
tity and security of other Powers

VOL. VH. K
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The ministers would have gladly accepted any satis-
factory explanation of this decree, but they could find
neither satisfaction nor security ' in the terms of an
explanation which still declares to the promoters of
sedition in every country what are the cases in which
they may count beforehand on the support and succour
of France, and which reserves to that country the right
of mixing herself in our internal affairs whenever she
shall judge it proper, and on principles incompatible
with the political institutions of all the countries of
Europe.' Such a declaration was plainly calculated to
encourage disorder and revolt in every country; it was
directly opposed to the respect which is due to all inde-
pendent nations ; and it was in glaring contrast to the
conduct of the King of England, who had scrupulously
abstained from all interference in the internal affairs of
France.

The assurance that France had no intentionof
attacking Holland as long as that Power observed an
exact neutrality, was drawn up, the note observed, in
nearly the same terms as that which was given last
June. l But since that assurance, a French captain had
violated both the territory and neutrality of Holland by
sailing up the Scheldt in defiance of the prohibition of
the Dutch Government, to attack the citadel of AntweqJ,
and the French Convention had ventured to ' annul the
rights of the Republic, exercised within the limits of its
own territory and enjoyed by virtue of the same treaties
by which her independence is secured.' Nay, more,
Chauvelin, in this very letter of explanation, empha_ic-
ally asserted the right of the Convention to throw open
thenavigationofthe Scheldt.Francecouldhaveno
right to annul the stipulations relating to that river
nnless she had also a right to set aside all treaties. She

J On the terms of this declaratioa see Marsh, ii. 71.
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could have 'no pretence to interfere in the question of
_)pening the Scheldt unless she were the sovereign of
the Low Countries or had the right to dictate laws to all
Europe.' To such pretensions the reply of the English
Government was lofty and unequivocal. 'England
never will consent that France should arrogate the
power of annulling, at her pleasure, and under the pre-
_ence of a pretended natural right, of which she makes
herself the only judge, the political system of Europe,
established by solemn treaties and guaranteed by the
Consent of all the Powers. This Government, adhering
to the maxims which it has followed for more than a

_entury, will also never see with indifference that France
_hall make herself either directly or indirectly sovereign
_f the Low Countries, or general arbitress of the rights
and liberties of Europe. If France is really desirous of
mainta_nlng friendship and peace with England, she
must show herself disposed to renounce her views of
aggression and aggrandisement, and to confine herself
within her own territory without insulting other Go-
vernments, without disturbing their tranquillity, without
violating their rights.' 'ttis Majesty has always been
desirous of peace. He desires it still,' but it must be
a peace ' consistent with the interests and dig_fity of
his own dominions, and with the general security of
Europe.' l

The hand of Pitt may be plainly traced in this
enemorable document. It proved decisively to France
:and to Europe that it was vain to attempt to intimidate
his Government, and the part which related to the
Austrian Netherlands cleared up a point which had
hitherto been somewhat ambiguous. It is curious to
Compare the grave and measured terms of the note of
Grenville with another m_nlsterial utterance, which was

' Purl. Hist. xxx. 253-256.
[2
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penned on the very same day. On December 31,
_[onge, the French Minister for the Navy, sent a cir-
cular letter to the seaport towns of France containing
the following passage : ' The King [of England] and his
Parliament wish to make war with us. But will tho
English Republicans suffer it ? Those free men already
show their discontent and their abhorrence of bearing
arms against their French brethren. We shall fly to
their assistance. We shall make a descent on that isle ;
we shall hurl thither 50,000 caps of liberty; we shall
plant the sacred tree and stretch out our arms to our
brother republicans. The tyranny of their Government
will soon be destroyed.' 1

It was plain that the breach was very near. The
French were levying enormous contributions in the
towns of Brabant, imprisoning burgomasters who were
not in accordance with their views, plundering the
churches and monasteries, reorganising all branches of
the administration with an impetuous haste, endeavour-
ing by every means to flatter and secure the populace,
while they crushed the clergy and the rich. They
encountered, however, in many quarters considerablo
resistance. In Ostend especially, there was a fierce
riot, and great crowds paraded the streets demanding
the old Belgic constitution and the restoration of tho
priests. The BaVarian Legion of disaffected Dutchmen
in the French service now numbered at least three thou-
sand men, and they issued a violent manifesto in French,
and Dutch, which was industriously disseminated by"
the 'patriots' in Holland. _

The Dutch Government was acting in perfect har_
mony with that of England, but Auckland regarded the
prospect with a despondency which the event too fully

i Marsh, i. _41-344. Grenville, Jan. 1793, also M_.-
2 See several letters of infor- moires de 1)umawr_z, liv. vii.

marion inclosed by Auckland to
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justified. The objects of Governments are not only
various, but in some measure ineompatib]e, and the
Dutch constitution, like the old constitution of Poland,
being mainly constructed with the object of opposing
obstacles to the eneroachments of the central power, had
left the country wholly incapable of prompt and ener-
getic action in times of public danger. 1_o augmenta-
tion of the military or naval forces, no serious measure
of defence, could be effected without the separate assent
of all the provinces, and the forms that were required
by law were so numerous and so cumbrous that it was
probably chiefly its more favourable geographical posi-
tion that saved the United Provinces from the fate of
:Poland. It was intended to add 14,000 men to the
Dutch army, and there was a question of subsidising
foreign troops, but in the meantime the Dutch army,
though ' well trained, well appointed, and in general
well disposed,' was far below the necessities of the time,
utterly unpractised in war, and scattered in seventeen or
eighteen feeble garrisons.

Nor was the spirit of the people what it had been.
The Stadholder and the ministers were most anxious to
do their best; but Auckland warned his Government
that Holland would make little efficient exertion unless

there was a great pressure of danger. 'Nor,' he said,
' in the estimate of that danger will she be guided by
any long-sighted views. It must be a danger apparent
to all eyes and palpable at the moment. This arises
partly from the mixture of the mercantile spirit with
political deliberations, but principally from the consti-
tution of the provinces which call themselves a Union,
_vith every defect that can contribute on questions of
general moment to contrariety of decision and to pro-
erastination of execution.' x

&uoklanelto Grenville,ffan.2, 11,1793.
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A French loyalist named De Curt, who had been a
member of the first National Assembly and who hat1
afterwards served as an emigrant under the French.
Princes, had about this time some remarkable confi-
dential conversations with Lord Hawkesbury. De Curt
was a native of Guadaloupe, and he held a mission from
its Assembly. He seems to have been a man of high
character and liberal _4ews, sincerely attached to the
House of Bourbon, and so disgusted with the course
events had taken in France that he was anxious to

be naturalised as an ]_ng]ishman. The French West
Indian Islands he represented as vehemently loyalist.
The Assemblies of Guadaloupe and Martinique hact
driven from those islands all persons suspected of demo-
cratic principles, as well as notorious bad characters
who might be made use of in revolution, and these men
had chiefly taken shelter in the British island of Domi-
nlca, where, if they were suffered to remain, they were
likely to become a source of much trouble. He statecl
thatthe FrenchWest IndianIslandswouldneversub-

mit voluntarilyto the RepublicanGovernment; but
that their successful resistance depended largely on the
chances of assistance from ]_ngland.

Lord Hawkesbury said that he could only speak
to him unofficially and as a private individual, but
in this capacity he spoke with great freedom. ' I
told him,' he says, ' that we certainly wished to con-
tinueatpeacewithFrance . . .but thatmany events
had lately happened which afforded great probability
that Great Britain and Holland would be forcedt_
take a part in the war; that the moment of decision,
however, was not yet arrived,' and that the ministers
were anxiously awaiting the development of the French
policy about Holland. De Curt was strongly of
opinion that the French ministers, even if they wished_
it, would not dare to recede, and he declared his deter-
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ruination to send at once a messenger to Guadaloupe to
advise the colony to resist. Hawkesbury begged that it
should be clearly understood that such a course was not
taken in consequence of any engagement with England.
De Curt replied that he would advise it on his own re-
sponsibility ' as the most prudent which they could pur-
sue for their own interests in the present state of affairs
between France on the one hand and Great Britain and
Holland on the other. He then told me,' continues
Hawkesbury, ' that his connections were solely with
Guadaloupe, but that ]_artinique would certainly pursue
the same line of conduct, that the inhabitants of Mar-
tinlqne had also an agent here, whom he named, with
whom he would consult, who would give, he was sure,
the people of Martinique the same advice .... He
added that the agent of St. Lucia would necessarily
follow the fate of Martinique, and that in the end St.
Domingo would adopt the same conduct.'

Guadaloupe in his opinion could, without assistance,
resist for at least two months any force the Convention
could send against it, andff England and Holland engaged
in the war, the French would have no port except the
Danish island of Ste. Croix to resort to. ' In his opinion
the war must be ended in one campaign, from the ruin of
French commerce, the destruction of the French fleets,
and the surrender of the French islands to Great Britain.'
He said with much emotion that the authority of the
House of Bourbon was at an end; that the anarchy in
France was likely to last for at least thirty years, and
that it was his wish and his duty to follow the fate of
his real country, the West Indian Islands. In a subse-
quent interview he described a plan for the invasion of
England from Cherbourg by boats made of copper or
tin, which had been proposed by an engineer named
Gautier to the l_Iaritime Committee of the lqational
Assembly at a time when De Curt was a member of that_
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body, and which had been approved of in ease a rupture
should take place. A letter nearly at the same time
came from the Marquis de Bouill6 representing that
Martinique and Guadaloupe were in revolt against the
Oonvention, and imploring that England would assist
them; if possible openly, if not clandestinely. _

On January 7 Chauvelin sent a new note to Gren-
ville, again asserting his character of minister pleni-
potentiary of the French Republic, and complaining in
very angry terms of the Alien Act as an infraction of
that portion of the Treaty of Commerce which secured
to the subjects and inhabitants of each of the two coun-
tries full liberty of dwelling in the dominions of the
other, travelling through them when they please and
coming and going freely ' without licence or passpol_,
general or special.' He described the Treaty of Com-
merce as a treaty to which England owed a great pal_
of her actual prosperity, but which was ' burdensome to
France,' and had been ' wrested by address and ability
from the uns_lfulness and from the corruption of the
agents of a Government' which France had destroyed.
He now demanded from Lord Grenville a 'speedy,
clear, and categorical answer' to his question whether
the French were included under the general denomina-
tion of 'foreigners' in the Bill. Grenville simply re-
turned the note with a statement that Chauvelin had

assumed a diplomatic character which was inadmissible.
In another letter Chauvelin protested against the pro-
elamation prohibiting the export of grain and flour from
England. _

1 Minutes of a conference be- _ .ParI. l_ist, xxx. 256-262. On
tween Lord Hawkesbury and M. the llth Chauvelln announced
de Cur_, Dee. 5, 18. Note of the that the French considered the
Marquis de Bouill$, Dec, 30,1792 Treaty of Commerce annulled on
(French Correspondence at the account of its infraction by the
Record Office). English.
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The complaint relating to the Alien Act might be
easily answered. The restriction imposed on foreigners
travelling in England was a matter of internal police
rendered necessary by a great and pressing danger ; the
measure included a special clause in favour of those who
could ' prove that they came to England for affairs of
commerce,' and it is a curious fact that the French
,themselves only seven months before had imposed still
more severe restrictions upon foreigners in France.
lX7eitherthe English nor any etcher ambassador had com-
plained of the decree of May 1792, under which no
foreigner was suffered to travel in France on pain of
arrest without a passport describing accurately his person
or his route?

A much more important document was a note drawn
_p by Lebrun, and presented by Chauvelin on January
13. It is an elaborate answer to the letter of Lord

Grenville which has been already quoted, and it was
drawn up in moderate, plausible, and dignified language
very unlike some of the late correspondence. Grenville
_n communicating it to Auckland said that it was evi-
dent from it that the tone of the Executive Council was
much lowered ; though it was impossible to say whether
,the present rulers of France would comply with the de-
mands which alone could insure permanent tranquillity
_o England and Holland3 Lebrun began by emphatically
,declaring the sincere desire of the Executive Council
and of the French nation to maintain friendly relations
with England, and the importance of having a competent
and accredited representative to explain the differences
between the two countries. In order that this should

,be accomplished the Executive Council of the French

' See Marsh's Hist. of Poll- = Grenville to Auckland, Jan.
_4cs, i. 277-285 ; Sybel, 1list. de 13, 1793.
_'Fmro_e, ii. 101.
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Republic sent formal letters of credence to Chauvelin,
which would enable him to treat with all the severity of
diplomatic forms. He then proceeded to explain that
the decree of November 19 was not intended, as the
English mlni_ter alleged, to encourage the seditious, for
it could have no application except in the single case
in which the general will of a nation, clearly and un-
equivocally expressed, should call the French nation to
its assistance and fraternity. In the opinion of the
Executive Council, the decree might perhaps have been
dispensed with, but with the interpretation now given to
it, it ought not to excite uneasiness in any nation.

On the subject of Holland the French minister said
Grenville had raised no definite point except the open-
ing of the Scheldt. This measure, he contended, was of
no consequence to England, of very little consequence
to Holland, but of vital importance to Belgium, and
especially to the prosperity of Antwerp. It was in
order to restore to the Belgians the enjoyment of a
precious right, and not in order io offend any other
Power, that France had thrown open the navigation.
The restriction closing it had been made without the
participation of the inhabitants of these provinces. The
Emperor, in order to secure his despotic power over
them, had without scruple sacrificed their most inviolable
rights. France in a legitimate war had expelled the
Austrians from the Low Countries, called back its
people to freedom, and invited them to re-enter into all
the rights which the House of Austria had taken away
from them. ' If the rights of nature and those of
nations are consulted, not France alone but all the
nations of Europe are authorised to do it.'

A passage follows which if it could have been fully
believed might have done much to appease the quarrel.
' The French Republic does not intend to erect itself
into a universal, arbitrator of the treaties which bind
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nations. She will know how to respect other Govern-
ments, as she will take care to make her own respected.
She has renounced, and again renounces, every conquest ;
and her occupation of the Low Countries will only
continue during the war, and the time which may be
necessary to the Belgians to insure and consolidate
their liberty; aRer which let them be independent
and happy. France will find her recompense in their
felicity.'

If England and Holland continue to attach any
importance to the navigation of the Scheldt, they may
negotiate on the subject directly with Belgium. ' If
the Belgiansthroughany motiveconsentto deprive
themselves of the navigation of the Scheldt, France will _
not oppose it. She will know how to respect their
independence even in their errors.'

' Ai%er so frank a declaration, which manifests such
a sincere desire of peace, his Britannic Majesty's minis-
ters ought not to have any doubts with regard to the
intentions of France. If her explanations appear in-
sufficient, and if we are still obliged to hear a haughty
language; if hostile preparations are continued in the
English ports, after having exhausted every means tc_
preserve peace we will prepare for war with a sense
of the justice of our cause, and of our efforts to avoid
this extremity. We will fight the English, whom we
esteem, with regret, but we will fight them without
fear.' 1

A few words of comment must be added to this
skilful note. It will be observed that the French still

reserved their right of interfering for the assistance of"
insurgent nations under circumstances of which they
themselves were to be the judge; that they still main-
tained their right to annul without the consent of the

i Parl. Hiss. xxx. 262-266.
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contracting parties the ancient treaties regulating the
navigation of the Scheldt, and that, while repudiating
all views of incorporating the Low Countries in France,
they announced their intention of occupying those
provinces, not merely during the war, but for an un-
defined period after the war had ended. It will be
observed, too, that moderate and courteous as it was in
form, the note of Lebrun was of the nature of an ulti-
matum, threatening war if its explanations were not
accepted as satisfactory, and if the military preparations
of England continued. The question, however, which
is most important in the controversy between the two
nations, is the sincerity of the French repudiation of
views of conquest. Was it true that the annexation of
Belgium and the invasion of Holland had been aban-
•doned .9

In order to judge these points, the reader must bear
in mind the whole train of events which have been
narrated in this chapter. The English case was essen-
tially a cumulative one, depending on many indications
of French policy no one of which might perhaps alone
have been decisive, but which when taken together pro-
duced an absolute certainty in the minds of the ministers
that the French were determined to incorporate the
Belgie provinces; that they were meditating a speedy
invasion of the Dutch Republic, and that if an insur-
I_ction broke out in that Republic it would be imme-
diately supported by French arms. Everything that
has since become known of the secret intentions of the
French Government appears to me to corroborate this
view. A_ the very time when the correspondence that
has been cited was continuing, urgent orders were sent
to the French Commissioners to press on the measures
assimilating the Belgie provinces to France in accord-
ance with the decree of December 15, while the Execu-
tive Council received a memoir from some of the Dutch
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' patriots' pointing out the defenceless condition of
Zealand and inviting an immediate invasion of Holland.
The project for invasion, which had for a time been lald
aside, was revived; it was being carefully discussed at
Paris at the precise period when the note of Lebrun was
drawn up, and on January 10 it appeared to have been
fully decided on, though on further reflection the enter-
prise was for the moment deferred) Well-informed
English agents reported that the Executive Council
were looking forward to an insurrection in Ireland and
afterwards in England which would paralyse the English
Government while the French troops poured into lion
land." The violence of language of prominent members
of the Convention against all kings and monarchies,
and against the Government of Great Britain in par-
ticular, exceeded all bounds, a and on January 12,
Brissot, in the name of the Diplomatic Committee,
presented a long report to the Convention on the
attitude of the British Government towards France. It

foreshadowed war in every line. As usual, it professed
much sympathy for the British nation, but it accused
their Government, in a strain of violent invective, of
having not only brought wholly frivolous charges against
the French Republic, but of having also acted towards
that Republic with systematic malevolence and insult.
It urged the French Government to demand the repeal
of the Alien Act, the removal of all restrictions on the
export of provisions from England to France, and ar_
immediate explanation of the armaments of England.
War with England, it argued, would be a matter of

Sybel, il. 102,103. Compare present limits to do _ustice to
Marsh's .EisL of Politics, i. 853- this part of the case, but the
864. reader will find many specimens

2 See a letter oi Miles, Jan. 18; of the language used at this time
Marsh, i. 866. in the Convention in Marsh, oh.

a It is impossible within my xiv.
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lit_le danger, for the English were already overwhelmed
by their debt and taxatioa; Ireland was ripe for revolt,
and India would almost certainly be severed from the
British rule.1

The day after this extraordinary report was pre-
_ented, the Convention ordered fifty-two ships of the
Line and thirty-two frigates to be immediately armed,
and twenty-four new vessels to be constructed._ Gren-
ville, on the other hand, in two peremptory and haughty
notes, dated January 18 and 20, pronounced the French
explanations wholly unsatisfactory, declared, in reply
.to the threat of Lebrun, that England would persist in
those measures which her Government deemed essential
for her security and for that of her allies, and refused
either to receive the letters of credence of Chauvelin, to
recognise in him any other position than that of an

ordinary foreigner, or to exempt him from the pro-
visions of the Alien Act. 3

The attitude of Ghauvelin was so hostile, and his
*connection with disaffected Engliskmen so notorious,
that the English Government would hold no confidential
,communication with him ; but t]n'ough the instrumen-
tality of Miles, some correspondence was still kept up
with !Vlaret, who had now become Chef de D_partement at
the Foreign Office under Lebrun, and even with Lebrun
himself. In a very earnest though very amicable letter,
.dated January 11, Miles had warned Maret that, unless
-the French Convention could be induced to recede from
its present policy, war was absolutely inevitable. Could
:_t be doubted, he urged, _hat the order given to the
French generals to pursue the enemy into neutral
_erritory was a violation of the independence of Powers

Moniteur, Jan. 15, 1793.
: Bourgoing, deuxi_me parlie, i. 318, B19.
s Parl. Hist. xxx. 266-269.
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_hat woro not at war with Franco ; that the decree
_pening the Scheldt was a violation of troatios which
England had solemnly bound hersolf in 1788 to dofond ;
_hat the incorporation of Savoy in the Fronch Republic
was in flagrant opposition to the French professions
that thoy dos[red no conquests; that the decrees of
November 19 and of December 15 wore drawn up in
such general terms that they were an invitation to all
nations to revolt against their Governments, and a
promise that France would assist every rebellion; that
_he reception by the National Assembly of English
subjects who were openly conspiring against their
Government was a gross insult, and a clear proof that
England must consider herself comprised among the
nations to whom French ' fratez_xity' was offered ? If
the Executive Oouncil would retrace its steps on these
points, war would not break out. Otherwiso neither

the interests nor the honour of England would pormi_
her ¢o acquiesce}

All the English diplomatic correspondence of this
time shows not only the extreme gravity but also the
extreme difficulty of the situation. It was on January 12
_hat the Imperial and Prussian representatives an-
nounced to Grenville the approaching partition of
Poland and the project of the exchange of the Austrian
Netherlands for Bavaria, and thus introduced a now
and most formidable element of complication and divi-
sion. Grenville at once communicated to Auckland the

interview which had taken place, and the total disappro-

Authenti_ Correspondence, and especially of the tone of
10p. 106-108. This le_er is also Grenville's despatch of Dec. 31.
10tinted by Marsh, ii. 143-145. h great part of it is given by
On the 7th, _Maret had written a Ernouf, pp. 113, 114. I do not
long letter to Miles complaining quote it, as the arguments are
of the hostile a_itude and lan- much the same as those used by
_guage of the English ministers, Lebrun.
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bation which he had expressed in the name ofthe King's
Government of the intended partition. ' It is impossible,'
he continued, ' to foresee what the effect may be of his
Majesty's determined resolution not to make himself a
party to any concert of measures tending to this object.'
On the proposed exchange of the Austrian lgetherlands,
however, he hesitated. ' I thought it advantageous,' he
wrote, ' not to conceal from either of the ministers that
I felt there were many circumstances in the present
moment which might make such a project less objectiQn-
able in the eyes of the maritime Powers than it had
hitherto been. His Majesty's servants are, however,
extremely desirous of knowing the general ideas enter-
tained by the Dutch ministerson a pointin which
the interests of the Republic are so immediately and
materially concerned.' For the present every encourage-
ment should be given for a reconciliation of the Austrian
Netherlands to their former rulers. ' I am inclined to

believe nothing would be so advantageous to our interests
as the re-establishment of the sovereignty of the House
of Austria there, on the footing of the ancient constitu-
tion, if that could be made the consequence of the French
withdrawing their troops, according to the plan proposed
from hence.' 1

English and Dutch intelligence fully concurred abou_
the imminence of an attack on Holland. On the 18th,
Auckland reported that revolutionary papers were in-
dustriously scattered among the Dutch soldiers, and
that Hope, the great banker at Amsterdam, who had
excellent means of information, had warned him that an
invasion of Holland was certainly resolved or_ ; and the
letter of Auckland crossed a letter of Grenville stating
that he had received from Paris private and trustworthy
information that the French had determined that their

1 Grenville %oAuckland, J_n. 13,179_.
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next campaign should be chiefly against Holland.'
Auckland wrote that intelligence had arrived that 70,000
Austrians were ordered to march for the Low (Jountries.

It was most important that they shotfld come quickly."
In the meantime, he said, he would do all he could to
induce Holland to make the best of the shod0 interval of
peace. 'By the nature of the Dutch Constitution, under
which the discretionary, power given to the provinces
and their representatives is extremely narrow in all
deliberations tending to war, it will be impossible for
their High Mightinesses to give me that explicit answer
which it is my duty to require, without a previous
reference to the provinces.' ' There is, in this country,'
he added, 'a considerable party disposed to subvert the
Government ;' another party ' inclined to keep clear
of Trench intervention, but solicitous to impede the
measures of this Government;' a third party, 'per-
haps the most numerous,' who from self-interest, short-
sightedness, and ' attachment to commercial habits,'
wish at any cost to keep neutral. Others, with the
best intentions, ' slnlr under a sense of their own weak
state, so ill prepared to withstand the first inevitable
shock.' Under such circumstances it was idle to expect
much enthusiasm, cordiality, or promptitude, but Auck-
land believed that the announcement that an English
land force might be expected, would be well fitted to
encourage the Dutch. _

It would be a mistake to suppose that all who were
in authority in France really desired war with England.
l_[any sagacious men--and Lebrun was probably among
the number--perceived the extreme danger of such a
war, and dreaded the spirit that was prevailing; but the

Auckland to Grenville, Jan. ' Auckland to Granville, Jan.
18. Grenville to Auckland, Jan. 23, 1793.
22, 1793.

VOL. VH. L
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frenzy that was abroad blinded most men to d-lfficulties;

others knew that the guillotine lay beyond the most
transient unpopularity, and believed that vlo]ent counsels

"were most likely to be popular, i and others, again, had
speculated largely in the public funds, and desired a
war through the most sordid personal motives. _ Maret,
who was now assisting Lebrun at the Foreign Office,
still hoped that a war between England and France
anight be averted, and he dictated instructions to Chau-
velin strongly urging patience and moderatlon, s Talley-
rand and Benoit, a secret agent employed in London,
assured the French Government that the dispositions of
Pitt were such that war with Eng]and could be avoided
without difficulty if France desired it, provided the

' Thus Gouverneur Morrls, who the ill-will and perfidy of Morris.
observed events in Paris very ' 11 travaille seurdcment _ nous
closely, was convinced in Decemo nuire, et _ donner eonnaissance
her that it would be impossible au Gouvernemenl auglais de ce
for England to avoid war (Works, qui se passe chez nous.' I have
if. 262). He describes how the not found any confirmation of
French peliticlans ' affect to wish this statement.
Britain would declare against _ Maret, in a conversation with
them, and actually menace the Lord Mahnesbury in 1797, gave
Government with an appeal to a curious acooun_ of the cause
the nation' (lb. 263), but, he of the failure of his mission to
addcd, ' in spite of that blustering Englandin 1792 and 1793. He
they will do much to avoid a war said that Mr. Pitt had received
with Great Britain if _h_ _eo_e him very well, that the failure
_z_l_ Ze$ them. But the truth is of the negotiation should be at-
that the populace of Paris in- tributed to the then French Go-
flushes in a great degree the vemment, who were bent on war,
public councils ' (lb. 265). See, and that the great and decisive
too, a le_t_r of Captain Monte, cause of the war was, ' quelques
Jan. 7, 1793. I may mention vingtaines d'indlvidus marquans
here that Chauvelln wrote to Le- et en place, qul avalent jou_ _ la
brun, _an. V,that it was reported baisse darts les fends, et 1_ ils
that Morris was in correspon- avaient port_ la nation _ nous
donee with the English minister d_ciarer la guerre. Ainsi,' said he,
and informed him of all that ' nous doyens tous nos maJheurs

l_assed in Paris. Lebrun an- un prineipe d'agiotage.'-Ma//m_.
,swcred (Jan. 15) that he was _ D/ar/e.s, iil. 502, 503.
monfinned in his suspicions of _ Ernouf, pp. 116, 11'/.
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negotiations were placed in more conciliatory hands
_ha_ those of Chauvelin ; and similar language was held
_y De lVlaulde, who had come to Paris to complain of
his removal from the Dutch Embassy, and who was able
to at/_s_ the pacific sentiments both of Auckland and
of the Dutch Pensionary, Van de Spiegel. l But the
most important influence in favour of peace was now
Dumouriez.

This general, who seemed at one time likely to play
in the history of the French Revolution the part of
Monk, if not the part of Napoleon, had long been feared
and distrusted by the Jacobins. A grave division of
opinion had broken out at the end of November, when
Dnmourlez wished to attack Holland by taldng _1ae-
stricht, which he considered essential for the defence of
Liege and of the Meuse, and when the Executive Council
refused his request and resolved for the present to respect
the neutrality of Holland. To the imprisonment, the
trial, the execution of the King, Dumouriez was violently
vpposed, and he has declared in his Memoirs that France
was at this time in reality governed by fii_y miscreants
equally cruel and absurd, supported by two or three
thousand satellites drawn from the dregs of the provinces
and s_eeped in every crime2 The Decree of December
15, and the measures that followed it, filled b_m with
indignation. He had himself published, with the sanc-
tion of the Convention, a proclamafilon assuring the
Belgians that the French came to them only as friends
and brothers ; that they had no intenbion of meddling
w_th their internal affairs, and that they lei_ them at
perfect liberty to frame their own GonstituVion. But
the Oonvention had now proclaimed every nation which

' CompareDtunouriez,:M_mo_'es,iil. 883,384. Ernoaf,pp. 110--
113, 121.

M_mo_r¢8,ill 281.
_2
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refused to throw off its old aristocratic institutions the
enemy of France, and had sent down a troop of despotic
French Commissioners, whose government was one con-
tinued scene of pillage, confiscations, proscriptions, and
barefaced attempts to force the people to declare them-
selves French subjects. Like the Girondins, Dumouriez.
desired an independent but friendly Belgium, and he
complained that the French were rapidly turning the
population of these provinces into implacable enemies.'
Re refused to take any part in executing the Decree of
the Convention, but when he remonstrated against it he
was told very frankly that France had _o wage a great
war and to support an army of six hundred thousand
men ; that the plunder of Belgium was essential to the
task, and that in the opinion of the ministers a total
disorganisation of all neighbouring States was the mosb
favourable condition for the spread of the Revolution. _
This policy was deliberately pursued in the destruction
of all the institutions and constituted authorities of the

Belgie provinces. Dumouriez endeavoured to prevent
it, by hastening the convocation of the Primary As-
semblies, and thus giving the inhabitants some voice in
the management of their own affairs, but the Commis-
sioners at once interposed and prevented this step. _
They viewed his authority with constant jealousy ; they
interfered even with his military administration; and
the Jacobin papers in Paris denounced him as a traitor,
sold to the interests of the Duke of Orleans, or aspiring
to a dictatorship or to an independent sovereignty as
Duke of Brabant. 4

Mg*mo_resde Z_mour/ez, Hi. _ers justified the predictionsof
277, 278,296. Burke.

Ibid.pp. 339,340, 861. The s Ibid. ]pp.302,303.
readerwillobservehowperfectly 4 Ibid.pp. 285,294, 295.
thisopinionof theFrenchminis.
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The military situation also appeared to him extremely
alarming. He had advocated an attack on Holland,
partly because he believed it to be a rich and easy
prey, and partly because he regarded the possession of
_[aestricht and Venlo as a matter of vital strategical
importance. But he had been forbidden to attack
_[aestricht, and his army was rapidly sinking into ruin.
The whole organisation for the administration of the
army, as it had existed in Paris under the monarchy,
had been shattered by the Revolution. Almost all
the old, experienced and competent administrators had
been driven away to make room for men whose chief
claim was the prominent part they had taken in the
events of August 10 and in the September massacres,
and the result was that the conquerors of Jemmapes,
the men who had in a few weeks subdued the whole of
the Belgic provinces, found themselves in a state of
utter destitution. About 15,000 men had deserted. An
equal number were in the hospitals. Six thousand
horses of the artillery died at Tongres and at Liege for
want of forage. During the months of December and
January the troops at Liege were only half clothed.
There was such a want of shoes, that thousands of
soldiers were wearing wisps of straw tied round their
feet. Their pay was long in arrear. _umbers were
dying from want of food. Guns, saddles, equipments of
every kind were deficient. The little discipline which
had formerly existed had completely given way, and
when Dumouriez attempted to restore it by the esta-
blishment of capital punishment for insubordination,
the Comm_asioners interposed their veto. If under
these circumstances the Austrians had advanced in
force there seemed little chance of resistance, and
Dumouriez feared that the Belgians, exasperated almost
to madness by the oppressions of the Commissioners,
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would rise behind him, and cut off all possibility of
retreat. 1

Happily for the French, they had to deal in Flanders_

with most fatuous and incapable enemies. The Austrians,

having dismantled the barrier for_s and alienated the

inhabitants by their constitutional innovations, had left
these provinces so inadequately garrisoned, that at Jem-
mapes they had been overwhelmed by a French army
which was nearly, if not quite, the double of their own; _
and now, when the tide of popular feeling had turned,
and when the invading army seemed almost reduced to
impotence, they did nothing, still clinging to the anti-
quated military tradition that no impatient expedition
should be undertaken in the winter, s Dumouriez there-

fore found it possible to quit his post. On the plea of
ill health, and under the threat of resignation if he was
refused, he obtained leave of absence, and hastened to
Paris, where he arrived on January 1. He hoped t_

Mdrr_res de _mou_z, i'_ fare in the eighteenth century.
247, 287-292, 888, 380. Dumou- ThusWalpolewzoteingan. 1760:
riez's s_rong statement of the 'Our army was under arms for
hatred with which the inhabi- fourteen hours on the 23rd, ex-
tents of the Austrian Netherlands peering t_he l_reneh, and several
now regarded the l_renoh, and of of the znen were frozen whe_
the probabillty that they would they should have dismounted.
rise against them if a foreign What milksops the Marlborough_
army appeared within their bore and Turennes, the Blakes and
ders, is fully eorroborated by Van Tromps appear now, who.
Morris, Works, ii. 255, 269, 276. whipped into winter quarters and

On the enormous prepon- into port the moment their nosea
derance of the French at Jem- looked blue. Siz Cloudesley Sho-
mapes see the facts collected by eel said that an aSmlral woulcl
Bourgoing, JY_s_. 1)ip_j_ deserve to be broke who kep_
de _'Euroiv¢ pe_znt _ i_gso_ great ships out after the end of
tion, 2me partie, tome i. 257. September, and to be sho_ if after

s Frederick the Great had el- October. There is Hawke in the

ready shaken this notion, which bay weathering this winter, after
the French Revolutionists and conquering in a storm.'--Wal-
Napoleon destroyed. A similar 1)ole to Montagu.
ahange passed over naval war-
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obtaina revocationof the Decreeof December 15,
tb organise measures for providing his army with neces-
saries, to acquire the direction of the war, and, if
possible, to prevent the execution of the King. He
found some strong supporters in the ministry, but on
the whole he had little success, and several weeks passed
in weary and unprofitable wrangling. The execution of
the King on January 21 filled him with unfeigned
horror, but a new scene of ambition was now suddenly
opened to him. He emphatically maintained that even
at this late period, ff France desired it, it was not only
possible, but easy, for her to continue at peace with
both England and Holland, I and the reports of Benoit
from England and of De Maulde from Holland pointed
to h_m as the negotiator who was most likely to be
acceptable to Pitt. 2 There was a proposal to send h_m
to London, and he accepted it with eagerness, but after
a long discussion in the Council it was rejected by three
to two. Lebrun, however, and Garat, who formed the
minority, without the knowledge of the other ministers
arranged with Dumoariez that he should return to
Holland, and undertake a negotiation with England
through the medium of Lord Auckland. It was at the
same time decided that ]_aret should return to England
to negotiate with Pitt. _

It was on January 28, when the execution of the
King was already known, and when war was looked
upon in Holland as certain and imminent, that Auck-
land received in the middle of the night a secret and
unexpectedvisitfrom De Maulde. He saidthatDu-
monriezhad returnedtoGhent totakecommand of the

army, and that he wished for a conference with Auck-
land in order to try to arrange a peace. Auckland

i M_moires, iii. 364, 379. _ Ibid. pp. aBB-S85.
3 Ibid. pp. 385-387.
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answered that, though he had once expressed a readiness
for such a conference, every_h;ng was changed by the
horrid murder of the King ; that he had no wish to see
anyone representing the murderers ; that even if Du-
mouriez wished to make peace he could not control the
.anarchy in Paris. A repudiation of the decrees authoris-
ing the opening of the Scheldt in defiance of the Treaty
_f Mtinster and claiming to interfere with the internal
affairs of other countries, and the withdrawal of the
French troops within their own borders, were the only
terms England could now accept ; and these were terms
to which it was hopeless to expect the French Convention
to consent.

The reception was not promising, but De Maulde
earnestly persisted, and his language opened out strange
vistas of possibility to the English minister. Dumourlez,
he said, was most amxious to meet Auckland, and he
would do so even within the Dutch frontier. Time was

pressing, for if no arrangements were made, the invasion
of Holland must at once take place ; but it was a com-
plete mistake to suppose that it was impossible to come
to an arrangement. The Executive Council were most
anxious to avoid war with England, and Dumouriez
himself was by no means inclined to act the part of a
mere agent. Auckland spoke of him as the representa-
tive of the murderers of the King. In truth he looked
upon that tragedy with unmixed detestation, and if he
had consented to resume the command of the French

army after it had been accomplished, this was simply
because he was nowhere safe except at the head of his
troops. The danger of any man who bad any name had
nosy become extreme. ' Paris was in the possession of
20,000 or 80,000 desperate ruffians from the different
departments, capable of every excess that human de-
pravity can dictate and the most hardened cruelty
execute.' ' He suggested,' Auckland continues, ' a
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strange idea, that Dumouriez's great ambition is to
negotiate matters into a practicable system of govern-
ment, and when the whole is completed to be received
as ambassador in England.' While the negotiation was
in suspense De Maulde thought that hostilities would
not begin, and if they did, it would be only in a very
small and merely colourable way. Auckland promised
at once to refer the matter for instr/mtions to his

Government, but he told him frankly that he could give
him no hope of success. He gave money, however, in
this interview both to De _Iaulde and to his secretary,
Joubert, and he wrote home that he was ' inclined to
gather' that Dumouriez himself might be gained. He
asked Grenville if in that case he might offer him
20,000l. or 25,000/. and half as much to De Maulde. _

Next day De Manlde returned, bringing a letter
fi'om Dumouriez asking for an interview on the frontier,
and in this conversation and in a third, which took
place on the following day, he more fully developed his
project. He assured Auckland that he would find
Dumouriez's sentiments about the murder and the

murderers of the King very like his own, and he sug-
gested that the question of the Austrian Netherlands
might be settled by giving those provinces to the
]_lector of Bavaria, and allowing Bavaria to pass to
Austria. If the neutrality of the maritime Powers
continued only a short time longer, this exchange,
he thought, might without much difficulty be effected.
The ultimate object of Dumouriez, if Auckland would
assist him, was to make England the _armed mediator'
for restoring peace to Europe. Auckland naturally
asked how far these plans were sanctioned by ths

Aucklandwroteto Grenville secret and confidential)dcscrib-
no less than _hreelettersonJan. ing this interview.
28 (oneofficialand the othertwo
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authorities in Paris. De ]_[au]de answered that Duo
mouriez had told the Executive Oouncil that he would
seek an interview with Auckland ; Chat he had receive_
from them full powers and had shown them his letter ¢_
Auckland, 1 but that he had further views of which they
were ignorant. His main object was to gain the full
confidence of the army, and with its assistance to restore
peace and prosperity under some form of government,
and at the proper moment _he would attempt it in a
way which would astonish all mankind.'

Auckland expressed himself to his Government over-
whelmed by che responsibihty which these strange inter-
views had thrown upon him, and quite unable to come
to any decision about the sincerity or intentions of Du-
mounez. H_ doubts must always be shared by historians,
and it is now idle to conjecture what might have been
the consequences to Europe if the projects foreshadowed
by De Maulde had come to pass. Dumourlez, m his
own brief account of the matter, has greatly exaggerated
the alacrity with which Auckland received the overture,
and it may, I think, be confidently added chat he has
greatly misrepresented his own intentions. He says
that his object was to secure the neutrality of Holland
and England at a time when the military situation was
almost desperate, but that, having rendered this service
to his country, he meant publicly to detach himself from
the murderers of the King, and to retire as an emigrant
to the Hague2 This account is not consistent with the
letters of Auckland, and it is, to me at least, incredi-
ble that a man as ambitious and as clear-sighted as

i According to the account not brought before the Counc_.
given by Dumourlez in his M_. M_moires, ill. 385.
_r/r_, this sf_toment was not '_Auckland to Grenville, Jan.
true. Lebrun and Garat alone 29, 31, 1793.
were informed of the intentions * M_mo_resp iii. _94, 895.
of Dumouriez, and the affair was
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Dumourlez undoubtedly was, can have either wished _o
sacrifice the power which he obtained through his com-
mand of the army, or imagined that, if he did so, any
treaty which he signed would be observed.

Before the interview between Dumouriez and Auck-
land could take place, another train of events had come
to maturity, which made it useless or impossible. The
execution of the tGng on January 21 had hurried o_
the inevitable catastrophe. Morris, in relablng to Jeffer-
son the circumstances of the tragedy, predicted with his
usual sagacity some of its effects. ' I believe,' he said,
' that the English will be wound up to a pitch of enthu-
siastlc horror against France which their cool and steady
temper seems to be scarcely susceptible of.' l The ghastly
scenes ofthe September murders; f_healmost dailyaccounts
of fresh murders and outrages perpetrated by the present
rulers of France ; the _orrent of insults poured upon the
English Government by prominent French politicians ;
the circular letter of Monge ; the report of Brissot ; the
reception of disaffected Engllshmen by the Convention ;
the cons4ant rumours of French intrigues in England
and Ireland; had all contributed _o raise the an_i-
Gallican sentiment to a point of horror and repulsion
that it was not easy to restrain. The diplomatic negotia-
tion between the two countries had already ceased.
Lord Grenville had formally announced to Chauvelin
that England would not permit the treaty relating to
the navigation of the Scheldt to be annulled, and that if"
France desired peace with Englan_ she must abando_
her conquests and confine herself within her territory.
The French Government had, as formally, announced
their determination of maintaining the opening of the
Scheldt and of continuing their occupation of Belgium,
and' they had threatened to declare war if the hos$fle

' Wor_, ii. 276.
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oreparations of England continued. Grenville had re-
joined that England would persist in the measures which
she deemed necessary for her security, and he had posi-
tively refused to receive the credentials of Chauvelin, or
to recognise him as possessing any other position than
that which he had derived from the King of France.

Such was the situation when the news of the murder
_f Lewis XVI. arrived. Since the massacre of St. Bar-
tho]omew no event in a foreign country had produced
such a thrill of horror in England. The representations
in the theatres were countermanded. The Court mourn=
ing was adopted by the whole population. With the
,exception of a single Whig politician, 1 it was worn by
every member of the House of Commons. At the corners
of streets, in every public place, the details of the exe-
cution were placarded, hawked about, and eagerly dis-
-cussed by indignant crowds, and when the _ng drove
-out, his carriage was surrounded by a mob crying, ' War
with France !' The horror of the nation was expressed
from countless pulpits, while the Sacrament was exposed
_)n.the Catholic altars. For a time scarcely a dissentient
_volce was heard, and Fox himself declared in an address
_to the electors of Westminster that there was not a per-
_sonin Europe, out of France, who ' did not consider this
sad catastrophe as a most revolting act of cruelty and
injustice.'

Pitt at once seized the opportunity. On January
24_, when the torrent of emotion was at its height, Gren-
ville wrote a letter to Chauvelin directing him wit_dn
-eight days to leave the country. ' The character,' he
wrote, ' with which you have been invested at this
4_ourt, and the functions of which have been so long

' See Ashton's O_ _mes, p. duced in England, see some ilins-
_85. _rations collected by Ernou/, 1_

Annua_ _egi_t_r, 1793p p. 119.
_29. On the impression pro-
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suspended, being now entirely terminated by the fatal
death of his late Most Christian Majesty, you have no
more any public character here. The King can no,
longer, after such an event_ permit your residence here.'

On the 28th the whole correspondence between the
King's ministers and Chauvelin was laid before Parlia-
ment, with a royal message, in which the late event in
Paris was designated as an ' atrocious act,' and an im-
mediate augmentation of the military and naval forces
was demanded. It was necessary, the message said,
' for maintaining the security and fights of the King's
dominions, for supporting his allies, and for opposing
views of aggrandisement and ambition on the pal_ of
France which would be at al] times dangerous te the
general interests of Europe, but are peculiarly so when
connected with the propagation of principles which lead
to the violation of the most sacred duties, and are utterly
subversive of the peace and order of all civil sodety.' 1

Pitt had probably never represented more truly the
prevailing sentiments of the English people than when
he dismissed Chauvelin. His act was intended as a pro-
tes% against what nearly all Englishmen regarded as the
cruel and unprovoked murder of a friendly sovereign ;
and it must be remembered that Chauvelin had no

acknowledged diplomatic character, that his unofficial
negotiation had ended in an irreconcilable difference,
and that he had, as an individual, given the gravest
provocation to the Government. As it was truly said,
no English minister who mixed in monarchical, as
Chauvelin had done in republican intrigues, would have
been tolerated in Paris for a week. Besides this, if, as
Pitt believed, the war had become inevitable, it was a
matter of high policy to enter into it supported by a
strong wave of popular feeling, lqotklng can be mor_

* ParZ. Hist. xxx. 288, 239, 269.
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certain than that neither the murder of the J_lg nor
any other change in the internal government of France
would have induced h_m to commence it ; but when for
other reasons it had become unavoidable, he naturally
sought to carry with Mrn the moral forces of indignation
and enthusiasm which might contribute to its success.
By refusing to hold anyfurther communication with the
representatives of the murderers inParis, Pitt represented
and satisfied those feelings, and he was certain of a
genuine popular support if the French chose to make
his action the occasion for war.

The question was, I think, essentially a question of
l_ollcy. A__er all that had happened, Pitt had, it appears
¢_ome, a full right to dismiss Ohauvelin, and the expe-
diency of the measure depended mainly on conditions of
public feeling which are best judged by contemporary
opinion. Two evil results, however, undoubtedly fol-
lowed this measure of the Government. It precipitated
a war which, however, had become almost absolutely
_ertaln, and it alone gave some faint colour of plausi-
bility to the charge of those who have endeavoured to
represent the great _rench war as an unwarrantable
attempt to interfere with the internal government of
l_rance.

The end was very near, but it had not yet come.
_hauvelin migh_ have stayed in England for eight days,
but he chose to depart on the day following his dis-
missal. The next day a despatch arrived from Lebrun
forma//y recalling him. It was written on January 22,
and is said to have been drawn up by Ylaret. 1 Like
everything which at this time fell fxom his pen, it was
plausible, dignified, and conciliatory, and it was evi-
<len_ly intended to delay, if not to prevent, the rupture.
As the English Government had declined to receive his

I Bee Ernouf, ]2. 119.
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credentials, Chauvelin was directed at once to quit Lon.-
_ton, but he was to leave a letter for Lord Grenville,
_aying that, as his presence there could be of no further
use, he was going to France to lay the case before the
Executive Council. He was to add, however, that if the
British Government, 'reverting to more seemly senti-
ments,' desired to be at harmony with France, the
French rnlnisters would do everything which was ho-
nourably in their power to re-establish good relations
between the two countries. They wished for peace.
They respected England as the oldest of free countries.
They knew that even the most successful war with her
would be a calamity to the world; but they were per-
suaded that if this crime against humanity were com-
mitted, impartial history would throw the whole blame
on the English Government. The only definite point at
issue on which the note touched was the Alien Act. It

could not, the writer urged, be defended by the French
regulations about passports, for those applied to all
travellers, while the English law was directed against
foreigners alone.

The importance of the despatch did not lie in its
arguments. Itlayinitsconciliatorytone,and especi-
allyin the concludingannouncementthat]_Iaretwas
about immediately to go to England as Charg_ d'Affaires
to take care of the papers at the French Legation.
Chauvelin, before going, was to inform Lord Grenville
of this fact. _

Had it been known a few days earlier, it might
have had a great influence, but it was now too late.
Chauvelin received the despatch while he was already
on the road, and the contents were in consequence
meyer communicated to the English ministers.

On the 28th, Reinhard, the secretary who had been

Lebrun to Chauvelin, Yam 22, 1793 (Preneh Foreign Office).
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left in charge of the French Legation, wrote describing
the meeting of Parliament and the excitement and
rumours that were abroad. ' It seems evident,' he
said, ' that the British Cabinet has unanimously de-
cided on war with France, that public opinion is wholly
unfavourable to us, and that, even if there were less
unanimity, we could not prudently separate the Govern-
ment from the nation.' At the same time, he adds, the
first excitement produced by the death of the King has
abated. The dangers of the war are more clearly seen,
and a pacific overture might have excellent effects. It
would either prevent the war, and thus deprive France
of half her enemies, or it would embarrass the ministry
and break the present formidable unanimity in Parlia-
ment, or ' even if, as I believe, war is inevitable, what
we now do will decide whether that war shall last tln-ee

months or three years.' l
Mater arrived in London on the afternoon of the

30th. He had passed Chauvelin in the night without
recognition, and it was not until his arrival that he
learnt the details of what had taken place, and the non-
delivery of the despatch which was intended to prepare
the English ministers for his arrival. He at once
announced his presence by letter to Lord Grenville,
but he thought it advisable not to describe himself as
Charg6 d'Atfaires, but simply as an agent entrusted
with the archives at the French Legation. Such a
character, he explained to his Government, opened
the door to informal and confidential communications,
whereas, if he at once assumed a diplomatic character_
the English Government would be driven to the alter-
native of either formally accepting him or expelling
him from the country. He did not see the ministers,
but he saw Miles, and apparently some other persons

Reinhardto Lebrun,Jan. 28,1793.
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who were behind the scenes, and he sent Lebrun a full
and curious report on the state of affairs. ]_Iiles agreed
with Reinhard that a certain reaction in favour of peace
had shown itself among the middle classes, but the
Prince of Wales was reported to have said that the
mission of Maret was too late ; that it" God Almighty
came over as an envoy He could not now prevent a
war, and that it would break out before three weeks.
The ministry had held a council late at night to con-
sider the question whether the French envoy should be
received. He was informed that the King's personal
influence had been employed, through the intervention
of Lord Hawkesbury, to induce the ministers to refuse
to see him, as it had before been employed in favour of
the dismissal of Chauvelin. But Pitt and Grenville

urged the opposite policy, and a strong party on the
ministerial side in Parliament insisted that while every
preparation should be made for war, any reasonable pro=
posal of the French ministry should still be listened to.

' The death of the King,' continued Maret, ' has
produced the effect which we have foreseen. The
hatred of the French name is now at its height. That
portion of the nation which is not engaged in commerce
and which does not possess property wishes for war.
The mourning ordered by the Court is worn by every
man who is able to procure for himself a black coat.
This universal mourning obliges me to see no one, for
] should be received nowhere, nor could I even leave
the house without being exposed to the insults and
ignorant ferocity of the portion of the nation which is
still called here the populace.' He added, however,
that the merchants of the City and also the country
gentry wished for peace; that the news of his own
arrival in London had caused the funds to r_se three per
cent. ; that the party which desired parliamentary re-
form was still active, and that the ministry were divided.

¥OL. VII.
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Pitt sincerely desired peace• He knew that both Ms
supremacy and Ms favourite schemes of policy depended
on it, but, since the death of the King, Maret believed
that the other ministers inclined to war. Chauvelin

had made himself personally obnoxious, and his dis-
missal was due to the irresistible instinctive explosion
of indignation that followed the execution of the King.
Ministers, however, were surprised, and the warlike
party gratified, by the precipitation with which he lef_
the country, and those who wished for war were hoping
that the French would declare it. If the French
Government acted in accordance with this wish, there
was no more to be said; if not, Lebrun was en-
treated to send immediate instructions whether he

wished Dumouriez to be the negotiator or desired to
entrust the task to _Iaret himself. ' Time is pressing.
• . . To-day they are disposed to hear me, and it is not
improbable that they would receive our illustrious
general; but dispositions may change in a few days.'
The newspapers, he added, had mentioned his arrival,
and he noticedthatitwas the ministerialpapersthat
spoke of it most favourably, i

Before this report could arrive at its destination the
die was cast. On February 1, almost immediately after
the arrival of Chauvelin in Paris, the Convention
declared war against both the King of England and
the Stadholder of Holland, and orders were sent to
Dumouriez at once to invade Holland.

On February 4, before the news of the French
declaration of war had reached London, Grenville wrote
to Auckland that the ministers had been very seriously
considering the proposal of Dumourie_ for an interview.

i Ernouf, pp. 124 129. Du- but had been turned back at
mouriezerroneouslystatedinhis Dover, and this statementh_
Mdmo/resthat Maret had not beenoften repeated,
been sufferedto go to London,
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Doubts of his sincerity, objections to treating with
anyone who could be regarded as a representative of
the regicides, and a profound disbelief in the possibility
of anyone now answering for the future proceedings of
France, weighed heavily on their minds ; but neverthe-
less the King, wishing to omit no honourable means to
peace, directed Auckland to see Dumouriez. He must
tell him, however, that he could enter into no negotia-
tion till the embargo which the French had just laid on
all English ships in French ports was raised, and he
must tell him also that in consequence of that embargo,
and also of ' the inconvenience which arose from the

speculations in our public funds occasioned by the
equivocal situation and the conduct of M. _daret,' his
Majesty has thought fit to order that person and his
secretary to quit the kingdom, and will permit no other
agent employed by the Executive Council to remain
there. Auckland was instructed to hear the suggestions
of Dnmouriez, and to ask how he could carry them into
effect, but he must state clearly that the Chauvelin
correspondence contained the sole grounds on which
England would negotiate, and that an abandonment of
all French conquests and a withdrawal of the obnoxious
decrees were necessary conditions of a peace. England
was now connected with other Powers, and she must
take care that no act of hers was injurious to their
interests. She had not, however, broken her neu_raBty ;
she would not do so unless French acts lei_ her no
alternative ; but from the recent tenor of French policy
the English Government had no doubt of the aggressive
designs of France, and it was partly because Holland
was still so unprepared that the smallest delay was to
her advantage, that they permitted this negotiation to
take place?

t Grenville to Auckland, Feb. 4, 179,%
_t2
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It was evident that a negotiation undertaken in
this spirit could have no result. For the past fortnight
the English Government seemed to have given up all
hopes of peace, and on neither side was there now any
real disposition to make sacrifices for it. On the 7th
Maret quitted London in obedience to the order of the
King, and at Calais he met the messenger who was
sent from Paris to recall him, and to communicate to
him the declaration of war. Another messenger from
Paris arrived in time to prevent the proposed interview
between Dumouriez and Auckland.

To complete this long diplomatic history one more
despatch must be quoted, which does much to elucidate
the true sentiments of the English Government. It
shows that it was their determination to form at once

a close connection with Austria and Prussia against
France, but that they had still great hopes of defining
and limiting the war and of bringing about a speedy
pacification of Europe. The letter I refer to was written
to Eden, who was just moving from Berlin to Vienna,
and was dated February 5, before the news of the
French declaration of war had arrived in London. Eden
was instructed to endeavour to establish a close connec-
tion with Austria on the affairs of France, and in order
that there should be no jealousy or concealment he was
to inform the Emperor of the overture of Dumouriez,
and to add that while the King thought it best not
wholly to reject it, he was fully resolved not to depar_
from any of the views or principles laid down in the
correspondence with Chauvelin. ' The King,' Grenville
said, ' desires to enter into a formal engagement with
the Emperor and the King of Prussia on the principles
which have always been opened to both those Powers.
• . . Feeling the interests of his own dominions and
the general security of Europe endangered by the con-
quests made by France in the course of the present
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war, connected as they are with the propagation of
the most destructive principles, he engages to consider
no arrangement as satisfactory on the part of France
which shall not include the abandonment of all her con-

quests, and the renunciation of all views of interference
on her part in the interior of other countries, and of all
measures of aggression or hostility against them ; pro-
vided that the Emperor shall on his part engage that if
France shall, within the space of two months from this
time_ agree to make peace upon the terms above stated,
adding to them stipulations for the security of her _[ost
Christian Majesty and of her family, the Emperor will
on his part consent to such a peace ; and lastly that if
in consequence of the refusal of these terms by France
the present war should be continued and his _¢_ajesty
should take part in it, their Majesties engage not to
make peace with France, except by mutual consent,' on
any terms short of these. ' The proposal,' the despatch
continues, ' of concluding peace with France in the
present moment on the terms of the abandonment of
her conquests and the renunciation of all hostile mea-
sures as above stated, may appear at first view to
militate with the general ideas held out by the two
0ourts of Vienna and Berlin of being indemnified for
the expenses of the last campaign. You will, however,
observe that, with respect to the particular objects of
indemnification stated by those Courts, 1 it is not incon-
sistent with either of them. Of that part of the plan
which relates to Poland, I have already stated, both to
_[. Jacobi and _f. StadJon, in the most unequivocal
terms, the King's disapprobation of that project against
which you have made such frequent though ineffectual
representations. It is, however, of a n_ture entirely

'The partition of Poland and the exchangeof the Austrian
NetherlandsforBavaria.
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unconnected with the settlement of the affairs of France,
and though his Majesty never can consider it but with
disapprobation and regret, he has no interest to oppose
himself to its execution by any active measures on his
part. The Austrian part of the plan appears in every
point of view considerably less objectionable, though
certainly attended with great difficulties. But the exe-
cution of such a plan, if it can at all be carried into
effect, obviously depends on obliging the French to
withdraw their forces from those provinces, and is so far
not inconsistent with the proposal of a pacification on
the terms above mentioned.' l

Similar overtures were at the same time made by
the English Government to Russia. As early as Decem-
ber 29, indeed, Pitt had proposed to that Power that a
joint representation should be made to France assuring
her that if she would abandon her conquests, withdraw
her troops within her own limits, rescind the acts which
were injurious to the rights of other nations, and give
pledges that she would for the future abstain from
molesting her neighbours, all acts of hostility against
her should cease, and no attempt would be made to
interfere with her Government or Constitution. The
French declaration of war interrupted these negotiations,
and it was not until 1800 that the intended representa-
tion was disclosed. The language of Fox on this occa-
sion is ve_T remarkable. He expressed his complete
approbation of the policy indicated in the despatch, but
said that as its contents had never been communicated
to the French it was mere idle verbiage. The obvious
answer is that as far as England was concerned, the
terms on which Grenville insisted were simply a repro-
duction of those which were formally announced to
France in the correspondence with Chauvelin, and the

'Gzenville_o'Eden,Feb.5, ]795.
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En'rlish Government had in fact lost no opportunity of
deciat'ing its firm intention not to interfere with the
internal government of France. l

There are few pages of English history which have
been more grossly and mischievously misrepresented
than that which we are considering. _ The account
which I have given will, if I mistake not, fully establish
that the war between England and France was of a
wholly different kind from the war between France and
the great German Powers which had broken out in the
preceding year. France might, indeed, with no great
difficulty, have avoided the German war; but she had
undoubtedly received much real provocation, and provo-
cation of a kind which no powerful monarchy would
have endured. The German war was also, in a re1T

.great degree, an anti-Revolutionary war, undertaken
m the interests of monarchy. This was the attitude
which Burke from the beginning desired England to
assume, but Pitt wholly rejected his policy. It is cer-
tain beyond all reasonable doubt that he sincerely and
earnestly desired peace with France ; that from the out-
break of the Revolution to the death of Lewis XVI. he

abstained from any kind of interference with her internal
concerns ; that he never favoured directly or indirectly
the attacks of Austria and Prussia upon her; that he
again and again announced, in the most formM terms,
the determination of England to remain neutral in the
struggle, and especially to abstain from all interference

' See ParZ. Hist. xxxiv. 1313, into my _r/story of Rat_mal_
1314, 1359; Wilberfores's Life, a sentence (which has been ex-
ii. 13 : Russell's Life of ]Fox,ft. punted in the latBr editions)
301-303. blaming Pitt for the French war.

I must acknowledge tha_, It sho_vsat least that I had no
many years ago, misled by a undue bias in favour of the con-
most misleading pamphlet of clusion to which a more earo£ul
Cobden and by the much higher investigation has led me.
authority of Buckle, I introduced
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with the internal affairs of France. All the schemes of

policy to which he had especially attached his reputa-
tion and his ambition, depended for their success upon
the continuance of peace, and there is overwhelming
evidence that, until an advanced period in 1792, the
English Government had no doubt that they could keep
clear of the contest, and had made no adequate prepara-
tions for a war.

It is also, I conceive, certain beyond all reasonable
doubt that the war of 1793 was forced upon England
by gross and various provocations proceeding from the
Revolutionary party in France. The decree of Novem-
ber 19 promising French assistance toCany subjects who
revolted against their rulers, ¢Jae manner in which
English disaffected cit_ens were received by the French
Convention, the language of insult which was habitually
employed by the most prominent politicians in France,
and the public attitude and well-known intrigues of
Chauvelin, constituted together an amount of' provoca-
tion of the most serious kind. No continental nation

which was strong enough to resent it would have
endured such provocation. Most assuredly Revolu-
tionary France would not have done so, and it is almost
ce,_ain that if the father of Pitt had been at this time
directing English affairs, these things alone would have
produced a war. But these things alone would never
have moved Pitt and Grenville from their policy of
peace. The real governing motives of the war are to
be found elsewhere. They are to be found in the
formal and open violation by France of the treaty rela-
ting to the Scheldt, which England had guaran_eed--a
violation which was based upon grounds that would
invalidate the whole public law of Europe and attempted
under circumstances that clearly showed that it was
part of a scheme for annexing Belgium, conquering
Holland, and perhaps threatening England with inva-
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sion. They are to be found in the overwhelming
evidence of the intention of the French to incorporate
in their own republic those Belgic provinces whose inde-
pendence of France was a matter of vital interest to the
security of England ; in the long train of circumstances
which convinced the English ministers of the determi-
nation of Revolutionary France to invade Holland, and
to overthrow that Dutch Government which England
had distinctly bound herself by a recent treaty to
defend.

These were the real grounds of the French war, and
they were grounds by which, in my judgment, it may
be amply justified. Several of the English wars of the
eighteenth century were undertaken fbr reasons which
were either unjust or doubtful or inadequate, but the
war of 1793 is not among the number. Probably the
only policy by which a collision with France could have
been avoided would have been a policy, not of neutrality,
but of active sympathy with the Revolution. But such
a policy would have outraged the conscience of England,
would have placed the ministry which adopted it in
violent opposition to English public opinion, and would
have added incalculably to the dangers that were
threatening Europe. Nor is it in the least likely
that in the scene of combustion, aggression, and
general anarchy that was opening, England could
even then have escaped a war, though she might
have possibly fought with other enemies and in another
oauso.

Till within a fortnight of the declaration of war by
France, the English Government does not appear to me
to have taken any step that cannot easily be defended,
but its conduct during that last short interval is more
doubtful. Whether the expulsion of Chauvelin after
the execution of the King was not precipitate and un-
wise, whether the language of Grenville in Ms later eor-
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respondence with Chauvelin and Lebrun was not unduly
haughty and unconciliatory, whether the overtures of
Dumouriez might not have been more cordially received,
are points which are open to serious doubt. In judging
these things, however, it must be remembered that the
provocations which produced and justified the war had
come to theh" full maturity before the death of the King.
The case was complete. The war, in the opinion of the
English ministers, had become absolutely inevitable, and
their object was therefore no longer to avert it, but
rather to rouse and brace the energies of England for
the struggle. In entering on a great war the manage-
ment and guidance of popular passions and prejudices
is one of the supreme arts of statesmanship, and it is by
its effects on English public opinion that the some-
what haughty and unconciliatory attitude of the English
Government in these last weeks must be mainly judged.
There are some questions upon which the opinion of a
later historian is always of more value than that of a
contemporary statesman. He writes when the tangled
skein has been unravelled, when the doubtful issues
have been decided, when the wisdom of a policy has
been judged by its results. But the course of conduct
which is most adapted to the transient conditions of
public feeling can never be so truly estimated as by a
great statesman of the time. There is a period when
attempts to delay an inevitable war are only construed
as signs of weakness, timidity, and vacillation, and there
is much reason to believe that a more conciliatory or
procrastinating policy after the execution of the King
would have had no result except to damp the ardour of
the English people, and to alienate or discourage their
allies.

It is certain, however, that the French war was
entered upon by Pitt with extreme reluctance, and that
not only the formal declaration of war, but also the real
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provocation, came from Paris. The war was not in its
origin either a war against revohtiou, or a war of con-
quest, though it. speedily and by an inevitable process
acquired something of both characters. When the
struggle had once begun, the party which had been
preaching a crusade against France as the centre of a
conta#ous anarchy naturally acquired increased power
and influence, which the horrors of the Reig_a of Terror,
the growth of sedition in Great Britain and Ireland, and
the triumphs of the Revolutionary armies, all contributed
to strengthen. On the other hand, Pitt found himself
indisputably superior to his enemies on sea. The
financial schemes for which he specially cared had been
interrupted, and it is not surprising that he should have
come to adopt the policy of Dundas, and look to the
conquest of the rich sugar islands of France as a chief
end of the war. ' Indemnity for the past,' as well as
'security for the future,' became the avowed object of
the English Government, and, while their military enter-
prises nearer home were marked by extreme debility
and inefficiency, island after island was speedily con-
quered, l

To the magnitude and danger of the war Pitt was
re1 a long period entirely blind. ' It will be a very
shor_ war,' he is reported to have said, _and certainly
ended in one or two campaigns.' _!_o, sir,' Burke
answered, when such language was addressed to him,
' it will be a 10ng war and a dangerous war, but it must
be undertaken.' That a bankrupt and disorganised
Power like France could be a serious enemy, seemed to
Pitt wholly incredible. The French were already, he
was accus_med to say, _in a gulf of bankruptcy, and he
could almost calculate the tdme by which their resources

See Wilberforce's Life, ti. 92, 391 ; Moore's Life of ST_eridan, i£
203, 204.
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would be consumed. '1 So convinced was he that the

enterprise before him would be short and easy, that this
great financier entirely abstained at the opening of the
war from imposing any considerable war taxation, and
at once added enormously in its very earliest stage to
that national debt which he believed it to be his great
mission to liquidate. A speedy peace, the rich colonies
that were certain to be wrested from France, and the
magical virtues of the Sinking Fund, would soon, he
believed, restore the finances of England to their former
prosperity. It was only very slowly and painfully that
the conviction was forced upon him that England
had entered on a mortal struggle, the most dangerous,
the most doubtful, and the most costly she had ever
waged.

In the history of Continental Europe, the nineteenth
century may be truly said to begin with the French
Revolution. In the history of England the great llne of
secular demarcation is to be found in the opening of the
French war of 1793. From this time English parties
and politics assumed a new complexion, and trains of
causes came into action which only attained their
maturity at a much later period. Pitt still retained
for many years his ascendency, but the character of his
ministry had wholly changed. All those schemes of
parliamentary, financial, and commercial reform, which
had occupied his mind in the earlier and brighter period
of his ministry, were necessarily c_st aside during the
agonies of the struggle, but they were not simply
adjourned till quieter times. The strong impulse to-
wards wise and temperate reform which had prevailed
among the political classes in England since the closing
years of the American war was suddenly cheetrecl by
• e French Revolution, and a reaction set ia which was

' W_ber.far_'s 7._.f_, ii. 10, 11, 9_, 8B_.
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the most formidable in English history and which con-
tinned with little abatement for about thirty years. In
the Ineantime the immense increase of the national

burdens, the sudden and enormous agglomeration of
population in manufacturing towns, and the growing
difficulties in Ireland, had brought to the surface pro-
blems which imperatively required the most enlightened
and vigilant statesmanship. But the Tory party which
had carried England triumphantly through the great
French war proved wholly incompetent to deal with
_aeh problems. In the eyes of men llke Percival and
Eldon every privilege was sacred, every change was a
step to revolution. Language was employed about the
relation of subjects to their rulers scarcely less servile
than that of the divines of the Restoration, and a sullen
resistance to all reform, a besotted attachment to every
abuse, became for many years the characteristics of that
great party which still professed to follow in the foot-
steps of Pitt and to derive much of its philosophy from
the writings of Burke.

The influence of the French Revolution on the Whig
party was equally disastrous. The enthusiasm with
which some of the leading members of that party re-
garded it, and their furious opposition to the measures
that led to the outbreak of the war in 1793, as well as
to its renewal in 1803, gave them an anti-national bias
at least as strong as that which the Tory party had
exhibited when it was most tainted by Jacobitism. In
public and private, Fox conspicuously displayed it. _

' Grey once remonstrated with and certainly further than can
him on the indiscretion of some with prudence be avowed. The
of his language in favour of triumph of the French Govern-
Prance. ]_ox answered: ' The ment over the English does in
truth is, I am gone something fact afford me a degree of plea-
further in hate to the English sure which it is very difficult to
Government than l_erhaps you disgulse2 (Fox's Corres_oonde_a_,
and the restof your friendsare, iii. 849.)
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His conduct at the time of the mutiny of the Nero
forms a shameful instance of an English statesman
subordinating to party animosity all considerations of
patriotism in one of the darkest moments of his country's
history ; and the censure which is implied in the eulogy
of Scott, that Fox at least died a Briton, may be amply
justified by mob than one passage in his correspondence.
The French Revolution, as Burke had predicted, soon
incarnated itself in a great military despotism, and
Europe groaned under the appalling calamity of tran-
scendent genius and energy united with gigantic power
and employed in the service of the most colossal egotism
and the most insatiable and unscrupulous ambi_on.
But the Whig par_y assuredly gained no laurels during
that fearful struggle. Their incessant cavils at Arthur
Wellesley, the attempt of a large section of the party to
arrest the action of the Government when the return of

Napoleon from Elba threatened to reopen the chapter oi
calamities which had so lately been closed, the fashion
that long prevailed among Radical writers and speakers
of eulogising Napoleon and deploring the results oI
Waterloo, 1 very naturally disgusted and alienated their

I See e.g. Hazlitt's r,ifs of hTa- world see a man soaring so high,
po/vo_. Byron made no secret of and devoid of all selfish ambl-
the regret with which he looked tion.' (See :Bruce's Life of Sir
on Waterloo. When the news W. _Vapler, ii. 25.) Homer was
was first told him, his only re- no admirer of Napoleon, but he
mark was, ' I'm d d sorry for vo_ed against the rene_val of the
it,' and he published his senti- war after the return from Elba.
ments in his Age of .Bronze. He wrote, at the beglnnlng of
Napier, _he historian of the Pen. the campaign which ended wi_
insular War, said of Napoleon, Waterloo, that he fervently
in one place, that ' he was the wished ' for a successful resist-
only support of real _eedom in ance by France to the invasion
Europe,' and in another that of the allies ; ' and when Wa_er.
' _elf had no place in his policy, leo had been fought, he deplored
save as his personal glory was ' the degradation of our army in
identified _rlth France and her being the main instrument of
prosperity. Never before did the this war-fare against Freedom
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countrymen. There were, no doubt_ some exceptions in
the pal_y. The great secession from it in the beginning
of the war showed that to many of its leading members
party names were less precious than the real interests of
their country. The language of Sheridan at the time of
the mutiny of the Nore was very honourable to himself,
though it is a strange illustration of the temper of the
party that it should have been thought deserving of
peculiar credit. Henry Grattan, who had never bowed
the knee to the French B_oloch, stood conspicuous in
the small group of Whigs who loyally supported the
Government at the time of the return fi'om Elba. But

the general tone of the Whig party during these terrible
years could not be mistaken, and it was not until the
reform agitation of 1832 effaced the memory of its
foreign policy, and until statesmen of another stamp
acquired an ascendency in its councils, that it regained
its hold on the affections of the English people.

Into these later developments of English politics
I do not propose to enter. The outbreak of the war
of 1793 closing the peaceful period of the ministry of
Pitt forms an appropriate termination for a history of
England in the eighteenth century, though it will be
necessary for the completion of my narrative to carry
that portion of my work which relates to Ireland as far
as the Legislat/ve U_fion of 1800 and the failure of the

and Civihsatlon.' (See Iforner's that he could not feel that he
Life, ii. 258, 274.) Mackintosh had done his duty if he went to
wrote an artic]e for the Edit- bed any night without pr_ying
burgh Review censuring the war, for the success of Napoleon.
and predicting that i*_s conse- (Tio_nor's Life, i. 50, 60.) Ro-
queuees could be only disastrous bert Hall said of Waterloo: 'That
and inglorious. The a_iole was battle and its results seemed to
actually printed when the news me to put back the clock of the
of Waterloo arrived, and it was world six degrees.' (Ball's Work$,
_aen hastily suppressed. Dr. vi. 124.)
Parr assured Tioknor in 1815
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measures of Catholic relief that were to have followed
it. It remains for me now to give an outline of the
chief social, industrial, and moral changes which accom-
panied the political movements that I have described,
and which form a not less essential par_ of the histol T
o[ the nation.
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CHAPTER XXI.

IN undertaking to write the history of England in the
eighteenth century I had proposed to allot a consider-
able space to the history of manners and morals, to
industrial developments, prevailing opinions, theories_
and tendencies. One chapter in an earlier volume
has accordingly been exclusively devoted to the social
characteristics of that portion of the century which
preceded the accession of George Ill., and another to
religious tendencies and changes, and in describing the
course of legislation and of parliamentary controversy I
have seldom failed to enlarge upon those portions which
throw some light upon the moral, material, or intellec-
tual condition of the people. In the last chapters,
however, these topics have been somewhat neglected.
Foreign policy has occupied the foremost place, and the
necessity of following in detail long courses of diplo-
matic correspondence has given a different character to
my work. I propose in the present chapter to repair
the omission, and, turning away in a great measure
from the proceedings of statesmen and parliaments, to
brin._ before my readers a number of scattered facts,
illustrating from different points of view the habits,
manners, conditions, and opinions of the different classes
of the English people.

Glancing first of all at the upper orders, we shall be
at once struck with the immense change which has
passed over male attire since the eighteenth century.
'I1ae contrast of colour between male and female dress

VOL.VII. N
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which is now so conspicuous then hardly existed ; and
rank, wealth, and pretension, were still distinctly marked
by costly and elaborate attire. Nor was this simply
true of the ' bucks,' ' beaux,' ' fi_bbles,' ' macaronis,'
and 'dandies,' who represented in successive periods
the extremes or the eccentricities of fashion. The neu-

tral dress scarcely differing in shape or colour which now
assimilates all classes from the peer to the shopkeeper
was still unknown, and a mode of attire was in frequent
use which survives only in Court dress, in the powdered
footmen of a few wealthy houses, in City pageants, in
the red coats of the hunting field, and in the gay colour-
big of military uniforms. The pictures of Reynolds and
Gainsborough have made the fashionable attire of their
period too familiar to need a detailed description, and it
may be abundantly illustrated from contemporary litera-
ture. Thus, when Lord Derwentwater mounted the
scaffold, he was dressed in scarlet, faced with black
velvet and trhnmed with gold, a gold-laced waistcoat,
and a white feather in his hat. Dr. Cameron went to
execution in a light-coloured coat, red waistcoat and
breeches, and a new bag wig. One of Selwyn's corre-
spondents describes a well-known highwayman who
affected the airs of fashion as going to Tyburn dressed
in a blue and gold frock, and wearing a white cockade
as an emblem of innocence. Dr. Johnson's usual attire
was a full suit of plain brown clothes, with twisted hair
buttons of the same colour, black worsted stockings, a
large bushy, greyish wig, and silver buckles; but on
the night when his play of ' Irene' was first acted he
thought it right to appear in the theatre in a scarlet
waistcoat with rich gold lace, and a gold-laced hat.
Goldsmith went out as a physician in purple silk small-
clothes, and with a scarlet roquelaure, a sword, and a
gold-headed cane; and he had other suits which were
equally conspicuous. Wilkes wrote to his daughter in
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Pads, in 1770, asking her to beg Baron Holbach to
purchase for him scarlet cloth of _he finest sort and
colour to make a complete suit of clothes, and the most
fashionable gold buttons for the whole. He is described,
by one of his friends, walking to bvnl from a house
which he had _aken at Kensington, usually attired
either in a scarlet or green suit edged with gold}

In :Parliament the variety of colouring easily lent
itself to party desiEaation. In the la_er years of the
Irish Parliament the brilliant uniforms of the Volunteers

were conspicuous. In England, Fox and his followers
were the buff and blue which had been the uniform of

Washington. On the other side of the House the dress
of the Constitutional Club established in 1789 consisted
of a dark blue frock with a broad orange velvet cape,
large yellow buttons, and waistcoat and breeches of
white kerseymere. _ The ministers wore their stars and
ribauds, and North was habitually described in debate
as ' the noble Lord with the blue riband.' The general
use of Court dress and swords in Parliament died out
before the end of the American war,3 but they were
still sometimes worn by a few old members, 4 and by the
ministers on great occasions. Wraxall has given a
graphic description of the sudden change that took

See Angelo's Bem.i_scencez, peazed in 1781: ' AS if he had
i. 55; Wilkes's CorresTondenv¢ meant to show that he ae_ed
(by Alrnon); Boswell's Johnson independently of ministers, he
(Croker's edition), pp. 61, 203, never sat on the Government
269; Jesse's Lira of B¢_wyn, i. side of the House .... When
854, 355; and several illustra, in his place he was invariably
tions collected by Mr. lZorsyth in habited in a full-dressed sui_ of
his 17ovels of th_ .Eighteenth clothes, commonly of a purple or
Cast, try, pp. bS, 59. dark colour, without lace or em°

2 .Blanc_ _Burges Bapers, p. 126. broidery, close buttoned, with
8 Townsend's _/story of th_ his sword thrust through the

.House of Commons, ii. 422. poeIret.' (Wraxal1's M_'moirs, i
4 Wraxall gives the following fi39, 6_0,)

description of Rigby _ he ap-
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place in the appearance of the House upon the down-
fall of Lord North's ministry in 1782. _ The Treasury
bench as well as the places behind it had been for so
many years occupied by Lord North and his friends that
it became difficult to recognise them again in their new
seats, dispersed over the Opposition benches in great-
coats, frocks_ and boots. _{r. Eltis himself appeared
for the first time in his life in undress. The ministers,
their successors, emerged from their obscure lodgings or
from Brooks's, having thrown off their blue and buff
uniforms; now ornamented with the appendages of
dress, or returning from Cour_ decorated with swords,
lace and hair-powder, excited still more astonishment.'
Lord Nugent having lately been robbed, among other
articles, of a number of laced ruffles, pretended that he
saw them on the Treasury bench, and the appearance of
Fox and Bm,ke in full Court dress gave a point to the
witticism) At one period party spirit ran so high that
it was carried even into the ordinary dress of private
society. ± scarlet waistcoat with gold buttons was well
known to indicate an admirer of Pitt, and a buff waist-
coast a follower of Fox, and enthusiastic Whig ladies
delighted in appearing with foxes' tails as a head-dress, g

The professions were clearly marked by distinctions
of dress. ' The medical character,' wrote Sir John
ttawkins_ speaking of a period a little before the middle
of the century, ' whatever it is now, was heretofore a
grave one .... The candidates for practice, though
ever so young, found it necessary to add to their en-
deavours a grave and solemn deportment, even to affec-
tatiom The physicians in Hogarth's prints are not
caricatures. The full dress with a sword and a great
tie wig and the hat under the arm, and the doctors in
consultation each smelling to a gold-headed cane shaped

Wra_alI's Memoirs, ii. 167, 168. _ The Lounger, No, 10 {178_).
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like a parish bcadle's staff, are pictures of real life in his
time; and I myself have seen a young physician thus
equipped walk the streets of London without attracting
the eyes of passengers.' 1 ' A physician,' said a character
in Fielding's ' Mock Doctor,' which was published in
1732, 'can no more practise without a full wig than
without a fee.'

In the early half of the centm3_ clergymen usually
wore their gowns when walking in the streets of London.
In the country the distinction was less marked. There
were clergymen likethe Buck Parson in ' Belinda,' or
the squire-in-orders described by Colman in the ' Con-
noisseur,' or the workhouse chaplain in Crabbe's ' Vil-
lage,' who almost wholly sank the character of a clergy-
man in that of a sportsman, and in general the
distinction in tastes, habits, and occupations between
the country clergyman and the small country gentle-
man was much less than at present. But, even in the
country, till the last quarter of the century, a elergTman
rarely appeared abroad without his cassock, 2 and long
after wigs had fallen into general disuse they were
habitually worn by the leaders of the Law and of the
Church. Lord Eldon mentions that, at his wife's
request, he applied to the King to be allowed to dis-
pense with his wig when not engaged in official func-
tions, but the ]Z_ng refused the permission, saying he
would have no innovations in his time ; s and a Bishop
of London is said to have been refused admission to the
royal closet because he had laid it aside. As late as
1850, King Ernest of Hanover wrote to one of his
friends some curious and characteristic recollections of

H_wklns's L4fe of Johnson, Ovsr_on's Engl_h Church 47: the
p. 238. Eightes_$h GenSury, ii. 469-

2 M_nypartieulars about clerl- 471.
Bal dress in the eighteenth ten- _ Twiss's /.rife of EZd,on, pp
fury will be fouud in Abbey and 839, 840.
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his boyhood, when he lived in England as Duke of
Cumberland. ' I n_aintain,' he said, 'that the first
change and shock in the ecclesiastical habits was the
bishops being allowed to lay aside their wigs, their
purple coats, short cassocks and stockings, and cocked
hats, when appearing in public, for I can remember
when Bishop Hurd of Worcester, Courtenay of Exeter,
and Markham, Archbishop of York, resided in Kew and
its vicinity, that as a boy I met them frequently, walk-
ing about dressed as I now tell you, in the fields and
walks of the neighbom'hood, and their male servants
appeared equally all dressed in purple, which was the
custom. The present Bishop of Oxford was the first
who persuaded George IV. to be allowed to lay aside
his wig, because his wife found him better looking
without it.' 'Formerly,' writes the same old Tory
King, ' all peers when a summons was issued never
attended the House but dressed like gentlemen and
peers, and not as they do now, like shopkeepers, horsB-
dealers, and tradesmen, with coloured neekcloths and
boots. I remember when no minister came down ¢o
the House, having announced a motion, without being
full-dressed, with his sword by his side.' l

A love of pageantry, greatly in excess of what now
prevails, was shown in many other forms. George HI.
indeed, though extremely tenacious of the royal dignity,
was by taste shnple and domestic even to a fault ; he
scarcely ever received at his own table, s and the dinner
in public at Hampton Court, which had been customary
under his predecessors, was no longer held; but it was
still the rule for every one to kneel to the King on
entering his chamber2 A nobleman or a bishop rarely

L Fonblanque's L_e8 of th_ Lorc_s Stra,_2for_, pp. 183, 185.
See Greville's Journal of the Beig_ oI Queen Victoria, i. 77.

= Je,se, GeorgsIII.ft. 279.
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visited a country town except in a car_age drawn by
four horses. Travelling, being chiefly by private car-
riages, was, except in its humblest and most incom-
modious forms, almost a monopoly of the rich ; and at
a time when the roads were still infested by highway-
men, the many retainers who accompanied a great man
on his journey were deemed necessary for his security
as well as for his dignity. In this respect the moral
and political influence of railways in levelling social
distinctions has been very great. The pomp and ex-
travagance of English funerals in all ranks had long
been a subject of complaint, and in the case of men of
high rank and sometimes even of rich tradesmen the
custom of lying in state was still retained. Horace
Walpole describes how 10,000 people pressed round the
coffin of Lady Coventry, and how Lady Milton and
Lady Betty Germain stood waiting in the mob in
St. James's Square till they could see Lord Macclesfield
lie in state, z

The position of the aristocracy was a more excep-
tional one than it now is, though their real power had
sensibly diminished since the accession of George III.
The war which the King had successfully carried on
against the ascendency of the great families that had
existed under his two predecessors, the great growth of
the popular or democratic element in the Constitution,
the lavish creations of North and Pitt, which nearly
doubled the peerage without importing into it any pro-
portionate accession of ability, and, finally, the rapid
multiplication of commercial fortunes and of fortnnes

I Wa!pole t;o Mann, Nov. 1, try gentleman's funeral are said
1760; Walpole to Hertford, _Iar. _ohave sometimes equalled a full
27, 1764. See, too, Andrews' year's rent of his estate Rara-
_..igh_e_h Century, pp.¢9, 50. eay's ScotlancZ and Scetchme_
The Connoisseur, No. bg. In of the Eighteenth Century, iL
Scotland the expenses at a 0ou.u- 74.
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ac_lui"ed in hMia. wele all hi their different ways
abridging aristocratic inttuenee. Still, that influence,
though ahnost wholly unsupported by the invidious
class privileges which prevailed on the Continent, was
enormously great. The peers were the natural heads
of that landed interest which it was one of the main

objects of English law to make the predominant power
in the country. They were the centre of a traditional
popular reverence, unmistakable in its power and sin-
cerity. They were a class who devoted themselves
from early manhood and with extraordinary advantages
to public life, and while they constituted one House of
the Legislature, their borough patronage gave them an
enormous influence over the decisions of the other.
With the exception of a few eminent lawyers, who were
readily welcomed into their ranks, almost all the higher
posts of administration were in the hands of noblemen
or of men of noble family. The two strongest ministries
of the reign of George III. were the ministry of North,
which lasted for twelve years, and the ministry of Pitt,
which lasted for twenty. In the Cabinet of 1770 North
himself and Sir Edward Hawke were the only members
who were not in the House of Lords, while Pitt was at
first the only commoner in the Cabinet of 1783. _ The
power of the nobility was supported by great wealth of
the kind which carries with it most social influence, and
by a superiority of education and manners which dis-
tinguished them far more than at present from the
average country gentleman. It is not surprising, there-
fore, that the separation between the titled and untitled
gentry should have been more marked than in our
generation. In 'Humphrey Clinker' the nobleman
refuses the satiafaction of a gentleman _o the squire on

' See on this subject, Sir C. Lewis's Admini_troAion.8 of G.rcal_
Britain, pJ?. 92, 9&
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account of the inequality of their ranks_ and an at_n-
tire reader of the light literature of the time will, I
think, be struck with the degree in which the dis-
tinction between peer and commoner is accentuated.
Wflberforce gives as one of his reasons for not desiring
a peerage that it would exclude his children from in-
timacy with 'private gentlemen of moderate fortunes,
and clergymen, and still more, mercantile men.' 1

In one important respect a certain retrograde move-
ment may be traced. The connection between the
English nobility and the trading or commercial classes,
which I have already had occasion more than once to
notice, seemed to have disappeared. Notwithstanding
the great prominence which commercial interests held
in the policy of Pitt, and notwithstanding the immense
number of the peerages which he created, the dignity
of a British peerage was in his ministry scarcely ever
conferred on any man whose foi_une was made in com-
mercial pursuits. In questions of peerages the royal
influence is always extremely great, and 'through his
whole reign,' it has been said, 'George the Third
adopted as a fixed principle that no individual engaged
in trade, however ample might be his nominal fortune,
should be crea_ed a British peer.' s ' At no period in

i Wilbefforce's Life, i. 392. for having been _oo prodigal of
Wraxall, Posthumous Meres. peerages, and Lord Carrington's

i. 66. Smith the banker, who has often been referred to espe-
was made Lord Caxrington, was, cially, as introducing into the
Wraxall says, the sole exception. House of Lords a new descrip-
On the old connection between tion of person. I ne_er heard Mr.
trade and the peerage, see Sir Pitt speak on this subject him-
Rernard Burke's Reminiscences, self, but I have heard the late
Ancestral and 2Fistor@, pp. 82- Lord Melville say that Mr. Pitt
84, 95, 98, 99. See, however, on always defended this creation on
th_ other hand, a curious letter principle, and that he maintained
of Lord -kberdeen in the Croker the time was come when for the

CorresTondenc_. He says: ' Mr. sake of the House of Lords it
Pitt has often been reproached was desirable that it should not
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by women,Ibut up tothemiddleoftheeighteenthcen-
turyitappearsnevertohave been usedinEnglandby
men, though Wolfe, the future conqueror of Quebec,
wrote from Paris in 1752 describing it as in general use
in that city, and wondering that so convenient a practice
had not yet penetrated to England. Hanway, the famous
traveller and philanthropist, who returned to England
in 1750, is said to have been the first Englishman who
carried an umbrella ; and a Scotch footman, named John
MacDonald, who had travelled with his master in France
and Spain, mentions in his curious autobiography that he
brought one to London in 1778 and persisted in carrying
it in wet weather, though a jeering crowd followed him,
crying, ' Frenchman, why don't you get a coach ?' In
about three months, he says, the annoyance almost
ceased, and gradually a few foreigners and then some
Englishmen followed his example. Defoe had described
an umbrella as one of the contrivances of Robinson

Crusoe, and umbrellas were in consequence at one time
called ' Robinsons.' They were long looked on as a sign
of extreme effeminacy, and they multiplied very slowly.
Dr. Jamleson in 1782 is said to have been the first per-
son who used one at Glasgow, and Southey's mother,
who was born in 1752, was accustomed to say that she

i , The _ueked-up sempstress walks with hasty strides
While streams run down her oil'd umbrella's sides.'

Tatle,r, No. 238.

' Good housewives all the winter's rage despise
Defended by the riding hood's disguise ;
Or underneath _h' umbrella's oily shed
Safe through the we_ on clinking pattens tread.
Let Persian dames th' umbrella's ribs display
To guard theirbeauties from the sunny ray;
Or sweating slaves support the shady load
When Eastern monarchs show their state abroad ;
Britannia's winter only knows its aid
To guard from chilly showers the walking maid.'

Oay's T_4v_,
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remembered the time when anyone would have been
hooted who calTied one in the streets of Bristol. A
single coarse cotton one was often kept in a coffee-house
to be lent out to customers, or in a private house to be
taken out wiflh the carriage and held over the heads of
ladies as they got in or out; but for many years those
who used umbrellas in the streets were exposed to the
insults of the mob, and to the persistent and very
natural animosity of the hackney coachmen, who be-
spattered them with mud and lashed them furiously with
their whips. But the manifest convenience of the new
fashion secured its ultimate friumph, and before the close
of the century umbrellas had passed into general use. 1

In the last years of the century the inventions of
Arkwright and Crompton were effecting a complete
transformation in female dress, and greatly modifying
the dress of men. _ The costly silks which had hitherto
been so prominent in the ordinary attire of the upper
classes almost disappeared; woollens greatly diminished,
and the cottons, muslins, and calicoes which were now
produced in such cheapness, and with such endless and
graceful variety, came into general use. And while
these great inventions were changing and simplifying
English dress and almost obliterating the external dis-
tinction of classes, a great wave of fashion in France
was moving in the direction of a republican simplicity.
It had its origin chiefly in the admiration for the Ameri-
cans and in the influence of Rousseau, and we may soon
trace its imitation or its counterpart in England. Wrax-

J gangster on Umbrellas; i_o- of umbrellas will be found in the
berts's Saci_ YrTistory of the valuable collections relating _o
South_ Counties, p. 560 ; public manners made by Francis
Southey's Commo_lac_ Book, Place. (British Museum, Add.
i. 574; Pugh's Li]_ of Hanway, _SS. 27827._
p. 921; John MacDonald's Life _Macpherson'sAnna_so/Car, s
and Travels (1790), pp. 282, 283. merce_ iv. 81.
Several l_aX_dcularsabou_ the use
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all. who was a keen observer of such matters, a_ribu_es
it largely te the example of Fox. In early llfe this states-
man had been a typical man of fashion, and there is a
curious description of him hi an old magazine as he ap-
peared as a young man, with 'his chapeau _'as, his red-
heeled shoes, and his blue hair-powder; ' but during the
American war he gave another turn to the prevailing
fashion. ' Mr. Fox,' says Wraxall, ' and his friends,
who might be said to dictate to the town, affecting a
style of neglect about their persons, and manifesting a
contempt for all the usages hitherto established, first
threw a sort of discredit on dress. From the House of

Commons and the clubs in St. games's Street it spread
through the private assemblies of London. But though
gradually undermined and insensibly perishing of an
atrophy, dress never totally fell till the era of Jacobinism
and of Equality in 1793 and 17947 i

This period indeed marks a complete revolutionin
English dress. It was then that the picturesque
cocked hat went out of fashion and was replaced by
the tall hat, llmp indeed, and coloured, but of the
same ungraceful shape as that which now prevails3
Then, too, the silver buckle was exchanged for the
ordinary shoe tie. Muslin cravats, pantaloons, and
tIessian boots came into fashion, and the mode of
dressing the hair was wholly changed. Like the Round-
heads of the seventeenth century, the democrats of the
eighteenthcenturyadoptedthe fashionof cuttingthe
hair short, and they also discarded as inconsistent with
republican simplicity t_hat hair-powder which, since the
abolition of wigs, had been invariably worn by the upper

1 Wraxall's Memoirs, i. 135. worn in much earlier pm'io_[s.
FairhoR's 2_/story of Cos- It may be seen, among other

tu_w, p. 898; Ashton's O/d pictures, in RembrandVa _W/ghJ
T/rues, p. 56. The shape, how- Watch,
over, had more than. once been
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classes. It is interesting to notice that, among the
young students at Oxford who were foremost in taking
this step, were Southey and Savage Landor. l But the
new fashion would hardly have prevailed so quickly had
it not been supported by other influences. Pitt's tax
upon hair-powder, which was imposed in 1795, had a con-
siderable effect. The law contained, indeed, a long and
curious list of exemptions, which shows how completely
the use of hair-powder was then looked upon as a social
necessity. In addition to the royal family and their
servants, clergymen not possessing ]00/. a year, sub-
alterns in the army, and officers in the navy under the
rank of masters and commanders were _xempted, and in
private families all daughters except the two eldest. 2

The tax was a guinea a head, and it was expected
to produce 210,000/. a year, but it was soon very gene-
rally evaded. Many, through the pressure of economy,
gave up the use of powder. A few great Whig families,
and among them the House of Russell, discarded it as
a protest against the French war, which the tax con-
tributed to support ; 3 and when corn rose shortly after
the outbreak of the war almost to famine price, most
men deemed it a matter of charity and patriotism to
prevent a large and useless expenditure of flour. Hair=
powder was abandoned at court, and in a short time it
totally disappeared from fashionable attire. 4

From this time English male dress assumed sub-
stantiMly its modem aspect, though the love of bright
and contrasted colours was not immediately replaced by
the Puritan sobriety which now prevails. _ Like all

'Forster'sIxi_eof_tzvageJSe_n- be found in Falrholt's /Y/story
dot, i. 47, 48. of Costume ; Ashton's Old

Ann. Reg.1795, p. 179. T_mes ; P_ctor_l History, "_ii.
a See kshton's O/d Tithes, p. 760, 761.

6L _ See the interes_ng remm'ks
4 Full particulars abou_ _he of Mr. Mozeley, Reminiscences o/

_b_aclonment ofhair-powder w_dl "Towns an_ VilZages, i. 414.
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great changes of fashion, this was not effected without
producing some severe temporary distress, I and if it has
added considerably to the simplicity and inexpensive-
ness of life, if it has diminished or destroyed a great
sphere of vanity and weakness, it will hardly, I suppose,
be denied that the world has lost something by the total
banishment of all ideas of beauty and grace from one
great department of human things. Wraxall, in a
book wMch was published in 1815, declared that the
two preceding centuries had scarcely produced a greater
alteration in respect to dress, e_iquett% and form, t_aan
the last forty years, and that a costume which, at the
end of that period_ was confined to the Levee and
Drawing-room, was in the beginning of it worn'by
persons of condition, with few exceptions, everywhere
and every day.' 2

The growing simplicity of English dress must not,
however, be regarded as any index of the decline of
luxury. Wealth had been increasing with great rapidity
to the eve of the American war, and though English

i Thus a pamphleteer in 1798 curious partleulars of the way in
writes : ' The whole tribe of stay- which the ordinary dresses of
makers must now be in extreme fashionable llfe in one genera-
distress because the female sex tion were utilised for the theatre
have thought proper to throw off in the next will be found in Tare
their bodice. The silk and stuff Wilkinson's M_moirs (1790), iv.
weavers must be equally wretched 86-88. He says : ' Thirty years
from the universal wear of linen ago not a Templar or decent
and muslin; hhe buckle-makers dressed young man but wore a
can be little less embarrassed rich gold-laced hat and scarlet
from the general adoption of waistcoat with a broad gold lace
leather shoe-strings, and the un- . . . also laced frocks for morn-
fortunate corps of halr-dressers ing dress,' and he mentions that
are consigned to misery and de- his actors still occasionally wore,
spalr by the new generation of ' for old characters of wealth, a
round-heads.'--Essay on _h_ Po suit of purple cloth with gold
li_cal Circumstances of Ireland vellum holes that I frequently
under Lord Ga_len, pp. 89, wore when a young man as a
90. fashionable dress.'--Tate WIL

_-Wraxall's Men_.i. 135. Some kinson_s Memoirs, iv. 87, 88.
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prosperity was then for a time severely checked, a rapid
revival took place during the Administration of Pitt.
The political importance which the Indian Nabobs ob-
tained may have perhaps produced some exaggeration
of their social weight, but it is impossible not to be
struck with the great and baneful influence which was
constantly ascribed to them. I have already quoted the
eloquent sentences in which Chatham deplored the
sudden influx of Asiatic wealth, which, not being ' the
regular natural produce of labour and industry,' was
bringing in its train Asiatic luxury as well as Asiatic
.print!pies of government. Burke looked upon the
invasion with at least equal alarm. Voltaire, in a letter
to Chesterfield written about 1772, expressed his belief
that Indian wealth had so corrupted England that she-
had now entered upon her period of decadence, _ and
Home Tooke, as we are told by his biographer, 'ob-
served of English manners that they had not changed
by degrees, but all of a sudden; and he attributed it
chiefly to our connection with India that luxm T and
corruption had flowed in, not as in Greece like a gentle
rivulet, but after the manner of a torrent.' _

The prevailing types of amusement had not very
materially changed since the first half of the century.
Ranelagh and Vauxhall still retained their popularity,
but not their position, for formidable rivals were draw-
ing away the upper classes. Almack's Rooms were
opened in 1765, a subscription of ten guineas entitling
the members to a weekly ball and supper for twelve
weeks, but their real attraction was the deep play, of
which they soon became the special centre, s Nearly at
the same time, Madame Cornelys, a foreign singer, 4

J Annua_ Rag/afar , 1778, p. _ Jesse'sLifeofBeZwyr_,i. 360,
217. 366.

Stephens'e _Dife of .Home _ She is called so by Wa]pole.
_'ooke, ii. 488. See, *co, the account of her in

VOL. VII. 0
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who was described by Walpole as the 'Heidegger of"
her age,' opened a social club called' The Society,' at
Carlisle House in Soho Square ; and her assemblies, her
Subscription balls, her ' harmonic concerts,' and, above
all, her masquerades, for a few years attained the wildest
popularity. 1Y[asquerades were constantly spoken of as
one of the chief demoralising influences of the time,
and Horace Walpole mentions one which so emptied
the House of 0ommons as to produce an adjournment.
The taste, however_ like many others, fell as suddenly
as it had arisen, and the Lrilliant manager, who had for
some years chlefiyprovided the fashionable amusements
in London, ended her days in the Fleet Prison. The
Pantheon, a splendid assembly room intended as a
winter Ranelagh, was opened in Oxford Street in 1770.
It was the first great work of James Wyatt, and it for
a time enjoyed much popularity. Gibbon mentions a
subscription masquerade there which cost the subscribers
no less than 5,000/., but a few years later the taste
diminished, and the Pantheon was converted into an
ordinary concert room and theatre3

In 176_, by the King's order, the immemorial
custom of playing hazard on Twelfth 1Wight at Court
was discontinued, and the l_ng afterwards issued strict
orders that no gaming was to be allowed in the royal
palaces. _ But, it1 spite of royal pY'ecept and example,
and in spite also of a number of laws which had in the
preceding reign been enacted against gsmlng, 8 there
was as yet little or no d;m;nution of this passion,

_he .M'_,o_'r8 of Casrt_mva. In Times, pp. 217-22_; Amgele',,
:Edwards's Anecdotes of Painting, _emi_Mscence_, i. 88-97.
1o. 69, she is said _o have been by z Jesse's Gvorgv I2rI. i. 245.
.birth an Irishwoman. Uor're_l_ of Gearge III.

I Walpole to Mann, il.82-84, hnd Lor_ North, L 957, 2B8.
'96, 97, 133, 13_, 149 ; An_. l_eg. ' For _ summary of the many
3771, pp. 1Bg, 1([0 ; see, too, Miss laws agatnst "gaming, see Blac_
_Bu2ney's Evelina; Ashton's O_/ stone, bk. iv. eh. x:iii. § 8" '



Charles FOx once said that the highest play he had ever
known was between 1772 and the outbreak of the
American war,' and the statement seems to be cor-
roborated by Horace Walpole. 2 About 1780 faro
superseded leo as the popular game, and, although it
was one of those which a law of George II. had dis-
tinctly specified as illegal, it was notoriously carried on
at the houses of several ladies of the first position in
society. In 1796 Chief Justice Kenyon delivered a
charge in which he dwelt on this scandal, and threatened
to send even the first ladies of the land to the pillory if
they were convicted before him, and Gillray caricatured
three of the most conspicuous of the offenders as 'Fare's
daughters' standing in the pillory. In the following
year Lady Buckinghamshire and two other ladies of
position were, in fact, condemned, not, indeed, to the
pillory, but to pay fifty pounds each for illegal gambling.
It was proved that they had gaming.parties by rotation
in e_ch other's houses, and sat gambling till three or
four in the morning. 8 Private lotteries had been already
condemned by law, but public lotteries were still annu-
ally instituted by authority of Parliament. They gave
rise to a multitude of frauds and abuses, and to a great
additional system of gambling in the form of an in=
surance of undrawn tickets, and the Corporation of
London in 1773 presented a petition to the House of
Commons praying for their suppression. Su.ch a mea-
sure found little or"no suppor_, but a law was passed in
1778 which put an end to some of their abuses, and
reduced the number of dealers in lottery rickets in
England to fif_y-one. In the previotls year the_e ha_t
been more than four hundred lottery offices in London
and its_neighbourhood.'

i See a note to Ozoker'_B_- mSee/_shton'sO/d T_;mes_pp.
_¢_Z,p. 501. 166-182.

g Lett,_rst_Mann, ii. 288. 4 18 Ggor&,sHI. e. 22_ Mac:
o2
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The growing lateness" of the hours, which we have
noticed during the first sixty years of the century, still
continued. In the country, it is true, the fox-hunter
was already in his saddle at break of day, and at the
universities it was not until the last qual_er of the
century that the old dinner hour of twelve was aban-
doned ; l but the House of Commons during the reign
of George III., and especially during the American
debates, sat later than it had ever clone before, _ an_
Horace Walpole, when an old man, complained bitterly

of the difficulty he found in adapting his habits to ,the
increased lateness of London h6urs. ' Everything, he
wrote in 1777, ' is changed .... I do not like alnlng
at nearly six, nor beginning the evening at ten at night.
If one does not conform, one must live alone.' ' The
present folly is late hours. Everybody tries to be par-
ticular by being too late .... It is the fashion now to
go to Ranelagh two hours after it is over. You may
not believe it, but it is literal. The music ends at ten;
the company go at twelve. Lord Derby's cook lately
gave him warning. The man owned he liked his place,
but said he should be killed by dressing suppers aS
three in the morning.' 8 Among the minor social habits
which may be noticed was the introduction from France
about 1770 of the custom of visiting not in person, but
by cards ; 4 and a great increase of lounging rides o_
horseback. Burke noticed the latter as a serious check
to economy among the gentry. ' Few beside elder

pherson's A_na_ of Commerce, s Letters fo Mann, iii. 7, 30
iii. 620; Adolphus,iv. 211,213. 112. See,too,on the hours of

Bishop Watson's Anecdotes theeighteenthcentury,Gomme's.
of h_ .Edfe,i. 85 ; GilbertWake. Gcr_t_an'a Maga_n_Zdbra_jr
field'sZ4fe,i. 153. Manners an4 C_stm_, pp. 16,.

Towashend's JE/8$.of th_ 17.
HouseofCom_wns,ii. 880,382- 4W_lpole'sLo_ Jo_na2s,LL
889; Correz#on_enc_of Gecrgd 12.
.ILLand Lord _Tor$h,i. 281.
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brothers,' he added, 'ever thought of riding in the
middle of the day, except on particular occasions, till
within the last thirty years .... Men who could have
no other object but that of sauntering made more use
_f their limbs.' l

Hard drinking among the upper orders, though it
had diminished, was still verycommon, almost imposed
by the social code, practised by men who conducted the
affairs of the nation, and countenanced to an extreme
degree by the example of the heir to the throne. _ There
were hackney coachmen who derived their chief gains
from cruising at late hours through certain quarters of
the town for the purpose of pic_-g up drunken gentle-
Jnen. They conveyed them to their homes if they were
capable of giving their address ; and, if not, to certain
taverns where it was the custom to secure their property
and to put them to bed. In the morning the coachman
called to take them home, and was in general handsomely
rewarded2 Horace Walpole describes a violent quarrel
at the Opera, which was due to Lord 0ornwalHs and
Lord Allan having come in drunk and insulted ]_r.
Rigby in the pit. The memoirs, the correspondence,
and the novels of the time are full of illustrations of the

l_revalence of the vice, and they show also the coarseness
and the violence of manners it brought with it, the
oaths which were constantly on the lips of men of
fashion, the persecutions with which young ladies of
beauty and distinction were often pursued in public
places, the coarse and stupid practical jokes which were
the fashion, and which were especially directed against
foreigners. 4 At the same time it is certain that in

D This was noticed by Burke the Prince of Wales will be found
in one of his conversations with in _he recently 1)ublished remi-
Mrs. Crewe. niscences of Wraxall.

2 Some curious particulars 3 Walker, The Or/gi_m_ I_. 4L
Gbout the excessive drinking of • Many particulars on this sub-
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these .respect_ a great improvement had been already
effectual, and the decline of drinMng in the upper orders
both in England and Ireland, though perhaps not in
Scotland, l is universally admitted. Dr. Johnson, who
boasted that he had himself drunk when at college as
much as three bottles of por_ at a sitting without being
the worse for it, and who afterwards gave up all wine-
drinking on the ground that he found it impossible to
drink it in moderation, was accustomed to say that he
remembered the time ' when all the decent people of
IAchfield got drunk every night and were not the worse
th6ught of;' and he ascribed the change chiefly to the
general substitution among the smaller gentry of wine
for ale.z Lord Shelburne could remember when in

some country districts ' several of the best gentlemen,
members for the county, drank nof_ing but beer. s The
change to a more expensive beverage naturally _iml-
nished drunkenness, but much must also be ascribed to
a growing and general refinement. It was noticed tha_
smoking had also decreased in England during the latter
half of the eighteenth century, though it speedily revived
during the great French war.4 With the decline of
drinking, and also with the increased comfort of home
life, taverns had in a great degree lost the place which
they had held in the Elizabethan period, and especially
at the time of the Restoration, as the centres of social
gatherings; but they were still employed much more
than in the present day for the transaction of business,

ject win be _ound collected in of the eighteenth eentury, see
Mr. Forsyth's admirable little Chambers's Trad_bhr,_ of Edln-
book on the _rove_ists of the burgh.
J_ighteenth Centu_j, _ book 2 Boswell (Croker's ed.}, pp.
_hich has helped me much in 282, 678.
the present chapter, s Shelburne's L_f_, i. _1.

On the great drunkenness in 4 Boswell's ,Iohnso_, p. 282.
Scotland during the latter half
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and inthemiddleofthe centurymore than.twentyof
them wereclusteredroundtheRoyalExchange3

The publicfencing-matcheswithswords,whichhad
grown up m England afterthe parliamentarywars,
which had been extremelypopularunder Anne and
underGeorgeI.,and whichseldomendedwithoutsome
effusion of blood, had now almost passed away. The
most famous were held in the bear-garden of Hoekley
in the Hole, but ' assaults of arms' were also common
entertainments in taverns and coffee-houses. Figg,
who was one of the last g_eat fencing-masters of the
eighteenth century, is remembered by a sketch of
Hogarth, and the Italian Domenico Angelo as a lover
of Pegg Woffington, a friend of Sheridan and Garrick,
the founder of a school of fencing which has continued
to the present day, and the father of a writer who has
let%not only a classical work on his own art, but also
some curious reminiscences of his time. _ With the

decline of fencing the love of boxing increased, and the
brutalities of the prize-ring were never more popular
than in the latter half of the eighteenth century. Bull-
baiting, however, was now but little attended, except
by the mob, and it was attacked in Parliament, and
very frequently from the pulpit. The bull-running at
Tutbury, which is said to have been practised from the
days of John of Gaunt, was finally suppressed in 1778
by the Duke of Devonshire in virtue of his office as

i See an interesting sketch of MastersofFence(1885).Angelo,
the history of tavernsin Haw- who was a verygracefulhorse-
kins's Life of Johnson, pp. 87, man, sat as _ model for the
88. equestrianstatueof WilliamIIL

_-An admirably completeac- in Merrion Square,Dublin. A
count of these fencing-matches number of extracts from old
and of all the other matters re- newspapersrelating to the dif-
lating to that art inEnglandwill ferent kinds of prize-fightswill
befoundin Mr.Eger_onCastle's be foundin the works of An.
valuable work on SchooZsand dreweandof _r. Ashton.
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Steward of Tutbury. 1 The cockpit was patronised
chiefly for its association with gambling; but the stream
of public sentiment in the centres of fashion was mani-
festly running against it, though many members of the
aristocracy were attached to it, and though it probably
flourished as much as ever in country villages and towns.
_ghen the _ng of Denmark visited England in 1768
he was taken to a fox-chase and a cock-fight as typical
English amusements. 2 One of the figures in Hogarth's
picture of a cock-fight commemorates the curious fact
that Lord Albemarle Bertie, who was totally blind, was
among the most assiduous and enthusiastic devotees of
the sport, s

Horse-racing was steadily increasing. It was natu-
rally favoured by the improved means of communication,
which made it more easy to attend the chief centres,
and it does not appear to have been seriously affected
by the tax which Pitt imposed in 1784 on every horse
that was entered for a race, and on every plate that was
won. It was mentioned during the discussion of these
taxes that about five hundred plates were annually run

' Compare Strutt's H2crtsand This gentleman, however, is a
Pastimes, pp. 279, 280. Blaine's constant attendant at the amphi-
J_ncyclo_cedia of l_u_a_ S1_'ts, theatre .... Upon the appear°
_. 129. anee of every bull he greedily

Jesse's Z4fe of Se_wy_, if. listens to the description of the
828. animal and of all that takes

s Nicholl's Memo_rsofEogarth, place in the fight. His mental
p. 368. 'The following instance,' conception of the exhibition,
_"ritesBlancoWhite, ' will show aided bythe well-knowncriesof
you to what degree the passion the multitude, is so vivid that
for bull-figh_s can grow. A gen- when a burst of applause allows
lleman of my acquaintance had his a_endant just to h_n_ at the
some years ago the misfortune to event that drew it from the spec_
lose his sight. It might be sup- taters, the unfortunate man's
posed that a blind man would face gleams with pleasure, and
avoid the scene of his fm:ner he echoes the last clapplngs of
enjeyment, a scene where every- the circus.'_Doblado's Zett_
Eaing is addressed ¢o the eye. fro_ STain, pp.158, 159.
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forinEngland.I The first_hreeHanoveriansovereign_
<lidnot patronisethe racecourseas warmly as the
Stuarts, but several members of the royal family gambled
.greatly at Newmarket. The Derby, the Oaks, and the
.St. Leger were all founded in the latter half of the
,eighteenth century, and to this period also belong James
Layman and George Stubbs, the first considerable Eng-
lish painters of racehorses. Coursing, also, which had
long been popular as a form of hunting, appears then,
for the first time, to have been treated on a considerable
scale as a form of racing or gambling, and the earliest
coursing clubs in England seem to have been established
in the last thirty years of the eighteenth century, s Fox-
hunting, which as a separate sport is almost a creation
of the eighteenth century, was steadily advancing in its
prominence among English field-sports, though the strict
preservation of foxes was not yet common, s The new
passion for sea-side watering-places produced a new
form of amusement in the regatta, which was first intro-
duced from Venice in 1775. 4

The lat_er half of the eighteenth century may be
regarded as the golden age of the English theatre. It
saw Garrick, Macklin, and Barry in their prime; it
witnessed the splendid rise of John Kemble and
]_[rs. Siddons, as well as the lighter graces of Miss
Farren, Mrs. Jordan, and ]_[rs. Abingten, and at a

' See the curious debate on everywhere and by every method
the subject, ParL His$. xxiv. that can be devlsed.'--Po_iti.
1251, 1252. c_ S_rv_J of Grea_ Britain, ii.

2 See Blaine's _ycloT_dia 208. Arthur Young complains
of _ural STarts, pp. 584-586. that hares were sometimes so
Lord Wilton's English S_orts in numerous as to be very injurious
Sheik, Relatk_ to English Cha- to husbandry in England, other-
ratter, pp. 165-175. wise he m_l_es no complaint of

* Thus Campbell, in a book excessive game preservation.--
published in 1774, wrote : ' The Po_/t_a$ Arithm_t_, p. 205.
fox . . . is not only pursued by ' A_nuaZ .Regist_, 1775_ p.
dogs for sport, but destroyed 216.
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time when the great Shal_spearian revival was at its"
height, it also produced the plays of Goldsmith, Sheri-
dan, Foote, and Home. There was an incontestable
improvement in the mbral _endency, and still more in
the refinement of the theatre, and it was noticed that a
coarseness which excited no reprobation under George I.
was no longer tolerated on the stage. 1 The revolt of
popular feeling against the legislative discouragement
of the theatre had now become very marked. A statute
of Anne had placed all actors in the category of _rogues
and vagabonds, 'u but the Licensing Act of 1787 had
restricted this stigma to those who acted without authe-
rity by patent from the King, or licence from the Lord
Chamberlain. _ The same Act, besides imposing a cen-
sorship on plays, had provided that neither the 0town
nor the Lord Chamberlain should, have any power to
authorise theatrical performances for money in any part
of Great Britain, except in the city of Westminster and
in places where the King was residing, and there only
during the period of his residence. But this grave
encroachment on the liberties of the people ran violently
eounter to public opinion, and this par_ of the law
appears _o have been almost wholly inoperative. In the
very curious memoirs of Tare Wilkinson, who was on6
of the most active provincial managers and ac_)rs of his
time, we have abundant evidence that the old theatres
in provincial towns were not suppressed, ¢_mt new
theatres were opened, and that in the last days of
George ]I. and the early years of George HI. there
was scarcely a second-rate town in England in which
dramatic entertainments were not publicly performed,
_ometimes by local actors, sometimes by actors from
London or Dublin. There was a company at Por_

•_ See Wraxall's Post. Meres. iii. 49. _ 12 Anne, sta_. 2, c. 23.
3 10 Gee. II. c. 28.
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mouth, which performed also regularlyat Plymouth and
Exeter. There was the Bath Company, which sometimes
visited Winchester and the Isle of Wight. There was
the Yorkshire Company, which made its rounds through
the northern towns; _ and even Edinburgh, in spite of
the violence of Scotch Presbyterianism, had a consider-
able place in t&eatrical history. Plays were for many
years acted there by itinerant companies in the Tailors'
Hall in the Cowgate, and in 1746 a theatre was opened
in the Cauongate, though, as the historian of the Scorch
theatre truly says, without the sanction of the law, and
in defiance of an Act of Parliament. Foote acted at
Edinburgh in 1759, and three years earlier, Home,
though himself a Presbyterian mlni_ter, had scandalise&
his brethren by bringing oat his 'Douglas' on the
boards of the Canonga_ Theatre.'

Soon the policy was adopted of passing special Acts
of Parliament enabling the Crown to authorise Theatres
Royal in provincial towns. A theatre was thus patented
at Edinburgh in 1767, at Bath and at Norwich in 1768,
at York and at HuH in 1769, at Liverpool in 1771, at
Manchester in 1775, at Chester in 1777, at Bristol in
1778. A Bill for licensing a theatre at Birmingham
was thrown out in 1777, after a debate which supplies
some curious illustrations of the open manner in which
the prohibitory clause of the Act of 1737 was disre-
garded. The petition came from the manager of a
theatre already existing in the town, and it was urged
in opposition to it that it had no considerable popular
support; that, with the exception of one period of three

Tare Wilkinson's Memoirs, i. t@h Stage, p. 9,5; Willdnson'e
210, 221, ii. 227. See, too, the M_moi_rs, ii. 73, 74; Chambers's
same writer's Wanderer 9 Paten. TratZitions of Edinburgh, pp.
tees, or//tstory o/ tk_ _orkshive 322-324. In 1764 Wilkinson _vas
Theatres ; Warner's ///story of asked to act at a new theaere
;Bath, p. 864. which had just been finished at

Jackson's//i_tory of the Seat- Glasgow, lffem_irs, iii. 223.
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years, during which, on account of some grave abuses,
actors had been banished, there had been for many years
an abundance of theatrical representations in Birming-
ham ; that two unlicensed theatres had been very recently
vpened, and that a pernicious system existed in the
town of obliging workmen to take tickets for the theatre
instead of wages. Under these circumstances, the
House thought that no licensed theatre was required,
and it does not appear to have been much moved by the
incon%es_able truth of the remark of Wilkes, that during
all the many years in which the Birmingham magistrates
had permitted unhcensed players to perform, they had
been of their own authority suspending the law of the
land--the very offence for which James II. had been
<]riven from the throne3

In 1788 a new system was introduced, by an Act
authorising magistrates under certain restrictions to
license theatrical performances. 2 London actors had
.already begun to make annual tours through the pro-
vlnces. At first the badness of the roads, the jealousy
•of the provincial companies, and the notion of their own
•dignity had deterred them, and Tare _l]_nson claims
to have been the first actor from London who had
explored the country playhouses. When, however, he
published his memoirs in 1790, he noticed that' almost
every theatrical star now deigned to shine in all the
_rincipal theatres of the three ]_ngdoms,' and that
Mrs. Siddons, Mrs. Jordan, and other leading actors
made theirtruegoldenharvestintheirsummer excur-
sionsout of the metropolis. 3 He has also noticed the
remarkable fact that in matters of decency and morals
the London actors found their audiences in the provinces

i Par_. H_t xlx. 198-205. An- 2 28 George HI. o. 30.
rther curious discussion on the ' Tate Wilkinson's Mema_r#,ii.
_tate of theatres will be found in 164, iv. 94, 95.
Par_. Hist. xviii, 6_2-648,.
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much more severe or fastidious than those in the metro-

polis, l In the meantime great improvements were
taking place in the London theatres in the widening of
the stage, in the beauty of the dresses, in the variety and
appropriateness of the scenery. One play, it was said,
in 1790 cost as much to put on the stage as three plays
fifty years beibre. _ The opera retained its full popularity,
and this period is especially remarkable in the history of
domestic music for the introduction of the pianoforte.
This instrument---the source of much pleasure and of
much annoyance--grew out of the harpsichord ; it ap-
pears according to the best accounts to have been invented
by Cristofoli of Padua about 1711; but it advanced
slowly into note, and no pianoforte seems to have e_sted
in England till the middle of the century. It first be-
came generally known by being brought on the stage at
Covent Garden in 1767 ; in the last twenty years of the
century it became common in the orchestras of the
English theatres, and it gradually crept into most of the
houses of the upper classes. _

In the history of English painting, the latter half of
the eighteenth century is also a period of capital import-
ance. The complete absence of institutions for the
instruction of art students, and the utter indifference
shown both by the Court and the aristocracy towards

' 'A farce, if it 13ossesses true country no_ permitted, or if per-
humour, in Lendonwill be greatly mitred to appear, not upon any
relished and applauded; in the aecount fashionable, which is
country, very possibly, the same just as bad.'--Wilkinson's M_md.
(even decently acted) will be iii. 119.
termed vile, low, vulgar, and in- 2 See numerous particulars of
delicate. The T,ow for r, ove of the changes in the London rhea-
Congreve, the T_2_ to Searbo- ires in Th_ Mirror, a treatise
rough, the Way of She World, appended to the fourth volume
the Con]ederacy, and others, are of Tare Wilkinson's Memoirs.
in London attended to as plays sRimbault'sH/s$.o, fShc/D/ano-
of wit and merit (witness their fort_, pp. 1SB, 1Bg.
constant repetition), but in the
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native art_had made the preceding half-century one of the
most dreary periods of English art history, and native
_rtisbs would have often found it scarcely possible to
subsist if they had not found a wide, though very humble,
field of employment in the innumerable signboards which
still distinguished the London shops.' Towards the close
of this period, it is true, the great genius of Hogarth
succeeded in winning Mr, a competence , but t_s was
9nain]y due to the popularity of his prints. Theprices
given for his greatest pictures are a significant illustra-
tion of the prevailing taste. In 1745 he sold no less
_han nineteen of the most celebrated, including ' The
Har]ot's Progress_' ' The Rake's Progress," The Strolling
Players,' and ' The l_our Times of Day,' for four hundred
and twenty-seven guineas and seven shillings. Five
years later he sold the six great pictures of' Mariage
]a Mode' for one hundred and twenty guineas, though
the flames had cost him more than a fifth of that sum.

The ' _arch to Finchley' was disposed of by a raffle.
The four electi0n pictures he endeavoured to dispose of
in the same way, but the subscriptions proved miserably
insufficient, and Oarriek showed a real generosity:in
giving two hundred guineas for these pictures, which
were resold in 1823 for sixteen hundred and fifty. _

There were soon, however_ some faint signs that the
long night was breaking, and that a real interest in art,
and even in native art, was arising. Rouquet, an enamel
painter, who had lived in London for thirty years, pub-
lished in 1755 an account of the state of art in England,
_nd while deploring its miserable condition, and the
ulmost exclusive and undiscriminating patronage of

See ,col. iL p. 162. See, Times, 1.25-27.
too, on the number of good = Nicholt's JSife of Hog'avtht
urfis_s _vho painted signboards, 1_p.44,279-281; Pye'sPa_ron_e
Annual l_egister, 1770, pp.'181- of British Ar$, pp. 149-151.
186 ; Smith's Nolleke_ns and h_
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foreigI_ works, he added that during the preceJiug
_venty or thirty years auction rooms for pictures had
been greatly multiplying, and the interest in art sales
increasing. The Society for the Encouragement of Arts
and Manufactures, which was established in 1754, dis-
tributed considerable sums in prizes to nativeartists,
.and under its auspices annual exhibitions of pictures
began in 1760. This society was chiefly founded by the
exertions of a private gentleman named Shipley, after
the model of the similar society which had been esta-
blished in Dublin by Mr. Madden; and, with the exception
ef a grant of 500/. from the Corporation of London, it
was entirely supported by private subscriptions. Some-
thing was done for English artists by the Dile_tente
Society ; by the liberal patronage of Drummond, Arch-
bishop of York, and especially by the Duke of Rich-
mond, who opened a school and gallery for ar_ instruction
in his own house, and placed the l_lorentine painter,
Cipriani, at the head of it.

A'Society of Artists of Great Britain' was esta-
blished in 1761, and was incorporated by royal charter
in 1765; and Reynolds, Gainsborough, Wilson, and
West had already emerged into notice. The first great
artist, who had returned from Italy in 1752, rose in

few years to wealth and fame. He had not, indeed,
the power, the imagination, or _he perfect-knowledge
d the human frame that characterised the greatest
masters on the Continent; his occasional excursions
into historical and sacred art produced little of en-
ituring value, and even in his own lifetime the fugitive
character of his" exquisite but too superficial colouring
"was plainly seen ;. but his children had scarcely been
_xpassed in art since Raphael and Correggio, and no
portrait painter since Vandyke had delineated the nobler
•and more refined types of adult beauty with a more per-
ffect dignity and grace. The foundation of the Royal
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Academy under his presidency in 1768 is as important
an event in the history of British art as the foundatior_
of the Royal Society a century earlier had been in the
history of British science. The portraits of Reynolds,
Gainsborough, and Romney; the landscapes of Gains-
borough, Wilson, and Barrett, and the historical pictures.
of West, Barry, and Copley at once gave England a high
place in the art history of the eighteenth century, while
the lectures of Reynolds and the annual exhibitions of
the Academy immensely widened the area of art interest.

The progress of art owed very little to the patronage
of the Court. It was noticed that in the first eight
years of his reign, though the K_ng saw a succession
of the finest pictures of Reynolds, Gainsborough, and
Wilson at the autumn exhibitions, he did not give a
single commission to any one of them. 1 He disliked
Reynolds, who was on intimate terms with the leading
Whigs, and in 1764, when the office of Court painter
became vacant by the death of Hogarth, l_eynolds was
passed over and the post was given to Ramsay. Gains-
borough, it is true, was afterwards on several occasions
commissioned to paint the King or members of his
family, but the painter who was the special object of
royal patronage was West. Between 1769 and 1801
he received no less than 34,187/. for pictures painted
for the King, 2 and Court favour gave him for a time a
position among English artists wholly different from that
which he holds in the eyes of posterity. The great school
of English landscape grew up in spite of extreme neg-
lect. Wilson lived and died in poverty, and though the
portraits of Gainsborough were eagerly sought for, his
exquisite landscapes were unsold and unappreciated. Bu_
the new school of portraiture in England soon drove all
foreign rivalry from the field, though the prices given

I Pye's Patronag_ of Br_tlsh Art, p. 140. s Ibid. p. 280.
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to its greatest representatives wou;d appear strangely
moderate if measured by the standard of our own age.
Reynolds at first charged ten guineas for his three-
quarter-length portraits, twenty guineas for his half-
lengths, and forty guineas for his whole-lengths, and
these prices were raised in successive periods to fii_een,
thirty, and sixty ; to twenty-five, fifty, and one hundred;
and finally to fifty, one hundred, and two hundred guineas.
Gainsborough painted portraits at first at five, and soon
after at eight guineas for a head, and he finally settled
at forty guineas for a half-length and a hundred guineas
for a whole-length portrait. Romney, who was for a
time looked upon as a formidable rival to Reynolds, is
said to have made in his most prosperous days about
4,000/. a year from his portraits. !

In other forms of art the progress was less marked.
In architecture little was done which has elicited the ad-
miration of posterity, though Sir William Chambers, the
Brothers Adam, Wyatt, and Robert Taylor had all a
great reputation in their generation. Somerset House,
which was designed by Chambers, is probably the most
imposing work of English architecture in the latter half
of the eighteenth century, and this period is distin-
guished for the number and magnificence of the great
country houses that were erected, _ and also for the first

'Edwards'AnecdotesofBrltish and who was notorious for his
l_ainti_; TaylorandNorthcote's love of money, charged for his
Y.d/coft_ey_mZds; Brock-Arnold's portraits fifteen guineas for a
Gainsborough; Redgrave's Cen- head, twenty if with one hand,
_ry of Painters ; Pilkington's thirty for a half, and sixty for a
Dictionary of Painters. Sir G. whole length (Annual Register,
Elliot wrote in 1789: 'Gains. 1764, p. 53). Some particulars
borough's pictures arc selling for about the prices of pictures under
200/. to 500L apiece' (Life of Queen Anne will be found in
Sir Gilber_ Elliot, i. 30_). Knel- Ashton's Social Life in thel_igr_
ler, who after the death of Lely of Queen Anne, pp. 279-282.
had a more undivided ascendency = Mr. Ferguson reckons that
than any artist under George III., at least two hundred great ' ma-

VOL. VII. p
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feeble signs of that revival of Gothic architecture which
in the nineteenth century became so conspicuous, l In
European sculpture the star of Canova shone supreme;
but England possessed in Bacon, Banks, Nollekens, and
above all Flaxman, native artists of incontestable merit.
Wedgwood was at the same time producing his beauti-
ful portery works ; Boydell gave a world-wide reputation
_o British engraving, _and there was in all forms a rapid
diffusion of artistic taste. It was noticed that before the

great popularity of Hogarth's prints and the Act of
1735 establishing copyright in engravings, there were
but two print shops in the whole of London ; but after
this Act they soon appeared in the most various quarters
of the town. a Horace Walpole, who was himself an old
and intelligent collector, has preserved some curious par-
ticulars of the change which had in his own lifetime
passed over English taste. ' We have at present,' he
wrote in 1770, 'three exhibitions. One West, who
paints history in the taste of Poussin, gets 300/. for a
piece not too large to hang over a chimney .... The
rage to see these exhibitions is so great that sometimes
one cannot pass through the streets where they are. It
is incredible what sums are raised by mere exhibitions
of anything; a new fashion and to enter at which you
pay a shilling or half-a-crown. Another rage is for
prints of English portraits. I have been collecting
them for about thirty years, and originally never gave
for a mezzotinto above one or two shillings. The lowest
are now a crown ; most from half a guinea to a guinea.

norial mansions ' were erected in i These beginnings are mi-
England and Scotland during the nutely traced in Sir C. East-
eighteenth century (H/story of lake's Revival of Gothic A_ch_.
Modern Architecture, p. 328). tecturc.
Many particulars relating to _ See Macpherson's Annals o]
them will be found in Dallaway's " Commerce, iv. 183-185.
P_'ogress of the Ar_s. _ Pye, pp. 42, 48.
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•. Scarce heads in books not worth threepence will
sell for five guineas. Then we have Etruscan vases
made of earthenware in Staffordshire, f_om two to five
guineas, and ormolu, never made here before, which
succeeds so well that a tea-kettle, which the inventor
offered for one hundred guineas, sold by auction for one
hundred and thirty.' _ The pictures of the old foreign
masters had risen in equal proportion. Two thousand
pounds were given for a picture of Guido, and the price
of old paintings had tripled or quadrupled in a single
lifetime. 2

While the great artistic development was giving a
new ply to popular taste in England, and attracting to
the pursuit of art a rapidly increasing and often an ex-
cessive stream of students, s there was a corresponding
movement in the spheres of literature and science.
Whatever controversy there might be about the com-
parative value of the additions made to human know-
ledge in the eighteenth and in preceding centuries, there
could be no question of the fact that the eighteenth cen-
tury was pre-eminently the century of the diffusion of
knowledge. The great discovery of the lightning con-
ductor by Franklin, as well as his admirable history of
electricity, gave an immense popularity to this branch
of science, 4and the marvellous discoveries of the French
chemists, the impulse which Buffon had given to the
study of natural history, and the example of the scientific
enthusiasm which ran so high in the world of fashion
at Paris, had all their influence in England• ' Natural

I Walpole's .Letters to Man_, them are at present in the
ii. 97. utmost indigence.'-- T_vining's

Ibid. ii. 235, 273. Gerunt_y Clergyman i_ the_Bigh-
8, The swarm of young ar- t_e_$h Gcnl_ry, p. 127.

tiers who have been students in 4 Moritz, a Prussian traveller
the Royal Academy, has over. _vho visited England in 1782,was
stocked the capital and country much _truck with this. See Pin.
_o muvh that I am told many of kerton, ii. 518.
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history,' Horace Walpole wrote in 1770, ' is in fashion.' 1
Goldsmith, with the smallest possible knowledge of the
subject, found it profitable to place his graceful pen at
its service, and his ' Animated Nature' had probably
some considerable influence in extending the taste. Dr.
Hill, who had been appointed by George IIL gardener
at Kensing_on, was one of the first persons who put
scientific knowledge in a popular shape by the system of
publishing in numbers. Walpole says he made fifteen
guineas a week by working for wholesale dealers, and
that he was employed at the same time on six voluminous
works on botany, husbandry, &e., which were published
weekly2 The many popular scientific works of Prlestley
greatly assisted the movement. A taste for public lec-
tures now sprang up, and a great literature of compila-
tions arose. The ' Encyclopmdia Britannica,' which was
completed in 1797, though far inferior in genius and in-
fluence to the corresponding work in Paris, was incom-
parably superior to any similar work which had appeared
in England, and numerous systematic works were written
on particular sciences, alphabetically arranged in the form
of dictionaries, a

There was still a great want in London of really
public libraries accessible to all students. The library
belonging to the Chapter of Westminster, the library of
Sion College, and the library of Archbishop Tenison, 4
it is true, already existed, and in the course of the cen-
tury a considerable library was accumulated by the
Royal Society; but the British Museum, though rich
in manuscripts, was still miserably poor in printed
books, and Gibbon complained bitterly that an English

Walpole to Mann, ii. 96. ]er's Retrospec_ of the E_hf_tk
Walpole to Zouche, Jan, 3, Century, fii. 109-116.

1761. 4 Ashton's @ueen A_e, p.
* See an interesting review of 294.

_hieb_aachof literaturein ltIfl.
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writer who undertook to treat any large historical
subjectwas reducedto thenecessityof purchasingthe
books which must form the basis of his work, and that
' the greatest city of the world was still destitute of a
public library,' l Circulating libraries, however, which
have had a great importance in the diffusion of lite-
rary tastes_ belong espeeia]ly to the latter half of the
eighteenth century. The exact date of their origin is
disputed, but they certainly existed a few years before
the middle of the century, and in its last thirty years
they multiplied rapidly, not only in London, but in the
provincial towns. In 1800 it is stated that there were
not less than a thousand circulating libraries in Great
Britain. 2 Book clubs an([ societies were at the same
time formed. All important controversies became in
their style and method more popular, and a vast litera-
ture of novels sprang into existence, at once producing
and representing a greatly increased love of reading.

]_uch attention was also paid to children's litera-
ture. Very few books in any age or country have
exercised so great an empfl'e over the tastes and sym-
pathies of many successive generations of boys as
' Robinson Crusoe,' which was pubhshed in 1719, or as
' Sandford and l_erton,' which was published in instal-
ments between 1783 and. 1789, and it was in the
eighteenth century that the fairy visions of the ' Arabian
Nights' were first thrown open to the English imagi-
nation. Nor should we forget the many books for
little children which were published shortly after the
middle of the century by Newberry, Griffith Jones and

I Gibbon'sV_ndication,M_- _SeeMiller'sRet_'o_ectof th_
c_llaneousWor_s (ed. 1814),iv. Eighteenth Certify, iii. 804;
591,592. See, too, a speech of Buckle'sH/st_'y of Civilisation,
Wilkes on the state of libraries i. 892, 393; Forsyth's hrovetsof
in England,Purl Hist.xix.188- _h_J_ightee_hCentury, p. 156
192. Annua_Begis$_r,1761,p. 207.
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his brother. ' Goody Two Shoes,' ' Giles Gingerbread,'
' Tommy Trip,' and a crowd of other little masterpieces,
combining in different degrees amusement and instruc-
tion, replaced the rude chapbooks which had formerly
been hawked about and were the forerunners and the
models of a vast literature which is not one of the least
characteristic and important products of the nineteenth
century. 1

The blue-stocking clubs, which were so popular
about 1781, were signs of the desire of ladies of fashion
to give a more serious and literary character to female
society, and the admirable letters of Lady Mary Mon-
tagu, ]Krs. hlontagu, and Mrs. Delany show the high
level of intelligence to which they sometimes attained.
The unprecedented multiplication of female authors was
a significant feature of the time. It reflected that
steady improvement of female education which had
been in progress through the century, and it had a
great influence in banishing coarseness from English
literature, in stimulating those branches of it which are
most in harmony with female aptitudes and tastes, and
in destroying the foohsh prejudice which had long
treated serious studies as unbecoming in a woman Of
the female literature of the eighteenth century, it is
true, very little remains. The history of Mrs. Macaulay,
which Walpole classed with the histories of Robertson,
and which Madame Roland pronounced to be hardly
inferior to Taeitus, has long since sunk into a darkness
as black as that which covers the equally famous
' Botanic Garden' of Darwin, and the still more popu-
lar ' Meditations' of Hervey. Few modern readers
turn the pages of Hannah More, Charlotte Smith, Mrs.

Much information relating to Charles Welsh in his Bookseller
Nowberry and hls publications of th8 last Centu_.y.
ha_ lately been collected by Mr.
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Radcliffe, Miss Seward, Mrs. Chapone, Mrs. Trimmer,
or the learned Mrs. Carter; and the beautiful lines of
Mrs. Barbauld, which still linger in the memory of
thousands, were _Titten in extreme old age and long
after the century had closed. Some of these writers
played a useful, though subordinate and ephemeral,
pai_ in the great religious and educational movements
of their time. Others were in their day deservedly
popular novelists; but they have been displaced by
changing tastes and by the ever increasing throng of
their successors. The 'Rights of Woman' of Mary
Wollstonecroft, however, still retains some historic in-
terest as perhaps the first English example of a class of
literature and speculation which has since become very
prominent. The ' Evelina' of Miss Burney will long
be read as the most faithful picture of the fashionable
amusements of its generation ; and the last years of the
century produced the earliest writings of Maria Edge-
worth, who as a novelist may be justly placed in the
same high rank as Jane Austen, 0harlotte Bront_, and
George Eliot.

The manners of the gentry all over the country
were steadily and rapidly assimilating. The distinction
between the nobility and the other gentry, aug the
immense distinction between town and country, were
both diminishing. In the middle of the eighteenth
century there were still thousands of country gentlemen
who had scarcely ever been farther from their homes
than their county town, while among the poor the habits
of life had been for generations almost unchanged.
Among them at least there was as yet no religious
scepticism, no political agitation, no class antagonism,
scarcely any curiosity about the outer world, and, until
sixty or seventy years of the century had passed, singu-
larly tittle social or economical change. The standard
of material well-being was on the whole high and steady,
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and life glided on smoothly and unevenfifully amid the
same landmarks. It was common in country district_
for a Sunday suit to descend from father to son. It
was put on when the church bell rang and carefully put
aside when the service had concluded, and in this way
dresses of far bygone generations were still in actual
use. ]_any years after the middle of the eighteenth
century, it was stated that beaver hats made in the
reign of Charles ]I. might be often seen in the village
churches. _ The reprobation, half prejudice, half duty,
with which all prolonged visits of a country gentleman
to the metropolis were regarded, had once been one of
the strongest of English feelings. It may be seen in
the laws against the increase of London ; in the early
opposition to stage coaches ; in the apprehensions which
no less a man than SwiR expressed of the social evils
_hat would result from annual meetings of Parliament.
But with the improvement of roads and public con-
veyances the whole type of country life was rapidly
changing. The weekly stage coach now brought down
the latest London fashions to the remote country village.
An annual visit to London or to a seaside watering-
place became the ambition of every county family.
London actors appeared in the neighbouring county
town. Provincial circulating hbraries brought down
London books, and the provincial press was year
by year rising in importance. Before the close of
the eighteenth century there were already more than
seventy provincial newspapers in England?

We have already seen the signs of this change inthe
first half of the century, and as early as 1761 a writer
has given a vivid picture of its progress. ' It is scarce
half a century ago,' he says, ' since the inhabitants of

i Annual l_eg_ster,1769,p. 142.
t Kndrews'H_storyof British Jou_tal_m, i, 274,
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thedistantcountieswere regardedasa speciesalmost
asdiO_rentfromthoseofthe metropolisasthenatives
of the Cape of Good Hope. Their manners as well as
dialect were entirely provincial, and their dress no more
resembled the habit of the town than the Turkish or

Chinese .... A journey into the country was then
considered almost as great an undertaking as a voyage
to the Indies. The old family coach was sure to be
stowed, according to Vanbrugh's admirable description
of it, with all sorts of luggage and provisions, and
perhaps in the course of the journey a whole village,
together with their teams, were called in aid to dig the
heavy vehicle out of the clay .... But now the amend-
ments of the roads with the many other improvements
of travelling have opened a new commtm_ieation between
the several parts of our island .... Stage coaches,
machines, flys, and post-chaises are ready to transport
passengers to and fro between the metropolis and the
most distant parts of the kingdom .... The manners,
fashions, amusements, vices and follies of the metropolis
now make their way to the remotest corners of the
land; . . . the notions of splendour, luxury, and amuse-
ment that prevail in town are eagerly adopted; the
various changes of the fashions exactly copied_ and the
whole manner of life studiously imitated .... We are
no longer encountered with hearty slaps on the back, or
pressed to make a breakfast on cold meat and strong
beer, and in the course of a tour of Great BI_tain you
will not meet either a high-crowned hat or a pair of red
stockings .... The country ladies are as much devoted
to the card-table as are the rest of the sex in London.

• . They have their balls and concerts by subscription,
their theatres, their Mall, and sometimes their rural
Ranelagh and Vauxhall. The reading female hires her
novels from son4e country circulating library, which
consists of about one hundred volujnes. The merchant
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or opulenthardwareman has hisvillathreeor four
milesdistantfromthe greattown where he carrieson
his business .... French cooks are employed, the same
wines are drunk, the same gaming practised, the same
hours kept, and the same course of llfe pursued in the
country as in town .... Every male and female wishes
to think and speak, to eat and drink, and dress and live
after the manner of people of quality in London.' 1

The spread of refined and intellectual tastes, and the
great diminution among the country gentry of ignorance,
coarseness, drunkenness, and prejudice might at first
sight be regarded as an unmixed good, but it must not
be forgotten that these things were purchased by the
almost absolute disappearance of a class of men who,
with some vices and with many weaknesses, have played
a useful and memorable part in English life and history.
I have traced in an earlier volume the first stages of the
decline, 2 and an excellent observer, who wrote about
1792, has noticed that the preceding forty, or fifty years
had witnessed the total destruction in England of the
once common type of the small country squire.

He was an ' independent gentleman of three hundred
per annum, who commonly appeared in a plain drab or
plush coat, large silver buttons, a jockey cap, and rarely
without boots. His travels never exceeded the distance

of the county _own, and that only at assize and session
4ime or to attend an election. Once a week he com-
monly dined at the next market town with the attorneys
and justices. He went to church regularly, read the
weekly journal, settled the parochial disputes between
the parish officers at the vestry, and afterwards adjourned
to the neighbouring alehouse, where he usually got drunk
for the good of his country. Tie never played at card_

J Annual Registsr,176L pp. 205-208,
Vol.ii. pp. 200,201.
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but at Chrishnas, when a family pack was produced
from the mantelpiece. He was commonly followed by
a couple of greyhounds and a pointer, and announced
his arrival at a neighbour's house by smacking his whip
and giving a view-halloo. His drink was generally ale,
except on Christmas, the 5th of November, or some
other gala-day ; when he would make a bowl of strong
brandy punch, garnished with a toast and nutmeg. A
journey to London was by one of these men reckoned as
great an undertaking as is at present a voyage to the
East Indies, and undertaken with scarce less precaution
and preparation. The mansion of one of these squires
was of plaster, striped with timber, not unaptly called
callimanco work, or of red-brick; large ca_emented bow-
windows ; a porch with seats in it, and over it a study;
the eaves of the house well inhabited by swallows, and
the cour_ set round with hollyhocks ; near the gate a
horse-block for the eonveniency of mounting. The hall
was furnished with _tches of bacon, and the mantel-
piece with guns and fishing-rods of different dimensions,
accompanied by the broadsword partisan and dagger
borne by his ancestor in the civil wars. The vacant
spaces were occupied by stags' horns. Against the
wall was posted King Charles's Golden Rules, Vincent
Wing's Almanac, and a portrait of the Duke of Marl-
borough; in his window lay Baker's "Chronicle," Foxe's
"Book of _a_yrs," Glanvil on "Apparitions," Quincey's
"Dispensatory," _'The Complete Justice," and a book
of Farriery. In a corner by the fireside stood a large
wooden two-armed chair, with a cushion, and within
the chimney-corner were a couple of seats. Here at
Christmas he entertained his tenants, assembled rolmd
a glowing fire made of the roots of trees ; and told and
heard the traditionary tales of the village, respecting
ghosts and witches, while a jorum of ale went round.
The best parlour, which was never open but on particular
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occasions, was furnished with Turk-worked chairs, and
hung with porh-aits of his ancestors; the men in the
character of shepherds, with their crooks, dressed in full
suits and huge fuU-bot$omed perukes ; others, in com-
plete armour, or buff coats, playing on the base-viol or
lute. The females likewise, as shepherdesses, with the
lamb and crook, all habited in high heads and flowing
robes.' 1

' These men and their houses,' continues the author
from whom I am citing, 'are no more.' Everything,
indeed, seemed against them. New modes of farming
had arisen which the little country gentleman did not
understand, and which required a capital he did not
possess ; and the pressure of taxation grew contiuua]ly
more heavy. ' Lord North's American wax,' wrote
Bishop Watson, doubtless with some exaggeration,
'rendered it difficult for a man of 500/. a year to
support the station of a gentleman; and ]dr. Pitt's
French war has rendered it impossible.' 2 But, above
all, the change of manners made his position untenable,
and, clinging with great tenacity to his dignity as a
gentleman, he found himself exposed to a social com-
petition which he was wholly unable to support. The
substitution of wine for beer, the annual visit to London
or the seaside, the sudden introduction of town fashions
soon plunged him into debt, while the high price he
could obtain for his little estate from the large neigh-
bouring landowner became irresistible. A very few, no
doubt, of the more ente_]_rising or fortunate of the small
country gentlemen succeeded in enlarging their estates.
A few others found new paths to wealth in the plains of
India, and possibly even in some of the opening fields
of manufacturing industry. Others became dependants

i Groae's Ohio, pp, 41-44.
-"_aCson's Anemone8 of tt_ Ow_ .Life, ii. 258.
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of great men and obtained places under the Govern-
ment; but the great majority either sank into tenant
farmers or passed into the army, which was soon to
draw away an ever-increasing portion of the manhood
of England, and for which their hardy country habits
made them peculiarly fit.

Of the history of the small proprietors who were
simply yeomen, and who farmed their lands without
making any pretension to the position of gentlemen, it
is difficult to speak with confidence, for the evidence we
possess is curiously scanty. Growing extravagance in
this class also was tending to their obliteration, and
economical causes were acting in the same direction.
In the early years of the nineteenth century, however,
freehold or copyhold farms might be s_ill found scattered
through every county. In parts of Wales, in Cum-
berland, Westmoreland, and Yorkshire, in Shropshire,
Essex, and Kent, and in parts of Sussex, Derbyshire,
and Glouces_ershire they were still very ntrmerous, and
there is reason to believe that the immense profits of
farming produce during the great French war for a
time not only maintained, but in some parts of England
considerably increased, their number. 1 But the sudden
fall of prices at the peace ruined multitudes of small
proprietors, many of whom had bought their land at the
ex%ravagantly high rate which war prices had produced,
and from this time the decay of the class was rapid and
almost complete.

hrthu_r Young noticed in 1807 at the end of the eighteenth een-
that this was especially the case tury is in an article by Mr. John
in Essex. Thirty-six years before Rue in the Co_temporary Review,
he had found it divided into Octol_er 1883. See, too, the re-
enormous farms, but during tJae marks on this subject in tha_
war it became profitable to divide powerful, but one-sided and ex-
them and sell them in small lots. aggerated work, Kay's Soc/a_
The fullest account I have seen Uonditior_ and Eclucatlor_ of the
of the evidence about the yeomen Peep/e, i. _64-_67.
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English law and custom favouring the agglomeration
of land have, no doubt, had some influence, but the
main causes may, I think, be found elsewhere. On the
one side there is the desire of the large landowner to
buy. The social consequence wMch the possession of
a great estate produces ; the ' land hunger' which be-
comes with some men a passion scarcely less strong than
the passion for drink, and the excessive and wholly
extravagant preservation of game which has gn'own up
within the present century, have all contributed to it ;
and the increased luxury of country life makes men
desire to surround their country places with an increased
area of productive land. Th_ innumerable fortunes
made in commerce and manufactures have multiplied
small country places held for enjoyment, but they have
tended powerfully to the extinction both of yeomen and
of gentlemen farmers, for they have brought into the
mariner a new class of purchasers who care liff01e for
money and much for social position, and who seek to
attain the latter by purchasing large quantities of land.
The natural tendency also of a very wealthy class is
towards investments which offer perfect security and a
prospect of improvement, even at the cost of abnormally
small present returns ; and when the great man of the
county wishes to buy, he commonly finds few competi-
tors. It is very doubtful, however, whether the pressure
of those who wish to buy has been a stronger influence
than the pressure of those who wish to sell. In a great
commercial and manufacturing country, the owner of a
small freehold can almost always increase his income by
selling. If he is improvident and falls into difficulties,
this is his natural way of extrlcath_g himself, and when
a provident owner sees his children growing up and
knows that he can only provide for one of them on his
land, while he can staff0 all of them in life by the pro-
coeds of its sale, he wilt probably press the great land-
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owner in his neighbourhood to buy, and to allow him to
continue in occupation as a tenant. This is, I believe,
_,he experience of most wealthy landlords ; and it is to
this economical process much more than to any feudal
laws that the concentration of land in a few hands has
in modern times been due.

The main governing influence of the transformation
of manners which has been described in the preceding
pages, is to be found in the improvement of roads and
of means of locomotion, a subject that meets us at every
turn when examining the industrial and social, and even
the moral, political, and intellectual history of the
eighteenth century. The legislation in England relat-
ing to roads has passed through two or three distinct
phases. Originally by common law every parish was
obliged to keep the roads that intersected it in good
condition, but the first general law on the subject
appears to have been that of Philip and Mary, which
provided that every parish should annually elect two
surveyors and that all the inhabitants should be obliged,
under their direction, to provide labourers, carriages,
and tools for four days in each year to work upon the
roads, l With the increase of wealth, however, and con-
sequently of locomotion, this system proved insufficient ;
and among the many great reforms that were adopted
under Charles II. the introduction of turnpikes is not
the least memorable.

It followed quickly on an important change in the
means of locomotion. In the early part of the seven-
teenth century travelling in England had been mainly

• _ 2 and 8 Philip and Mary, c. ways from one market town to
8. Compare the article on Roads another, but it was in_ended
in M'Cutlooh's Account of $h_ rather to prevent robberies than
.British Emi_re, and Chalmers' to facilitate locomotion. Some
.Estimate, pp. 30, 31. Chalmers particular roads were also
men_ions an Act of Edward I. for amended by Acts of Parliament
enlarging the breadth of high- under Henry VIII.
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on horseback. Horses might be hiredon the chief
roadsatstationsaboutten milesapart,generallya¢
the charge of from 2_d. to 8d. a mile; but in some
counties it was possible to hire a horse for 3d. a day
and its food. There were also long covered waggons,
very slow and tedious, which were employed chiefly
by women and by those who were too poor to possess
or hire horses, and too weak to travel on foot. About
1640 stage coaches came into use, and they so far
superseded the old ways of travelling that a writer in
1672, who was bitterly opposed to them, complained
that at that date the saddle-horses bred or kept in
England were not a fourth part as numerous as before
the new vehicles had begun. He mentions that there
were already many stage coaches running in the neigh-
bourhood of London, and that they also connected the
metropolis with York, Exeter, Ches_r, Northampton,
Salisbury, Bristol, and Bath}

The improvement in travelling advanced very slowly.
The new turnpike roads were extremely unpopular, and
fierce mobs--someLimes talcing for their rallying cry the
words of the prophet, ' Stand ye in the ways, and see,
and ask for the old paths' frequently attacked and
•]estroyed the turnpikes. 2 A law of George II. made
this offence a felony, but it is stated that in the middle
of the century a traveller seldom saw a turnpike for two
hundred miles after leaving the vicinity of London. a
English roads were said to have been at this time
greatly inferior to the roads of France and of some other
continental countries, _ and the well-known description
which Macaulay has given of their condition in the last

See a curious tract called pp.876, 877.
' The Grand Concern of England a Chalmers' Eslimate, p. 110.
]_xplalned,'J_[arleia_Miscella_y, 4 Ibid. 1a, 128; Gentleman's
viii. 561-571. Ma_azine, 1749, pp. 218, 219;

Ge_le_mzn'sMagami, ne, 1749, 1752, pp.517-520, 552-554,
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years of the seventeenth century might be st_ll applied
with little change. The coach from London now arrived
at Oxford or at Portsmouth in two days, at York or
Exeter in four, at Edinburgh sometimes in three weeks,
sometimes in as little as ten days} In winter the
journey was much longer tLan in summer, and in many
districts the roads were for long periods impassable.
On some of the Sussex roads it was necessary in winter
to attach oxen to the carriages. Defoe met a lady near
Lewes driven to church in her coach by six oxen, along
a road so stiff and deep that no horse could go in it, and
he mentions that there were roads in this county of such
a character that after heavy winter rains, a whole sum-
mer was insufficient to make them passable. Horace
Walpole speaks of roads in a similar condition in the
immediate neighbourhood of Tunbridge Wells. The
antiquary Pennant has lcf_ a vivid description of his
journey from Chester to London. Six long days were
consumed, and sometimes as many as eight horses were
required to drag the coach from the slough. Beyond
Chester the traveller encountered a far more terrible

obstacle in the great crag of Penmaenmaur, which
crossed the way to Holyhead, rising more than fifteen
hundred feet precipitously from the sea, and it was not
till 1772 that Parliament consented to improvements
which deprived this par_ of the main road to Ireland
of serious danger. _ But the last forty years of the

i Anumbernfparticularsabout Inost extraordinary instance of
the rate of travelling at this time rapid communication fxom the
will be found in Southey's Com- north (doubtlesson horseback) is
mo_tac_ Book, iii. 76, 77, 86, 87; said to have been in 1772, when
Thrupp's 2_r/st_ryof Coaches, pp. a great bankruptcy in Edinburgh
105, 106 ; Killer's Retrospee_ of _vas known in London forty-
the Eighteenth Century, iii. 820; three hours after (Annual Reg/s.
Andrews' Eighteenth Century _ t_%1772, p. 109).
Ashton'sgocialLifeu_2derQuec.n s See Evans' Bea_eso] lTorlh
A_n¢ ; Roberts' Eocia_ _i_tory Wales, pp. 463-465 ; Tare Wilo
_/ th_ Eout_rn C_nt_z. The klnson'_ M_mo_rs, i. 1_2, 153.
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eighteenth century produced a great and general revo-
]ution in English roads. After the Peace of A_-la-
Chapelle many Bills were passed for the formation of
turnpike roads, and after the Peace of Paris in 1763 the
work was taken up with renewed energy. In the first
fourteen sessions of the reign of George II-I. not fewer
than 452 Acts were passed for repairing the highways
in different dlstriets. 1

The improvements, though very great, were for
many years only partial. Arthur Young, in his jour-
neys through England, kept a minute record of the
state of the roads, and it shows us that though much
had been already done, many even of _e turnpike roads
were in 1768 and 1770 in the most disgraceful state.
On the great road from Wigan to Preston, which was
one of the most important in the north, he measured
ruts wMch were four feet deep, and ' floating with mud
only from a wet summer,' and in a drive of eighteen
miles he passed no less than three carts which they had
shattered. The turnpike road te Warrington seemed,
he said, as ff it were made _with a view to immediate
destruction, for hhe breadth is only sufficient for one
carriage, consequently it is cut at once into ruts, and
you will easily conceive what a breakdown, dislocating
road ruts cut through a pavement must be.' The turn-
pike to Altringham was ' if possible worse than that to
Preston. It is a heavy sand which cuts into such pro-
digious ruts that a carriage moves with great danger.
These sands turn to floods of mud in any season the
least wet.' The road to Manchester was 'so nan'ow

that only one carriage can move at a time, and that
consequently in a llne of ruts.' The turnpike road to
Newcastle, he writes, ' is a paved causeway as nmrow
as can be conceived, and cut into perpetual holes, some

Chalmem' Estimate, p. 128.
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of them two feet deep measured on the level. A more
dreadful road cannot be imagined, and wherever the
country is the least sandy the pavement is discontinued
and the ruts and the holes most execrable. I was

forced to hfi.e two men at one place to support my
chaise from overthrowing in turning out for a cart of
goods overthrown and almost buried. Let me persuade
all travellers to avoid this terrible country, which must
either dislocate their bones with broken pavements or
bury them in muddy sand.' Beyond Newcastle to the
north lay a country in which no wise men would travel
except through absolute necessity. ' I would advise all
travellers to consider this country as sea, and as soon
think of driving into the ocean as venturing into such
detestable roads.' ' I am told,' he continues, 'the
Derby way to hfanchester is good, but further it is not
penetrable.' In Essex he describes a road to Tilbury
as ' for near twelve miles so narrow that a mouse cannot
pass by any carriage ; ' overshadowed except in a few
places by trees that were totally impervious to the sun,
and so bad that twenty or thirty horses were sometimes
employed to drag the chalk waggons one by one out of
the ruts. 1

In the last quarter of the century these evils were
for the most part remedied, and English roads became
equal, ff not superior, to those of any continental
country. _ The fatigue of travelling in stage-coaches on
such roads as have been described may be easily con-

' Young's Northern Tour, iv. general kept in good order and
423-436. Young's Tour through often much superior to the Eng-
the Sou_h of England and Wales, lish turnpike roads, and the
pp. 88, 318-320. See, also, on French cross roads, ' that is, the
the state of the roads, Tare Wil- far greater part of the roads of
kinson's M_mo_rs, iii. 142, 143. the country,' which were ' entirely

Adam Smith, however, draws neglected.' Wealth of Natant,
a contrast between the great post book v. oh. i See, too, Arthur
roads in France, which were in Young's Trav_ in Fr_¢.

Q2
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ceived, especially when it is remembered that for many
years after the middle of the century stage-coaches had
no springs. 1 But the last years of the century produced
great improvements in vehicles, the most important being
the establishment of the mail-coaches of Palmer in 1784,.

Previous to this time the post had been sent by the old
conveyances, though other and much more rapid ones
were running. Thus the diligence to Bath performed
the journey from London in seventeen hours, but the
post in foI_y hours, and on other roads there was an
equal difference. But the new mail-coaches surpassed
all that had preceded them in speed and in comfort, and
in 1797 Palmer was able to state before a parliamentary
committee that three hundred and eighty towns which
had previously had but three posts a week, and forty
which had no posts at all, had now daily posts, and that
on many roads letters were conveyed in a third or even
a fourth of the time which had previously been taken?

Almost every step in the improvement of locomotion
in England was taken in the face of considerable op-
position. In the beginning of the reign of Charles I.
there were not more than twenty hackney-coaches in
London, and those who desired them were obliged to
send for them to the stables ; but in 1635 a proclama-
tion of the King and Council complained that they had
so multiplied as to dls_urb the streets and raise the
price of hay and provender, and ordered that no hackney-
coach should be suffered in London or Westminster un-
less it was to travel at least three miles beyond it. _ The
stage-coaches of the Restoration were vehemently assailed

]Tate Wilkinson's Memairs, _nerc_,iv. 58,54; P/ctor/a_H/s.
lii. 136,137. See,too,the amus- tory,vii. 668; Annua_ Register,
Lugdescriptionet the German 1775,p. 191.
traveller,Moritz,Pinker_on,iL s Rushworth'sH_storica_G_/-
56G,$67. Ice,ions,ft. 316, 317.

_-Macphereon'mAnnalsofCo,n-
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as discouraging horsemanship and the breed of horses ia
England, as drawing the country gentry from their duties
to the dissipations of London, and as injuring great
numbers of particular industries. The riots against turn°
pikes almost assumed the dimension of local insulTec-
tions; and when the faster stage-coaches were intro-
duced, the old waggoners endeavoured to defeat the
competition by systematically driving their broad and
heavy waggon-wheels through the ruts made by the
stagecoaches, so as to make the roads impossible for
fast travelling? In 1785 an Act was passed exempting
mail-coaches from tolls, 2 but heavy duties both on post-
horses and on all public as well as private conveyances.
hampered communications, and the evil was aggravated
by the adoption of the wasteful and almost discredited
system of farming-out the duty on post-horses to publi-
cans2 But, in spite of all obstacles, the latter years of
the eighteenth century witnessed a revolution in the
internal communications of England which has only
been surpassed by the enormous changes effected in our
own century by the agency of steam.

Its effects were incalculably great. Confining our-
selves for the present to the tastes, habits, and sentiments
of the more educated classes, its first result was an im-
mense impulse given to the love of travelling both in
England and in foreign countries. The extreme insu-
larity of English life was disappearing. I have already
quoted passages showing the great increase in the num-
ber of foreigners who visited England, and in the intelo •
lec_ual communication between England and France.
The employment of foreign servants in England had
become a characteristic feature of the _]me, and excited

I Gentleman's _lagazine, 1752, s Ibid. c. 51. 27 George III.
pp, 517-520, 552-554. e. 26. B_c_a_r o_ the Bevw_vu¢,

25 George III. c. 57. iL _8_85.
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much discontent. We have seen the petition of the
peruke-makers to the King in 1765. In 1795 a peti-
tion, signed by more than ten thousand livery servants,
against the employment of foreigners in hat capacity
was presented to the House of Commons, but as it was
not seconded it was not received. 1 Two years earlier a
similar petition had been presented by Gra_an to the
Irish House of Commons. 2 In families of wealth and
rank a foreign tour had long been the usual termination
of an education, and in the early years of the century
groups of English and Scotch students might have been
found in several of the foreign universities. The great
Lord Chatham was once a student at Utrecht2 Charles

Townshend, Fielding, and Wilkes were partly educated
at Leyden. 4 In Scotland, during the greater part of
the eighteenth century, education in a Dutch or French
university was generally considered the best preparation
for the professions both of law and of medicine2 But
in the latter half of the century the movement towards
the Continent was much more genera], and foreign
travel became the predominating passion of a large
portion of the English people. ' Where one English-
man travelled,' wrote an acute observer in 1772, ' in
the reigns of the first two Georges, ten now go on a
grand tour. Indeed, to such a pitch is the spirit of
travelling come in the kingdom, that there is scarce a
citizen of large fortune but takes a flying view of
France, Italy, and Germany in a summer's e_cursion.'
Gibbon wrote from Lausanne describing the crowd of

Ashton's Old T_mes, p. 316. lyle, and also an /ndvx of E,ng.
_rrish_Par_iamentaryDebates, Zish.s_eakizng Students a_ Ley-

xiii. 395-397. den, by Mr. Peacock, published
* Chatham Correspondence, iil. by the Index Society.

107. _ Dugzld Stewart'a .D_¢rta-
4 See, on the number of British _on, pp. 550, 551.

s_udents at Leyden, the Auto. 6Lettersco_wer_ngtheF,.esent
Mography of Dr. Alexander Car- State of.Eng/a;nd, p. 240.
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English who were already thronging the beautiful shores
of Lake Leman, and he mentionsthathe was told--

though it seemed to him incredible--that in the smnmer
of 1785 more than 40,000 English masters and ser-
vants-were upon the Continent3 The same love of
travelling and the same taste for natural scenery were
shown at home, and Wilberforee complained bitterly
that the solitude and quiet of Westmoreland were gone,
and that _the tour to the Lakes had become so fashion-

able that the banks of the Thames were scarcely more
public than those of Windermere.' _

The closer contact between town and country life,
the revelation to a cultivated and intellectual town-

world of the majestic scenes of natural beauty, and the
infusion of a new refinement, perception of beauty, and
intellectual activity into country life, contributed largely
to a memorable change which was passing over the
English intellect. The empire which the great writers
of the age of Anne, and especially Pope, had so long
exercised was now disappearing. The fortunes and
reputation of Pope form as curious and important a
page in English literary history as the fortunes of
Aristotle in the history of European thought. No poet
was ever more clearly the outcome and the represen-
tative of the tendencies of his time. His path had been
prepared by the French taste which came to England
at the Restoration, turning the minds of men from the
higher and wilder forms of imagination, producing a
contempt for everything that was archaic, unsymmetri-
cal, and inartistic, and making measure, and refinement,
and exact and highly polished art the supreme ideals of
taste. Shakespeare, as we have seen, was driven as a
barbarian from the stage ; M_lton had few ae]mh-ers and

z Gibbon'_giseeZkmeo_ Works,ii. 883.
Wilberfore_'BY-Jfe,i. lSS_
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no influence, while Dryden and Cowley were in their
zenith. Addison was a fine critic, and in his admira-
tion for Milton he was before his age; but his poem
' On the Greatest Eng]ish Poets,' which was written in
1694nwhen Pope was but six years old--i]lustrates
with a curious fidelity the tendencies of English criti-
cism. Chaucer's 'unpolished strain' he describes as
hopelessly rusted and obscured by time. Spenser's
mystic tale amused a barbarous and uncultivated, but
could have no charm for 'an understanding age.'
Shakespeare is not even mentioned. Of Milton, it is
true, he speaks in terms of high and worthy eulogy,
but it was in Dryden that English poetry had culmi-
nated, though he seemed likely to have a worthy con-
tinuator in Congreve. And the grounds of this supreme
admiration of Dryden were very characteristic. His
were 'the sweetest numbers and the fittest words.'
From his muse, ' no harsh, unartful numbers fell.'

Such requirements Pope exactly fulfilled. Probably
no other poet had ever so perfectly realised the poetic
ideal of his educated contemporaries, and for the long
space of three-<tuarters of a century so absolutely formed,
fixed, and satisfied their standard of taste. Then at
length a new school of poetry sprang up, governed by
other canons and aiming at other ideals. A generation
arose who were much more sensible of his limitations

than of his merits, and it became the literary fashion to
describe him as not even a poet, or at best as only a
poe_ of the lowest and most mechanical order.

Pope's poetry, indeed, bears to the poetry of the
seventeenth century much the same relation as a Greek
temple to a Gothic cathedral, and the limitations of his
genius are very evident. He was essentially the poet

•of a town, the poet of a cultivated and artificial society.
Though he wrote pastorals, few poets have had less
genuine sense of natural beauty and less power of
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accurately describing it. Though much of his poetry
consists of descr:'_tions of character, he seldom con-
templated human nature except as refined an(] tempered
by civilisation, and his judgments of men show no real
subtlety or depth. Noble and beautiful as are the last
hundred lines of his ' Eloisa' and the concluding passage
of his ' Dunciad,' no sound critic would place him among
the great poets either of passion or of imagination, and
the form of the hm-oic verse which he adopted gave little
scope for variety or delicacy of harmony. The crystal-
line perfection of his diction has, indeed, in its own
form, never been surpassed. No instrument has ever
been framed more admirably adapted to express vividly
and accurately noble thoughts, to point by epigram the
shaft of wit or to impress itself indelibly on the memories
of men. Except Shakespeare, probably no English poet
has left so many lines which have passed into the daily
usage of his countrymen; and a rich and beautiful
fancy, a noble sense of intellectual and moral beauty
streams through his verse like the sunshine through a
pellucid pane. In my own judgment, the exquisitely
delicate fancy of the ' Rape of the Lock,' and the re-
strained and dignified pathos of the ' Lines to an Un-
fortunate Lady,' are among the choicest products of
English poetry. The fashion of literature has changed,
but many modern readers, fatigued with obscurity, and
affectation, and paradox, and exaggeration, will gladly
turn to a poet who never wrote a careless or an un-
meaning line, who embodied in Sransparent verse so
many noble thoughts and images and characters_ and
whose language, ff it has not the Rembrandt-like depth
of colouring of some of his successors, has at least all
the severe and polished beauty of Greek sculpture.
But the charm of his versi_cat_on is more the charm

of supremely perfect rhetoric than of music ; and, like
the century he represented, poetic sensibility and
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imagination are in his poetry unduly subordinated to
the reasoning power.

The balance between these dements has rarely
been attained, and the ages and nations in which the
imagination reigns most absolutely are not, I think,
those which produce the truest poets. There is a state
of mind, which is often seen in Celtic and in Oriental
nations, where all the outlines of the real seem to fade
away ; where all thought is of the nature of dreaming ;
where strong, vague, poetic emotions form the staple
of the feelings, and where the mind, habitually living in
an atmosphere of the fantastic and unreal, loses all
sense of the probabilities and hard realities of life.
Such a soil commonly produces a rich efflorescence of
legends, but it rarely produces poetry of the highest
order. As gold cannot be worked without a certain
admixture of ahoy, so imagination is rarely converted
into great poetry except by minds which have a large
admixture of the elements of prose, a firm grasp of
the realities of things, a strong sense of the practical
and the human. Homer, Dante, Shakespeare, _Iilton,
Goethe all possessed it most eminently. Their minds
were essentially sane. Their measure of probability
was sound, and they could write wit,h a judgment and
a precision, a distinctness and accuracy of outline, which
no prose writer could have surpassed.

This perfect balance of the purely imaginative and
the rational dements is only found _n the greatest
poets ; and while Shelley has been the most illustrious
modern example of the excessive predominance of the
first, Pope and his school are examples of the equally
excessive predominance of the second. But many years
before the eighteenth century had terminated _ere
were signs of a new tendency in poetry. It was
plahfly visible in the ' Seasons' of Thomson and in the
' Elegy ' of Gray ; it may be traced in some degree in
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Goldsmith's ' Deserted Village' and in Crabbe's admir-
able pictures of rural life ; and _e whole of the poetry
of Cowper was a revolt against the dominant school and
an aspiration towards a wholly different ideal. A love
of scenery, and especially of its grander forms, was
evidently growing. There was an increasing apprecia-
tion of simple nature, of untutored emotions, of older,
freer, and more artless poetry. The publication of the
' Reliques of Ancient Poetry' by Bishop Percy in 1765
profoundly affected English taste, and the re,dyed sense
of the beauties of ancient poetry was stimulated by
' War_on's History' and reflected in the forgeries of
Chatterton and _acpherson. In spite of a few popular
collections, 1 the wealth of poetry which ]ay entombed in
the songs and ballads of Scotland was unknown to the.
English world till a Scotch peasant, formed by them
and by the school of nature, became the greatest lyrical
poet of his age. By a few strokes of genius Burns gave
many of them an immortal form, and, as has been truly
said, he did for the old songs of Scotland what Shake-
speare had done for the English drama that preceded
him. s

The eighteenth-century movement, of which Burns
and Cowper were the most illustrious representatives,
and which just before the close of the century produced
the ' Lyrical Ballads,' advanced in spite of the influence
of the grea_ critic of _he day. Johnson had no sense of
natural beauty, which, indeed, he was too blind to see ;
he could discover litble or nothing to admire in the
ancient ballads, and his canons of taste and criticism
were still essentially those of the age of Anne. 3 The

_See, on these collections, a most admirabIe critic--Alfred
Shairp's As_vects of .Poebry, pp. Tennyson.
_03, 206, 207. 3In tha_ singularly _nSerestlng

I owe this remark to one who book_Twining's Cour_t_y Cl_r.
Is no_ only a great poet, but also gyman of Sh_ Eightieth CentUry
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Shakespearian revival, however, assisted the change,
and it was part of a movement which was much more
than English. Herder collected the popular German
songs. Leasing led a revolt against the classical stan-
dards of the age of Lewis XIV., and founded in Germany
a school of criticism very like that which was afterwards
founded in England by Coleridge. Under the influence
of Rousseau and his disciple, Bernardin de St.-Pierre,
what French writers call ' the sentiment of nature'

acquired a new prominence in French literature. The
descrip_ons of Swiss scenery in the ' Nouvelle H_lo/se'
gave an extraordinary impulse to the taste for natural
beauty, and it is curiously illustrated by the fact that
more than sixty accounts of travels in Switzerland were
published between 1750 and 1795.1 The literary in-
fluence of the French Revolution was in the same direc-

tion. Not only old governments and societies, but even
the old dies in which European thought had been
moulded, seemed broken. The empire of the artificial
and the conventional was relaxed_ and a new strain of
passion was introduced into human affairs.

These remarks seem to have led us far from the

social history of England in the eighteenth century;
but habits of life and habits of thought are in truth

--there is an estimate of John- blank verse I abominate .... In
son's Lives of the -Poets, written general, I find my palate in
in 1784, which shows clearly that matters of poetry continually at
the critical age of Coleridge was variance with Dr. Johnson's. I
drawing near. ' His poetry/ don't mean this alone as any
writes Twining--' I mean what proof that he is wrong. But the
he esteems such--is only good general taste and feelings of the
sense put in good metre. He most poetical people, of the best
sees no prernise of Milton's poets, are against him .... He
genius in his juvenile poems, is a man of sense, and has an ear
He feels no beauties in Mr. Gray's --that is all.' (P. 120.)
Odes. Did you ever see a more _ Babeau, Lea ]royageu_ en
mchoolboyish criticism than his i_ce, p. 816.
upon Gray? What he say_ about
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indissolubly connected, and new facilities of travelling
and an increased contact between town and country
had, I believe, a real and a considerable part in the
literary movement I have described. The increase of
luxury and refinement which was so conspicuous among
the country gentlemen was still more manifest in the
industrial classes; but while in the upper classes the
tendency was towards a greater assimilation of manners,
in the middle classes it was rather to de,he and dis-

tinguish a variety of grades. There was already a rich
merchant aristocracy who vied in splendour with the
first nobility. Among tradesmen, the custom of appren-
tices living in the houses, mixing with the families, and
serving at the tables of their masters, now began to
pass away.* It was a change which was not without
grave social and moral evils, and it corresponded to
that greater division between the farmer and his labourer
which has taken place in the present century. The
migration of the rich shopkeeper from his shop, which
we have seen in the first half of the century, had become
more general. In the earlier years of George II. a
thriving London tradesman not only lived in his shop,
but rarely ventured more than once or twice in the
summer beyond the sound of Bow bells, and then only
to Edmonton or Hornsey. There was but one dish of
meat upon his table. French or Spanish wines were
never seen there except at Christmas. Ifhe entertained
a friend it was with elder or raisin wine made by his
wife, and with a tankard of strong ale ; his single maid-
servant and his apprentice served, and when he at last
retired from business _t was usually to a small villa at
Turnham Green, or Hackney, or Clapham Common.

In the country towns the habits were even more frugal.
' Formerly,' said Dr. Johnson in 1773, ' a good trades-

i See Wflberforce's Life, ii. 164.
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man had no fire but in the Mtehen ; none in the parlour
except on the Sunday. My father, who was a magistrate
of Liehfield, lived thus. They never begaff to have a
fire in the parlour but on leaving off business, or on
some great revolution of their life.' But George HI.
had not been many years on the throne before thes6
habits were totally changed. _ successful tradesman
had two houses. He left his shop as much as possible
to his apprentices and his journeymen. He spent two
or three months of every summer at ]k[argate or Brighton.
His wife and daughters imitated the dress, tastes, and
pleasures of the gentry. A footman stood behind his
table. He entertained his friends with Madeira and

claret. Bloomsbury, Queen, and Bedford Squares, in
the close neighbourhood of the still aristocratic quarter
of Soho, were now filled with rich tradesmen, and shortly
after the middle of the century it was noticed as a new
and characteristic fact that private carriages belonging
to tradesmen were becoming commonJ

The same strain of ostentation ran through the
humbler ranks of industry. Fielding attributed the
great increase of robberies in his time largely to in-
creased extravagance of dress, and there were loud com-
plaints that apprentices and clerks were attempting to
imltate all the fashions of the Maccaronies. _

Grose's O/io, pp. 24-29, 73. pllo/ty of manners s_ill sar-
Boswell's Life of Johnso_ (Cro- vlved, in the Connoisseur, No. 33
ker's ed.), p. 283. See, too, some (1754).
curious papers on the changes in 2 'The majority of clerks,' said
the habits of tradesmen, A_nua_ a writer in 1789, ' have not more
tgegiste_; 1766, pp. 205-207; 1767, Shah 50/. to find their board ;
p.168; 1788, pp. 202, 208. Let- shopmen 3OL and their board.
ters or_ th_ _resen_ Bte_$eof .Eng. Some few may have more,
Zan_ (1772),pp. 227, 228. There but when you see a servant
is a clever and amusing paper with his hair elegantly dressed
on _radesmen's villas, a_ _he every day, silk or nankeen
_ime when _he fashion had jus_ breeches, white silk s_oekings,
begun, and when a great sire- ©hange of buckles with every
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These complaints of growing extravagance in the
industrial classes were too common in the latter half of
the eighteenth century not to rest on some real founda-
tion. It was said that the old English frugality had
departed, that a spirit of speculation had taken the
place of the spirit of patient and prolonged industry,
that the standard of commercial integrity and the high
quality of English work were seriously lowered. Bir-
mingham, about the middle of the century, had set up a
manufacture of cheap guns, and it is stated that more
than one hundred and fifty thousand were sent annually
to the coast of Africa, where they were sold for five and
sixpence apiece, and where at least half of them burst
in the hand that fired them} The assize of bread, fix-
ing its price, was met by systematic adulteration. There
were complaints of a similaa" adulteration of beer, brandy,
and wine, and an especial Act of Parliament mentions
and condemns the practice of selling sloe-leaves and
ash-leaves for tea. Other Acts under George III. con-
demned frauds in the coal trade and in the manufacture

of cordage for ships, and the frequent use of short
measures m the textile manufactures. But perhaps the
loudest complaints wm'e of the exceeding badness of the
new buildings. The rapid extension of London had so
greatly raised the price of bricks that the makers had
begun to mix with the brick, clay, ashes, and the slop of
the streets; and the material "of the bricks was so bad
that London, it was said, without the intervention of an
earthquake was threatened with the fate of Lisbon.
There were constant instances of half-built houses fail-
ing before they could be finished, and it was related
that the master of a ship which carried several thousand

fashion, ou_ every evening at ing a just conclusion.' Wales's
playhouses: . . when a mas_er .My G_'andfatker's -Pocket-book
sees such an extravagance he from 1701-1796, p. 171.
_aa have no difficulty in draw- i Shelburne's L/re, i. 404,
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bricks to Nova Scotia found on his arrival that more
than half of them had crumbled into dust during the
voyage. 1

These evils were undoubtedly real, though they were
certai_y not peculiar to the latter half of the eighteenth
century. They were evils such as always spring out of
increased competition, increased industrial activity, in-
creased facilities of rapidly acquiring wealth. In spite
of a few calamities, the eighteenth century, till within
eight years of its close, had been in England a period of
singular and almost uninterrupted prosperity. In the
reign of George IX. the exports had almost doubled. _
In the fourteen years between the accession of George
III. and the beginning of the American troubles they
again rose from 14,693,2701. to 17,t28,029/. a Then
came a great check, and as America had been the chief
market for English goods, there were loud predictions
of approaching industrial ruin. But within a year of
the signature of peace the English exports to indepen-
_tent America exceeded those of the last years of the
colonial period; and the first ten years of the Admini-
stration of Pitt were among the most prosperous Eng-
land had ever known. In spite of increased debt and
increased taxation, the exports rose to 24,900,000L
The tonnage of English vessels at least doubled. 4 The
revenue in nearly all its branches proved elastic, and
all the great manufacturing and commercial towns ad-
vanced with startling rapidity. The great and general
rise of prices under George TTI. at once indicated and
stimulated industrial prosperity, and the chief benefit
naturally fell to the productive classes, ttume has left

' The Lonc_ Chrtm_cZ¢, June ¢ Oraik'sHis_oryo/Commerc¢,
_-J_, Aug. 2-4, 1764: ; Letters art ii. $02.
the presen_ State of England,pp. * Ibid. il. 902 ; iii. 67.
$40, $41: Piks'_ Hist. of Crime, 4 Chalmers' Esb/mate, p. 147;

BbL Oraik iii. 83-8ti.
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the interesting remark that. h_ tlleI_,nty-ei_,-htyears
that elatJsed between the wr_til,g of gne sixth volume
of his 'History' and the publication of the edition of
1786, prices in England had perhaps risen more than in
the preceding 150 years. 1 In a pamphlet published in
1779 it was noticed as a characteristic feature of the

time, that the papers were now full of accounts of
tallow-chandlers, grocers, and other tradesmen leaving
fortunes of 20,000/. or 80,000/. _ The same energy
which showed itself in reckless and distempered specu-
lation showed itself also in commercial enterprise ; the
discoveries of Captain Cook extended the horizon of the
world, and in New Zealand and Australia he founded
colonies which already contain a far larger English
population than the American colonies at the time of
their separation, and which seem likely to play a great
and most beneficent part in the history of mankind.

In agriculture the period we are considering was
mar]:ed by improvements which added largely to the
productiveness of the soil, but they were improvements
which for the most part were not favourable to the
small farmer, for they required an amount of capital
and skill which he did not possess. The system of drill
husbandry and a greatly improved system of rotation of
crops were introduced by Jethro Tull in the first half
of the century, and though like many other em{nen_
benefactors of mankind he died half ruined and un-

appreciated, the methods which he taught spread widely
aider his death. The cultivation of field turnips, though
not absolutely new, was immensely extended, chiefly
through the efforts of Lord Townshend, the old col-
league and rival of Walpole_ whose great farmh_g ex-

'Hume'szr/story,vi. 177. Great Britain and Irela_, p.
" ComTarat_ JBurd_n8 of 28.
VOI4VII. 1_
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periments in Norfolk shortly after the middle of the
eentury contributed very materially to the advance of
British agriculture. Several other kinds of field culti-
vation were about the same time introduced or e_xtended.

The use of lime in preparing the ground became
common. A number of ingenious agricultural instru-
ments were invented, and a new and improved system
of drainage was introduced by Elkington. But great
as were the improvements in arable farming, they were
surpassed by those which were effected in the improve-
ment of sheep and cattle. It was about 1755 that
Bakewell began his experiments with this object. He
travelled over much of the Continent for the purpose of
studying the different breeds, and he soon perceived
that by judicious crossing it was possible to raise the
breeds in England to a perfection hitherto unlrnown.
Several great landlords and farmers in England and
Scotland perceived at once the value of the discovery,
and in the last half of the century the breed of animals
in England was probably more improved than in all
the recorded centuries that preceded it. Merino sheep
were about the same time introduced, apparently by
the King himself.

There is a remarkable passage in Arthur Young's
• Tour in France' which shows clearly the relation of
the discoveries I have enumerated to the consolidation
of farms. He is sp_ng of the smallness of French
farms as compared with English ones, of the great
inferiority of French farm cultivation, and of the mani-
fest connection between these two facts. ' Where,' he
asks, ' is the little farmer _o be found who will cover
his whole farm with marl at the rate of 100 to 150 tons

per acre ? who will drain all his land at the expense of
21. or 31. per acre.? . . . who to improve the breed of
hissheep will give 1,000 guineas for the use of a single
ram for a single season P , . , who will send across the
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kingdom to distant provinces for new implements and
for men to use them ? who will employ and pay men
for residing in provinces where practices are found
which they want to introduce into their farms ? At
the very mention of such exertions common in England,
what mind can be so perversely framed as to imagine
for a single moment that such things are to be effected
by little farmers? Deduct from agriculture all the
practices that have made it flourishing in this island,
and you have precisely the management of small farms.'

It is impossible, indeed, to consider the history of
English agriculture in the last century without arriving
at the conclusion that its peculiar excellence and type
sprang mainly from the fact that the ownership and
control of land were chiefly in the hands of a wealthy
and not of a needy class ; and a large number of great
gentlemen farmers led the way in all the paths of
progress that have been described. Another influence,
however, of a much less beneficial character, which was
tending to the extinction of small farms, grew out of
the sudden extension of manufactures. The domestic
manufactures, which had hitherto formed an important
element in the life and resources of a small farmer,
suddenly ceased. Before this time not only the imple-
ments of culture and articles of dress required in a
farmer's house were made at home, but also in many
par_s of England the wives and daughters of small
farmers were habitually employed in spinning, weaving,
and manufacturing a great variety of articles for the
London market. In its moral effects such a system of
manufacture was immensely preferable to that of the
crowded manufactory, while economically it had the
great advantage of enabling a farming class to exist in
comfort on farms which could never support them by
agricultural produce alone. It had the advantage also
of furnishing employment for the periods of the year

aS
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when agricultural labour is very slack, for the infirm
members of the family, for delicate women, for old men
who were too weak to labour in the fields. But the
inventions of irkwright, Hargreaves, and Crompt_n
destroyed this resource. Manufactures were concen-
trated in great centres, and the articles which had once
been produced by manual dexterity were now produced
in such quantities and with such cheapness by ma-
chinery that all other modes of producing them ceased.
This was, I believe, one of the most serious of the many
serious evils that have accompanied and qualified the
great benefits which mamffaeturing progress has pro-
duced.

In this manner, by irresistible economical causes
which were independent of, and stronger than, any
legislation, the small farmers were gradually turned
into wage-earning labourers. The improvements in
husbandry and the improvements in manufactures were
alike incompatible with the old system, and the balance
of profits was now clearly on the side of large farms.
Arthur Young calculated in 1768 that the average size
over the greater part of England was then slightly
under 800 acres, l and the tendency was undoubtedly in
the direction of still further consolidation. He did not
in any way regret it. The nett produce of the soil
was largely increased. He contended with great force,
that through the increased demand for labour en-
larged farms supported a greater population than small
ones; _ that in every district where agriculture and

/_orthera Tour, iv. 192-202. and the large farmers, he adds,
2 , The single circumstance,' almost invariably expend more

he says, ' of much of the labour labour than the small ones, in
of smaJl farms being servants proportiontotheiracrea. Young'a
n_married, and nine-tenths of Political Arithmetic, pp. 29_,
that of great ones laboura_s mar- 295.
tied, makes & great difference ; '
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manufactures were combined, the quality of husbandry
was below the average; and that the position of the
English agricultural labourer was incontestably superior
to that of the small tenant on the Continent. Yet,
when all this is admitted, the sudden destruction of
one of the chief means of livelihood of countless families

could not have been effected without much suffering,
and there could have been no immediate increase of
wages sufficient to compensate for it. A vast displace-
ment of industries took place, and a change of con-
ditions, which uprooted a great part of the agricultural
population fl'om the soil, brought with it grave moral
evils and created divisions and antagonisms of interest
which may prove re1T dangerous in the future. A long
series o'f unusually bad harvests, shortly after the mid-
dle of the century, aggravated the transition, and it
was soon found that restraints on marriage act much
less powerfully on simple labourers than on occupiers
of the soil. 1

Another important feature in the agricultural con-
dition of England in the latter half of the century was
that it ceased to be a wheat-exporting country. The
English corn laws had already passed through several
phases. The older policy of the country was to prohibit
absolutely the exportation of colin, but with the in-
creased production of agriculture and the increased
power of the agricultural interest, this policy was
abandoned at the end of the fourteenth century; and
after more than one violent fluctuation, a law of
Charles II. established a system which was in force aS
the Revolution. Under this law free exportation was
permitted as long as the home price did not exceed

See a striking passage on f_he SociaZ Co_dit_o_ of $h¢ PeOl_
differenee in Young's Norther_ i. 360.
Tour, iv. 248. See, too, Kay'm
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fifty-three shillings and fourpence a quarter; while im-
portation was restrained by prohibitory duties until
that price was attained in the home market, and by a
heavy duty of eight shillings in the quarter when the
home price ranged between fif_y-three shillings and
fourpence and eighty shillings. At the Revolution,
however, a new policy was adopted. The duties on
importation were unchanged, while exportation was not
only permitted but encouraged by a bounty of five
shillings in the quarter as long as the home price did
not exceed forty-eight shillings. It was the firm con-
viction of the statesmen of this period that, husbandry
being the necessary and main industry of the greater
part of the English people, and the foundation on which
the whole system of political power in England is based,
its encouragement should be a capital object of legis-
lation, and that it was also a matter of the utmost
political moment that the island should be self-support-
ing, independent of all other nations for the necessaries
of life. The new subsidy to the landed interest, it was
urged, would inevitably give a great impulse to tillage,
and by making it possible to cultivate with profit a
larger area of land would make the home price of wheat
both steadier and lower. When the farmer cultivated
only for the home market, he was naturally tempted to
understoek his farm through fear that his produce
might be lef_ on his hands, and ff the harvest fell but
a little below the average, there was an immediate
scarcity. But with the prospect era large and profit,-
able foreign market, more corn would be produced and
fluctuations in price would be less rapid. In periods of
great scarcity, however, temporary Acts were passed
prohibiting for a short time the exportation, and sus-
pending the duties on imported corn.

This legislation has been the subject of one of those
groat revolutions of opinion which must always impress
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upon ajudiciousstudenta deepsenseof the fallibility
ofpoliticalreasonings.During thegreaterpartofthe
eighteenthcenturyitswisdom appearsto have been
perfectlyunquestioned,and itwas acceptedand main-
tainedby statesmenofeveryparty.ArthurYoung has
devoteda considerablespacetothe subjectofthecorn
laws,and he considersthe Englishlaw one of the
highestexamplesof politicalwisdom. The systemof
an absolutelyfreecorntrade,which prevailedin Hol-
land,would,he maintained,be ruinousin a country
whichdependedmainlyon itsagriculture.The system
offorbiddingallexportationofcorn,whichprevailedin
Spain,Portugal,and many partsofItaly,and during
the greaterpartof the centuryin France,was alto-
getherincompatiblewitha flourishingcornhusbandry.
Priceswouldbe too fluctuating--insome yearsso low
thatthefarmerswouldbe ruined,inotherssohighthat
thepeoplewouldbe starved.Ithad been'thesingular
felicity'ofthiscountryto havedevisedaplan which
accomplished the strange paradox of at once lowering
the price of corn and encouraging agriculture. ' This
was one of the most remarkable strokes of policy, and
the most contrary to the general ideas of all Europe, of
any that ever were carried into execution;' and ' it
cannot be doubted,' he said, ' that this system of ex-
porting with a bountyhas been of infinitenational
importance. '1 Burke declared that experience, the
most unerring of guides, had amply proved the value of
the corn bounty as a means of supplying the English
people with cheap bread; s and Malthus defended it

Arthur Young's lZolit_caZ corn being brought over to Eng-
Arithmetic, pp. 97-34, 193, 276. land at a price with which it
It is remarkable that in this would be impossible for the
book, which was published in English farmers to eom]_ete. Se_
1774, Young dwells upon the pp. 279-281.
great probability of American _ .ParL 2_izt. zvlt. 480.
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against the strlctures of Adam Smith, and maintained
that it had proved an inestimable benefit to the labour°
ing poor. 1 Modern economists, on the other hand, are
accustomed entirely to condemn it. They describe it
as o_e of the worst instances of a class employing their
legislative power to subsidise themselves at the expense
of the community, and they have altogether refused to
attribute to the corn bounties the remarkable and un-

doubted fact, that in spite of the increase of population
Eae price of corn was from fifteen to twenty per cent.
cheaper during the seventy years that followed the law
of 1689 than it had been during the forty years that
preceded it. * I have quoted in a former volume several
statistics about the price of wheat. It will here be
sufficient to repeat that its average during the first
sixty years of the eighteenth century was but a fraction
above forty shillings a quarter, and that during the
'forty years which preceded 1750 it sank as low as one
pound sixteen shillings without being accompanied by
any corresponding fad in wages. 8

Shortly after the Peace of 1763, however, there were
evident signs that population was beginning to press
upon the means of subsistence. The export of corn
e]im_nished ; the price rose, and several temporary Acts
were passed to relieve the scarcity. Something, no
doubt, was due to a succession of bad harvests, and
something to the spread of pasture in consequence of
the discoveries of Bakewell ; but the main cause ap-
pears to have been the rapid growth of the population
in the manufacturing centres. In the decade from
1770 to 1780 the imports and exports of wheat for the

OnPopulation,bk. iii. c.x. i. ii. ; Malt]au_,bk. ill c. x.; ancl
t Craik'sHist. of Commerce,ii. also a greatmany facts on the

145-147. subject in Young's Polltic.a]
See the tables in Adam _rithmct_.

Smith's Wealth of 2Vation_bk.
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first time almost balanced each other, and after 1790
England ceased to be an exporting country. 1

The changing conditions of English agriculture were
met by the Act of 1778--an Act which has been de-
scribed as the most liberal English corn law before 1846.
It admitted foreign wheat at the almost nominal duty
of sixpence a quarter as soon as the home price had
risen to forty-eight shillings a quarter, and rye, peas,
beans, barley, and oats on terms which were equally
easy. It maintained the old bounty of five shillings
a quarter on exported wheat, but it made both that
bounty and the liberty of exportation cease when the
home price was forty-four shillings. _he system of
bounties on exportation was extended to oats, peas, and
beans; but, as in the case of barley and wheat, the
exportation was forbidden after the home price had
risen to a defined and moderate level. The object of
the Legislature was to prevent those violent fluctuations
of price which had been frequent before the Act of
1689 ; and it was believed that, in consequence of these
measures, wheat would not fluctuate greatly beyond the
limits of forty-four and forty-eight shillings a quarter,
and that the price of other grain would be equally
steady. _

Great efforts were at the same time made to bring
a larger part of England under cultivation, and en-
closure bills multiplied with a wonderful rapidity. An
immense proportion of England at this time was still
waste, or was held in common and very slightly culti-
vated. By the law of England the soft of common land
belonged usually to the lord of the manor, but the sur-
rounding freeholders had certain defined rights upon it.
They were of different k_nds--rights of pasture, which

' See PoSer'sProgressof t;_ Nation, p. 14T.
" Wealthof lVa$ions,bk.iv.a.v.
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were often let out at a penny an acre, _ rights of cut-
ting wood and turf, and also rights of cultivation. In
England, wrote in 1723 an author who was very con-
versant with agricultural matters, 'every parish has
three large common fields for corn belonging to it
(besides the common for pasture), wherein every free-
holder has his share---one six acres, another four,
another eight or ten, according to his substance--not
lying contiguous in each field, but perhaps in two or
three places, according to the quality of the land. Two
of these fields are continually under corn--namely, one
for the winter corn and the other for the summer.' _

When the crop was on the ground it belonged exclu-
sively to the person to whom it had been granted,
but when the crop was secured the land reverted to
commonage among all the persons who had grants of
land in such common fields, a

The cultivation of these lands appears to have been
the worst, the most wasteful, and the most exhausting
in England. The pasture land was usually of a wretched
description, and often enormously overstocked. Nothing
was done for it in the way of draining or manure, and
the greater part of common land appears to have been
perfectly uncultivated and almost wholly unproductive.
It has been estimated, probably without any exaggera-
tion, that the enclosure and separate cultivation of the

Report of the Committee on surveyor (1787). There is a ourl.
Waste Lands in 1795. ous description of the way in

2 Considerations for /_romet- which these fields were allotted,
i_j Agriculture, by R. L. V.N. in the evidence of Mr. B!_mlr¢,
(Lord Molesworth), p. 19. The in be Report of f_he Committee
fulles_ account I have seen of the on Commons Enclosure in 1844p
manner in which commo_ fields p. 27.
_vere managed is in a pamphle¢ s See Sir J. Sinelalr's Report
called 3uqge_tions for rendering of the Committee of the House
_h¢ _nc_o_ar¢ of Common __'ieZ_ of Commons on Waste Lands In

8once of Po!aulati_ anlf 1795.
B/¢_, by Thomas Stone, land
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common lands must have increased their produce at
least fivefold. _ It is not true that these lands were

public property. The rights that have been described
belonged to the surrounding freeholders in defined and
recognised proportions, or were conveyed to tenants in
the leases of their farms. There were claims, however,
of an uncertain and vague character, resting on long
prescription; there were numerous squatters who had
settled on these great wastes without any legal rights,
and who obtained from them a scanty and precarious
livelihood; and a large vagrant population of gipsies,
tramps, poachers, smugglers, and nomadic mendicants
found them an important element in their existence.

There were some Acts of Parliament under George II.
for enabling the lord of the manor, with the assent of
the majority of the commoners, to enclose portions of
waste land for the purpose of planting for the benefit
of the commoners; and in 1773 a general Act was
passed ' for the better cultivation, improvement, and
regu]ation of the common arable fields, wastes, and
commons of pasture in this kingdom.' It provided
that, with the assent of three-fourths of the commoners,
tillage and arable lands lying in open and common
fields might be fenced in and managed in concert under
the direction of a field master or field reeve, and that
any lord of the manor might, with the consent of three-
fourths of the commoners, lease, for a time not exceeding
four years, a twelfth part of the common, applying the
rent to draining and fencing the remainder. The rights
of all cottagers were scrupulously protected, and in
cases where they were affected by the provisions of the
law, full compensation was to be granted. 2

The transformation of common land into private

' M'Culloeh'sAc,c,ount of the ffi29 GeorgeII. c. 36; 31 ibid.
Br/_h _nr_ir¢, i. _80. o. 41 ; 13GeccgeILLe.81.
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property was, however, as yet effected only by private
Acts of Parliament, and these Acts multiplied in the
latter half of the century with extraordinary rapidity.
Under Anne there had been only two Acts of Enclo-
sure, comprising 1,489 acres; under George I. there
were sixteen, comprising 17,660 acres ; under George II.
there were 226, comprising 318,778 acres; but from
the accession of George III. to the end of the year 1796
no less than 1,532 Enclosure Acts were passed, inclu-
ding 2,804,197 acres.

In the Report of a Committee of the House of
Commons in 1797, it was estimated that there were
still 7,800,000 acres of waste land or common fields.
The whole subject was considered by Committees of
the House of Commons in 1795, 1797, and 1800, and
on each occasion Sir John Sinclair drew up a valu-
able report, which, together with much evidence about
the existing condition of these lands, clearly indicates
the disposition and intentions of the Legislature. It
was contended that it was of the u_most importance
that this vast neglected portion of the English soft
should be brought into speedy cultivation, and added
to the national resources. It was a great evil that
England should rely for her supply of corn on foreign
importation. Since she had been compelled to do
so, its price had become much higher, and had been
subject to much greater fluctuations, and a serious ele-
ment of uncertainty had thus been introduced into t_e
relations between landlords and tenants. The enclo-
sures, it was urged, were of the utmost value to the
poor. They were for their benefit, for they contributed
to furnish a cheap and abundant supply of corn ; and
they were also for their benefit because, by adding
enormously to the demand for agricultural labour, they
rais_ the rate of wages. There were also many minor
and subsidiary advantages. The enclosures made the
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country much more defensible in the event of an in-
vasion. They improved the climate and health of the
inhabitants, which suffered severely from the vast tracts
of undrained land. They mitigated the burden of the
tithes, as in the Enclosure Acts the lay and spiritual
owners of tithes generally acquiesced in receiving a
portion of land instead of their right to tithes2 They
added greatly to the good order and security of the com-
munity by enclosing wastes which were the especial
resorts and refuges of highwaymen and footpads, and of
all the idlest and most disorderly elements of socie_r.

The change was an inevitable one. With the famine
prices of the great French war it advanced with gigantic
strides, and it is impossible reasonabJy to question that
it was a vast benefit to the community. ' Without
enclosures,' Arbhur Yotmg emphatically said, 'there
can be no good husbandry ;' and he has shown how,
under their influence, great tracts which had once been
inhabited only by a wretched and thinly scattered
population sunk in poverty, idleness, and crime_ had
become the fertile and prosperous home of thriving
industry. 2 Young was before all things a farmer, ancl
he may be suspected of some bias towards the landed
interest; but such a bias will hardly be attributed
to Bentham. Yet the patriarch of the philosophical
Radicals is at least equally enthusiastic. He describes
the division of common lands as ' one of the greatest
and best understood improvements' of the age. ' When
we pass over the lands which have undergone this
happy change,' he writes, 'we are enchanted as with
the appearance of a new colony. Harvests, flocks_ and

I SeeBishop Watson's Arise- has treated the Bubjeetmost
dotesof His OwnL_fs, ii. 60. fully and elaboratelyin his Pc-

2 There are many passages liticalArithmetic. In this trea-
relating to enclosuresscattered risehe answersat length Price'_
khzoughYoung'sTours, but he argumentsagainstenclosure_.
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smiling habitations have succeeded to the sadness and
sterility of the desert. Happy conquests of peaceful
industry! noble aggrandisements, which inspire no
alarms and provoke no enemies!' The enclosures he
emphatically declared to be alike favourable to the
interests of rich and poor. They augmented the wealth
of the former, but they at the same time with equal
certainty raised the wages of labour in the very quarter
where those wages had hitherto been most miserably
inadequate. 1

It was impossible, however, that such a change
could have been accomplished without producing some
opposition and without inflicting some serious suffering.
Among the eccentricities of opinion of Dr. Price was a
conviction that the population of England had been
declining since the Revolution, and he denounced en-
closures as one great cause of depopulation. Multi-
tudes of poor men who, without any legal right, had
found a home upon the common land, were driven away
homeless and without compensation. Except by occa-
sional riots they had no means of striking the atten-
trion of the world, and their sufferings would probably
have found no expression in literature had not a poet
of exquisite and tender genius described them in one of
the most admirable poems of the eighteenth century. _
The position of the many small freeholders and lease-
holders who had legal rights in the common land was
different. The Enclosure Bills carefully provided that
every legal right should be ascertained and compen-

I Bentham's Works, i. 342 ; viii. 449.
' Where then, ah I where, shall poverty reside,

To 'scape the pressure of contiguous pride?
If to some common's fenceless limits strayed,
He drives his flock to pick the scanty blade,
Those fenceless fields _he sons of wealth divide_
And o'en the bare worn common is denied.'

Goldsmith's De.ser_d ViZlcOs.
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sated, and there is, I believe, no reason to doubt that
in general the commissioners honestly endeavoured to
carry this purpose into effect. The compensations were
sometimes made in the form of money and sometimes
by the allotment to each commoner of a portion of the
divided land. The expense, however, of a private Act
of Parliament, even when it was absolutely uncontested,
commonly amounted to sums ranging from 180/. to
300/._ and sometimes to much larger sums. Much the
larger part of the lands fell to the lord of the manor.
In the case of small enclosures_ rapacious country utter-
neys_ surveyors, and parliamentary fees often swallowed
up allj or nearly all, the proportion of compensation
which the poor man should have received for the
loss of his common rights. The interests of future
generations of labourers were almost wholly neglected.
There were complaints of the absolute power, and
sometimes of the partiality, of the commissioners ; and
it was said no doubt with much truth--that where

doubtful_ intricate, and conflicting interests were in
presence, where the terms of leases had to be altered and
new adjustments of rent to be mad% the poor man who
could not fee counsel or convey witnesses contended at
a most unfair disadvantage with his wealthy neighbour.l

The excessive legal expense of the enclosures, which
was a serious and undoubted evil, was partly remedied
by the Enclosure Acts of 1801 and 1845; though no
change in landed property which passes through the
hands of English lawyers has ever yet been cheaply
effected. The example of Frederick the Great, who for
twenty years before 1783 is said to have expended out

' Muchinformation on these theCommonsAct of 1845; in a
subjects will be found in the workcalled_/_ Essays on Com-
l_ports of the Parliamentary _zs 2reservation (1867); and
Committeesin 1795,1797,1800, in ]_r. Cvnnlngham's PoZi$_._
an_l1844; in the Debatesu]_on a_zdEconomicsjpp. 208-216.
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of his very moderate revenue not less than 800,0001. a
year in encouraging, by premiums and in other ways,
the reclamation and cultivation of land in Prussia, was
held up as au example ; l and the permanent advantages
to all classes of Englishmen of the great enclosures of
the latter half of the eighteenth century and of the
early years of the nineteenth century have been very
great. The movement, however, contributed powerfully
to that consolidation of farms and that conversion of

small tenants into agricultural labourers which the
introduction of more expensive farming, and the ex-
tinction of domestic industries, had already begun.
Some small farms were at once turned into large ones
by enclosing considerable tracts of common land, and
numerous little farmers, who had been just able to
subsist with the assistance of free pasture, now found
their position untenable. Money compensation was
soon spent or divided; the little farm was thrown up
and absorbed into its larger neighbour, and the farmer
hlmRelf became an agricultural labourer.

In a country like England, where farming is carried
on upon scientific principles, with a large expenditure
of capital and with proportionally large returns, this
transformation appears to me to have been absolutely
inevitable. From the time when the domestic manu-

factures were destroyed by the factory system, and
when thecommons wereforthemostpartenclosed,the
economicalcausesbecame irre_st_.ble.At the same

time the change is not one to be looked upon with
enthusiasm. In comparing the lot of a day-labourer
in a prosperous country with that of a small farmer or
peasant proprietor, it will usually be found that the
,,_uual earnings of the former are larger than those of

Sinclair,Reportof theCommitteeof _e House of Commons,
1797.
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the latter ; that his food is better and more abundant ;
that his daily labour is less excessive ; that he is free
from the burden of debt which weighs so heavily on
the peasant proprietors of the Continent; that he
possesses, since the law of settlement has been relaxed,
a much larger amount of real independence. On the
other hand, in some of the most important moral
respects his condition is far inferior. The possession of
land, or the hope of gradually attaining it, is found by
experience to be one of the strongest of all incentives
to providence, industry, and self-restraint; and in the
poorest classes these qualities hold an especially promi-
nent place among the springs of character and in the
hierarchy of virtues. Probably no other class in English
life can hope for so little from their exercise as the
agricultural labourer. Probably no other class lead a
life so purely animal, look forward so little to the
future, are so completely dissociated from national in-
terests, or yield so readily to the temptations of the
public-house. The possession of a little garden brings
with it a whole train of tastes and habits to which

the modern labourer is a stranger3 Gross ignorance,
reckless multiplication, and a deplorably low standard
of comfort and decency long characterised very gene-
rally the agricultural labourers of England. The im-
providence created by parish relief, the extreme imper-
fection of country education, and the overcrowding of
dwellings, created partly by the difficulty of obtaining
cottages and partly by their own miserable standard of

' This fact was not unrecog- ingly in some parishes the poor
nised in the eighteauth century, have four or five acres each, as-
Eden noticed that in parts of signed them for a garden at a
Leicestershire ' most of the poor very moderate rent. This sup-
have little gardens,in which they plies them with cheese, buyer,
chiefly cultivate potatoes. Gar- and m_ll_at an easy rate.' Eden'a
(leas are found to be great incite. History of _hePoor, i. 569.
ments to industry, and accord-

VOL. VII. S
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comfort,aggravated the situation, and the detailed
inquiries that were made into the condition of agri-
cultural labourers between 1840 and 1850 revealed a

social condition which was disgraceful to civilisationJ
_[uch has since been done to improve it, and in some
parts of England it has been very materially changed ;
but the condition of the agricultural labourer is still a
phase of English life on which no patriot can look with
pleasure, and the sharp contrasts of interest or senti-
ment which divide the farmer from the labourer may
constitute a grave political danger to the Empire.

The increase of population in England in the latter
half of the eighteenth century appears to have been
very rapid. According to the most careful computation,
the population of England and Wales in 1700 was about
5,134,561; in 1750, 6,039,684; in 1801, 9,172,9802
The immense acceleration of the rate of progress in
the second half of the century was mainly in the towns,
and was due to the growth of manufactures and com-
merce, and it was the leading cause of the multiplication
of enclosures. The English poor law, compelling every
parish to support its paupers, did undoubtedly encourage
reckless and improvident marriages, but it had on the
other hand a strong repressive influence on the agri-
cultural population by making it the plain interest of
every landlord to discourage cottages or small farms

' A terriblearrayof facts illus- 199-218.
trating this truth will be found _ This was the saleulation
in_ay's SocirdConditionof the made by Mr.Finlayson. N'Cul-
People, i. 472-579. See, too, lc_h's Account of the British
_ngland as It is, by William .gm2_re,art. ' Population.' The
Johnston,c. xxx. (1851),a book census of 1801(the first made)
whichappearsto me to eontaln reckonedthe populationof Eng-
a greatdealof valuable,though land andWalesat 8,872,980,ex-
veryunpalatabletruth. See,too, clusiveofthesoldiersandsailors;
an essayon 'The DomesticEco- these amountedto 470,598for
nomyof theLabouringClasses,' the UnitedKingdom.
ha Walker'BThe Original, pp.
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which might shelter families likely some day to fall
upon the rates. The law of Elizabeth requiring every
cottage to be connected with four acres of land appears
to have become obsolete for a considerable time before

its repeal in 1775; and it is probablo that the appal-
ling condition of overcrowding, indecency, and sanitary
neglect in the labourers' cottages which was disclosed
by the Parliamentary Commission of 1842 existed to a
large extent before the close of the eighteenth century.
Unmarried labourers, it is true, still lived very generally
with the farmers, but there were already loud complaints
of the extreme difficulty- which the poor found in pro-
curing habitations. Labourers, it was said, who wished
to migrate from their parents, were sometimes refused
permission from the lord of the manor _ build a cottage
on the common. They could neither obtain tenements,
nor small plots to builcl upon, and they sometimes
availed themselves of a long winter night to raise a
hovel on the roadside or on the common. 1

The difficulty was naturally aggravated when the
commons were enclosed ; but whether on the whole the
direct and immediate effect of enclosures was to dimi-

nish the agricultural population, has been a matter of
much controversy. The most probable opinion seems to
be that, by increasing employment and production, they
on the whole rather stimulated itY But great displace-

i Eden's 5Yist. of the Poor, i. labourers' co,ages, see Young's
861. _Cottages,' says Arthur _olit_cal Ari_hmeNc, pp. 93-95.
Young, 'are in general _hc ha- '_This subject is especially
bita_ions of labourers, who all treated in an able pamphlet by
swarm with children ; many the Rev. J. Howlett (1786), who
have double, treble, and even examined in detail the fluctua-
quadruple families.' iVorthern tions of population in many dif-
IVour,iv. 415. On the powerful ferentparishes, Thereisa curious
influence of the Poor Law in collection of contemporary pare.
inducing both landlords and l_hletson enalosu_eswritten from
fa_'mer_ to forbidthe erection of different l_Ointso_ view, i_ the

$2
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ments occurred. Districts once covered with small

arable farms were turned into immense pastures, and
there were complaints that a single man monopolised
a tract which had formerly supported twelve or fourteen
industrious f_m_lies. 1 Whole villages which had de-
_ended on free pasture land and fuel, dwindled and
perished, and a stream of emigrants passed to America.
Macaulay, in an essay which is by no means among the
most valuable of his productions, has censured Gold-
smith's ' Deserted Village' as wholly unnatural and
incongruous. The village, he says, in its happy state
could only have existed in England; the village in its
deserted state could only have existed in Ireland. But
there are contemporary pictures of the effects of enclo-
sures in England which go far to refute the criticism)

The increase of corn produced by the enclosures for
a time checked the importations, but there were many
deficient harvests ; prices were on an average consider-
ably higherthan inthe firsthalfofthe century;a there

British Museum, bound up with large farms are tied downin their
those of Mr. Howlett ; I have leases not to plough any of the
derived much assistance from premises so let to farm,by which
them. ArthurYoung considered means, [of] several hundred vii-
enclosures one of the best means lages that terry Fears ago con-
of promoting population. ' Pro- rained betrween400 and 500 in-
vide new employment,' he said, habitants, very few will now be
' and new hands will inevitably found to exceed eighty and some
follow; an Act of Parliament to not half that number ; nay, some
raise moneyfor the improvement contain only one poor, old, de-
of a million of waste acres would creplt man or woman hired by
increase population more than the occupiers of the land....
twenty score of naturalisation The young and healthyhave dis-
bills.' -hro*_the_Tour, iv. 414. persed themselves ; those that

_ParZ.ttis_, xxxli. 237. could pay their passage, having
: Thus, in a pamphlet pub- transported themselves to Ame.

lished in 1788, the writer corn- l'ica.' Cursory .R_marks on .En-
plains that ' the landowner con- closures by a Country l_anner,
vexta twenty small farms into lap. 2-5.
about four large ones, anti at the _ See a table of the exportg
same time the tenants of those and imports for several yearm
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was much fluctuation in the corn trade, and several
temporary measures were taken. The Oorn Law of
1791 was adjusted to the higher level of prices, and
was somewhat less liberal than that of 1778. The

importation of wheat was prevented by prohibitory
duties till the home price was fifty shillings. It was
only subject to a duty of sixpence a quarter when the
home price was fifty-four shillings. It was subject to
a duty of two shillings and sixpence when the home
price ranged between these two figures. Exportation
was absolutely forbidden when the home price was
higher than forty-six shillings, and encouraged by a
bounty up to forty-four shillings, and corresponding mea-
sures were taken to regulate the trade in other grain.

But, in spite of the enclosures, the home supply
soon became inadequate to the wants of the country,
and the last years of the century were among the
worst England had ever known. The distress pro-
duced by increasing pressure of population on means
of subsistence, and by great displacements and revolu-
tions of industry, was aggravated by a terrible period
of commercial crisis and depression, a succession of
extremely bad harvests and a great French war. The
price of the necessaries of life rose out of all proportion
to the rate of wages, 1 and fluctuated with a violence
that was extremely disastrous to the labouring poor.
At the close of the summer of 1795 wheat was sold at
the enormous price of six guineas a quarter. In 1796
it was at one time one hundred and twenty-two
shillings--at another fifby-six shillings, and in the last
year of the century it again rose to ninety-two sM1Hngs

after 1771. Ma_pherson's An- illustrating the relation between
rials of Commerce, iii. 674-676. wages and the price of food at
Bee, too, Malthus On Po/_tt/affarct, this time, will be found in Eden's
_. x. History of the Poor, i.383-

Several valuable statistics 386.
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and seven pence a quarter. 1 The poor rate, which at
the beginning of the century was probably less than a
million a year, was about two millions at the close of
the American war, but rose to four millions before the
end of the century, u

All the evidence we possess concurs in showing that
during the first three-quarters of the century the posi-
tion of the poorer agricultural classes in England was
singularly favourable. The price of wheat was both
low and steady. Wages, if they advanced slowly,
appear to have commanded an increased proportion of
the necessaries of life, and there were all the signs of
growing material well-being. It was no,iced that
wheat bread, and that made of the finest flour, which
at the beginning of the period had been confined to the
upper and middle classes, had become before the close
of it over the greater par_ of England the universal
food, and that the consumption of cheese and butter in
proportion to the population in many districts almost
trebled. The use of tea had immensely extended, and
potatoes, turnips, carrots, and cabbages, which in the
early years of the century had been only raised by the
spade, were now commonly raised by the plough, and
entered largely into the habitual food of the working
classes. Beef and mutton were eaten almost daily in
villages where their use had before been hardly known,
or where at most they had been eaten only once a week,
and the immense constunption of animal food by the

' Por_er's Progress of th_ Na. Mr. Nieholls,_he average price of
t/on, p. 452. There is some dis- a quarter of wheat between 1785
erepancy about the accounts of and 1794 was abou_ forty-nlne
_he average. Compare Eden's shillings and ninepence, and
H_tory of the Poor, app. lxxviii, between 1795 and 1801 eighty-
Broderiek's English La_d ¢_nd seven shillings.
EngIishL_ndlords, app.v. The- _ Broderiek, p.218. Nieholls'e
told Rogers's 8_ Ce_u_/es of History o/ the Po_r Laav, i.
W_ge_ and/_r/c_s. According to 406.
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mass of the population was one of the features that
most distinguished England from the Continent. 1

During the next few years it is probable that the
increase of wages was on the whole not equivalent to
the increased price of the chief articles of first necessity2
The question, however, is extremely obscure and diffi-
cult, and it should be treated with great diffidence.
Tolerably complete statistics of prices have been col-
lected; but it is, I believe, impossible to determine
with real accuracy the rate of wages. In addition to
the great variations in different districts, and in winter,
summer, and harvest time, it would be necessary to
know what proportion of his time the labourer was un-
employed; and a new and serious element of diEiculty

1 Dr. Prlco even maintained (1767),bk.i.e.xviii.,totheextent
that ' it is the superior price of to which the English people lived
flesh that hurts the poor, as it on pork, beef, and mutton ; the
forces them to consume bread remarks of Adam Smith, Wealth
only, consequently they could of 17arlene, bk. i. c. viii. ; the
live better when wheat was high review of the condition of the
than they can now while it is working classes in a pamphlet
comparatively low.' Young dis- by the Roy. J. Howlett, called
sonts from this opinion ; but he J_nclosures a Ca_e of Improved
says : ' In France, where bread, I Agriculture (1787), p. 98 ; the
apprehend, forms nineteen parts detailed comparison in Arthur
in twenty of the food of the peo- Young's Tour in Erance, between
ple, corn, and especially wheat, the conditions of the English
is the only great object of culti- and French labourers ; and the
ration,vines answering to our conclusion arrived at by a recent
barley. In England, on the parliamentary inquiry, quoted by
contrary, the quantity of meat, Mr. Broderiek, .g_lish Land
butter, and cheese, consumed by and English La_d/ords, p. 215.
/dl ranks of the people is im- See, too, the evidence I have my-
mense--to amuch greatervalue, self collected, vol. ii. pp. 203-21L
I should suppose, than that of = This was the opinion of the
wheat, hence cattle to our far- eomrn;ssioner who reported on
mere is an object as important the employment of women and
a_ corn.' Young's i_oHticaZ children in 1868 (first report).
A_thme_v, pp. 133,158. See, See, too,Kebbcl, ThvAgricul-
too.the emphatic testimony of rural Labourer, pp. 40, 41.
Sir J. Stewart, En_ulry 4rite the Eden's History of _ Pear, L
Pcqaei21esof Politiea_ I_eononW 883-_85,
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is introduced by the eact that the custom of working by
the piece had become recently very general in most
parts of England? But whatever doubt there may be
about the condition of the labourers in the period
between the American war and the war of the French
Revolution, there can be no doubt that about 1792
it began most seriously to deteriorate. The resources
derived from domestic manufactures and from com-

mons had greatly diminished, and the enormous l_se
of prices had begun. Cries of distress were loud
and poi_o_ant. There were several parliamentary in-
quiries into the causes of the high price of food and the
increasing destitution of large sections of the people,
and many remedies were suggested.

One proposal, which received the approbation of Dr.
Price, and which bears a strong resemblance to schemes
that are acquiring great prog inence in our own day, was
a gigantic system of State insurance, to which the whole
population were to be obliged to subscribe in different
proportions. 2 Friendly societies, to which labourers sub-
scribed a certain portion of their earnings, and which
secured them subsistence in sickness, and independence
in old age, multiplied greatly over most parts of Eng-
land. They were encouraged by the Legislature, but
especially by agricultural societies, which often assisted
them with premiums. Schools of industry were esta-
blished. There were agreements among members of
Parliament and other wealthy persons to diminish the
consumption of wheat bread in their households. Great
changes were introduced into the workhouse system.
An Act was passed to relieve the families of men
serving in the militia. Another Act, preventing the

I Eden's History of th_ l_oor, 2 See the de_ails of his scheme,
i. 604. See also, on the great which was proposed by a Mr.
diffieulty of ascertalning wages, Acland. :Eden, i. 373, S74,
p._sG.
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removal of poor persons until they had become actually
chargeable upon the rates, abolished a mischievous and
oppressive portion of the law of settlement which pro-
vented the labourers from moving freely in search of
employment ; and relaxations were introduced into the
poor law system which proved ultimately extremely
disastrous. The system of regulating the rate of wages
in each district by justices was very ancient, but it was
in the last quarter of the century that the system of
paying certain portions of those wages out of the rates
came into use. The Act of 1723, which restricted
parish relief to occupants of workhouses, was modified ;
outdoor relief was in some cases permitted; and, with
the warm approbation of Pitt, 1 parochial relief was
made proportionate to the number of children in a
family, and a direct premium was thus offered to im-
provident marriages. As early as 1803, it appears
from official returns that, out of a population of
about 8,870,000 in England and Wales, not less than
1,284,000 persons, or nearly a seventh part, were
partakers of parochial relief. _ It was probably not till
at least forty years of the nineteenth century had passed,
that the condition of English agricultural labourers
began again seriously to improve.

The history of agriculture in the eighteenth century
is on the whole a history of great progress, but the
changes which were effect_d in this sphere were incon-
siderable when compared with the enormous revolution
that in the course of a few years made the cotton manu-
facture the greatest of English industries. At the end
of the seventeenth century great quantities of cheap

' See Pitt's remarkable speech _ Wade's History of the Middle
ha 1796,/_wr_. H/st. xxxii. 705- a,ut Worki,_g Classes, p. 99.
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and graceful Indian calicoes_ muslins, and chintzes were
imported into England, and they found such favour
that the woollen and silk manufacturers were seriously
alarmed. Acts of Parliament were accordingly passed
in 1700 and in 1721 absolutely prohibiting, with a very
few specified exceptions, the employment of printed or
dyed calicoes in England, either in dress or in furniture,
and the use of any printed or dyed goods of which
cotton formed any part) & taste, however, had sprung
up which it was found impossible to arrest, and a na-
tive manufacture began, though of more than doubtful
legality. Manchester became its chief centre, and it
was at last recognised, though with some restrictions,
by an Act of 1786. 2 But the so-called cotton products
were not entirely cotton. Only the weft, or transverse
threads, were cotton. It was provided by the Act of
1736 that the warp, or longitudinal threads, must
consist wholly of linen yarn; and the manufacture,
though a growing one, long held a very subordinate
place in British industries. The historian of the cotton
manufacture has observed that at the opening of the
eighteenth century, while the average export of woollen
goods amounted to 2,000,000/., or more than a fourth
part of the total export trade of the kingdom, the
export of cotton but little exceeded 23,000l., and that
this small sum was above the average of the next forty
years. After that period there was a slight improve-
ment, and the exports of cotton in 1750 had risen to
45,000/. The same writer has added that in the year
1833, while the woollen exports had increased to
6,589,78l/., the cotton exports had risen to not less
than 18,486,400/. a

a !1 & 12Wil#.,m III. c. 10. M'Ouiloch'sAccouTerof British _
7 GeorgeI. ¢. 7. .Empire,i. 673.

' Baines's Historyof the Got- s Ibid. p. 112.In 1882thetotal
hm Manufaetmxe,pp. 166. 167. export of woollen and worsted
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I do not propose to describe in any detail the suc-
cession of closely connected inventions by which this
great change was effeoted, still less to enter into the
difficult questions that have been raised regarding the
priorityofconceptionamong the inventors.Itwillbe
sufficient to say that towards the middle of the century
the current of taste and fashion had begun to move in
the direction of cotton goods, and within a few years,
and as a consequence of the increased demand, a number
of premature: abortive, or partially successful attempts
were made to economise the labour and accelerate the
rate of their production. During the first half of the
century all cotton yarn was spun in single threads by
the hand, and although the industry was pursued in
countless farmhouses over England, the supply of cotton
yarn continued below the demand, and much below the
quantity which it was in the power of the weavers to
manufacture. The invention of the fly-shuttle by Kay
of Bury, in 1788, aggravated the difficulty, for it about
doubled the rapidity of the process of weaving. About
1764, however, ttargreaves invented the spinning-jenny,
by which, through the instrumentality of a wheel, a
number of spindles could be simultaneously worked.
When the machine was first framed, it was enabled to
work simultaneously eight spindles, and it was soon so
improved that a single spinner could spin at once more
than a hundred threads of cotton. 1

Another enoI_nous improvement was effeoted almost
at the same time by the method of spinning by rollers,
which were moved at first by the hand, but soon after
by water. The first conception of this process has been
attributed both to John Wyatt and Lewis Pauh 2 A

manufacturewas 22,167,279L; Manufacture,pp. I55-159.
that of cotton,75,79fi,205/.See z The claims of Wyatt _A1
Marfm'sStatesma_t'sYear-Book. be found stated at length in

LBaines'sHisbrryofth_Cotton Bsines's H/story of t_ Uotton
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few years later, unsuccessful attempts were made by
Thomas Highs to introduce it into use, but it was
reserved for Arkwright to perfect the machine, and to
make it for the first time the great instrument in the
cotton manufacture. His patent was taken out in
1769. In 1774 an Act of Parliament was passed
authorising the new manufacture of goods made en-
tirely of cotton, but imposing a duty of threepence per
square yard upon them when they were printed, painted,
or stained with colours}

Many subsidiary but most wonderful inventions,
accomplished within the last quarter of the eighteenth
century, completed the transformation. The carding
cylinder made it possible to perform by machinery an
indispensable portion of the manufacture which had
hitherto been performed by hand; the mule of Cromp-
ton, so called from its combining the principles of
the rolling-machine and the spinning-jenny, immensely
improved and accelerated the process of spinning, and
it was carried by a succession of inventions to an almost
miraculous perfection ; the invention of chlorine, and its
application by the French chemist Berthollet to the
purpose of bleaching cotton cloth, shortened that work
from many weeks to a few hours; the invention of
cylinder-printing in 1785 multiplied about a hundred-
fold the rapidity with which calico-printing could be
accomplished; the power-loom which Oartwright in-
vented in the same year, and which subsequent inventors
greatly improved, gave a new impulse to weaving as
decisive as that which Hargreaves and Crompton had
given to sp_nn_ng; and finally in 1789 and 1790
water-power was discarde_l, and the whole manufacture

Manufacture, and those of Paul of the co_ton trade, ha_ men-
in l_rench's Life and 2Y,mes of tioned the claims of Highs.
f_ramp_. Guest, in his history ) 14 George III. e. 72.
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passed under the mighty empire of steam. The be-
wildering magnitude of the change that was effected is
sufficiently shown by the fact, that through successive
improvements in machinery not less than 2,200 spindles
of cotton have been managed by a single spinner2

These are but the most conspicuous of a long series
of mechanical inventions which in a few years made the
cotton manufacture of Great Britain the greatest in the
world. Most of them passed through more than one
phase, and were at first but partially successful ; most
of them were the work of poor and almost tmedueated
men, and it is melancholy te observe how many of the
inventors, to whom the pre-eminence of English wealth
is mainly due, lived and died in poverty, or were ex-
posed to fierce storms of opposition. It is not surpris-
ing that it should have been so, for the inventions that
have been described being mainly inventions for econo-
raising human labour and replacing it by machinery,
their immediate effectwas necessarily to restrict employ-
ment. Kay, the inventor of the flying shuttle, was so
persecuted that he left England and established himself
in Paris. Hargreaves' house at Blackburn was broken
open by the mob. His machines were shattered;he
was obliged to fly from his native town, and he took
refuge in Nottingham. In 1779, during a period of
temporary distress, cotton spinning was almost annihi-
lated in the district of Blackburn by the madness of the
mob_who traversed many miles of country, destroying
all splnnlng-jennies with more than twenty spindles, all
carding-engines, all water-frames, every machine turned
by horses or water. The spjnnlng and ealice-prin_ing
machinery of Peel, the grandfather of the statesman,
was'thrown into the river at Altham, and the great
manufacturer, finding even his life insecure, retired to

' Ba,ine_,p. 202.
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Burton, where he built another cotton-mill on the banks
of the Trent. A large mill built by Arkwright near
Chorley was destroyed by the mob in spite of the pre-
sence of a powerful body of police and military, j

Yet it is certain that very few inventions have in
their ul6_nate effects so largely increased the amount of
employment. The number of persons engaged in Eng-
land in the cotton manufacture was estimated at the

beginning of the reign of George HI. at about 40,000.
In 1785 Pi_ reckoned it at 80,000. After this time it
increased far more rapidly, and in 1831 it had risen,
according to the estimate of _['Culloch, to 833,0003
In the first fifty years of the eighteenth century the
quantity of cotton imported into England a little more
than doubled, and the value of the cotton exports did
not quite double. In the last twenty years of the cen-
tury the former multiplied by eight, and the latter by
fifteen and a half. "_

The prominence _[anchest_r had attained before the
great inventions I have described, as a centre of manu-
facture, enabled it to reap the chief advantages of this
most marvellous progress. Other centres, indeed, of
the new industry were established in Nottinghamshire,
Cheshire, Derbyshire, and the West Riding of York-
shire, as well as in Lanarkshire and Renfrewshire
in Scotland. But Lancashire was from the first the
preeminent home of the cotton manufacture, and its
astonishing development is one of the most important
facts in the English history of the eighteenth century.
Water-power, coal, accumulated capital, and manufac-
turing enterprise, the great seaport of Liverpool, and an
easy access to the iron fields of the neighbouring cpun-

i Batnes's H_tory of the Cotton JManufac_urv, pp. 117j 151_ 159_
160.

Ibid. I_P. 218, 219, 360. * Ibld. 1_.216.
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ties, were the chief elements of its progress. At the be-
ginning of the eighteenth century the whole population
of thls great county was computed at only 166,200, less
than a third part of the p]_sent population of Liverpool.
At the end of the century it had risen to 672,000. l In
the census of 1881 it is reckoned at 8,454,441.

The immense extension of the cotton manufacture,
though the most remarkable, is but one of the events
which make the latter half of the eighteenth century
the most memorable period in the industrial history of
England. To this period also belongs the great English
manufacture of earthenware. The Chelsea china, which
attained its perfection in the first half of the century,
was chiefly due to the skill of French refugees, and two
brothers from Holland named Elers established during
the same period a small manufacture of earthenware in
Staffordshire. They met with much opposition, and at
last left the country ; but the potteries continued, though
they produced only the coarsest ware. In all other kinds
French and Dutch earthenwares, by virtue of their in-
disputable superiority, completely dominated in England
until Josiah Wedgwood turned the scale. This great
man, like so many of the inventors of the eighteenth
century, sprang from the humblest position. Ite was
the youngest of thirteen children in a family which had
been long emptvyed in the potteries. His work in the
trade was at first of the lowest kind; but he g_'adu-
ally rose into partnership with other workmen; began
business on his own account in 1759, and soon after
invented a new kind of earthenware which, by its
superior durability and texture_ almost drove foreign
competitors from England and made its way to the most
distant quarters of the globe. Before the close of the
century it was stated that five-sixths of the quantity

'Baines'sH_tor_,o/the C,otto_Ma_ufa_s'_, p. 860.
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made was exported. The cameos, intaglios, busts, bas-
reliefs, medallions, and other similar works produced in
the Wedgwood factories formed a new branch of English
art, and exhibited a designing power of almost the
highest kind. Some of them were designed by Flax-
man. Some were imitated from the Etruscan vases

which Sir William Hamilton had just brought under
English notice; but the new industry in all its parts
was mainly due to the extraordinary genius of a single
man. Of its industrial importance it is sufficient to say,
that in 1785 Wedgwood stated before a committee of
the House of Commons, that there were already from
15,000 to 20,000 persons employed directly in the
potteries, while a far larger number were engaged in
digging coal for them and in raising, preparing, and
transporting from distant parts of the kingdom the clay
and flints which they required, l

Stafford_Mre now ranks fifth in population among
the counties of England. It owes its peculiar density
partly to its potteries, but still more to its great mines
and manufactures of iron. In the beginning of the
eighteenth century its manufacture of nails and utensils
of iron was already noted ; _ but the great development
of this industry belongs to a much later period. In
spite of the enormous quantity of iron which lles
beneath the British soil, the manufacture during the
first half of the century was small and languid. As
long as the process of smelting iron could only be
accomplished by wood fuel, it was almost confined to
thickly wooded counties, and ironworks proved so fatal
to the English woods that the Legislature more than
once interposed to restrain them. It is a callous fact
that the process of smelting iron by pit coal had been

1 ]_Iacpherson,_,'.380-383. Meteyar_'sY._feof Wedgwood.c Char,berlaynes Presvn$State of Grea_Bri_aln,1710,p. 19.
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discovered as early as the reign of ./ames I. by a na%ural
son of Lord Dudley, who took out a patent for it in his
father's name. ]_e met_ however, with fierce opposition
from rival manufacturers; his works were destroyed by
rioters; a long series of private calamities and th_
confusion of the civil wars soon fo]lowed_ and the newly
discovered art, which was destined to be of such trans-
cendent importance, took no root and appears to have_
been entirely lost. It was revived about 1785 by
Darby of Colebrook, and from that time it rapidly
spread. The works which had formerly been chiefly
carried on in Sussex passed to districts in the neighbour-
hood of coal, and a new impulse was given to the manu-
facture by Cort of Gosport, who in 1783 and 1784
introduced the process of puddling and rolling iron.
The great period of the English iron manufacture was
still to come ; but even in the eighteenth century the
progress was only less than in the cotton manufacture.
In 1740 the quantity of pig-iron made in England and
Wales was estimated at but 17,000 tons ; in 1796 it
was ]25,000 tons ; in 1806 it was 250,000 tons. l Bir-
mingham, Sheffield, and a crowd of other towns in
which the manufacture was pursued, advanced with
gigantic strides in population and influence.

This progress would have been impossible if there
had not been greatly increased facilities for the trans-
port of coal. The growth of manufactures both implied
and stimulated the improvement of roads, and it also
produced those vast works of inland navigation which
distinguished the last forty years of the century.
Canals with locks had long been common on the Con-
tinent. Italy and Holland in this respect led the way,
and several other countries had followed in their sSeps

' M'Culloch's Account of the British E_ire, i. 606, 607. Fair.
bairn's I?o_ Manufac_u_'e.

VOL. VII. T
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Peter the Great in Russia, and Charles XII. in Sweden,
began great works of inland navigation which were con-
tinued by their successors. In France a canal uniting
the Seine and the Loire was begun under Henry IV.
and completed under Lewis XIII., and the great Lan-
guedoc Canal, connecting the Mediterranean with the
Atlanhic, was regarded as one of the supreme achieve-
ments of the reign of Lewis XIV. England, however,
lagged strangely behind, till the intelligent munificence
of the Duke of Bridgewater and the genius of the great
engineer Brindley began the network of canals which in
a few years intersected the whole of her manufacturing
districts. The canal, seven miles long, opened in 1761
between _[anchester and the coal mines at Worsley,
was constructed at the sole expense of the Duke of
Bridgewater, and the aqueduct by which Brindley con-
ducted it at a height of thh.ty-nine feet over the river
Irwell was regarded as one of the most stupendous feats
of engineering ever performed in England. The imme-
diate effect of this first canal was to diminish the price
of coal in ]_anchester by one half, and its extension to
the Mersey at Runcorn placed Manchester and Liver-
pool in easy communication, and enormously stimulated
the prosperity of both.

Brindley died in 1772, a_ the early age of fifty-six,
but he had designed much more than he lived to
accomplish, and the impulse which he had given con-
tinued. It is true that, like all other great improve-
ments in locomotion, canals found their sceptics and
their opponents. The proposed aqueduct over the
Irwell was ridiculed by engineers as a mere ' castle in
the air;' and when the feasibility of the schemes of
Brindley was proved, there were not wanting those who
denounced them as mischievous. Canals, it was pre-
dicted, would diminish or ruin the noble English breed
,of draught_horses; would injure the coasting trade and
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therefore the navy of England ; would sink vast sums
in unprofitable enterprises; would destroy great quanti-
fies of land which might be better employed in pro-
ducing corn. But the manufacturers cleady saw the
capital importance of the new waterways ; and, by fur-
nishing an easy mode of transporting manure, canals
,became one of the great means of the improvement of
agriculture.

The eighteenth-century movement for the eonstruc=
$ion of canals has now receded into the background,
eclipsed by the more gigantic and astonishing enter-
prise which has made it possible to traverse on tile
wings of steam almost every district in the island. The
earlier enterprise, however, was unlike anything that
had been before seen in England, and it excited a
wonder and enthusiasm which even railways have
scarcely surpassed. Miss Aikin described in graceful
verse the new charm which was added to the English
landscape by the silver line of placid water which
relieved and brightened the barren and gloomy moor,
while white sails might be seen gleaming through the
dusky trees, or moving like swans in their flight, far
above the traveller's head. In 1790 a vast design of
Brindley was accomplished by the completion of the
chain of works which connected the four great ports of
London, Bristol, Liverpool, and -Hull ; and in the same
year, after the labour of twenty-two years, the canal
was opened which connected the Forth with the Clyde.
It was pronounced to be superior to every other work of
the kind in Europe, and it raised vessels capable of
nax/gatiug the ocean to the height of 156 feet above the
level of the sea, and, in one of the aqueducts, sixty-five
feet above the natural river. About the time when the

great war began, speculations in canals had assumed
dimensions which almost foreshadowed the railway
mania of the nineteenth century. In the four years
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which ended in 1794, it was noticed that not less tha_
eighty-one Acts of Parliament were passed for navigable
canals and improvements in inland navigation, and it
was computed that before the rise of railways not less
than 2,600 miles of navigable canal had been constructe_
in England, as well as 276 in Ireland and 225 in Scot_
land, and that about 50,000,000l had been invested in
their construction}

But the greatest of all the industrial inventions of
the eighteenth century, when measured by its future
consequence, was the improvement of the steam-engine
by Watt. The expansive power of steam had indeed
been long noticed. A rotatory machine moved by steam
is mentioned by Hero of Alexandria 120 years before
the Christian era, and after a long interval the pos-
sibility of applying the force of steam to practical
purposes appears to have struck several independenb
thinkers of the seventeenth century. A French engineer
named De Caus, an Italian philosopher named Branca,
the celebrated ]_arcluis of Worcester, and the great
l_renoh mathematician, Denis Papin, had all contributed
something to the discovery ; and just before the close of
the seventeenth century the model of a steam-engine
for raising water from mines was presented to the Royal
Society by an English engineer named Surety. In
1705, however, the machine of Savory was superseded
by another which was more efficient and economAcal,
invented by a blacksmith named iqewcomen ; and from
this time the use of the _team-engine in collieMes
appears to have been habitual. In 1761 a patent was

Maepherson'sAn_a_s of Corn- lhe history of con_uental canals,
_nerce, iv. 203, 257, 282, 283, 300. and I have also derived seine in-
Philips's Hi_tory.ofZnlandiVav$- formatlon on _hls subject from
gatio_z. Smiles' Lives of the En- Andreossy, tti_& d_ Canal d_
gi_ers : Life of Br_ndley. There M/&i {an viii).
is a good chapter in Phil/ps on
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granted to Jonathan Greenal of Parr, in the county of
_I_ancaster, for a newly invented fire-engine for draining
mines, coal-pits, and lands from water ; 1 and two years
later an engine was cast in Colebrookdale which was
said to be the largest ever produced, and which was
expected to raise at a stroke 807 cwt. of water. _

James Watt, to whom the complete transformation
of the steam-engine is due, was born at Greenock in
1786. His father was a carpenter and shipwright in
very modest circumstances, and he himself for several
years showed little promise of greatness. Tie waB a
_low, shy, plodding, self-concentrated boy, with weak
health and low spirits, entirely without brilliancy and
fire, but with an evident natural turn for mechanics.
When he was nineteenhe was sentto London tolearn

the trade of making mathematicalinstruments,and
about two years later he se%led in Glasgow, where the
great qualities of his genius speedily developed. Among
his warmest and most faithful friends was the philosopher
Black, whose recent and splendid cliscovelT of latent
heat largely assisted Watt in his experiments. It was
in 1763, when repairing for the University of Glasgow
a defective model of Newcomen's engine, that Watt first
steadily directed his mind to the improvement of the
steam-engine, and he introduced a succession of changes
which soon altered its whole character. By the device
of a separate condenser he saved an enormous waste of
heat, and therefore of fuel, which had hitherto done
much to make the engine unprofitable, and he at the
same time vastly increase_t its force by making steam
instead of atmospheric pressure the motive power of
_he downward movement of the piston. In the earlier
engines steam had been employed only/or the purpose

! -4nnua_Register,1761,p. 73. the descriptionof another great
2 Ibid. 1763,p. 66. See,too, steam-engine,ibid. 1768,p. 62.
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of creating by its condensation a vacuum, and thus pro-
ducing the pressure of air upon the piston by which the
working power of the machine was directly effected.

I cannot undertake to describe the succession of

mechanical improvements introduced by Watt. His
first patent for his engine was obtained in 1769, and,
in spite of considerable opposition, it was extended i_
1775 for twenty-five years. His career, though at lass
crowned with splendid success and a large fortune, was
full of difficulty and opposition, and it was darkened by
weak health and extreme eonstltu_onal despondency_
For many years his works were unremunerative; the
burden of debt hung heavily upon him, and when success
arrived he was exposed to much opposition from rival
inventors, to shameful attempts to defraud him of his
dues, and to at least seven years of harassing litigation.
It was his good fortune, however, to be early supported
by Dr. John Roebuck, a man of singular enterprise and
ability, who carried on large ironworks on the Carron,
in Stirlingshire, and ai_erwards, when Roebuck had
been ruined, to be taken into partnership by Matthew
Boulton, the head of the great ironworks at Soho, near
Birmingham.

Assisted by the capital and labour at the disposal of
a great manufacturer, the most splendid inventive genius
of the eighteenth century had full scope to display itself.
For many years, however, a£ter the first invention of
Watt, the steam-engine seemed likely to hold only a
very subsidiary place among the inventions of the eigh-
teenth century. It was an instrument of admirable
power and efficiency, but its only motion was vertical,
and its utility was almost confined to the single purpose
of pumping up water. Sometimes, no doubt, the water
thus pumped up was employed to turn a wheel, and
steam thus occasionally came into use in manufactures
when a natural current could not be obtained, but ha
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general it was employed only in mining and drainage.
The idea, however, was evidently spreading among in=
ventors that now motions, and therefore new applica-
tions, might be givento the machine;and therewere
several independent inventors, though it was reserved
for Watt most fully and most completely to succeed.
After many years of patient labour he succeeded in
giving to the steam-englne a rotatory motion and a
parallel motion, and, by the regulating centrifugal force
of the governor, in placing the machine in all its various
and combined motions under the complete control of the
mechanic. A power of enormous force was thus called
into being, which could be applied with the utmost
facility and the most absolute certainty in the most
various directions. Steam locomotion, though it was
more than once suggested, projected, attempted, and
even in some small degree accomplished in the eigh-
teenth century, was not fully achieved till a few years
later ; but from the time of the later inventions of Watt
it had become a certainty. Gradually, during the last

twenty years of the century, the new engines came into
use as the motive power in manufactures, performing
with enormously increased strength and efficiency what
had formerly been done by the human muscles, by
animals, by wind, or by water. No other invention
since the discovery of printing has affected so widely,
so variously, and so powerfully the interests of man-
ldud. 1

Such were the chief inventions tha_ transformed

England from a country which was essentially agricul-
tural into a country which was essentially manufactur-

'See Lardner On the Steam. mann's History el Xnvent_ns.
_ng/_e. The Livesof Watt by _ncyclop_dia Bri_. art.' Steam-
Muixheadandby Smiles. Beok- Engines.'
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ing, and produced in a few generations those vas_
accumulations of wealth and those vast agglomerations
of population on which so great a part of its modern
character depends. It is a superficial and erroneous
view which seeks the consequences of such changes only
in industrial and political spheres. The conditions
under which men live affect the whole type of their
characters, and inventions that are purely mechanical
ultimately influence profoundly both opinions and morals.
To trace with any completeness the vast and multifarious
consequences of the manufacturing development of Eng.
land would require in itself a long book; and all that
can here be done is to sketch a meagre outline.

The firstand most obviousfactisthatthetrium-

phantissue of the great French war was largely, if no_
mainly, due to the cotton-mill and the steam-englne.
England might well place the statues of Watt and Ark-
wright by the side of those of Wellington ana Nelson,
for had it not been for the wealth which they created
she could never have supported an expenditure which,
during the last ten years of the war, averaged more
than eighty-four millions a year, and rose in 1814 to
one hundred andsix milhons, nor could she have endured
without bankruptcy a national debt which had risen in
1816 to eight hundred and eighty-five millions.'

The magnitude of the resources which she discovered
in the time of her deepest ne_t is sufficiently shown by
the fact that the cotton exports alone during the period
of the war, from 1793 to 1815, amounted in value to
250,000,000/. _ There was hardly a branch of manu-
facture in which production and profits were not suddenly
and enormously increased by the application of steam,
and under the'influence of the inventions of the eighteenth

i Por_er's Progress of t]_ _a- _ Baines's tTistory of _he Ca_.
$/o_, pp. 480, 482. _ Manufacture, p. 504.
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r.entury the coal-fields and iron-beds of England gave
her a new and mighty element of power and ascendency
in the world.

The gains in the first stage of the progress were
aaturally the most gigantic. It has been noticed that
when Pitt established the legacy duty_ he thought it
absurd to provide for a legacy duty on properties
above a million ; but in half a century the scale of for-
tunes had so changed, that scarcely a year passed in
which such properties were not bequeathed. 1 The few
great bankers, the few rich merchants of the eighteenth
century_ formed a wholly insignificant counterpoise to
the vast balance of wealth which was then in the hands
of the landed interest. The small place given to them
in the estimate of Gregory King at the end of the seven-
£eenth century shows conclusively how little importance
the class had as yet acquired. But the manufacturing
aristocracy produced by cotton and by iron Boon became
an important political element in the country, possess-
ing as great employers of labour a natural influence
hardly less than that of the largest owners of the soil.

The effects of manufactures on the happiness and
prosperity of the masses of the English people have
been more various_ more chectuered _and more contested.
It is idle, however, to dispute the advantages of inven-
tions which have incalculably increased both production
and employment, and have at the same time replaced
by machinery the most burdensome forms of human
toil. Millions of men and women are now living in
England who could not possibly have subsisted there
but for the great inventions that have been described ;
and in spite of many fluctuations, the wages of this
vastly increased population have usually been higher,
not merely absolutely but also in their purchasing

SeeEnglanv_as I$ _s,by WilliamJohnston,o. xii.
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power, than those which were earned before these in-
ventions had arisen. The multiplication and the diver-
sity of possible employments have been of incalculable
advantage to the poor, and manufactures more than any
other single influence have enabled poor men of energy
and skill to rise above the positions in which they were
born. Examples of such a rise were, of course, most
numerous in the earlier days of the great manufactures ;
but in the skilled artisans the manufacturing system
still produces a large class whose general wall-being is
probably unequalled by any corresponding class on the
Continent, and who in intelligence and energy form
one of the most valuable dements of English life.
Tracts of England which had formerly been ahnost
waste and barbarous have been made prosperous and
wealthy. Agriculture has started into a new perfection,
in response to the vast demand for agricultural products
which the great manufacturing centres have made. The
high rate of wages in manufa_uring towns has reacts1
upon the condition of the agricultural labourers, and
raised the standard of wages in the surrounding country.
Capital, skill, and energy acquired in manufacturing
enterprise have ultimately passed largely into country
life; and the genius of Watt and Stephenson has brought_
distant markets almost to the doors of the farmer.
Cheap clofhing of calico and cotton, cheap tools, cheap
means of transl_ort_g himself and the products which
he wishes either to buy or to sell, cheap methods of
communicating with his absent friends, and a cheap
press to instruc_ and to amuse, are among the many
blessings which machinery has bestowed upon the agri-
cultural poor, while great centres of intelligence an_
energy have multiplied over the land and diffused their
intellectual and moral influence through the remotest
districts.

13nman progress, however, rarely means more than
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a surplus of advantages over evils, and the evils that
accompanied the sudden growth of manufactures were
very great. We have already seen its powerful effects
in the destruction of small farms. Partly by mlinlug
the domestic manufactures and compelling the enclosure
of the commons, which alone enabled in many districts
the poor farmer to subsist ; partly by the temptation of
higher wages, which has been steadily drawing the
poorer population of the country to the great towns--
manufactures have contributed most powerfully to give
English country life its present type. In spite of the
extraordinary rapidity with which the inventions in
manufactures succeeded one another, it was some years
before the factory system obtained a complete ascen-
dency, and each stage of its triumphant march was
marked by the ruin of industrious men. Not only the
manufactures pursued in the farmhouse, but also those
on a somewhat larger scale pursued in the towns, were
destroyed. The woollen manufacture in the eighteenth
century was carded on by great numbers of small
masters in their own homes. They usually employec_
about ten journeymen and apprentices, who were bound
to them by long contracts, who boarded in the master's
house, and who worked together with him and under
his immediate superintendence. In Leeds and its
neighbourhood in 1806, there were no less than 3,500.
of these establishments. But the gigantic factory, with
its vast capital, its costly machinery, and its extreme
subdivision of labour, soon swept them away. l Hand-
loom-weaving--once a flourishing trade--long main-
rained a desperate competition against the factories, and
as late as 1880 a very competent observer described the
multitude of weavers, who were living in the great cities r
in houses utterly unfit for human habitation, working

See Howell's Conflicts of Ca2yitaZ and Labour, pp. 84-88.
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fourteen hours a day and upwards, and earning only
from five to eight shillings a week.

The sanitary neglect, the demoralisation, the sordid
poverty, the acute and agonising want prevailing among
great sections of the population of our manufacturing
towns during the fifty or sixty years that followed the
inventions of Arkwright and Grompton, can hardly be
exaggerated. Human nature has seldom shown itself
in a more unlovely form than in those crowded and
pestilential alleys, in that dark and sulphurous atmo-
sphere. The transition from one form of industry to
another, the violent fluctuations of wages and of work,
_he sudden disrupion of old ties and habits and associa-
tions, the transfer of thousands of female spinners from
their country homes to the crowded factory, the vast
masses of ignorance and pauperism that were attracted
to the towns by vague prospects of employment, have
all led to a misery and demoralisation of an extreme
character. The transitions of industry are always pain-
ful, but very few transitions have been so much so as
_hat in the closing years of the eighteenth century. No
system of national education had prepared the people
for the change. The settled conditions of labour, which
had formerly produced much of the effect of education
upon character_ were destroyed, and the increase of the
great towns under the stimulus of the new inventions
was so portentously rapid that it utterly outstripped the
efforts of religious and philanthropical organisation.
Two very unfortunate influences also concurred to ag-
gravate the situation. The enormous rise in the price
of corn accompanying the great French war rendered
t]ae period of transition peculiarly trying, and the great

i Kay's Moral and Physica_ Middle aM Work£ng Class_, p.
_ortgibio_of the WorkingClasses, 571. Ufo's _hiloso'phy of Many**
_. 44. Wade's H/story of the fcwt_re, pp. 334-336. ,
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increase of population in Ireland produced a large Irish
immigration, which not only lowered the wages of the
English labourer, but also most seriously and perma-
nently depressed his standard of comfort?

It was evident, indeed, that the new conditions of
labour were in some important respects much less
favourable to moral purity and development than those
which preceded them, and also that they were calcu-
lated to produce serious social and political danger.
The system, which is rapidly spreading through all
industry, of vast undertakings supported by small pro-
fits on an immense scale, inevitably tends to wider
divisions of classes and greater contrasts of wealth and
poverty. Whenever an industry passes from the re-
straint of strong custom and regulating laws into a
condition of highly stimulated and unshackled com-
petition, production is increased, prices are lowered,
general well-being is augmented, but _be relative
strength and weakness of individuals, and the relative
positions of different classes, are more distinctly sepa-
rated. Economical and material progress is not always
accompanied with a corresponding social and moral im-
provement, and there is reason to believe that in the
early days of the manufacturing system the disparity
between them was unusually great. A very intelligent
observer named Francis Place, who rose himself from
the position of a working man, and who devoted much
research to the changes of manners and morals that had
occurred during the first great period of manufacturing
development, has described in a pamphlet written in
1829, and in evidence before a Parliamentary Com-
mittee in 1835, the changes which had taken place

t See a powerful statemen'_ of Kay's Moral and I_hysi, cal Co_-
the ef[eets of Irish emigration on di$ion of She Working _A_sse_
_he English working classes in (1832}.
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within his recollection. The most important was the
great difference in manners and morals that had arisen
between differen_ classes of workmen. When he wrote,
he said, the difference in these respects between the
skilled workman of London and the common labourer

was as great as the difference between the workman
and his employer. Drunkenness had diminished. The
best-paid workmen were as a rule the least dissolute,
and as the old members of the class dropped off, the
improvement became more marked. But this difference
had been almost wholly created within a single lifetime.
He could remember when there was no appreciable
• sgnction of morals and manners between the different

sorts of London workmen. Few could write. Very
few ever looked into a book. Mechanics' institutes,
book clubs, and a crowd of institutions which produce
educated tastes among the working classes, were as yet
unborn. The amusements of all grades of work_nen in
London were of the same type--drinl_ng and gambling
in the public-house, where they held their clubs and
played a game of chance or skill for a pot of beer or a
quartern of gin; songs and ballads of revolting in-
decency; a few tea-gardens usually thronged with
prostitutes and thieves; duck hunts in the great
ponds near Tottenham Cour_ Road ; occasional badger-
baiting, dog-fighting, or bull-baiting. In general, he
observed, the most skilful workmen, as they had most
money to spend, were the most dissolute, l

These remarks referred to the workmen of London,
but there can be little doubt that the picture was

I Place O_ the Im_n_ _oo, the curious collection of
#he I_ror_ing Peo31_. There documents rela_ing to the history

Is an abstract of his evidence of manners, made by Place, and
before the Parliamentary Gem. now in the British Museum, Add.
mittee, in Porter's l_rogr_s of MSS. 27825.
t_ _ati_r_, pp. 683--685. See,
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equallyapplicabletothoseofthe greatmanufacturing
towns at the period of which I am writing. Under
the excellent management and discipline of the great
factories, a standard of comfort and well-being has now
been attained which is beyond all praise, and high
wages, combined with many opportunities of improve-
ment and saving, have raised the level of civilisation in
the operative class far above that of the eighteenth
_entury. But the many factory laws which it was
found necessary to enact after careful parliamentary
inquiries, and at the very time when public feeling in
England was running most strongly in the direct/on
of unrestricted industry and trade, show clearly how
serious and how incontestable were the evils originally
connected with the system.

The most serious was the constant employment of very
young children, in work so severe and prolonged that it
must have almost inevitably ruined them for life. Some
foreign writers have attributed this evil to Pitt. They
say that he once received a deputation of manufacturers
who complained of the depression of their trade, and that
he dismissed them with the terrible advice, ' Take the
children.'* The story is, I believe, without authority,
and the system of employing children in great numbers
had sprung up before any recorded speech of Pitt upon
the subject. It was an inevitable consequence of the
introduction of machinery, which, needing no physical
force, made cheap child-labour available. It is, how-
ever, true that Pitt left the enormous abuse of child-
labour which grew up in his time entirely unrestricted
by law, while he strongly urged the propriety of turning
the industry of children to profit. In a speech on the

Th/s statement is made by w_r_. See the very emphatie
Miehelet, _ l_%m_, aud re- contradiction of it in Lord Stan-
_eated by Jules Simon, L'Ou- hope's Life of Pitt, iv. 405, 406.
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depressed condition of the labouring classes he observed :
' Experience has already shown how much could be done
by the industry of children, and the advantages of early
employing them in such branches of manufactures as,
they are capable to execute. The extension of schools
of industry is also an object of material importance. If"
anyone would take the ta'ouble to compute the amount
of all the earnings of the children who are already
educated in this manner, he would be surprised when
he came to consider the weight which their support by
their own labours took off the country, and the addition
which, by the fruits of their toil and the habits to which
they were formed, was made to its internal opulence.' i

Within carefully guarded limits, child-labour is no
more to be objected to in manufactures than in agricul-
ture, but in the early days of the factory system these
limits were utterly discarded. In the very infancy of
the system it became the custom of the master manu-
facturers to contract with the managers of workhouses
throughout England and of charitable institutions in
Scotland, to send their young children to the facto-
ries of the great towns. Many thousands of childreIr
between the ages of six and ten were thus sent, un-
cared for and unprotected, and lef_ at the complete
disposal of masters whose only aim was speedily to.
amass a fortune, and who knew that if the first supply
of infant-labour was used up, there was still much
more to be obtained. Thousands of children at this

early age might be found working in the factories of
England and Scotland, usually from twelve to fourteen,
sometimes even fifteen or sixteen, hours a day, not un-
frequently during the greater part of the night. Desti-
tute or drunken or unnatural parents made it a regular
Bystem to raise money by hiring out their children from

BarI. E_st. xxxii. 710.
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six, sometimes from five, years old, by written contracts
and for long periods. In one case brought before Par-
liament, a gang of these children was put up for sale
among a bankrupt's effects, and publicly advertised as
part of the property. In another, an agreement was
disclosed between a London parish and a Lancashire
manufacturer, in which it was stipulated that with every
twenty sound children one idiot should be taken. In-
stances of direct and aggravated cruelty to particular
children were probably rare, and there appears a general
agreement of evidence that they were confined to the
small factories. But labour prolonged for periods that
were utterly inconsistent with the health of children
was general. In forty-two out of ibrty-three factories
at Manchester, it was stated before the Parliamentary
Committee in 1816 that the actual hours of daily work
ranged from twelve to fourteen, and in one case they
were fourteen and a half. Even as late as 1840, when
the most important manufactures had been regulated
by law, Lord Ashley was able to show that boys em-
ployed in the carpet manufacture at Kidderminster were
called up at three and four in the morning, and kept
working sixteen or eighteen hours; that children of five
years old were engaged in the unhealthy trade of pin-
making, and were kept at work from six in the morning
to eight at night. 1

t The facts relating to the Bulwer's l_ngland and th_ Eng-
factory system will be found in /,ksh, book ii. eh. v.; and the
the reports of several parhamen- skil_ul analysis of the evidence
tary committees on the subject, taken before the Factory Corn-
and in the debates on the dif- missioners, drawn up in the in-
ferent factory laws. See, too, teres_s of the manufacturers in
Alfred's History of the Factor v 1834. On the foreign factories
MovemBnt ; the correspondence see a report of C"n.Dupin on the
between Senior and Homer'on labour of children, laid before
the Factory Act' (1837); the the 1_rench House of Peers in
published speeches of Lord Ash- 1840 and 1841, and Gillet, Sur
ley; Kay's Mora_ anal Physiva_ _'Jgmplo_ des _]a_ts (1840).
Conditionof theWorkingG_a_s6s;

VOL.VIL U
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It was one of the effects of the immense develop-
ment of the cotton manufacture, that negro slavery in
America, which at the time of Washington seemed likely
to be extinguished by an easy and natural process, at
once assumed gigantic dimensions. It was hardly more
horrible, however, than the white slavery which, for some
years after the establishment of the factory system, pre-
vailed both in England and on the Continent. Some
of the great manufacturers were fully sensible of the
evil. To the first Sir Robert Peel, who was among the
greatest of them, is chiefly due the first Factory Act,
which was carried in 1802 ; and the Ashtons, the Ash-
worths, and the Gregs were early noted for the con-
spicuous and enlightened humanity which they dis-
played in the management of their factories. But the
struggle for the Factory Acts was on the whole carried
on in the teeth of fierce class opposition, as well as
strong intellectual and political tendencies, and the
success of those Acts will furnish one of the most curious

and instructive pages in the history of the nineteenth
century.

In some most essential respects the growth of the
great manufacturing towns was altering the character
of England. For many generations after the Revolu-
tion, the county members formed especially the inde-
pendent, and also the mobile, element in the House of
Commons; and in the Reform plans of both Pitts an
increase of county representation was put forward as
the most efficacious means of infusing into it health,
purity, and energy. The movement of progress and of
change in all its forms was very languid, and the feeling
of the country was essentially conservative. The Eng_
lish Constitution, as it appears in the writings of Burke,
and as it in fact existed for many generations after the
Revolution of 1688, was a thing which owed its excel-
lence quite as much to the singular union in the English
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character of' self-rellance, practical good sense, love of
compromise, and dislike to theoretical, experimental, or
organic change, as to any law that can be found in the
statute book. The patient acquiescence in all kinds of
theoretical irregularities and anomalies provided they
worked well; the reverence for habit, precedent, and
tradition; the dislike to pushing principles to their
extreme logical consequences, and the essential modera-
tion which the English people have almost always shown
even in the periods of their greatest excitement, have
been main causes of the longevity and the reality of
their freedom. It is a memorable fact that there are
few periods in English history in which so many imo
por_ant laws were made. for the protection of religious,
political, and individual liberty as during the great
Royalist reaction of the Restoration ; 1 while, as Burke
has abundantly shown, the prescriptive, hereditary, and
conservative character of the English monarchy was
never more carefully and elaborately asserted than by
the statesmen who made the Revolution of 1688. The
sound practical judgment and the systematic modera-
tion of the Governments which carried England safely
through the long period of a foreign dynasty and of a
disputed succession, have been abundantly shown in the
present work.

Nor were these quali_ies confined to the eighteenth
century. The intelligent middle classes, who were the
true centre of political power in that golden period
of the'Constitution between the Reform Bill of 1882
and the Reform Bill of 1867, eminently possessed
them. The conduct of the WMg Minlsters in the years
that _mmediate]y followed their great Reform Bill is
well deserving of the study of all political thinkers.

i Seea veryremarkableenu- Buckle'sHist. of aiv_l_atd_r_,i.
mers_ionof these measures in 350-,?,5@.

r2
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Sir Robert Peel, who led the Opposition, possessed an
administrative skill which none of his contemporaries
and scarcely any of his predecessors could rival, and,
with a sagacity that he did not always show, he at once
accepted the Reform Bill he had so strenuously opposed,
and raised the banner of administrative reform. There

were not wanting those behind the Whig Ministers
who urged them to meet this policy by the obvious
party device of a further movement for organic change,
and avaihng themselves of a tide of public feeling,
which had almost risen to the height of revolution,
to attack the House of Lords and to effect a complete
transformation of the Constitution. Nothing, in my
opinion, in the whole course of English parliamentary
histolT is more deser__ng of admiration, nothing is more
characteristic of the best traditions of English public
life,thanthe firmnessand the patriotismwith which
the Whig leaders resisted the temptation, repressed the
revolutionary tendency among their followers, applied
themselves to calming passions which were becoming
dangerous to the historic framework of English govern-
ment, and risked all their popularity by effecting one of
the most needed but most unpopular of admlnistradve
changes, the reform of the old poor law.

How far the spirit which produced such a course of
policy continues may well be doubted. The old elements
of the English character remain, but their proportions
are different]y mixed. The habits and mental tendencies
of a people who are essentially agricultural will" always
differ from those of a people where the predominant
political power rests mainly in great towns, and this,
through the astonishing growth of manufactures, has
now become pre-eminently the character of England.
It has been noticed that of towns of more t3aan forty
thousand inhabitants there are now filly-five in Great
Britain and Ireland, twenty-eight in France, twenty-
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four in Italy, twenty-one in Prussia, iburteen in Russia,
and six in Austria. l In France revolutionary move-
ments in the great towns have often reversed by violence
_he conservative tendencies in the countl T. In England
the growing influence of great towns is shown in a
gradual modification of the type and habits of political
thought. When opinions are formed and discussed by
great masses of men, and especially by men of the
artisan class, when they are constantly made the subjects
of debate before large and popular audiences and in a
spirit of fierce controversy, the empire of habit, tradition,
and reverence will naturally diminish; anomalies and
irregularities of all kinds will be keenly felt; institutions
will be judged only by their superficial aspects and by
their immediate and most obvious consequences; remote
and indirect consequences, however real and grave, will
have little influence on opinion; nothing that is complex
or subtle in its character, and nothing that is not sus-
ceptible of an immediate popular and plausible treat-
ment, is regarded ; and the appetite for experiment, for
change, for the excitement of political agitation, steadily
grows. The alteration of mental habits partly due to
the great increase of town life, and partly also to other
causes, may, I think, be clearly traced, stealing over
the English character. The political pulse beats more
quickly. A touch of fever has passed into the body
politic, and the Constitution is moving more rapidly
through its successive phases of transformation and of
decay.

The most serious political questions that have agitated
England in the nineteenth century have all been very
largely affected by the great industrial inventions of the
eighteenthcentury.Itwas theseinventions thatgave
parliamentary reform its supreme and pressing ira-

' G'unningh_m's [_ondit_o_s of Socia_ Wellbe_ng (187@).
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portance. The anomaly of rising and flourishing towns
without representatives, while decayed and deserted
villages sent one or two members to ParHament_ was
indeed not new, but it was the vast and sudden transfer
of population and wealth to the northern half of England
and the immense multiplication and aggrandisement of
manufacturing towns which made a plan of representa-
tion, that had been scarcely altered for two centuries
and a half, completely inadequate for some of the chief
purposes of representative government. Unfortunately,
too, this great alteration in the disposition of population
and power tnok place at a time when that indiscriminate
dread of all change, which the French Revolution had
produced, was at its height, and all proposals to miti-
gate the disparity by transferring a few seats fl'om dis-
franchised boroughs to the large towns were rejected.
Great masses of unrepresented opinion grew up in the
island, and the consequence was that mighty wave of
popular feeling which carried the Reform Bill of
1832.

To the mechanical inventions, also, of the eighteenth
century the Coim Law question was mainly due. It
was only when England had taken her gigantic strides
in the direction of mamffacturing ascendency, that the
pressure of population on subsistence became seriously
felt, and the manufacturers gradually assumed the atti-
tude of the champions of free trade. No transfoiunation
could have been more astonishing or more complete.
Scarcely a form of mannfacturing industry had ever
been practised in England that had not been fortified
by restrictions or subsidised by bounties. The extreme
narrowness and selfishness of that manufacturing in-
fluence which became dominant at the Revolution had
alienated America, had ruined the rising industries of
Ireland, had crushed the calico manufactures of India,
had imposed on the consumer at home, monopoly prices
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for almost every article he required. As Adam Smith
conclusively shows, the merchants and manufacturers of
England had for generations steadily and successfully
aimed at two great objects--to secure for themselves
by restrictive laws an absolute monopoly of the home
market, and to stimulate their foreign trade by bounties
paid by the whole community. The language of the
great founder of English political economy illustrates
with curious vividness how entirely modern is the
notion that the manufacturing interest has a natural
bias towards free trade. 'Country gentlemen and
farmers,' he wrote, 'are, to their great honour, of all
people the least subject to the wretched spirit of mono-
poly. The undertaker of a great manufactory is some-
times alarmed if another work of the same kind is esta-

blished within twenty miles of him .... Farmers and
country gentlemen, on the contrary, are generally dis-
posed rather to promote than to obstruct the cultivation
and improvement of their neighbours' farms and estates.
• . . Merchants and manufacturers being collected into
towns, aud accustomed to that exclusive corporation
sph_t which prevails in them, naturally endeavour to
obtain against all their countrymen the same exclusive
privileges which they generally possess against the
inhabitants of their respective towns. They accordingly
seem to have been the original inventors of those re-
straints upon the importation of foreign goods which
secure to them the monopoly of the home market. It
was probably in imitation of them, and to put them-
selves upon a level with those who, they found, were
disposed to oppress them, that the country gentlemen
and farmers of Great Britain so far forgot the generosity
which is natural to their station as to demand the ex-

clusive privilege of supplying their countrymen with
corn and butcher's meat. They did not perhaps take
time to consider how much less their interest could be
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affectedby thefreedomof tradethanthatof thepeople
whose example they followed.' 1

Such was the relative attitude of the two classes

towards the close of the century. But during the French
war a great change took place. On the one hand, the
necessity of supplying England with food when almost
all Europe was combined against her brought into
costly cultivation vast portions of land, both in England
and Ireland, which were little adapted for corn culture,
and on which it could only subsist under the encourage-
ment of extravagant prices. On the other hand, the
growth of the manufacturing towns produced an ex-
treme pressure of population on subsistence, and a great
reduction of the corn duties became absolutely inevitable.
Under these circumstances the manufacturing leaders
strenuously supported the agitation for their total re-
peal. As great employers of labour, it was to them a
class interest of the most direct and important cha-
racter; and, by a singular felicity, while they were
certain to obtain an enormous share of the benefits of
the change, the whole risk and loss would fall upon
others. The movement was easily tmrned into a war of
classes; and the great, wealthy, and intelligent class
which directed and paid for it, conducted it so skilfully,
that multitudes of Engiishmen even now look on it as
a brilliant exhibition of disinterested patriotism, and
applaud the orators who delight in contrasting the
enlightened and liberal spirit of English manufac-
turers with the besotted selfishness of English land-
lords.

Another effect of the growth of manufactures was to
influence very considerably the prevailing opinions about
the legitimate sphere of" Government interference. ' It
is one of the finest problems of legislation,' Burke truly

1 Wealth of .Nations, bk. iv. ch. il,
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wrote, _what the State ought to take upon itself and to
direct by the public wisdom, and what it ought to leave
with as little interference as possible to individual dis-
cretion.' _ It may be added that there are few questions
upon which more various and conflicting answers have
been given in different ages and countries. In classical
antiquity the sphere of government and the sphere
of morals were regarded as almost co-extensive. The
State undertook to discharge authoritatively moral func-
tions which in modern societies are left chiefly to re-
ligions. It set before itself a distinct moral ideal, and
it was held to be its supreme end to make wise, vir-
tuous, and capable citizens. It is the task of governors,
according to Plato, to ' draw from what Homer calls the
divine form and likeness subsisting among men; effacing
one thing and putting in another, till they have, as far
as possible, made human morals pleasing to the gods.'"
In that great mediaeval and feudal system of law which
grew up under the influence of Catholicism, and which
after the Reformation still survived in its most essential

parts in the laws of the Tudors, the sphere of government
was equally extended. Religious belief and religious
worship were rigidly prescribed by law and enforced by
the severest penalties. Sumptuary laws regulated in
minute detail private manners and expenses. Wages
and prices were both determined, not by free competi-
tion, but by law. Industry in all its departments
moved trader the restraints and supports of the guilds.
Landed property was held, subject to many rigid condi-
tions, and special laws determined how much land must
be ploughed, and how much might be left in pasture ;
how much land must surrolmd a labourer's cottage;
how many sheep should be supported on a farm. It
was, in a word, within the accepted duty of'the Govern-

i Burko's Thought_ on Searclty. 2 Re2ublic ' vi. o. 18.
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ment to regulate the social condition of the nation in all
its details, with a view to promote the physical and
moral well-being of all classes and the strength of the
nation as a whole.

This theory of government gradually wore itself
away, although the brief period of Puritan ascendency
in England, and in the American colonies, exhibited
authoritative interference with private manners carried
almost to the highest point. Several causes, however,
into which it is not now necessary to enter, had pro-
duced in England from a very early period a spirit of
independenceand self-assertion much greater thanor_
the Continent, and the empire of Government over the
individual was never so absolute. After the Restoration
a new and purely secular theory of government began
to dominate, though many fragments of the old feudal
laws remained, blending, often very successfully, with
more modern legislation. After the Revolution the re-
striction of the sphere of Government interference pro-
ceedod more rapidly. There was a disputed succession,
and a Government which did not really represent the
sentiments of the majority of the nation, and the Revo-
lution settlement was only kept in existence by t_studied
moderation, by holding the reins very loosely, by avoid°
ing as much as possible all occasions of friction or
collision. At the same time, the most powerfal intel-
lectual movements tended to withdraw great depart-
ments of human affairs from Government coercion
and control. Complete religious toleration and perfect
liberty in the expression of political opinion were both
substantially achieved. Attempts to regulate manners
by sumptuary laws came to an end, though Blackstone
notices that when he wrote there was stall in the

statute book an obsolete law of Edward HI. ordaining
that no one should be served at d_nner and supper with
more than two courses, except on some great holidays,
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when he mighthavethree._ The regulationof morals,
exceptas faras thewell-beingofsocietywas directly
affected,thoughnot formallyabandoned,was no longer
seriouslyundertaken.A law of17A6 punishingprofane
swearing by fines proportioned to the rank of the
culprit, _ and a few laws against gambling, were the
most conspicuous exceptions, though, as we have already
seen, the Evangelical movement produced some tendency
among privatepersons to attemptprosecutions under
obsolete laws enforcing the strict observance of Sunday,
or punishing different kinds of immorality.

In general, however, legislation was now confined to
the protection of life and property and the regulation of
industry, and the opinion that in the latter sphere most
Government interference was mischievous was steadily
gainingground. During the wholeof the eighteenth
century the famous law of Elizabeth determining the
conditions of industry was in force, a It provided that
no one could lawfully exercise any art, mystery, or
manual occupation without having served in it at least
seven years as an apprentice ; that no one should be
bound as an apprentice who was not under twenty-one
years, and whose parents did not possess a certain
ibrtune ; that every master who had three apprentices
must keep one journeyman, and for every other ap-
prentice above three, one other journeyman; that no
one should be engaged as a servant or journeyman for
less than a year ; that the hours of work should be
twelve in summer, and from dawn to night in winter,
and finally that wages should be assessed for the year
by the justices of the peace or town magistrates, who
were also directed to settle all disputes between masters

Blackstone, bk. iv. oh. xlii. s Ibid. oh. iv.
5 I_liz. c. 4.
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and apprentices. Another law which was passed under
James I. l extended the power of the justices and town
magistrates to fix the wages of all kinds of labourers and
worl_l_en.

These Acts, however, soon fell into desuetude, and it
is remarkable that it was especially the workmen who
appear to have clung to them. The Act of Elizabeth
was confined tomarket towns, and to forms of industry
which had existed before it was passed. In country
villages a person might exercise trades without having
served a seven years' apprenticeship, and in recent
trades the whole system of regulation was abandoned. _
The great woollen manufacture, in addition to the Act
of Elizabeth, was minutely regulated by earlier statutes,
but towards the middle of the eighteenth century there
were bitter complaints among the workmen that the
justices refused to fix the rate of wages as the law
required, and after some strikes and riots an Act was
passed in 1756 again ordering the justices to settle
yearly the rate of wages in this manufacture, a Some
other trades were can'ied on in corporations under bye-
laws which were very imperfectly observed, and there
were complaints that masters had overstocked their
trades with multitudes of parish apprentices; that wages
were not fixed by law and by tJae year, but fluctuated
and sank with competition. Many petitions were pre-
sented by workmen imploring Parliament to regulate
them, and several laws for this purpose were passed
during the eighteenth century.

As far as can now be judged, the restrictive system,
regulating the number of apprentices and settling for
long periods the rate of wages, appears to have been

' 1 James L o. 6.
Wealt, h of Nations, bk. i. ch. x. part ti. Bla_kstono, bk. i.

eh. xiv.
29 George II. e. 88.
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popular with the workmen ; but the masters in general
opposed or evaded the restrictions, and the great de-
velopments, changes, and fluctuations of industry to-
wards the close of the century produced new conditions
to which th_ old regulations were inapplicable. There
was a period of great industrial anarchy. The custom
of assessing wages by the justices of the peace or by
the Lord Mayor appears to have become very generally
obsolete. In the silk manufacture, however, in con-
sequence of great prevailing distress, three laws called
' The Spitalfields Acts' were passed, providing minutely
for the regulation of wages by the Lord Mayor or justice6
of the peace. Employers giving more or less than the
assessed wages to their workmen or evading the Acts,
as well as journeymen entering into combinations to
raise wages, were condemned to fines, which were to be
applied _o the relief of needy weavers and their families. 1
In the last years of the century new and very stringent
laws were made forbidding combinations of workmen to
raise wages. _ Laws of t_fis kind had already frequently
appeared in the statute book, and as long as all the
conditions of trade were legally regulated, they were
natural and justifiable. When, however, the law ceased
to regulate wages, and the masters were at full liberty
to concert to depress them, the combination laws against
workmen became a glaring injustice. It is probable
that they may be partially explained by the extreme
dread of popular associations thatmight assume a
political and Jacobinical form which the French Revo-
htlon had produced. 8

1 1B George HI. c. 68; 32 _,ill be found in Brentauo On
George HI. c. 44 ; 51 George III. Guilds, and in HoweU's Con-
o. 7. flicts of Labour and Capital, pp.

See a full enumeration of 81-110. See, too, some excellent
these Kcts in 5 George IV. c. 95, remarks of Mr. Cunninghana,
the law that repealed them. Politics and _c_rm_4zs.

= The details of this struggle
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The number of restrictions falling upon industry,
and the number of taxes, partly indeed for the purpose
of revenue, but partly also for the purpose of regulation,
that rested upon its products, were very great. Even
before the many %axes that grew out of the war of the
American Revolu%ion a foreign observer noticed that an
Englishman was taxed when he got up, for Ms soap ; at
nine o'clock, for his coffee, tea, and sugar ; at noon, for
the starch with which he powdered his hair ; at dinner,
for his salt; in the evening, for his porter; all day long,
for his light ; and at night, for his candles. 1 A glance
over the statute book, or at the police reports of the
eighteenth century, illustrates curiously the great dif-
ference be_veen its industrial system and our own.
Thus a law of George I., passed in the interest of the
silk manufacturers, prohibitod anyone from wearing
buttons and butten-holes made of cloth or other stuff,
and as late as 1796 a law was passed at the reques_ of
the makers of metal buttons prescribing the proportion
of gilt, double gilt, and triple gilt buttons, and pro-
hibiting the mlx%ure of buttons of different qualities?
I have already cited the law which long made it penal
for any woman to wear a dress made of Indian calico.
In 1766 a lady was fined 200/. at the Guild Hall
because it was proved that her handkerchief was of
French cambric, s In the same year an attorney named
Brecknock, who had been sent to prison by the House
of Lords for publishing a book called the ' Droit du
Roi,' avenged h_mself upon Lord Camden by laying an
information before Judge Fielding, t_at the Chief
Justice and three o%her judges wore cambric bands in
court, contrary to the Act of Parliament. 4 The laws

' Ann. _g/ster, 1769, p. 86. 4 See on this curious case the
2Ma_pherson'sAnna_s of Cam- .Bedford Uorre_pondence, ill. 839.

merce, ill 118, iv. 373. Walpole's George III. i. 38B,
' _lnnuaZ P_glster, 1766, p. 53. 384. Brecknock was afterwards
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against usury were frequently enforced, and they for-
bade the exaction of any interest higher than five per
cent. All contracts for taking higher interest were not
only void, but were punished by the lender forfeiting
treble the amount borrowed} The offence of ' owling,'
or transporting English wool or sheep to foreign coun-
tries, was treated with especial severity, as it was sup-
posed to assist the rival woollen manufactures of the
Continent, and the penalties against this offence rose
to seven years' transportation.

Penalties but little less severe were enacted against
those who exported machines employed in the chief
English industries, or who induced artificers to emi-
grate; and any skilled workman who carried his
industry to a foreign market, if he did not return
within six months, after being warned by the English
ambassador, was declared an alien, forfeited all his
goods, and became incapable of receiving any legacy
or gift. General warrants, without specifying names,
were especially employed as a means of detaining such
workmen when they were preparing to emigrate, and
there were complaints that the condemnation of these
warrants during the Wilkes case, by facilitating the
emigration, had a prejudicial influence on English in-
dustry. 2 At home the law of settlement effectually pre-
vented the labourer from carrying his labour to the most
profitable market. The poor law secured him an ulti-
mate support in the parish in which he was settled, but
it also gave the parochial authorities an almost unlimited
power of preventing a new labourer from establishing

hanged in Ireland as an acees- punished for exacting only 10 per
sory to the murder for _vhieh cent. A man in Surrey was fined
fighting Fitzgerald was con- 1,500/. for lending _o two young
demned, ladies at 20 per cent. G_tla.

1 Blaekstone, bk. iv. ch. xii. man's Magazi_, 1773, p. 194.
In the AnnuaZ Reglster for1772, 2 Hawkine's Lif_ of Joh_a_,
p. 116, there is a case of a usure_ l_P. 508-511.
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himself in the parish and of forcibly removing poor men
if they seemed likely to become chargeable on the rates.

This last power, as we have seen, was modified
towards the close of the century, and the system of
regulation, though still in our eyes extravagantly ex-
cessive, had greatly diminished. Though particular Acts
still regulated wages in pal_cular trades or places, the
old system of determining all wages either by general
laws or by particular orders of the justices of the peace
in each county, had fallen into complete desuetude.
The regulation of profits, by fixing the price of pro-
visions and other goods, was now only retained in the
case of bread, the assize of which continued till 1815,
when it was abolished in London, and appears to have
become obsolete in other parts of the kingdom3 Among
the ancient restrictions on free trade in provisions, were
a crowd of laws which were still sometimes put in force
against 'Badgers,' 'Engrossers,' 'Forestallers,' and
'Regrators,' terms which denoted different classes of
speculators, who, foreseeing a coming dearness, and
desiring to regulate prices or monopolise the market,
bought up large quantities of provisions before they
came tomarket, or at an early period of the market, in
order to sell them again at an enhanced price. :Most
of these laws were repealed in 1772, 3 and Burke ap-
pears to have taken the leading part in their abolition, s
The provisions of the statute of Elizabeth relating to
apprentices and journeymen were suffered to fall into
general neglect; special Acts were passed in 1777 re-

t See Wealth of 1garCons, bk.i, men law, According to Sir J.
oh. x. Wade's H/st. of the Stephen, forestalling and regrat-
Workiruj and Middle Classes, ing were still punishable under
p. 10L laws older than Ed. VI. which

12 George III. e. 71. Black- were only repealed in 1844.
stone, bk. iv. ah. xiL Blaeks_one Hist. of $he Crimina_ Law, iii.
says, however, that some of these 201.
Acts were still offences by corn- s Parl. _is_. xxvi. 1169.
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lieving particular trades from similar restrlctlons, 1 and
under the commercial treaties, which were so frequent
.during the eighteenth century, some steps were taken
m the direction of free trade. The transition of indus-
try from small establishments to vast factories, the
wholly new conditions on which its success depended,
and the magnitude and power which the different in-
dustrial classes assumed, made the regulations of Eliza-
beth and of the Stuarts altogether impracticable, and
they at last led to the great measures of 1814 and ]824.,
which repealed the Apprentice Act and a number of other
old laws preventing workmen from combining or from
emigrating, regulating the rate of wages, the hours of
work, and the manner of conducting any business or
manufacture. Nearly at the same time the most im-
portant of the great exclusive commercial companies
were abolished or thrown open. _

It is worthy of notice that this vast and rapid
emancipation of industry from the restrictions which
mediaeval and Tudor legislation had imposed upon it
was effected by a Tory Government, and at a time
when Toryism was completely in the ascendant in Par-
liament. It was partly due to the force of the new
circumstances which industrial inventions had produced,
and partly also to the general intellectual influences of
the time. The first form that political economy assumed
was a conviction that all Government interference with
industry was an evil. _Laisser faire, lalsser passer,'
was the favourite maxim of Quesnay and Ms school,
and, as we have seen, they combined the most unflinch-
ing advocacy of commercial freedom with a strong
political leaning towards despotism. F_nelon in his
' Telemachus' had already advocated complete liberty

i Macpherson, ill 607, 608.
i See Cunni_gham's 2olit,ics and Eco_wmics, pp. 80, 81.

VOL. VII. X
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of commerce; 1 but what with him was a passing in-
tuition of genius, with the economists was an essential
part of a great and well-reasoned system. The English
economists adopted the same view, and it was adopted
also for other reasons by the more advanced Democrats.
The restriction of government within the narrowest
limits was in their eyes the condition, and indeed the
very definition of liberty, and in this respect they were
totally opposed to the authoritative democracy of Rous-
seau and of his later followers. ' All government,' wrote
Price, 'even within a State, becomes tyrannical as far
as it is a needless and wanton exercise of power, or is
carried further than is absolutely necessary to preserve
the peace or to secure the safety of the State. This is
what an excellent writer calls _'governing too much."' 2
' Government,' wrote Godwin, ' can have no more than
two legitimate purposes, the suppression of injustice
against individuals within the community, and defence
against external invasion.' a

Among those who did not belong to the Radical
school, a great distrust of Government interference with
industry was also shown. It appears in the writings
of Hume and Tucker, both of whom were decided
Tories. ' Our policy,' wrote Arthur Young, 'is weak
beyond all doubt, because it consists of prohibiting the
natural course of things. Allrestrictive, forcible mea-
sures in domestic policy are bad.' 4 Burke, as we have
seen, by no means sympathised with the prevailing
Whig doctrine that Government should exercise little
or no coercive influence in the sphere of religion, but
in industrial matters his leaning was consistently on
the side of liberty. In that great speech on American
taxation which he made in the earlier phase of his

I,ivre iii. ' PoZi_ical Just_¢, ii. 190.
Price 0_ C,_v_lI_db_r_y,p. 72. _ Po_itiea_ Arithmetic, p. 95.
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career, he complained that' Mr. Grenvil]e thought better
of the wisdom and power of human legislation than in
truth it deserves. He conceived, and many conceived
along with him, that the flourishing trade of this coun-
tiT was greatly owing to law and institution, and not
quite so much to liberty,' and, in one of the last tracts
he ever wrote, Burke pointed out that the leading vice
of the French monarchy had been a ' restless desire of
governing too much. The hand of authority was seen
in everything and in every place.' 'My opinion,' he
concluded, 'is againsb an overdoing of any sort of
administration, and more especially against this most
momentous of all meddling on the part of authority,
the megAllng with the subsistence of the people.' 1

But by far the most powerful intellectual influence
in this direction was that of Adam Smith, whose views
on commercial matters soon acquired a paramount
authority over the best English minds. It is one of
the signal proofs of his genius that, though some of his
doctrines have not stood the test of time, his great
work in its method and its spirit is more akin to
nineteenth-century though_ than the most eminent of
its successors. Unlike Ricardo, and unlike the great
school of economists that followed Ricardo, Adam Smith
did not treat political economy as a chain of absolute
and almost mathematical reasoning, to be evolved
pr/orl, and with little or no relation to the fluctuating
and diversified conditions of socieges. His work is
perhaps the best example in literature of the union of
history with philosophy, an(] he showed the true judg-
ment of a statesman in recognising exceptions and
limitations to his most cherished principles. Thus,
while no previous writer had written so powerfully in
favour of the restriction of the sphere of government,

t _haughts_ _qc,arai,_j.
x2
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he at the same time contended that the education of
the people was a task which it was the duty of Govern-
meat to undertake ; that a school should be established
in every parish, where children may be taught at so
moderate a cost that even a common labourer may
afford it ; that it should be partly but not wholly paid
by the public, and that the Government may in this
way encourage and even impose upon almost the whole
body of the peopIe the necessity of acquiring the most
essential parts of education. In spite of his strong
sense of the value of machinery in industry, he has
pointed out with the greatest fullness, and even with
some exaggeration, the tendency of the excessive divi-
sion of labour it produces, to narrow both the intellect
and the character. In the same way his central doe-
trine of free trade is largely qualified. He wat_nly
eulogised the navigation laws on the ground of poiitical
expediency, and he justified protective laws in favom" of
native industry as measures of retaliation against foreign
nations which impose restrictions on our imports; as
measures of self-preservation s securing to a nation a
constant supply of everybhing that is necessary for the
national defence, and as measures of equalisation when
the products of foreigners are burdened with lower
taxes than our own.

But in spite of these exceptions, his book is essentially
one long indictment against Governmen_ interference
with industry, either in the form of restriction or in
the form of encouragement. As Dugald Stewart has
truly said, it was its main object 'to demonstrate thug
the most effectual plan for advancing a people to great-
mess is to maintain that order of things which Nature
has pointed out ; by allowing every man, as long as he
observes the rules of justice, to pursue his own interest
in his own way, and to bring both his industry and his
•apital into the freest competition wi_ those of hi_
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fellow-citizens.' Res_rlctive duties, prohibitions and
bounties, by which Legislatures have endeavoured to
force industries into particular channels, are alike con-
demned, as well as all attempts to regulate private ex-
penses by sumptuary laws. The natural effort of each
man to improve his own position, wheu exerted with
freedom and security, is represented as the mainspring
of national progress. Every nation and individual_ in
the judgment of Adam Smith, is directly interested in
the prosperity of others; their jealousies spring mainly
from ignorance; and whatever lowers the cost of the
products which a nation requires is equivalent to an
increase in the national wealth. The corollary from
these propositions is, that the largest possible latitude
should be given to industry and competition. The
legitimate functions of Government, Smith maintains,
may all be summed up under three heads • (]) to pro-
tect the society from the attacks of other nations, (2) to
secure each member of the society from the injustice or
ill-will of other members, (3) to erect and maintain
certain establishments of public utility which are of
such a nature that it would never be the particular
interest of an indlvidua], or the interest of a small
number of persons, to construct them.

Such was the order of ideas which for more than a

generation presided over and mainly i_ormed the cha-
racter of English Liberalism. It was a robust, healthy,
and self-reliant type, extremely jealous of all extensions
of Government interference, extremely tenacious of in-
dividual liberty, and habitually preferring spontaneous
activity, even when wasteful and ill-regulated, to the
disciplined action of a controlling power. Many cir-
cumstances, however, have contributed gradually to
change it, and it is certain that the problem, of the
legitimate sphere of Government action is a much more
complex and difficult one than it appeared to the writers
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of the eighteenth century. All political rules are de-
pendent on the special ch'cumstanecs, conditions, and
character of the people for whom they are intended.
The political art is essentially au art of adaptation; it
admits of very few general terms, and the course which
is suited for one stage of society is wholly unsuited for
another. There are societies of scattered farmers like

the Boers in South Africa for whom scarcely any govern-
merit is needed. In crowded and highly organised
societies the work that must be accomplished by the
community is far larger, but there is an enormous
difference in different nations in the amount of sponta-
neous energy which they produce. Let anyone com-
pare from this point of view the great communities
of North America with those of South America; or
European with Asiatic nations ; or Great Britain with
Ireland and with most of the nations of the Continent ;
and he can hardly fail to be struck with the absurdity
of supposing that the sphere of Government initiative
and control can be defined for all of them by the same
rules. Much of this difference has its root in the deep
and obscure field of national character, and much a]so is
due to particular circumstances and especially to the
distribution of wealth. When there is a large, intelli-
gent, and energetic middle class; when the spirit of
speculation is strongly developed ; when there is a high
standard of public spirit ; and when wealth is so agglo-
merated that there are many persons who possess either
habitually or occasionally incomes much larger than
their wants, a crowd of enterpl'ises will be undertaken
which are of the highest value to the co_munity, but
which only offer to the investor the prospect of doubtful,
small, or postponed returns. In countries where these
conditions do not exis% such works will never be under-
taken without the initiative and support of the Govern-
ment.
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In England the great development of manufactures
broke the trammels of the mediseval system of industry,
and led the way to the triumph of free trade, but it
also prepared the way for a new reaction in the direction
of Government interference. Adam Smith judged cor-
rectly in connecting the question of national education
with that of manufactures. The experience of the nine-
teenth century has abundantly shown that no nation
can hold its own in the great competition of the world
without a high standard of education, and that such a
standard cannot possibly be attained without a large
measure of Government direction and assistance. Hence
this vast field of activity, which was formerly left to in-
dividual initiative or to ecclesiastical organisations, has
become one of the chief preoccupations of statesmen,
and over the greater part of Europe immense sums are
compulsorily raised in order to establish efficient educa-
tion under the direct control and superintendence of the
State. The Factory Laws marked a second great step
in the extension of Government influence--important in
itself, but still more important as a precedent. I_ was
found that simple competition occasioned the employ-
ment of women and children in a manner that ruined

their health; that the overcrowded factory might become
a seedplot of immorality ; that a permanent lowering of
the physical as well as moral standard of a vast section
of the population was to be feared, and that great
political dangers might grow out of moral evils. Hence
sprang a long series of legislative interferences with
industry, wholly repugnant to the /_/sssr fairs philo-
sophy. The progress of medicine, again, showed that
some deadly and contagious diseases could be success-
fully combated by the universal imposition of certain
practices or rules. Hence compulsory vaccination, and
the growing sense of the extreme impedance of exten-
sive Government measures of sanitary inspection and
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refoml, and experience has conclusively established the
enormous saving of human life which can by these
means be effected. In a smaller circle the invention

of railways had a°similar effect, for it was found abso-
lutely necessary to regulate this form of locomotion to a
much greater extent than the older forms.

In this manner department after department of
human affairs has been gradually drawn to an increased
extent into the sphere of Government superintendence
and control. But many other and very various influ-
ences have been tending in the same direction. The
greatly increased seusitiveness of philanthropy which
characterises our century, and the immense extension
of the newspaper press, have together brought into
clear and vivid relief vast numbers of miseries, wants_
and possibilities of improvement, which in former years
had been unknown or unreahsed, and it becomes the
natural impulse of multitudes to seek an immediate
remedy in Government interference. The impulse is
especially natural, and also especially dangerous, be-
cause, in the balance of advantages and disadvantages
resulting from such a course, the former appeal very
powerfully, and the latter most inadequately, to the
imagination. _[en realise vividly the magnitude of the
evil to be combated. They realise vividly the improve-
menb when that evil seems to have suddenly ceased;
but they do not realise the impossibility of effectlng
permanent improvements without changing the ch_
racters and desires of men; the danger of weakening
by successive acts of interference the spirit of responsi-
bility aml self-reliance; the danger of premature and
ill-considered reforms producing other evils, more grave
than those which are remedied; the pressure of the
increased taxation, which increased Government super-
intendence imposes over a wide area of struggling and
productive industry ; tJae fatal tendency of every act of
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interference to become a precedent, and to reproduce
itself in further encroachments on individual action.
With the great transfer of power to uninstructed de-
mocracies the impulse towards Government interference
has naturally increased. Plausible and superficial ad-
vantages, which are susceptible of a popular treatment,
weigh much more on the minds of such men than
remote, indirect, and possibly obscure dangers, and,
as Aristotle long since pointed out, the demagogue
finds his easiest path to power in incitements to class
warfare, and promises of class benefits through the
compulsory action of Government. It must be added,
too, that when once the empire of habit and tradition is
broken, and that of popular discussion is extended, the
reproductive character of a precedent or a principle is
greatly increased. In earlier periods of English his-
tory measures of a socialistic tendency, like the English
Poor Law, might exist for generations as isolated and
perhaps beneficial anomalies. In active democracies
the desire to unify and assimilate the type of legislation
is much stronger ; principles are quickly pushed to their
extreme consequences, and one measure of State inter-
ference is tolerably sure to become a point of depar-
flute, and the basis of many others.

In all these ways the tendency to enlarge the sphere
of Government aequfl'es an accelerated force. On the
Continent that great augmentation of standing armies
which has been so conspicuous a feature of the present
century has strengthened the bias in favour of strongly
organised and disciplined government; and the laws of
equal succession, which have been so generally adopted,
are not only themselves a signal instance of legislative
interference with the social type, but also, by their
tendency to level fortunes, make Govermnent initiative
more necessary. In England the notion has greatly
extended of regarding Government as a machine for
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securing co-operative effort, for unifying, organising,
and concentrating the action of the community for
many different purposes, and the large number of
public men who have been formed and influenced by
the experience of Indian life has had a similar effect.

Under all these influences, the tendency which pre-
vailed in the latter half of the eighteenth century has
been not only checked but reversed. The old jealousy
of Government interference, and of enzreachments on
individual libe_y, and the old disposition to rely on in-
dividual action rather than Government assistance, have
both manifestly diminished, and the pendulum of opinion
sways once more in the direction of authority. Com-
pulsory regulations have, within the last twenty or thirty
years, multiplied to a startling degree in the statute
book. The immense increase of the burden of taxation

is largely due to the many addigonal functions which
Governlnent has assumed. The modern system of
placing the credit of the State, in the form of large
loans at low interest, at the service of particular classes,
seems likely to have a very wide extension, and much of
the Irish legislation of the last few years has been as
ilTeeoncilable with the principles of Adam Smith_ with
modern notions of private property, and with the respect
for contracts, as any part of the legislation of the Tudors.

I do not here undertake to judge these measures.
What I have written is intended merely to point out
the change of tendency, since the closing years of the
eighteenth century. There was then much less desire
for Government interference and compulsion. There
was also much less sensitiveness to the great evils of
the time. Of this latter fact the almost unchanged
_ondition of the penal code is a sufficient proof.

l tn_ve devoted some pages, in a former volume, l to

Yoh ii. pp. 134-137.
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the penal system of the eighteenth century, and the
barbarities and absurdities which were there described

were not seriously diminished before its close. The fact
will appear supremely shameihl when we remember that
the reform of penal codes had on the Continent been
one of the special themes of writers upon politics, and
one of the capital achievements of the great generation
of refolmaing monarchs and statesmen that preceded the
French Revolution. The atrocity and almost grotesque
absurdity of the English penal code grew out of cel_ain
inveterate traditions of English legislation. Penal laws,
enacted often in a remote antiquity and under circum-
stances that have wholly vanished, have been constantly
allowed to remain unrepealed, though they have become
obsolete dud nearly forgotten, ana later generations,
without revoking them, have made new laws against the
same crimes. Nothing is more common than to find, in
consequence, that the same crimes may be prosecuted
under totally different penalties. At last a generation
arises who consider acts that had once been deemed

heinously criminal either innocent or venial, and a law
is passed repealing a great mass of ancient legislation
that condemned them. The historian will naturally
assume that they had become legal; but he will con-
stantly find, on more careful examination, that an act
which had been formally freed from a crowd of penalties,
still remains an offence by common law, or by some
ancient statute which had not been included in the Hst
of those which were repealed ; and occasionally, and at
long intervals, penal laws which had been regarded as
wholly obsolete were put in force.

This utter want of method and symmetry in English
legislation, this extravagant multiplication of statutes
bearing upon the same act, this difference between the
theory and the practice of the law, constitutes one of the
chief difficulties of an English historian, and we have had
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many examples of it in the present work. Another class
of laws had acquired a great additional severity by the
lapse of time. Legislators had endeavoured to protect
property by punishing with death those who stole a sum
of money which in their time was considerable, and the
penalty was retained when the change in the value of
money had made that sum insignificant. In this way, as
an old lawyer forcibly complained, ' While everything else
had risen in its nominal value and become dearer, the
life of man had continually grown cheaper.' It was
Mso the constant practice of Parliament in the eigh-
teenth century,when new offencesaroseor when old
offences assumed a new prominence, to pass special
_kcts making them capital. IIence an enormous and
undigested multiplication of capital offences, which soon
made the criminal code a mere sanguinary chaos.
Previous to the Revolution the number in the statute
book is said not to have exceeded fii_y. During the
reign of George II. sixty-three new ones were added.
In 1770 the number was estimated in Parliament at one

hundred and fif_y-four, 1but by Blackstone at one hundred
and sixty ; and gomflly, in a pamphlet which he wrote
in 1786, observed that in the sixteen years since the
appearance of Blackstone's Commentaries it had con-
aiderably increased.

A few illustrations will sufficiently show the ex-
travagant absurdity of the code. Thus, to steal a sheep
or a horse ; to snatch a man's property out of his hands
and run away with it ; to steal to the amount of forty
shillings in a dwelling-house, or to the amount of
five shillings 'privately' in a shop; to pick a man's
pocket of any greater sum than twelve pence ; to steal
linen from a bleaching ground, and woollen cloth from
_ tenter ground ; to cut down trees in a garden or in an

i GavendishI)ebate$,ii. 12.
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orchard;to breaktheborderofa fishpondsothatthe
fishmay escape,wereallm_nes punishablewithdeath.
On the otherhand,itwas not a capitaloffencefora
man to attemptthe lifeofhis father; to commitpre-
meditatedperjury,evenwhen theresultwas theexecu-
tionofaninnocentman; tostabaman,howeverseverely,
provided the victim didnot die from the wound ; to burn
a house in which the incendiary had a lease, even though
it was so situated as to endanger the lives of hundreds.
It was a capital offence to steal goods to the amount of
forty shillings fi'om a vessel on a navigable river, but
not from a vessel on a canal. To steal fruit ready
gathered was a felony. To gather it and steal it was
only a trespass. To break a pane of glass at five in the
aftenmon for the purpose of stealing something that lay
in the window was a capital offence. To break open a
house with every circumstance of vio]ence in summer,
at four o'clock in the morning, was only a misdemeanour.
To steal goods from a shop, if the thief happened to be
seen to take them, was punishable by transportation.
To steal the same goods ' privately,' that is to say when
the criminal was not seen, was punishable with death.
In one case a servant was put on his trial who had
attempted to murder his master, and had given him
fifteen wounds with a hatchet. He was executed, not
as an attempted murderer, but as a burglar_ because he
had been obliged to lift up the latch of his master's door
in order to enter his chamber. In another case a man

of notoriously bad character, after going throuo'h a course
of burglaI T and larceny with impunity, was at last con-
victed and executed for cutting down young trees._ The

'Ihave taken these illustra- (London,1786). The workcom-
tionschieflyfromavaluabletract mented onwas byMarian,a well.
of Romilly, on/led Observations knownleader in the Evangelical
or_ (t latv Publication, entitled movement. See,too,a speechof
' q'houghtse_tEze_utivcJ_stic6' Mackintosh,Pa_l. Debates,New
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only difference in punishment by which the law of Eng-
land distinguished the most atrocious murder from the
theft of five shillings, was that in the first case, under a
law of George II., the execution of the criminal was to
take place within forty-eight hours of his conviction,
and his body was to be anatomised.

A natural result of such laws was the constant per-
jury of juries. Unwilling to convict culprits for small
offences which were made punishable by death, they
frequently acquitted in the face of the clearest evidence;
and, as witnesses in these cases were also very re]uctant
to appear_ criminals--among whom the gambling spirit
is strongly developed--generally preferred to be tried
for a capital offence rather than for misdemeanour.
Often, too, juries, when unwfl]ing to acquit, reduced the
offence by the most barefaced pe_ury_ to the rank of a
misdemeanour. Thus, several cases are recorded, in
which prisoners, indicted for stealing from dwelling-
houses, were convicted only of larceny, by the jury fiud-
ing that the value of what they had stolen was less than
forty shillings, even when several guineas in gold, or
bank notes to a considerable amount, were among the
booty that was taken3 The proportion of arrested men
who were either discharged on account of prosecutors
and witnesses failing to appear against them, or acquitted
on account of the reluctance of juries to condemn, or of

Series, i. 232. Lord l_ussell O_ pursuant of sentence, the one
the Constibutiz_n, ch. xxiv. A for stealing a bunch of radishes,
Treatise on the t_olice, by c_ the other for debauching and
Magistrate for the Counties of polluting his own niece. (An-
Middlesex, Surrey, t_ent, ancl nuaZ Register, 1772, p. 116.)
Essex (Colquhoun), pp. 284-286. I See some curious cases of
Disparities of punishmen_ al- this kind cited in Romilly's Ob-
most equally great may be foun4 servations on th_ C_mlnal Law
in cases which were not capit_l, of Engtar_ (1810), pp. 65-67 ;
Thus (_o give bu_ a single ex- Grose's Olio, pp. 259, 261; and
ample) two persons were whipped Lord Russell O_ the Cons_t_
round Covent Garden in 1772, _o_
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the legal rule that the smallest technical flaw invalidated
an indictment, was enormously great. Thus, in the
four years before 1795, no less than 5,592 persons who
had been committed for trial were discharged by pro-
clamation and gaol deliveries, and 2,962 others were
acquitted, l In one year from April 1793 to March
]794, ],060 persons were tried at the Old Barley, and
of these only 498 were punished. _

The executions, though scandalously numerous, bore
but a small proportion to the convictions, but the sta-
tistics that are preserved on the subject are too _rag-
mentary for a complete statement. Sir Stephen Janssen,
who was Chamberlain for London, preserved a full Hst
of the capital convictions at the Old Bailey during the
twenty-three years from 1749 to ]772. The number
of persons condemned to death in those years was 1,121.
The number of executions was 678. In the Norfolk

and Midland circuits between 1750 and 1772, 952 per-
sons were sentenced to death, but the proportion of
executions was much smaller than in London, for only
288 persons were executed. Four hundred and sixty-
seven persons were executed in London and ]_iiddlesex
alone in the twelve years from December 1771 to
December 1783. 8 In 1785 not les_ than 96 persons
were hanged at the Old Bailey. 4 In Scotland capital
punishments seem to have been much more sparingly
admlms"tered. Between January 1768 and _Jay 1782,

Goleluhoun or_ the Po_e of liable to capital punishment, 'it
_he MeSropolis (3rd ed,), pp. 90, is believed that not one depreda-
91. See, too, on the proportion tlon in a hundred of those ac-
of discharges to offenders, pp. taaUy committed, comes to the
225-231. This writer, who was "knowledge of magistrates ' (p.
an activeLondon magistrate, 260).
states that, o_dng to the con- 2 Ibid. pp. 292-294.
scientious scruples of multitudes _.Howard o_ .Prisons, I_P.479-
to prosecute delinquents for in- 485.
considerable thefts which were _A_ualRegister,1785,p.247.
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only 76 persons were condemned and 54 executed. 1 In
the Dutch Republic, where the standard of order and
good government was at least as high as in any part of
Europe, Howard found an instructive contrast to the
English system. In all the seven provinces together
there were seldom more executions in a year than from
four to six. In the great city of Amsterdam, which
was about a third of the size of London, and contained
250,000 inhabitants, he found that in _e eight years
before his arrival only five persons had been executed2

There is nothing more scandalous in the history of
England in the eighteenth century than the neglect by
legislators and statesmen of these abuses. Burke was
indeed in this, as in many other respects, an exception
to the spirit of his time. He strongly urged the neces-
sity of revising the penal code. He described it, cer-
tainly without exaggeration, as 'radically defective'
and 'abominable,' and he seems to have made it his
practice to oppose steadily the multiplication of capital
oit_nces2 But in general English statesmen paid no
attention to such matters, and when the great task of

softening the penal code was undertaken in the early
years of the nineteenth century, the leading lawyers
bitterly opposed i_. In Parliament the enactment of
new capital offences appears to have been left almost
exclusively to a few lawyers. There were no debates
which excited less interest, which were less attended or
worse reported. Burke used to relate that being stopped
one night when leaving the House of Commons, and re-
quested by the Clerk at the table to stay to make a
house, he asked what was the business in question, and
_-as answered, ' Oh, sir, it is only a new capital felony ]' 4

' Howard, p. 485. tution, c. xxiv. Romilly's Ob.
Ibid. pp. 45, 56. servations on a late _ublication

• See l_arl. Hist. xxviii. 146. entitled ' Thoughts on J_xecutive
' Lord l_ussell On the Constl. Justice,' p. 45.
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Outside Parliament, Paley, in a well-known passage of
his ' Moral Philosophy,' justified the English system on
the ground that it swept into the net every crime which
under any possible circumstances could deserve death,
leaving it to the executive to single out for condign
punishment such cases as presented particular features
of danger or aggravation.

But although in the latter years of the century only
a very small proportion of capital sentences for the
lighter offences were carried into effect, the English
penal code in its actual enforcement was probably the
most sanguinary in Europe, while it was totally wanting
in that element of certainty, which, as Becearia truly
said, is the most essential in a penal code. The profuse
distribution of the penalty of death not only multi-
plied enormously chances of acquittal, but also deprived
secondary punishments for capital offences of most of
their deterrent power, for the ima_nations of men were
naturally much more impressed by the escape of a
criminal from the gallows than by the fate which sub-
sequently awaited him. In London and Middlesex,
criminals after sentence were all remitted to the gaol,
where they remained in suspense about their fate till
the Recorder had made his report to the King in
Council, when, perhaps, a third part were removed for
execution. In the other parts of England the judges
directly, and of their own authority, reprieved the
criminals, and their sentences were then invariably
commuted,l Different judges, as might be expected,

t Thoughts o_ E_ecutivs Jus. doned, either on condition of
t/ce (Madan), pp. 98-101. 0ol- being transported, or of going
quheun, in 1785, said: 'Accord- into his Majesty's service, and
ing to the present system, out of not seldom without any condition
about 100 who are upon an aver- at all' (Police of the Metrtrfol_,p.
age every year doomed to suffer 294). From August 1792 to June
the punishment of death, four- 1794, 1,002 pardons, absolute or
fifths or more are generally par- conditional,were granted (p. 296).

VOL. VJI. y
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aiffered considerably in their severity, and much de-
pended on the general character of the criminal, and
even on his demeanour in the dock. One writer, near
the close of the century, mentions that he was present
when a girl of twenty-two was hanged for receiving a
piece of check from an accomplice who had stolen it.
Such crimes were at this time scarcely ever capitally
punished, but the poor girl had unfortunately drunk
too freely before the trial, and was insolent in the dock.
The prosecutor, a simple, honest man, who had no idea
that such a punishment would be inflicted, was driven
almost distracted by remorse, and did not long survive
the shock.

The improvements in the penal system during the
last half of the century were few and slight. I have
already mentioned the repeal of the laws condemning
prisoners who refused to plead to be pressed to death,
and all gipsies to be hanged, and the substitution in
1790 of the gallows for the stake, in the capital punish-
ment of women. I have noticed also the disgusting
scene of ribaldry and profanity which habitually took
place when the criminal was carried, for more than two
miles, through the most crowded thoroughfares in Lon-
don, from Newgate to Tyburn. So brutal and brutalis-
ing a spectacle could be seen in no other capital in
Europe, nor could any be conceived more fitted to
harden a dying criminal, to make him, if reckless and
unrepentant, the hero of the mob, and to deprive his
execution of every element of solemnity. It is a curious
illustration of the caprice of national sentiment, that
English opinion in the eighteenth century allowed the
execution of criminals to be treated as a popular amuse-
ment, but at the same time revolted against the con-
tinental custom of compelling chained prisoners to work
in public, as utterly inconsistent with English liberty.
The scandal of English executions was not wholly re-
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By the permission of the judges, however, in trials for
felony a counsel now usually stood beside the prisoner,
instructed him what questions to ask, and even h_mse]f
cross-examined the witnesses, though he might not
address the judge or julT unless a legal question had
arisen. 1

It appears still to have been the rule that criminal
trials should be compressed into a single day. Whether
this haste was due to a consideration for the juries, or
to the professional interest of the lawyers, may be a
matter of dispute. In the more lucrative branches of
the profession no such hurry was shown. Civil suits,
and especially suits in Chancery, were often protracted
for years, and sometimes even for generations, by merci-
less legal subtleties, and in this way countless fortunes
were engulfed, and countless hearts were broken. But
in t_ose less lucrative cases in which only a human
life was pending, evidence was often hurried through
with indecent haste, or sittings were so prolonged that
neither judges nor jurymen can have been fit to dis-
charge their duty. The impartiality and the dignity of
English judges have been rarely questioned since the
Revolution, but an English criminal trim was probably
far from being as decorous a thing in the eighteenth
century as in our own day. & writer in 1785, whose
leanings were all on the side of severity towards crimi-
nals, has left us the following picture: 'A cause of
much evil,' he says, ' is the trying prisoners after dinner,
when from the morning's adjournment all parties have
retired to a hearty meal, which at assize time is com-
monly a_ended, among the middling and lower runks
of people at least, with a good deal of drink ....
Drunkenness is too frequently apparent where it ought

J Blaekstone, book iv. ch. xxviL Compare Sir J. Stephen'a H/_-
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of all things to be avoided. I mean in jurymen and
witnesses. The heat of the court, joined to the fumes
of the liquor, has laid many an honest juryman into a
calm and profound sleep, and sometimes it has been no
small trouble for his fellows to jog him into t_aeverdict,
even where a wreteh's life has depended on the event.
This I myself have seen--as also witnesses by no means
in a proper situation to give their evidence.'

The American war put an end to the sale of crimi-
nals for terms of years t_ American planters. This
system originated during the Restoration, 2 was revived
in 1718, and continued with excellent results for the
next fifty-six years. Healthy agricultural labour, pur-
sued under rigid discipline and amid totally new asso-
ciations, proved a great school of reformation, and many
convicts, after their term had expired, became farmers
and planters on their own account, and rose to respect-
ability, and sometimes to wealth. Skilful thieves, who
formed a large proportion of them, had generally good
natural abilities, and their labour proved so useful in
lWaryland, where they were chiefiy sent, that, for some
years before the beginning of the American war, con-
tracts were made to convey them without any expense
to Government, which had formerly allowed 5L a head.
For some time after the outbreak of the war, there was
great difficulty in disposing of convicts. The gaols
were soon overcrowded. A project was formed for
transporting convicts to an island in the Gambia, but
it was soon abandoned, and in 1776 an Act was passed
for establishing convict hulks. In the space of nine-
teen years, about eight thousand convicts were divided

Tt_lh_S _ Executive J'us- Histo_T of U_m,$_w2Law, i. 422.
. rice,pp. 144, 145. The reader 2 See Sir J. Kelyng's/_eports

_A1 rememberPope'sllne,_Ancl of CrownCases_ the Ti_ o]
wretcheshang_hatjurymenmay CharlesII. (ed.,1873),p. 68; 18
dine.' See,too,SirJ_Stcl_heLu'sCar.II. o.8.
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_etween an old ship 1mined the ' Ju:_ticia,' Which was
moored at Woolwich, and two others in Langston and
Portsmouth harbours? Howard says that out of 632
prisoners on board the cJusticla,' 116 died within nine-
teen months. 2 The discoveries of Captain Cook, and the
glowing description which his companion Sir Joseph
Banks gave of New South Wales, made the English
ministers, after a time, resolve to revive the system of
_ransportation, and to make New South Wales the
receptacle of their criminals. An Act was passed in
1784 authorising transportation, in the old method,
assigning the convicts as servants to the contractor who
undertook it. In 1786 and 1787, however, a new sys-
tem was adopted, and a great penal settlement was
established at Botany Bay, under the governorship of
Captain Phillip. At a much later period, the Australian
colonies naturally and properly resented the introduc-
tion int_ their population of English criminals. But
at the time when the settlement was founded, Australia
was almost a desert count1T. Its splendid future was
as yet unrealised; convict labour was of no small use
in opening its resources; and there is no reason to
believe tha_ either in Australia or America the criminal
element in the early population has left behind it any
permanent moral trace. _ - -

There were great abuses in the early convict system
in Australia, and especially in the treatment of the
female convicts; but on the whole_ transportation to
this distant and unknown counh T was probably a more
d_thrrent punishment than imprisonment at home, and
the fate of transported convicts was in most respects

1 Walpole's _ast Journals, ii. early convict life in Australia
38. Adoll_hus, iv.231. ThzPolica win be found in the singularly
of the Metropolls, pp. 299-309. interesting little book of Bir.

i Howarcl On P r/so_s_ p. 465. Bonwick, _rst Twenty Years el
Many particulars about the Ausfra_//a.
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superior..The Englishgaols,h_ spiteof the strong
lightwhichhad beenthrown on theirconditionby the
parliamentary inquiryof 1729, l continuedin a state
which shows forcibly the extreme corruption that might
still exist in departments of English administration, to
which public opinion was not turned. The latter half
of the century, however, witnessed the labours of John
Howard, the greatest of prison reformers, and his un-
tiring efforts, seconded by the Legislature and supported
by that great wave of philanthropic enthusiasm which
proceeded from the Evangelical movement, gradually
effected a complete renovation.

The attention of Howard was firs_ called to the con-
dit_on of prisoners, in 1756, when on a voyage to
Lisbon he was captured by a French privateer and
imprisoned at Brest and at Morlaix; but his active
mission dates from 1778, when he was appointed High
Sheriff of Bedfordshire, and was in that capacity charged
with the superintendence of the county gaols. From
this time till his death at Cherson in January 1790, his
whole life was devoted to a single object, and the re-
searches he made into the condition of prisons in every
part of the United Kingdom, as well as in all the prin-
cipal countries on the Continent, revealed to the world
a mass of maladministration and atrocious cruelty which
made a deep and lasting impression.

The abuses he discovered were of many kinds. The
food in nearly all English prisons was utterly insuffi-
cient. The pennyworth, or at most two pennyworths of
bread, daily allowed each prisoner, had been originally
fixed at a time when corn was nearly twice as cheap as
when Howard wrote, and being very frequently farmed
out by the gaolers, the amount was constantly dimi-
ulshed. In nearly half the county gaols the debtors, and

• _ S_o_01.ii. pp. 128-181. ,_
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in several bridewells all prisoners, were left without
any regular allowance of food, and subsisted on charity.
There were often no sewers, no infirmaries, no means
of warming the prisons during the winter. In one
gaol Howard found but three pints of water a day
allowed to each prisoner for both drinking and wash-
ing. Prisoners were crowded to excess, for fourteen or
fifbeen hours of the day, in dark, damp, subterranean
dungeons reeking with pestilential effluvia. In many
gaols and most bridewells there was no allowance for
bedding, or for straw for prisoners to sleep on, and if
by any means they procured any, it was not changed
for months. Almost all ventilation was stopped in
order to escape the window tax. The vileness of the air
was such, that Howard declared that aRer visiting the
prisons his clothes were so impregnated that he could
not bear to drive in a post-chaise with closed windows,
but was obliged to travel on horseback, and even the
leaves of his memorandum book were so tainted that he

was often unable to use it till he had spread it for an
hour or two before the fire. In such an atmosphere, in
such a scene of putrescence and filth, human life rapidly
withered. Scorbutic diseases multiplied fiercely; mor-
tification in the feet was so deadly that some great
contractors for transporting criminals to the colonies
complained that the mortality from this source _lone
almost destroyed their profits; discharged prisoners
proved the centres of contagion wherever they went,
and the gaol fever raged with such a deadly virulence
that Howard computed that every year it carried away
far more than perished by the gallows.

There were other evils of a different kind. Many
gaols were private property, and the gaolers were in
these almost wholly withdrawn from the attention of
the magistrates. Many gaolers and turnkeys had no
salaries, and rived on the fees extorte_ ._rom _e prisoners,

l .'_ k
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and on the profits of the prison tap, which was usually
in the gaoler's hands. Some kept public-houses, and
supplied the richer prisoners with drink. Before the
Act of 1774 it was a common thing for acquitted
prisoners to be imprisoned for months on account of
fees they were unable to pay, and even after that Act
there were constant cases of extorbion. Many country
prisons were in an almost ruinous condition. A gaol
at Ely was so dilapidated that for some time it was the
custom to secure the prisoners by chaining them on
their backs on the floor, with an iron collar and spikes
about their necks, and a heavy iron bar over their legs.
This case was one of unusual atrocity; but in most
country prisons, heavy chains and iron collars were in
constant use_ though the gaoler was often ready to
remove or lighten them for money. In many prisons
there were no courtyards, or the courtyards were appro-
priated by the gaolers, or they were so ruinous and
insecure that the prisoners were not allowed to enter
them. Much of the support of the prisoners was de-
rived from mendicancy. Gaunt, skinny arms might be
seen stretched through the iron bars to receive alms
from the passers-by. At Salisbury, Howard found two
debtors, daily chained by a staple fixed outside the
prison door in order that they might sell nets, purses,
and laces made in the prison ; and at Christmas felons
chained together were permitted to go begging through
the town.

In many prisons there was scarcely a semblance of
discipline. Lunatics were often confined in them.
Friends of prisoners were freely admitted, and allowed
to use the prison like a public-house. For these who
could pay, drinking and gambling went on with little
restraint, and there were frequent instances of gross
immorality. When a new prisoner was brought into
the BrideweU, he was immediately seized by the other
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prisone_ who called for 'garnish' or drink money,
and ff he was unable to pay he was at once stripped of
a great part of his clothes. In most prisons debtors
and felons, men and women, young boys or girls fresh
to the paths of crime and confined for the most trifling
offences, and the oldest and most hardened criminals,
habitually mixed together during the whole day, so
that the prison became the mos_ deadly and most
certain school of vice, and innumerable crimes were
planned within its walls. Untried and perhaps innocent
men were often exposed for months to its contagion.
In some counties the gaol delivery was but once a year.
At Hull it was bat once in three years. Every year
hundreds of persons who had entered the prison-door,
either innocent or mere novices in crime, came oat of it
accomplished criminals, completely and hopelessly de-
praved, and at the same time shut out from almost all
honest means of subsistence. _

These few lines may be sufficient to give a general
outline of the abuses of English prisons in the .early
years of George/TI., but the reader who would form an
adequate conception of their magnitude must himself
turn to that ghastly procession of detailed evidence,
collected from every gaol in the kingdom, which is to
be found in the treatise of Howard. A long and search-
ing investigation into the condition of prisons on the
Continent completed his task, and it had an importance
which is not limited to its immediate subject. Probably
the most fruitful as well as the safest method of political
and social reform is to be found in a careful comparison
of the laws, institutions, and administrative measures
by which different nations have endeavoured to solve,
the same problems, to cure or to dimln_Ah the same
evils Of this comparative method the writing_ of

l How_r_'_Bta_ o/Pr_ona ....
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Howard form one of the eaa'hesb and best examples.
They illustrate vividly one side of the moral history of
Europe, and they at the same time furnish painful
proofs of the fragmentary and unequal character of
European civilisation. There were no dbubt prisons in
Germany and Italy, in the bishopric of Liege and in
l_ussia, which were even more horrible than any in Eng-
land. Thoughtorturehad beeningeneralabolishedor
disused tln'oughoutEurope, Howard still found it regu-
larly_ employed at Osnabrtiek, Hanover, l_unich, Ham-
burg and Libge, and in Austrian Flanders, and he found
recent traces of it in some other quarters. Death by
breaking on the wheel was not unusual. An execu-
tioner in Russia acknowledged to him that slow death
by the knout was often in that count_T dehberately
inflicted. But on the whole, England, which stood so
high among the nations of the world in political, in-
dustrial, and intellectual eminence, ranked in most
matters relating to the treatment of criminals shame-
fully below the average of the Continent. Nowhere else
were the executions so nmnerous. Nowhere else were
bhay. eond acted with such revolting indecency, and in
scarcely any other country were the abuser in prisons
so gross, so general, and so demoralising.

Prison reform had already attracted some attention
on hhe _Continent.It had formedpartof the great
series of refol_ns which had been carried out by Leopold
in Tuscany. In Austrian Flanders, Houses of Correc-
tion had lately been erected which filled Howard with
admiration, and Count Vflain XIV. had done much to
anticipate his work, Imprisonment for debt had been
abolished in _Portugal in 1774, and in many other
countries it. was carefully llm_ted and regulated. In
the Dutch Republic, institutions, both for the Correction
and reformation of prisoner_, had l_een brought to al-
most, the highest perfection3 nearly every important
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prison reform of the n_ne_eenth century appears to have
been anticipated, and Howard found in the Dutch
prisons and Rasphouses not only a model of all he
desired, but also a conclusive proof of the efficacy of
such methods in diminishing crime. In Swi_erland a
physician, much concerned in prison management, as-
sured him that the gaol fever which was so inveterate
in English gaols was absolutely unknown, and he added
that he believed it to exist nowhere but in England.
Howard acknowledged that he found no trace of it on
the Oontiuent, not even in Russia and Italy, where
there were some of the worst prisons in Europe. There
had been, it is true, a terrible outbreak of scurvy in the
Paris prisons, but improved regulations had completely
checked it, and although prisons in the French pro-
vinces were very bad, those in Paris were now admirably
managed.

The special evils of English prisons were evils of
a_m_n_stration, largely due to the position of the gaolers.
There was an old law of Charles II. ordering the separa-
tion of debtors from felons, j An Act of George H. had
forbidden under stringent penalties the introduction of
spirituous liquor into workhouses or gaols, and another
Act, which was called the ' Lords' Act' because it
originated in the House of Lords, and which became
the basis of much subsequent legislation, among many
other provisions obliged the creditors of imprisoned
debtors to provide four pence a day for their support. 2
..TheseActs, however, were systematically violated. In
_1773, the year in which Howard began his mission, a
member of Parliament named Popham brought forward
the abuses relating to gaolers' fees, and tried unsuccess-
fully to carry a Bill throwing them on the county rates,
and in the same year a beneficent Act was passed

@3CharlesII. o.20. t 24 Gco.IL ¢. 40. il@Geo.IL _ 28.
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appointing for the first time regular chaplains for the
county gaols of England. 1 In the following year Howard
gave evidence, before a parliamentary committee, about
the condition of some fifty prisons which he had visited,
and received the thanks of the House, and in that year
two very important Acts were passed. One of them
provided in much detail for the cleanliness and ventila-
tion of prisons, and the other condemned the frequent
practice of detaining in prison, on account of fees due
to sheriffs, gaolers, and keepers of prisons, men against
whom no indictment had been brought, or who had
been acquitted, and enacted that in such cases fees
should no longer be demanded, but that an equivalent
sum should be paid out of the county rates. _ Howard
at his own expense sent printed copies of these Acts to
every keeper of a county prison in England. Some
other measures of slight importance were af_rwards
taken regulating fees and improving the condition of
insolvent debtors ; and Grey supported by Burke made
an effort in 1794 to abolish imprisonment for debt.

The treatment of debtors in England was indeed one
of the most astonishing instances of the astonishing
corruption of English law. ' If a debt exceeds _08.,'
wrote a most competent authority in 1795, 'the action
may be brought in a superior court, where if contested
or defended the expense at the lowest computation must
be upwards of 50l .... at present the rule is to allow
the same costs for 408. as for 10,000/. It depends only
on the length of the pleading, and not on the value of
the action.' ' In the county of Middlesex alone,' says
the same writer, 'in the year 1798, the number of
bailable writs and executions for debts from 101. to 20/.
amounted to no less than 5,719, and the aggregate
_moun$ of the debts sued for was 81,791_. It will

m18Geo.III. 0, 58, ' 14Gee.IIL c.20, bg.
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_carcely be credited, although it is must unquestionably
true, that the mere costs of thdse actions although made
up, and not defended at all, would amountto 68,728/.-
and if defended, the aggregate expense to recover
81,791Z. must be (strange and incredible as it may
appear) no less than 285,950/., being considerably
more than three times the amount of the debts sued
for.' More than one million of money, in debts of 100/.
and upwards, was recovered at considerably less t_n
half the expense of 81,791/. in debts of from 10/. to 20l.
It is a horrible fact that between six thousand and
seven thousand persons were arrested every year on
mesne process in Middlesex alone, one-half of whom
were for debts under 20/. In the kingdom at large the
number annually arrested for trifling debts was esti-
mated at not less than forty thousand2 It was such
men who were exposed during long periods of imprison-
ment _tothe intolerable evils of English gaols, and their
long imprisonment was usually due much less to their
original debts than to the legal expenses that had been
heaped upon them. Can it be deemed surprising that
many foreigners who valued good administration, public
order, and cheap justice more than representative insti-
tutions and political liberty, should have preferred their
own system to that of England ?

Howard, though he was deeply imbued with the
very emotional Evangelical piety which was then rising
to prominence, was far from being a sentimental re-
former. He dwelt strongly on the evils of public execu-
tions, and desh'ed capital punishments to be restricted
to three or four offences, but he _V_Sno advocate for a
complete abolition of the punishment of death, and while
pointing out the enormous abuses in English gaols, he
_]id not forget---as his successors have sometimesdon_:_

' Dolquhoun Po_ of t_ M_ro'po_i,s, pp. 890-898.
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that the diet and treatment of prisoners should ilways
be such as to make imprisonment a deterrent pmfish-
ment to the most needy, and that hard labour is an
essential element in every sound prison system. The
task which he and his generation of reformers set before
them was chiefly to remedy great positive abuses, but
the success with which the reformation of criminals was

pursued in Holland gave rise to an Act for the erection
of penitentiaries in England, l which was carried in 1779,
chiefly by the influence of Blackstone. There was, how-
ever, much delay in carrying it out, although Pitt clearly
saw and stated the importance of discriminating between
the different kinds and degrees of criminal character,
and avel_ing the contagion of vice produced by the
existing prison system. 2 It was not until some years
ai%er the death of Howard, that English philanthropy
made the reclamation of criminals one of its great
objects. In the last years of the eighteenth century,
if this end was ever attained, it was probably in most
cases through the army and navy. Every year of war
many convicts were pardoned on condition of enlist-
ing, and the press gang and the recruiting sergeant
brought great numbers of discharged criminals under
the stringent and healthy regimen of naval or mihtary
discipline.

All attempts to estimate the amount and the t3uctua-
tion of crime in the eighteenth century must be ex-
tremely vague and unsatisfactory. Accurate statistics
on these matters date only from the nineteenth century,
and the scandalous imperfection of the police system,
and the extravagant severity of the criminal code, secured
the escape of a great proportion of criminals. In the
first half of the present century, concerning which we

' 19 Geo. ILL c. 74. 2 ParL Hist. xxviil. 1224.
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havefullinformation,the proportion of convictions to
acquittals largely augmented, and the increase in the
number of committals was far greater than can be ac-
counted for by the increase of population, l Much, how-"
ever, of this apparent deterioration may no doubt be
ascribed to the greater efficiency of the police force, and
to a somewhat mitigated and simplified criminal code.
On the whole it appears probable that, in the eighteenth
century, crimes against the person, and especially
murder, diminished, but that large classes of crimes
against property increased. I have already collected
evidence showing the terrible and long-continued out-
break of crime in London from 1767 to 1771 ;3 and the
distress which was then very widely prevalent, spread
similar disorders over the country. _ Prosecutions under
the Game Laws are said to have much multiplied with
the growth of enclosures. By the law of England, no
one at this time, with a few strictly specified exceptions,
was permitted to shoot or fish even on his own grounds,
unless he possessed a freehold estate of at least 100/. a
year, or a leasehold of at least 150l. ; the sale of game
was absolutely prohibited, and although the penalties
of poaching were not so severe as they became under
George IV., it was still possible for young men to be
publicly whipped for having killed a hare. 4

Many other forms of crime were natura]ly increased
in the closing years of the century by the great rise in
the price of food, and by the great changes and fluctua-
tions of industry. The full and detailed account which
Colqu]aoun has given of the state of crime in London
about 1795 shows that large classes of offences against

I Porter'sProgress of $h¢ Na- Phillimore, Hist. of Geo. III,
t_3n, pp. 645, 658. pp. 410, 411.

2 ¥ol. iii. pp. 819-827. See, _ See an instance of _ais a_
too,ParL H_s_. xvl. 929-942. Beading, Gentle_na_'8 Ma@az_

' See mueh evidenee of this in 177_, l_. 98.
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proper_y had attained a terrible magnitude. Th/s able
and experienced magistrate speaks of it as an incontest-
able fact that there was much more crime in proportion
to population, and especially much more crime against
property, in England than in France, Flanders, Holland,
and some other Northern countries, l and he ascribes it
very largely to the immense proportion of criminals
who were either not arrested, or were acquitted though
guilty, or were returned to the population, after a shor_
period of imprisonment, totally oorrupted and with an
almost absolute impossibility of finding any honest
means of livelihood. In seven years before a reform in
the police establishment, which took place in 1792, no
less than 4,262 prisoners, who had been put on their
trial at the Old Bailey by the grand juries, were
acquitted. Between April 1793 and March 179_ in-
elusive, 1,060 persons were committed for trial at
the Old Bailey, and of these 567 were acquitted and
discharged. ' The acquittals,' adds Colquhoun, ' will
generally be found to attach mostly to small offences
which are punishable with death. Where juries do not
consider the crime deserving so severe a punishment,
the delinquent receives no punishment at all.' 2

Colquhoun gives at the same time a very vivid
picture of the extreme inefficiency of the watchmen and
of the whole police administration. The crimes which
he describes as having of late years especially increased
were coining, petty forgery, robberies from ships on the
Thames, and other offences against property. He states
that there were believed to be more than three thousand
receivers of stolen goods in London, and an equal pro-
portion all over the country. 3 Public-houses were, nex_
to the prisons, the great schools of crime, and them

: The .Police of tha Metro_oZis_ _ Ibld. pp. 28, 24, 91, 92, 298.
pp, 88, 353, 3 Ibid. pp. 11, 12.

voI_. vii. z
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were no less than 5,204 licensed within the bills of
mortality. The complaints of excessive drunkenness do
not appear to have been as great as in the earlier haft
of the century, but Colquhoun has made one remark
about public-houses which appears to me of much
significance. ' The period,' he says, ' is not too remote
to be recollected, when it was thought a disgrace for a
woman (excepting on holiday occasions)to be seen in
the taproom of a public-house; but of late years the
obloquy has lost its effect, and the public taprooms of
many alehouses are filled with men, women, and children,
on all occasions.'

Probably the most important measure for the
suppression of crime during the period we are consider-
ing, was an Act which was passed in 1773 making it
possible for felons and other malefactors who escaped
from England to Scotland or fl'om Scotland to England
to be arrested in either country and sent back to the
place where their offences were committed2 This
measure, which had been so long and so strangely de-
layed, completed the union between the two countries,
diminished greatly the chances of the escape of criminals,
and was especially useful in improving the condition of
the border, which had been for generations a centre of
anarchy and crime.

The roads were still scandalously insecure, and the
English highwayman was a striking and conspicuous
figure through the whole of the eighteenth century.
William IV. was accustomed to relate how his greaN
grandfather George II., when walking alone in Ken-
sington Gardens, was robbed by a single highwayman
who climbed over the wall, and pleading his great
distress, and with a manner of much deference, deprived

i _he Poliz.eof the Melrol)o_is,pp. 84,_.
8 13 Geo.IH. c. 31.
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the 1%ing of his purse, his watch, and his buckles)
Even in the most central parts of London, highway
robberies were not unfl'equent. Thus, George IV., when
Prince of Wales, and the Duke of York were robbed on
Hay Hill near Berkeley Square. Two daughters of
Admiral Holborn were driving across St. James's Square
on their return from the opera, when a single footpad
stepped their carriage and carried off their watches and
jewels. The Neapolitan Ambassador, though two foot-
men stood behind his carriage, was stopped in Grosvenor
Square and robbed of his watch and money, and Walpole
describes a similar robbery in Piccadilly within fifty
yards of his own house. On the mail coaches arms
were constantly carried for protection, and there are
numerous accounts of men who were shot when attack-

ing them. The roads in the immediate neighbourhood
of London were infested with highwaymen, and solitary
and unarmed travellers rarely ventured after nightfall
to traverse Hounslow Heath, or Blackheath, or Olapham
or Finchiey Common. At Kensington, as late as the
beginning of the present century, it was customary on
Sunday evenings to ring a bell at intervals, in order
that the pleasure seekers from London might assemble
in sufficient numbers to return in safety. The Angel
Inn at Islington was a favourite resting place of timid
travellers to London who arrived towards the evening,
while the braver assembled near the end of John Street,
where, when a sufficient number had collected, an armed
patrol was appointed to escort them across the dangerous
space that separated them from the great City. _en
of business settled at Norwood and at Dulwich, when
they returned from London after business hours, used to
appoint a place of rendezvous from which they proceeded
in a body for mutual protection, and it was found neees-

GreviIle'sMemoirsof the _elg_ of Que¢_Viatorla,iL 215.
_2
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sary to protect the roads leading to the public gardens
by patrols of horse. 1

The English highwaymen were an altogether dif-
ferent class from the savage and half-famished brigands
who found a refuge in the forests of Germany and
among the mountains of Italy and Spain. They were
in general sLugularly free from ferocity, and a con-
siderable proportion of them were not habitual crimi-
nals. Broken tradesmen, and even young men of
position, who had ruined themselves by dissipation, not
unfrequent]y went upon the road, and if they escaped
detection retunmd again to respectable life. On one
occasion a London print cutter, on the road to Enfield,
was stopped by a si, gle highwayman whom he recog-
nised as a tradesman in He City. He addressed him
by his name, and the detected robber at once blew out
his own brains. Favourite actors and other popular
heroes, when stopped by highwaymen, were sometimes
allowed to pass unmolested as soon as they were recog-
nised ; and if the robbed person asked for sufficient
money to continue his journey, %he request was gene-
rally granted. Few things in English life appear_l
more strange and more scandalous to foreigners than
the extraordinary insecurity of the roads around the
English capital, although there were neither mountains
nor great woods to give shel_er to robbers. They as-
cribed it to the want of tha_ mounted police ca/led the
' Mareehaussee' which protected the French roads ; to
the forms of English freedom which made it difficult or
impossible %o arrest men on suspicion and to demand
their papers, and especially to the extreme severity of

I I_or many particulars about 40, 41. PinCer's P_,ogress of tl_
the highwaymen of the eigh- Ara_, p. 641. See, too, the
teenth century, see Andrews' numerous cases referred to in

Eigh_een_A Century, l_p. 228- the index of the Annua_ l_egister,
246, Walker s Ths Or_fina_, pp. under the head ' Robbery.'
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the penal code which discouraged informers and induced
juries to avail themselves of any pretext to acquit
c_iminals. 1

Another prevalent form of violence, which in the
eyes of the law was a crime of the deepest turpitude,
was duelling. Few facts in the moral history of Europe
are more curious than the stringency with which the
practice was enforced by public opinion, in Catholic
countries and in ages when faith was almost unchal-
lenged and when all heterodoxy was suppressed by law,
although the Church had pronounced it to be a sin of
that ' mortal' kind which excludes from heaven. In
England, if the Church did not profess to speak in as
authoritative language as Catholicism, the law at least
recognised no distinction between the killing of a man
in a duel and premeditated murder, and the seconds as
well as the principals were involved in the guilt. Th_
Star Chamber had made special efforts to suppress duel-
ling, and Bacon was conspicuously opposed to it, but in
general judges and juries seem to have combined to
shield the culprits, and there was as yet little or no
sign of a turn of opinion. In France, it is true, beth
Voltaire and Rousseau wrote strongly against duelling,
and the downfall of feudalism at the Revolution pro-
bably accelerated its fall. In England_ Paley, and also
the Evangelical leaders, strongly condemned it, but the
practice, in some cases, was so stringently enforced by
opinion that the most serious moralists hesitated. Dr.
Johnson maintained that in the existing state of opinion
a man who fought a duel to avoid a stigma on his
honour, was only exercising his ]egitimate right of self-
defence. 2 Bentham used very similar language, though

t See an interesting chapter si_cle, parle Duc deLevis, ch.fi;-
on this subject in L'Anglcterre '-' Croker's Boswell, pp. 239,
au Commence_n_ du XIX _ 240,254,728.
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he pointed out with great force the evils and absurdities
of duels, and ascribed their prevalence to the deficiency
of legislation, which had provided no adequate means
ibr the protection of honour. 1 Wilberforce himself, was
on one occasion challenged by a West Indian captain,
and he mentions that Stephen, who was one of the ablest
men in the early Evangelical party, confessed to him
that his ' strongest temptations were to duelling.' _

On the occasion of Pitt's duel with Tie_mey in 1798,
Wilberforce desired to bring the subject before the House
of Commons in the form of a resolution, but he found
that he could not count upon more than five or six
members to support him, and accordingly relinqlfished
his intention. 3 The immense number of conspicuous
men, and especially of conspicuous statesmen, who
fought duels during the eighteenth century is very
striking. We have already had occasion to notice as
considerable political events the duels of Lord Mohun
with the Duke of Hamilton ; of Wilkes with Martin ;
of the Duke of York with Colonel Lennox, and of
Whately with Temple. Among the Prime Ministers
of George III. Shelburne fought with Colonel Fuller-
ton, Pitt with Tierney, and Fox with Adam; and at
a later period, Canning fought with Castlereagh, the
Duke of Wellington fought with Lord Winchflsea, and
Peel twice challenged political opponents. These are
but a few out of many examples that might be given.
No revolution of public sentiment has been more re-
markable than that which in the space of little more
than a generation has completely banished from Eng-
land, and largely diminished throughout Europe, this
evil custom which had so long defied the condemnation
both of the Church and of the Law.

Tvait_ de Zdgislation, ii. 342-851.
* Wilbe_force's Z,/fe, i. 356, ii. 93. 8 Ibid. !. 280-284.
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It is impossible, I think, to trace the history of
crime, of the treatment of criminals, of the treatment
of debtors, and of the maintenance of order, without
acknowledging the enormous improvement which has
in these fields, at least, been effected in England, as in
most other countries, since the eighteenth century. The
tone of life and manners has become indisputably
gentler and more humane, and men recoil with a new
energy of repulsion from brutality, violence, and wrong.
It is difficult to measure the change that must have
passed over the public mind since the days when the
lunatics in Bedlam were constantly spoken of as one of
the sights of London; when the maintenance of the
African slave trade was a foremost object of English
commercial policy; when men and even women were
publicly whipped through the streets; when skulls lined
the top of Temple Bar, and rotting corpses hung on
gibbets along the Edgware Road; when prisoners ex-
posed in the pillory not unfrequently died through the
ill-usage of the mob, and when the procession every six
weeks of condemned criminals to Tyburn was one of the
great festivals of London. A similar change is shown
in the abolition of the old modes of recruiting for the
army and navy ; in the character of public amusements ;
in the treatment of boys at school ; in the attention that
is paid in the houses of the rich to the comfor_ and
health of their servants. Improved roads, improved
police, and improved legislation have altogether extir-
pated some forms of crime and greatly d_m_uished
others. The wholesale cattle stealing of the Highlands,
highway robbery, piracy and kidnapping, are now things
of the past. Smuggling, which once educated hun-
dreds, if not thousands, into systematic lawlessness, has
sunk into insigmificant dimensions. Riots have become
comparatively rare and inconsiderable. If theological
fanaticism barns in some quarters more fiercely than in
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the cighteentoh century, intolerance at least find_ no
longer any sanction in English law, and the circle of
permissible discussion recognised by public opinion has
been immensely enlarged. In the upper classes duel-
ling has disappeared; drunkenness has become very
rare; gambling, though it has probably greatly increased
in the form of reckless and dishonest speculation, has
in other respects declined, and the canons of good
society have diminished coarseness, and banished pro-
fane swearing from conversation.

All these signs of improvement are incontestable,
but in nearly all these respects the latter part of the
century was greatly superior to the beginning. In
other forms of morals the comparison is more dubious.
Towards the close of the centur_ especially, there were
loud complaints of growing vice in high quarters. The
many conspicuous scandals in the royal family; the
public relations of the Duke of Grafton, when Prime
Minister, with Nancy Parsons; the passion at one
period for masquerades and at another period for ballet
dancing, and above all the growing number of divorces_
were cited as illustrabions. Bills for preventing the
intermarriage of the offending parties were carried
through the House of Lords in 1771 and in 1779, but
on both occasions rejected by the Commons. 1 A Bishop
of Durham in 1798 gravely assured the House of Lords
that the French, despairing of overthrowing England
by arms, had formed a deliberate and subtle design to
corrupt her morals, and had for that purpose sent over
a number of ballet dancers/ Lord Auckland noticed
in 1800, that in the space of 130 years there had been
132 divorces by Act of Parliament _. Of these only eight
had taken place in the first forty-five years, fifty in the
next sixty years, and seventy-four in the last twentF*

Poe./.H/si. xxxv.227. t Ibid.xxxifi.1807,
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five years. In the four years immediately preceding
the Session in which he spoke, twenty-nine divorce bills
had been carried and five others reiected. _

E_ddence, however, of this kind appears to me to be
of very little value. Each generation l_s its censors
who pronounce it to be altogether extraordinary in its
depravity, and these denunciations are sometimes even
a sign of progress, for they merely show that men are
more conscious of the evils around them ; have raised
their standard of excellence, and have learned to lay an
increased stress upon moral improvement. This was
very eminently the case at the close of the last century
when the Methodist and Evangelical movements were at
their height. In the ' Practical Piety' of Wilberforce ;
in two short treatises of Hannah Mere, and in some of
the essays of ¥ieesimus Knox we have the views of
leading Evangelicals on the morals of the upper classes;
and while they sufficiently show that those classes were
far from conforming to the Evangelical standard, they
do not furnish any real proof of deterioration. The
mere coincidence of a few great scandals is often purely
fortuitous, and the number of divorces is certainly no
sure index of the morals of society. It is a notorious
fact that the lowest standard of domestic morality in
Europe may often be found in countries, and in periods,
in which divorce was absolutely forbidden, or in classes
in which it never takes place ; nor is there, I believe,
any real reason to think that the standard of domestic,
morals in England has been lowered bythe great multi°
plication of divorces which has followed the Divorce Law
of 1857. In this case the multiplication has been the
obvious consequence of a law which made a process,
which before was extremely difficult and extremely ex-
pensive, both easy and cheap. But where no change in

i ParL H/st. xxxv, 244,
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the law has been effected, it would be very rash to infer
that a public opinion which acquiesces placidly in con-
jugal infidelity, or which condemns the victims of un-
happy marriages to lifelong misery and sin, is of a
higher order than a public opinion which in such cases
permits and encourages divorce. In the eighteenth
century the practice in England relating to it was
incredibly absurd. All matrimonial cases were placed
under the Ecclesiastical Courts, and the law of England,
following the doctrine of Catholicism and the canon law_
pronounced that while separation 'a mens£ et thoro'
might in some cases be permitted, an absolute dissolu-
tion of a valid and duly accomplished marriage, was in
all cases a sin against God. And from this position the
singular inference was drawn, that it should only be
permitted by special Act of Parliament, and at the cost
of several thousand pounds. The fact that the small
class of persons who were able and willing to resor_ to
this remedy had increased is surely no considerable
index of growing depravity, and it may be much more
than balanced by the immense improvement in the
marriage relation which was effected by the Act of Lord
Hardwicke, suppressing or diminishing the enormous
abuses of clandestine marriages.

At the same time, it is certain, that in this field of
morals there has been no improvement at all commen-
surate with that which has taken place in the field of
philanthropy, and it is probable that the tendency has
been in the opposite direction. This class of vices
naturally increases with the increased luxury of a
wealthy society, with the larger place which town life
holds in the existence of the wealthy, and especially
with the increasingly cosmopolitan character which
European society has assumed. It is possible also, tha_
it may have been more largely affected than other de-
partments of morals, by that decline of t]mologlcal
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beliefs which was so manifest in the closing years of the
eighteenth century, and which is certainly not less
apparent in our own day.

The distinctive virtues of the eighteenth centm°y
were not those which spring from passionate or definite
religious convictions. For these we must look rather to
the two centuries that preceded it. In its closing years,
it is true, the Methodist and Evangelical movements,
and the strong conflicting passions aroused by the
French Revolution, somewhat altered its character ; but
in general it was an unimpassioned and mflaeroic age,
singularly devoid of both religious and political enthusi-
asm, and much more remarkable for intellectual than
for high moral achievements. It was preeminently a
century of good sense; of sobriety of thought and
action; of growing toleration and humanity; of de-
clining superstition ; of rapidly extending knowledge ;
of great hopefulness about the future. In England, we
must add to these characteristics a steady national pro-
gress ; a free and temperate government ; a constantly
increasing respect for law ; a remarkable absence of
class warfare, and of great political and religious
convulsions.

The _ reforming spirit was, however, much weaker
than at present, and that extreme activity of the phil-
anthropic spillt, which is so characteristic of modern
English life, had but just begun. This spirit has been
largely stimulated by the Evangelical revival ; by the
great development of the press, which has brought into
vivid relief innumerable forms of long unnoticed suffer-
ing, and also, perhaps, by ihe democratic movement
which has forced the wants of the humbler classes into
attention. In comparing, however, from this point of
view, the England of the last century with that of our
own day, it is necessary to remember that during the
greater part of the eighteenth century, society was so
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organised that the demand for charitable and philan-
thropic exertions was considerably less than it now is.
Before the existing industrial system had grown up, and
before the vast agglomerations of population in the great
towlls, industry in all its branches was much less fluctua-
ting than at present, and the pelunanent relation between
classes was closer and more stable. The country gentle-
man lived nearly the whole year among his people. A
great proportion of the agricultural labourers lived in
the houses of the farmers. The common land and the
plot of ground, which, in the early years of the century,
still surrounded the married labourer's cottage, preserved
him from the extremes of want. The poor law system
was lavishly administered, and the obstacles which the
law of settlement put in the way of the migration of the
agricultural poor, stereotyped the features of English
country llfe. The price of corn till near the close of the
century was low and steady. Extreme want was rare,
and the standard of comfort was low. Manufacturing
industry was, to a large extent, a mere adjunct of agri-
culture, carried on in cottages scattered through the
agricultural districts. In the towns, the apprentice
system ; the long contracts between the master and his
journeymen; the habit of apprenGces, and often journey-
men, living under the roof of their master, and the
settlement of wages by law, which was not yet extinct,
mitigated the fluctuations of industry. The population
was also comparatively small, and English industry was
much less closely connected than at present with the
vast and complex vicissitudes of foreign markets.

Legislation concerned itself much less than in our
day with social abuses. The prevent'ion of crime, and
the regulation of commercial interests, were sedulously,
if not always wisely, attended to; but there were few
attempts during the :Hanoverian period to deal with
special evils and forms of suffering among the poor, and
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in spite of occasional laws relating to gaming, lotteries.
disorderly houses, and the observance of Sunday, there
was in general llttle disposition to regulate habits, and
restrain private vices, by law. The greater portion of
the legislation directly bearing on the conditicn of the
pool" consisted of extensions, restrictions, and modifica-
tions of the poor law. Numerous measures were passed
during this period, defining the nature and conditions of
relief; the circumstances by which a parish settlement
might be lost or gained; the power of churchwardens
and overseers to lfile out, with the assent of two justices
of the peace, pauper children, till they were twenty-one,
as 'parish apprentices.' _ A disclosure of the appalling
mortality among young children in the London work-
houses was met by a merciful Act, which appears to
have been principally due to Hanway, establishing
separat_ nurseries in the country for these children. _
Some great evils, which had been discovered in private
madhouses, and some striking instances of persons im-
properly confined, produced much scandal, a parliamen-
tary inquiry, and some careful legislation, _ and ano_er
law endeavoured to put an end to horrible abuses which
had grown up in the treatment of children who were
employed to sweep chimneys, t I have already men-
tioned the laws for regulating wages and hours of work;
for improving the condition of prisons, and for allevi-
ating the state of debtors ; and there are a few instances
of new forms of charity being assisted by moderate and
temporary parliamentary grants.

t The laws relating to the poor _ ParL Hist. xv. 1283-1291.
huve been collected in two Walpole's Gee. III. i. 244. 14
volumes by Cunningham Glen. Gee. III. c. 49. 26 Gee. III. e.
On the parish apprentices, see 91. Gentleman'sMaga2ine,1772,
especiaIly 18 Gee. HI. c. 47, 20 pp. 195, 196, 840, 341, 589, 590;
Gee. HI. c. 36, 32 Gee. IIL c. 57. 1773, p. 99.

-_7 Gee. III. c. 89. Pugh'o _ 28 Gee. ]II. e. 48.
Life of l_way, p. 190.
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But on the whole this class of subjects occupies a
very small place in the legislation of the eighteenth
century, though a great amount of private benevolence
was devoted to it. The London charities were large
and excellent, and an intelligent French traveller, who
carefully investigated them in the early years of the
present century, was especially struck with their com-
plete independence of the Government, and with" the
very large propoi_ion of them which had grown up
during the latter half of the eighteenth century3 A
detailed examination would, I beheve, show that London
already ranked very high, in its charitable instRutions,
among the cities of the world? Two important, though
by no means uncontested, forms of charity, which had
already existed on the Continent, appear to have arisen
in England for the first time in the eighteenth century.
The first foundling hospital in England was established
through the exertions of Captain Coram in 1739, and
the first Magdalen Asylum in 1769. In addition to
the foundling hospitals and orphanages which already

i De Levis, L'Angleterre au 2. Asylums for the relief
commencement du dix.neuvi_me of objects of charity
s/_c_e, ch. viii. and humanity, sup-

"_See Seymour's Survey of ported by annual
Lo_u_m, and a full catalogue of contributions, at . _25,000
the London charitable institu- 3. Asylums, hospitals,
tions with the dates of their anddlspensaries, for
foundation in Colquhoun's _olice the sick, lame, dis-
of the Metro2o_s, pp. S74-380. eased, andaffiicted, at 50,000
Colquhoun, in 1795, estimates 4. Institutions for be-
the poor rates for ¢he metropolis nevolent, chaxitable,
(including an adjoining district and humane pur-
er Middlesex and Surrey) at poses, 704 societies,
245,000L a yem'. In addition to at ...... 120,000
this, he e_$imates the annual _. Private charities at . 150,000
expense of 6. Endowed establish-

1. Supporting charity ments at .... 150,000
schools for eduea- Total estimate per annum,
ring the poor at . £10,000 750,000/.
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existed, some attempts were made in the latter half of
the century to purify the som'ces of crime by asylums
for deserted girls, young delinquents, and cMldren of
criminal parents, and by a society, founded by Hanway,
for collecting destitute boys from the street in order to
educate them as sailors. A society for the relief of
persons confined for small debts was founded in 1772,
and in the work of improving the condition of prisoners,
its treasurer, James Neild, deserves to rank only second
to Howard. _ There were numerous instances of large
subscriptions raised for special purposes of benevolenc%
such as providing comforts for prisoners of war, or for
soldiers and their families, and these subscriptions had
sometimes a very cosmopolitan character. Large sums
were raised from private sources in England to assist
the Corsicans in their struggle with the French, and
the Poles in their struggle with the Russians. _ There
was a subscription for the destitute Portuguese after
the earthquake at Lisbon, and in the beginning of the
French Revolution more than seventy thousand pounds
were subscribed for the assistance of French refugees.

Charities of this description do not appear to me to
have been to any considerable extent due to the religious
revival at the close of the century. There had always
been much unobtrusive charity in England, and causes
in a great degree independent of rehgion had contri-
buted to stimulate it. There are fashions of feeling as
well as fashions of thought, and with the softening
manners of the closing years of the century, benevo-
lence and philanthropy had undoubtedly acquired a
higher place in the category of virtues. It was the
complaint of a hostile critic, that Fielding had set the
fashion of reducing all virtue to good affections in con-

_Nichols'8Illustrations of the 2 See a speech of Fox, Par&
Eigh_cn_hCentury, iL689-706. H/_t.xxv. 171.
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Iwadic_ionto moral obligation and a sense of duty, and
of representing goodness of hear_ as a sufficient substi-
tute for moral virtues._ The ideal of excellence which
was taught by Shaftesbury in England, and by Voltaire
in France, and the strain of sentiment which was at
once sustained and reflected by _he writings of Rousseau,
was very apparent in English life; and Evangelical
writers, so far from denying the strong spirit of benevo-
lence outside their sect, were inclined to reproach their
contemporaries with the exclusive and excessive stress
they laid upon that virtue2 There was, however, a
large class of institutions which were distinctly traceable
to the religious revival. The Evangelical party, though
it as yet only included a minority of the clergy, and was
not largely represented among the higher clergy, had
already drawn to itself the strongest religious enthusiasm
in the nation, and had become the pre-eminen_ source

' Hawkins's L_fe of Johnson, licited? But she at the same
p. 215. See, too, a remarkable time asks ' whether it be not the
essay ' On l_ovel Beading,' by fashion rather to consider be-
Vieesimus Knox, _ssays, i. No. nevolence as a substitute for
xiv. Christianity, than as an evidence

Thus Hannah More says of i_ ? ' And she adds : ' It seems
that the age in which she wrote to be one of the reigning errors
was pre-eminently ' the age of among the better sort _o reduce
benevolence.' ' Liberality flows all religion into benevolence, and
with a full trials through a thou- all benevolence into almsgivlng/
sand channels. There is scarcely O_th_Re_igio_ofths_ashi_n_bl8
a newspaper but records some War/d, Works, xi. 87-91. She
meeting of men of forage for has, also, some good remarks
the mos_ salutary purposes. The upon the way in which the re-
noble and numberless structures striction of ' That broad shade
for the relief of distress whish of protection, patronage, and _-
are the ornament and glory of maintenance, which the wide-
our metropolis, proclaim aspe- spread bounty of their fore-
cies of m,,n;_cence ,nlmown to fathers stretched out over whole
former ages. Subscriptions, not villages,' and the ' general altera-
only to hospitals, but to various tion of habits and manners, _had
other valuable institutions, are recently lncrea6ecl the neees,it_es
ebtained almost assoon as so- for charity.
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of religious activity. In the older rehgious societies it
had little weight, but nearly all the popular religious
literature of the time, nearly every fresh departure,
nearly every new organisation which grew up in the
English religious world, was mainly due to it.

The largest of them were of a purely religious cha-
racter, with which we have no concern here. Thus the
London Missionary Society, which was established i_
1795; the Church Missionary Society, which was estab-
lished in 1799 ; the Religious Tract Society, which was
established in the same year, and which followed in the-
steps of a tract society that had been founded by Wesley
seventeen years before; the British and Foreign Bible
Society, which was established in 1802, and all, or
nearly all, the l_onconformist religious societies which
arose about this period, were distinctly Evangelical.
The Society .for the Reformation of Manners, imitate&
from the society of the same name which had existed at_
the close of the seventeenth century, was not indeed ar_
Evangelical society, but it owed its origin to _rilber-
force; and the Association for Securing a Better Ob-
servance of Sunday consisted chiefly of Evangelical
members. But in almost all forms of purely seculoa-
charity, a new impulse was also given; and a charac-
teristic feature of English life in the closing yeal_ of
the century, was the increasing number of persons--
especially unmarried women--who were making works
of charity the main business of their lives. ' There is
no class of persons,' Wflberforce once said, ' whose
condition has been more improved within my recollec-
tion than that of unmarried women. Formerly there
seemed to be nothing useful in which they could be
naturally busy, but now they may always £nd an object
in attending to the poor.'

I Wilberforee'._ Life, i. 238.
VOL. VII. h 21
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The services of the rising par_y to religious educa-
tion were also very considerable. It is a remarkable
fact that during the whole of the eighteenth century
the task of educating the English poor, as far as it was
undertaken at all, was left to the different religious
denominations, and to the benevolence of individuals
and vohmtary associations without the smallest assist-
ance from the Government. The old law which forbade

the opening of any school without the licence of a
bishop, though still in force, had become obsolete ; but
if the Government did not impede, it at least did no-
thing whatever to support education. There were still
many endowed schools dating from an earlier period,
which gave free education to many children, and there
had been, as we have seen, a great and beneficent
movement for the erection of parochial charity schools
under Anne. It was warmly patronised b_vthe Queen,
but it was the work of private charity, entirely un-
assiste_ by Parliament ; and for more than sixty years
after the death of Anne, the history of education in
England is almost a blank. Scotland, indeed, and the
New England colonies had long enjoyed excellent sys-
tems of popular education, and even in Ireland there
were the Charter Schools endowed by the Irish Parlia-
ment ; but in England it was the prevailing doctrine
that the education of the people was entirely foreign to
the duties of Government, and it was a very common
b,lief that education would only unfit the poor for the
life that was allotted to them. _qew charity schools
were no doubt occasionally erected. Private enterprise
multiplied cheap schools ; landlords occasionally founded
schools on their estates, and the apprentice system in
some small measure discharged the £unc_ons of a
system of education ; but unless we except the circu-
lating schools in Wales, l there is, I believe, during

See vo]. ili. I_. 105.
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this long period, no evidence of any considerable at-
,tempt to instruct the poor.

The fact is especially remarkable when we remember
Low eminently the eighteenth century was a century of
extending knowledge, and how large a place education
held in the thoughts of legislators on the Continent.
As early as 1717, Frederick William I. had issued an
edict malting education compulsory in Prussia, and not
]ess than seventeen hundred schools for the poor are
said to have been established in Prussia dm_ng his
reign. Frederick the Great energetically pursued the
same policy, and some years before the outbreak of the
French Revolution, there were laws in almost every
little German State, obliging parents to send their
,children to schools which had been established under
the direction of ecclesiastics. Even the Catholic States

of Germany, though in general considerably behind the
Protestant ones, had thrown themselves ardently into
the same career. Maria Theresa through her whole
reign made the education of her people one of the great
objects of her policy, and Joseph II., though wit_ feebler
steps, followed her example. The writings of Rousseau,
and, in the last years of the century, the example and
system of Pestalozzi, had given an immense impulse to
.the cause of education throughout the Continent.

But in England this movement appears for a long tim_
to have been entirely unfelt, and the first traces of a re-
rived interest in education seem to be due to the religiou_
,movement. A sermon preached at Cambridge by Bishop
Porteus in 1768, on the subject of religious education at
,the Universities, induced a Norfolk gentleman named
Norris to found at Cambridge a professorship for giving
lectures on the doctrines of revealed religion; 1 while
among the poor an important step was taken by the

i Hoclgson's Life of Portects, pp. 18, 19.
AA2
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establishment of Sunday schools. Raikes of Gloucester,
whose first schools were set up in 1781, is generally
spoken of as their originator, but it is certain that there
were a few isolated Sunday schools at an earlier date.
To Raikes, however, far more than to any other man,
the Sunday-school system owes its real importance.
Some of the clergy, and among others Bishop Horsley,
looked on it with suspicion and dislike, but it spread
rapidly, and was especially favonred by the Evangelical
par_y. The Sunday School Society was established in
1785, and two years la_er, not less than two hundred
thousand children are stated to have been receiving in-
struction in Sunday schools, l Wesley strongly advocated
them; Hannah More greatly assisted the movement
both by her influence and by her pen, and Rowland Hill
is said to have been the first to introduce Sunday schools
into London. _

The establishment of any real system of secular
na_onal education in England belongs altogether to the
nineteenth century, for although the systems of Bell and
Lancaster were brought before the English public in
1797 and 1798, nothing was yet done to put them into
action. About the same time, Malthus, following in the
steps of Adam Smith, urged in impressive language
the extreme national imporbance of a general system
of popular instruction ; the scandal and the danger of
leaving the education of the lower classes to a few
Sunday schools, directed and supported by private in-
dividuals, s For a long time, however, these warnings
were little attended to. The deep and honourable dis-
trust of all entrenchments of Government, which was
characteristic of Englishmen in the eighteenth century,

• Tyerman's L/fs of Wesley, iii. 500.
s Sidney's Lif_ of _owland Hill, oh. r_.
s O_ 2_o2ulatio_, bk. iv. oh. viii.
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has produced many advantages, but often at a heavy
price. Part of that price has been that England until
very lately had no system of national education at all
_omparable with that of many continental nations, or
at all worthy of her own place among civilised Powers.

In England, as in the chief nations on the Continent,
the closing years of the century were marked by a great
widening of the national sympathies, which were no
longer confined by the lines of country, race, or creed.
The increased sense of wrongs done to savage and pagan
races was very evident. The ill-treatment, by the Eng-
lish, of the Caribbees in the island of St. Vincent, was
the subject of a parliamentary inquiry and of much dis-
cussion in 1773; 1 and the impeachment of Warren
Has_gs has a great significance in English moral his-
tory, as representing the awakening of the national con-
science to its responsibility towards subject races. But
the most conspicuous illustration of this kind is to be
found in that great movement for the abolition of the
slave trade, which became, in the last years of the
century, one of the chief forms of English philanthropy.

The more important facts in the early history of
slavery and of the .British slave trade have been already
related, _ and they are in themselves sufficient to show
_he vast revolution which has been effected in English
public sentiment. A few voices had indeed been heard
from a very early period protesting against the ta.ade.
Even in the seventeenth century, George Fox, the
founder of Quakerism; Richard Baxter; Morgan @odwyn,
a clergyman of the Established Church; and one or two
otherwritershacldenouncedit; and Aphra Behn,who
ha_l herself witnessed slavery in the West Indies, had
brought the wrongs of the negroes before the public in

i _h_alpole, s Last Journals, i. 176-188.
' Vol. ii. pp. 242-249.
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a novel called _Oronooko,' which was afterwards turne_
into a play by Southern. In the following century,
many English writers had dwelt on the barbarity of the
slave trade before any serious effort llad been made ix>
restrain it. Defoe condemned it in some powerful lines
in his poem on 'The Reformation of _[anners,' whlc]_
appeared in 1702, and he afterwards urged a more
humane treatment of negroes in his ' Life of Colonel
Jacque.' Thomson, Savage, and Shenstone among
poets; Heylin, Warburtcn_ and Paley among divines;
Hutoheson, Adam Smith, and Beattie among philo-
sophers, may all be cited as early enemies of the slave
trade, and a few books of travels had already described
its horrors. But in the sphere of politics no such re-
probation was shown, and the generation that applauded
theconquestsofChatham,aswellasthegenerationthat
made thePeaceof Utrecht,consideredtheextensionof

the slave trade a capital object of English commercial
policy. The Assiento Treaty, in the reign of Anne, had
given England the monopoly of the slave trade to the
Spanish colonies, and it was a boast of Chatham, that
his conquests in Africa had placed almost the whole
slave trade in Englishhands3

An Act of 1750 had already elaborately regulated
the trade. Its preamble described it as very advan_
tageous to Great Britain, and as necessary to her colonies,
but it is a remarkable fact that it contained a clause

expressly providing for the security of the natives. 'No
master of a ship,' it said_ 'shall, by fraud, force, or
violence, or by any other indirect practice whatsoever,
take on board or carry away from the coast of Afl'ica
any negro or native of that country, or commit, or saffer
to be committed, any violence on the natives to the
prejudice of the said trade; and every person so offend-

Walpole's Geo. LEE.i. 227, 228.
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ing shall, for every such offence, forfeit 100/.' l As
might have been expected, and as subsequent inquiries
abundantly proved, these words proved a mockery and
a dead letter, but they show that although the slave
trade was uniformly conducted with the most barefaced
violence and fraud, the existence of some duty to the
natives was at least recognised by the legislators. In
1768, a few years after the war of Chatham, it was
estimated that not less than 97,000 negroes were taken
from Africa in a single year?

The signs, however, of a growing awakening to the
evils of the trade were rapidly multiplied, and in a few
years before the outbreak of the American war some
important facts had occurred. A controversy which
had long been pending, relating to the legality of the
state of servitude in England, was at this time finally
decided. Numerous slaves had been, in the course of
the century, brought to England, held in servitude in
England, stopped by force when they left their masters,
and even publicly advertised for sale. York and Talbot,
the Attorney-General and the Solicitor-General in 1729,
had g_ven it as their opinion that a slave, by being
brought from _he 1Nest Indies into Great Britain, was
not emancipated, but might be legally compelled to re-
turn to the plantations. This doctrine, however, had
been frequently disputed, and especially by Granville
Sharp, one of the earliest and most illustrious of that
long line of philanthropists who have devoted their lives
to the defence of the negroes. At last, in 1772, the
case of an African slave named Somerset, who had been
brought to England, had left his master, and had after-
wards been forcibly seized for the purpose of being
carried out of the kingdom and sold in Jamaica, was

i 23 Gee. II. e. 81.
Macpherson's A_n_ls of Gommerce, iii. 484.
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brought before Lord Mansfield, and that great judge,
after long deliberation, decided that Somerset must be
discharged, and that every slave, as soon as he touched
English ground, acquired his freedom.

Two other facts of great moment speedily followed.
John Wesley, who had come in personal contact with
American slaves as early as 1736,1 published, in 1774,
his 'Thoughts on Slavery,' strongly denouncing the
system; and two years later David Hartley, the son
of the metaphysician, for the first time brought the
question before Parliament, by moving a resolution
' that the slave trade was contrary to the laws of God
and the rights of man.' The motion was seconded by
Sir George Savile, but it was easily defeated, and it
appears to have excited little attention.

Up to this Vitae the steadiest and most persistent
epponents of the slave trade had been the Quakers.
They had passed resolutions condemning it in 1727 and
in 1758. In 1761 they excluded from membership,
any Quaker who was concerned in the trade, and in
1763 they branded as criminal all who in any way
encouragedor abettedit. In America,however,the
Quakers were less inflexible in their opposition, and
they appear to have in general kept slaves llke their
fellow-colonists, though they were remarkable for the
humanity with which they treated them and the fre-
quency with which they emancipated them. They in
general distinguished between the possession and the
importation of slaves, but there were always some
among them who considered the whole system of slavery
criminal, and a strong movement in favour of abolition
sprang up a few years before the revolutionary contest

i His brother, Charles Wesley, slaves in the Carolinas. See a
had during this journey formed striking passage from his jour-
a very sh.ong opinion of the ex- hal in Grahame's ]Y/story of th_
_eme barbarities inflicted on United 8tares, iii. 422.
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with England, chiefly in the Quaker province of Penn-
_ylvania) In 1754, in 1755, in 1774 and in 1776, the
•subject was brought forward at their yearly meetings,
and in general the American Quakers seem to have
made it their.rule to abstain from importing or purchas-
ing slaves, though they did not absolutely condemn the
keeping of slaves. _ About 1770 a few Quakers began
to form associations in the middle provinces of North
America to discourage the introduction of slaves into
their neighbourhood and to encourage manumission, and
.4t was noticed that several persons of different creeds
began to liberate their slaves, and to co-operate for the
purpose of ameliorating their lot. s Benjamin Franklin,
among others, wa1_nly supported the movement.

As I have already observed, conditions of climate,
and therefore of cultivation, ultimately determined the
course of negro slavery in America, and while in the
Nor_aernStates and in Pennsylvania slaves were few,
_nanumission frequent, and the laws relating to negroes
comparatively mild, the slave codes of Virginia, mary-
land, and the Carolinas were of extreme ferocity, 4 and
instances of glaring and extraordinary inhumanity to
negroes were very numerous in the Southern colonies,
and the English West Indies2 The grotesque absurdity

I Grahame's History of the s Many instances of the afro-
United States, iii. 404. Clark- olous barbarities practised on
son's History of the Abolition of slaves in the American colonies
the _law Trade, i. 112-116, 1B2- and in the English West India
180. Kalm's Travels in iVorth Islands, will be found in Bene-
Amer_, Pinkerton, xvii. 501. zet's Hist_r/cal Account of Gui,-

2 See Clarkson, i. 143-145. nea a_d of the 8lave Trade.
' Ibid. pp. 185-192. Grahame's///story of the United
4 An excellent summary oI the States, ill. 422, 423. ' The ne-

laws on slavery in the different gmes in our colonies,' said Burke,
colonies will be found in Mr. H. ' endure a slavery more complete,
C. Lodge's Short _tistory of the and attended with far worse cite
English Colonies in America oumstances, than what any peo-
(1882). ple in their condition suffer in
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of slave owners signing a ' Declaration of Independence"
which asserted the inalienable right of every man to,
hberty and equality was not unfelt, but the original
drat_ of tJae Declaration of Independence as drawn up-
by Jefferson contained a passage strongly censuring the
slave trade, and blaming the l_ug of England for
having forced it upon America. By the desire of some
of the Southern representatives, this passage was ex-
punged.

Dean Tucker, in a pamphlet published in 1785, has
devoted some remarkable pages to the English slave
trade. No man living, he says, could sincerely approve
of the slave trade as it is actually conducted, and he
declares that ' the murders committed in the course of

it, reckoning from the beg_nnlng of it to the present
hour, almost exceed the power of numbers to ascertain.
Yet,' he continues, 'reason and humanity recoil in
vain. For the trade in human blood is s_ill carried on_
not only with impunity but also with the consent, appro-
bation, and even assistance of the British Legislature,'
and it is never likely to be suppressed, till it is proved
that slavery is economically wasteful, and that sugar
can be produced more cheaply by free labour. Referring
to the state of the slaves, he asserts that it is a notorious.
and incontrovertible fact 'that the English planters in
general (doubtless there are exceptions) treat their
slaves, or suffer them to be treated, with a greater de-
gree of inhumanity than the planters of any other

any other part of the world, or counts of the people upon the
have suffered in any other period spot, the inordinate authority
of time. Proofs of this are not which the plantation laws confer
wanting.' Am Account of the upon the slaveholder is exercised
Euro'pea_ Settlements iv Ame- by the English slaveholder es-
r/_, ii. 124. See, too, the whole pecially, _rith rigour and bru-
ehapter. Paley says: ' From all tality.' Mora_Philoso_hy, bk.iiL
that can be learned by the ae- ch. iil.
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European nation.' He ascribes this ' excess of barbarity'
partly to the fact that the English planters have more
slaves than those of any other nation, and therefore
think it necessary to protect themselves by a greater
severity from combinations or revolts, but partly also
to the large amount of self-government the English
colonies enjoy. ' The English planters are more their
own masters, their own lawgivers in their assemblies ;
also the interpreters, the judges (as jurymen) and the
executioners of their laws, than those of any other
nation. The very form of the English Constitution_
originally calculated for the preservation of liberty,
tends in this instance to destroy it. Consequently the
English planters can indulge themselves in a greater
degree of passion and revenge than would be permitted
under the absolute governments of France, Spain, Por-
tugal, or Denmark.' In proof of this assertion Tucker
refers to the Code Noir of France, and he adds : ' The
regulations of the Spanish Government respecting negro
slaves are still more humane, laying a foundation for
the sober and industrious among them, by allowing
them the profits of two days' labour in each week, to.
purchase their own liberty in the course of a few years.
And it may be observed in general, that though absolute
governments are tyrannical in themselves, yet they are
a great check on the tyranny of their intermediate sub-
jects, being ready to protect the helpless from being
oppressed by any but themselves. This is remarkably
verified in the case of those slaves who live under
the Russian, Prussian, and Austrian Governments, com-
pared with the hard fate of others who still groan under
the bondage of the nobles of Poland.' In addition tok
these reasons, he observes that an unusual proportion of
English planters lived habitually in England and con-
signed the care of their property to bailiffs and overseers_
who had a manifest interest in stifling all complaints,
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and keeping their principals as much as possible in tho
dark about the management of their estates, l

I have already mentioned the attempts that had
been made by some American provincial Leglslatures,
during the colonial period, to discourage the excesslve
importation of slaves. They appear to have been clue
maln]y or solely to commercial and political reasons,
and, as we have seen, were overruled by the British
Government. In 1776, however, the Continental Gon-
gress passed a memorable resolution, ' that no slaves be
imported into any of the thirteen United Colonies.'
During the war, the British cruisers very effectually
prevented such importation, but, on the attainment of
independence, the question was decided independently
by the different Legislatures. In the great majority of
the States the slave trade was forbidden ; but, in spice
of the State laws, it was carried on to a considerable
extent by Iqew England vessels, and in some of the
Southern States it was fully legal. When the Consti-
tution of 1787 was established, there was a long dispute
on ¢he subject, and it was finally decided that Georgia
and the 0aroHnas shoula retain their right of carrying
on the slave trade for twenty more years. At this date
slavery, as distinguished from the slave trade, had not
been actually abolished in any State except _assachu-
serfs; but a measure for its gradual abolition had been
adopted in Pennsylvania, and imitated by other Northern
States, and there were already active organisations for
hastening its abolition, and for alleviating the condition
of the slaves)

Tucker's i_eflec_ on th_ slaves by the Spaniards,La
present _datters 4_ 1)is_ute be- publiclu_,liv. i. oh.v.
twe-e_G,rea_.Brihz4_an_Ire_, _ SeeHildreth's2tistoryoftha
_ip. 10-12. At the end of the Un/t_ Stat4s, iii. 509--520,iv.

xteenth century, BodAnhad 174,175.
aoticod the good treatmentof
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The British slave trade had been greatly crippled by
the war of the American Revolution, and the indepen-
dence of America cut off permanently one of its great
markets. It also very seriously, though indirectly,
affected the lot of the negroes in the British West India
Islands. The active and profitable commerce which had
long subsisted between those islands and the America_
colonies had been necessarily interrupted by the war,
but it was hoped that it might revive on the establish-
ment of peace. The Shelburne Ministry was especially
.distinguished for its enlightened commercial views, and
in March 1783 Pitt, who was then Chancellor of the
Exchequer, brought before Parliament a singularly
liberal Bill repealing all the measures protdbiting
American ships from trading with the British do-
minions, and establishing provisionally, and for a
limited time, perfect free trade between the United
States and the British Empire. The change of ministry
that immediately followed, prevented this measure from
being carried; and the Coalition Government which
succeeded, contented itself with repealing the prohibi-
tory laws which had existed during the war, and passing
a measure, vesting in the Crown for a limited period
authority to regulate the commerce with America. _

It soon appeared that while the West Indian
planters were extremely anxSous to reopen free trade
with America, a strong opposition to such a policy had
grown up. It was desired to confine the trade to these
islands to British ships and to the British dominions,
and it was contended that by such restrictions the pro-
sperity of Canada, b_ova Scotia, and the island of St.
John, might be greatly stimulated. Pitt, on returning
to power, yielded to the clamour, abandoned the liberal
policy of the provisional Bill_ consented to refer tha

i Macpherson'sAnnals of Comm#rce,iv. 17-20. 23Gee.III. c.39,
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whole matter to the Committee of the P1_vy Council for
the Board of Trade, and at last, on the recommendation
of that body, and in spite of the protests and warnings
of the planters, he agreed to confine the intercourse be-
tween the British West India Islands and America to

British ships. The result was a destitution, lasting for
many years, and falling especially on the negro popula-
tion. One or two bad seasons and one or two devastating
hurricanes aggravated the calamity, and its magnitude
is shown in a ghastly report drawn up by a committee
of the Assembly of Jamaica. They express their firm
.conviction that in seven years, and in consequence of
the prohibition of foreign supplies, not less than fifteen
_housand negroes had perished. ' This number,' the_
say, _we firmly believe to have perished of famine, or of
<]iseases contracted by scanty and unwholesome diet,
between the latter end of 1780 and the beginning of
1787. 'l

The slave trade revived rapidly after the Peace of
1783, and Liverpool became i_s special source. It has
been computed that between 1783 and 1793 not less
_han 74,,000 negroes were annually transported from
_£frica to the West Indies. Of these it was estimated
:that Great Britain imported 38,000, Holland 4,000,
_orgugal 10,000, Denmark 2,000, and France 20,000.
It has also been estimated that of the immense number
_)f 814,000 negroes who were carried from Africa to the
West Indies in eleven years, not less than 407,000
were carried in Liverpool ships, and that the town
derived from _his unholy trade an annual profit of about
298,462/. 2

There were, however, increasing signs tha_ the con-
_eience of England was begdnn_ng to awaken to the

Bryan Edwards, H_ of s Baines'H_s_ryo]/_vcr_
_ W_s_ lr_, bk. vi. oh. iv. p. 719.
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enormity of the trade. Granville Sharp with an admir-
able perseverance continued his efforts, and a peculiarly
horrible case that occurred in 1788 did much to arrest
the attention of the public. The master of a slave
ship, called the ' Zong,' finding sickness raging among
his negroes, deliberately ordered 182 of them to be
flung into the sea. The pretext alleged was that the
_upply of water had become insufficient, but this pretext
was completely disproved. The real motive was a desire
to save the owners, who would bear the cost if the
negroes died of sickness, while, ff they were thrown
overboard for the presel_ation of the ship, it would fall
upon the underwriters. There were two trials with
conflicting verdicts, but it was clearly laid down in
them that the only question at issue was a question of
property or cost; that there was nothing in the trans-
action of the nature of a murderous act_ and t_at the
ease was legally of exactly the same kind as if it had
been horses and not human beings that had been thrown
into the sea.x

About this time a small Quaker society was formed
for the purpose of inAuencing public opinion in favour
of the abolition of the trade, which it did by dissemlnat-
ing tracts, and through the medium of the provincial
press ; and in 1788, when a Bill for introducing some
regulations into the trade was before Parliament, a
Quaker petition for its abolition was presented by Sir
Cecil Wray. Lord l_orth in a few words expressed his
warm admiration for the Quaker body and his sympathy
with the object of their petition, but declared that the
trade had become ' in soma measure necessaryto almost
every nation in Europe,' and that ' it would be next to
an impossibility to induce them to give it up and re-

S_art's Mvraegrof Gromv_I¢ ttistory of th_ Abolition of _ha
Sharp, pl a. 29-31. Clarkzon's 3_avs Trade, i. 95-97.
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nounce it for ever.' A similar petition was presented to.
Parliament from the town of Bridgewater in 1785, and
nearly at the same time some of the most powerful
champions of abolition appeared in the field. A clergy-
man named Ramsay, who had lived for many years in_
the West India Islands, published in 1784 a work on
the treatment of the enslaved negroes which attracted
much attention and gave rise to a long and acrimonious
controversy. In 1786 Thomas Glarkson began hie life-
long labours in behalf of the negroes by the publication
of his essay on negro slavery. In 1787 Wilberforce
agreed to bring the subject before Parliament, and in
the same year the 'Society for the Abolition of the
Slave Trade' was formed in London under the pre-
sidency of Granville Sharp.

This society consisted in its origin of only twelve
members, most of them being London merchants and
the great majority Quakers. Its first business was to
define its scope, and the members wisely decided that
they would not attempt a crusade against slavery, but
would aim only at the abolition of the slave trade and
the mit6gation of the condition of the negroes.

By adop6_ng this course they greatly diminished the
amount of opposition. They avoided the delicate con-
stitutional questions that might be raised if the English
Parliament were asl_ed to interfere with the instltutions
of colonies which had their own legislatures, and they
at the ',same time took a course which was excellently
fitted to mitigate the abuses of slavery. The slav_
trade was in itself a more horrible thing than the simple
maintenance of slavery ; and by furnishing the planta-
tions with an uni_rMted supply ofcheap and fresh negro
labour, it gave slavery its worst i_atures of atrocity. 11;
took away the one serious restraint of self-interest which
prevented the extreme ill-treatment of slaves, and it
inevitably produced an enormous disproportion betweea
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the sexes, a total destruction of family life, extreme and
general dissoluteness.

It was the opinion of Pitt and of a large number of
the opponents of the slave trade, that if this trade were
abolished colonial slavery would lose its worst charac-
teristics, and that it might at the same time become self-
supporting. In North America and also in the Ber-
mudas this had been already achieved, and the result of
some measures regulating the condition of negroes in
Jamaica appeared to show that if slaves were only
compelled to work in moderation, and if family life
were duly maintained, the simple increase of population
would make the slave trade wholly unnecessary, i

The first great work of the Society for the Abolition
of the Slave Trade, was to collect evidence. C]arkson
devoted himself to this task, and the facts collected by
him in long and laborious inquiries at Bristol and Liver-
pool, and afterwards brought before Parliament, revealed
a series of horrors which made a deep and lasting im-
pression on the mind and conscience of England. The
pretence that the negroes exported from Africa were
simply or mainly criminals, was easily dispelled; and
the horrible system of kidnapping and of desolating
native wars by which the trade was sustained, was
abundantly shown.

Not less appalling were the horrors of the Middle
Passage, and the terrible mortality that a_ended it.
Though the negroes taken from Africa were chiefly
strong men, Wilberforce was able to state before Par-
liament, that of every hundred carried from Africa,
seventeen on an average ¢lied in about nine weeks, and
not more than fifty lived to become effective labourers
in our islands. _ Many in despair tried to starve them-
selves to death, and an instrument employed by sur-

See Macpherson. iv. 150. ' Clarkson, ii. 52.
VOL. VII. B B
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geons in cases of lockjaw was in habitual use to defeat
their attempts. Others, in spite of all precautions,
succeeded in plunging into the sea, and they had been
seen flinging up their arms in exultation, and shouting
with the triumph of recovered liberty, as they sank be-
neath the waves. Nor were the abuses of the slave
trade confined to the treatmeI)t of negroes. The trade
had fallen chiefiy into the worst hands; and while it
was alleged by its defenders that it was the nursery of
BHtish seamen, it was proved beyond all doubt that in
no other department of the British Navy was the mor-
tality so great.

While the Committee were engaged in collecting
such evidence, the management of the cause of abolition
in Parliament was taken up by William Wilberforce,
who conducted it to its final triumph, and whose fame
has somewhat eclipsed the memory of the minor agents
in the movement. A considerable social position, very
eminent social gifts, a large fortune, the weight attach-
ing to the representation of the first county in England,
and the still greater weight derived from a most inti-
mate friendship with Pitt, e_tonce made the adhesion of
Wilberforce to the cause a matter of great moment. He
could not be compared in intellectual power with Pitt,
Fox, Burke, or Sheridan, but he stood high in the
second line of parliamentary debaters. He was quite
capable of mastering in its details a vast and compli-
cated subject, and though he seemed the frailest and
feeblest of mortals, he could sway great multitudes of
excited men by a clear and popular eloquence, and by
the exquisite beauty of his voice and his elocution. He
had passed completely under the influence of the Evan-
gelical revival, and he showed something of its weak-
ness and narrowness, as well as of its earnestness and
strength. The enormity of drilling militiamen on Sire-
day afternoons in a time, of great public danger, or
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meeting on that day for recreation or secular instruc-
tion, appears to have been in his eyes hardly less than
the enormities of the slave trade; and the journals in
which he recorded his daily emotions, seem to me to
show much of that morbid, exaggerated, and somewhat
effeminate self-consciousness, which is the frequent, and
indeed the natural, accompaniment, of a constant habit
of religious introspection and self-analysis. It would
be difficult to speak too highly of the purity and beauty
of his career, but something too much has been said of
its self-sacrifice. A public man who leads and represents
the great religious party of his time, and identifies him-
self with a small number of conspicuous philanthropic
causes, must no doubt sacrifice some of the great prizes
of political ambition, but even from a worldly point of
view his career _s by no means without charm. Of
politicians of the same intellectual calibre, very few
exercised so wide an influence as Wilberforce. Few, if
any, enjoyed so large an amount of contemporary admi-
ration, and not one has boon so canonised by posterity.
He encountered, it is true, in his career, some measure
of obloquy and disappointment, but probably much less
thanhe wouldhaveencounteredhad hetakenanequally
prominent part in party warfare. His character, how-
ever, ff it was not exactly of the heroic type, was at
least singularly pure, attractive, and unselfish. It was,
perhaps, as free from all taint of sordid and unworthy
motives, from all envy, jealousy, and bitterness, as any
in modern history, and though a very devoted follower
of Pitt, he showed on a few occasions in his political
conduct a considerable independence of judgment.

The prospects of the cause in 1788 were exceedingly
encouraging. Public opinion was strongly and widely
moved, and no less than a hundred and three petitions
praying for the abolition of the trade wore presented to
Parliament. The number may not appear great accord-

BB_
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ing to the measure of our time, but it appears to have
been at least double of the number that had ever before,
even in periods of greatest popular excitement, been, on
any single question, presented to Parliament. Among
them were petitions from the Corporation of London,
and from most of the other leading Corporations in
England and Scotland. Bristol, though only second to
Liverpool as a centre of the slave trade, sent up a pe-
tition for its abolition; and there was a petition from
the Chamber of Commerce in Dublin, expressing their
satisfaction that Ireland had been unpolluted by the
traffic, and promisi:,_g that if it were abolished in
England, they would do the utmost in their power to
prevent it from finding any asylum in the ports of
Ireland. l

Very important measures were in this year taken to
diminish or ameliorate the trade. In February, an
Order of Council was issued, directing a Committee of
the Privy Council to make a thorough inquiry into its
condition and abuses ; and as Wilberforce was incapaci-
tated by illness, Pitt himself in May introduced and
carried a resolution, pledging the House early in the
next session of Parliament to take into consideration
the petitions that had been presented. Whether the
trade should be abolished, or simply regulated, Pitt
said, was a question on which he could give no opinion,
pending the inquiry which was going on before the
Privy Council. Although there was some objection to
the tribunal by which the inquiry was to be conducted,
and some doubt about the necessity of posVponing legis.-
lation, there was very little difference of opinion about
the great evils of the existing trade. Fox at once, and
in the most explicit terms, declared that his opinion on

' Macpherson'sAnn_lsofCom- 491,496. M_.y's Co_t. H/st. i,
merc¢, iv. 141, 154. Ol_rkson, |. 447, 448.
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thesubjectwas fullydetermined:thathewas convlnoed
thattheslavetradeoughtnottobe regulated,but abso-
lutelydestroyed. Burke was little less emphatic. His
attention had been already for some time directed to the
trade, and in 1780 he had even drawn up a code for its
mitigation and ultimate abolition, but had abandoned
it through a conviction that it would be impossible to
carry it.* He now spoke strongly to the effect that the
trade was one which ought to be totally abolished, but
if this was not now possible, it ought to be regulated at
once. All delay in such a matter was criminal. _

There was no serious opposition. The resolution
pledging the Ho_me was unanimously passed, and a few
weeks later Sir William Dolben introduced a tempora W
measure to mitigat_ _he horrors of the Middle Passage,
of which abundant evidence had been already disclosed.
Its chief object was to limit the number of negroes who
might be carried in slave ships, by establishing a fixed
proport/on between the cargo and the tonnage, and a few
additional regulations were afterwards introduced into
the Bill before it became law. The measm'e was warmly
supported by Pitt, who urged, among other arguments,
that there was reason to fear that the prospect of a
speedy abolition of the trade might for a time aggravate
it, by inducing the slave traders to carry as many slaves
as possible to the West Indies before Parliament came
to a definite decision on the subject. The Bill was
violently and persistently opposed in the Commons by

• the members for Liverpool, and in the Lords by the
Chancellor, Lord Thurlow, but it ultimately became law,
and it was the first step taken towards the mitigation
of the trade.

A cause which was supported by one of the most
powerful prime ministers ever known in England, which

'Wilbe,']_'ee'sLife,i. 152,155. "PurlHist. xxvii.495-506.
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was equally favoured by the leaders of the Opposition,
and which had already excited a strong outburst of
popular enthusiasm, seemed not far from its triumph,
but 1789 and 1790 passed _dthout any further measure
in Parliament than a renewal of Dolben's Act. The re-

por_ of the Privy Council had indeed now been drawn
up, and Wilberforce introduced the subject in a long,
eloquent, and comprehensive speech, and moved that the
House should go into committee upon it ; but although
Pitt, Fox, and Burke strongly supported him, the signs
of opposition were more considerable. The enormous
amount of capital directly invested in the trade, or
closely connected with it, told powerfully on Parlia-
ment. Much use was made of some regulating enact-
ments which had lately been carried through the colonial
Legislatures. Fears were expressed lest the sudden
abolition of the trade should ruin the West Indian Isles,
produce dangerous insurrectionary movements among
the negroes, perhaps throw a great and lucrative branch
of English commerce wholly into the hands of France.
There was a demand for further inquiry, and the ques-
tion was twice adjourned. In the country, however, the
popular agitation oll the subject showed little or no
signs of abatement. A print of the plan and section of
a slave ship, which was at this time very widely diffused,
had a great influence on the popular imagination. 1 The
rising Methodist and Evangelical party had taken up
the question very warmly, and most of its prominent
leaders were identified with the struggle.

The movement was at the same time strongly sup-
ported on the Continent, though by very different men.
In France, Montesqnieu, and Raynal, and also Necker,
who was now at the head of French affairs, had written
strongly on the inictui_ of the trade, and the cause of

' See Olarkson, iL 110-112.
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abolitionwas vehement/yadvocated,on the groundsof
the rights of men, by a large proportion of the rising
revolutionary party. Lafayette, Mirabeau, Brissot,
ClaviOre, and Condoreet had fully adopted it, and it was
soon brought before the National Assembly. In France,
however, as in England, there were fears that if one
nation abolished the trade, its rival would rapidly
monopolise it, and the growing distrust and alienation
between the two countries was very unfavourable to the •
cause. Mirabeau told Clarkson that out of the twelve

hundred members of the National Assembly, about three
hundred would probably vote unconditionally for the
suppression of the trade, but that about five hundred
more would vote for it, if they had an unequivocal
proof that it was the intention of England to abolish
it. x At present all t]lat could be promised was the
suppression of the bounties by which the trade was
_ncouraged. _

The fear of the French Revolution and its princi-
ples now exercised a great influence on English public
opinion. The abolition of the slave trade, berg sup_
ported by Jacobins, began to wear, in the eyes of many,
a Jaeobinical aspect, and the horrors of the negro in-
surrection at St. Domingo, followed by serious negro
disturbances in the British colony of Dominies, greatly
strengthened the reaction. It was noticed as an incon-
testable fact, that the opinion of the House of Conunons
in 1791 had turned decidedly against the abolitionists.
In April Wilberforce moved for leave to bring in a Bill
to prevent the further importation of slaves into the
British West Indies, but after a long and interesting
debate, and in spite of the snpport of Pitt, Fox, and
Burke. t_e motion was defeated by 163 to 88. It was

' "Glaxkson, History o/the Abol/itio_ o/the Slave Trade, ii. 168.
Ibid. ii. 148.
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remarked, however, that nearly all the eminent men in
the House of 0ommons were in the minority. 1

It was about this time that the Sierra Leone colony
obtained its ohal_r of incorporation. This colony had
been established a few years before, largely through the
efforts of Granville Sharp. It was intended to be an
asylum for fl-eed negroes, and at the same time a great
trading centre for the civilisation of Africa and the de-
velopment of its resources ; and it was especially speci-
fied in the charter of incorporation, that the company
was on no account to deal in slaves or keep any persons
in slavery. It became the refuge of many negroes who
had obtained their freedom during the war of the Ame-
rican Revolution, and for some years it excited the
sanguine hopes of philanthropists. These hopes were,
however, not fulfilled. Mismanagement and various
misfortunes retarded the development of the colony, and
it suffered very seriouslyfrom French devastations during
the great French war.

In 1792 the struggle passed through some new
phases. The earnestness of the popular movement
against the slave trade was shown by the multitude
who, in all parts of England, agreed to leave off the use
of sugar, as being a product of slave labour ; by associa-
tions established in numerous provincial towns_ corre-
sponding with the central Abolition Society in London ;
by numerous public meetings to protest against the
trade, and by the remarkable fact that in this year no
less than 519 petitions were presented to Parliament
for the abolition of the trade, while there were only four
against the abolition, and one in favour of regulation. _
On the other hand, both the opposition of interest and

' See an interesting letter of Romillyon _is division, Zdfea]
_¢milly,i. 425, 426. Clarkson,ii. 212,218.

01arkson,ii. 352-355.
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theoppositionof panichad manifestlyincreased.The
horrors of the St. Domingo revolt had sunk deeply in
the minds of men. The King and Royal Family were
extremely hostile. The public meetings and petitions,
which seemed now becoming for the first time an im-
portant normal instrument in political struggles, were
looked upon by leading politicians with much aversion,
as tending to overthrow the independence of political
judgment in Parliament and convert the representatives
into mere delegates, and the dislike to such proceedings
was much intensified by what was happening in France.
Pitt himselfappears for a time to have been shaken and
dubious, 1 but when Wilberforce in April introduced a
motion for immediate abolition, he cast off his hesitation
and electrified the House by a speech which Fox, Wind-
ham, and Grey concurred in pronouncing to be one of
the most extraordinary displays of eloquence they had
ever heard. The debate had extended till past six in
the morning, when in a superb peroration, which Wil-
berforce said seemed literally inspired, Pi,_ predicted
how, the slave trade being abolished, the tardy justice of
Europe would at last atone for the long agonies of Africa
by bringing to that benighted continent the light of
civilisation and knowledge ; and as he spoke the rays of
the lJsing sun streamed suddenly t_ough the windows
of the ttouse, and the orator by a happy quotation at
once applied the incident as an image and an omen of
the future. 2 He concluded by declaring with great
emphasis that he would oppose any proposition which
tended to postpone even for an hour the abolition of
the slave trade.

The House, however, thought otherwise. The policy

Wilberforc@sL_fe,i. B41-344.
' Nos . . . primus equisOriens_avit _lhelis,

IllieBerambenBaccendit]_rn_n_Vesper2
SeeBtauhol)e'sLife ofPi_, iL 145,146.
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of gradual abolition was now proposed by Dundas, and
it was carl_ed by 193 votes to 125. It was a policy
which was also adopted in Denmark, where the King
had lately issued an ordinance that after the year 1803
the trade should be no longer tolerated in any of his
colonies. Such a policy was evidently acceptable to the
majority in the House of Gommons, and at last, after
much dispute, they agreed on the year 1796 as that in
which the trade should cease. When, however, the Bill
was sent up to the Lords, a demand for more evidence
was raised and carried, and the question was again
adjourned.

Next year the French war broke out, and reforms of
all kinds became unpopular. It was in vain that Wilber-
force proposed a committee to consider the slave trade ;
a Bill for regulating and limiting the importation of
negroes into our own colonies; a Bill for prohibiting
the supply of slaves by British merchants to foreign
colonies. In the country and in both Houses the cause
was now associated with gacobinism, and the association
was strengthened when the French Convention in 1794,
proclaimed the abolition of slavery in the French colonies,
and when Danton openly declared that a great object of
the measure was to produce a revolt among the negroes
in the English and Spanish colonies. The conditions of
the question were indeed profoundly altered, and Dundas
urged the extreme danger of taking any step which
might be offensive to colonial Legislatures at a time
when the war was raging. Wilbefforco, however, suc-
ceeded in 1794, in carrying his Bill for the abolition of
the slave trade with foreigners, through the Commons ;
but in the Lords, Grenville, who had hitherto been one
of his most faithful supporters, refused to defend i_.
The Duke of Clarence, Lord Abingdon, and Lord Thur-
low led the opposition, and the Bill was easily defeated.
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In the two following years his motions were defeated in
the Commons, and in 1796 the interest on the subject
was so languid that Dolben's annual Bill was dropped,
for want of a sufficient attendance of members.

It was revived, however, in the following year, and
though Wilberforce was again beaten on a motion ask-
ing leave to bring in a Bill to discontinue the trade
within a limited time, measures were introduced, princi-
pally by his opponents, for regulating the conditions
both of the slave trade and of slavery, with a view to
depriving them of some of their worst characteristics.
A parliamentary address was carried to the governors of
the colonies, calling on them to take means to promote
the welfare of the negroes, so that the trade should
ultimately become unnecessary, and some measures in
this direction were, shortly after, taken by the Legis-
latures of the Leeward Isles. An Act of George II.
which authorised the sale of slaves at the suit of their

master's creditors was repealed, and an Act was passed
securing a greater height between the decks of slave
ships. The strong feeling of the hour, however, was
that the darkest period of a colossal war was no time
for abolishing a lucrative trade, at the cost of irritating
the colonial Legislatures and immediately after the
acquisition of many new slave colonies. The majorities
against Wilberforee were not large, but the abstengons
were very numerous, and in 1798 and 1799 his motion
was again defeated. Thornten at this time introduced
a measure prohibiting the purchase of negroes on the
northern coast of Africa, on the ground that it frustrated
the good that was expected from the Sierra Leone
Colony. It was postponed in 1798. In 1799 it passed
the Commons, but was defeated in the Lords.

The century thus terminated with the temporary
defeat of a cause which twelve years before seemed on
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the eve of triumph. I have noticed in a former chapter
the sequel of the struggle, 1 and it is not necessary to
recur to it. I will here only observe how different a
complexion the eighteenth century would have pre-
sented to the historian if, in addition to the great
]_iethodist and Evangelical revival of religion, it had
been distinguished, as once appeared so probable, by
the supreme philanthropic achievement of the abolition
of the slave trade. While admitting that the eighteenth
century in England was not rich in conspicuous social
and political reforms, it should not be forgotten how
many great causes had been almost conquered in opinion
in the early years of the ministry of Pitt, and would in
all human probability have been sp_dily carried into
effect, ff the fatal influence of the French Revolution
and of the war which it produced had not checked,
blighted, and distorted the natural progress. But for
this influence, the closing years of the century would
probably have seen the abolition of the English slave
trade ; a reform of Parliament ; the removal of the Test
and Corporation Acts from the statute book, and an
immense reduction both of debt and of taxation. The
great industrial transition which has been described
might have been accomplished with comparatively little
suffering, ff it had not occurred when the French war
had raised corn to a famine price and absorbed all the
attention of the legislators ; and it was the introduction
from France of the revolutional T spirit into Ireland
that for the first time made the Irish problem almost
insoluble.

But in spite of the sudden and most disastrous blight
which thus fell on so many promising causes, the eigh-
teenth century deserves, ] think, a more honourable
place than has usually been assigned to it in the history

I Vol.v. pp,341-346.
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of England. _Acentury was certainly not without the
elements of greatness, which witnessed the victories
of Marlborough; the statesmanship of Chatham and
his son; the political philosophy of Burke and Adam
Smith ; the religious movement of Wesley and White-
field ; the conquest of India ; the discovery of Australia ;
the confirmation of the naval, and the establishment
of the manufacturing, supremacy of England. In this
century religious persecution practically ceased, and the
form of the Constitution was thoroughly established.
Whatever may be said against the English statesmen
which it produced, it is at least certain that they carried
England safely through the long period of a disputed
succession ; maintained free institutions when they were
extinguished in almost every country in Europe ; trans-
formed Scotland from a scene of utter anarchy into a
highly civihsed count_ T ; kept the name of England for
many successive generations very high among the na-
tions of the world, and preserved her in the closing
years of the century from the most dangerous revolu-
tionary epidemic of modern times. The period from
the Restoration to the accession of the House of Han-

over was a period of great selfishness and corruption in
the higher spheres of Government, but from the acces-
sion of George II. the standard appears to have almost
steadily risen. Factious, reckless, and corrupt states-
men often appeared conspicuously on the scene ; but it
is remarkable how very rarely such men have succeeded,
for any considerable time, in acquiring a really con-
trolling and dominant influence in English politics.
No one, I tMnk, who follows with care the confidential
correspondence of English statesmen and diplomatists
during the latter half of the century, can fall to be
struck with the essential honesty with which English
policy appears to have been conducted, and with the
fidelity with which, in the broad ]ines of thdr policy,
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successive Governments represented and followed the
" opinion of the country.

The standard of duty, however, in the professions
was undoubtedly lower than at present. The spirit of
reform was less active. Many abuses, which would not
now be tolerated for a day, were almost unquestioned.
There was much more hardness and indifference to

human suffering, and in the sphere of politics there
were grave and scandalous evils. The King himself,
during the administration of Lord North, was accus-
tomed to devote many thousands of pounds to the pur-
chase of borough seats, l Corruption at elections was
constant ann flagrant, and numerous sinecures and a
lavish patronage were maintained and employed for
political purposes.

Yet even in these respects the picture has been
o_en overcharged. Some of the small borough seats
were either purchased by public men who wished to
secure their independence, or were disposed of in a
manner that was very conducive to the interests of the
country, and eminently honourable to their patrons.
Some, at least, of the sinecures were usefully employed
in rewarding merit, or served the purpose of retiring
pensions to offices to which such pensions are now at-
tached. If the public revenue was not administered
quite as scrupulously as at present, it is at least true
that there was little absolute malversation, and the
taxation was in general moderate and equitable, and
singularly free from those unjust exemptions and privi-
leges which were so general on the Continent.

The question, indeed, whether the standard of pa-
triotism, of public duty, and of public honour has risen

i Some decisive evidence of on the MSS. of the Marquis of
thte has been published by Abergavenny.
Mr. _Iaxvcell Lyre in his report
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in England since the eighteenth century, is one which
It appears to me far from easy to answer. It by no
means follows that, because a nation has advanced
in intelligence and even in morality, there must be
necessarily a con'esponding improvement in its govern-
mg and political class, for the improvement in the nation
may be more than counterbalanced by the degradation
of the suffrage. In one respect, the superiority of the
English Parliaments of the eighteenth century will
scarcely be disputed. With the doubtful exception of
the small and short-lived Jacobite party, those Parlia-
ments contained no party which was not in harmony
with the general interests of the Empire, and did not
sincerely desire its greatness and its prosperity. Cor-
ruption was very widely spread and very undisguised,
but political corruption takes many forms, and each age
has its characteristic vices. A democratic age, in which
power is chiefly won by appeals to the great masses of
the population, is likely to be an age of high moral
profession, and it will be free from many of the preva-
lent evils of an aristocratic Government. The avowed

cynicism ; the disregard in foreign politics for the rights
of nations ; the open subordination of political interests
to personal and family pretensions ; the many forms of
petty corruption which so often meet us in the eighteenth
century, have wholly disappeared or greatly diminished;
but another and a not less dangerous family of vices
haz much tendency to increase. Cant and hypocrisy;
the combination of mean action and supersaintly pro-
fession; the habitual use of language that does not
represent the real sentiments and motives of the
speaker; the habit of disguising party and personal
motives under loft.y and high-sounding professions ; the
sacrifice of the most enduring interests of the nation,
for the purpose of raising a popular cry or winn_ug
immediate applause; the systematic subordination of
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genuineconvictioato popularfavourwtheseare some
o£thecharacteristicvicesofa democraticage. In such
an age the demagogue takes the place of the old syco-
phant. Bribery is applied not to individnals, but to
classes. Dexterous appeals to ignorance, passion, _d
prejudice become supreme forms of party management.
Questions of vast and dangerous import are unscrupu-
lously raised for the purpose of uniting a party or dis-
placing a Government ; and a desire to trim the bark to
every gust of popular favour produces apostasies, trans-
formations, and alliances compared with which the
coalition of Fox and North will appear very venial. No
modern statesman would attempt to bribe individuals,
or purchase boroughs, like Walpole, or like North; but
we have ourselves seen a minister going to the country
on the promise that he would, ff returned to office,
abolish the principal direct tax paid by the class which
had still a decisive influence in the constituencies.
Irish polities have long since ceased to be conducted by
ennobling borough owners and pensioning members of
Parliament, but the very impulse and essence of their
most powerful popular movement has been an undis-
guised appeal to the cupidity and the dishonesty of the
chief body in the electorate. Lofty maxims and sacred
names are invoked in Parliament much more frequently
than of old ; but he who will observe how questions of
the most vital importance to the Constitution of Eng-
land and the well-being of the Empire have in "our
generation been bandied to and fro in the party game ;
how cynically the principles of one year have sometimes
been abandoned in the next ; how recklessly prominent
politicians have sought to gain their ends by setting the
poor against the rich, and planting in the nation deadly
seeds of class animosities and cupidities, may well learn
to look with tolerance and with modesty upon the
England of the past.
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Frenqh Revolution, vi. 217 obtaining reernits in America
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AR17 AUS

(1776), 364; outrages by be]lion of 1715, 265; ha.
soldiers there, 337 ; state of prisoned, 314 ; exiled, _5.
army in 1779, v. 12 Auckland, Lord (William Eden) :

Arnold, Benedict: military early career, iv. 452, v. 210;
career, v. 37 ; charges against, negotiates commercial treaty
38 ; marriage, 89 ; court-mar- with France (Pitt's), 290 ;
tial on, 40; details of his knowledge of commercial ques-
treason, 42 s_q.; flight, 46 ; tions, 304: envoy in France,
motives of treason, _b. ; in vL 84 ; on difficulties of Triple
British army, 48; American Alliance, 131, 173; on Eng-
project for his abduction, 52; lish indifference to foreign
in Virginia, 107 ; reward offered politics, 519, vii. 5 ; English
for his capture, 108 ; in New minister at the Hague, 77 ; re-
York, 115; destroy_ New ports from Holland, 82; ne-
London_ 119 ; goes to England, gotiations with De Maulds, 89
ib. sqq., 151

Art, English, it. 161 s_., vii. 205 Auditors of Imprest, v. 297, 301
s_q. Augmentation of small livings,

Articles of Church: movement i. 98

for abolishing Subscription, iv. Augustus II. (Poland), L 413, vl.
292 s_!/. 480

Ar_sans (England) : wages and Aurungzebe (Moomll Emperor), iL
food, compared with those of 366
the Continent, it. 208 sq. Austria : military position in

ha_ois, Comte d': negotiations Spain (1710), i. 125; how at-
against French 1_epublic, vi. tested by Treaty of Baden, 155;
497, 499, 509 alliance with Spain (1725),

Asceticism of Scotch Kirk, ft. 406; war wlth Frederick (1741),
833 sq. 460 sgq., it. 2 s_/q. ; war in

Ashburton, Lord (Dunning) : de- 1744-45, 19 s_g. ; Peace of
sire to diminish influence of Dresden, 26; Italian cam-
Crown, v. 139 paigns of 1746, 32 ; after Treaty

Assiento treaty, on slave trade, i. of Aix-la-Chapelle, 38 ; new
153 ; received with satisfaction alliance agains_ Frederick
in England, 158 (1756), 859 sqq. ; campaign of

Assignats (French), vi. 565, vii. 1757, 405, 410 s_/. ;of 1758,.
30, 76, 103 413 sqq.; of 1759, 430 s_.;

Atheists, treatment of, by Govern- of 1760, 432 sffq. ; invasion of
mcnt, vl. 20 ._qq. Turkey, vi. 86 ; disasters in

htterbury, Bishop : composed 18th century, 87 ; defeat at
SachevereU's speech of defence, Slatina, 88 ; Prussian desigua
i. 65 ; made bishop. 182 ; pro- against Austria, 101 ; insur-
posed by Bolingbroke for Privy rect4on in ]?landers, 105 ; mill
Seal, 203; said to have coun. tary events, 133 ; pease of
seiled proclamation of James Sistova, 137; policy in 1790,
III., 207 ; did not condemn re- 484 ; guarantees integrity of
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A_rl BEA

Poland, 490 ; proposals of Barcelona, siege of, i. 157
French emigrant Princes, 496 ; Barnard, Sir John, ii. 41, 181
revolutionary agitation, 503 ; Barnave : denounced warlike dis-
alliance with Prussia, 505 ; war position of French Bepublic,
with France (se_ Coalition) : vi. 69
intrigues about partition of Barnet, Admiral, il. 37
Poland, vii. 110 Barracks, h_story of, ii. 146 sg.

Avignon: seized by France, vi. Barre, Chevalier de la: tortured
230, 503; massacre by Jour- and beheaded, for blasphemy,
dain there, 531 vi. 229

Aytesbury election (1703), ii. 49 Barr6, Colonel, iv. 74 ; receive_
a pension, v. 131, 246

Barrier fortresses (Holland), i.
B 126, 136

Baden, Treaty of, L 155 Barrlngton, Lord, ifi. 454, iv. 241
' Badgers,' speculators for roche- sg., 443

poly of sale of provisions, vii. Barry, the actor, ii. 189
304 Bassano, Duke of. Bee Maret

Bahama isles : English driven Bastille : capture of, vi. 862 ;
from, by Spanish, v. 174 predicted by Cowper, 377 ;

Baillie, Colonel: defeated by numberofprisonersinit,377n.
ttyder Kli, v. 85 Bath, Lord. See Palteney

Baireath: acquh'ed by Prussia Bathurst, Lord Chancellor, ifi.
(1790), vi. 557, vii. 111 364

Baker, Mr. : motion against Bavaria, Elector of : claims
King's interference with votes Austrian throne, i. 456 ;
in Parliament, v. 239 crowned ]Ling of Bohemia,

Baker, Sir George: on George 461 ; Emperor of Germany
IIL's illness, v. 429, 442 (Charles¥II.), ii. 3; renounces

' Balance of power,' vi. 95 pretensions to Austrian suc-
Baltimore, Lord, founder of cession, 8 ; reinstated in

Maryland, i. 346 Munich, 22 ; death, 25
Bangorian _ontroversy. See Bavaria : Austrians expelled

]_oadly from (1744), ii. 22; Peace of
Bank of England : run on (1745), Ffissen, 25 ; war of succession

ii. 29 (1778), v. 88 ; proposed ex-
Bankes, Mr., v. 241 change for Flanders, 363
Banns of marriage made obli- Bayonet, fixed: invention of, ii.

gatory, ii. 118 140
Baptists : partial exemption from Bear-gardens, ii. 193

Subscription, i. 253 Beaufoy, Mr. : motion for re-
Bar, Duchy of: ceded to 1Trance, pealing Test and Corporation

i. 415 Acts, vl. 2
Barbler : on Parisian religious Beanmarehais, iv. 407

disputes in 1733, vi. 212 ; on Beaumont, de, A.rchbisho]?
French Parliaments, 251 (Parle), vi. 214, 220, 224
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BED BIN

' Bed ol justice,' vi. 207, 212, Shelburne, v. 187; on enolo-
230 sures, vii, 253; on duelling,

Bedford, Arthur: work against 841 off.
playhouses, il. 190 Berbiee, capture of, v. 80

Bedford, Duke of : succeeds Berokel, Van, Pensionary of
Temple in Newcastle's Amsterdam, v. 71
ministry, lit. 198; refuses to Berg and Jullers {Duohies),
join Grenville's, 240 : char- succession of, i. 458
aoter and previous career, 240 Bergen, battle of, it. 432
sff.; President of Council, 258 ; Bergen-op-Zoom, capture of, ii.
attac_ed by mob, 268 ; negofi- 84
ations and altercations with Berkeley, Bishop (Cloyne), pat-
Chatham, 802; mobbed in ronised by Queen Caroline, it.
Exeter, 844 _ revived old law 84 ; project for founding
on trial of ta'aitors, iv. 124 Christian university in Ber-

Beggars: paucity in Nor_ern and muda, 126 ; aids 0gle._horpe in
Central American colonies, iv. founding Georgia, 131
80 Berlin: captured and plundered

' Beggars' opera,' popularity of, by Austrians and Russians, it.
it. 170, 181; its sequel sup- 434 s_.
pressed, 182 Bermuda : Berkeley's scheme for

Behn, Aphra, it. 155, vii. _57 university, it. 126
Belfast ; Wesley's impression of, Bernard, Governor (Massa-

ii. 113 ehusetts), iv. 1Ol sift.
Belgium : Act of Union of United Bernardi {conspirator against

Provinces, vi. 104 ; independ- William III.), i. 404
ence proposed, 105 sg(/.; in- Berridge, Rector of Everton:
vaded and conquered by attack on John Wesley, iii. 97 ;
France, vii. 55 sff., 64 ; passing eccentricities of character and
under French rule, 74 ; re- style, 126 ; labours as itinerant
formed on French type, 103 ; preacher, 127
fierce discontent, 105 ; harsh Berwick, Duke of, L 305
treahncnt, 132 ; proposed ex- Bessarabia • Russian designs on,
ehauge for Bavaria, 143, 153 ; vii. 84 ; project to make it part
fatuity of Austrians, 150 of a Greek empire,vi. 89, 152 off.

Belgrade, battle of, i. 298 Betterton, the actor, it. 187 n.
Bolleisle : captured by English, Bournonville, General : against

iii. 193 Coahtion, _ii. 48, 49, 105
Belleisle, Marshal, ii. ,_, 82 Biddle, John,Unitarianpreacher,
Bender, Marshal, vi, 552, 862 i. 859
Benedict XIV. : Voltaire's ' Bifrons ' (a pseudonym of

' Mahomet ' dedicated to, vi. Junius), iii. 465
187 ; Brief about Bull, Uni- Binckes : sermon comparing
genitus.' 221 Charles I. to Christ, i. 81 sg.

Bengal: famine of 1770, iv. 275 Bintinaye, Chevalier de la, vi_
Bentham, Jeremy: portrait of 511, 817



InDeX. 395

BIR BOU

Birmingham : popu]ation (1760), peachment, 259 ; theory of the
i.246;anti-Revolutionaryriots 'Patriot King,' 272; quarrel
(1791), vl. 473 ; theatres in, with Pretender, 364 ; overtures
vii. 203 ; its rapid growth, 273 to Whigs, 364 sq.; position in

Birch, Duke of (Lauzun), vii. 8 1717, 366 ; on National Debt,
Bisehoffswerder, General, favour- 395 ; connection with Pulte-

ire of Frederick II., v. 498, 505, hey, 439, 446 ; ' Dissertation
541, 558,560 on Parties,' 445 ; retires to

'Black Act,' ii. 113 :France, 447 ; addicted to hard
' Black Assize,' the, ii. 130 drinking, ii. 99 ; Voltaire's
Blackhall, Bishop, i. 65 criticism on his writings, iii.
Black Hole, the, ii, 367, 419 11
Blaokstoek HJ.ll, Battle of, v. 24 Bolton, Duke of, iii. 258
Blaokstone: apprehension of Bononclnl, Handel's rival, ii.

dangers from Mutiny Act, ii. 169
14B; opposed to barrack life Boncerf: his work inspired by
for soldiers, 147 Turgot, vi. 295

Black Watch, a Scotch regiment Book clubs, vii. 213
at :Fontenoy, ii. 370 Bosoawen, Admiral : in American

'Blaek Wednesday,' iv. 316 War, ii. 355, 416, 418
Blakeley, General, iL 864 Bossuet, i. 235
Blanea, Florida, v. 6, 198, vL Boston (America): account of,

173, 532, 557 iv. 17 s_.; printing-houses,
Blenheim, i. 45 33 n. ; riots against Stamp Act,
Bine-stocking clubs, vii. 214 81 ; dispute with Governor
Board of Trade: reconstructed Bernard, 101 sqq. ; opposition

(1786), v. 303 to standing army, 119 ; treat-
BShler, Peter (_foravian) : ascen- ment of English troops, 126 ;

dency over John Wesley, iii. ' Boston Massacre,' 127 sq. ;
45 sg. destruction of tea cargoes, 153 ;

Bohemia : war of 1744, ii. 22, 26 parliamentary coercive mea-
Bolingbroke, Viscount (St. sures, 165 s_. : American

John) : sends expedition for blockade, 230 s_. captured,
Conquest of Canada, i. 132; 235
secret negotiations with Bouchain, i. 134, 141
France, 138; made Viscount, Bouill6, Marquis de: captured
159; character, 162; jealousy St. Eustatius, v. 123; faithful
of Oxford, 167; opposition, to Lewis XVI., vi. 501, 508,
170 ; desires free trade _vith 519, 532
France, 177; divergence from Bounties ; on export of corn, i.
Oxford, 185 ; key to his policy, 382 ; on imports from Ameri-
188 s_. ; Prime Minister, 201 ; can colonies, ii. 238 ; on
proposed Jacobite ministry, timber from them, iv. 79 ; for
202 ; ]_osition at death of slave trade (:France), vii. _75
Anne, 207; dismissed from Bourbon, Duke de, v. 175
office by George I., 210; ira- Bourdonnaie, La, ii. 36 s_.
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BOU BUR

Bouverle, Mr. _dward : aids indecision, 4,8 ; battle of Valmy,
Prince of Wales in Fitzherbert 50
marriage, v. 367 Brussels : captured by French

Boxing, vii. 199 (1746), ii. 32
Boyd, Sir Robert, v. 175 ' Buckinghamshire lace' smug-
' Boy Patriots,' i. 444 glee] from ]_rance, v. 310
Braddock, General : in American Bull baiting, ii. 195, vl. 263

War, ii. 355 Bull ' Unigenitus,' vi. 210, 221,
Braemar : Jacobite rising (1715), 223, 228

i.264 Bunker's Hill, battle of, iv. 203
Brandywine, battle of, iv. 423 sq.
Bread riots (1769), iiL 299 Burgess, ]Hr. (Dissenting
Bremen, i. 263,801 preacher), burnt in the Sash-
Breslau, Peace of, ii. 4 everell riots, i. 66
Bribery: systematic at elections Burgoyne, General : expedition

and in Parliament, i. 427 sq. ; against Ticonderoga, iv. 427 ;
,market price' of seats, 429; reaches the Hudson, 430;
bribes in House of Lords, 431 ; defeat of his German troops,
committee of inquiry, 434; 431 ; outnumbered by enemy,
payment of Government sup- 432 ; surrenders with his army
porters, 435 ; measure against at Saratoga, 433, v. 55
(1729), ii. 61 ; briberyof King's Burgundy, Duke of, vi. 298
mistresses, 70 Burke, :Edmund : private secre-

Bridgeman's landscape-garden- tary to Lord Roekingham, iil.
ing, il. 159 271 ; first Parliamentary

Bridgewater Canal, vii. 273 speeches, 275 ; lasting char-
Brienne, Lom4nle de, Archbishop aeter of his influences 381 ;

(Toulouse) : abolished law school and Unlversitytraining,
against Protestant (French) 382 ; early literary work, 383 ;
marriages, _i, 193 ; Calonne's versatility, 384 ; intellectual
successor, 311 ; execrated, 332 energy, 388 ; purity of eharac-

Bri.hucga : surrender of English ter, 387; position in Parlia-
army, L 125 ment, 388 ; character of his

Brindley (engineer), vii. 274 sl_eaking, 390 ; over-sensltlve
Brisaeh, i. 155 nervous organisation, 391 ;
Bristol • growth of population, |. contemporary opinions on his

245 oratory, _92 ; effects on his
Browne, Marshal, iL 368, 405 auditors, 394 ; differs from
Browne's ' :Estimate of the Man- Chatham, 395 ; ton East India

nets and Principles of the Company, 397; functions of
Times' (1757), il. 89 juries in libel cases, 393 ;

Brownrigg, Mrs., iiL 327 views about party, 293, 399 ;
Brunswick, Duke of : in command about aristocratic influence,

of Coalition forces, vi. 555; 401; dislike to Cha_am's
proclamation to the French, character, 403; extent to
vii, 26, 42; his slowness and which he supported Reform,
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BUR BUR

4{)7; oppositionto shortPar- Freneh finance,227 ;on aboli-
liaments, 408 ; to a Place Bill, tion of French Parliaments,
409 ; to instructions to mere- 237 ; on bull-fights, 268 ; first
bers, ib. _ %o changes in con- impressions of French l_evolu-
sfitution of Parliament, 410 ; rich, 378 ; reply to Fox, 381 ;
conservatism, 411 ; method of motives attributed, 385 ; grow-
political reasoning, 415 sqq. ; ing influence, 388; ' Reflections
criticism of his views, 428 s_g. on French Revolution,' 889; at-
policy on American question, guments of the work, 390 s_.;
iv. 160, 197, 335,439 ; against prediction of course of move°
Government control of E. L ment, 402 ; its final issue, 403 ;
Company, 278 ; defends Clive, estimate of effects of spolla-
284 ; against abolition of Sub- tion of Church property, 406 ;
scription, 295; on l_odney at incompatibility of pure dome-
St. Eustatins, v. qg; plan of craeywith security of property,
economical reform (1780), 96, 411 ; French socialism, 412 ;
148; opposes parliamentary French propagandism, 420;
changes, 98 ; rejected at reception and influence of the
Bristol, elected at Malton 'Retleotions,' 421 ; replies, 423,
(1780), 99 ; Bill for regulating 432 ; desires European inter-
Civil List, _b. ; Paymaster of yen%ion, 435; English Consti-
Forces, 129, 280 ; opinion of tution not suitable for _Xrance,
Shelburne, 134, 170; of W. 437; conflict with Fox on
Pitt, 147 ; on Fox's India Bill, Quebec Bill, 439 _. ; speech
232 ; on ' penal dissolution,' on rights of man, 441 ; breach
245 ; ridiculed Pitt's financial with Fox complete, 444; leo-
economies, 301; opposed his lation of Burke, 445; juries'
commereial treatywithFrance, right in libel cases, 447;
308, 314 8!/. ; on Regency reso- ' Appeal from New to Old
lutions, 414 ; _vitticism on Whigs,' 448 sgq. ; theory of
Thurlow, 416 ; indiscretion in Constitution, ib ; intervie_
Regency debate, 421 ; parox- wit_a Lord S%ormont, 450 ;
ysms of passion, 42S s_. ; Camden sanctions Burke's
dissatisfaction with conduct Whiggism, 454 ; Burke's sym-
of Regency question, 428 ; pathy with French emigrants,
indictment against Queen 455 ; if triumphant, Revolution
Charlotte suppressed, 448 ; on must be cosmopolitan, 457 ;
religious tests, vi. 7 ; attack on government separated from
atheists, 27 ; speech on religi- property, 461 ; righteousness of
euslegislation, 30 ;comparison an antl-revolutionary war,
with _isws of Montesquieu and 462 ; general estimate of his
Voltaire, 35 ; supported Catho- policy on the Revolution, 4_4 ;
lie Relief Bill, 45 ; approved of three conditions of interven-
_orn bounties, 193, vii. 247; tion, 465; effects of question
censured PiWs anti-Russian on his health, 467 ; diffidence
policy, vl. 172 ; on disorders of about political prophecy, 4b_ ;
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BUR

public opinion trams towards C
him, 470 ; compliment of Sir
J. Reynolds, _b. ; ' Church in Cabinets : consisted of few mem-
Danger,' 471 bets, v. 147; the 'Prime

Burke, William (1763), iv. 3 l_nlster,' 283 ; diminution of
Burner, Bishop : upheld claim of royal power over ministerial
William HI.,i.77 ; character, policy,285sq.
100sqq.;death, 260 ; on Scotch Calas, judicial murder of, vi.
education, ii. 284 238

Burney, Miss, v. 382, vL 468, Calcutta captured by Clive, li.
471, vii. 215 419

Burns, _obert, vii. 235 Calendar : ' l_ew Style' intro-
Bussi_re : first public lecturer duced, i. 334 sg.

on anatomy in England, ii. Calicoes, coloured, ii. 158
224 Callimanco work, vii. 219

Bute, Earl of : relations with Calonne, M. de, vi. 310, 515
George III.'s mother, iii. 168, Calvinistic Methodists, iii. 69,
216 ; influence with that king, 97, 107
185 sg.; made Secretary of Camden, (first) Lord ; his career,
State, 189 ; succeeds Newcastle iii. 351, 353 _., 444, iv. 91,
as Prime Minister, 206 ; un- 105, 305 s_., v. 128, 140, 303,
popularity, 216 ; increased by vi. 454
his nationality, 217 ; character, ' Camexonian March,' the, ii. 389
222 s_. ; generally distrusted, Campbell, General, surrender of
223 ; intimidation and corrup- Pensacola, v. 83
tion, 225 ; literary patronage, Canada : expedition for conquest
272; resignation,232; shameful of, i. 132 ; disputed boundary,
history of his ministry, 23B; ii. 38; presence of French
wholly removed from politics, helped to preserve British em-
312 plro in America, 241 ; :English

Butler, Bishop, ii. 84 conquest, 416 sq. ; ultimate
Butler, Colonel John : tragedy of consequence, the revolt of

Wyoming, iv. 470 America, 417, iv. 3 s_. ; Quebec
Buxar, battle of, iv. 265 Act, 168 ; position of Catholics,
Bylandt, Admiral (Dutch), v. 70 169 ; loyal to Eng]aud (1775),
Byng, AdmlraI: defeat of Spa- 215; invaded by Americans,

niards off Cape Passaro, i. 301 ; ib. ; abortive attempt to enlist
failure to re]ieve Minorca, ii. Prenehmen for Amerlcanrebe_
364 ; court martial, 373 ; de- army, 418 ; proposed combined
fenders and opponents, 374 ; :French and Americanlnvasion
execution, 375 (1778), 481 ; Franklin pro-

Byrom's epigram on Handel- poses cession to America, v.
Bononcini rbmlry, ii. 170 153 ; frontiers defined (1782),

Byron, _.dmiral, iv. 468 187, 190 ; representative go-
Byron, Lord : first opinion of the vernment established (1791),

battle of Waterlco, vii. 174 n. _. 62 ; question of Upper
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O_,T CAT

Chamber debated, 54 sqf/. ; advice in 1755, 856 ; refuses
result of division of French to be First Lord of the Trea-
and English Canada, 58 sury, 369

Canals, English, Irish, and Castrati, Italian singers in Eng-
Scotch, vii. 273 s_. land, it. 169

Cape Breton, Isle of, captured, Catalans, i. 154, 297
it. 31 Catherine H. (Russia): sym-

Cape of Good Hope : unsuccees- pathJes with England, v. 62;
ful English expedition against, declaration on neutral corn-
y. 80 merce, 64 ; career and sharac-

Cape Passaro, battle of, i. 301 ter, vi. 71 ; administration,
' Capuchin cloaks,' i. 355 and extension of territory, 72
Cardonel, ColondjMarlborough's sq. ; desire of destroying

secretary, expelled from the Turkish Empire, 73 ; partition
Commons, i. 151, 428 of Poland, 80 ; desire of estab-

Carleton, General, Governor of lishing Greek Empire, 82, 89,
Canada, iv. 190, 215 ; com- 152 ; war with Turkey (1787),
mander-ln-chief in America, 86; results, 88; war with
v. 123 Sweden, 91; action of Triple

Carlisle : eapthred by Young Pre- Alliance, 97 ; resentment, 98;
tender, it. 29 their mediation rejected, 99;

Carlisle, Lord: commissioner to renewal of Swedish war, 146;
America, iv. 452; in Shel- peace of Warela, 147; pro-
burne's Ministry, v. 206 ; in the posals of peace with Turkey,
Coalition Ministry (1783), 221 151 ; question of Oczakow, 151

Carlos, Don (son of Philip ¥.), i. s_. ; indignant at Allies' de-
299, 407,414 mand, 158 ; massacre of Ismail,

Cannarghen, Lord, v. 240, 303. 164; designs against India,
See Leeds, Duke of 165 ; enthusiasm forFox, 178;

Carnwath, Earl of (1715), i. 267 Peace of Jassy, 180 ; death of
Carolinas, the, v. 16 sg., 20 s_ff., Potemkin, ib. ; negotiations

102 s_q. with Poles, 490 ; favours inter-
Caroline, Queen (George H.), i. _ention in France, 497 ; urges

880, 421, 426 s_., 447 s_., it. Austria and Prussia to war
88 s_., 154, 224 against France, 523 ; motives,

£1ar_eret (Lord Granville) : 524 ; designs against Poland,
career and character, i. 374, 560 ; invades that country, vii.
877, 438, 440 ; hostility to the 106 ; intrigues with Prussia,
Pelhams, 470, it. 1; brought 111
about Peace of Breslau, 8 ; Catholicism : state of, in France
unpopularity, 15 sq. ; rcsigna- before the Revolution, vi. 184
_ion in 1744, 17; abortive s_ff., 193
attempt to form a Government, Catholics : penal laws, i. 2, 83_
84 ; becomes President of the sqq. ; Whig and Tory policy
Council, 39 8_. ; intellect towards, 5 ; Walpole's conedli.
clouded by drink, 39, 100 ; his a_ory policy, 884 sq. • proseou-
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CAV CHA

tionsfrom motivesof revenge Charles,Prince. SeePretender,
&c., iv. 303 ; imprisonment of Young
priests, 304, 305 n. ; precarious Charles of Lorraine, Prince, ii.
position, 305 ; I_dief Bill of 22, 26, 411
1778, 306 ; anti-Catholic riots Charleston, burnt by General
in Scotland,308 ; Gordon riots, Howe, iv. 203 s_. ; fortified
309 s_. ; recruited in Ireland and defended by Lee, 868 ;
for the English army, iv. 241 ; capitulation to English, v. 20
EnglishCatholicsdenythe de- Charlotte,Queen,iii.201,v.876,
posingpower andinfallibility of 432, 436, 445
the Pope, vi. 40 sq. ; Relief Bill Chateaubriand : on English par-
(1791), 41 ; oath of allegiance, liamentary oratory, v. 27{) ;
42 ; changed estimate of Ca- description of Pitt, 281 n.
tholieism, 44 Chatelet (t_reneh court of law_

Cavendish, Lord John, Chan- vi. 234, 319
cellor of Exchequer, v. 128, Chatelet, Mme. du, vi. 186
221 ; supporter of Fox, 140 Chatham, Lord : one of the Boy

Censorship on plays, vii. 202 Patriots, i. 444 ; den6unees the
Chambers, Ephraim, author of subordination of English to

an ' Encyclopedia,' vi. 189 Hanoverian interests, ii. 12 ;
Chambers, Sir W. (architect), Paymaster of Forces,35 ; seeks

vii. 209 to develop African slave-trade,
Chandernagor : captured by 134 ; formed Highland regl-

Clive, iL 419 ments, 315, 370 ; intrigues
Charitable insti_utlons in Lon- with Henry Fox, 350 ; con.

don, cost of, vii. 350 tempt for Newcastle, 363 ;
Charity schools, ill. 32 denounces George II.'s German
Charles I. (England) : trans- treaties, 358 ; opposes bringing

figured in Tory legend, i. 80; Hanoverian troops into Eng-
compared to Christ, 80 _qq. ; land, 363 ; in Ministry with
alleged miraculous cures by Devonshire, 370 ; obnoxious to
his relies, 85 George II., 371,380 ; dismissed

Charles IX. (England): tendsn- from office, 875; coalesces
eies towards despotism under, with Newcastle, 376 ; his
i. 9 s_q. ; ' royal touch,' 87 patriotism, 377 ; absolute over

Charles H. (Spain): bequeaths military and naval a_airs,
dominions to Duke of Anjou, 381; character of his elo-
i. 81 queues, it81 s_q. ; influence

Charles YI., Emperor, i. 128, over the House, 386; dis.
133, 407, 411 sq., 455 interestedness, 389 ; a great

Charles VII., Emperor. See popular leader, 390; indepen-
Bavaria, Elector of dsnce, 891 ; retrospect of his

Charles XIL (Sweden), i. 294 s_., career, 891 sq. ; attack on
301 Carteret, 393 ; alliance with

Charles, Archduke (Austria), i. Pelhams, 394, 398; ineonsis-
30, 123 tenoics, 395 sq_. ; ingratitude to
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Newcastle, 399 ; arrogance, questions on which he differed
400 ; histrionic turn, 401 ; from Roc]_ingham, 281 ; forms
attitude to royalty, 402 ; osten- a ministry, 294 ; its hetero-
tation of his virtues, 403; geneous character, 294 s_.;
greatness as War Minister, quarrel with Temple, 296;
404; oonduct towards Cumber- made Earl of Chatham, ib;
land, 40S ; conditional offer of loss of popularity, 297 ; rela-
cession of Gibraltar to Spain, tions with Rockingham, 298;
409 ; energetic action, ib,; the 'forty days' tyranny,' 299 ;
repudiates Convention of excessive arrogance, 301 ;
Closterscven, 412 ; attacks on resignation of Rockinghamites,
French coast, 413; conquest 302; foreign and Indian
of Canada, 415 s_q.; naval policy 303; ministry becom-
management, 418 ; indiffer- ing Tory, 304 ; breakdown of
ence to finance, 429 ; criticism Chatham's health, 305 ;
of his war policy, 435 s_q. ; changes in the ministry, 309;
prosperity of England dm'ing resignation of Chatham, 328;
his administration, 4_7 ; love speech on Wilkes's expulsion
of war, 438 ; bloodlessness of from Parliament, 339 ; persis-
his victories, ib. ; power to tent opposition to Government,
raise the spirit of the nation, 358; modifies his opinion of
440; home policy, 441; tries party government, 361; views
to destroy party government, on Reform, 378; duration of
442, iii. 177 sq., 282 ; strength- Par]iament, 379 ; contends that
encd democracy, ii. 443 ; moral self-taxation is the essence of
influence, ib. ; comparison with liberty, iv. 89 s_. ; demands
Walpole, 445 ; ministerial repeal of Stamp Act, 91 ;
difficulties on accession of popularity _vith Americans,
George HI., iii. 183 s_/_. ; pop- 104 ; position on American
ular objection to German war, question, 159 ; new efforts
191 ; peace negotiations, 192, at conciliation (1774), 195 ;
rejection of his policy towards speech in favour of Americans
Spain, 197; resignation, lb.; (1775), 336; great speech on
accepts pension for himself and conciliation (1777), 447 ; gene-
title for his wife, 199 ; tempo- ral desire to place him at the
raxy unpopularity, 200; his heafl of a ministry, 454; re-
sagacity justified by event, fusal of King to receive him,
201; excessiverequirements 456; last appearance in the
in peace negotiations, 214 ; House of Lords, 460 ;his death,
conduct in retirement, 229; ib.; how regarded by con.
attitude towards Wilkes, 257 ; temporary statesmen, 461 ; by
prevented by Temple from the King, lb.; effects of his
forming a ministry, 268, 270 ; death on the ministry, 463
refuses to join Rock[ngham, Chatham, Lord (second), v. 347
274; estimate of his conduct Chaavolin, M. de: French
on this occasion, 277 sq_. ; minister plenipotentiary to

VOL. VII. D D
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England, vii. 13 ; estimate of and bishops, 108 s_. ; first us_
English opinion, 16 ; on the of terms ' High' and ' Low '
proclamation against seditious Church, 109 ; Churehmeasures
writings, 25 ; on English neu- in Anne'sreign, 112 ; religious
trality, 57; aim to get Re- liberty, 118 sq_. ; tithes, 256
public recognised, 62; rein- sq. ; Church established in
tions with Sheridan, 124; West India Isles, ii. 254 ; do-
peremptory note to Lord Gren- minant in Virginia, iv. 24 ;
ville, 126; Grenville's reply, status of clergy there, 28;
129 ; complaint about Alien American colonies under juris-
Act, 136 ;Chauvelin's dismissal diction of Bishop of Lon-
from England, 156 don, 170 ; anti-American feel-

Cheltenham: mineralsprings dis- ing of clergy, 332 ; bishops
covered, if. 199 oppose repeal of Test Acts, vi.

Chesapeake, the : English naval 6 ; and Stanhope's Toleration
victory, v. 108, 110 Bill, 10 ; bishops support

Cheselden's lectures on anatomy, Catholic l_ellef BJJl, 45 ; fears
if. 224 arising from French t_evolu-

Chesterfield, Lord : character tion, 471 ; clerical dress in
and career, i. 448 s_. ; hated 18th century, vii. 181
by King, iL 34; anecdote of, Church, French: many sceptics,
172 ; his prediction of the vi. 190 ; exemption from taxa_
French Revolution, vi. 219, tion, 214; priests banished,
365 220; condemnation of sceptical

Child-murder in Scotland, if, writings, 228; conflicts with
342 Parliaments, _b. ; influence

Children's literature, vii. 213 almost extinct (1774), 305 ; in
Chimney-sweeps, children era- States- General, 348 ; ' Civil

ployed as, vii. 349 Constitution,' 425, 5_I ; clergy
Chlorine, invention of, vii. 268 slaughtered in September mas-
' Christian Club' (Shoreham), saeres, vii. 45 sq.

iii. 371 _' Civil Constitution' (French
Church, English : clergy mainly Church), vi. 425, 531

Tories in lgth century, i. 3 ; Civil List : George III., ill 187,
influence inimical to freedom, 348, v. 96
10 ; position towards the Re- Claim of Rights, ii. 294
volution, 19,77 ; Saeheverell's Clandestine marriages, if. 115 ;
defence, 65 sq_.; casuistry, 78 ; noted instances, 116 ; statistics
Jacobite tendencies, 91 ; gains of Fleet marriages, 117 ; mar-
and losses by Reformation, 92 tinge law remodelled, ib. ;
sg. ; poverty and low social marriage treated as civil con.
position, 93 s_.; episcopal tract, 119
incomes, 98 ; clerical power Clan system, Scotland, ii. 816
weakened, 99 ; latitudinarian Clarence, Duke of, v. 448
l_arb], 100 ; bishops in it, 106; Cla_kson, Thomas, friend of
c_onflict between lower clergy negroes, vii. 368
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Classes: benefits arising from Brunswick, 41; capture of
mixture, li. 92 ; division of, in IJongwy and Verdun, 42 ; siege
France, vL 276; changes in of Thionville, /b.; battle of
England, vii. 215 s_q. Yalmy, 50 ; retreat of allies,

Clermont, Prince el, a church- 52 ; Germanyinvaded by Cus-
man-soldier, ii. 19 title, 53 ; Prench in Flanders,

Clinton, General : attempt to 55 ; Jemmapes, /b. ; flight of
capture Charleston, iv. 368; Austrian Government from
aim of his operations, 4"29; in Brussels, 79 ; Custine driven
New York, 4_3 ; succeeds _ir out of Germany, 105
W. Howe, 464; retires from Coalition (of 1783, Fox and
Philadelphia to New York, North), v. 212 ; compared with
467 ; captures Charleston, v. that of 1757, 214 sq° ; members
20 ; instruotions to Major of ministry, 221 ; dismissal,
Andre, 50 ; offers to revolted 240 ; Pitt's ministry, 240 sqq.
Pennsylvanian troops, 101 ; Coblentz : centre of 1Trench emi-
dissension with Cornwallis, gratlon, vl. 496, 543
116; persistent hopes after Cock-fightlng, il. 196s_.
surrender of Cornwallis, 180 Cock-throwing, ii. 196

Clinton, General (American), iv. Coffee-houses in London (1708),
111 ii. 217

Clive, Robert : victories in India, Collier, Sir George : descent upon
ii. 419 s_q. ; growing power, Virginia, v. 14
421 ; defeat of Dutch in Ben- Commerce : rival theories on
gal, 422; second administra- value of foreign, i. 178 s_/. ;
tion, iv. 267 ; policy, 268 ; restrictions on colonial, li.
efforts to cure abuses, 269; 237; trade between England
firmness of will, 270 ; return and Scot!andafter Union, 300;
to England, ib. ; trial and ac- English restrictions on Ameri-
quittal, 284 s_. ; death, 285 can trade, iv. 42 ; profits of

Clootz, Anacharsis, vi. 482, vii. 3 colonial trade to England, 91 ;
C]osterseven, Convention of, ii. relaxation of American restric.

406 s_/., 412 " tions, 97 ; Pitt's commercial
Club Breton (afterwards Club des propositions for Ireland, v. 305 ;

Jacobins), vi. 361 treaty with France (1786), 307
Clubs : political, under Anne, i. sqff. ; influence on national

76; servants', ii. 219 prosperity, 319 ; increase of
Coal duty, for erection of English commerce after Amerl-

churches, i. 115 can war, vi. 61
Coalition against France (1792) : Commercial classes : mainly

_rench defeatsin Netherlands, Whigs, i, 4 ; restrictions on
vii. 22; neutrality of Hanever, their political influence, 8;
26; proclamation of Duke of natural representatives of po-
Brunswick, lb. ; extent of Co- litical progress, 233 ; and of
alition, 63; French frontier religious toleration, 284; re-
crossed, 84 ; dilatoriness of fugee industry, 235 s_. ; immi.

DD2
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grations, 237 s_. ; English army, 85 ; paper money, _b. ;
industries originating thence, half-pay for life to officers,
239 ; growing prosperity, 240 181; peace negotiations, 184
s_g. ; the great towns, 245 ; sgff., 192 s_. ; power over the
influence of mercantile corn- States uncertain, 204
panics, 247 ; of funded interest, Constitution : Canada. Gee
247 sqq. ; advocates of religious Quebec Act
toleration, 251; promoted in- Contractors expelled from Par-
ternational iealousy, _b. ; liament, v. 142
younger sons of nobility en- Convention Parliament (at l_e.
gaged in commerce, vl. 198 vulution), v. 398

Common lands : great extent, li. Conventions, American Provin-
205 ; reclamation and enclo- cial, iv. 185, 191
sure, 210, vii. 251 s_ff. ; arable Convict hnlks established, vii.
as well as pasture common 325
lands, vii. 249; bad manage- Convocation : antagonism be-
ment, 250 tween higher and lower clergy,

Compton, Sir Spencer (Earl of L 1111 decadence, 112; sup-
Wilmington), i. 378 ; death, pressed, 313
after brief ministry, ii. 16 Conway, General : soldier and

CondO, Prince de, vi. 431, 496 parliamentary leader, iil. 273,
Confiscations : of loyalists' pro- 274 ; carried repeal of Stamp

perry in America, iv. 365 Act, 295 ; disputes with Chat_
Congress, American: at Phila- ham, 350; political weakness,

delphia, laid foundation of 351; resignation, 358; corn-
American independence, iv. mander-in-chief, v. 128 ; in'e-
180 sffff. ; measures decreed solution, 140
in 1775, 205 sq. ; resolves to Conway, General (American), iv.
enlist Indians, 370 ; to form 417, 472
navy, 372 ; flight to Baltimore, Coote, General Sir ]_yre : mili-
382, return, $86 ; enlistment tary achievements in India, ii.
(1776), 389 ; bounties offered, 426, v. 86 ; death, 87
390 ; powers and authority, Cope, General Sir John, ii. 29
391 ; financial difficulties, Copyright, i. 74, ii. 168
393 ; issues paper money, lb. ; Corn : restrictions on export and
advises eonfiseationof enemies' import, vii. 245 ; bounties on
property, 894 ; attempts to 246 s_. ;Aets to relieve scarcity,
regulate prices by law, 396 ; 248 ; Act of 1773, 249 ; exces-
makes paper legaltender, 397 ; sire prices at various times,
negotiates for assistance from 260
France,402; flight to Lancas- Cornwall, Mr. (Speaker), v. 99
ter and Yorktown, 424 ; treat- Cornwa]_lis, Lord: drives Wash-
ment of Saratoga Convention, ing_on into Pennsylvania, iv,
i74; punishment of loyalists, 877 ; movements impeded by
478 ; relations with army, v. General Howe, 385 ; battle of
27, 35 ; reorganisation of Camden, v. 22 ; severities
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agalnstinsurgents, 23; failure Crefeld, battle of, ii. 415
in North Carolina, 24 ; victory Crewe, Mrs., v. 243, 3_2
in South Carolina, 99 ; battle Cricklade disfranchised, v. 143
of Cowpens, 103 ; on Ameri- Crillon, Duke de, v. 175, 179
can atrocities, 105 ; in Vir- Crime, vii. 324, 335 sqq.
ginia, 115 ; oocupics Yorktown, Crimea severed from Turkey, vi.
116 ; surrenders to Americans, 73 ; England favours its an-
120 ; Governor-General of nexation to Russia, 77 sg.
India, vii. 70 ; defeat ofTippoo Crompton's inventions, vii. 189,
Sahib, 71 244, 268

Corruption, parliamentary : Crown colonies: constitution, it.
largely practised under Charles 233
II., i. 427 ; jobbers of seats in Grown : growing influence op-
Parliament, 429 ; increasing posed, v. 96; prerogative of
expense of elections, 430 ; use naming ministers, 250 sff.
of secret service money, ib. ; Crown of St. Stephen : restored
direct money bribes to mere- from Vienna to Buda, el. 122
bers of House of Lords, 431 ; Crull, Admiral (Dutch West
extended under Walpole, 431 Indian service), v. 78
sqq. ; money payments and Cullodeu, battle of, it. 30
pensions to members of Par- Cumberland, Bishop; opponent
liament, 435, iii. 369 of Hobbes's Utilitarianism, i.

Corsairs, French, i. 126 104

Corsica: English interests in Cumberland, Duke of : barbarity
ill. 346 ; purchased by France, in rebellion of 1745, it. 30 ;
lb. disasters in Holland, 33; and

Corv_es (in France), vi. 294, 296, in Hanover, 406 ; disgrace_
313 407; interference in politics,

Cottlers, vii. 258 sq. iii. 267, iv. 85 ; death, iii. 274
Cotton manufacture ; number of Curt, M. de, vii. 134

operatives in Lancashire, v. Cushing, Thomas, Speaker of
82; prohibition of use of Assembly of Massachusetts, iv.
printed calicoes in England, 146

vii. 266; statistics of growth Custine, General (French): in-
of cotton_'ade in 18th century, vasion of Germany, vii. 52 sg. ;
lb. ; improvements in spin- defeat, 105
ning processes, 267 sffq. Customs and Excise, it. 62, v.

Country gentry; character and 298
habits, it. 200 sgq., vii. 218 Cyder tax, iii. 231, 271

Cour : des Aides, vi. 234, 319, Czaslau, battle of, it. 4
327; des Comptes, 319, 413;
Pl6ni_re, 329, 331

Cowboys (American banditti), v. D
31 Dancing : American customs, iv.

Cowpens, battle of, v. 103 23 ; proscribed by Puritans, 37
Craggs, James, i. 370, S73 s_. Danton, vii. 44 s_.
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Dan_zlg, Prussian desire to ob- peace, 97; offers mediation
taln, vl. 102, 163,492, 560 between Turkey and l%ussia,

Darby, Admlral: relief of Gib- 173
raltar, v. 77 ; naval work in Descartes, vi. 184
1791, 83 Despotism : early tendencies to-

Darien colony scheme, ii. 292 ward_, i. 7 sgq. ; of French
Dart_nou_h, Lord : attempt to sovereigns, vi. 272 s_.

conciliate Americans, iv. 200 Devonshire, Duchess of (Geergi-
Darwin, Dr. : praised t_e French ann), v. 832, 867

Revolution, _i. 377 Devonshire, Duke of, ii. 370, ill.
Dashwood, Sir Francis (Lord De 226

Spencer), iii. 224, 232 Dickinson's ' Farmer's Letters,'
Daun, Marshal, iL 413 s_[ff., 431, iv. 104, 193

484 sq. Diderot, vi. 189
Davenant (political e0onomist), i. Dierecke, General, ii. 431

$95 Dietines (Polish), vi. 491, 494
Dawson, Capt. James, il. 30 Disembowelling traitors, ii. 136
Deane, Silas, American agent in Disney, Dr. (Unitarian), vi. 29

Paris, iv. 402, 408, 436 Dissenters : uniformly Whigs in
Debtor prisoners : treatment of 18th cent., i. 4 ; meeting-

in Englishand Irish prisons, ii. houses wrecked by favourers
128 S_lq., 174 of Sacheverell, 66, 71 ; hated

Decayed boroughs, v. 336,888 by High Church par_y, 109 ;
Declaration of Independence Test Act extended to Ireland,

(American), iv. 244 sffq. 114; Occasional Conformity
Declaration of Indulgence (James Act, 115 s_g.; Schism Act, 118 ;

II.), ii. 232 position under William III. and
Declaration of Rights (French), Anne, 252 s_. ; exemptions

vi. 414 under Toleration Act, 253 s_. ;
Defoe, i. 66 _., 74, 76 ; on condi- object to Comprehension Bill,

tion of labouring poor, ii. 207 254 ; position imperilled in
Delany, Dr., ii. 160 Anne's reign, 256 ; statistics
Delegates: members of Parlia- of congregations (1716), 257;

menttreatedas--riseoftheory, devoted to Hanoverian suc-
i. 466 cession, 258; repeal of Ocea-

Demerara : captured by English sional Conformity and Schism
from Dutch, v. 80 ; captured Acts, 322 ; Test Act mitigated,
from English by French, 123 823 s_. ; ministers bribed by

Democratic spirit, growth of, iii. Walpole, 427 ; subject to no
440 ; societies and writings, religious test in American cole-
vii. 20, 70 sg. nies, iv. 9 _. ; relieved from

Deuain, battle of, i. 141 Subscription, 298 ; favoured
Denmark: declares war against Americans, iv. BSd; generally

Sweden, vL 94; England in- _vith Pitt in 1784, v. 259 ;
tervenes, 94 sq. ; Triple Alli- relieved from rsmaining dis-
ance forces an armist/ce and abilities, vi. 3 s_[q. ; support Ca.
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tholic l_eliefBill, 43; joy at passedto restrain it, 102; in.
French Revolution, 371 sq. Se_ crease of crime and immorality,
also England--Religious 103 ; and of disease, 1_4 ; regu-

Distillery : trade encouraged, iL lation of licences to sell spirits,
101 ; duty on spirituous li- lb. ; hard drinking in Scutland_
quors, ib.; clandestine stills, ii. 342
102 ; increased disease through Dublin : treatmen% of prisoners,
gin drlnk_ng, 103 ; licensing in, ii. 129 ; Handel's successes,
Acts, 104 174

Divine right of kings, i. 10 ; dis- Dubois-Cranc_ : military organ.
tinctlon between monarch de iser of French Revolution, vL
jur_ and de facto, 78 ; decline 816
of doctrine, 272 Duck-hunting, ii. 196

Division lists (parliamentary): Duddingston, Lieut. (of ' Gas-
rarely published in 18th cent., poe '), iv. 136 s_.
il. 60 Duelling in the eighteenth cen-

Divorce : arguments for and fury, vii. 341 sq.
against, ii. 118 sq_. ; number Dumouriez, French Minister for
of divorces, vii. 344 Foreign Affairs, vl. 564, vii. 43,

Dodd, Dr., ii. 135 49, 55, 87
Dogger Bank, battieof, v. 80 Duncannon, ¥iscountess, v. 332
Dclben, Sir W. : Act to mitigate Dundas, Henry : Lord Advocate

horrors of middle passage, vii. in North's Ministry, v. 147 ;
373 Bill affecting E. I. Company,

Domingo, St. : negro insurrection 280 ; Treasurer of Navy, 303 ;
(1791)_ vii. 522, 533 measure for restoring eonfis-

Dominic_ (island), iv.470, v. 172 cared Scotch estates, 351; on
s_. Fox's denial of the Fitzher-

Domestic service: disorganised bert marriage, 440 ; Home
state (George H.), ii. 218; Secretary, vi. 175; on English
board wages, 220 ; vails, ib. neutrality (1791), 518

Donauwerth, be_le of, i. 45 Dunmore, Lord, iv. 216 s_/.
Draper, Sir W. : contest with Dunning (Lord Ashburton) : re-

Junius, iii. 448, 458, 461 solution against influence of
Dresden, Peace of, ii. 261 vlcis- Crown, v. 96; Chancellor of

situdes of city, ii. 368, 415, Duchy of Lancaster, 131
431, 434 Dupleix, Governor (French) of

Dress and manners, English_ vii. Pondieherry, ii. 36, 366
177 sg_/. Du Roveray : with Talleyrand on

Drunkenness : Dutch and Get- mission to England, vii. 13, 62
man origin of the national Dutch Legion (L_gion Batave),
vice, ii. 98; hard drinking vii. 125, 132
among upper classes, 99, vii. Duties: multiplicity and com-
197 ; enormous consumption plexity, v. 297 ; Pitt's modifi-
er beer, iL 100 ; passion for cations, 298, 304 ; probate and
_in-drinking, 101 ; measures legacy duties introduced, 300
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E Edict of lqantes, Revocation of:
industrial effects in I-]olland

Earthquake of 1750, iii. 94 and Prussia, i. 235 s_. ; Eng-
Eastern question in 18th century, land, 237 sq. ; America, 239

vi. 78 sqq., 157 Edinburgh • foundation of school
East India Company : relation of medicine, il. 224 ; condition

to Indian conquests, ill. 304, in 1720, 274; efficient police,
397 ; restrictions on dividends, 276 ; population at time of
397 ; constitution modified, Union, lb.
398; opposed American tea _dinburgh tteview: suppressed
duty, iv. 162 n. ; affairs from article censuring Trench war,
1760-72, 262 sffff.; gross vii. 175 n.
abuses, 263; displacement of Education; in Scotland, il. 282
native princes, 264; growing sffq.; American colonies, iv.
power in Bengal, 266 ; Clive's 16, 31 ; popular, vii. 354 sff.
second administration, 267 ; Edwards, Jonathan, iv. 16 ; first
his measures of reform, 268 American writer of eminence,
sg. ; directors refuse to confirm 33
them, 269 ; Parliament insti- Edwin, Sir Humphrey (Presby-
tutes inquiry into revenues, terian), Lord Mayor of London
272 ; regulates dividends, ib. ; (1697), i. 116
war with Hyder £ti, 274; Effingham, Lord, Governor of

• results of his success, 275; Jamaica, vi. 522; received
bankruptcy, lb.; Adam Smith's vote of thanks from France,
views on the Company's vii. 2
methods, 276 sq. ; secret ecru- Egremont, Lord, iii. 198, 238
mittee of inquiry, 278 ;consti- Egypt, insurrection in, fomented
tution of Company changed by Russia, vi. 83
(1773), 281 ; charter renewed Eighteenth century, greatness of,
(1781), v. 228; committees of in England, vii. 380; darker
investigation, ib.; officials een- side, 382 ; polil_ical morality
sured, 229; Burke's charges, compared with that of the
281 ; Fox's India Bill, ib. ; 19th, 883
arguments for and against, Elections:petitions, adjudicated
232 ; unpopularity of Bill, 237; on by party vote of whole
thrown out by Lords, 238; House, ii. 53 sg_., iii. 435;
Pitt's India Bills, 247, 352 sff. duration of scrutiny dimin-

EcclesiastieM influence, coinci- ished, v. _35 s_.
donee of with great political Elective monarchy, evils of, ill.
and intellectual aotivity, i. 155
73 s_. Electoral Prince : made Duke of

Eckercn, battle of, i. 44 Cambridge, i. 194
Economists, school of (French), Elizabeth, Czarina, ii. 859, iii.

vi. 270 210

Edgeeumbe : reason why he was E1]iot, Sir George (defender of
made peer, i. 434 Gibraltar), v. 175
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Elliot, Six Gilbert, v. 213 _z.,420, puree with France about pos.
448, vi. 9,471 sessions in America, it. 351 ;

Elliot, Hugh, English Minister war, 352; attack on French
at Copenhagen, vi. 97 forts, 355 ; expedition of

ElLis, Welbore, Secretary of War Hawke, 356 ; German sub-
in North's h_inistry, v. 124, sidles, 357; alliance with
440 Prussia, 858; fear of French

Elphinstone, Admiral: in Rus- invasion, 362; Byng's failure
sian navy, vi. 92 to relieve Minorea, 364 ; dis-

Eraigration : condition of in 17th asters in America, 365 ; con-
cent., ii. 229 ; to America, vii. filets with France in India,
260 365 sqq. ; French gain posses.

Emigrds, French, vi. 431, 454, sion of Hanover, 406 ; despon-
496, 499, 531 dency of statesmen, 408 ; ener-

Eminent Americans, iv. 33 getic action of Pitt, 409 ; mar-
Emlyn (a Dissenter): long ira- tial enthusiasm in tJae towns,

prisonment for writing against 410 ; subsidy to Frederick II.,
the Trinity, i. 332, 359, 361 412 ; conquest of Canada, 415

Encyclopaedists, the, vi. 189,218, sqq. ; destruction of French
220, 230 power in India, 421 sqq.;

England -- foreign, 1700-54 : victory of Ivlinden, 432 ; battle
effects of English hatred of of Warburg, 435
foreigners, i. 21 ; Tory maxim :England -- foreign, 1760-69 :
to isolate England from Conti- objections to German war, iii.
nental affairs, 29; Spanish 191; negotiations for peace,
succession dispute, 29 sqq. ; 192; terms proposed, 193;
complications ensuing, 30-46 ; the ' Family Compact ' between
pesce negotiations, 54, 57, 131 Prance and Spain, 195 ; Pitt's
sqq. ; disputes with Spain re. policy rejected by the Ministry,
garding l_lew World, 448 ; Jen- 197 ; justified by events, 201 ;
kins's ears, 451 ; neutrality of conquests in West Indies, 203,
Hanover, 462; subsidy to Peace of Paris, 209; alleged
Maria Theresa, lb. ; war in her treachery to Frederick II., 210
behalf, ii. 2 s_/_/.; British s_. ; failure of an attempted
army in l_landers, 8 ; Dettin- :Northern alliance, 303 ; Chat°
gen, 9 ; unpopularity of war, ham's foreign and Indian
ib.; dismemberment of France policy, 303 sq. ; loss of Corsica,
projected, 15 ; abortive attempt 310, 346 ; dispute with Spain
at invasion by France, 18; about the Falkland Ielandss
alliance with Holland, Austria, 347
and Saxony, 24; naval suc- England--foreign, 1779-81: mar
cesses (1745--47), 31 ; national declared by Spain (1779), v. 6 ;
debt increased through sub- French expeditions in Africa
sidies granted, _6 ; peace with and against Jersey, 9, 74 ;
France, 39 French and Spanish fleets in

:England--foreign, 1754-60 : dis- Channel, 8, 83 ; the armed
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neutrally, 64 _. ; disputes Powers refuse to suppm_ Eng.
with Holland, 67 ; declaration land, 172 ; ultimatum sent to
of war, 72; deplorable condi- Bussia and recalled, 174;
dition of :England, 73; siege triumph of Russia, 180 ; atti-
of Gibraltar, 75; capture of rude towards Poland (1791),
St. Eustatius, 77 sqq. ; of 495; absolute neutrality in
Dutch settlements on Core- Prench affairs, 510, 533,
roundel Coast, 80 ; loss of neu_ality sincere, 514 ; popu-
Tobago, 81 ; Pensacola, 83 ; lar indifference to foreign
Minorca, ib. ; war with Hyder affairs, 519 ; object of Pitt's
Ali, 84 foreign policy, 520; second

England- foreign, 1785-91: partition of Poland, vii. 106
France-Dutch alliance, v. 356 ; s_. ; protest, 116
England supports Prussian England and America, 1763-74 ;
intervention in Holland, 359 ; relations with American cole-
result, 360 ; alliance with nies, iv. 1 s_. ; GrenviLle's
Netherlands and Prussia, 361 ; policy towards America, 52 ;
difficulty with Spain about taxation of colonies, 58 s_. ;
Nootka Sound, vi. 67; con- Rockingham ministry indif-
vention with Spain, 69 ; war ferent to American affairs, 84 ;
with Tippoo Sahib, 70 ; alli- Grenville's arguments for tax-
mace with Russia on Eastern ing colonies, 86; Pitt's reply,
question, 76 ; Triple Alliance, 89 ; Stamp Act repealed, 93 ;
95 ; resentment of Russia, 98 ; Declaratory Act, 93 sq. ; irrita-
Prussia's designs disclosed, 99; tion against America, 105 ;
divergence from Prussian po- Townshend's Colonial taxa-
liey, 106; English negligence tion, 107; he suspends blew
of foreign politics, 107 ; Pitt's :fork Assembly, 110 ; estab-
replies to Prussia, 108 ; state, lishes new Board of Customs,
ment of policy, 118 ; proposes and new duties, lb. ; American
armistice, 127 ; censnresPrus- reception of these measures,
sian proposals, 128; coldness 113; attitude of English Par
be_-ween the two Governments, liament (1768-69), 123 ; tral-
130; Prussian intrigues, 133 tots to be tried in England,
s_. ; efforts of England and 124 ; all duties repealed except
Holland to produce peace,135; that on tea, 125 ; destruction
Peace of Sistova, 137 ; subsidy of the ' Gaspee,' 136 ; Boston
to Sweden, 146; results of tea-ships, 153 ; American ira.
Triple Alliance, 150 ; cession peachment of Oliver, 154 ;
of Oczakow demanded, 151 English opinion on American
sqff. ; its reasons, 153 sg_/. ; question, 154 s_q.
determination to support Prus- England and America, 1774-76 :
sis, 158 ; Russian designs Boston harbour closed, iv. 165 ;
against India, 165 ; Pitt's anti- suspension of Massachusetts
Russian policy opposed in charter, 166; soldiers to be
Parliament. 168; foreign tried in England_ 167; Qu_r_
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_4ng Act, Quebec Act, 168; 456; death of Chatham, 460;
other colonies support Boston, effects on the ministry, 463 ;
173 ; illusions in America and growth of military spirit caused
in England, 188 s_. ; American by prospect of :French war, _b. ;
loyalists, 192; efforts of con- failure of attempts at party
ciliation by Chatham, 195 ; fusion, 464
Parliament cuts off trade of England and America, 1778--80:
America, and increases army expeditions of 1778, iv. 469 ;
at Boston, 198; North's con- violation of Convention of
cilia_ion, ib.; events of 1775, Saratoga, 474; English con-
201 s_q. ; negroes and Indians, duct war more fiercely, 476,
219 ; English paxty in America, despair of loyalists, 478 ; pro-
222 ; Boston evacuated, 234 ; jeered invasion of Canada, 481 ;
Act authorising confiscation of resolution of King to continue
American ships, 237 ; difficulty war, v. 2 ; ministerial changes,
in raising soldiers, 240 ; on- 4; French and Spanish fleets
listment of German mereen- in Channel, 8; Paul Jones,
aries, 243 ; produces Deelara- 11 ; depreciation of American
tion of Independence, 244 ; paper, 13 ; expeditions of 1779,
opinion on American question : 15 s_q. ; failure of English
English, Scotch, Irish, 332 invasion of North Carolina,
8q_/. ; party aspects of question, 24 ; grounds for belief that
348 England would ultimately

England and America, 1776-77 : triumph, 29 ; treason of Lee
events in 1776, iv. 354 sqq. ; and Arnold, 36 sffq. ; execution
results of Howe's incapacity_ of Major Andre, 48 ; summary
880, fl84, 887, 400, 423 ; of campaign of 1780, 53 sq,/. ;
English successes, 423 sg.; proposals for peace, 89 sqg.;
capitulation of Saratoga, 433 ; obstinacy of King, 91 ; change
leads to alliance of France with of sentiment in country, 93
America, 434 ; popularity of England and America, 1781-82 :
war at close of 1776, 435; Cowpens, v. 103; savage cha-
American attempts to burn racter of Southern war, 104sq.:
dockyards, ib. ; despondency Arnold in Virginia, 107 ; Eng-
of Whigs, 436; their open lish at Yorktown, 116 ; Wash-
advocacy of American cause, ington and Rochambeau in
439 sq_t. ; uncompromising Virginia, 117 sq. ; De Grassc in
attitude of King, 442 ; conduct Chesapeake, 118 ; destruction
of North, 444 ; speech of Chat- of New London, 119; surrender
ham, 447 ; overtures to :Frank- of Yorktown, 120 ; arrival of
lin, 44g; North's conciliatory news in England, 122; long
_neasures,449 ; commissioners succession of disasters, 123 ;
sent to America, 452; war Oswald's negotiations with
with France, 453 ; general Franklin, 152 sqq. ; whole
desire for a Chatham ministry, force concentrated at New
454; obstinate relusal of King, York and in Canada (1782),
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184 ; preliminary articles of 32; French King dethroned,
peace with France, Spain, and 34 ; recall of English ambas-
America (1782), 185; stages sador, 36; September mas-
er negotiation, 186 sq_. ; es- sucres: effect on English
timatc of results, 199 ; abau- statesmen, 45 s_. ; reports of
donment of loyalists, 200; French political agents in
annuities granted to a few of _ngland, 57 ; speedy recog-
them, 2041 unpopularity of nition of Republic demanded,
peace, 205; treaties of peace 62; Grenville's opinions and
signed, 226 policy, 67 ; English addresses

England--Effects of French to the Convention, 70 ; growing
Revolution on Politics; belief sedition, 71; Grenville's esti-
that it would promote Euro- 1hate of danger, 72; French
pean peace, vi. 365; benefit provocations, 73; Pitt's chief
expected from eclipse of anxiety about Holland, 76;
France, 866; Whig antipathy apprehensions of danger, 77;
to France, 367; refusal to determination to abide by
send flour there, 368 ; revival Treaty of Alliance (1788), 79 ;
of democratic societies, 370, negotiations with Prussia and
434 ; hopes of Dissenters, 371; Austria, 80 ; disquieting news
aristocratic democrats, 372 ; from Holland, 82 ; Grenville
libels on Constitution, 374 ; on the alert, 84 ; French pro-
healthy condition of country, vocations to Holland, 85 sqq. ;
375 ; salutary literary and re- De Maulde gained over by
ligious influences, 376; first England, 90 ; compromising
impressions of Fox and Rm'ke, papers seized, 91 ; Auckland's
377; speeches of Fox, 380, 385 ; advice, 93 ; Grenville calls on
of PittandBurke,881; motives Holland to arm, 94 ; English
attributed to Fox and Burke, militia called out, 96; Parlia-
385 ; Burke's ' Reflections on ment summoned, _b. ; division
French Revolution,' 389 sqq.; among Whigs, 97 ; Ahen Bill :
schism in the Wlaig party, incendiaryspeeches of Fox,
422; enthusiasts for Revolu- 98; arrogance of Chauvelin,
tion, 432 117 ; French provocations,

England---_elations with France 119 ; propagandism, ib. ; ne-
(1792) : English distrust Leo- gotiations of Mater, 120 ; war-
l_old rather than France, vii. like public opinion, 123; re-
1; pacific King's speech, 4; lations o_ Opposition with
reduction of army and navy, Chauvelin, 123 aft. ; invasion
4 sg. ; trench seek alliance of Holland postponed, 125;
with England, 9 ; and a loan, peremptory note from Chau-
15 ; state of pohties, 21 ; velin, 126 ; Grenville's corn-
attempted coalition, ib.; munieation to Russia, 128;
French and English positions reply to Chauvelin, 129 ;
contrasted, 22 sq. ; refusal to unequivocal language about
interfere in favour of Lewis, Holland, 131; question of
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French West Indian Islands, sqg. ; jealousy lowards Ho1-
134 ; Chauvelin protests land, 137 ; confederation with
against ALien Act, 136 ; France and Prussia (1725),
T,ebrun's answer to Grenville, 408 ; defensive alliance with
137 ; French repudiation of France and Spain, 412; anti-
Views of conquest, 139 ; Gallican sentb aerie, 415 ;
English reasons for believing material development, 421 ;
in war, 140; replies of Gren- events which led to Waipole's
ville to Chauveliu, 142 ; letter fall, 462 s_. ; growth of repub-
of Miles to Marct, 142; pro- lican spirit, 467; antagonism
posed exchange of Austrian of Carteret and Pulteney, 470 ;
1%therlands for Bavaria, 143 ; Pclhazn Prime Minister, it. 16 ;
imminence of attack on commercial element conspieu.
Holland, 144 ; De Maulde ous in a_mlnistration, 44 ;
visits Auckland, 151; ncgoti- parliamentary corruption:
ations with Dumouriez, 153, rotten boroughs, 45; bribery,
162 ; English war - feeling 46 s_.; arbitrary proceedings
roused by execution of Lewis, of the House of Commons, 48
155 ; dismissal of Chauvelin, s_/ff.; pensioners and place-
156 ; King's message to Parlia- holders in Parliament, 61 ;
ment, 157; terms of proposed duration of Parliaments, 63;
alliance with Prussia and political capacity of upper
Emperor, 164; proposed re- classes, 66; eharac¢er of re-
presentation to France, 166; presentatlves of counties and
ought _England to be blamed large towns, 67; fear of Pre-
for the 1Trench war ? 167 sqq. ; _endcr, 68 ; influence of popular
change_ in character of war, opinion, 69 ; comparative sim-
171; it opens new era in plicityofpolitics, ib.;lowstand-
English politics, 172 ard of political honour, 70 ;

England--political : principles evils of neglect of literature, 71;
of Whigs and Tortes, i. 1 ; decline in religious tone, 84 ;
deohno of yeoman class, 7 ; and in public spirit, 85 ; apathy
restrictions on political in- in 1745, 87; but not through
fluence of commercial class, 8 ; sympathy wi_h Pretender, 88 ;
subserviency of judges, 9 ; benefits of mixture of classes,
tendencies towards despotism, 92; system of government
lb. ; reaction from enthusiasm contrasts favourably wi_h Con-
of loyalty, 11; causes of the tinental administrations, 93;
l_evolution, 121 Tory aid in commercial policy towards
that movement, 13 ; unpopu, colonies, 237 ; relations of
larity of l_evolutionary Govern- home Government to slavery,
ment, 19; English antipathy 245; possessions in East, 252
to foreigners gradually turns s_. ; in West Indies, 253 ;
against the t_evolutinn, 28 ; rninlstryof Duke of Newcastle,
vicissitudes of the two parties 345 soft. ; intrigues of ftenry
after accession of Anne, 40 Fox and William Pitt, 349;
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vacillation of Newcastle, 353 ; paxty aspects of Amerleau
ministry of Devonshire and question (1776), 348; fear of
Pitt, 370 ; ministerial intcrreg. Tory ascendency, 352 ; divided
hum, 375 ; Coalition Ministry state of country, 853 ; growing
of Newcastle, 376 ; decadence strength of peace par_y (1780) ;
of party government, 377 v. 93; economical reform
s_q.; advantages of English question, 94 sq. ; widespread
type of monarchy, iii. 160; political agitation, 95; Dun.
political position of the sovc- ning's resolution against in
reign, ib. ; his withdrawal fluenee of Crown, 91 ; state of
from active polities, 162; the finances in 1784, 295 ; new
Cabinet has taken place of Constitution for Canada, vi. _2
Privy Council, 165 ; accession sgq.
of George HI., 167; his poli- England -- religious : Estab-
tieal errors, 171; ecclesias- lished Church clergy mainly
tical and legal tendencies Tories, i. 3 ; Dissenters anti-
towards despotism, 174 ; papal and _Vhigs, 6 ; decline
growth of Tory sentiment, of divine right of kings, 10;
176; scheme for destroying aid of Church party towards
parties, 177 ; adopted by the the :Revolution, 12; religious
Court, 178 ; ' the King's liberty extended by it, 15 ;
friends,' 179 ; concep_ion of popular discontent with the
the Cablne_, 180 ; Lord Bath's l_evolu%ion stimulated by the
' Seasonable Hints,' 181 ; divi- Church, 19 ; antipathy to
sions hi the ministry, 183 ; Rome, 21 ; English interest in
tenure of judges, 188; resig- continental Protestants, 23 ;
nation of Pitt and Temple, severe orthodoxy of Queen
197 ;Bute succeeds Newcastle Anne, 38 ; eolesiastical agita-
as Prime Minister, 206 ; Gren. tion about Occasional Con-
rills ministry, 234; prose- fortuity Bill, 46; partial ex-
eution of Wilkes, 242 sqq. ; tinetion of Nonjuror schism,
1%ockingham ministry, 270 ; 62 ; deolin_ of dogmatic thee-
degeneracy of party govern- logy, iii. 2; growth of
ment, 282 s_.; Chatham physical science, 4; Deism
ministry, 294; Tory element not popular among higher
in it, 304; growing ascendency intellects, lb. ; Royal Society,
of North, 313 ; Wilkes's case, 3 sq_.; small amount of criti-
315 sq_. ; resignation of Chat- cism, 8 ; 18th century Deists
ham, 328; minis_erlal difficul- lef_ little of enduring value,
ties and changes, 344 s_q. ; 10; latent scepticism and in.
parliamentary reform, 867 difference, 11 ; abandonment
sflg. ; birth of :English Radical- of extempore preaching, 14 ;
_sm, 372 ; analysis of opinions observance of Sunday, 15 ;
regarding American %axation, neglect of public worship, 16 ;
iv. 164 s_. ; coercive Acts for Sunday amusements, 17 ; de-
America, 165; results, 173; cadence of the Universities.
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18 ; neglec_ of Fathers, 20 ; B06 ; auti-Cathollc riots _n
Trinitarian controversy : Ari- Scotland, .308 ; Gordon riots,
auism in the Church and 309sqq.
among Dissenters, 20 _q. ; England--religious : progress of
Presbyterian ' New Light ' religious liberty, vi. I sqq. ; de-
opinions, 23 sq. ; revolt against bates on Beaufoy's motions for
articles of faith, 24 ; liberty of repealing Test and Corporation
discussion, 25 ; subscription Acts (1787-89), 2 ; causes of
to the Articles, 27 ; causes defeat, 7 ; influence of French
predisposing to Methodism, 31 Revolution, 8, 44 ; Stanhope's
sqq. ; _stitution and influence Toleration Bill, 9 ; obsolete
of that sect, 87 s_q. persecuting laws, lb. ; Sabba-

England--religious : Evangelical tarianlsm, 12 ; Sunday news-
Revival: originated from Me- papers, 13; decline of theo-
thodism, ill. 124 ; imitators of logical influence in Govern°
Whitefield's oratory, 126 ; "Ber- ment, 15 ; 18th century notion
ridge, _b. ; model of Rowland of an F_stablished Church, 19 ;
Hill, 128 ; Grimshaw, ib. ; and of toleration, ib. ; Locke,
Romaine, 132 ; other early Warburton, and Paley, 19 sgq. ;
Evangelicals, 134; effect of Burke's attack upon Athe-
Evangelicalism in stimulating ists, 27 ; legislation in favour
philanthropy, 144 ; in counter- of Cathohes : English, 38 ;
acting revolutionary spirit, Scotch, 46 ; in favour of Scotch
145 ; in mitigating evils ac- Episcopalians, 47
eompanying growth of manu- England -- social : drunkenness,
faetures, 146 ; religious efficacy iL 98 sq_. ; consumption of
of its teaching,148 ; its defects, becr_ 100; gin-drinking, 101;
150; severance from intmllect increase of crime and ira-
of country, 151; Sabbatarian- morality, 103; spirit licences,
ism, 153; effects on Catholic 104 ; Mohocks, 105; right of
question, lb. sanctuary, 109 ; highway rob-

England--religious : decrease of beries, 111 ; smuggling, 113 ;
intolerance, iv. 286; jurisdic- wrecking, ib. ; reform of mar-
tion of Ecclesiastical Courfs, riage laws, 115 s_q. ; banns or
287 ; penances commuted for licence required, 118 ; question
money payment, 288 ; laws re- of divorce, 119 s_q. ; decline of
gardingexcommunication,289; spirit of l_hilanthropy and re-
abuses, 289 sff. ; abuse of Test form, 126 ; Berkeley and Ogle-
Act in eonneetio_ with City thorpe, 126 sq_. ; condition of
offices, 291 ; movement for debtors' prisons, 127 s_q. ;
abolishing subscription to the neglect of army and navy, 133 ;
Articles, 292 ; Dissenters re- public executions, 134 ; brutal
lieved from Subscription, 298 ; punishments, 1_5 ; the nation
Catholic question, 299 s_.; assumes its modern aspect,
working of penal laws, 303 s_/.; 137 ; standing armies, 138sqq.;
Catholic Relief Bill (1778), iealousy of the army, 144;
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barracks,146 ;grov_hofnews- form dress,189; fashlon el
papers and magazines, 151 sg.; extreme simplicity, ib. ; in-
coarseness of manners, 153; fluenee of Fox and _f Yrench
[antastie schemes of speeula- Revolution on dress, 189 sq. ;
tion, 155 ; gambling, 156 ; lot- hair-powder discarded, 191 ;
teries, 157 ; influence of Revo- dress assumes Rs modern cha-
lution on taste, 158; land- raeter, lb. ; 'Asiatio luxury,'
scape-gardening, lb. ; taste for 193
botany, 160 ; painting, 161 England- social : Po2ular
sqq. ; music, 168 ; opera, 169 ; Amusements : assemblies and
Handel controversy, 170 sqq. ; masquerades, vii. 193 ; gem-
immorality of stage, 178 ; low bling, 194 ; lateness of hours,
theata_ieal taste, 180 s_. ; re- 196 ; hard drinking, 197 ;
viral of Shakespeare, 185 ; fencing, bull-baltin.g, cock-
Garrick, lb. ; denunciations of fighting, 199 ; racing and
theatre, 190 ; humanity to hunting, 200 ; introduc_on of
animals, 192 ; vivisection, 194 ; regatta, 201.--Theat_'_ : lioens-
bull-baiting, 195; cockfighting, ing Act of 1737, 201; growth
196 ; inland watering-places, of provincial stage, 208 ; opera,
198 ;sea-bathing, 199 ; manner 205 ; introduction of l_iano-
of life of country gentry, 200 ; for_e, lb.
their amusements, 201 sg. ; England-- social : 2_ng_st_ Art :
condition of people 1700-60, low state under the first two
203 sqq. ; workmen, ib. ; pau- Gcorges, if. 161 sfi[q., vii. 206 ;
pars, 208; wages, 207; en- portrait-painting, if. 165; en-
closure of common lands, 210 ; graving, 167 ; increased rater.
penny post for "London, 215 ; est in art after 1750, vii. 206 ;
domestie service, 218 ; state of grca_ artists, 207 ; foundation
medical science, 223; public of Royal Academy, lb. ; very
lectures on anatomy, 224 ; in- Ht_le royal patronage, 208 ;
oculation, lb. landscapes and portraits, ib. ;

England-- social : Dress a_w_ architecture, soulpture, pottery,
_lan_vrs : brilliant colours in engravings, 209 s_. ; taste for
male attire, vii. 177; dress exhibitions, 210; increased
designating politics, 179 ; and price of works of art, _b.
professions, 180 ; love of England--social: Po_ularisa_
pageantry, 182 ; lying in state, o/ Know_edge: passion for
183 ; position of aristocracy, physical science, vii. 211 ; lee-
ib. ; less connected than for- tures, ensyclopmdias, libraries,
marly with commerce, 185 ; 212 ; children's literature,213;
outward distinctions of trades blue-stocking clubs, 214; mul-
&rid professions dlmlnlshmg, fiplica%ion of female aut_aors, .
187 ;wigs and swords nolonger lb.
worn in society, 145; intro- England--social:C/assGtmnges:
duetlon of umbrellas, ib. ; Ark- assimilation of manners among
wright aud Crompton h'ans, gentry, vii. 215 ; introduction
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ofLondon fashionsincountry, England--soclal:M'anu/a4_ures:
216 ; disappearance of small Indian calicoes, vfi. 266 ; dawn
country squires, 918; yeomen, of native cotton manufacture,
221 ; causes of their dlsap- 267 ; Kay's fly-shuttle, ib. ; in-
pearance, 222; roads and tra- ventions of Itargreaves, Ark-
veiling, stage coaches, turn- wright, Crompton, &c., 267 eft. ;
pikes, 223; Palmer's coaches, persecution of inventors, 269;
228 ; increased love of tra- rapid increase of cotton manu
velllng, 229 ; intercourse with facture, 270 ; chief centres, ib. ;
Continent, 230; growing love Wedgwood pottery, 271; iron
of natural beauty, 231; effect manufacture, 272; canals, 273;
on literature, lb.; Pope's poetry early steam engines, 276 ;
and Addison's criticism, ib. ; James WarS, 277; transform-
rise of new school of poetry, ation of England from agri-
234; increased _endency in cultural to manufacturing
middle class to distinguish country, 279; manufactures
grades, 237; tradesmen under supported England through
George II. and under George French war, 280 ; their favour-
IIL, ib. ; dishonesty in trade, able influence on human
239 ; great industrial pros- happiness, 281 ; prejudicial
peritry under George HI., effects in destroying domestic
240 industries, 283 ; sanitary

England-- social : Agriculture : neglect and demoralisation in
improvements introduced, -di. early period of factorips, 583
241; influences consolidating sff.; causes that aggravated
farms, 242; domestic mauu- evil, 284; Place's description
faetures, 243; destroyed by of London workmen, 28,5;
machinery, 244 ; England children in factories, 287 ; first
ceased to be wheat-exporting, Factory Act, 1802, 290.--Po1/-
245; early corn laws, _b. ; tical Influence of Manufae-
opinions on corn bounties, tures: moderation and con-
246 sff. ; corn law of 1773, 249 ; servafism of old English
common land, lb. ; Enclosure politics, 290 ; growing in-
Bills, 251 ; good results, 252 ; fluence of great towns changes
evils, 254 ; rapid disappearance type, 292 ; hastens parlia-
of small farmers, 255; farmers mentary reform, 293 ; and
turned into labourers, 256; abolition of corn laws, 294;
increase of population, ehiefly manufacturers origlnallymono-
in towns, 2,58 ; ' The Deserted poilsts, 295
Village,' 260 ; corn law of England-- social : S1ohere of
1791, 261 ; enormous prices of Govern_nen_ : ancient and
wheat, ib. ; condition of agri- raedi_eval theory, vii. 296; re-
@ultural classes 1700-75, 262 ; striction of sphere after Revo-
deterioration, 1775-1800, 263 ; lufion, 298 ; Elizabeth's Ap-
plans for assisting them, 264 ; prentice Act falls into disuse,
alterations in poor law, 265 999 ; regulation of wages by
VOL. VII. E E
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law, 800 ; other instances of England m serial : _efo_
regulation of industry, 302 ; S/_ : scope for philanthropy
laws emancipating industry, less than at present, vii. 347 ;
804 ; strong 18th century feel- attempts to regulate morals by
ins in favour of res_icting the law generally abandoned, 348 ;
powers of Government, B06; legislation about pauper chli.
Burke and Adam Smith, 800 dren and lunatics, 349; Lon-
8q. ; shortcomings of their don charities, 350 ; moral
theories, 309 ; enlargements of effects of Evangelical move-
sphere of Government, B10 ; mcnt, 350 sg_. ; education
State education, 811 ; factory little attended to in England
laws, lb. ; sanitary laws, ib. ; 354 ; Sunday schools, 356 ; in-
regulation of railways, 812; creased sense of duty to say.
philanfllropie interference, _b.; age and pagan nations, 857
democracy, 813 ; standing England--social: S_avs Tra_ :
armies, lb. ; laws of succession, its earliest opponents, vii. 357 ;
&c., ib. ; reversal of 18th con- Act of 1750 regulating it, 358 ;
tury _andancy, 814 case at slave called Somerset,

England---social : Pe_m] Coc_ : 859 ; David Harfley brings the
causes of Rs severity and ab- question before Parliament,
surdity, vii. 315 ; illustrations, 360 ; Quaker abolitionists, _b. ;
316 ; executions, 319 ; Burke's slave trade eensuredin original
protests against their multipli- draft of Declaration of Inde-
cation, 820 ; improvements in pendence, 862 ; Dean Tucker
code in 18th century, 822 ; on English slave trade, _b. ;
trials, 823 ; transportation, provisions of American Con-
B25 ; Howard on abuses in stitution of 1787, 864 ; slaves
English gaols, 327 ; compared in West Indies, 365 ; extension
with Continental gaols, 830; of the trade after pcace of l783,
measures of reform, 882 sq. ; _66 ; the ' Zong' (slave ship),
Ircatment of debtors, 333; 867 ; organised agitation for
characte_ of Howard's rcformao abolRion, 888 ; original scope,
tion, 884 _b. ; collection of evidence,

England--social : Cr_me : cha- 369 ; William Wilberforce,
racier of that of 18th century, 870 ; favourable prospects of
iii. 319 8_., vii. 835 _ causes cause in 1788, 871 ; inquiry of
of large amount of crime in Privy Council, 372 ; Pitt's me-
England, 336 ; Ac_ of 1773 for tion, _b. ; Dolben's Act, 873,
arrest of criminals who es- 879; action in 1789-90, 374 ;
caped to or f_om Scotland, French abolifionlsts_ _b. ; re-
888 ; highwaymen, _b. ; duel- action produced by Revolution
ling, 341 ; proofs of moral pro- and St. Domingo insurrection,
gross, 848 ; adultery and di- 375 ; Sierra Leone Colony, 876 ;
vorce, _44 ; gener_l moral agitation in 1792, _b. ; scheme
ehara_cr of 18th century, of gradual abolRion, 878; 1_-
_46 action in 1793-94, _b. ; failure
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of struggle in last year_ of con- F
fury, 379

Engraving, English, ii. 167, vii. Factories : employment of chil-
210; copyright in engravings, dren, vii. 287; white slavery,
vii. 210 290 ; first Factory Ac_, ib.

' Engrossers,' speculators for Falkirk, battle of, iL 30
monopoly of sale of provisions, Falklsnd Islands : taken from
vii. 304 English by Spaniards, ill 347

Episcopalians, Scotch : liberty ' Family Compact,' iii. 195, v.
of worship provided by Tolcr- 308, 317, vi. 76
ation Act, il. 286; refusal to Famines, vi. 291, 344
subscribe the ' assurance,' 287 ; Farms : size and worldng, vii.
' ProteetedMinisters,' ib. ; rela- 242 ; consolidation, 256
tionswithEnglish Church,288; Faraese, Elizabeth : wife of
Presbyterian interference, ib., Philip V. (Spain), i. 29{)
Episcopalians crushed by laws Feathers' Tavern Association
of great severity, 313; mea- (against Subscription), iv. 292
sure of relief (1795), vi. 47 Felonies, enormous multiplica-

Erskine, Thomas : resolution tion of, vii. 316 sqq.
against abuses in Indian go- F_nelon, vi. 184, 298
comment, v. 239 ; opposed to Fenwick, Sir John, L 100
Pitt, 242 ; on termination of Ferdinand of Brunswick, Prince,
impeachment by dissolution, ii. 412, 415, 432
vL 49 Ferguson, Major :killed in North

Essequibo: taken by English Carolina, v. 24
from Dutch, v. 80; taken by Ferrers, Lord: the 'drop' first
French from English, 123 used at his execution, vii. 323

Estaing, Count d' (French Admi- Fersen, Count (friend of Marie
ral) ; operations in aid of Antoinette), v. 30
Americans, iv. 468, 470, v. 12, Fielding, Admiral : attempt to
18 search Dutch ships, v. 70

Eugene, Prince, i. 44 s_., 139 Fielding, H. : instituted new
Eustache, General (French) : police for London, li. 111

demand to march through Fielding, Sir John : house
Maestricht, vii. 87 wrecked in Gordon riots, iv. 316

Excommunication, laws regard- Finck, General, ii. 431
ing, iv. 289 Finland ; invaded by Gustavus

Executions, public : by hanging, III. (Sweden), vi. 91, 145
burning, pressure, ii. 1_4 s_. ; Fisheries : Newfoundland --
statistics, 1749-83, vii. 319; French rights, v. 185 s_. ;
'drop' introduced, 323 rights of United States, 191,

Exports : value temp. Anne, i. 193 s_. ; Greenland, v. 287
243; temp. George II. and Fitzherbcrt, Mr. :English nego-
George III., vii. 240 tiator with Spain (1790), vi. 69

Eyles, Sir John (Dissenter), Lord Fitzherbert, Mrs. : relations _vith
Mayor of London(1666),i. 11_ Prince of Wales, v. 366 _q.

z_2
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their marriage, 869; secret Fowke, Governor (Gibraltar), il.
disclosed, 870 ; denied, S73 ; 373
her subsequent history, 376 ; Fox, Charles James: early life,
character, _b. iv. 252 ; vicious habits, 253 ;

Flanders : British army in, if. 8 ; his peculiar charm, 255 ; pas-
Dettingen, 9 ; abortive issue of sion for study, 256 ; estimate
campaign, 18; brilliant cam- of his merits as a politician,
paign of French, 19. See 257; and as a debater, 258;
Netherlands. an ardent Tory in early llfe,

F16ehler, i. 235 260 ; quarrel with North, 261 ;
Fleet Prison : marriages, il. 115 ; secedes from Tories, 330 ; pe_-

noted instances of clandestine sistcnt opposition to American
marriages, 116; treatment of war, 331; influence of his
prisoners, 127 sift. speeches in 1777, 438 ; great

Fleetwood, Bishop, sermons want of patriotism, 439 sq.,
against passive obedience, i. v. 258 n., vii. 173 _. ; proposal
152 to Rocklngham of a coalition

I_leteher of Saltoun : on state of ministry, iv. 464 sqo ; returned
Scotland (1698), if. 278 s_. ;his for Westminster, 1780, v. 98
proposed remedies, 279 sq. s_. ; in Rockingham's mimstry,

Fieury, Cardinal : assisted Wal- 1782, 127 ; dissension with
pole's return to office, i. 378 ; Shelburne, 140 ; opinion of
eo_operated with his peace Win. Pitt, 147 ; Parliamentary
policy, 410 ; compelled to sup- reform, 148 ; desired league of
port Stanislaus (Poland), 413 ; Russia and Prussia with Eng-
disgrace and death, il. 6; land, 151; mission of Oswald
treatment of Parliament of to 1_ranklin, 152; Grenville's
Paris, vi. 211 mission to Vergennes, 155 ;

Flood, Henry : in English House dispute with Shelburne, ib. ;
of Commons, v. _08, 312 ; Re- outvoted in Cabinet, 164 ;
form Bill (1790), vi. 51 resignation, 165 ; debate there-

Florida, _Vest and East, v. 80, on, 167 ; opinion of his friends,
186, 194 169 sg.; his own opinion,

Fly-shuttle, vii. 267 171 ; coalition with North,
Fontainebleau, treaty of (1785), v. 208 ; their t0revious relations,

355 209 ; Fox's justification of
Fontenoy, battle of, ii. 27 change, 212 ; terms of corn-
' Forestallers' (monopolisers of pact, ib.; formation of minis-

provisions for sale) : old statute try, 221 ; India Bill, 281 ;
against, iii. 299, vii. 304 attacks upon it, 234 ; thrown

' Forty days' tyranny,' the (Chat- out in :Lords, 238 ; ministry
ham's embargo on corn), iii. dismissed, 239 ; Fox attempts
299 to prevent a dissolution, 241 ;

Foundling Hospital, vii. 350 mistaken tactics, 243 ; uneon-
Fouqu6, General (Prussian)_ if. stitutional language, 252 ; hos-

4_4 _illty to King, 253 ; mlscalcu-
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lations, 256 ; election of 1784, associates with Talleyrand and
259 ; speech against Pitt's Chauvelin, vii. 19 ; denounces
commercial treaty with France, September massacres, 47 ;
314 ; Westminster election and incendiary speeches on &lien
scrutiny (1784), 331 sqq. ; Bill (1792), 98 ; conflicting
strong opponent of slave trade, sentiments, 99 ; his French
345; close relations with sympathies repudiated in his
Prince of Wales, 364, 368; own party, 100 ; followers a
affair of Mrs. Fitzherbert, 869 ; small minority, 102 ; relations
the Prince's debts, 370 ; aurae- with Chauvelin, 123; de-
rised to deny Prince's marri- nounces execution of Lewis,
age, 372; his after silence on 156

the subject, 378; question of Fox, Henry (-Lord Holland):
Regency, 382 sff_ ; urges Claim character, ii. 349 ; treatment
of Right for Prince of Wales, of Newcastle, 350 ; made
388 ; Pitt's reply, 389 ; Fox's Secretary of State, 351 ; resig-
retort, 390; explanation, 392; nation, 369; fails to form a
debates on Pitt's resolutions, ministry, 369 sg. ; traatment
396 s_q. ; par_y interests, 401 ; of Admiral ]3yng, 374 ; un-
serious illness, 440, 442; mis- popular in the country, _77 ;
takes, 449 ; supports repeal of Paymaster of the Forces, lb. ;
Test Act, vi. 5; motion in joins Butc's party, iii. 207;
favour of Unitarians, 29 ; legis- leader of Commons, 224 ; per-
lation about Catholics, 48 ; on seeution of officials of Whig
arrest of impeachment, 49; connection, 226 sq.; quarrel
against creation of hereditary with Shelburne, 232; receives
aristocracy (Canada), 54 ; peerage, 233 ; death, iv. 258
property, not birth, true foun- France, 1700-65 : relations to
dation of aristocracy, 55 s_. ; the Pope under Lewis XIV, i.
feelings towards French l_evo- 26 ; rival claimants to Spanish
lution, 57 ; opposition _o Pitt's crown, 29 ; Charles II.'s be-
anti-Russian policy, 168; quest to Duke of Anjou, 31;
supported by popular opinion, French in Spanish Nether-
172 ; charge of secret eommu- lands, 33 ; Grand Alliance
nieation with Catherine II., against Franoe_ 35 sq. ; war
178 ; first impressions of declared, 41 ; military opera-
French Revolution, 877 ; ex- tions, 44 ; French attempt _o
presses his sentiments in the invade Scotland, 49, 51 ; peace
Commons, 380 ; rejoinder to negotiations in 1706, 54 ;
Burke, 385 ; motives attributed, humiliating offers in 1709, 56 ;
ib. ; sincerity, 886 ; conflict _royal touch ' for scrofula, 84,
with Burke on Quebec Bill, 88; deaths in royal family,
439 s_.; Fox's defence of his 121; Conference of Gertruy-
views, 444; breach complete, denberg, 123 ; troops recalled
445 ; extenf _o which it weak- from Spain, lb. ; preliminaries
shed the Opposition, 446 ; of peac% 1711, 134 ; Confer-
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enee of Utrecht, 185 ; demands against Hanover, 405 ; defeat
of Lewis, 109 ; Peace of Utrecht, of Cumberland at Hastenbsck,
136 ; condition of France, 155 ; 406 ; French garrisons in
treaty of commerce with Eng- Austrian Netherlands, lb. ;
land, 177 ; Jacobite intrigues, defeat at Rossbach, 411 ; Eng-
183 ;recognitionof Hanoverian ]ish attacks on French coast,
succession, 190; bankrupt in 413; driven from Hanover,
1715 and 1769, 394; Spanish 415; loss of Canada, 417;
Infanta betrothed to Lewis destruction of power in India,
XV., 405; confederation with 421 s_[_. ; shameful treatment
England and Prussia, 408 ; of Lally, 422 _,German cam-
defensive alliance with Spain palgn of 1759, 432 ; France
and England, 412 ; treaty of declares herself bankrupt, 437 ;
Seville, ib.; war of Polish peace negotiations with Eng-
succession, 413 ; aoquisRion of land, iii. 192 sqq. _ ' Family
Lorraine, 415 ; menacing pro- Compact,' 195 ; England takes
gross, 416 ; causes of growth of West India islands, 203 ; Peace
power, ib. ; military system of Paris, 209 sffq. ; purchase of
gave unity to the nation, 418 ; Corsica, 346 ; design to invade
opposition to Fleury's pacific England (1764-65), iv. 106;
policy, 450 ; the ' Family humiliation after Peace of
Compact,' ib. ; hostility to Paris, 2B8
England, 453; position to- France and America: American
wards Maria Theresa, 456 ; in rebels seek French alliance, iv.
coalition against her, 460; 238; appeal for aid from
utter defeat in Bohemia, li. 5 ; American Congress, 402 ; Ver-
Dettingen, 9 ; abortive attempt gennes' suggested policy, 402
to invade England, IS ; inva. sgq. ; Turget's opposite pro-
sion of Austrian Netherlands, posals, 405; King approves
19 ; Fribourg captured, 23 ; Vergennes' plans, 407 ; France
Fontenoy and its results, 27 ; assists America, 408 ; deceitful
victories in Flanders and Hol- professions to England, 409 ;
land, 33; exhausted resources_ popular enthusiasm for Amc-
35 ; Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, rica, 411 s_. ; enlistments for
37 sq. ; peace with England American army, 416; effect
and Holland, 39; possessions on French opinion of English
in India, 253 ; disputes with surrender at Saratoga,433 s_. ;
England about North Amerl- treaties with America signed,
can possessions, 351 ; hostili- 435 ; rapid growth of navy
ties, 355 ; French merchant (1778), 472 ; American rove-
ships captured, 856 ; alliance lution completely dependent
with Maria Theresa, 360 sq.; on France, v. 32; expedi_on
designs against Prussia, 362; against Newport (N.Y.), 33;
expedition against Minorca, irritation about American
363 ; successes in North finance, 57 ; rights of neutral
America, 404 ; expedition commerce, 64 ; unsuccessful
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attack on Jersey, 74 ; capture summoned, 311; local self-
of St. Eustatius, 79; helps government reeommended_
Dutch at Cape of Good Hope, 812 ; free trade in corn, 313 ;
80 ; naval expedition (1781), corv_e abolished, ib. ; effect of
81 ; with Spain against meeting of Notables, 314 ; in-
Minored, 83 ; aids Hyder Ali, subordination in army and its
87 ; desires an end of American causes, 815 ; Paris Parliament
revolution, 89 ; navy aiding in conflict with Crown, 317,
Americans, 107, 116 ; defeat 321 ; destruction of French
on Chesapeake, 108 ; American influence in Netherlands, 321 ;
dependence on French money civil rights granted to Protes-
and support, 110 ; a loan rants, i5.
granted and a gift f_om the France: States-General: demand
King, 113 ; negotiations for for, vl. 824 ; convocation pro-
peace (1782), 152 sqq. ; com- raised but postponed, 326 ;
bined attack with Spain cou2 d'_ta_ (1788), 328 ; revolts
against Gibraltar, 175 s_. ; in provinces, 330 ; bankruptcy
loans to America, 183, 196 ; declared, 331 ; Necker's second
conduct of peace negotiations, ministry, 332 ; States-General
185 sg_. ; motives, 197 convoked, 335 ; method of

France, 1785-88 : Treaty of Fen- election, ib. ; Neeker's policy,
tainebleau, v. 355; alliance 336 ; excitement of the elec-
with Holland, 856 ; policy de- tions, 341 ; famine (1788-89),
feared by England and Prussia, 344 ; reforms proposed by the
357 s_. ; long the steady ally three orders, 346 s_q. ; manner
of Turkey, vi. 75 ; wavering of voting, 349; constitutional
85.--Government system, 272 monarchy attainable, _b. ;
sq_.; feudal rights, 279; un- meeting of States-General:
just taxation, 283 s_q. ; ex- leading men, 350 ; separate or
eruptions of nobles, 286 ; corn- united vote of three orders ?
parison of French and English 353 ; Third Estate proclaim
taxation, 288 ; commercial themselves NationalAssembly,
restrictions, 290; famines, 356; many clergy join them,
291 ; ex%remes of poverty and 358 ; capture of Bastille, 362 ;
luxury, 292 ; Turgot's reforms, summary of causes of Revo-
293 ; Necker's schemes, 297 ; lution, 362 sq_.
effects of American war in France: Revolution: Ante-
accelerating Revolution, 300 ; eedents--Ldterary : change in
optimism, B01 ; increase of literary spirit after Lewis XIV.,
prosperity, 802 ; intellectual v/. 184 ; Voltaire and Months-
activity, 303; moral aspects of quieu, 184 sq. ; Encyelopsedists,
the time, 304 ; new institutions 189 ; total alienation of intel-
of charity, 806; charm of leer from Christianity, 190;
French society, 307 ; no fear persecution of opinion, 191 ;
of revolution, 308 sg. ; disil- freethinking, 192; Voltalre's
lusion : deficit, 310; Notables politics, 195 ; spread of toler-
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utica, 203; expectation of a Notables, 317; claims for
bloodless revolution, 206 ; op- States-General right to impose
position to Court passes to new taxes, 318; Parliament
men of letters, 289 s_q. ; de- again exiled, 319; recalled,
cline of ¥oltaire's influence, 320; character and danger of
289 ; rise of Rousseau's, 240 ; opposition, 324 ; new oonstitu-
his doctrines, 240 sgq. ; tion, imposed by l_ing_ 328
political influence, 265 ; the France : Revolut.on. Ante-
Economists, 271 cedents--Character of Govern-

France : Revolution : Ante- merit : despotism, vi. 272 ;
eedents--Parliaments : eha- destruction of provincial
raster and powers, vi. 207 ; government, 275 ; and of in-
claim to represent nation, 209 ; dependence of tribunals, ib. ;
conflict with Crown and division of classes, 276 ; gentry
bishops, 210,214; Parliaments attracted to towns, 277;
naturally conservative, 213 ; growth of peasant proprietary,
attempts to check new taxa- 278; feudal burdens, 279;
tion, 214 ; tickets of confession, unjust and oppressive taxation,
lb. ; exile of the Parliament of 283 ; other abuses, 289 ; low
Paris, 215; provincial Parlia- state of agriculture, 290; fre-
ments support it, 216 ;pre- quency of famines, 291; con-
dictions of revolution, 217, trusts of great poverty and
227 _ Paris Parliament recalled, luxury, 292
219 ; violence against priests, France : Revolution : Constituent
220; new prominence of pro- Assembly: deeds of anarchy
vincial Parliaments, 222; they vi. 369 ; October days, 370 ;
condemn letters of cachet, beds Assembly transferred to Paris,
of justice, and the financial 424; complete change in laws
administration, 224 ; persecu- and admlnletration, ib. ; _Civil
t_.on of freethinkers, _b. ; sup- Constitution ' for clergy, 425 ;
pression of Jesuits, 22,_ ; taxes King's authority destroyed,
forced through Parliament, 426 ; concentration of power,
226 ; registration of edicts, lb. ; 428 ; genuine reforms, 429 ;
disputes with clergy, 228 ; anarchy and emigration, 480 ;
political questions at issue, persecution of clergy and
230; King asserts absolute gentry, 455; proselytising
power, 232; trial of Duke character of the Revolution_
d'Aiguillon, 233 ; Maupeou 461 ; death of Mirabeau, 474 ;
suppresses Parliaments, 234 ; situation after Yarennes, 475 ;
popular disturbances, 235; character of Assembly, 477
F-uceess of coup d'$tat, 236; sg_. ; revised Constitution,479
Voltalre's approval, 238; Par- s_/. ; Assembly dissolves itself,
llaments restored, 293 ; defen- 481 ; constitution of successor,
ders of old privileges, 294 _ _b. _ menacing aspect of ant-
Paris Parliament centre of op- rounding Powers, ib. ; pacific
position after dissolution of spirit in France, 483; negro
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revolution in St. Domingo, 522, vii. 33 ; frontier crossed, 34 ;
533, vii. 2 ; enthusiasm when revolution of August 10 :
King signed Constitution, vi. Monarchy abolished, 3_t s_. ;
529 ; growth of anarchy, 530 ; National Convention sum-
increase of emigration, 531 ; moned, 35 ; recall of English
suspicions of England, 533; ambassador (Gower), 36; not
distrust of King and Queen, resented in France, 40; ad-
534 vance of allied armies, 41;

France : :Revolution--Legislative Longwy, Verdun, Thionville,
Assembly : composition, vl. 42 ; September massacres, 45
531, 538 ; measures against sqq. ; Yalmy, 50 ; allies retreat,
emigrants, 639 ; relations wi_h 52
foreign Powers, 540 ; military France : t_evelution -- Trium-
situation, 541 ; influences im- phant : Austrian attack on
polling towards war, 543 ; Lille repelJed, vii. 62 ; conquest
national ambition, 545 ; desire of Savoy and Nice, lb. ; Custine
to overthrow new Constitution, invades Germany, 53 ; propa-
546; division in republican gandism, 54; invasion and
party, 547 ; triumph and conquest of Flanders, 55 ;
demands of Girondins, lb. ; King of Naples humiliated,
attempt to alienate Prussia 56 ; boundiess eonfidence, 57
from Austria, 551 ; ultimatum France : Revolution --Negotia-
te Emperor, 553 s_. ; Austrian tions with England : distrust,
reply, 562 ; war party triumph, vii. 58 ; new agents, 60, re-
564 ; anarchy of country, 565 ; cognition of Republic de-
war declared against Emperor, rounded, 62 ; Lebrun's policy,
_b. 65 ; Noel's pictures of English

France : Revolution--War of affairs, ib. ; English addresses
1792 : diplomatists distrust to Convention, 70; decree
England, vii. 5; Hirsinger's offering fraternity and aid to
correspondence, ib. ; Talley- nations desirous of liberty, 73 ;
fund's mission, 7 ; alliance French dominion in Flanders ;
with :England desired, 9; 74; encouragement of dis-
mission of Chauvelin, 13 ; loan affected Dutchmen, 76 ; pro-
sought, 15 ; belief that :France posed ' Dutch Legion,' 77
must soou succumb, 19; in- France: Revolution--Provoca-
van]on of Netherlands, 22; tions to Holland: generals
defeats,_b. ; Tuileries captured ordered to pursue Austrians
by mob, 25 ; expected invasion on Dutch territory, vii. 85 ;
of France, 26; Brunswick's decree opening Sche]dt and
proclamation, ib. ; its origin, Meuse, lb. ; threatening letter
27; memorial of Mallet du of Clavi_re, 87; General
Pan, 28; treatment of King Eustache demands access to
and Queen, 30 Maestricht, lb. ; French ships

France : Revolution--Invasion of sall up Seheldt, g8 ; intrigues
Fra_me : ext_nt of Coalition, with Dutch ' Patriots,' ib. ;
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recall of ambassador (De of first India Council, iv. 289 |
Maulde), 89 ; ' reforming ' _n Pitt's eloquence, v. 269
:Flanders, 103 ; decree of Frankfort : captured by Russians
December 15, ib. ; reverses in ii. 431
Germany, 105 :Franking letters : abuses con-

France: Revolution--Continued nected with, v. 296; privilege
uegotiatiene with England : reduced, 300
increasing arrogance of Chau- :Franklin, Benjamin : on Ameri.
velin, vii. 117 ; instructions of can attachment to England,
Lebrun, 118; mission of iv. 9; plan for making the
Maret, 120 ; interview with colonies a single:Federal State,
Pitt, ib. ; secret negotiation 11, 142 ; on Grenville's policy,
proposed by Pitt, 121 ; refused, 67, 72 s_/. ; on England's
122 ; Sheridan and Chauvelin, right to tax colonies, 96 ;
124 ; invasion of Holland sue- sketch of his life, 138 sqq. ;
pended, 125 ; violence at Paris, literary work, 139 ; attacli-
125 s_.; refusal to restrict ment to England, 141;labours
decree of November 9 to to prevent disruption from
enemies of :France, 126 ; Chau- mother-country, 142 ; States'
velin's note to Grenville, 15. ; agent in England, 144 ; sends
reply, 129; circular of Monge Hutchinson's letters to
to seaport towns, 132 ;Lebrun's America, 145 ; his defence
answer to Grenville, 137; of his use of ¢hem, 148i
repudiation of views of con- return to America, 197; re-
quest, 139 ; project against vised the Declaration of Jude.
Holland revived, 140 ; Brissot's pendence, 246 ; constltu_ional
repor_ on English attitude, arguments in favour of Ameri-
141 ; fleet armed and increased, can colonies' rights, 350 ;
142;peaeepartylnFranee, 145 eomrai_sioner to Paris (1776),
sq. ; hostihty of Dumouriez to 408 ; approved projects for
Jacobins, lb. ; deplorable state burning :Liverpool and Glae.
of his army, 149 ; Dumouriez gow, 479 n. ; opinion of Shel-
commissioned to negotiate burne, v. 133; negotiations
wiEa Auckland, 151 ; execution with him (1782), 152 ; opinion
of King, 155 ; Chauvelin dis- of Oswald, 157 s_. ; objects to
missed by England, 156 ; re- beggingfor America in:France,
called by Lebrun, 158 ; Maret 183 ; mercantile debts to
sent to London, 159; report British citizens, 188 ; l_rench
to Lebrun, 161 ; Convention leanings in negotiations, 189 ;
declare war against :England apology for secretly signed
and Holland, 162 ; Maret quits articles of peace, t96 ;
London, 164 treatment of loyalists, 202

Francis, Sir Philip : reasons Frederick II. (the Great: Prus-
for identifying him with sis) : character, i. 456 ; claims
Junius, iii. 463 sq!/.; objections, 3uliers and Berg and :part of
471 ; character, 4:74; member Silesia, 458 s_/. ; treatment o!
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Maria Theresa, 460 ; secret against France, 523 s_. ; indis-
convention with her, iL 2; posed _o act without the
opportunism, 3 ; treachery, 4 ; Emperor, 542 ; rejects over-
invades Bohemia, 22 ; driven tures from Paris, 551 ; alhanee
back to Silesia, 23; designs with Leopold ratified, 555;
against Hanover, 358; excites sends army to frontier, lb. ;
enmity of Madame de Pompa- agrees to partition of Poland.
dour, 360 ; captures Dresden, 561
368 ; defeats Austrians at Frederikshamn : besieged by
Lobositz, ib. ; battle of Prague, Gustavus IH. (Sweden), vi. 91,
405; defeated at Kolin, _b. ; 147
wins battles of Rossbach and Free Trade: Tory policy in
Leuthen, 411 ; subsidised by Anne's reign, i. 5 ; foundation
England, 412; campaign of of policy laid by Waipole,
1758: Zorndorf, 413; Hoch- 388
kirchen, 414 ; relief of Dresden, Fribourg, i. 155
415 ; campaign of 1759 : Friend, Dr. (physician), i. 315
Ziillichau, Frankfort, Kuners- _Friends of the People ' (English
dorf, 431 ; Meissen, Bergen, society), el. 52, 58
1Kinden, 431 s_. ; campaign of Fiisssn, Peace of, ii. 25
1760 : Dippoldiswalde, 433 ; Funds, the ; fluctuations at pc-
Dresden, Liegnitz, Torgau, ]itieal crises, i. 207, 248
434 ; Peace of Paris, iii. 210 ; Fuudy, Bay of, ii. 351, 355
alliance with Russia, lb. ; alien- Funerals : pomp and extrava-
ated from England, 303 ; death, ganoe of, vii. 183
v. 359 Fur hats :export from America

Frederick William II. (Prussia) : forbidden, ii. 239
invasion of Holland (1786), v.
359; ambitious designs, vi.
99 ; desires exchange of G
Galicia for Dantzig and
Thorn, 102 ; alliance with Gabelle (salt tax) : pressure on
Turkey, 103, 123 ; designs on poor in France, vi. 313
Flanders, 104; alliance with Gage, Gem (Governor of Massa-
Poland, 124 ; English opposi- chusetts), iii. 167, 201 sff., 230
_ion to his policy, 127 ; aliena- sff.
tion from England, 130; Gages, Gen. : commander of
Peace of Sistova, 137 ; Polish Spanish forces in Italy, iL 26,
question (1791), 487 sq_.; 32
proposals of French emigrant Gainsborough (the painter):
Princes, 496 ; negotiates a[li- little encouraged by Court, vii.
ance with Leopold, 498, 505 ; 207 s_.
desires intervention with Galitzin, Prince, Russian ambas-
France, 508 ; interview and sador in London, ili. 211, 223
Declaration of Pilnitz, 509; Gallieanism: its political ten.
urged by Catherine to war deney, vi. 212 ; order in eoun-
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oil enjoining observance ot Geneva, vii. 54
maxims, 228 Genoa, it. 26, 32, 38, vii. 54

Galloway, Mr. (delegate from 'Gentleman'sMagazine'founded_
Pennsylvania) : proposed modi- it, 152
fieation of American (colonial) George I. : proclaimed, i, 207 ;
constitution, iv. 193 attitude of Parllament and

Galvez, Governor (Spanish) ot parties, 208; Civil List, 209;
Louisiana, v. 82 arrival in England, 210 ; first

Gambia, the: French expedition ministry, lb.; discontent in
against settlements on (1779), country, 261 ; riots, disloyalty,
v. 8 ib. ; rebellion of 1715, 264 ;

Gambling : mania for speculative decline of monarchical senti-
schemes, it. 155; in private ment, 271; proclamation to
life, 156 ; among women, lb. ; influence elections, 273 ; revo-
public lottery for purchase of lution in Court etiquette, 275 ;
Sloane collection, 157 ; hazard, discontinuance of ' royal
faro,-&e. (1770-80), vii. 195; touch,' 276; development of
the pillory threatened for re- party government, 278 ; exter-
male gamblers, 195; private hal danger to dynasty, 284;
lotteries, lb. alliances, 285 sqq. ; war _vi_h

Game laws : in France, vi. 276 ; Spain, _00 ; dislike of Prince
in England--increase of prose- of Wales, 368; communicated
eutions with growth of enclo- _vith ministers in Latin, 380 ;
sures, vii. 336 high opinion of Walpole's fin-

Gaol fever : ravages in prisons, ance, 389 ; death, 411
it. 130; the 'Black Assize,' George IL : hostile to French,
lb. i. 415; negotiates Treaty of

Gardening, passion for, it. 158 Hanover, 462; partiality to
zqq.; Brldgcman's system of Hanoverian interests, li. 12;
landscape gardening, 159 ; in- expense o2 his Hanoverian
troduced into Ireland, ]60; army, 13; protest of Lords
botanical works published, against his partiality, 14; at-
161 tempt to displace Pelham, 34 ;

Gaspee,' the, outrage on by dislike of Pitt, 34, 371 ; patro-
Americans, iv. 136, 165 nises Handel, i1. 171 ; makes

Gates, Gen. (American), iv. 367, treaties for defenos of hi_ fo-
430, 432, 472, v. 21, 35 reign dominionB, 857 ; alll-

Gaultier, kbb_:negotiationswith anee with Prussia, 358; ira-
Duke of Berwick for restoration placable towards Admiral
of Pretender, i. 165 Byng, 374 ; reconciliation with

Geary, Admiral, v. 61 Pitt, 380 ; treatment of Duko
General Fund, v. 320 of Cumberland, 407 ; death
G_n_ralit_ (French financial and character, 447

division), vi. 312 George IIL : accession, iii. 167 ;
Genest, _[lle. (M.me. de Campan), early life and character, _b. ;

vi. 23S enthusiasm at his accession,
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169 ; "virtues, ib. ; evils pro- refusal of concession to
duced by his personal policy, America, 91; receipt of news
171 sq_. ; first Speech, 185 ; of surrender of Yorktown, 122 ;
' aBl"iton,' 187 ; opposed Pitt's hostility to Rockingham minis-
policy, 197 ; marriage, 201 ; try, 126 ; power in Parliament,
relations with Gren._lle, 260 129 ; hostility to Burke's Re-
s_. ; first signs of mental de- form Bill, 143 ; approval of
rangement, 265 ; continued Oswald's mission, 157 ; favours
dishke of V_nigs, 274; sym- showered on North and his
pathy with Chatham, 311 ; family, 215 ; attempt to escape
orders Wilkes's expulsion from the coalition, 219 ; submission,
Commons, B19; popular dis- 220; treatment of ministers,
content, B42; King's debts, 224; Fox's India Bill, 237;
848; conflict between Corn- unconstitutional interference,
mons and Lord Mayor, 481 ; 238, 241 ; prerogative of disso-
first to realise effect of Stamp lution, 243 s_q. ; influence over
Act on America, iv. 85 ; con- policy of ministers, 284 ; rela-
_ente to its repeal, 94; after- tions with Pitt, _b.; contrae-
wards determines to coerce tion of royalpower: attempts to
America, 189 ; protests against reassert it, 285 ; parliamentary
military economy, 240; per- reform (Pitt's scheme), 336;
sonal influence with ministers, hatred of Prince of Wales, 365,
247 ; domestic troubles, 248 ; 371; attempted assassination
Royal Marriage Bill, 249 ; hoe- by Margaret Nieholson, 371 ;
tile to Clive, 284_.; opposed increasesPrinee'sincome,374;
to abolition of subscription to kindness to Mrs. Fitzherbert,
the Articles, 295; position to- 376; recurrence of mental
wards Quebec Act, 298 ; rose- malady, 379 ; difficult position
lute action dm.ing Gordon of ministers, 380; interview
rlots, 322; dislike of Fox, 331; with Pitt and Thurlow, 382;
prescribed and directed all parliamentary inquiry, 385,
details of policy, 442; sup- 429; recovery, 441; resumes
ported employment of Indians, authority, 443 ; relations with
443; refused to treat with family, 448; gratitude to Pitt,
America on basis of reeogni- 451; great popularity, ib. ;
tion of independence, 445 s_. ; opinion of French Revolution, '
modified views in 1777, 446; vii. 6; announces neutralityof
determination not to accept ttanover, 26
Chatham as minister, 457; George, Prince (husband of
comparedwith attitu_letowards Queen Anne): made General-
:Fox in 1804, 459 ; dislike con- issimo and High Admiral, L
tinued after Chatham's death, 40 ; death, 52
461 ; resolution to continue Georgia: colony founded by Ogle-
the war, v. 2; principles of thorpe for refuge for poo_
policy, ib. ; ' gold pills ' for debtors, if. 131 ; John Wee.
elections, 3 s_., 98 ; persistent ley's visit, ill 43 s_q. ; White.
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field contributed to inLroduo- Gisborne, Dr., physician, with
tion of slavery, 102; colony Dr. Willis, to George IIL, v.385
joins in the rebellion, iv. 205 ; Gladstone, Mr. : on Pitt's finance,
loyalists a strong party in v. 304 _., 327 _.
Georgia, 469 sg. Glasgow : growth of, if. S00

Germaine, Lord George (Viscount Glatz : ceded to Prussia by Peace
Sackville) : disgraced after of/kix-la-Chapelle, if. 38
battle of Minden, ii. 482 ; able Glenshiel, valley of : atta0k on
administrator and debater, iv. Spaniards and Highlanders
880 ; attacked by Fox, 440 ; (1715), i. 304
raised to peerage, v. 124 Gloucester, Duke of : protest

German Confederation (1785), against Pitt's Regency Bill, v.
for defence of German Consti- 419
tution, v. 363 G]ynn, Sergeant (Defender of

Gertruydenberg, Conference of Wilkes), member for Middle-
(1710) : Frenph propositions sex, iii. 329
for peace, i. 123 s_. Godolphin, Earl of : character, i.

Gibbon : on relations of Fox and 39 ; political principles, 43,
Lord North, v. 211; on the 280; events of ministry, 48 ;
increased love of travelling, vii. attacked as ' Volpone ' by
280 _acheverell, 64 ; urges his

Gibraltar : proposal to exohauge impeachment, 65 ; dismissed
it for Florida, i. 809; mis- from ministry, 78; charge of
understanding with Spain misapplying public money,
about the proposed cession, 132; death, 151; compared
809, 408 ; besieged by Spa- w_h Oxford, 160,161 ; discour-
niards (1726}, 409; garrisoned aged the Trinitarian centre-
by Hanoverian soldiers, iv. versy, 860;persuadedtheQueen
440; siege in 1779, v. 18; to assent to the Bill of Security,
attack by fireships, 75 ; born- iL 297
bardment, 76 ; last efforL, by Gocrtz, Swedish ambassador to
combined French and Spanish Holland, arrested and executed,
fleet (1782), 175 ; D'Ar_on's i. 296, 801
battering ships, ib. ; forces ' Gold pills,' v. 8 s_.
engaged, lb. ; description of Goltz, Baron, Prussian charge
the attack, 176; enemy corn- d'a_aires at Warsaw (1791),
pletely defeated, 177 vii. 108

Gin-drlnklng: passion for, il. Gordon, General: in battle of
101 ; private gin-shops, 108 Sheriffmuir (1715), i. 268

Gipsies : liable to death, iv. 802; Gordon, Lord George : forms
law repealed in 1783, ib. ' Protestant Association,' iv.

I_irondins : ascendency under 809 ; leads mob to Parliament
Brissot and ¥ergniaud, vi. 547 ; House, 810 ; blockade of the
invectives against Emperor House, 311; desh"uetion of
Leopold, 554 ; insolent treat- Catholic chapels and pzoper_y,
meat 0£ Lewis XVI., vii. 25 312 sq. ; burning of Newgate,
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814 Sg. ; attacks on public i. 440 ; capacity, 440 s_. ; chao
men, 316 ; complete triumph rector, 441 s_q.
of mob, /b. ; panic of people Grease, de, Admiral CPrencJa) ;
and authorities, 317; more actions in naval war of 1781,
prisons burnt, 318 ; attack on v. 81, 116, 118, 172
Langdale's distillery, 321 ; Grattan, Henry : es_hnate of
suppression of riots, _b. ; Chatham's eloquence, ii. 385,
number of killed and wounded, 387
32B ; trial and acquittal of Graves, Admiral : commander of
Gordon, 324 ; death, ib. ; effects British navy in America (1781),
of the riots on opinion, 325 v. 118

Gower, (first) Earl, i. 445 Great Seal : in commission, v.
Gower, (second) Earl : in Pitt's 221, 412

ministry, v. 240; silent mere- Greece: projectsoflndependencc,
bet, 303 vi. 75 ; proposed Greek emph'e,

Grower, Earl (son of the above) : 83, 89, 131
envoy in Paris, vi. 531; on Greene, General (American) :
French financial condition, favourite officer of Washing-
565 ; instructions for dealing ton, v. 35, 103
with French Eevolutionary Greenland fisheries : regulations
Government, vii. 12 ; on French (1786) of Jenkinson (Lord
desire for war, 19 ; letters on Hawkesbury), v. 287
_tate of France, 31 s_. ; recalled Greenwich Park : laid ou_ by Le
after abolition of monarchy, N6tre, ii. 158
36 ; discussion about his recall, Gregg, a clerk, executed for
36 sqq. ; interview with Le- supplying State papers to the
brun, 40 ; the ' Dutch leglon, _ French, i. 50
77 Greig,/kdmiral (Russian) : naval

Grafton, Duke of : in l_ccking- battle with Swedes, vL 92
ham ministry, iiL 277 ; in Pitt's Grenada (island): captured by
(1766), 295 ; career and cha- French in 1779, iv. 471
factor, ib. ; nominal Prime Grenville, George • one of Boy
Minister, 309 ; unpopularity: Patriots, i. 444; influence in
attacked by Jun/us, 349 ; re- Peace of Paris negotiations, i_.
tires to prlva_e life, 355 ; Pitt's 224 ; Prime Minister, 234 ;
opinion of him, 164; Privy character, 235 ; previous
Seal (1771), 365 , resignation: career, 236 ; difficulties in
in opposition to North, iv. 329 ; forming his mlnlstry, 239
in l_ockingham's second minis- s_q. ; prosecution of Wilkest
try, v. 128; in Shelburne's_ 242 sq_. ; discredit follow-
206 ing it, 256; other causes of un-

Grand Alliance, the : formation popularity, 258 sq. ; the Stamp
and prospects, i. 36, 126 sq. Act imposed on America, 258 ;

' Grand Chamber' (Paris Parlia- Grenville's politics, 259 ; rela-
merit), vi. 215 tions with the King, 261 ; suo-

Uranville, Lord (Car_eret): career, eeeded by Lord Rockinghan_
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270 ; opposed Wilkes's expul, plorable positionin 1788,1_9
sion, 330; death, 364; his reaction in his favour, 141;
Election Act, 435; policy to- opposition of nobles, 14"2 ;
wards America, real cause of overthrows by violence the
American l_evolution, iv. 50 Constitution, 143 sg. ; defeated
sg_/. ; his arguments for his in Finland, 146; defeats and
commercial scheme, 68 ; desire victories, 147 ; makes peace
to put America on same footing with Russia, 147 sqq. ; sym-
as Ireland, 71 ; provisions of his pathies with French 6migr6s,
Stamp Act, 73 ; argm-nents for 486, 497 ; assassinated, 557
taxing colonies, 86 s_.; cole- Gyllenborg, Swedish ambas-
nial policy, vi. 59 sador to London, arrested,

Grenville, Lord (William) • i. 296
Speaker, v. 288; made peer,
ib. ; Foreign Secretary (1791),
vi. 174 s_. ; letters on English H
neutrality, 515 ; relations with
Talleyrand, vii. 8; account of Habeas Corpus Act, i. 315, iv.
his mission, 11 ; feelings after 341
September massacres, 48 ; Hackney coaches: number in
policy towards French Repub- London, ii. 214
he, 67, 72, 77, 80, 84, 94, 127 Haddock, Admiral, i. 452
s_/., 161 ; against partition of Halifax (Nova Scotia) : origin of
Poland, 115 name, ii. 41

Grenville, Thomas : Fox's agent Halifax, Lord, iii. 239
to Vergennes, v. 155 sq_. Hall, Bishop : description o!

Grey, Lord : early political ' trencher chaplains,' i. 96 _.
career, v. 309, 376, 440, vi. 52, Hamilton (American statesman),
58 v. ,_7

(_rimshaw (revivalist preacher, Hamilton, Dr. (economist) : dis-
Yorkshire) : sketch of his credited the Sinking Fund, v.
career, iii. 128 sqff. 326 n., 328

Guastalla, Duchy of, ceded to Hamilton, Duke of (1712), i. 164,
Spain at Aix-la-Chapelle, ii. ii. 299, 307
38 Eamilton, Sir Win. : brought

Guernsey : run-away couples Efrusean vases 4o England,
conveyed thither from South- vii. 272
ampton for marriage, ii. 126 Handel : contest with singer

Guichen, Count de (Admiral) : Senesino and Italian Opera, ii.
expeditions in favour of Ameri- 171 ; bankruptcy, _b.; 'his
cans, v. 61, 83 oratorios, 172; opposition, 173 ;

Gustavus HI. (Sweden) : eha- ' Messiah ' first produced in
ratter, vi. 90, 140 ; invasion of Dublin, 174 ; Handel's sue-

, Finland, 91; mutiny of eesses in Ireland, 174 sg. ;
officers, 93, 142 ; war with ' Judas Maecabeeus ' his first
Denmark, 94; result, 97; de. success in England, 176; con-
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dncted ' Samson ' when blind, Holland, v. 358 s_. ; created
ib. ; great impulse he gave to Lord Malmesbury, 361 ; nego-
sacred music, 177 flattens with Prince or Wales,

Hand-querns (for grinding corn), 365 sg.
iu use in Scotland, ft. 261 Has_enbeek, basle of, it. 406

Hanmer, Sir Thomas, i. 176, I=Iastings, Warren: first Gover-
181, 187 nor-General of India, iv. 283 ;.

Hanover, i. 155, 169, 407, 462, it. energetic conduct of war with
392 s_., 405 sg. Hyder Aii, v. 86 ; censured and

Hanoverian succession, L 2, 151, his recall ordered by House of
201 ; Hanoverian favourites Commons, 229; question of
of George I., 367 ; ]_nglish arrest of his impeachment by
haired of Hanoverians, it. dissolution, vi. 48
9, 13; charges against, 14, Hawke, A_]miral Nil" Edward, it.
35 ; soldiers in English pay, 356, 418, 432
13, 31, 34, 363 Hawkesbury, Lord: ingerview

Hanway's asylum for destitute with De Curt about l_rench
boys, vii. 351 West India Islands, vii. 134

Harcourt, Sir Simon : speech Haynault : proposed surrender to
for Saeheverell, i. 68 s_. King of Hungary, vi. 497

Hardwicke, Lord (first Earl): Hebrides: Catholic population
Marriage Act, ii. 115, 124 sq. ; in, i. 357
on retention of Canada, iv. 5 Heidegger : combined with

Hardy, Admiral Sir C. :suc- Handel in direction of Italian
ceeded A_m_ral Eeppel, v. 9, theatre, ii. 170
61 Helv4tius, vi. 189

Hargreaves : his spinning jenny, Henley, Lord (afterwards Earl of
vii. 244, 267 ; driven from Northington), Lord Chancellor,
his home by mob violence, ii_.. 188
269 Henry, Matthew, L 252

Harleian MSS. purchased by Henry, Patrick (great American
public lottery, iL 157 orator), iv. 28, 208, 2[_8

Harley: Chancellor of Exchequer Hereditary offices, sale of
and Prime Minister, i. 73 ; (l_rance), vi. 273
made Earl of Oxford, 159; Hertzberg, Count (Prussian
character, 160 s_. ; intrigues statesman), vi. 156, 163, 498
_dth ;lacobins, 165 ; animosity Hervey, James (Methodis_
between him and Bolingbroke, writer), ili. 89, 102
167, 185 ; quarrel with Lady Hesse, Prince of • refuses !greneh
Masham, and dismissal by access to Maesgricht, vii. 87
Queen, 201 Hessian soldiers in pay of Eng.

Harris, Howell (Welsh revival- land, i. 408, vii. 5
ist) : career, iii. 105 s_. ; High Church : chiefly consisted_
joined militia and preached in of lower order of clergy, i. 109
regimentals, 107 Highway robberies in London

Harris, Sir James: rn_nlster to and country, it. 111; George
VOL. VII. F Y
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II. robbed in Kensington ity, 420, 461; alliance with
Gardens, vii. 338 England, Austria, and Saxony,

Highlands. See Scotland il. 24; Dutch soldiers sent to
Hill, Abigail. _eeMasham, Mrs. England (1745), 29 ; disasters,
Hill, Colonel (brother of Mrs. 32 s_. ; revolution in favour of

Masham): colonel of two House of Orange, 88; after
regiments, i. 78 ; in command Aix-la-Ohapelle, 87 ; peace
of expedition to conquer with France, 89 ; possessions
Canada, 182 in East, 252 ; Scotch brigade

Hill, Rowland, iii. 71, 87 n., 97, in Dutch Bervice, iv. 243 ; con-
118, 120, 128 traband trade wi£h American

Hill, Sir Richard: brutal speech rebels, v. 67; disputes with
against Burke, v. 426 ; sug- England, 68 ; joins armed neu-
gested tax on Sunday news- frailty, 70; treaty with
papers, vi. 13 America, 71 ; England de.

Hillsborough, Lord: Secretary clares _var, 72; loss of St.
of Sta_e, wlth special care of Eustatius, 76; other losses,
colonies, iv. 117; compromise 80; involved in Hyder Ali's
on American taxation, 125 war, 86 ; recognises American

Hindos_au, ii. 419 s_., iii. 304 independence after Yorktown,
Hirsinger's correspondence (poll- 182 ; truce with England,

tical reports from England to 185; alliance with t_ranee
_ranee),vii. 5, 12 (1785), 356; Stadholder and

ttoadiy, Bishop : sermon against ' Patriots,' 357 ; invaded by
passive obedience, i. 62 ; la_i- Prussia, 359; new Constitu-
tudinarianism : his sermon tion, 360 ; dangers from
'On the Kingdom of Christ,' _ance (1792), vii. 76, 82;
312 l_ench decree opening Sehcldt,

ttoehkirchen, battle of, il. 415 85 ; threatening letter of
Hogarth : his paintings and en- Clavi_re, 87; French demand

gravings, ii. 530 sq. ; his prlnt aecess to BIaestricht, ib. ; sail
of the ' Times,' iii. 228 ; prices up Seheldt, 88 ; _hc ' Patriots,'
of his pictures, _il. 206 _b. ; recall of French ambas-

Hohenfriedbsrg, battle of, iL 26 sador (De Maulde), 89 ;
Holbach's ' System of Nature ' Pensionary obtains in/or.

(defence of Atheism), vi. 190 marion from him, 90 ; corn-
Holland : impor_aneeto England promising French papem

of its security, i. 32; English seized at Utrecht, 91; critical
troops sent to, 34 ; treaty with situat_ion, 92 ; Grenville calls
:England, 126 ; Dutch methed on Holland to arm, 94 ;
of controlling generals in war, French invasion postponed,
127 ; how affected by Treat;y of 125 ; Dutch Constitution
Utrecht, 153 ; Dutch guar- impedes mil_tary preparation,
antee (1712-13), 190 sq. ; joins 183 ; signs of coming invasion,

•confederation under Treaty of 141, 143 ; Convention declare
-Hanover (1722), 408 ; neutral- war_ 162
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Holstein: conquered by Den- gation of DeI_ware, 4"24; re-
mark in 1712, i. 263, vi. 94 called, 464

Holstein, Duke of, i. 407 Howe, Lord (Admiral) : corn-
Holt, Chief Justice : died during mander of fleet against

trial of Saeheverell, i. 71 America, iv. 443, 468 ; relief of
ttooghly, the: Clivs's exploits Gibraltar, v. 179; First Lord

on, it. 419; the to_wn of of Admiralty, 240
Hooghly captured and plun. Hudson's Bay: offered to Eng-
dered, ib. lish at Conference of Utrecht,

Hood, Admiral Sir S., v. 81, 118, i. 136
123, 173, 332 Hume: his free-trade opinions,

Hopkins, Commander (Ameri- i. 5; on religious indifferent-
can)_ iv. 372 ism in England, 362 ; on ruin-

ttornby, President of E. I.C. ous effec_ of National Debt,
Bombay Council : censured by 396 ; his place among sceptics,
Commons, v. 229 iii. 10 ; his History, 221 ; on

:Home Tooke, rector of Brent- the hatred of the Scotch, lb. ;
ford : a supporter of Wilkes, his Toryism, vi. 194
ili. 317, 374, 478 ; controversy Huntingdon, Countess of (Cal-
with Junius, 460; libel on vinistic Methodist), iii. 56,
Speaker, iv. 330 ; imprisoned, 69, 97,102, 107,121, 143, vi. 26
888 Huntly, Lord, in rebellion of

Horsley, Bishop : opposition to 1715, i. 268
Sunday amusements, vi. 13 ; Hutcheson, Francis: influenced
supported Calholic Relief Bill, liberal movement in Scotch
45 Presbyterianism (1733), iii. 23

Hor_on, mrs. (wife of Duke of Hutchinson, Governor (Massa-
Cumberland), iv. 248 ehusetts), iv. 126,144,147,150,

Hosier_ Admiral: tragic expe- 189
dition to West Indies, i. 410 Hyde, Justice : house wrecked in

Howard, John (philanthropist), Gordon riots, iv. 314
vi. 163, vii. 327 sgq., 334 Hyder Ali : wars with English,

Howard, mrs. (mistress of iv. 274, v, 84 s_.
George II.), i. 380, it. 70

Howe, General Sir William: in
America, ii. 416, iv. 204 ; I
succeeds Gage in command,
232; retreats _rom Boston, Immigration: of refugees, sta-
234 ; captures New York, 356 ; tistics, i. 238 ; English in-
lack of enterprise, 380 ; in- dustries founded bythem, 239 ;
capacity, 884; retreats from part played by Sco_ch and
New Jersey, 387 ; continued Irish immigrants in American
inactivity, 419 ; expedition Revolution, iv. 224
against Philadelphia, 422 ; Impey, Sir Elijah : conduct in
failure to follow up victory at India censured by House of
Brandywine, 423 ; opens navi- Commons, v. 229
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Incapacity of English corn- Intermarriage: between arlst0.
manders in the war of 1741-45, crecy and merchants, i. 241
li. 30 Into:,erance, religious : against

Incomes of _amilies : English, Jews, i. 329 ; against C&tholics
French, and Dutch compared, and Unitarians, 335; mutual
if. 206 sg. proscription of Puritans and

India, East: ]_rench sett]ements, Episcopalians in ¥irginia and
il. 36 ; conflicts between French New England, 346 ; trea_nent
and English, if. 365 s_g. ; state of French Protestants, i. 336
in 1760-72, iv. 262 s_/q. ; con- s_., vi. 191 s_q.
tests of native princes, 265 ; Inventors, persecution of: Kay,
Clive's second administration, Hargreaves, Arkwright, vi. 209
267 sq_/., a_tempts to cure Inverness: fortified by Cromwell,
abuses, 268 s_q. ; war with if. 270; condition, 1715-78,
Hyder Ali, 274, v. 84; pro- 271
visions of India Acts, 1773, iv. Ireland : comparison of the Irish
281 ; arrangement of pos- and Scotch Unions, ii. 302 s_q. ;
sessions in peace of 1782, v. Pitt's commercial propositions
185; Committees on state of (1785), v. 305
Indian affairs, 228 ; censure on Irish ]3rlgade, _he (Irish Catholics
officials of E. I. C., 229 ; Bills in French service), if. 27
introduced, 231 s_., 247; Pitt's Iron manufacture : forbidden in
India Bill enacted, 352; war American colonies {1719), ii.
with Tippoo Sahib, vi. 70; 239, iv. 43; _rade in England
result, 71 ; scheme for Russian languid before 1785, vii. 272 ;
attack on, 165 statistics, 1740-1806, 273

Indians, American ; American Islington, a popular _vatering-
difficulties with, iv. 6 ; _eat- place, il. 199
ment, 86 ; missionary efforts, Ismail: butchery of Turks by
87 ; war with (1768), 57 ; Russians (1790), vi. 164
appeals to, from both sides, in Italian singers and opera, if. 169 ;
American war, 219 ; employed rivalry between Handel and
by both sides, 369 ; their bar- Bononcini, 170 ; vicissitudes of
barities, 370 s_. ; desolation Italian theatre, 170 sg.
of Wyoming, 470 ; Indian war, Italy : vicissitudes in wars of
1779, v. 16 sg. 18th century, i. 181, 407, if. 6,

Innocent XI. (Odescalehl) : dis- 28, 26, 82
approved of James IL's uncon-
stitut_ional conduct, i. 25 ;
enmity to :Lewis XIV., 26 ; J
favoured enterprise of William
of Orange, 28 Jacoblns : masters of France, vii.

Inoculation : introduced by Lady 24 ; ascendency and terrorism,
Mary _ontagu into :England, 80
il. 224 ; into America by Cotton Jacobites : futile French expa-
Mather, 25() dition against Scotland, L 51 ;
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t_arty strong in that country, Japan : shipwrecked Japanese at
163 ; intrlguesin England, 164 St. Petersburg, vi. 521 ; Pitt's
s_q. ; appointments bestowed desire of commercial connec-
on Jacobites, 167 ; favoured by tion with Japan, ib.
upper classes, 174 ; activity Jassy, Peace of, vi. 180
in 1713, 182 ; recruiting in Jefferson, Thomas : drew up I)e-
Ireland, 192; Bolingbroke's clara%ion of Independence, iv.
proposed Jacobite ministry, 246, vii. 362; his opinion of
202 ; partyparalysed at Anne's the French P.evolution, vi. 349
death, 209 ; desired ruin of Jekyll, Sir Joseph : measure
Bank of England, 249 ; hostile against drunkenness, ii. 102 ;
to Dissenters, 254; insurrec- on resistance to constituted
tion ot 1715, 264 ; miracles autJaority, vi. 449
said to be wrought by James ' Jemmy Twitcher ' (Lord Sand-
II., 276 ; Alberoni's expedition wich), iii. 253
to Scotland, 304 ; result, ib. ; Jemmapes, battle of, vii. 55
proposed expedition under JemkJ.nson, C. : made Lord
Ormond against England, 315 ; Hawkesbury for procuring re-
trials of prisoners, 402 ; re- gulation of Newfoundland and
bcllion of 1745, if. 29; Jaco- Greenland fisheries, v. 287 ;
bitism in Scotland encouraged made Earl of Liverpool ten
by discontent with Union, 308 years later, ib. ; President of

Jamaica: combined _rench and Board of Trade under Pitt,
Spanish expedition against, v. 308
172 ; defeated by :Rodney and Jennens, Charles : selected words
Hood, 173 ; effects of the vic- for the ' Messiah,' ii. 175
tory, lb. Jersey: defeat of French ex-

James II., conduct of, that con- l_editions against, v. 8, 74
duced to the Rsvolu%ion, i. 12 Jesuits : their _vritings burnt in
_gq. ; subserviency to France, Paris, iii. 465 sq. ; teachers of
22, 26, 28 ; death, 86 regicide, vi. 194 ; contest with

James, Prince of Wales (the Pre- Jansenlsts, 209 sgq. ; books
tender) : said to be a supposi- burnt and order suppressed,
titious child, i. 14; recognised 225
as King of England by Lewis ' Jesuit of St. 0met' (Burke), vi.
X1-V., 87 ; refuses to become a 471
Protestant, 172 ; reasons for Jews : hated in England, i. 327 ;
distrusting his promises of Acts of Naturalisation, 828;
toleration, 172 sq. ; proelama- desired to purchase town of
tion issued on death of Anne, Brentford, _b. ; popular oppo-
209 ; death, iii. 274 sitdon, 829 ; marriages ex-

Jamieson, Colonel (American): eepted from Hardwicke's Act,
finds papers compromising if. 118 ; enthusiastic reception
Benedict Arnold, v. 45 of ' Judas Maccabseus,' 176

Jansenists: disputes with Jesuits, ' Job' (disloyal toast : ' Jame%
vL 209 sqq. 0rmond, Bolingbroke '), i. 262
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Johnson, Colonel Guy: personal Lebrun on English opiniom
attachment of American In- vii. 61
diane to, iv. 369 Joseph I. (Emperor) : death, i.

Johnson, Dr. : touched for King's 122 ; his selfish conduct to-
evil, i. 89 ; on the multipliea- wards his allies, 127
tion of newspapers, it. 152 ; on Joseph II. (Emperor) : breaks
_-ivisection, 194 ; onWhitefield, Barrier Treaty, v. 354 ; claims
iii. 119 ; character of his Tory- 1Kaes_zlcht and free naviga-
ism, v. 285 ; his dress, vii. 178; tion of Scheldt, ib. ; desires to
his literary criticism, 235 ; on exchange Flanders for Bavaria,
the increased luxury of trades- 363 ; tumults in Flanders, ib. ;
men, 237 ; on duelling, 341 his character, 364 ; relations

Johnson, Sir W. : reports on with Catherine II., vi. 82 ; in-
American Indians, iv. 36 ; vades Turkey, 86 ; defeat and
their affection for him, 369 flight of Emperor, 88 ; death,

Johnstone, George: English Corn- 122
missioner to America (1777), Jourdain, General: massacre of
iv. 452 Avignon, vi. 531 ; amnestied

Jones, Griffith (Welsh revival by Assembly, 565
preacher) : career, iii. 104 ; ' Junius,' letters of, ill. 447 s_/q. ;
founder of Welsh ' circulating political tenets of the writer,
schools,' 106 ; their success, 453 ; violence, 454 sg. ; hatred
lb. of the King, 459; causes of

Jones, Paul : career, v. 11 ; roy- his success, 460 ; proseoutlon
ing commission on behalf of ofthe publishers,462 ; reasons
America, ib. ; in Russian ser- for identifying Junius with
vice (1788), vi. 92 ; death, vii. Sir Philip Francis, 464 s!/ff.
31 See :Francis, Sir Philip

Jones, Sir W. : poem in praise Jurandes (France): suppressed
efAmericanrebelllon,iv.441sq, by Turgot, vi. 294; restored

' Judas Maceabmus ' : occasion o! by Maurepas, 296
composition, it. 176 ; enthu- Juries : rights in libel eases, vL
elastic reception by Jews, ib. 49 ; introduced into France,

Judges : subserviency under 430
Stuarts, i. 9 ; American colo-
nies: precarious and subordi- K
nate position, iv. 19

' Jugs de paix' established, vi. Kainardji, treaty of (Russia and
429 ; greatly r]imlnluhedlitiga- Turkey, 1774), vi. 73
itch, lb. Kalb, Baron de: in American

Juliers and Berg, Duchies of : service (1768), iv. 210, 417, v.
Prussian desire for their poe- 15, 22
session, vi. 497 ; arrangement Kalm (Swedish traveller) : o**
with Elector Palatine sug- the American colonies, il. 241,
gested, 507 iv. 2, 10 n., 31

Jullien, N[are Antoine : report _ Kames, Lord, it. 160
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Kaunltz (Austrian statesman, can planters, iL 257; decoy-
1756), vi. 4857 489, 498, 588, ing boys in Aberdeen, 274
564 King, Gregory : estimate of stats

Kay's fly-shuttle, vii. 267; per- and condition of English
secution of the inventor, 269 people in 1696, ii. 205 ; ave-

Kehl, i. 155 rage incomes of families, 20_
Keith, Mr. : present at the Prince King's evil : use of ' royal touch '

of Wales's marriage with Mrs. for its cure, i. 84 sgq., 276 s_g.
Fitzherbert, v. _67, 369 ' King's friends ' : sbles_ ofthem

Keith, Rev. A. : made ' bishopric lawyers, iv. 465 ; denounced by
of revenue ' by clandestine Shelburne, v. 137 ; disappear-
marriages, ii. 116 anee of the faction, 287

Keith, Sir R. : English minister Kinsbergan, Admiral (Dutch) :
at Vienna (1788)_ vL 107, 110, on danger of Sebastopol to
512, 551, 555 Turkey, vi. 173

Eellermann, General (French) : Kippis, Dr. (English Unitarian) :
in Coalition war (1792), vii. writings in favour of French
43, 49 revolutionary principles, vi.

Kempanfeldt, Admiral (EngMsh, 33
1781), v. 123, 174 Kirk, Scotch : established, ii. 280,

Ken, Bishop, i. 62 293 ; influence on education,
Kendal, Duchess of (mistress of 283; treatment of Episcopa-

George I.) : bribed to procure lians, 286 ; fanaticism, 287 ;
return of Bolingbroke from opposition to Toleration Act,
exile, ii. 70 289 ; discontent, 290 ;dislike to

Kennet, Dean (opponent of the Union, ib.; narrownsss
Sasheverell) : represented as and intolerance, 327 sqq. ; corn-
Judas, i. 71 pared with Catholic Church,

Kent's landscape- gardening: 829 ; religious toleration de-
rapidly gained popularity, ii. nouneed, 830 ; prosecutions
159 for witchcraft, 4b. ; fanatical

Kentish petitioners, case of (the extravagances, 833, Sabbath
right of petition), ii. 48 observance, 384, 338 ; sacer-

Keppel, Admiral : naval actions dotal tyranny, 836; decline
with French, iv. 471 ; D-'irst of religious terrorism, 339;
Lord of Admiralty, v. 128 ; altered style of sermons, 340 ;
supporter of Fox, 140 ; in great names among ministers,
Shelburne's ministry, 169; 841 ; failure to promote so-
resignation, 205 ; in coalition brie%y and chastity, 842
ministry (1783}, 221 ' Kit ' (disloyal toast : ' King

Khe_enhiiller, General : organ- James III.'), i. 262
iser of lk_aria Theresa's forses, Kniphausen, General : in eom-
ii. 2 sg. mand ofEnglish in New York

Kidder, Bishop, i. 106 (1779), v. 18
Kidnapping: in Highlands--- Kolin, battle of (Prussians de-

meu and boys sold to Ameri- feared by Austrians), ii. 405
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Koseius]_o (hero o_ Poland): in Landau" for a time added to
service of America, iv. 417 French dominions (1714), i.

Kuneredorf, battle of (1759), if. 155
431 Landed Property Qualification

Act (1712), i. 249
L Land tax: introduced (1692), i.

382 sq. : originally combined
La Belle Mignonne ' (skull used with tax on personal property,

in religious devotions, l_rance), vi. 288 ;reduced, lil. 301 ; again
vi. 229 raised, iv. 241; proposed in-

Labourers--England : industTial trodueticn in France, vi. 311
character in 18th century, if. Langara, Admiral (Spanish) :
203 s_.; manner oi life, 204 ; defeated by l_odney off Cape
prices of food, 205 ; condition St. Vincent, v. 60
of agricultural labourers, 206 ; Lansdowne, Lord : a Jacobite
wages in different counties, (1715), i. 267
207 8qq. ; advantages of corn- Lansdowne, Marquis of (see
men lands, 210 ; later changes Shelburne) : defence of Pitt's
of condition, vii. 256 sq_.-- eommercialt_eatywithFrance,
America (colonies) : food and v. 309 sq.
education, iv. 30 T,atin, law-court pleadings con-

Lafayette : served in Washing- ducted in, if. 138
ton's army, iv. 416; Wash- Latitudinarians: growth of the
ing_on's attachment to him, party, i. 100, 104 s_q., 362
480 ; on court-martlal of Major Laud, Archbishop : opposition
Andre, v. 48 ; at head of forces to foreign refugees, i. 237
in New England, 108 ; spends Laudohn, General, if. 434
private money for his troops, Laurens, Henry (ambassador
111 ; in Virginia, 114 s_. ; took from America to Holland) :
partininvestitureofYorlrtown, captured by English, v. 71;
120 ; in France again, vi. 69, sent to negotiate loan in
530 ; assisted Lewis XVL, vii. France, 112
30 ; prisoner in Austria, 43 Law, William : treatise ' On the

Lally, General (I._ish-French): Absolute Unlawfulness of the
character, if. 422; French Stage,' if. 191; sketch of his
commander-in_chinf in India, career, iii. 35; relations with
ib. ; march upon Madras, 424 ; John Wesley, 48
difficulties, 42_ ; battle of Lawes, Henry, composer of music
Wandewash, 427 ; destruction for Milton's ' Comus,' if. 168
of Pondioherry, _5. ; his fate, Lawless, Sir Patr_k: envoy of
428 Pretender to Mac_id, i. 183

Lamballe, Princesse de: tour- Lawyers: numerous and in-
dered by French revolutionists, fluential in American colonies,
vii. 46 iv. 15, 19; prominent among

Lamotte : denounces war policy the ' King's friends,' 465
of French Republis, vi. 69 Layer, Mr. : hanged and quar.
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LEB LEW

tered as an activeJacobite,i. to the French King, 514
B15 friend of Poland, 525; in-

Lebrun (French Minister of creased reluctance to intervene
Foreign Affairs), vii. 35, 40, in France, 529; refuses to
58 s_q., 137 assist Lewis, 538 ; forbids en-

Le4e, marquis of (Spanish gone- rolments of French emigrants
ral): capture of Palermo in his dominions, 547; de-
(1718), L 298 mand_ of France, ib. ; appeal

Lee, Arthur : American comrni_- from his sister, 549 ; perplex-
sioner at Paris (1776), iv. 408 ing situation, 550 ; reply to

Lee, Charles (General): :Eng- France, 552; French ultima-
hsh soldier of fortune: sup- turn, 554; alliance with Prus-
ports American cause, iv. 209, sis ratified, 555 ; still anxious
368, 375 s_., 472; t_eason to to avoid war, ib.; fears for
Americans, v. 36, 50 Poland, 557 ; death, ib.

Lee, John: signs _eaty with Leslie, General (English): in
Holland as Amerioan oommis- American war, v. 103, 107
sioner, v. 71 Lessart, de, French Minister of

Leeds, Duke of (see Carmarthen) : Foreign Affairs, vl. 564, vii. 7
eorrcspondence on Prussian Lestock, Admiral, if. 19
policy (1789), vi. 108 sq_., 114 _ Le Sueur (artist), i. 235
Oczakow question, 174 Le TeUier, Chancellor, i. 235

Leghorn : acknowledged as free Lcuthen, battle of (deeisive vie-
por_ by Quadruple Alliance, i. tory of Prussians over Aus-
299 trians), li. 411

Le Nbtre (French gardener), il. Lewis XIV. : relations with
158 James II., i. 22, 28; quarrel

Leopold, Emperor : accession, vi. with Innocent XL, 25 sq. ;
123 ; pacific policy, 125 ; ne- treatment of the question of
gotiations with Prussia, 131 ; Spanish succession, 30 sg. ;
Peace of Sistova, 137; pacifi- occupies Spanish Netherlands,
cation of NeEaerlands, 138 ; B3 ; recognises Pref_nder, B7 ;
interested in French affairs, peace negotiations in 1706,
485 ; proposals to him of 54 ; humiliating offers in
l_rench Princes, 497 ; seeks 1709, 57 ; offers and demands
alliance with Prussia, 498 ; at Utrecht, 134 sq. ; his latter
hesitation about French affairs, days, vi. 184
499; refuses to so{ alone in LewisXV.: betrothed to Spanish
behalf of Lewis XYL, 500 ; Infants, i. 405; w_th troops
policy before and after flight in Austrian NetJaerlands, ii.
of Yarennes, 501; letters of 19; political and moral de-
Marie Antoinette _o him, 503 ; crepitude, vi. 184 ; change in
proposes a Congress, 505 ; de- literary spirit under, ib. ; per-
signs on Alsace and Lorraine, secution o_ opinion, 191; dis-
506; Declaration of Pilnitz, putes with Parliaments, 207
I_)9; believes End.land hostile sqq.; Bull 'Unigenitus,' 210,
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221, 223 ; advocates and ofcommons in States-General,
magistrates exiled, 211 ; eha- 834 ; their method of election,.
racter of Lewis, 214, 232 ; exile 335 ; Neoker's policy, 336 ;
of Parliaments, 215; conflict political agitation, 341; re-
of ecclesiastical and civil juris- forms demanded by the three
diction, 15. ; influence ofMme. orders, 346 s_. ; what the
de Pompadour, 219 ; triumph King was ready to grant, 350,
of Parliament, ib. ; ' beds of quarrels of commons with
justice,' 222,230 ; conflict and privileged orders, 853 ;
vacillation, 224 ; royal power ' National Assembly,' 356 ;
sinking, 225; conflicts about scene in tennis court, 357;
taxation, 226 ; signs of coming King holds a session, 358 ; his
revolution, 227; power of offers, ib.; rejected, 360; de-
imposing taxes, 230 ; Lewis feetion of troops, 361 ; capture-
asserts his absolute power, of Bastille, 362; revolution
231 ; trial of Duke d'Aiguillon, still not inevitable, lb. ;
233; suppression of Parlia- Lewis's weak and fluctuating
ments (1771), 234; protest of policy, 363; authority des-
princes of the blood, 235 ; suc- troyed, 426 ; flight re-
cess of the coup d'dtat, 236 Vareunes, 475 ; accepts re-

Lewis X¥I. : restores ParHa- vised Constitution, 480, 530 ;
ments, vl. 293; Turgot's re- disavows proceedings of oral-
forms, 294; influence of grant Princes, 499; King dis-
Maurepas, 296 ; effects of Tur- trusted in France, 534 ; ro-
ger's dismissa]_ ib. ; Neeker's fused help by Leopold, 538;
first ministry, 297; series of issues proclamation against
incompetent m_nlsters, 300 ; emigration, 639 ; sanctions
increased prosperity, 302 ; decree against emigrant
Court luxury and expenditure, Princes, 540 ; yields to
303, 308 ; Lewls's character, Assembly's demand for war,
308 ; disillusionunder Calonne: 548 ; secret appeal to Powers
deficit declared, 310 ; assembly fro" Congress, 549 ; breaks
of the Notables (1787), 310 with Girondin ministers, vii. 2_
sq. ; results, 311 s_q. ; unequal s_. ; Tuileries attacked, 25 ;
taxation, 313; state of army, hopelessly false position, 30 ;
315 ; conflict with Parliament (_renville refuses to intervene,
of Paris, 317, 321 ; retrench- 32 ; dethroned and imprisoned_
ment at Court, 319 ; banishes 34 sg. ; executed 155
Duke of Orleans, 321; civil Lexington, battle of (1775) ;
rights conceded to Protestants, first blood shed in American
ib. _ character of Parliamen- war, iv. 201
tory opposition, 324 ; attitude Libel trials: dispute about the
and policy of Lewis, 325 ; powers of juries, iiL 441 _q_. ;
States-Gener_l promised, 326 ; Whigs determine to amend the
new constitution imposed by law, 444 ; Dowdeswell's enact-
King (178_), 328; proportion ing Bill (1771), _b.; Fox's
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declaratory Bill (1791) carried, first Unitarian chapel in
vi. 50 London, vi. 29

Liberalism, English: its desire Lingard, Mrs. (mother of the
to restrict the funetions of historian), iv. 305
Government, vi. 305 _. ; ' Lion _ (conspicuous spectacle) :
modifications in its later type, omgln of term, ii. 216; the
309 ; development of manu- lions in Tower of London, it.
factures, 311; need of sani- Lisbon earthquake (1755): Eng-
tory laws, lb. ; influence of lish Yore for relief of sufferers,
railways, enlarged philan- ii. 132
thropy, the press, 312; old Literature; danger of leaving
tendency reversed: Govern- science and literature to un-
ment interference sought restricted operation of law of
rather than resented, 313; supply and demand, ii. 72;
large increase of taxation re- methods that have been
salting, 314 adopted for encouraging them,

LiberuIn Veto : meaning, vi. 76 ; Government patronage of
487 ; abolition proposed (1780), literature under Anne, 79 ;
488 ; finally abolished, 491 effects of degradation of litera-

Libraries: in New England, iv. ture under first Georges, 81;
31; destruction of l'_ew York patronage of Queen Caroline,
libraries by Howe's troops, 83; effects of Methodism on
387 sq. ; libraries in London, literature, iiL 119 ; popularis-
vii. 212; circulating libraries orion of knowledge, vii. 211
introduced a little before 1750, sgq.--French literature, vi. 184
213 ; their rapid mnltiplica- sffg., 239 sqg., 303
tion, it. Liverpool: growth from aviltage

Licences--liquor: s_ringent re- (1565), to a parish (1699), to
strictions in 1751, ii. 104 ; re- its present position, i. 246 ;
strictiens on issue by magis- strongly Hanoverian in 1745,
trates, _b.---Marriage licences li. 30
enjoined by Hardwleke's Act, Lloyd, non-juror Bishop of Nor-
118 wich: death, i. 62

Leignitz, battle of (defeaL of Loans, public : wasteful manner
Austrians by Prussians), ii. of issue, v. 100, 291 sff.
434 LobosiCz, battle of -(,,_t _f

Lighting streets : a monopoly in Austrians by Prussians), ifi
London, iL 110; method of 368
payment, lb. Locke, John : his ' Letters on

Ligonier, General Sir John, il. _3 Toleration,' vi. 19 ; doctrine of
sq. the social contract, 240

Lille: siege and bombardment LSwendahl, Count: capture of
by Austrians repelled, vii. 52 fortress of Bergen-op-Zoom,

Lincoln, General : defender of ii. 84
Charleston, v. 20 L_wenhaupt, Count : Mamhal of

Lindsey, Theophilus" set up the Diet (Sweden), vi. 142
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London: gln-drinklng, iL 10_, (1711), ii. 157; special appli.
111 ; insecurity of streets : the cations, gb. ; loan raised by a
hfohoeks, 105 ; inefficiency lottery, 857
of watchmen, 106 ; street Loudon, General, ii. 416
robberies, 107 sqg., vii. 318 sq. ; Loughborough, Lord (see Wed-
executions, ii. 108, 185 s_g. ; dsrburn) : hatred of Shelburuc,
rights of asylum abolished, v. 138, 210; held Great Seal
109 ; provision for better in commission (Portland's
lighting, 110 ; police measures, mln;s_ry), 221 ; relations with
111, riots, _b. ; newspapers Fox, 381 ; position on Regency
and magazines, 150 8q_. ; at- question, 396; chief legal
tempts to check its grov_h, adviser of Whigs, 415 ; on
211 ; increase, 1700-60, 212 Pitt'srestrictions,483; succeeds
sg. ; water supply, 215 ; penny Thurlow as Pitt's Chancellor,
post, 215 ; ' the season,' 216 ; vii. 20
coffee_honses, 217 ; fashionable Louisiana (Spanish colony) :
hours, ib. ; state of domestic condition in 1779-80, v. 82
servants, 218 ; sanitary con- Louvain, University : cause of
dition, 221 ; mortaUt_ 222 ; an insurrection against Aus-
Wilkes riots, iii.819 ; tragedy trians, vi. 104
of St. George's Fields (1768), Lovat, Lord (Simon Fraser) : in
321;growinglawlessness,822; rebellion of 1715, i. 268;
men killed in pillory, 823 ; trial, 408 ; his early career, ii.
strikes, 824 ; atrocious crimes, 266
B26sg.; fashions andmanners: Low Church: origin of name, i.
spread to provinces, vii. 215 109; specially strong in the
sqq. ; rapid growth, 239 ; con- episcopacy, _b.
dition of workmen, 285 ; Lowlands. _e_ Scotland
charities, 850 Lowther, Sir James : dispute

Long Island : fol_fied by Ameri- about land _vith Duke of
cans (1776), iv. 354 ; attacked Port_and, iii. Bll
successfully by Howe's troops, Loyalists, American : called
355 Tories, iv. 362 ; causes of their

Longwy : captured by Prussians, impotence, 365 ; hanged as
vii. 42 ; retaken by French, traitors, v. 17 ; atrocious treat.
52 ment by their countrymen,

Lorraine : annexed to France, L 105 ; abandoned by F.nglish,
415 ; feudal rlgh_s in, vi. 506_ 200 sqg. ; refugees in Nova
558,556 Scotia and New Brunswick,

T,orraine, Duke of (husband of 203; money grants from
Maria Theresa) : elected _m- England, 204 sg.
peter of Germany, ii. 25 Luttrell, Colonel : elected for

Lothian, Lord : introduced into Middlesex (agains_ Wilkes,
George III.'s room during his 1770),iii. 838
madness, v. 404, 444 _, Luxury, increase ol in the 18_h

Tuotterie$, public: passion for century, vii. 287 _manner stilts
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LUZ MAN

of tradesmen, _b. ; of appren- in German campaign of 1758,
rices and clerl_s, 238 ii. 414, 433, 435

Luzerne : French minister in Maine, :Duke du : head of con-
America (1781), v. 195 spiracy against FrenchRegent_

i. 302
' Main lev4e ' (l_rench legal term),

M vi. 215
' Malagrlda ' (popular niol_name

Mab]y: on relation of religion of Shelburne), v. 135
to politics and morals, vi. 37 ; Malesherbes (Turgot's eolleague)_
true father of French socialism, vi. 293
413 ; attacks on property, _b. Mallet du Pan : on Pitt's Budge_

Mackintosh: on the French speech of 1798, v. g06 _.;
Revolution, vi. 432, vii. 63 memorial to allied sovereigns

Mackintosh (officer in rebellion on danger of Lewis X¥I., vii.
of 1715) : captured Leith, i. 28 sq.
267 Malmesbury, Lord. See Harris_

Macaulay, Mrs. : a member of Sir James
New l_adieal School, ifL 875, Malony, Father : tried and ban-
414 ished for exercising his minis-

Maccaronies, vii. 238 try (1767), iv. 304
Macclesfield, IJord : Chancellor Malouet • on election of Sta_es_

(George II.), i. 380 General (1789), vi. 342 ; a mere-
Macgregor, Rober_ (Rob Roy) : bet of that body, 350

his career, ii. 260 Maiplaquet, battle of, i. 122
Maclauxin, Colin (Scotch mathe- Malt-tax : riots against its exten-

matician), professor in Marls- sion to Scotland, ii. 113. g08 s_.
chal College, if. 273 Manchester : early seat of wool-

Maelean, Sir John : head of a Ion manufacture, i. 246 ; popu-
Jacobite body (1715), ii. 266 lationin 1699 and in 1760, ib. ;

Macpherson of Cluny (Scotch a great centre of Toryism, iv.
Jacobite, 1715), ii. 267 333

Madras : captured by French, Mangalore, Peace of (with Hyder
and then ransomed (1746), ii. All), vi. 70
37 Manhood suffrage : Bill in favour

Maestricht : claimed by Joseph of, in House of Lords (1780), v.
II., v. 354 ; French demand to 98
pass through i_, vii. 87 Manil]a : captured by English, iii.

Magazines, increase of, 1700-50, 212 ; Spain refuses to pay stip-
ii. 151 s_q. ; ' Gentleman's ula_ed ransom, 258, 348
Magazine ' founded (1731), Man, Isle of : clandestine marri-
152 ages in, iL 126 ; island annexed

Magdalen Asylum, tJae first, to English Crown (1765), iiL
founded, vii. 350 259; Church discipline severely

_guirc, General (Izlsh-Aus- enforced there, iv. 288
tfian) : military skill, displayed Manley, Mrs., i. 143
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Mann, Horace (Horace Walpole's 405 ; decisive defeats of Aus.
correspondent), v. 149 trians at Leuthen and Breslau,

Mansfield, Lord (Murray) : Chief 411 sq. ; campaign of 1758, 418
Justice, iii. 232 ; on outlawry of sq_. ; bf 1759, 430 s_. ; of 1760,
Wilkes, 318, 338 sq. ; on rune- 433 sift. ; secret overtures from
tion of juries in libel trials, 442 England, ill. 211 ; her letter
s_. ; on taxation of non-repre- on the Gordon riots, iv. 826 n. ;
sented colonies, iv. 64 ; dis- partition of Poland, vi. 80
countenanced legal measures Marie Antoinette: enthusiasm
against Catholics, 305 ; as- for American cause, iv. 415 ;
saulted by Gordon rioters, 310 ; opposes Turgot, vi. 296 ; ex-
his library and pictures burnt, _avagance, 297, 307 sq. ; man-
816 ; retires from Chief-Justice- nets and conversation, 301 ;
ship, v. 415 popularity, 309 ; becomes un-

Manufactures, English, vii. 243 popular, 328; letters to her
s_.,290; manufacturingtowns, brother (Emperor Leopold),
eli. 266, 270, 272 sq_. 499, 503, 535 ; believes Eng-

Mar, Earl of: Governor of Scot- land hostile, 514, 534; Queen
land, i. 167 ; heads Jacobite ris- distrusted in France, 534 ;
ing in 1715, 264 ; seizes Perth, policy and hopes, 535 ; hated
266 ; defeat, 268 ; flight to by people, 545 ; appeal to Era-
France, _b. peror, 549 ; brutal insults of-

Mar_chauss_e (1Trench rural pol- fered her, vii. 24 ; imprisoned,
ice), vii. 340 35

Maret (Duke of Bassano) • special Marlborough, Duchess of : influ-
mission from France to Rng- ence over Queen Anne, i. 89;
land, vii. 61, 159; negotiations displaced by Mrs. Masham,
with Pitt, 120 sqg. ; correspon- 54
dsnce with Miles, 142 Marlborough, Duke of : in/luence

Maria Theresa : opposition to of, on Anne's accession, i. 39 ;
her succession, i. 455 ; coalition conduct of war in Netherlands,
against her, 460 ; loyalty of 42, 44 ; relations _vlth political
Hungary, 461 ; subsidy voted parties, 43 ; Blenheim, 45 ; in
to her by England, 462 ; truce ministry with Godolphin, 48 ;
with Frederick II., ii. 2 ; Peace opposes Lewls's proposals for
of Breslau, 4; vindictive cha- peace, 59; is refused the posi-
raeter, 10 ;Treaty of Worms, 11_ tion of Captain-General, 61
21 ; Prussian invasion of Bohe- obstacles encountered in Span-
mia, 22 ; war in Italy (1744), ish war, 127, 133 ; painfulposi.
23 ; husband elected Emperor tion in 1711, 132; why he did
of Germany, 25 ; Peace of not resign, 133 ; defeats Villars
Dresden, 26 ; desire to con- at Bouchain, 134 ; removed
tinue war in Italy, _5 ; peace from command, 135 ; disgrace,
forced upon her, 37; alliance 142; military character, 143
with Russia and Saxony, 859 ; sq. ; personal character, 145 s_. ;
defeats Prus_ans at Kolin, negotiations with Jacobites,
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149, 164; men saw in him from service for incapacity, iL
a possible Cromwell, 149; his 19
downfall, 151; appointments, Mauduit : agent in England for
in 1715, 260 ; death, 261 Massachusetts, iv. 68

Marlborough, (second) Duke of : Maulde, de : sells information to
in German campaign of 1758, Lord Auckland, vii. 90, 151
ii. 412 ; death, 415 Maupeou : coup d'dtat (1771), vi.

Marque, letters of : issued by Eng- 284
land, iL 856 ; by loyalists in Maurepas : influence over Lewis
blew York, v. 14 X¥t., vi. 296

Marriage laws : before Lord Mayence, Elector of : relations
Hardwicke's Act, ii. 115 ; clan- with French emigrants, vi. 547,
destine marriages, ib. ; fraudu- 552
lent practices, 116 s_. ; legisla- Meat : average prices, 1700-60,
tion, 117 ; regulations of banns ii. 205 ; consumption of, in
or licence, 118 ; theological England in 1696, 205 sq.
theory modified by secular, ib. ; Medical science, state of, 1700-
divorce, 119 sg_. ; Marriage Act 60, ii. 228
of 1758,124 ; dissolution of reli- Mediterranean, English command
gious marriages for temporal of, L 131
reasons admitted, ib. ; elandes- Medmenham Brotherhood, ill.
tine marriages at the Savoy and 224 ; Wilkes's share in it, 250 ;
Fleet Prison, 125 s_. IJord Sandwich's, ib.

Maryland : Catholic colony foun- Meet Cossim : made Nabob of
ded by Lord Baltimore, i. 846 ; Bengal by English, iv. 265
material and social condition, Meet Jaffier: Nabob of Bengal:
iv. 29 deposed by English, iv. 265

Mary Queen of Scots : her tomb Members of Parliament : pro-
reverenced by Scotchmen, ii. per_y qualifications, i. 159 ; ex-
344 pulsions for bribery and corrup-

Masham, Mrs. (afterwards Lady) : tion, 428 ; rlse of desire to treat
effects of influence over Queen them as delegates, 46ti ; immu-
Anne, i. 64 ; ininterest of Jaso- nity of their _srvants, ii. 220
bites, 201 Mercantile co/_porations : Bank

Masquerades, il. 183 of England, i. 247 ; East India
Massachusetts : prominent in Company, 248

American war, iv. llS, 12S, Mercier de la Rivi4re (French
125, 166 economist): advocate of des-

Massi]lon, i. 235 pofism, vl. 271
Mather, Cotton: introdueed in- Mercy (Austrian Ambassador to

oculation into Boston (Ame- Paris)-" correspondence with
flea), ii. 250 Marie Antoinette, vi. 500, 505,

Mathew, Father, ii. 842 514, 634
Matthew, General: descent on Meredith, Sir W. : presented petio

Virginia, v. 14 tion against Subscription (1772),
Matthews, Admiral : dismissed iv. 292
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Merino sheep: introduced into laxation of Subscription, iv,
England, vii. 242 297

' Mess Johns ' (nickname for prl- Methuen, treaty of, i. 178, li. 99,
vats chaplains), i. 96 v. 308, 310, 314

Methodism: causes predisposing Middle passage: horrors of, vii.
to it, iii. 30 sgq. ; rise at Ox- 369 ; Dolben's Act to mitigate,
ford, 37; careers of John Wes- 373
ley and his companions, 37 Middle States (America): ac-
sqff. ; Moravian influence on count of social state in 1765,
Methodism, 48, open confes- iv. 18
sion, 49 ; missionary work, 50, Miffin, General {American) : one
71 sqq. ; hostility of clergy, 51 ; of a cabal against Washington,
erection of chapels, 52 ; iv. 472
Whitefield begins field-preach- Milan, Mfianese : how affected
ing, lb. ; Wcsleys reluctantly by Peace of Utrecht, i. 154 ;
follow, 53 ; relations of first by war of Polish succession,
Methodists to the Church, 58 ; 414 ; in 1745, ii. 27 •
separation from Moravianism, Miles, Mr. : aids Maret in hi_
68 ; formation of a distinct so- mission to England, vii. 142,
ciety (1740), ib. ; Calvinistic se- 160 sff.
cession, 69 ; institution of lay Militia: Engiand and colonles, ii.
preachers, 70 ; persecution of 143, 410, iv. 123, 208, 389, 391
Methodists, 71 ; accused of Pc- Minden, battle of (defeat of
pery, 75; religious terrorism, French by English and Ger-
77; physicalmanifestations,78 ; roans, 1759), ii. 432
religious madness, 82; aseeti- Minorca: Byng'sfailure, il. 364;
eism, 86; miracles, 88 ; belief garrisoned by Hanoverian sol-
in witchcraft, 91 ; in special diets, iv. 440; Spanish and
judgments, 92 ; fanaticism, 93 ; French expedition against
Antinomian tendencies, 96 ; in- (1781), v. 83, 88 ; under Span-
testino discord, 97 ; influence ish rule (1782), 123, 186
with the poorer classes, 100 ; ]Hint (Southwark): right of
progress in colonies, 101 ; in sanctuary for debtors, abo-
England, 102 ; in Wales, 103 ; lished, ii. 109
in Scotland, 109 ; in Ireland, _Minute men' (volunteers in
110 : influence on the young, New England), iv. 179
114 ; on army, 115 ; on univer- Mirabeau : opposed warlike
sitics, 116 ; on literature, 119 ; policy of :French Republic, vi.
on upper classes, 121 ; on 69 ; predicts a Russianinvasion
Ohuxch of England, 124 _causes of India, 165 ; member of thirct
that detached Methodism from order in States-General, 350 ;
the Church, !_1; later attitude death, 474
of Methodists, 14_ ; restrained Misehianza, the, iv. 467
revolutionary spirit, 146; in. MissionaryeffortsamongIndlana,
fluence in the great towns, iv. 37
147; Methodists opposed re- Mississippi boundary: agrce_
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on between England and events of French Revolution;
America, v. 187; objected to el. 349, 3.52, 431, vii. 41,
by France, 191 155

Mitford, Mr. : introduced Catho- Morris, :Robert, American finan-
lie Relief Bill of 1791, vi. 42 cier, iv. 374, 382, 395, v. 180

_Iodcna : how affected by Peace Mourges, Soipio : French mission
of Aix-la-Ohapelle, it. 38 to England, vii. 60

Mogul empire: after death of Munro, Sir :Hector: commander
Aurungzebe, it. 366, iv. 265 in war against Hyder All (1780),

Mohosks, the, it. 105 v. 85
Mohun, Lord : duel with Duke Music : in England, ii. 168 ;

of Hamilton, i. 164 operas, 169 ; Handel conta'o-
Moldavia, el. 83, 89, 152 s_. versy, 170 s_ ; oratorios, 172 •
Mollendorf, General (distin- in Ireland, 174

guished Prussian politician Mutiny: Act, it. 140 s_. ; muti,
and soldier), vi. 160, 562, vii. hies in American army, v. 100
109,112 sffq.

Moltber (an Alsatian religious Mysore, Sultan of, el. 70
enthusiast), iii. 67 sff.

Molwitz, battle of (defeat of
Marshal Neipperg), i. 460 N

Monopolies in commerce, bene-
fits of, v. 313 Nabobs (English adventurers in

Montcalm, General : commander India), iii. 369 ; bought them-
of ]_reneh colonists and soldiers selves into Parliament, ib.
in Canada, it. 415, 417 Nabobs of 0ude and Bengal, iv.

Montesquicu : on :English tell- 265 sff.
glen, i. 362, it. 13 ; on f,he loss Namur, siege of, li. 33
of the English colonies, iv. 2 ; Napier, Sir "vVm.: anecdote of
on religious toleration, vi. 35 ; William Pi£t, v. 280
influence of his visit to England Naples : vicissitudes in 18th sen-
on his writings, 185; political fury, ii. 6, 23
opinions, 247 Narbonne : French Minister of

Montgomery, General (Mnerican), War, vi. 548
iv. 214 s!/. Nash, ]_eau, li. 198

Montmorin (French Minister of Nassau, Prince of: in command
Foreign Affairs) ; opinion on at siege of (_ibraltar, v. 177
war policy of the Republic, vi. National Assembly : the Deola-
68 sff., 540, 548 ; trial and ac- ration of Rights, vi. 414 sg.
quittal, vii. 44 s!/. Nations.1 character : its basis, it.

Moravlans : in Georgia, ii. 181; 320; effect of legislation on,
influence on English Method- 321 ; llinsfrated in Scotland in
ism, lit. 48, 67 s_. 18th century, 322

Morgan, Colonel (American) : at National Convention (France) :
battle of Cowpens, v. 103 summoned by Legislative As-

Morris, Gouverneur : letters on scmbly, vii. 35
VOL. VII. 0 G
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National debt--]_ngland: influ- lish from Dutch, v. 80; po_-
euce upon Government of Re- session confilzned, 227
volution, i. 247, reduction of Negroes, American: rapid multi-
interest, 372, 398 ; amount plication, ii. 242 ; history of
temp. George I., 390; argu- their introduction, 242 s_. ;
monte for national debts, 390 statistics, 244, 247; why the
s_. ; evils, 391 8_. ; parts slaves gravitated to the South,
played by Whigs and Tories in 249 ; treatment during the
creating the debt, 396; in- war, iv. 217
creased by subsidies to foreign l_eild, James : his services to
States, il. 36 ; schemes for re- debtor prisoners, vii. 351
duetion, 41 s_. ; consolidation, Neipperg, Marshal, i. 460
43 ; growth, 1727-63, ii. 433 ; Netherlands, Austrian : affairs in,
1780-84, v. 74,100, 295 ; Pitt's 1781--85, v. 354 sq. ; indemnity
schemes for reducing, 319; paid by France, 355; home
Sinking Funds, 820, 323 sq. ; dissensions, 357; popular
enormous increase of deb_ commotion, 363; insurrection
under Pitt, 326 ca. ; his regu- (1778), vi. 104 ; pacification,
lations,vi. 63 138 ; grantedConstitution,138

NPovy,American : first squa_'on, s_. ; events of 1792, vii. 2 sg_.;
iv. 373 ; privateering, 374 ; invaded by France, 22 ; French
roving cov, rn_ssion of Paul defeats,_b. Seea_soHolland|
Jones, 479, v. 11 Belgium

Na_7, English : successes, 1745- Netherlands, Spanish : during
47, £i. 31 ; reduction, 40 ; des- war of Spanish succession, i.
titute boys sent into, 112; 33, 131
neglected condition, 1741,133 ; Neuch£tel : how affected by
number of sailors in 1774, iv. Peace of Utrecht, i. 153
241 ; party spirit among oea. Neutral commerce, rights of, v.
_ers, v. 59 ; expeditions under 64 sqq..
_odney, 59 sg. ; increase by Now Amsterdam (old name of
_aptures from enemies (1782), New York), ii. 235, iv. 18
184 ; frauds by treasurers, 297 ; Newcastle, Duke of : Prime
reforms, 301; Pitt's care for Minister (1754), ii. 345 ; cha-
navy, vi. 66 racier, 345 s_. ; Fox andPitt's

Necker : opposed to Vergennes' intrigues, 350; difficulties with
American policy, iv. 414 ; first ]France about American colo-
wln_stry, vi. 297 ; Provincial nies, 351 ; vacillation and in-
States, 298 ; scheme of reform, capacity, 353 s_. ; the German
299 ; resignation, ib. ; recalled subsidies, 357 ; alliance with
to office, 332 ; proportion of Prussia, 358 ; resignation, 369 ;
{_ommons and method of eleo- treatment of Admiral Byng,
tion of States-General, 334 sq.; 374 ; forms coalition ministry,
l_eoker's faults, 336, 338, 354, 876 ; generous treatment of
357 ; dismissal, 361 sq. Pitt, 393 ; resignation, iii. 203;

Negapatam: captured by Eng. in Rockingham's rnini_try, 27_
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Newdigate, Sir Roger : debate on diary fires, 358 ; Provincial
Subscription (17721, iv. 293 Convention, 361 ; continued

New England: description, iv. loyalty (1780), v. 31 ; Wash-
13 ; government, 14 ; litigation ington's expedition againsl
and lawyers, 15; character of (1781), 109, 118 ; fall of Pork-
people, 16 ; education, 31 ; town, 120
Puritanism, 169 ; character of Nice: annexed to French Re_
soldiers, 202, 216 _., 229 public (1792), vii. 52

Newfoundland, i. 136, v. 185, Nicholson, ]_fargaret : attempt te
189, 193 sg., 287 stab George III., v. 371

Newgate Prison: treatment of Ninon de l'Enclos' skull: used
prisoners, it. 129 ; burnt in _he in religious devotions, vi. 229
Gordon riots, iv. 314 sq. Noallles, Vicomte de : loader in

New Jersey • miscellaneous abohtion of feudal rights
population, iv. 18 ; revulsion (France), vl. 415
of feeling towards Washing- Noel (author of school books):
ton,387 missionfrom France to Eng-

_ew London: destruction by land, vii. 60; despatches,
Benedict £rnold, v. 119 65

New Eetherlands, ft. 235 Nonoonfol_mists. SeeDissenters;
lqewnham, Alderman, v. 372 Presbyterians
Newport (N. Y.): l_reneh fleet Non-importation a_eement_

at (1780), v. 33 (America), iv. 113, 135
New South Wales, transpor_a- Non-jurors, i. 62, 89, 107

tion to, vii. 326 Non-resistance, doctrine of, i. 10
Newspapers, i. 75, it. 150 s_q., s_., 62 s_., 68

251, 273, iii. 445, 476, iv. 31, Nootka Sound (Vancouver's Is-
vi. 13, 62 land) : English trading settle-

Newton, John (of Olney) : for- ment, vi. 67 ; seized by Span-
merly a slave-dealer, iii 101 ; lards, 67 s_.
denounced oratorios, 121; work Norfolk (America) : burning of
as an Evangelist, 13_ town by Lord Danmore, iv.

_ewYork: origin ofname,ii.235 ; 217, 236
mixed nationalities of early 'North Bri_on,'No. 45 (Wilkes'e
population, iv. 18 ; less favour- paper), iii. 242 sffq., 249
able aspects of life there (1765), North, George : description of
19; manners, 20 n. ; refuses to William Pitt, v. 282 _.
obey Mutiny Ae_, 104 ; Assem- North, Lord : growth of his
bly suspended, 110 ; submis- influence, iii. 313 ; Primo
_ion, 126 ; after hesitation, Minister, 355 ; opposition of
joins other colonies in revolt, Chatham, 358; triumph of
205 ; position towards the Government, 364 ; retention
:Revolution in early s_ages, 222, of Townshend's tea-duty, iv.
225 ; captured by Howe (1776), 132 ; attempts to appease
• 55; American proposals to America, 198; s_rength of
burn _he town, 356; ineen- his Government (1772-74),

uo2
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327; parliamentary approval Nujum-ad-dowia (son of Meer
of his American policy, ib.; Jaffier), iv. 265
secession of Fox, 330 ; popular Nullum Tempus Act : Rs origim
support of his American policy, and object, iii. 311
332 sffq. ; carried onAmerican
war against his own judgment
and wishes, 445 ; frequently O
tendered resignation, ib. ;
personal attachment to King, Oath of abjuration, L 78
446 ; Bills of conciliation for Obsolete laws, iv. 302
America, 449 ; sends Commis- Oczakow: cession demanded from
sion to America, 450 s_q. ; Russia, vL 151 sq_/.
position after death of Chat- O'Donnell, General (Aus_ian),ii.
ham, 464 s_/.; Warden of 435
Cinque Ports, v. 1 ; Cabinet Oglethorpe, James : sketch of hie
changes (1779), 4 ; resignation, career, li. 127 ; exposure of
124 ; coalition with Fox, 208 abuses in Enghsh prisons, 128
sffg.;termsofeompaet, 211sg.; sqff.; founding of colony of
motives, 216 ; in office, 221 ; Georgia, 131 s_. ; death, 132
dismissal, 240 ; objected to Oliver, Lieutenant. Governor
title 'Prime Minister,' 283; (Massachusetts), iv. 144; hn-
on Regency question, 394; peached for ha_ng received
against repeal of Test Acts, vi. salary from Crown, 154
5 ; favours repeal of law against Onslow, Colonel George : charge
Unitarians, 29 against printers for reflecting

' Northern Confederation/the e i. on members of Parliament, iii.
294 sq. 477

Northington, Earl of. See Hen- Onslow, Lord: abetfed the Pllnce
ley, Lord of Walcs's marriage with Mrs.

l_orton, Sir Fletcher : Speaker Fitzherbert, v. 367,369
of British Parliament, v. 99 ; Opera, English, rise of, ii. 169
made Lord Grantley, 141 ; Orange, House of, made heredi-
death, 419 sq. tary rulers of Holland, iL 33

Norwich : resort of _lemish re- Oratorios in_oduced into _,ng-
fugees, i. 245 ; long ranke_ land, ii. 172
third among English cities, Oratory : value to a statesman, L
246 422 ; not usually in England

Notablest Assembly of : not sum- _he standard of parliamentary
inched since reign of Lewis _veight, ib.
XIII, vi. 310 ; assembled by Orleans, Duke of (1787} : pro_est
Calonne : its composition, 311 ; against loan of 1787, vL 320
again assembled, by 1,Ieoker, sq.
334 Orloff, Alexis, murderer of Pe_r

Nova Scotia : difficulty with III. vi. 74
France as to its boundary, iL Ormolu_ English, vii. 211
aS, $51 Ormond, James (second) Duke
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of : appointed to succeed Marl- his ' Moral and Political Philo-
borough, i. 135 ; instructions sophy' (1785), vi. 22 sqq.; on
from Bolingbroke (1712), 138 ; the penal code, vii. 321 ; on
result of the treachery, 139 ; duelling, 341; on the slave
attempts a descent on Devon- trade, 358
shire, 267 ; reward offered for Palliser, Admiral Sir Hugh :
apprehension, 304 ; projected conflict with Keppel, iv. 47
(Jacobite) invasion of England, Palmer's mail-coaches : increase
315 of postal service, vii. 228

Orrery, Lord, i. 315 Pamphlets, political importance
Orsova ; siege of, abandoned of, i. 75 s_., ill. 445 sff.

through panic, vL 133; in Panin, Count: leader of a
power of Austria, 138 Russian faction (Catherine II.),

Ostend Company (for Austrian v. 63, el. 80
trade with India), i. 406, 411 Paper duty, i. 5

Ostermann, Count (Russian Vice- Paper money, iv. 16, 54,394, 397,
Chancellor, 1788), vi. 98 v.13, 28

Oswald, Mr. : Shelburne's agent Parish apprentices, vii. 349
with Franklin, v. 152, 193 Paris, Peace of, fit. 209 sq_.,

Otis, James: an early advocate 231
of American resistance to Parker, Admiral : abortive
England, iv. 48, 50, 71, 100, attempt to capture Charles-
103, 136 ton,iv.368, v.81

' Owling,' vii. 303 Parker, Chief Justice, L 71
Oxford : its Jacobite sympathies, Parliament, English : popular

it. 68 sq. ; state of the Univer- desire for reform, it. 45 ;
sity, iii. 18 s_/. ; the Oxfor& Cromwell's l_eform Bill, ib. ;
Methodists, 38 sffq. ; attitude growth and causes of Crown
towards Methodism, 116 sq. influence in Parliament, 46

Oxford, Earl of. See Harley s_q. ; placemen in Pariiaments
of George I. and George II.,
47; arbitrary proceedings of

P Common s,48 ; censorship of the
press, 50 ; privilege, 51; abuse

Paine, Thomas : popularity of of judicial functions : disputed
his works, iv. 234 s!/., vi. 34, elections, 52 sq. ; history of
vii. 21 ; prosecution, 69 ; made parliamentary reporting, 55
a French citizen, 73 ,s_q. ; debate on the subject

Painting, British. See Art (17_8), 57 ; methods adopted
Paisley : speedy rise from village by reporters for avoiding pun°

to considerable manufacturing ishment, 59 ; Place Bills, 61
town, it. 301 sg. ; Septennial Act increased

Palermo: captured by Spanish corruption, 63 ; redeeming
(1718), i. 298 features : political capacity of

Paley, Dr. : reason for refusing upper classes, 66 ; large infu-
_o.pposeSubseription,iv.29"3; aion of young members, lb.;
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members for counties and for reform (1782), 14:1sg_. ; Pitt's,
grea_ towns, 67 ; effects of 148 ; balance of parties, 208 ;
fear of Pretender, 68 ; defer, debate on terms of peace with
enoe to public opinion, 6fl ; America, 218 ; Pitt's reform
soldiers in Parliament, 144 ; resolutions (1783), 222; India
influence of Scotch contin- legislation, 227 sq_. ; preroga-
gent, 324 ; Scotch members tire of dissolution, 245; ter-
paid for attendance, _b. ; mination of corruption (Pitt),
question of incapacity to sit as 290 ; Pitt's financial measures,
member, ill. 835 s_. ; rela- 293s_. ; debate on his eom-
tions of American colonies mercial treaty withFrance, 30T
to Parliament, iv. 39 ; first sq_. ; Sinking Fund, 320 s_q. ;
attempt to tax the colonies, Westminster scrutiny, 333 ;
_0 sift. ; competence to do so, protracted elections, 335 ;
62 s_q. ; proposed admission of Pitt's Reform Bill (1785), 336 ;
American representatives, 71, defeated, 338- later history
102 ; Townshend's taxation of of Reform, 339 s_. ; slave
America, 107 sg_/. : attitude of trade, 841 ; Government of
Parliamenttowards America India Bill, 352; power of
(1768-69), 123 ; revival of law ParLiament during the King's
for tryingtraitors in England, illness, 384 s_. ; Pitt's pro-
124 ; coercive measures, 198 ; pesal, 387 ; Fox's Claim o£
contest on Royal Marriage Right for Prince of Wales, 388 ;
Bill, 249 ; Parliament claims Pitt's resolutions debated and
authority over territorial carried, 396, 419 ; restrictions
revenue of _ast India Corn- on Regency, 429; debated, 432 ;
pany, 272, 277 ; restrains its functions of new council, 433 ;
dividends, 272 s_. ;Secret Com- Regency Bill passed, 441 ; de-
mittee on India, 278 ; Barke's bate on repeal of Test Act
opposition, lb.; regulation of (1787), vi. 8 s_. ; Fox's motion
Ecclesiastical Courts, 290 ; in favour of Unitarians,29 ; de-
debate on application of Tole- feated, 85 ; legislation in favour
ration Act, 292 ; on proposed of Catholics, 38 s_g.; of Scot-
abolition of Subscription, 293 ; tish Episcopalians, 47 ; Crown
Dissenters relieved from Sub- claims right of arresting hn-
eription, 298 ; repeal of obso- peaehment, 48; Libel Act of
lete laws, 801 ; Catholic Relief 1791, 50 ; Flood's Reform
Bill passed (1778), 307 ; House Bill (1790), 15. ; Quebec Gov-
blockaded by Gordon rioters, ernment Act, 52 ; Colonial
311 ; both Houses meet under defence, 59 ; Pitt's Budgets of
military protection, 314 ; 1790-91-92, 61 ; opposition
strong approval of North's to Pitt's anti-Russian pelicy_
American policy, 828; pro- 166 s_. ; disorderly session
posals el manhood suffrage of May 6, 1791, 441 ; winter
and of annual or triennial session, 1792, vii. 97 ; debate_
Parliaments, v. 98; measures of on Alien Bill, 98 ; _ox's argu-
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men_s, 98 sg. ; answered by {1745), 25; complete ascen-
his own followers, 100 ; King's deney in England, 3& ; or-
message after execution of ganisation of emigration (1749)
Lewis XVI., 157 ; debates on to Nova Scotia, 40 sq. ; suc-
abolitionofslavetrade,377sqq, cessful financial policy, 41

Parliamentary reporting. Sos s_q. ; reduction of national
Press debt, 42 sg. ; prolonged the

Parliaments, French. _qe_Franee system of parliamentary cor-
Pal_na : arrangement under ruption, 63 ; question of

Treaty of Seville, i. 412 ; shorter parliaments, 64 ; pelf-
after Peace of kix-la-Chape]le, tical confusion following his
il. 38 death, 345

Par_y government: development, Polls, Clerkship of, v. 246, 275
i. 278, 279 ; decadence (1757), Penal code : treatment of 1)ri-
if. 378 sg. ; good and evil of, soners, if. 128 size. ; raul_ipli-
iii. 284 s_q. ; increasing im- cation of capital offences, 134 ;
por_ance, 290; its discipline, public-executions, ib. ; brutal
291.--Parties have not ex- punishments, 135 s_q. ; causes
changed principles, i. 2, if. of severity and absurdity of the
98 code, vii. g15; illustrations.

Passarowitz, Peace of (between 316 sg. ; result--frequent per-
Austrians and Turks, 1718), i. jury of juries, 318 ; number of
298 executions, 319; want of cer-

Patent places (England) : ab- _ainty, 321 ; improvements in
sentee holders, v. 145 code, 1750-1800, "322sq.; length

Patna : massacre of English by of trims, 324 ;sale of criminals
Nabob of Oude,iv. 265 to American planters, 325 ;

' Patriots, :Dutch,' vii. 76 state of prisons, 327 s_/. ; re-
Paupers, Pauperism, if. 206 formation of criminals, 884
Pays d'_leetion, Pays d'_tat Penances: public, imposed by

(France), vi. 275, 285, 314, 327 Scotch Kirk, if. 885, 342
Peasants, French, vi. 278, 369, Pengelly, Chief Baron: died of

419, 429 gaol fever (1730), ft. 130
Peel (grandfather of Sir Robert), Penitentiaries established, vii. 335

vii. 269 Pennsylvania ; great admixture
Peers, Peerages : large simulta- of nationalities, iv. 21 ; Quakers

neous creation temp. Anne, i. modify their principles there,
151 ; object of Stanhope'_ _b.
Peerage Bill, 230, v. 26 ; Wal- Penny post in London, if. 215
pole caused its rejection, L Pensacola, siege of, v. 82
385 ; statistics of peerage Pensions : granted to literary
temp. George IH., v. 292 s_. ; men, if. 80
number created by Pit_, 293 Percy, Bishop : ' Reliqucs ot

Pelham, Henry : personal and Ancient Poetry,' vii. 235
political character, if. 16 ; ex- Percy, Lord : at battle of Lcx-
er_ions in favour of peace ington (1775), iv. 201
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Periodical literature : rapid Pillory : punishment common in
growth, 1700-50, ii. 151. Se_ England, ii. 137; inflicted as
Magazines ; Newspapers. penance in Scotland, 342 ; a

Persecutions--religious: less freethinker so punished in
noticed effects, i. 284; ex- England, iv. 286
amples of persecuting laws, vi. Pilnitz, Declaration of (by Austria
9 s_q.--Political persecutions, and PruBsia), vi. 509, 553
vi. 186, 192.--Persecution of Pitt, Mrs. (mother of Lord Chat-
inventors, vii. 269 ham}, il. 70

Peruke-makers: petition of, vii. Pitt, william (the elder). S_8
187 Chatham

Peter the Great (Russia) : contest Pitt, William (the younger) : re-
with Charles XII. (Sweden), i. jeered by Cambridge Univer-
294 s_. sity, elected at Appleby (1780),

Peter III. (Russia) : alliance wi_h v. 99 ; rapid rise, 122 ; dislike
Frederick the Great, iil. 210 of Shelburne, 134 s_, ; early

Peterwardein, battle of (Turks characteristics, 146 ; refuses a
defeated by Prince Eugene), i. subordinate office, 147; advo-
294 cares parliamentary reform,

P_tion, mayor of Paris, vi. 530, 148; Chancellor of Exchequer
vii. 35 (Shelburne ministry), 169 ; re-

Petre, :Father: his ambition re- lations with Shelburne, 206
buked by Innocent XI., i. 25 s_. ; dislike of North, 217, 221;

Philadelphia : Burnaby's de- resolutions on Parliamentary
strip,ion of it in 1759, iv. 22 ; reform, 222 ; opposition to
social habits and manners, 25 ; :Fox's India Bill, 234 ; made
vicissitudes of war, 380, 386, Pl_ine Minister, 240 ; col-
466 leagues, lb.; difficulties, 241

Philanthropy, ii. 126 sq_., vi. _q_.; a seemingly hopeless
271 position, 243; con_est with

Philip I. (Spain) • war of Spanish :Fox, _b. ; gives Clerkship of
succession, i. 129 s_[q. ; disputes the Polls to BarrY, 247, 275 ;
wi_h England, 409,411 ; death, India Bill, lb. ; self-control,
ii. 32 247 s_., 272; tendencies

Philippine Islands: conquered by favouring Pitt, 248; attempts
Sir W. Draper, iii. 204 at coalition, 249 ; unconstitu-

Phillips, General: in command tional language, 251; signs of
in Virginia (1781}, v. 11_ s_. popular confidence, 255 ; dis-

Phipps, Sir Constantine (Jaco- solution of Parliament, ib. ;
bite) : Irish Chancellor, i. 168 moral and political reputation,

Pianoforte introduced, vii. 205 257 ; complete victory (1784),
Pierson, Major : defender of 259 ; unique position in 178_p

Jersey against l_rench (1781), 264 ; early training, 265 ; cha-
r. 74 rac_er of eloquence, 266 sqq. ;

Pigot, Admiral: successor of opinions of contemporaries,
ROd.hey in West Indies, v. 174 269 ; skill as debater, 271 ; l_re-
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mature development and purity system, 347 ; neglec_ of social
of character, 278 ; excessive problems and of literature, ib. ;
drinking, 274 ; indifference to pre-eminently a parliamentary
money, 275 ; haughtiness, 276 ; minister, 349 ; special bril-
political courage, 277 ; amia- lianey of first period of min-
bility in private llfe, 278 ; san- istry, 350 ; Government of
guine temperament, 279 ; play- India Bill, 352 ; Prince of
fulness with boys, 280; contrast Wales's debts and secret mar-
with his father, 282; public riage, 370, 374; King's mad-
manner overstrained, ib. ; post- heSS, @79; question of Regency,
tion of FirstLord of Treasury, 380 ; proposal in Parliament,
9.83; relations to King, 2U4 ; 387; reply to Fox's Claim of
great increase of ministerial Right for Prince of Wales, 889,
authority, 285 ; revolts against 892 ; question of the ' third
Pitt's ascendency, 287; favour- estate,' 390; Pitt insists on a
its colleagues, 290 ; puts an formal decision, 395 ; the rose-
end to Parliameutary cor- lntions debated, ib. ; rival
ruption, 990 s_/. ; lavish crca- arguments, 396, 409; popular
_ion of peerages, 993; authority favour on side of Government,
as War Minister, 294 ; financial 401 ; ' the Phantom King,'
chaos, 294 sgq. ; measures of 413; precedent revolutionary,
reform, 298; new taxes, 300 ; 414; resolutions carried, 418;
readiness to accept suggestions protest of peers, 419 ; dignity
and criticism, 302 ; business and judgment of Pitt, 421 sq. ;
character of his ministry, ib. ; restrictions on Regency, 429
consolidation of duties, 304 ; sgq. ; intended to be temporary,
free trade policy, 305 ; com. 437; Regency Bill passed in
mercial treaty with France, Commons; recovery of King,
307 sq_. ; desired friendly inter- 441 ; Pitt unconciliatory to-
course between :England and wards Prince, 445 ; called hirh..
France, 311 ; reduction of self a Whig, 450 ; popularity,
national debt, 819; Sinking lb.; King's gratitude, 451;
Fund, 324 sq. ; debt increased opposes repeal of Test Acts, vi.
through financial maladminis- 6; and motion in favour of
tra%ion, 327 ; estimate of Pitt's Unitarians, 35 ; legislation
finance, 328 sgq. ; smallness of favouring Catholics, 48 ; agrecg_
legislative achievements, 330 ; with Fox on doctrine about
Westminster election ecru- arrest of impeaehmen%, 49;
tiny, 331; damaging defeat treatment of Flood's Reform
335 ; Reform Bill (1785), 336 ; Bill (1790), 51 ; Quebec Act,
conduct about reform, 339 ; 52 ; finance in 1790-91-92, 61;
slave trade, 341; character of love of peace, 65; care for
his Ixish policy, "346; Pitt's national armaments, 66;
misconception of French Re- Noo_ka Sound, 67; difficulty
relation, ib. ; incapacity as with Spain, ib.; settled by
War Minister, ib. ; Poor Law negotiation, 69; Pitt's in_er-
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vention;inforeignpolitios,I07 Pittutilisespopularwar feel
sq.;hispolicyaboutOrzakow, ing,156 ;dismissalofChauve-
154 s_. ; resolves to support lln,ib. ; war precipitated, 158 ;
Prussia, 158; discussion in proposes joint representation
Parliament, 166; popular to France, 166; pacific inten-
opinion opposed to Pitt, 172 ; t_ons, 167 ; blind to magnitude
foreign Powers refuse support, and danger of the war, 171 ;
173; ultimatum sent and re- character of his ministry
called, 174 ; Pitt acknowledges changed, 172 ; great speech
his defeat, 175 ; his failure and against slavery, 377
its consequences, 180 aft. ; first Pitt, Thomas (nephew of Chat-
reference to French Revolution, ham), iv. 295
381 ; supports Burke, 441; Place Bills (limiting number of
neutrality in French affairs, placemen and pensioners in
510 ; objects of foreign policy, Parliament), li. 61
520 ; advice to Burke, 523 ; Place, _-_raneis: on changes in
pacific policy (1792), vii. 4, 10; habits and position of working
Talleyrand's mission, 6 s_. ; men, vii. 285
Chauvelin's, 13 sqq.; dismissal Plaeentia : how affected by Treaty
of Thurlow, 20 ; proclamation of Aix-la-Chapelle, it. 38
against seditious societies and Plassy, battle of : decisive of fate
writings, 21 ; negotiations for of Bengal and of India, il. 420
a coalition of parties, lb. ; Platen, Countess of (mistress of
Lewis XVL dethroned, 35 ; re- George I.), it. 70
call of Lord Gower, 36 ; step Pluralities: system produced low
blamed, 37 ; September mas- type of clergymen, i. 95
sacres, 45 ; erroneous estimate Plymouth : proposal to fortify it
of French at_airs, 69 ; apathy rejected (1786), v. 350
towards French conquest of Poeocke, Admiral, li. 426
Belgie provinces, 74; chief Poetry, new school of, towards
anxiety about Holland, 76 ; end of 18t3a century, vii. 234
determination to abide by Poland: war of succession, i.
Trea_ of Alliance, 79; motives, 413 ; results, 414 ; King aubsi-
80 ; negotiations with Berlin dised by :England, it. 25 ; firs_
and Vienna, 81; disquieting partition (1772), vi. 73, 80,
news from Holland, 82 ; war 489 ; Prussian designs, 100 s_. ;
preparations, 96 ; meeting of alliance with Prussia, 124 ;
Parliament, 97; Warden of state since death of Sobieski,
Cinque Ports, 98 ; debate on 487; eorrupifion and anarchy,
Alien Bill, 98 sqq. ; pacific lan- 488 ; three Powers guarantee
g.uage and conduct, 117 ; inter- remaining territory, 489 ; al.
view with Mater, 120 ; pro- liance with Prussia, 491 ; rove-
poses secret negotiation, 121 ; lution in Constitution (1791),
refused by France, 122; war- ib.; its dangers and merits,
like public opinion, 123; exe- 492; refusal to cede Dantzig
cut[on of Lewis XYI., 155; and Thorn to Prussia, lb.;
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Constitution approved by ments, vi. 13 ; on religious edu-
Prussia, 495 ; weakness, 525 ; cation, vii. 355
gradual rise of conspiracy Portland, Duke of : spoliation by
against Poland, 526; eomlng Sir $. Lowther, iii. 311; favours
to maturity, 558 ; intentions of Wilkes, 317 ; head of coalition
Catherine, 559 ; helpless ministry (1783), v. 220 ; aids in
position, vii. 106 ; invaded by Westminster election (178Q,
Russians, _b. ; conduct of 332
Prussia, 107; projects for Portooarrero (Spanish priest),
partition, 110 s_/. ; carried out, leader of conspiracy against
114 sq. French Regent, i. 3{)3

Police--in London: organised Porto Nero, battle of (great
by Henry Fielding, if. 111 defeat of Hyder All), v. 86

Polignac, Cardinal : represcn- Portsmouth : proposal to fortify
tative of France at Gertruyden- it (1786) rejected, v. 350 ; al-
berg and Utrecht, i. 302 leged Russian plot to des_oy

Pompadour, Marquis of : a leader the dockyard, vi. 166 _.
in conspiracy against French Portugal: retires from Grand
Regent, i. 302 Alliance, i. 128 ; how affected

Pompadour, Mine. de (mistress by Treaty of Utrecht, 153 ;
of Lewis XV.): cause of her decadence as colonial Power,
hatred of Frederick the Great, if. 252 ; invaded by Spain
li. 360 ; patronises Voltaire, vL (1762), iii. 203 ; English trade
187 ; persuades the King to with, v. 310
_eeall the Parliament, 219 Post Office : secrecy violated, if.

Pondioherry : besieged in 1748, 70, iv. 148 ; frauds by franking
ii. 37; again besieged (1760) letter_, v. 296 ; revenue in
and captured, 427 1790, vi. 63

Poniatowski, Stanislaus (King of Potem_u (leader of Russian
Poland), vL 488 political party), v. 63, vL 75,

Poor-laws, Poor-rates, iL 203 - 89, 151, 180
Pope, Alexander: his lines on Potoeki, Count (Polish envoy to.

Walpole, L 385 ; character of Berlin, 1792), vii. 108
his poetry, vii. 180 s_ff. Pownal], Governor, iv. 200

Population : howcomputedbefore Prague, battle of (Austrians and
1801, i. 245 ; statistics, 245 sq. ; Prussians), ii. 405
rapid increase of colonial Pratt, Chief Justice : decisions in
population, iv. 1, 6 ; and of favour of Wilkes, iii. 253. Sea
English, 1750-1800, vii. 258 Camden

Porcelain : English passion for, Presbyterlans, Irish: in America
due to Queen Mary, if. 158 prominent opponents of Eng-

Por_eous, Captain, murder of,il, land, iv. 21, v. 17
324 Prescott, Colonel (American) :

Perteous riots, fi. 113, 324 battle of Bunker's Hill, iv. 203
Porteu_, Bishop : promoter of Press, the : Tory and Whig.

Act against Sunday amuse- treatment contrasted i. 4_
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greatdisseminationofpolitical as a cause of depopulation,
pamphlets temp. Anne, 75 ; vii. 254
subsidised by Walpole, ii. 150 ; Priesfley, Dr. (Dissenter) : ha_red
growth of influence, 151, iii. of Established Church, vi. 8;
441 ; doctrine of libel, _b. ; work on ' Corruptions of Chris-
changed character of news- tianity,' 29; joy at French
papers temp. George III., 445 ; Revolution, 473 ; his house,
' Letters of Junius,' 447 s_. ; &c., destroyed by a mob, ib. ;
establishment of important driven to take refuge in
newspapers, 476 ; right of America, 474 ; made a French
parliamentary reporting, _b. ; citizen, vii. 73
prosecution of printers, 477; Prime Minister: use of title, v.
conflict between Lord Mayor of 283 ; North declared it un-
London and the House of knowntotheConstitution, ib.
Commons, 479 ; riots, 482 ; Prisons : atrocious treatment
triumph of press, 488; esti- in (1729), li. 127 s_.; condi-
mate of its influence, 483 s_ff. ; tion of English (1773-90), vii.
its methods, 484 ; weight at- 327 s_. ; many gaols private
tached to anonymous writing, property, 328; no discipline,
486; mischief wrought by a 329; gaol fever, 332; chap-
corrupt press, 487; services lains appointed, B33; treat-
rendered by the press under ment of debtors, ib. ¢J_e aZso
George III., 488 Howard, John ; Nefld, James ;

Press-gangs, iL 133, iii. 74, iv. Oglethorpe
340 sq_. Privateers : American, iv. 233 ;

Preston, siege of,in rebellion ot merchants speculated in priva-
1715, i. 268 reefing, 373 ; English priva-

Preston Pans, battle of, in rebel- teers, 472, v. 80; regulations
lion of 1745, ii. '29 about privateering, v. 808

Pretender, the. See James, Privilege of Parliament, ii. _1.
Prince of Wales. iii. 488

Pretender, Young (Prince Privy Council, v. 384 s_.
Charles) : lands in Scotland, Privy Seal, iii. 297
li. 28 ; invades England, 29 ; Probate and legacy duties intro-
successes, ib. ; crushed, 30 ; dueed, v. 300
promised to restore Scotch Proprietary colonies : their char-
Parliament, 309; designated ters and organisation, il.233p
Scotch bishops, 313 246

Price, Dr. (Noneonform/st minis- ' Protected Ministers ' (S0otland),
ter) : defender of American li, 287
cause in ]_ngland, iv. _34; Protestants, French: persecution
writings on national debt, v. of, vi. 191, 2B8; marriages
322, 324; eulogiser of French invalid, 193; obtain rights of
_evolution. vi. 8 ; sermon citizel_ship, 193, 321
before the 'RevolutionSociety,' Protestant succession, i. 5, 4_
B73 ; denounced enclosures Provence, Comte de, vi. 496, 509
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8Provincial S_ates' (France),vl. alliance with Austria, 182;
274,298, 312, 823 policy in 1790, 485 ; guaran-

Provost of Edinburgh : civil tees integrity of Poland, 491 ;
disabilities inflicted on (1736), question of Dantzlg and
ii. 324 Thorn, 491 sqq. ; approves new

Prussia : royal title of sovereign Pohsh Constitution, 495 ; Aus-
recognised, i. 153 ; confedera- trian alliance formed, 505;
tion with France and England, secret ambitions, 506 ; aoqui-
408; claims to Juliers and sition of /ffargravates of Ans-
Berg, 408,458, vi. 497, 507; to pach and Baireuth, 557;
part of Silesia, i.459; aequi- ascendency after death of
sitions, ii. 2 s_. ; military skill Leopold, 558 ; war with Prance
of soldiers, 140 ; attacked (see Coalition} ; treatment of
simultaneously by trench, Poland, vii. 108; projects for
t_ussians, Austrians, and partition, 110 ; invasion, 113 ;
Swedes, 410 ; victories of explanation to England, 115
l_ossbaeh and Leuthen, 411 ; Public-houses : restrictions onp
campaign of 1758, 413 sq_. ; in 1751-53, ii. 104
of 1759, 430 s_. ; of 1760, Pub:Lie opinion: influence on
433 sg_. ; invades Holland Parliament, ii. 69
(1787), v. 859; alliance with Pulaski, Count (a Pole}: in
Englandandl_etherlands,361; army of Washington, iv. 417,
German Confederation, 363 ; 469 ; death, v. 18
triple alliance (1788), vi. 95; Pulpit oratory: change in, just
ambitious designs, 99; hopes before the l_evolution, i.
to restore Galicia to Poland and 105
obtain Dantzig and Thorn, 102; Pulteney,_illiam (Earl of Bath) :
l_roposes to assist Turks, 103 ; denunciation of national debt
•lesigns on Flanders, 104; (1736), i. 396; his character
proposals to England, 105; and career, 438; attacks on
warlike disposition, 112; defini- Walpole in the ' Craftsman,'
tire proposals, 116 ; alliance 439 ; lost popularity by accept-
with Turkey signed but not ing peerage, 468; urged ira-
ratified, 123 ; alliance with Pc- peachment of Walpole, 470 ;
land, 124; Prussian proposals said _o have shortened his
censured by England, 128 ; life by hard drinking, il. 100 ;
alienation, 130; treaty with on standing armies, 147 sq.;
Turkey ratified, 134 ; Prussia his eonneetionwith Methodism,
abandons her designs, 137 ; iii. 122 ; his 'SeasonableHSnts,'
Peace of Sistova, ib.; sub- 181 s_.
sidy to Sweden, 146; nego- Purcell, Henry, musical com_
tiations for peace be_-wsen poser, ii. 169
Russia and Turkey, 151 ; Puritans, Puritanism : reaction
question about Oczakow, 151 against after Restoration, i.
8_. ; alliance with England 10 ; revived in Ame1%an
practically end_, 181; close Qolonics, ii. 249; stern laws
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against social sins and amuse- R
ments, 250 ; encouragement
of education, 251 ; opporAtion Rack-rents : rise of, in Scotland,
to Quebec Act, iv. 169 ]l. 315

Pynsent, Sir W. : legacy to Eadicalism, English : causes that
Pitt (Chatham), iii. 306 led to its birth (1769), ill.

372 sq. ; regards members of
Parliament as delegates, 375 ;
effects on Whigs and Tories,

Q 375 s_q.
t_amil]_ies, battle of : ruined

Quadruple Alliance (Austria, French cause in Spanish
F_ngland,France, Holland), i. Netherlands, i. 54
298 s_., 307 _amsay, Allan: abortive attempt

Quakers: exemptions under to promote dramatic taste in
Toleration Act, i. 253; peeu- Scotland, if. 189; set up the
liar tenets, 255; temporary first circulating library there,
permission of affirmation, 834 ; assailed pretensions of
256 ; tithes, 257, 825 ; marri- the clergy, 836
ages excepted from Hard- F.andon de Lucenay: French
wioke's Act, if. 118 ; modified revolutionary emissary _e Lon-
views as to war (in PennsyL don, vii. 61
vania), iv. 21 ; righteous deal- l_astadt, Peace of (between
ing _rith Indians, 37 ; disliked France and . ]_mperor of
the revolution in Americu, Germany), i. 155,287
226; English Quakers strong _awdon, Lord (afterwards Lord
opponents of slave trade, vii. Moira) : in command in South
860 ; American, less inflexible, Carolina, v. 105
ib. ; society for abolishing the l_aymond, Lord (Lord Chief
traffic, 367 ;lustice, 1730), if. 138

Quebec: siege (1775), iv. 215; l_aynal: denunciation of events
Act (Constitution of Canada), of French Revolution, vi. 195
iv. 168, 299, v. 187_ 192, vi. Rebeliionof1715,i. 264,266s_ff.;
439 sgq. of 1745, if. 28 sqq., 88

Quesnay (leader 0£ French Eoo- Reformation, the: effect upon
nomists) : his principles in skilled artisans, i. 234
polities, vi. 271 Beform--Parliamentary : Sep-

Quesnel (Jansenist) : works con- tennial Act, i. 6, 15 ; extent of
demned by Bull 'Unigenitus/ corrupt influence under first
vi. 216 two Georges, iii. 368; statis-

Quesnoy: besieged by Prince tics, 369; the nabobs, ibo;
Eugene, i. 139; surrender, costs of election, 370 ; boroughs
141 set up for sale, 371; in-

"Questlonpr_paratoire,',QueBfion equalities of representaidon,
pr_alable' (France) : meaning $72 ; birth of English Radical-
of the terms, vi. 328 n. ism, ib. ; agitation for Reform.
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_73 ; ' delegates,' 375 ; attitude opinion, 421 ; of classes" and
of Whigs, ib. ; of Tories, 376 ; interests, 424 ; conflicting aims
views of Chatham, 378 ; of of government, 427
Burke, 407 s_q. ; reform not Republican spirit, rise of, in
unconstitutional, 428 : dangers Walpole's time, i, 466. See
tu constitutional government in a/so England--Effects of
18th and 19th centuries, 431 ; French Revolutdon on Politics
Pitt's motion (1782), v. 148; _evenue: amount, v. 202 eft.;
his resolutions (1783), 222; frauds by smuggling and on
hisReform Bill (1785),386.-- Post Office, 295 _q.
Economical : Bm'ke's scheme, 1Revenue officers : right of voting,
v. 142.--Reform in Scotland ill. 437, v. 99; disfranchised,
after 1745, iL 97.-English 142
reforming spirit, vii. 347 8q!/. Revolution--English: remoter

1Refugees : indus_y, i. 234: s_. causes, i. 7 ; immediate causes,
"Regency caps ' (political head- 11 egg. ; legislative changes

dress of ladies, 1788), v. 441 effec_ed, 15 ; aristocratic cha-
:Regency question (1788), v. 880 racter, 19; Continental com-

sgq., 396 sq_., 429 phcations resulting from, 28 ;
Regium Donum (to Dissenting influence on taste, ii. 158.-

ministers,), i. 114 ]French : see ]France
Regrators' (monopolisers of Revolution Society (London), vi.

provisions for sale), vii. 304 373 sq., 434
1Reichenbach, Convention of l_eynolds, Sir Joshua: admira-

(Austria, 1790), vi. 136 tion for Rurke, vl. 470 ; eha-
_eign of Terror (]France), events raeter of his painting, vii.

of, vi. 454, vii. 35, 39, 43 sff. 207
l_einhard (Secretary of French l_ichardson's works: tended to

Legation in London), vii. 159, refine tone of society, ii. 155
161 Ricbxnond (America): Enghsh

l_eligion: low tone (England) devastationsin 1781,v. 107
under firsttwo Georges, ii.84 t%ictmaond, Du]_e Of (Whig) :

Religious fanaticism, decline of, desired surrender of American
in Europe, ii. 227 ; fierce in colonies, iv. 353 ; in ]Rocking-
American colonies, 231 ham's second ministry, v. 129 ;

f_eligious legislation, province of, desired universal suffrage, 180 ;
vL 14 severed connection with ]Fox,

Behgious revival. See England 169 ; in Pitt's rn_,i_try (1784),
--rehgious 241 ; his unpopularity, 303

l_eligious Societies founded, vii. Rhode Island: privateers fitted
358 out from, iv. 373; combined

Reporting, parliamentary, history French an_ American attempt
of, iL55 _q_[. to capture, 468

l_epresentative government : con- l_igby: confidential follower of
dltlon_ and objects, iii. 419 ; Duke of Bedford, ill. 208
representation of !oropcr_yan_ Right of search (naval) : diffcul-
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ties arising from its exercise, caused Voltaire's hnprison-
i. 449, 452 . ment, vi. 186

Ripperda (Dutch adventurer), i. Roland (Girondin French Min.
406, 410 later of Lewis XVL), vii. 25

Robespierre : denounced war Rolle, Mr. (hero of ' i_.olliad '), v.
policy of Republic, vi. 69 ; in 372 sg., 440
the States-General, 351 Romaine, l_ev. Wm. : caa'eer as

Robinson, Bishop : Privy Seal-- Evangelist (1748), iii. 132 sq_.
last clergyman to hold political ttomney (artist), vii. 207
office, i. 99 Rose, George, v. 135

Robinson, Mrs. ('Perdita'), v. l_ossbach, battle of (defeat of
364 Frenchand Germans by Prus-

' Robinsons ' (umbrellas), vii. 188 sians, 1757), ii. 411
Rochambeau, Count : commander Rotation of crops : system intro-

of French forces in American duced by Jethro Tull, vii. 241
war, v. 31, 33 s_., 109 ; ad- Roueoux, battle of : made French
vaneed money to Americans, masters of Austrian Net_mr-
119 sq. ; employed in raising lands, it. 33
rebellion in Austrian Nether* Rouquet (enamel painter), vii.
lands, vii. 3 206

Rochester, Earl of : Lord-Lieu- l_ousseau: on religious toleration,
tenant of Ireland (1702), i. vi. 88; rising influence, 240;
40 ' Contrat Social' : relation to

t_oekingham, Marquis of : first English speculation, lb. ; chief
ministry (1765), iii. 270 s!_. ; doctrines, 243 ; sovereign_y of
important measures carried, thepeople, 245, 254; criticisms
271 ; weakness, 272 ; attitude of, by Voltaire and Burke, 246 ;
of Pitt, 27_ ; fall of ministry, religion and education, 248 ;
277 ; overtures from Chatham, adaptation to French- ideas,
361 ; l_ockingham refuses lb. ; doctrine qualified, 252 ;
Fox's proposals of party fusion, right of property, 255 ; abso.
iv. 464 ; succeeds North, v. lutism of majorities, 256 ; uni-
125 ; hostility of King to his versal suffrage, 257 ; not con.
ministry, 125 _q. ; his policy, sciouely a revolutionist, 260 ;
127 ; colleagues, 128 ; serious dislike of violence, 261 ; advo-
di/_culties before them, 129 ; eaey of small States and local
influence of Shelburne, 131; patriotism, 261; approved of
measures proposed, 139 ; bull fights, 263 ; general eat[-
measures carried, 141 sq. ; mate of his writings, 263 sffq. ;
economic _eform, 148 ; arrears influence and sprea4 of hia
of civil list paid off, 145 ; dis- doctrines, 266 ; enthusiastic
sensionsin Cabinet,148; death, admiration, 270
164 Royal Aeademy founded, vii. 207

Rodney, Admiral Lord, v. 59 _qq., _.
77 _/., 98, 172, 174 _l_oyal George,' foundering of, vo

Rohan Ohabot, Chevalier de : 174
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Royal Society,the: clericalop- Ryswick, Pease of {between
position it encountered, iii. 6 France and England, 1697), i.
sq. 29, 36

Royal touch (for scrofula), i. 84
sqg., 276 sq. S

Russell, Lord John : character as
a statesman, v. 264 Sabbatarian leglsla_ion, See

Russia : alhanee with England Sunday
(1743), ii. 7 ; brought into Sacheverell, Dr. : account of
Netherlands war, 35 ; attacks sermons that caused his prose-
East Prussia, 406 ; invades cution, i. 63 s_. ; impeachment,
Pomerania, 413 ; defeat at 65 ; sldlful conduct of prose-
Zorudorf, 414 ; captures Frank- cution, 67 ; speeches ccnsidered
fort, 431 ; attitude towards as authentic expression cf the
England, v. 62; political VThig theory of the Constitu-
parties: Panin and Potemkin, tlon, 67 sq., vi. 448; strong
63 ; refuses to help Dutch, 81 1 popular feeling for Sachevercll,
offers to mediate in 1779, 88 ; i. 69 ; his suspension, lb. ;
aggression on Turkey, vi. 73 i triumphal progress into Shrop-
alliance of England, 76 ; par- shire, 70 ; mobs destroy Dis-
titicncf Poland,80 ; war with senters'placesof worship,71;
Turkey (1787), 86 ; successes, downfall of Whigs, 72
lb.; war with Sweden, 91; Sackville, Viscount. See Gcr-
navy strengthened, 92 ; Sweden maine, Lord George
defeated, 93 ; intervention of Sacramental test, profanation of,
Triple Alliance between Den- i. 317 s_.
mark and Sweden, 97 ; resent- Salt tax, i. 384
meiit of Russia, 98 ; renewal of ' Samson,' ii. 177
Swedish war, 146 ; peace with Sanctuary, right of, ii. 109
Sweden, 147 ; cession of Oc- Sandwich, Lord : notorious pro-
zakow demanded by allies, 151 ; fligate, friend of Wilkes, iii.
refused by Russia, 158; cap- 250, 253, 264; First Lord of
ture of Ismail, 164 ; designs Admiralty, 365 ; insults the
against India, 165 ; victories American army, iv. 190
over Turks {1791), 178 ; Peace Saragossa, battle of (Spanish
of Jassy (1792), 180 ; Russian defeat, 1710), i. 124
policy in 1790, 484; guarantees Saratoga Convention (capitu-
integrity of Poland, 490 ; lation of British army, 1777),
designs against that country, iv. 433 ; violated by Americans,
524 s_. ; ear_ied out, vii. 107 474
s_g.; proposes to England Sardinia: vicissitudes in 18th
concert on French affairs, century, i. 296, 414, ii. 6. 37 sq
128 Sattimungul : English defeated

Rutland, Duke of: in Shelbu_nc's by Tippoo Sahib (179). vi. 71
ministry (1782), v, 206; in Saturday holiday of Parliament
Pitt's (1783), 240 I, _84
VOL, VII. H
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S_v_nna_h, siege of, v. 18 528 ; opposed to war with
Savile, Sir George: Bill for _rance, 562; statements in

partial repeal of penal laws regard to Poland, vii. 107;
against Catholics, iv. 806; invasion and partition, 111
anti-Catholic riots in Scotland sq_.
followed its passing, 308 ; and Schuyler, General (Ameriean),iv.
Gordon riots in London, 309 214, 227, 367, 370, 430, v. 35
sgq. ; Savile's house destroyed, Scotland--Political : Scotch hoe-
S13 ; speech against parlia- tility to Union, i. 163; Union
mentary corruption, v. 148 developed industry, if. 291 ;

Savoy : vicissitudes in 18th provisions of treaty, 292 ; ques-
century, i. 127, 153, 289, 299, tion brought to an issue by
vii. 52 measures of Scotch Parlia-

Savoy, the: clergy claimed ment (1703), 294; desire of
righttoissue marriage heences, independence, 296 ; English
if. 125 measures of oencihation, ib. ;

Sawbridge, Alderman : annual preparations for crisis, 297 ;
motion for shortening Parlia- free trade the price of Union,
ments, v.98,223, 336 299 ; commereialprosperityfol-

Saxe, Marshal : in command of lowing, 300 ; linen trade, 801 ;
French against Frederick the comparison of Scotch and
Great, if. 19, 27, 32 Irish Unions, 302 s_. ; influ.

Saxony : political and military euees causing discontent after
events of 18th century, if. 25 Union, 806 ; Scotch peers with
s_., $68, 406, 414, vi. 491 English peerages, 307 ; malt

Searborough : favourite sea- tax, 308 ; Jacobitism strength.
bathing place in 1733, if. 199 ened by Union, 309 ; decrease

Scepticism, i. 310 _., 858, vi. of Gaelic tongue, S10;measures
188, 190 s_., 222 against _.piseopatians, 313 ;

Scheldt : French opening of, in growth of loyalty and industry,
violation of treaty rights, vii. 315; effects of overthrow oi
85, 88 clan system, 816; improve-

Sehleswig : conquered by Den- ment in agriculture and man-
mark, i. 268 ;Danish indebted- hers, 317 ; absence of beggars,
hess to Russia for the posses- 319 ; effects of legislation upon
sion, vi. 94 the national character, 820 ;

Schools : charity schools esta- remains of serfdom, B28 ;
bliahed under Anne, iil. 32 ; parliamentary corruption, ib. ;
Sunday schools, 115, vii. 356. murder of Captain Porteous,
So, Education 824; general aspect of the

Schfitz (Hanoverian ambas- people, 326
sador to England}, L 193 Scotland--Soclal : /_'/gh/ands :

Sahulenburg, Count (Prussian despotism of chiefs, iL 255;
minister): designs on Alsace barbarous vices of people,
and Lorraine, vi. 506 s_/. ; 257 ; predatory habits, 258;
policy towards Poland, 526, eattle-liftln_ 259 ; impotence
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of law, 260; abjee_ poverty, good, il. 327 sq_. ; witchcraft0
261 sq. ; superstitions, 263 ; 830 ; fanatical extravagances,
pagan practices, 264 ; illus- 333 ; Kirk Session spies, 835 ;
trations of Highland fidelity, arrogant and imperious claims,
285 ; military qualities of 336 ; gradual weakening of
Scotchmen, 268 ; Highland Church despotism, ib.--Catho-
hospitality, 269 ; influence of lles in Scotland, i. 357, iv. 307
Inverness and Aberdeen, 270 _., vi. 46
.s_[q.; effect of parish schools Scotland: reforms after 1745, il.
m spreading the English 97; riots against malt tax,
tongue, 810 ; roads made, 311 ; 113 ; clandestine marriages,
Disarming Act, ib. ; lowered 126 ; landscape - gardening,
position of chiefs, 312 ; aboli- 160 ; cock - fighting, 197 ;
tion of national dress, 313; l_ethodism, iii. 110; English
measures against Episeopa- antipathy to the nationality,
lians, _b. ; formation of High- 217 ; venality of Scotehmen in
land regiments, 315 ; rack- England, 218 ; Toryism of
rents, 815 sq. Scotch writers, 221 ; anti

Scotland--Social : LowZar_ds : Catholic riots, iv. 308; opln.
miserable condition of people, ion on American question
if. 276; religious persecution, (1775-76), 338; forfeited
277 ; abject poverty, 278 ; estates restored, v. 351
vagran_beggars,279; remedial Scott, Sir John (Lord Eldon):
measures, 280 ; establishment Solicitor-General, v. 415
of Kirk, ib. ; parish schools, Seriblerus Club, if. 127
282 ; education, 283 s_. ; Act Sculpture, English, if. 168, vii.
of Toleration, 286 s_q.; Epis- 210
copalians after Revolution, 287 Scrutiny of election irregulari-
s_g. ; discontent of Presby- ties, v. 333, 335
terians, 289 ; __bjuration oath, Sea-bathing : general popularity
291 ; development of indus- after 1753, li. 199
trial life, ib. ; commercial Sea_orth, Lord, in rebellion of
clauses of the Union, 293 ; 1715, i. 268
gradual infusion of English Seeker, Archbishop, i. 105, 119
ideas, 336 ; manners in family Secret service money: spent on
life, 837 ; wages, lb. ; social bribery, i. 429 ; itsexpenditure
intercourse, 838; change of only accounted for to King,
manners, 339 ; amusements, 434
lb. ; extravagant dissipation Sedan chairs, if. 214
beneath external decorum, Sedition in England, vi. 25, 69
340; virtues due rather to sq_.
industrial habits than to thee- Seminaries, Dissenters' • Schism
logical influence, 342 ; High- Act designed to suppress them,
land influenoe, 8_3 i. 118

Scotland--Religious : _he Kirk's Senesino (Italian singer) : quarrel
influence for evil as well as for with Handel, if. 171

HK2
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Sepoys : fighting under Cqlve, ii. unpopularity of his ministry
420; under Hyder All, iv. 205; coalition of North and
274 ; under Waxren Hastings, Fox, 208 ; resignation, 218.
v.86 See Lansdowne, Marquis of

September massacres (French Sheridan, Richard B. : member
Revolution), vii. 45 for Star[oral (1780), v. 99 ; first

Serfdom, ft. 328, vi. 196, 208 sg. speech in House, 146 ; in
Seringapatam : besieged by Coalition Ministry, 221 ;

English (1792), vi. 71 ridiculed Pitt's financial eco-
Servants : English, ii. 218 sq_.; notnies, 301 ; ' explanation' of

Scoteh, SB7 Fox's denial of Prince of
Seven Years' War. _ee Frederick Walcs's marriage, 375, aseend-

t.he Great ; Maria Theresa ency w_th Prince, 881 ; nego-
_vign_, Mine. de, i. 235 tiations with Thurlow, ib. ;
Seville, Treaty of (between Spain speeches in Regency debates,

and Germany, 1728), i. 412 408, 482 ; relations with
Shadwell's ' Miser,' it. 179 sq. Chauvelin, vii. 124
Shakespeare's plays, revival of Sheriffmuix, battle of (rebellion

(1737}, ii. 185 of 1715), i. 268
' Shakspearian Club,' the (1740), Shippen, Miss (Mrs. B. Arnold 1,

ii. 186 iv. 467, v. 89, 52
Sharp, Granville: founded Shlppen, Mr., Jacobite member

colony of Sierra Leone for of Parliament, i. 487, 445,
freed negroes, vii. 376 468, 466

Sheep : barbarous method of Shippen, Sergeant : died of gaol
removing their wool, ii. 268 fever (1780), it. 130

Shelburne, Earl of (afterwards Shorehamfreemendisfranchised,
MarquisofLansdowne) :quarrel iii, 371
with Lord Holland, lit. 282 ; Shorter, Sir John (a Dissenter),
leavesGren_ille'sministry,26_ ; Lord Mayor of Londonj i. 116
expelled from Chatham's, 328 ; Shrewsbury, Duke of (1700) :
placed ove_ American affairs disgust at life of a statesman,
in Chatham's, iv. 105; in i. 72; made Lord Chamber-
t_ockingham's (1782), v. 128; laln, ib. ; sent as ambassador
position and character, 131 ; to Paris, 208 : LordLieutenant
free-trader, 132 ; unpopu- of Ireland, ib. ; great par_
larity, 184 sqq. ; denounces played by him at the death
'King's friends,' 137; dis- of Anne, 204 s_.; Lord
sension with Fox, 140; coo- Chambsrla'm under George L,
heroical reform, 144; negofi- 210
ations with Fra_l_n, 152 Sicily : vicissitudes in 18th
s_q. ; Prime Minister, 165 ; century_ L 154, 298, 304
colleagues, 169 ; peace negoti. Sierra Leone : founded as colony
ations, 185 s_. ; ready to cede for freed negroes, vii. 376 ;
Gibraltar, 199 ; treatment of devastated by French. _b
American loyalists, 200 s_. ; Siey_s, hbb6 ; work in _vour of
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_ommons (France), vi. 334, him, v. B02, 304 _., 805;
847; sat in third order in his account of French roads,
States-General, 550 vii. 227 n.; his system of

Silesia: claims of Prussia to, i. political economy, 307 ; on
460 s_/. ; ceded by Austria at the legitimate functions of
Aix-la-Chapelle, ii. B8 . Government, 309

Sinecures : English, v. 291, 293 ; Smuggling, ii. 113, iv. 38, 47, 54,
number in the Customs, 298 ; 118, v. 295, 298 sq., 310
French, vi. 289 Sobieski : state of Poland after

Sinking _unds, vi, 820, 822 sq_/., his death, vi. 487
vfi. _ Society : English and Continen-

Sisters, Peace of (between tel contrasted (1757), il. 91:
Austria and Turkey, 1791), vi. theory of society : social con-
137 tract, vi. 22, 240; l_rench so-

Six Nations (1ndlans) : theix cialism, 412 ; _rench Revehi-
country reduced to a desert by _ion not socialistic, 414
Americans (1779), v. 15 q. Societies : Promotion of Chris-

' Skinners' (American banditti, tian Knowledge, ili. 32, 105 ;
1780), v. 31 Propagation of Gospel, 32, iv.

Slatina, battle of (defeat of 37; for reformation of man-
Austrians by Turks), vi. 88 - nets, ill. 33 s_/., vi. 13 ; Sup.

Slave trade : Chatham's policy to porters of Bill of Rights, 373 ;
develop, ii. 134; statistics in Constitutional Society, 374;
18th century, 244 ; encouraged for promotion of art, vli. 207 ;
by home Government after for abolition of slave trade,
Peace of Utrecht, 246; 1)ublio 367
opinion, 247 ; scruples as to Somerset House built, vii. 209
baptised slaves, 248 ; Pitt's Sophia, Eleetxess, i. 48, 194
position towards the trade, v. Southampton, Lord: his part in
341; great extent of English the Fitzherbert marriage, v.
dealing, $42. Se_ a_so Wilber- 367
force a_d England, Social.-- South Sea Company : established
Introduction of slaves into by Harley, i. 248; its object_
America, ii. 242 ; treatment, 371 8_/_, ; Fund, v. 320
245 ; first introduced by Spain : favours expedition of'
Dutch, 246 ; in Virginia, iv. 27 ; William of Orange, i. 25 ; dis.
regiment of slaves, 474 puted succession to Spanish

Sloane collection purchased by Crown, 29 sq. _ death and will
public lottery, ii. 157 of Charles IL, 31; accession

Smalridge, Bishop, i. 265 of Philip, Duke of Anjou, 33 ;
Smelting iron: discovery of the events of the war that ensued..

process, vii.272 33, 44, 48, 54, 56 ; results, 122_
Smith, Adam : his ' Wealth of sqq. ; cost, 125 ; Italiandomin-

Nations,' iv. 156 sgq. ; on :East ions affected, 154 ; Infants
India Company, 276 ; much of betrothed _o Lewis XV., 405 ;_
Pitt's finance was learnt from alliance with Austria, 406 ;-
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dispute with England about Stall, de, Mine., vi. 807
New World, 449 ; the Family Btaffordshlre : souxee of its
Compact, 450 ; right of search wealth, vii. 271
(naval), 451; convention _ith Stage-coaches, vi. 18, vii. 224
England, 453; war declared s_/.
by England, 454; expedition Stair, Earl of: commander of
against Austrian dominions In British army in Flanders
Italy, 462 ; influence in Italy, (1742), ii. 8
ii. 6 ; capture of Milan, 27 ; Stamp Act (America), iv. 68 sq_/.
decadence of Spain as colonial Standing armies :growth, ii. 138 ;
Powe_, 252 ; war with England attempts to reduce, 144
(1762), iii. 203 ; Peace of Paris, Stanhope, General (a_erwards
209 s_. ; intrigues with France first Earl) : surrender of a Brit-
against England (I764-5), iv. ish army at Rrihuega, i. 125;
106 ; joins _rance in aiding his Peerage Bill, 230; negoti-
America, 411 ; takes par_ with ated treaty with l_-t_auee(1716-
America, v. 6 ; declares war 17), 286 ; suggested restoration
against England, _b.; expedl- of Gibraltar to Spain, 800 ; en-
tions in 1779, 18; siege of deavour to repeal Test Act,
Gibraltar, 60, 75 sq.; expedi- 321; sought to mitigate the
tion against West Florida, 82 ; penal laws against Catholics,
in conjanetion _ith France 356 ; in ministry with Sunder-
against Minorca, 83; ncgotia- land, 369; made earl, 870;
tions for peace, 88 ; capture of South Sea project, 870 s_. ;
Bahamas, 174; last effort to death, 874
take Gibraltar, 175 ; articles of Stanislaus, King of Poland : de-
peace (1782), 185 sqq ; diffi- throns_t by Russians, eleet_dby
culty _rlth England about Poles, i. 418 s_.
l_oo_ka Sound, vi. 67 ; coflven- Staremberg, General (Austrla.n) :
_on with England, 69; alarm in wine of Spanish succession,
at French Revolution, 532 i.125

Spinning : a great domestic in- Starvation, deaths by_ inpri_ons,
dnstry in England, vii. 267 ; by ii. 181
machinery, 267 s_. State insurance system snggested

Spires : captured by General (1792), vii. 264
Custine, _ii. $8 State trials, i. 9

Spirits, British : regulation of Statesmen : characteristics of
right of making, ii. 101 sq. ; modern, v. 261; HOrace Wal-
quanti_ies distilled, 1714-35, pole's opinion of first quality
ib. ; illicit stills and ginshops, of a Prime Minister, 261 s_. ;
103 ; regulation of licences, 104 endowments needed by a states-

Spitalfields weavers' riots, il. 113, man in a free eounCry differ
iii. 325 widely from onein a despotism,

Squire, the counl_,y: Grose's de- 262 ; comparison of Walpole,
seription of his manner of li_e, Chatham, Peel, and Lord John
vll. 218 s_. Russell, 26_ ; combination of
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¢[azzling attributes in William Stuart, ]Hr., Lord l_ayor of Lon-
Pitt, 264 don (1721),i. 815

St. Christopher (island), i. 136 St. Vincent, Cape, battle of, v.
St. Clair, General (American), v. 62

85 St. Vincent (island), iv. 471
St. David, Fort (Hindostan), it. St. Winlfred's Well: Catholic

424 pilgrimages to in 1722, i. 353
St. Domingo,negro insurrection, Sudermania, Duke o_ (Swedish

vi. 522, vii. 2 admiral), vi. 147
Steam-engine, invention of, vii. Suffrage : English and American

276 theory, _i. 259
Steele, R_ohard, i. 186, 281 Sugar trade, il.255, iv. 42, 53
St. _.fienne, l_abaut de (historian Sullivan, General (American) :

of l_atlonal Assembly), guillo- attack on l_hode Island, iv.
tined, vi. 351 468 ; expedition against Six

Steuben, General (American), iv. Nations (Indians), v. 15; re-
417, v. 48, 107, 114 signatien of commission, 35

St. Eustatius : captured by Eng- Sumatra : captured by English
lish from Dutch, v. 76, 79, from Dutch, v. 80
123 Sumpter, General (American):

St. George's Fields (London), riot in command in South Carp-
in (1768), ill. 321 lina, v. 22 s_q.

St. Ginier, M. : scheme for Rus- Sunday--observance : Puritan
sian invasion of India, vi. 165 legislation in Amerisa, it. 250 ;

Stillingfleet, Bishop, i. 104, 106 observance in Scotland, 334,
Stirling, Earl of (so called) : skil- 339 ; in England in 18_h een-

ful use. of American paper tury, iii.15sffff.,vi. 12 ;proposed
money, iv. 398 training of militia on Sundays,

St. James's Park : laid out by Le iii. 16 ; .amusements, 17, vi. 12
NStre, il. 158 ; Queen Caroline's s_. ; influence of the Evangeli-
desire ¢o make it a royal gar- cal movemenl on, iii. 153.-
den, 217 ' Sunday Monitor,' first Sunday

St. John. Se_ Bolingbroke, Vis- paper, ill. 476.--l_oposed tax
count on Sunday papers, vl. 13.--

St.Lucia: taken by English from Sunday schools established,
French (1778), iv. 470 iii. 115, vii. 356

Stock-jobbers dealing in seats in Sunderland, Lord : political post.
Parliament, i. 429 tion and character, i. 367 s_. ;

Stormont, Lord, v. 216, vL 450 gained complete confidence of
Stourton, Lord: story of the King (1716), 869; First Lord

Fi¢zherbert man, age, v. 367, of Treasury, 870; South Sea
374 scheme drove him from office,

St. Pierre, Bernardln de : on roll- 375
glous tolerance, vi.B7 Superstitions, Highland, it. 263

Struensee, Count : relations with s_.
Queen of Denmark, iv. 248 Supply and demand, law of :
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imperfectly applicable to things Taxation and Taxes : taxation
of the mlnd, it. 72 ; hasty gene- and representation, iv. 75 ;
raitsation on the law, 74 America revolts against Stamp

Surajah Dowlah, iL 367, 419 s_. Act, 80 ; arguments for taxa-
Suwarrow, General : defence of tion of America, 86 sqq. ;

the mouths of the Dnieper, vi. Chatham's arguments against,
86 ; capture of Ismail, 16_t 89 s_.--Amount of annual

Swcaborg, vi. 93, 139 revenue from taxes, v. 295;
Sweden : retrospect of Swedish Pitt's rearrangemQnt of duties,

history : revolution of 1772, vi. 299 s_. ; taxes in Budgets of
89 s_.; war with Russia, 91 ; 1791-92, vi. 61.--Taxes in
defeat, 92 ; Denmark declares l_ranee, 214, 279 ; unjust taxa-
war, 94 ; intervention of Triple tlon, 283 sqq. ; arbitrary eye-
Alliance, 97; enthusiasm for tern, 285; reforms: Turgot's
Gustavus, 142; Diet of 1789, schemes, 293
lb. ; opposition of nobles, lb. _ Tea : early use among poorest
King works a second revolutlon classes in Lowlands, it. 818;
1435 renewal of war in l_in duty upon, iv. 1335 object of
land, 145 ; naval battles in maintaining it, 134 s_q. ; an-
1790, 147; Peace of Warela, nual consumption of tea in
150 Pitt's time, v. 296

Swift, Dean : on clerloal Jacobit- Temple Bar : heads of rebels on
ism, i. 91 n. ; on poverty of (1745), it. 134
clergy, 95 ; libels against Temple, (first) Earl: Privy Seal
Whigs, 152 ; character, 196; in Coalition Ministry (1757),
position in Tory party, 197 ; it. 375; brother-in-law of Pitt
policy, 198; on sacramental (Chatham), iii. 184; supports
test, 319 ; religious opinions, Pitt's war policy, 197 ; resigns
iii. 12 ; favoured annual Par- With him (1761), ib. ; allied
liaments, 376 ; other political with him rather than _vlth his
opinions, _b. brother (George Grenville),

Sydney, Lord: Secretary o_ 239; offices held by Temple,
State in Pitt's ministry, v. 240, ib. ; personal and political
303 character, ib.; paid V?ilkes's

law expenses, 257; Pitt quar.
T rels with Temple, 296 ; Temple

gave Wilkes freehold qualifica-
Taille (French tax), _i. 284, 286, tlon for his seat in Parliament,

297 317
Tallemand, Abb_, i. 235 Temple, (second Earl, created
Talleyrand : mission to England Marquess of Buckingham in

(1792), vii. 8 ; afterwards came 1784) : position at disruption
to Y.ngland for safety, 59 of _Wnigs, v. 169 ; on Yox's

Tarletcn, Colonel : in command position then, 170 ; medium
in South Carolina, v. 22, 24 ; of King's interference with
at battle of Cewpens, 103 Commons, 238 ; aceepted office
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in Pitt'sministry,but immedi- senta_ion,335. _eea_sol_ranco
ately resigned (1788), 240 --States-General

_?enoin, Cardinal : successor of Thurlow: Attorney-General, iii.
Cardinal Fieury (France), ii. 365; character and policy, iv.
17 465 ; Lord Chancellor, 466 ; in

Tenison, Archbishop : on oondi- Rockingham's ministry, v. 128,
tion of curates in 1713, i. 95 140 ; opposition to Fox's India

Ternay, Admiral de : commander Bill, 235 ; Pitt's Chancellor,
of French fleet in American 240 ; relations with Pi_t, 288,
war (1780), v. 30, 33 303 ; treachery to him, 381 ;

Teschen, Peace of (after war of relations with Prince of Wales
Bavarian succession), v. 88 and Sheridan, 382 ; declaration

Theatre : riots in London against for the King, 415 ; effusive
employment of French actors loyalty, 416 ; continued friend-
(1738), iL 118; immorality ship with Prince of Wales,
after the Restoration, 178; 418
masks prohibited in, ib. ; in. Tickets of confession (France),
ferior to the French stage in vi. 214, 219
decorum, 179 ; vehicle of poll- Ticonderoga: captured by Ameri-
tlcal satire, 181 ; the licensing cans, iv. 214 ; retaken by
Act of 17_7, 182 ; low theatri. English, 429, 433
cal taste, 183; revival of Tight-lacing, temp. George HI.,
Shakespeare, 185 ; Garrle_, vii. 186
185 s_. ; denunciation of Tillotson, Bishop : popular
plays, 190; first theatre in preacher, i. 104; Latltudina-
Edinburgh, 839 ; the golden age rian, 106 ; calumnies and in-
of Enghsh theatre, vii. 201 ; vectives against him, 110
patents for Theatres Royal in Tippoo Sahib (son of Hyder Ali),
provincial towns, 202; troth v. 88; courage and military
of the provincial theatre, 208 ability, vi. 70 ; defeated by

Thionville : besieged by Coa[i. English (1792}, 71
tion (1792), _rii. 42 ; blockade Tithes--England : difficulties
raised, 52 with Quakers, i. 256, 325.--

Third Order (Tiers Etat), vi. 883 France : disliked by the people,
s_., 348, 427 el. 279

Thorn (Poland) : Prussia desires Tobacco : value of crops exported
possessionj vi. 102, 168, 492, from Virginia and _aryland,
560 1758-70, iv. 25, 27; regula-

Three Estates of Realm : mean- tions of export, 431 taxation,
ing of _he phrase, v. 888 _. 63 ; transferred from Customs

_nree Orders (l_r_nce) : Turgot'a to Excise, vi. 62
treatment of old system of Tobago: captured by French
States-General, vi. 298; Ca. (1781), v. 81; formally ceded
lonns's (the l_otahles), 810 ; after American _var, 186
Brienne's_ 311 s_. ; Necker's, Tolerance, religious : benefits re-
._33 s_. ; proportion of repro- sulting from its practice, L
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236;especiallyin England by bite failure,378 ; revival,
reception of foreign refugees, iii. 176, 180 ; aversion to Con-
237 s_.; theorms of Locke tinental wars, 191; advocacy
and Warburton, vi. 19 _qq. ; of of reform, 376 ; party divided
Paley, 22 ; spread of toleration on religious liberty (1771-70),
through Europe, 203 iv. 299 ; whole body supported

Tomline, B_shop : accuses _ox anti-American policy, 348 ;
of secret negotiations with proportion of Tories in coali-
Catherine II., vi. 179 tiou (1783) ministry, v. 216 ;

Torgau, battle of (defeat of influence ofFrenchRevohition
Austrians by Prussians, 1760), on Toryism, vii. 178; Tories
ii. 485 eJ_ected emancipation of indus-

Tories : prolonged ascendency, i. try from medieval and Tudor
1; party for a time Jacobite, restrictions, 305
3 ; principles contrasted with Toulon : failure of siege of (1707),
those of Whigs, ib. ; jealousy i. 12t_ escape of blockaded
of press, 4 ; treatment of Ca- French and Spanish fleets
tholics, 5 ; parliamentary re- from (1744), ii. 18
formers, 6; position at Revo- Townshend, Charles: in Rock-
lution, 12 s_. ; origin of name ingham ministry, iii. 273 ;
' Tory,' 21 ; complaints about intrigues against Chatham,
some results of Revolution, 28 ; 304 ; Pitt's Chancellor of
hostility to William HI., 31, Exchequer, iv. 105; deelara-
33 ; triumph on Anne's aeees- tionontaxationofAmerica,107;
sion, 38 ; dissensions, 41 ; loss suspends New York Assembly,
of Queen's favour, 52 ; Sachev- 110 ; establishes a new Board
erell, 63 s_. ; defeat of Whigs of Customs and new taxes for
(1710), 73 ; Church legislation, America, i5. ; review of his
112 s_g. _ foreign policy, 128 ; policy, 111 s_. ; reception of his
treatmentof Marlborough,142 ; measures in America, 113 ;
character of leaders, 160 ; death, ll5 ;character,lb.; peeu-
policy regarding succession, niary results of his American
164 ; Jacobite intrigues, 165 ; taxation, 125 ; repeal of all
Tories displaced by Whigs the taxes except f_hat on tea,
(1714), 209; National Debt 125, 132
chiefly created by Tories, Townshend, Thomas : Home and
396 ; party reinforced by Colonial Secretary in Shelburne
discontented Whigs, 437; ministry,v.169
position after Walpole's fall, Trade, i. 241 sq. ; tradesmen:
ii. 1 ; cessation of political habits, vii. 236 s_. _ amassed
rivalry (1748--54), 39 ; advo. large fortunes, 241
eacy of short Parliaments, 65 ; Transportation of criminals
confusion of party lines temp. convicts assigned to eontrae.
George I., 94 _ natural history tots for transportation, vii.
of Whig and Tory, 95 s_., 326; new system in 1786-"
change of character after Jac_- Botany Bay, _b.
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Trann, Marshal: march from Turgot: predicts the revolt of
Alsace to Bohemia (1744), iL America, iv. 3; memorial on
22 America _o Lewis X¥I., 405 ;

Travancore, Rajah of: attacked Latin epigram on _r_nkllu,
by TippooSahib, vi. 70 414 ; memorable work of his

Travelling : difficulties through ministry, vi. 293; fall, 296
bad state of roads, vii. 223, Turkey: war wlth Venice and
226 ; introduction of stage- Hungary, i. 293 ; aggressions
coaches, 224 ; carriages drawn of Russia, vi. 73; Prance a
by oxen, 225 ; Palmer's mail- steady ally, 75 ;loss of Crimea,
coaches, 228 ; growing love for 77 ; schemes of partition, 80 ;
foreign travel and scenery, 229 declares war agains_ Russia
sqq. (1787), 86 ; Austrian invasion,

Treasury, First Lord of : reoog- lb. ; defeat of Joseph IL, 88 ;
nised as head of Government, treaty with Gustavus HI., 91 ;
if. 187 Prussia proposes alliance, 103 ;

Treaties of Partition, the : 1698, disastrous campaign of 1789,
Spanish possessions _o A_reh- 111 ; Peace of Sistova (with
duke Charles, i. 30; 1700, Austria, 1791), 137; peace
Spain, Spanish Netherlands, negotiations between Triple
&o., with compensation to Alliance and Russia, 151;
Prance, 31 question of cession of Ocza-

' Trencher chaplains,' i. 96 kow, 152 s_. ; massacre of
Trenton: captured by Washing- Ismail, 164; Peace of Jassy,

ton (1776), iv. 886 180
TrOves, Elector of : relations Turnpike roads: at firs_ unpopu-

with French g_n/gr_s, vi. 547 ]at, vii. 224 ; few near London,
s_., 552 ib. ; much extended after 1763,

Triennial Parliaments : uneer- 226 ; badly kept, ib.
rain character of, iL 47; Tuscany, Duke of (lWaria
advocated by Tories, 65; pro- Theresa's husban&), i. 415.
posed (1780),v. 98 See also Lorraine, Duke of

Triple Alliauoe: cause of its Tyburn procession abohshed, vii.
formation, vi. 95; at work, 323
100; Prussia alienated, 129 sq. ;
results of the alliance, 150 s_g.

Tryon, Governor (New York), iv, U
187 n., 190, 226, v. 14, 29

Tucker, Dean : argument for Ulster: emigrants from, formed
separation from America, iv. a great partof American army,
1_4 sqq. ; on English slave (1776), iv. 340
trade, vii. 362 Umbrellas, introduction of, vii.

Tuileries, capture of (1792), vii. 187 sg.
25 Unitarians : excluded from

_ull, Jethro : introduced system benefits of Toleration Ace, L
of ro_ation of crops, vii. 241 B58 ; Pex's Bill in their favour,
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vi. 29 ; distinguished writers, s_. ; distrusts _.merioan l_ublic
B3 1non, 118 ; partakes in nego-

Universities : decadence of, in tiations between Franklin and
18th century, iii. 18 sq. ; England, 1,55sg., 190 ; annoy-
Deism among students (1729), ante _t secret signing of ar_i-
19 cles, 195 ; relations with Spain,

Unmarried women : improved 198 ; desires amnesty for
condition of, vii. 353 American loyalists, 201 ;death,

Ushant, battle of: fought by 359
Kcppel against 7_rench (1778), Vertue, engraver (1756), it. 187
iv. 471 ' Veteran' : a signature used by

Usury : laws against _equently Junius, iii. 454
enforced, vii. S0S Victor Amadeus, King (Sardinia),

Utrecht, Treaty of (between Lewis i. 298, 301
XIV. and England, 1713), i. Vienna, Treaty of : secret articles
129, 131,138, 152 sqq. produced Treaty of Hanover, i.

4O9
Vigo, capture of (from Spain, by

V English, i719_, i. 805
Yillars, Marshal : in command

Vails (_resents to servants), iL in Spanish Netherlands, i. 134,
220 138, 141; refused command

Vaimy, battle of : importance in in Spain, 805
history of France, vii. 50 ' Vindex _: a signature used by

Vanloo (portrait-painter) : popu- Junius, iiL 459
larity of (1787), iL 187 Virginia :description, iv. 24; cha-

Vansittart, Governor (Bsngal),iv. r_cter of people, 25 ; slavery,
267 28 ; anti-English feeling, 28

Yaughan, General: capture of sq. ; English devastations in
St. Eustatius (1781), v. 77 1779, v. 15; B. Arnold in,107 ;

Vend6e, La :insurrection against predatory _ar, 114
French I_epublie, vi. 531 Vivisection : common in 18th

Verdsn : sold _o George I. (as century, it. 194
Elector of Hanover), i. 283, Voltaire : on religious toleration,
301 vi. 35; advocacy of a Greelr

Verdun: captured by Prussians empire, 75, 82 ; vlsi_ to
(1792), vii. 42; retaken by _.ngland, 185; early writings
French, 52 and career, 186 ; ill-treatment

Vergennes: predicts secession of by Government, _b. ; cha-
American colonies, iv. 3 ; me- ratter, 187 ; exile and anti-
morialto Lewis XVI. on policy christian writings, 188 ; assists
towards America, 402; his :_ncyclopmdists, 189 ; his
views carried out, 407 ; printers punished, 192 ; theory
methods, _07 s_q. ; change of of government, 195 ; on
sentiment towards America, division of classes, 197, 200 ;
V.$9 ; _roposals for i_eaee, 90 sympathies with ro_ai a_.
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thority, 199 ; against universal King's illness, 879 ; question
suffrage, _b. ; and democratic of Regency, 380 ; negotia-
government, 200 ; general tions with Thurlow, 381 ;
character of his mind, 202 ; Prince's claim argued by Fox,
influence, 203 ; its decline, 887, 390, 392, 396 sqg. ; action
239 of Irish Parliament, 401 ;

Volunteers, Irish : rise, _. 12 bnltal conduct towards his
father, v. 404 ;restrictions on
Regent, 429; reply to Pitt's

W letter announcing appointment
as Regent, 438; King's re-

'Wager of law _ (for debtors): eovery, 441 ; conduct of
only abolished in 1883, iv. 802 Prince, 443, 446 ; follows Fox

Wages: of labourers, 1704, if. in opposition, vi. 653; spoke
207 ; 1768, 210 ; of men- in favour of the proclamation
servants and maidservants, against seditious writings, vii.
337 ; regulation of wages by 21
authority, vii. 800 s_. Wales, Princess Dowager of

Waldegrave, DowAger Countess (George III.'s mother) : cha-
of, wife of Duke of Gloucester, raeter, iii. 167 ; death, iv. 268
iv. 248 Wall_er, Sir Hoveden: coin-

Wales : religious condition in mander of fleet in conquest of
Wesley's _ne, iii. 108 ; reviva- Canada, L 182
list preachers, 104 s_q. ; in- WaUachia : in power of Russia,
crease of Nonconformity, 108 vl. 81 ; Catherine II. desires to

Wales, Prince of (George I.'s make it part of a Greek empire,
son), i. B6B, 877, 447 sq., 658 89 ; position in 1787-90, 152

Wales, Prince of (George II.'s s_/.
son), ii.B9 Walpole, Horace : description of

Wales, Prince of (George III.'s insecurity of st, eets of London
son) : attached to Coalition (1762), if. 106 , sneered at
Ministry (1783), v. 225; his Handel, 173 ; and at Garrick,
Civil List, ib. ; interference in 188 ; on Methodism, i/i. 119,
elections, 832, 864; connee- 128 sq. ; on Burke, 889 ; de-
tion wi_h Fox and Whig seription of Shelburne's eha-
leaders, 364; debts, 365 ; rein- raoter, v. 133, 188 ; forecast
_ions with Mrs. _itzherbert, of Pitt's ability, 147; on
366; marriage, 889; complete fashions under George IH.,
alienation from King, 370 ; vii. 194 sq_. ; on art, 216 sg. ;
FitzherberL marriage brought on the state of _he roads, 225
before Parliament, 372, 439; Walpole, Sir Robert : follows
Fox authorised %odeny it, 873 ; Townshendin the Whig schism
' explanation ' of Sheridan, (1717), i. B67; dislike of King's
875 ; Mrs. Fitzherbert deserted, German party, 868 ; return to
876 ; marriage with Princess office, 870 ; opposed South Sea
Caroline o_ Brunswick, lb. ; scheme, 374; Chancellor of
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Exehequar, 375; sketch of his 463 ; made Earl of 0rford,
life, 375 egg. ; schemes for 465 ; fall, _b. ; disunion of his
miggating suffering caused by opponents, 468 ; failure of
Sou_h Sea Bubble, 377; ski]l impeachment, 470; last days,
in managing men, 380 ; in ib. ; his witty reply to Queen
avoiding violent concussions Caroline, iL 217; comparison
of opinion, B81 ; in dealing with Pitt, 447
with country gentry, 381 Walter, Mr. (founder of the
s_. ; religious policy, 384 ; Times) : imprisoned for libel.
sagacity of judgment, B85; ling the Prince of Wales, v
scheme of excise, 387, 401; 444_u
financial skill, 888 ; measures Waltham Blacks (deer-stealers) :
for redeeming _atlonal Debt, 'Black Act' passed for their
ib. ; Sinking Fund, 397 s_. ; suppression, ii. 113
respect for public opinion, Warburg, battle of (1760) : chiefly
899 ; absolutism as a minister, won by British cavalry, ii. 435
400 ; his moderation _ome- _rarburton, Bishop: treatise on
what exaggerated by his- ' A1]iance between Church and
torlans, _02 s_.; difficulties in State,' vl. 21
foreign policy, 405 ; objections Ward, General (American) : in
to Treaty of Hanover, 409; command of New England
averts war by Treaty of Vienna Army, iv. 201
(1731), 418 ; _var of Polish Warela, Peace of, vl. 147, 150
succession, ._b.; pacific policy, Warren, Dr. : physician to George
419 sgq. ; Walpole's merits, IIL, v. 387, 416, _29, 442
423; vices: low political Washington, George: first ap-
honour, 424 ; want of decorum, pearance of his name, iL 352 ;
426 ; corruption, 427 ; how far made Commander-in-Chlef, iv.
the guiltof it attaches to Wal- 206 ; sketch of his life, 208 ;
pole, 429 sgq. ;resists attem.pts intellectual faculties, 210 ;
at reform, &S2 ; pernicious m- military capacity, 210 s_. ;
fluenee on young men, 433 ; character, 212 ; refused a
repor_ of Committee of salary, 214 ; di_eulties from
Inquiry, 434 ; effect of Wal- defects of army, 226 ; no hero-
pole's language on political ism among his troops, 229 ; in
morality, 437; his parliamen- New York (1776), 354; sta-
tary opponents, 4B7 sq_/. ; tistics o_ his army, 855 ; re-
Bolingbroke, 445; Prince of t_eat from New York, 856 ;
Wales, 447 ; isolation through suggested burning that town,
death of _he Queen, 448 ; ib.; insubordination of his
difficulties with Spa_n, 449 ; troops, 360 ; disbandment, 375;
_ralpole's tact, 449 ; procures retreat to Pennsylvania, 377 ;
convention with Spain, 453 ; continued complaints about his
driven to declare war, 454 ; men, 378 ; defeats Germans at
policy towards Maria Theresa, Trenton, 386 ; improved state
461 ; reluctance to leave office, of his forces, 387; objeetiont
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to militia, 389; procures en- Wedderburn (afterwards Lord
listment of new army, 390 ; re- Loughborough) : denunciations
eeives limited dictatorial po_ver of North's American policy, iii.
over his officers, 391; diffi- g65; becomes North's Soliei-
eultles with ioreign officers, tot-General, 366; invective
417; the rival armies in 1777, agalnetDr.Franktin,iv.150 s_.;
419; defeated by Howe _t his oharaeter,46_. 3eeLough-
Brandywine and Germantown, borough
428 ; complains of disaffection Wedell, General, if. 430
and apathy, 424; cabal of Wedgwood, ffosiah: made Eng-
generals against him, 472 ; aS- lish popery superior _o French
vocates half-pay for officers, and Dutch, vii. 271; artistic
lb.; on French plans against designs from Flaxman, and
Canada, 481 ; on rise in prices, from Etruscan vases, 272
484 ; complaints about &meri- Wesley, Charles : companion of
can army in 1780, v. 25, 82 ; on his brother (John), iii. 89, 41 ;
power of England, 27 ; ackuow- conversion, 48 ; preaching in
ledges dependence of Revo- Newgate, _b.; aids Whitefield,
lution on France, 88; ireatmen_ b3 ; opposed to his Calvinism,
of Benedict Arnold, 41, 108 ; 69 ; treated as a ' vagabond '
execution of Andre, 48; on in Ireland, 74; wi_h&rawal
American financial straits, 58 ; from the movement, 142
design on lqew York, 109 ; on Wesley, John : early life, iii. 37 ;
American distress, 111 ; expe- first companions, 39 ; visits
dition agains* New York, 117 Georgia, 41; character at this
sffff.; capture of Yorktown, period,42 ; a High Churchman,
120; difficulties af_er York- 43; dissensions in Georgia,
town, 179 ; offered a crown by lb. ; return to England, 45 ;
army, 182 Mora_ian influence, ib. ; con-

Watchmen, London (1742):in- version, 47; pilgrimage to
efficiency of, ii. 106 Herrnhut, 48 ; preaching in

Watering-pl_ecs, inland :growth ]_3ngland, 51 ;excluded from
of, if. 198 Church pulpits, ib.; reluotantly

Watson, Admiral, if. 149 follows Whitefield's field-
Watt, James: account of his life, preaching, 53 ; founds first

vii. 277 ; transformed New. _ethod.ist chapel, 67 ; differ-
comen's steam-engine, ib. ; ences with Whitefield, 69 ;
later career, 278;hie haven- sanctions insLituLion of lay
tions led to perfection of s_eam preachers, 70 ; missionary
locomo*ion, 278 s_. work, 71 ; attacked by a mob,

Watts's hymns: received wi_h 72 ; suspected of Popery, 75 ;
enthusiasm by converted slaves physical phenomena produced
(&merica), iii. 102 by his sermons, 78 _q. ; re-

Wayne, General (American) : liglous madness, 82 ; regarded
treatment of Pennsylvaniau by Wesley as consequences of
mutineers, v. I01 conversion, 84; asceticism, 86;
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belief in miracles wrought on detailed contrast wi_h Torles,
behalf of his work, 88 ; belief 3 ; treatment of press, 4 ; why
in visions, 90 ; in witchcraft, they carried Ssptennial Act, 6 ;
91 ; in special judgments, 92 ; policy at Revolution, 12 sq_. ;
difficulties arising from Anti- skilful conduct of leaders, 15 ;
nomianism and Calvinism origin of name _Whig,' 2a2;
among his followers, 95 s_. ; difficulties after Revolution,
attacked in pamphlets and 28; defeat of party on ac-
satires, 97 ; moderation of his cession of Anne, 40 ; prepon-
replies, 99; opponent of derance in House of Lords
slavery, 102 ; his work in Eng- (1702), 44 ; great majority in
lish provinces and Wales, 102 elections (1705), 47 ; pass a
s_.; in Scotland, 109; in Regency Bill, 48; complete
Ireland, 110 s_. ; his influence Whig ascendency in ministry,
on children, 115; love of 52; foreign policy of Govern-
music, 120; attempt to form ment, 54; party division, 61 ;
union of Evangelical clergy- Sacheverell, 03 sqq. ; theory
men, 125 ; his manner of life, of Government, 77 ; Burner,
135; administrative powers, 100; religious legislation, 116
186 ; mental, 137 ; many-sided sq_., _16 s_q. ; question of ene-
activity, 1_8 ; influence, 140 ; cession, 167 ; elections of 1713,
lived and died a member of 181; Tory discord and Whig
Church of :England, 141; op- union, 185; conference of
posit_on to Dissent, 143 ; con- leaders with Bolingbroke, 201 ;
sccrated Coke as Bishop of Irish Commons violently
American Methodists, 144 Whig, 203; triumph at George

West Indies: population--pro- I.'s accession, 210; chief ele-
portion of negroes to whites, ments of party: aristocracy,
ii. 258; creation of baronets 212 sqq ; commercial classes,
in, by Charles II., 254 ; system 233 ; Nonconformists, 253--
of government, ib. ; value of party violence, 259; rebellion
sugar trade, 255 ; vicissitudes of 1716, 264 s_q.; consolidation
in wars of lgth century, iiL of Whigpower, 283; conditions
208, iv. 470, v. 123, 185 favouring it, 284 s_q. ; re-

Whale fishery of New :England, ligious legislation, 814, 881;
iv. 17; removal of duty ira- repeal of laws against witch-
posed by England, 5_ craft, 334 ; reform of Calendar,

Whately, William (private seers- ib. ; laws against Catholics,
tary to George Grenville}: 335, 343 s_q.; penal laws
Hutchinson's letters to, iv. against English Catholics, B48
145, 147 sqff. ; Whig schism of 1717,

Wheat, price of, 1650-1750, i. 367; Walpole, 413, 438 ; ees-
889, ii. 9.04s_. ; later prices, vii. sation of political rivalry
248,260 sq. (1748-64),ii. 39; confusionof

Whigs : prolonged ascendency, i. party lines, 94 ; natural his-
1 ; thsiJ/ main principles, 2 ; tory of the two parties, 95 s_. ;
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Tolaratio_ Act (1712), 290; influence on religious revival,
disorganisation, 377 ; supre- 66 ; Calvinism : disputes with
maey broken at death of George Wesley, 69 ; esteem for Wesley,
II., 447 ; Roekingham's rain- 70 ; asceticism, 86 ; the earth-
istry, iii. 270; inexperienced quake alarm of 1750, 94; ex-
leaders, 273; coalition with peditions to America, i01;
Chatham, 294; party vicis- advocated slavery, 102 ; work
situdes, 354 sffq. ; ]_eform in Wales, i07; in Scotland,
question, 375; distinction be- 109; satirised by Pope, 119;
tween Whig and ]_adieal, 416 influence on upper classes, 121
_g/ff.; on the hz_gllcan Subscrip- Whitworth (ambassador to
tion, iv. 295; divided on re- Russia): reports on l_ussian
ligious liberty, 298 ; accession polities and schemes, vL 151,
of Fox, 330; American diffi- 158 s_/., 166, 560; character,
culty, 348; alleged origin of 177
party colours, 441; advocacy Wigs, temp. George IIL, vii.
of American cause, ib.; at- 186sff.
tempted fusion with Rocking- Wflberloree, William: entered
ham's party, 464; return to Paa'liament (1780), v. 99; his
power (1782), v 125; oligar- description of the Coali-
chieal spirit of" 215Old tion Ministry,Whigs, compares
166; disruption, 169; coalition Canning's oratory with Pitt's
of Fox and North, 208 ; India and Fox's, 271 ; supports Pitt,
Bill, 288; home fortifications, 309; Pitt promises his aid
350; Prince of Wales, 364; against the slave trade, 341;
Regency question, 387, 392, Wfiberforee's denunciations of
398; par_y ceases to be anti- English share in that trade,
Catholic, vi. 43; on elective 842; Sabbatarian stricmess,
system, 55; Whig theory vi. 12; reason fo_ declining
of social contract, 240 ; schism peerage, vii. 185 ; sketch of his
wrought by French Revolu- character, 370; Pitt redeems
tion, 877 ; secessions from his promise, 372 ; eloquent
Fox, 444; true character of speech of Wilberforce against
the party, 450; schism in- theslavetrade, 374; desixcfor
creased, vii. 20, 178 immediate abolition, 877 ;

WhReficld, George: early life carries Bill for abolition of
and character, iii. 40; visits slave trade with foreigners,
Georgia, 45 ; preaching in 378 ; laler stages of the work,
England, 51 ; field-preaching, 379 sq.
52 ; among colliers, ib. ; in Lea- Wild, Jonathan, it. 112
don, 54 ; character and genius, _¥ilkes : satire on Bute, iii. 217 ;
ib. ; failings, 55 ; position in fanned English antipathy to
the Church, 47; eloquence as Scotchmen, 219; attack on
a popular preacher, 59 s!/q; King's speech (' _orth Briton,
effects on. his hearers, 63 ; No. 45'), 243; his previous
matter of his discourses, 65 ; career, 244; an-ested. 246 ;
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axrest aeelared illegal, 247; Willis, Dr., physician to George
prosecuted for libel. 249 ; IIL, v. 885, 416, 429, 443
' :Essay on Woman,' 250 ; duel Wills, General : in command
with Martin, 252 ; popular in. against rebels of 1715, i. 268
dignation against hie oppo- Wilmington, Earl of: succeeds
nents, ib. ; libels declared by Walpole as Piime Minister, if.
Parliament to be not protected 1 ; death, after brief tenure of
by privilege, 254 ; outlawry of office, 16
Wilkes, 256 ; life on Continent, Wilson : first great English
B15 ; elected for Middlesex, landscape painter, ii 167;
317 _ outlawry removed, 818 ; received little Court favour, vii.
imprisoned, 319 ; violent popu- 208
lar demonstrations, 319 s_/ff; Wilson, Bishop of the Isle of
new provocations, 329 ; ex- Man, ii. 85
pcUed from Parliament, 380 ; Winchilsea, Lord : conveyed
re-elected, but declared in- ehaUenge of Colonel Lennox
capable, 331 ; elected a third to Duke of York, v. 448
time, but Luttrell declared Windham, Mr. : defended bull-
member, 333; effects of the baiting, iL195;opposedFiood's
expulsion, 834; arguments on Reform Bill, vi. 81 ; high
the case, 335 s_q. ; Wilkes one opinion of Burke, 471 ; sops-
of the first English Radicals, rates from Fox, vii. 98
374; his part in the conflict Windham, Sir W. : arrested as
about parliamentary report- Jacobite (1715), i. 267; do-
ing, 477 _q., 481 sq. ; helped nounces King's interference
to suppress Gordon riots, iv. with elections, 278 ; _vas Chan-
322 ; becomes Lord Mayor of teller of the Exchequer temp.
London, and regains seat for Anne, 44G; carried Schism
Middlesex, 328 ; resolution Act, _b. ; death, _b. ; warm
against him rescinded, v. 143 ; friend of Bolingbroke, 446
witticism about Thu_low, 417 ; Window tax, v. 299
predicts the French Revolu- Wine, consumption of : hard
tion, vi. 227 drinkers, if. 99 s_/. ; revenue,

Wilkinson, Roy. Mr. : clandestine v. 296 ; revival of taste for
marriages celebrated by, li. French wines, 318
125 Winter campaigns, vii. 160

Wilkinson, Tats (actor), vii. 204 Wintoun, Lord : miserable scene
William TIT. : popular corn- at his trial (1715}, i. 408

plaints against, i. 28; treat- Witchcraft: revival of super-
ment of question of Spanish stition after Saeheverell trial,
succession, 30 ; obliged to as- i. 3B3 ; ordeal by water (1712),
knowledge Philip as King of ib. ; law making it a capital
Spain, 84 ; concludes Grand offence repealed, 834; pexseeu-
Alliance, 3G sq.; death, 37 t-ion of witches in America, iL

William V., Stadholder (Holland, 251; and in Scotland, 330 sgq. ;
1766), v. 357 Collins and Bentley on its de.
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elias, iii. 7; Wesley's view Wyoming, desolation of {by
about, 91; Irlsh law against, Indians under Colonel John
only repealed in 1621, iv. 802 Butler), iv. 470, -_78

Wolfe, General : death at Quebec
(1759), if. 417

Wollstonecroft, Mary : the
' Rights of Woman,' vii. 215 Y

Women: burnt for murder, if.
135 ; publicly whipped, 1B7 ; Yarmouth, Countess of, if. 70
progress of education among Yeomen : decline of the class, i.
(1700-50),153; gambling, 156; 7; causes of decline, 244, vii.
boxing matches between, 196 ; 221 ; yeomen of the American
treatment in Bighlands, 258, colonies, iv. 30
261 ; superior education in Yonge, Sir George, v. 169
American colonies, iv. 32 ; York, Duke of, v. 394, 405, 419,
female authors, vii. 214 ; posi- 446, 448
tion of unmarried women, 353 Yorke, Charles : career, iii. 356 ;

Wood's halfpence, L 401 sad end, 357
Woodfall : printer and publisher Yorke, Sir Joseph : English

of 'Letters of Junius,' liL 447 ambassador at Hague (1780),
sqq. ; prosecution, 462 v 72

Woodfall, William (relative o_ _orktown: fall of, terminated
above) : prosecuted for report- ._merican war, v. 118, 120
lug speeches in Parliament, ill Young, Axthur : on English agrl-
476 sqq., imprisoned, 478 cultural wages, iL 210 ; produce

Wool trade : English restric- of land in England and France
tions on that of American compared, vi. 290 ; forecast of
colonies, iv. 42 _rench Revolution, 322, 333 ;

Workhouses : foundation in on States-General, 352 ; on
England (1723), if. 203 ; liberal English roads, vii. 226 ; size
diet, 206 n. of farms, 242 ; on the corn laws,

Worms, Treaty of (between Maria 247 ; predicts American com-
Theres_ .and Germany, 1743), petition in corn, 247 _. ; on
ii. 11 the advantages of enclosures,

Wray, Sir Cecil: candidate at 253
Westminster election (1784), Young, Sir W., v. 407
v. 382 ' Yule Vacanee,' i. I1S

Wrecking: in England, if. 113

I sg. ; not in Highlands, if.269
' Writs of assistance' (America, Z

1761), iv. 48
Wyatt, James (architect), oil Zamoiski, Chancellor (Poland,

194,209 1780), vi. 490
Wyborg, battle of (Russian vie. Ziethen, General {Prussian), if.

tory over Swedes), vi. 147 435
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zi_ Z_T,

Zinzendorf (_oravla_), Hi. 67 [ Zoutman, Admiral ('Du_eh) :

' Zong, _ _e (slave ship), vii. / battle of Dogger Bank (1781),
367 v. 81

Zoradorf, battle of (defeat of ZiilliehtLu, ba¢tle of (defeat of

Russhms by Prussians, 1758), I Prussians by l_ussians, 1759),ii, 431ii. 418

THE END.
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